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[Extract from act of Congress of June 18, 1898, defining the duties of the Industrial Commission and

showing the scope of its inquiries.]

SEC. 2. That it shall be the duty of this commission to investigate questions per-

taining to immigration, to labor, to agriculture, to manufacturing, and to business,

and to report to Congress and to suggest such legislation as it may deem best upon
these subjects.

SEC. 3. That it shall furnish such information and suggest such laws as may be

made a basis for uniform legislation by the various States of the Union, in order to

harmonize conflicting interests and to be equitable to the laborer, the employer, the

producer, and the consumer.
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INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION.

REPORT (OT GENERAL LABOR LEGISLATION.

To the Senate and House of Representatives, Fifty-sixth Congress:

The subject covered by this report is peculiarly a matter of domestic

law, and with one or two notable exceptions (such as railway labor,

which may be regulated under the interstate commerce clause of the

Constitution) the commission have to recommend improved legislation

to the State legislatures, under section 3 of the act creating this com-

mission, rather than to Congress directly. Section 3 provides that the

commission "shall furnish such information and suggest such laws as

may be made a basis for uniform legislation by the various States of

the Union, in order to harmonize conflicting interests and to be equi-

table to the laborer, the employer, the producer, and the consumer."

It seems best to take up the subjects upon which the commission

finds itself now ready to make recommendations in the order in which

they are treated in the accompanying digest of existing laws relating
to general labor. That order has been carefully considered, and is, it

is hoped, both logical and practical, while the convenience to the reader

in having the references consecutive is obvious. The subject of con-

vict labor is specially treated in a separate report of the Industrial

Commission, but for the sake of completeness a digest of the statutes

on this subject is included in this report. The commission has not

yet completed its investigation of the conditions of mine labor, and

while some suggestions on this subject are contained in the present

report, the subject will be more fully discussed later. Meantime a

digest of the existing laws as to labor in mines is submitted in the

present volume.

Perhaps the subject of greatest public interest to-day is that of the

regulation of the hours of labor permitted in industrial occupations,
and especially in factories. (See Chap. I, Art. B, of the Digest of

General Labor Laws in this volume.) Most of the Northern and East-

ern States prohibit the employment of persons under the full age in

factories or other mechanical establishments, for more than a pre-

scribed time per diem, usually ten hours, and not exceeding sixty hours
'
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4 THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION: LABOR.

per week. Obviously, Congress has no power, without a constitutional

amendment, to legislate directly on this subject. The commission are

of the opinion that a uniform law upon this subject may wisely be

recommended for adoption by all the States. We believe that such leg-

islation can not, under the Federal and State constitutions, be recom-

mended as to persons, male or female, above the age of 21. except, of

course, in some special industries, where employment for too many
hours becomes positively a menace to the health, safety, or well-being

of the community; but minors, not yet clothed with all the rights of

citizens, are peculiarly the subject of State protection, and still more

so, young children.

The commission are of opinion, therefore, that a simple statute

ought to be enacted by all the States to regulate the length of the

working day for young persons in factories (meaning by
"
young per-

sons" those between the age of majority and 14); and in view of the

entire absence of protection now accorded by the laws of many States

to children of tender years we think that the employment of children

in factories in any capacity, or for any time, under the age of 14

should be prohibited. The question of shops and mercantile establish

ments generally appears even more subject to local conditions than

that of factories; therefore the commission see no need for even

recommending to the States any uniform legislation upon this subject.

But child labor should be universally protected by educational restric

tions, (Chap. I, Art. B, sec. 8), providing in substance that no child may
be employed in either factories, shops, or in stores in large cities, who
can not read and write, and, except during vacation, unless he has

attended school for at least twelve weeks in each year.
Further regulation, especially in the line of bringing States

which now have no factory acts up to a higher standard, is earnestly
recommended.

The commission would further recommend that the length of the

working day in all public employment should be fixed at eight hours,
in line with the present act of Congress, which should further be

strengthened in some particulars. The objection that this discriminates

between public and private employment is recognized, but in our judg-
ment is outweighed by the demonstration of the benefits of a shorter

day, which, it is hoped, will bring private employment to the same
standard.

The Supreme Court of the United States has affirmed the constitu-

tionality of the Utah law limiting the length of the day's labor in
mines or underground workings, even in the case of male citizens of
full age. The commission would therefore recommend that the pro
visions of the Utah constitution and statutes (see Chapter I, Art. B, sec.

4) be followed in all the States, by which the period of employment of
workmen in all underground mines or workings shall be eight hours
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a day, except in cases of emergency, when life or property is in immi-

nent danger, and, also, that the employment of children under the age
of 14: and of all women and girls in mines or underground quarries

and workings should be forbidden.

Under the interstate commerce power, Congress might well enact that

no person under 18 should be employed as a telegraph operator upon
railroads, following the Colorado and Georgia statutes, and that all

engineers and switchmen should submit to an examination for color-

blindness; also that it be made a misdemeanor for an engineer or

switchman to be intoxicated while on duty.

A simple and liberal law regulating the payment of labor (Chap. I,

Art. C) should be adopted in all the States, providing that laborers shall

be paid, for all labor performed, in cash or cash orders,without discount,

not in goods or duebills, and that no compulsion, direct or indirect,

should be used to make them purchase supplies at any particular store.

More stringent legislation, as by providing that mining employers, etc. ,

may not run supply stores at all, must necessarily be determined by the

several States according to their local conditions. The company -store

acts now in existence are frequently evaded by the device of giving a

percentage on all purchases to the employer or paying commissions on

all collections from his employees. It may be difficult to devise a uni-

form law touching such matters, but the attention of the State legisla-

tures is called to such evasions and the abuses arising therefrom.

Provisions for the fair weighing of coal at mines before passing over

a screen or other device, in order that the miner may be compensated
for all coal having a market value, should be adopted, and the miners

should have the privilege of employing a check weighman at their

own expense.
The question of the enforcement of the labor contract by injunc-

tion or contempt in equity process (Chap. I, Art. E) is a veiy difficult

one, mainly so made by the abuses which have arisen from injunctions

carelessly issued by learned judges or by the unlearned judges of

inferior courts in States which confuse chancery and common -law

jurisdiction. The injunction is a high prerogative writ, and should

be awarded only after the most careful examination by a tribunal

thoroughly competent. Wherever possible, and wherever the trans-

action complained of is a simple criminal offense, it should be left to

the jurisdiction of the local criminal courts, aided, if necessary, by
the police or military authorities; but when the case is one which is

properly a subject of equity jurisdiction, and where issuance of an

injunction is really necessary to prevent irreparable loss or wrong,
it seems to be going too far to say that no contempt of the injunction

shall be punished without all the delays arid safeguards of an ordinary

jury trial. It might be well to limit punishment for contempt to

imprisonment for a brief period, but equity courts must not be deprived
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of the power to protect themselves and make their decrees respected.

At the same time, the practice of awarding- blanket injunctions against

all the world, or against numerous unnamed defendants, as well as the

practice of indirectly enforcing the contract for personal service by

enjoining employees from quitting work, should be discouraged not

only by popular sentiment, but by intelligent judicial opinion. There

should be no unnecessary departure from the time-honored principle

that the contract of personal service can not be specifically enforced,

because to do so entails a condition of practical slavery.

The statutes concerning intimidation (Chap. I, Art. F) are extremely

interesting, but seem to require no particular comment. They are

principally little more than expressions of the common law. As, how-

ever, they have so generally been adopted in the states, it might be

wise for Congress to adopt such a statute relative to railway labor, and
for that purpose the New York statute, general^ followed in the

Western States, is probably the best. The Maine law applying to rail-

roads is very full and explicit and might well be adopted by Congress
for all railroads or other interstate carriers, supplemented by the pro-
visions of the New York Penal Code (Sec. 653).

There is at present no Federal legislation protecting the political

rights of laborers, and it would seem that the ordinary State statutes,
which prohibit employers from coercing employees in the exercise of
the right of suffrage or from seeking to influence them by pay envel-

opes, threats of discharge, or otherwise, could properly be made a
national law applying to elections to Federal offices. The New York
statute (Penal Code, Sec. 41t; Laws 1894, Chap. 714) is perhaps the
most complete, and might well be copied.
The legal rights of laborers in suits, etc., must necessarily be left to

the regulation of the States creating the courts where they are con-

ducted, but the United States bankruptcy act should be amended by
copying the usual State law (see New York General Laws, chap. 32,
art. 1, sec. 8), by which a preferred lien is given to all employees,
clerks and servants for debts due for wages and salaries, above all
other claims except taxes or debts due the Federal Government, if
such debts were incurred within six months before the assignment or
receivership, whether of a person, or a corporation, or the death of a
deceased insolvent.

Convict labor (Chap. Ill) is the subject of a special report, but it
seems clear that Congress should legislate to prevent the importation
and sale of convict-made goods from one State into another without
the consent of the State into which the goods are imported, or where
iney are sold. The importation of foreign convict-made goods has
oeen prohibited by act of Congress. (See Tariffs 1890, 1894, and
J.O7 I .J
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In States which have many factories the well-known factory act of

Massachusetts or New York, based upon the English act which served

as a model to all such, is recommended for uniform adoption. (See

Chap. IV.)
The sweat-shop law, also, which is now practically identical in the

important States of New York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and

Ohio, is recommended for general adoption.
On the subject of railway labor (Chap. VII), which is undoubtedly

covered by the interstate powers of Congress, the commission are of

opinion that Congress should adopt a consistent code of law regulating
all matters concerning employment in that industry, such as the hours

of labor, the limitation of continuous runs by engineers, or continu-

ous service by telegraph operators or switchmen, without period of

sufficient rest, the enactment of a consistent employers' liability code,

including a definition of the fellow-servant doctrine, the liability of

the employer or corporation for defective appliances, etc., with defini-

tions of what appliances, bridges, car couplers, overhead guards,

bridge guards, blocking of switches and frogs, and all such matters

shall be required from railways, and defect of which shall shift the

burden of proof of notice upon the defendant; that such a complete
code adopted should be made binding in accident cases whenever they
are tried in the Federal courts, without regard to the laws of the

State or Territory where the accident occurred, so far as such a

provision is constitutional; and the commission are of opinion that

such a provision would be constitutional in so far as it applied to

matters of procedure that is, evidence, or burden of proof, rather than

substantive right of action; and all such regulations would be consti-

tutional as applied to railway cases or steamboat carriers under the

interstate commerce doctrine; but beyond this the terms of the law

might well apply, as has been said, to all cases arising in any employ-
ment which are brought in, or are ultimately tried in, the Federal

courts, leaving the court in each case to determine whether in fact the

statute can constitutionally be applied to the circumstances of the case.

Such a code would not only have the great advantage of simplifying
conditions throughout the country in the large class of railway and
steamboat employments, but the force of example would be so great
that even in matters where Congress could not properly interfere,

such as the substantive cause of injury in an occupation not of inter-

state commerce, the States would be led by force of example and

uniformity, it is hoped, to voluntarily adopt this code, and thus make
the law identical in all occupations throughout the country. This

the commission believe to be one of the most important efforts in the

labor interest to which the attention of Congress can possibly be

invited.
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The commission note that trade unions (Chap. IX) have rarely, if

at all, taken advantage of the statutes permitting them to incorpo-

rate. Under the national act (U. S. Stats., 1886, Chap. 567) not one

prominent trade union has, in the thirteen years since its enactment,

been incorporated.
The statutes already adopted (Chap. IX, Art. A, sec. 3) in the several

States, discriminating as between union and nonunion labor by making
it a penal offense for an employer to exclude union labor only, seem

to us unconstitutional, being class legislation. The statute should

apply to union and nonunion labor alike, if it is to be enacted at all.

The right to be employed and protected without belonging to a union

should be preserved; but every facility should be given labor to organ-
ize if it desires, and the last vestige of the notion that trade unions are

a criminal conspiracy should be swept away.
Almost universally the States have adopted statutes protecting trade-

union labels. Against such statutes there can be no possible objection
in principle, and Congress might well enact a similar law.

On the important subject of strikes and boycotts, reference is had to

the accompanying digest (Chap. IX, Art. B). The experiments of the

States in regulating them by statute are extremely interesting. Sub-

stantially they come to this, that a strike shall be always legal except
when conducted on a public employment in such a manner as to injure
the public safety or health; and, on the other hand, that a boycott or

combination to injure or control the liberty of an individual is always
illegal, sometimes criminal. This is substantially the modern Ameri-
can common law. Nothing should be a conspiracy in a trade dispute

except where the acts actually committed or the object of the combi-
nation would be an act criminal under the common law.

Laws against blacklisting have very generally been adopted, and are

probably sound in principle when they do not go to the length of pro-
hibiting privileged communication or fair information upon subjects of

mutual interest, for the blacklist in itself is a kind of boycott and ia

covered by the common law on that subject. Congress has already
legislated upon blacklists in railway employments and upon compul-
sory benefit societies by the act of June 1, 1898, but these subjects
require further consideration.

The use of private police detectives, or other armed bodies of hired

men, generally imported from one State to another, to repel a strike
or defend property, or newly engaged employees, in times of labor

trouble, has aroused the anxious attention of many State legislatures,
some of which have gone to the length of passing laws of doubtful

constitutionality forbidding the passage of persons from one State to
another for the purpose of such protection.- This.matter lies probably
within the powers of Congress, and a reasonable statute to prevent
abuses should be enacted.
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The arbitration and conciliation laws have recently been considered

by Congress in connection with the arbitration act applying to railway

disputes (U. S. Stats., 1898, 370). In a general way, the commission

would report that such laws in the States have been found effective

for purpose of conciliation, but that the strict arbitration machinery

rarely functions well. The arbitration laws now existing, particularly
the national act of 1898, should be made clear, so that the parties to

the arbitration, whether employer or employee, should appear as

lawfully constituted associations or corporations, or otherwise as

individuals with proper machinery for representation by their leaders;

and the commission believe that whoever inaugurates a lockout or

strike without first petitioning for arbitration, or assenting to it when

offered, should be subjected to an appropriate penalty. The object of

the first recommendation is to get responsible parties to the record, and

to make sure that the individuals concerned in the difficulty are law-

fully represented in the proceedings; and the object of the second

recommendation is to encourage peaceable adjustments of differences

and to discourage the resort to strikes or lockouts until legal methods

have been tried. The statute should not confine arbitration to a public

board, but should permit the parties to choose arbitrators if they pre-
fer. There should be no provision to compel either side to abide by
the decision. It is believed that a full and fair investigation of the

facts will, in most cases, bring the parties into substantial agreement,
while in other cases the result may be safely left to public opinion.

In conclusion, the commission would recommend the establishment

by all the States of labor bureaus or commissioners, who shall, besides

their local duties as now defined, be charged with that of exchanging
their statistics and reports, and of convening at least once a year in

national conference for general consultation, which national conference

should have power to submit directly to Congress its recommendations

for such Federal legislation as a majority of the State commissioners may
deem advisable, and shall also submit to all of the States, through the

commissioner of each separate State, their recommendations for

such uniform State statutes upon labor subjects as may seem wise and

desirable.

In its final report the commission propose to cover matters not

herein discussed, and, possibly, to accompany its report with drafts of

bills embodying both the national and State legislation recommended.

JAMES H. KYLE, Chairman. EUGENE D. CONGER.
BOIES PENROSE. THOMAS W. PHILLIPS.

WILLIAM LORIMER. M. D. RATCHFORD.
THEOBALD OTJEN. JOHN L. KENNEDY.
A. L. HARRIS. ALBERT CLARKE,

JOHN M. FARQUHAR.
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We can not concur in the above report. Conditions, arising partly

from climatic, partly from other causes, vary decidedly in the different

and widely separated sections of our country. These conditions,

coupled with the fact that manufacturing industries of different kinds

have been recently and only yet partially established in certain States,

render it both unjust and impracticable to attempt any uniform laws

regulating labor in all the States, if labor and capital are to have their

full and free development.
The inalienable right of private contract should be allowed to both

laborer and employer, and the unwise limiting of the hours of work

by law we believe to be fraught with danger. The future prosperity

of this country as the leading manufacturing nation of the world

demands the greatest freedom of contract between labor and capital.

ELLISON A. SMYTH.

CHARLES J. HARRIS.

I am of opinion that it would be unwise and unjust to endeavor to

force uniformity of labor laws throughout the United States. The

length and the heat of the day are prime factors respecting the hours

that may be appropriated to labor, and respecting the rules applicable
to it, as well as to its cost. These things under such regulations as

suit the climate, the community, and the conditions to be dealt with

will work themselves out better under local self government than

under any iron-clad rule adopted by or suggested from a central

power.
I therefore concur in the spirit of the views expressed on this sub-

ject by Messrs. Ellison A. Smyth and C. J. Harris.

JNO. W. DANIEL.
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PREFATORY NOTE.

The statutes herein referred to will be found printed at length in the
second special report of the United States Commissioner of Labor of

1896, and in the bimonthly bulletins published by the Department of

Labor since that date, upon which mainly, owing to considerations of

time and the materials at hand, 1 have had to rely. The object of

this report being to give a clear, comparative view of the present
condition of legislation upon this subject, the substance of the statutes is

set forth as briefly as possible in the text. Specimen statutes, selected

either as being most complete or most characteristic of different tend-

encies of legislation, will be found in full in the footnotes; and on
some important subjects all existing statutes will be found thus copied
in full.

It has not been thought necessary to complicate this report with
references to the decisions of courts upon the statutes embodied therein

except that in certain cases, where they have been held unconstitu-

tional, citations of laws are marked with an asterisk^*).
For the sake of brevity, references are made to chapter and section

or running section, of the last State revision code or general statutes

in common use. When chapter and section are preceded by a year
number, it means that the reference is to the annual laws of that year.
Where there is no citation, reference should be had to the reference to

the same State next preceding in the text.

To save duplication, matters assigned to special experts are not fully
covered by this report; but for the sake of a complete scheme chapters
are duly assigned to them where they would otherwise have fallen into

the body of this report. Of these special reports on legislation, those

relating to convict-labor laws and to mining-labor laws are presented
in this volume; that relating to trust legislation has already been pre-
sented to Congress by the Industrial Commission.

It seems desirable that Congress adopt an exhaustive code apply-
ing to all railway matters, thereby doing away with the necessity of

further legislation by the States. Whether Congress can also legis-
late as to cases involving the fellow-servant doctrine in other employ-
ments, which may be tried in the United States courts, is an interest-

ing constitutional question, depending, it seems, on whether such
matters be regarded as going to the cause of action or to matters of

procedure merely. The decisions even of the Federal courts are upon
this point conflicting. The same remarks apply also to cases arising
from accidents caused by defective machinery, appliances, etc.

FREDERIC JESUP STIMSON.
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CHAPTER I.

REGULATION OF THE LABOR CONTRACT ITSELF.

ART. A. AS TO GENERAL FORM, TIME, TERMINA-
TION, ETC.

SEC. 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS OF STATE CONSTITUTIONS CONCERN-
ING LABOR. Wyoming and Utah: "The rights of labor shall have

just protection through laws calculated to secure to the laborer proper
rewards for his service and to promote the industrial welfare of the

State" (Wyo. Con., Art. 1, sec. 22). The Utah constitutional provi-
sion is the same, but leaves out the clause "to secure to the laborer

g:oper
rewards for his service" (Utah Con., Art. 16, 1). In North

akota and Utah: "Every citizen of this State shall be free to obtain

emplovment wherever possible" (N. Dak. Con., Art. 1, 23; Utah
Con., 12, 19).

Several States have a provision that the legislature shall not enact

local or special laws regulating labor: Thus, "Any local or special
law * * *

regulating labor, trade, mining or manufacturing;" (Pa.

Con.,Art. 3, 7);
" Local or special acts

* * to regulate labor,

trade, mining or manufacturing
"
(Ky. Con.

, 59). Missouri and Texas

copy the Pennsylvania provision (Mo. Con., Art. 4, 53; Tex. Con.,
Art. 3, 56). The Louisiana constitution substitutes "agriculture"
for "mining," but otherwise the provision is similar (La. Con., 46).

Besides this special provision, many State constitutions provide
that there shall be no special local or private law in any case for which

provision has been or can be made by general law (Pa., Ind., 111.,

Kans., Nebr., Md., W. Va., Ky., Mo., Ark., Tex., Cal., Nev., Colo.,

Ga., Ala.); and whether a general law can be made applicable or not
is declared by the Missouri constitution to be a judicial question,

despite any legislative assertion to the contrary.
SEC. 2. STATUTES GENERALLY DEFINING THE LABOR CONTRACT.

The California code has this provision, copied in the other States which
have adopted the California code: "The contract of employment is a
contract bv which one who is called the employer engages another who
is called the employee to do something for the benefit of employer or
of a third person" (Cal. Civ. C. 1965; Mont. Civ. C. 2650; N. Dak.

4094; S. Dak. Civ. C. 3751.)
SEC. 3. STATUTES MAKING GENERAL DEFINITIONS IN LABOR MAT-

TERS. Certain States have adopted a general chapter or code of labor

matters, such as N. Y., Chap. 32 of the General Laws, contained in

the Acts of 1897; Mass., 1894, Chaps. 481, 498, and 508. The Massa-
chusetts chapters, however, do not purport to be exhaustive of the

subject. In other States laws affecting the interests of labor are found
19
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scattered under various headings of the statutes. It might well be

recommended by the commission that the example of New York be

followed, and all laws affecting labor be collected into one chapter or

code.

Where there is such a general code or chapter, as in New York, it

commonly establishes certain definitions defining the use of words or

phrases throughout that chapter. Where, on the other hand, there

are acts concerning part of the subject, these often contain definitions

applying to such part only. These latter will be found under their

respective subjects. But the New York Code contains the following
definitions which are valid throughout:

Employee. "A mechanic, workman, or laborer, who works for

another for hire" (N. Y. G. L. 32, 1, 2).

Employer. "The person employing such mechanic, etc., whether
the owner, proprietor, agent, superintendent, foreman, or other sub-

ordinate" (N. Y. ibid.}.

Factory. "A mill, workshop, or other manufacturing or business

establishment where one or more persons are employed at labor"

(N. Y. ibid.}.

So in Iowa the amended law establishing the bureau of labor statis-

tics pro'vides that the expressions "factory," "mill," "workshop,"
"mine," "store,"

"
business house," "any public or private work,"

as used in this act, shall be construed to mean any factory, mill, etc.,

where five or more wage-earners are emplo}7ed for a certain stipulated

compensation (Iowa, 1896, 86, 8). For the other statutes defining
factories, etc., see sections relating to those subjects below.

SEC. 4. GENERAL FORM OF THE CONTRACT TO LABOR. None of the

States, except Louisiana, have legislated specifically as to the gen oral
form of this contract.

1
It remains therefore subject to the common

1 But see Louisiana (Civ. C., 162-164) :

There is only one class of servants in this State, to wit, free servants.
Free servants are in general all free persons who let, hire, or engage their services

to another in this State, to be employed therein at any work, commerce, or occupa-
tion whatever for the benefit of him who has contracted with them, for a certain

price or retribution, or upon certain conditions.
There are three kinds of free servants in this State, to wit:
1. Those who only hire out their services by the day, week, month, or year, in

consideration of certain wages; the rules which fix the extent and limits of those
contracts are established in the title: Of Letting and Hiring.

2. Those who engage to serve for a fixed time for a certain consideration, and who
are therefore considered not as having hired out but as having sold then services.

3. Apprentices; that is, those who engage to serve anyone, in order to learn some
art, trade, or profession.
And also (Louisiana C. C., 2673, 2675, 2745-2750) :

THE LETTING OUT OF LABOR OR INDUSTRY.

ART. 2673. There are two species of contracts of lease, to wit:
1. The letting out of things.
2. The letting out of labor or industry.
ART. 2675. To let out labor or industry is a contract by which one of the parties

binds himself to do something for the other, in consideration of a cei'tain price agreedon by them both.
ART. 2745. Labor may be let out in three ways:
1. Laborers may hire their services to another person.
2. Carriers and watermen hire out their services for the conveyance either of per-

sons or of goods and merchandise.
3 Workmen hire out their labor or industry to make buildings or other works.
ART. 2746. A man can only hire out his services for a certain limited time, or for

the performance of a certain enterprise.
ART. 2747. A man is at liberty to dismiss a hired servant attached to his person or
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law regulating all contracts; that is, it may be written or oral, and is

subject to the usual statute of frauds provision, that if not to be per-
formed within one year it must be in writing. It may be doubted,
however, whether a contract for life, or even for a long term of years,
would be valid. It is a cardinal principle of equity that the contract
for labor or personal service will not be enforced specifically, either

directly or indirectly, by injunction against the employee from leav

ing service; and probably the courts would not sustain a verdict for

damages for breach of an unreasonable contract of employment; but
there are no statutes upon this subject.
The courts of Indiana, at an early date, refused to enforce a contract

for twenty years' service made by a mulatto woman; and the Califor-

nia and Montana codes have the following provision :

' 'A contract to

render personal service, other than a contract of apprenticeship,
can not be enforced against the employee beyond the term

of two years from the commencement of service under it; but if the

employee voluntarily continues his service under it beyond that time,
the contract may be referred to as affording presumptive measure of
the compensation" (Cal. Civ. C. 1980; Mont. Civ. C. 2675; N. Dak.
Civ. C. 4103; S. Dak. Civ. C. 3760). It would appear from this stat-

ute that a contract of personal service for less than two years can be

enforced, thus altering the common law in those States. This statute,

therefore, works injury to the employee. In Arkansas "contracts for

services or labor for a longer period than one year shall not entitle

the parties to the benefits of this act, unless in writing, signed, wit-

nessed by two disinterested persons, or ackn ,wledged" (Ark. 4783).
SEC. 5. TERMINATION OF CONTRACT. A contract to labor for a

definite time can not be prematurely determined by either party with-
out liability for damages, except for cause. A contract to labor for
an indefinite time can usually be determined by either party without

notice, except where the customs of the trade, as in domestic service,

require a notice equal in length to the term of payment. There are

usually no statutes on this point, except that a few States have adopted
statutes requiring the employer to give the same notice that he exacts

by deposit of money or by withholding wages from the employee.
Thus, "any person or corporation engaged in manufacturing which

requires from persons in his or its employ, under penalty of a forfeiture

of a part of the wages earned by him, a notice of intention to leave
such employ, shall be liable to the payment of a like forfeiture if he
or it discharges without similar notice any person in such employ
exceptfor incapacity or misconduct, unless in case of a general or.partial

family, without assigning any reason for so doing. The servant is also free to depart
without assigning any cause.

ART. 2748. Laborers, who hire themselves out to serve on plantations or to work in

manufactures, have not the right of leaving the person who has hired them, nor can

they be sent away by the proprietor, until the time has expired during which they
had agreed to serve, unless good and just cause can be assigned.

ART. 2749. If, without any serious ground of complaint, a man should send away a
laborer whose services he has hired for a certain time, before that time has expired
he shall be bound to pay to such laborer the whole of the salaries which he would
have been entitled to receive had the full term of his service arrived.

ART. 2750. But if, on the other hand, a laborer, after having hired out his services,
should leave his employer before the time of his engagement has expired, without

having any just cause of complaint against his employer, the laborer shall then for-

feit all the wages that may be due to him, and shall moreover be compelled to repay
all the money he has received, either as due for his wages, or in advance thereof on
the running year or on the time of his engagement.
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xuxnrnx'on of labor in his business'
1 ''

(R. I. 1896, 198, '2~>; X. J. Sup.,

p. 772, 14; 1895, 142; Pa. Dig. 1895, p. 2073, S 1; Mass. 1894, 508, 1).

The amended statute of Massachusetts (1895, 129) leaves out the

italicized clause.

In Connecticut it is made a penal offense to withhold wages because

of a contract, express or implied, requiring such notice (Ct. 174*).

In Louisiana there is a statute prohibiting steamboat employees
from leaving without notice, under penalty of damages besides for-

feiture of wages (La. Civ. C. 945).

In Texas (1887, 30) all persons in the employment of any railway

company were entitled to receive 30 days' notice from the com-

pany before their wages could be reduced, and were to receive their

full contract price for that time; but a similar statute was declared

unconstitutional by the Texas supreme court.
! Arkansas has a statute

requiring railway employees' wages to be immediately paid upon
dismissal.

2

In Maine there is a statute allowing one week's notice to be con-

tracted for in manufacturing or mechanical business, but such notice

must be mutual; and one week's wages paid upon discharge without
reasonable cause.

3 A Missouri statute (2539, 2540) requires 30 days'

1 Texas (1887,91):

Whenever any railroad company shall discharge any employee, or whenever the
time of service of any employee of a railroad company shall expire, or whenever any
railroad company shall be due and owing any employee, such railroad company, upon
such discharge, or upon the termination of the term of such service, or upon the

maturity of such indebtedness, shall, within fifteen days after demand therefor upon
the nearest station agent of said railroad company, pay to such employee the full

amount due and owing him; and in case said railroad company fails or refuses to pay
such employee, then it shall be liable and pay to such employee twenty per cent on
the amount due him, as damages, in addition to the amount so due, in no case the

damages to be less than five nor more than one hundred dollars.

2 Arkansas (6243-6245) :

SEC. 6243. Whenever any railroad company or corporation engaged in the business
of operating or constructing any railroad or railroad bridge shall discharge, with or
without cause, or refuse to further employ any servant or employee thereof, the

unpaid wages of any such servant or employee then earned at the contract rate, with-
out abatement or deduction, shall be and become due and payable on the day of such

discharge or refusal to longer employ; and if the same be not paid on such day, then
as a penalty for such non-payment, the wages of such servant or employee shall con-
tinue at the same rate until paid. Provided, Such wages shall not continue more than

sixty days, unless an action therefor shall be commenced within that time.
SEC. 6244. No such servant or employee who secretes or absents himself to avoid

payment to him, or refuses to receive the same when fully tendered, shall be entitled
to any benefit under this act for such time as he so avoids payment.

SEC. 6245. Any such servant or employee whose employment is for a definite period
of time, and who is discharged without cause before the expiration of such time, may,
in addition to the penalties prescribed by this act, have an action against any such

employer for any damages he may have sustained by reason of such wrongful dis-

charge, and such action may be joined with an action for unpaid wages and penalty.

'Maine (1887,139):
SEC. 4. It shall be lawful for any person, firm or corporation engaged in any

manufacturing or mechanical business, to contract with adult or minor employee-
to give one week's notice of intention on such employee's part to quit such employ-
ment under a, penalty of forfeiture of one week's wages. In such case, the employer
shall be required to give a like notice of intention to discharge the employee; and'on
failure, shall pay to such employee a sum equal to one week's wage*. No such for-

feiture shall be enforced when the leaving or discharge of the employee is for a rea-
sonable cause. Provided, however, The enforcement of the penalty aforesaid, shall not
prevent either party from recovering damages for a breach of the contract of hire.
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notice of a reduction in rate of wages from all corporations to their

employees; and a similar statute was passed as to railways in Texas,
and has been declared unconstitutional.

Some of the Southern States have laws forbidding, under penalty,
the termination b}^ laborers of contracts for agricultural labor, espe-

cially when rendered under the share system. (See Chap. VI, below.)
In Arkansas an employer dismissing a laborer prior to the expira-

tion of his contract without good cause is liable for the full amount
of the wages due him at the expiration, and the laborer has his lien

therefor; and on the other hand, if the laborer, without good cause,
abandons his employer before expiration of his contract, ne is liable

for the full amount of any account he may owe him, and shall forfeit

the wages or his share of the crop due him, or to become due (Ark.
4789, 4790).

SEC. 6. AMOUNT OF WAGES. No State or Territory has yet passed
a statute fixing the price of wages in any industry, though Indiana

requires 24 hours' written notice of a change in rate (1899, 124, 3),

and it is not unusual for cities, towns, or counties to prescribe a

minimum rate for unskilled labor and sometimes to provide that the

usual local rate for the union rate for that locally shall be paid; and
a new statute of Indiana (1899, 226) fixes 15 cents per hour for public
or municipal work. The constitution of Louisiana specially provides
that

" No law shall be passed fixing a price for manual labor" (La.
Con.

,
Art. 49). The new New York l labor code provides that wages for

public work shall not be less than the prevailing rate for a legal day's
work in the same trade or calling in the locality where the work is to

be used, erected, etc., when completed. Every contract for the con-

struction of a public work shall contain a provision that the same shall

be void and of no effect unless such rate is paid by the contractor to

his employees, and violation of this section is made a penal offense.

(See the law in full, Art. B, 1, note.) (N. Y. 1897, 415, 3 and 4;

1899, 567; Kans. 1891, 114, 1 and 2).

ART. B. AS TO HOURS OF LABOR OF MEN, WOMEN,
AND CHILDREN IN FACTORIES, ETC.

The numerous statutes regulating hours of labor may be divided into

four classes, the first class including those which merely fix what shall

be regarded as a full day's labor in the absence of any contract between
the parties, and these may either be general or extended only to special

occupations; second, those laws which fix the labor of persons not fully
suijuris, as minors, or, in some States, women of all ages; third, those

which fix the hours of labor under the police power in occupations
specially dangerous or unsanitary, or in which the safety of the public
is specially concerned; and, finally, those which fix the hours of adult

laborers, male as well as female, in general occupations, and prohibit
contracts for longer hours without special rates or pay for overtime.
Of these last there are none now existing in the United States, since

the Nebraska statute was declared unconstitutional.

Taking these four classes in their order,

SEC. 1. LENGTH OF THE DAY'S WORK IN THE ABSENCE OF CON-
TRACT. Seven States have passed laws declaring that 8 hours shall be
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regarded as a lawful day's work in general occupations unless other-
wise expressly agreed (Conn. G. S., 1746; N. Y. 1897, 415, 3; 1899, 567;
Pa. Dig. p. 1158, 1; Ind. 7052; Mo. 6353; Cal. Pol. C. 3244; 111., chap.
48, 1. See also 4 below for similar statutes not of universal applica-
tion). In six States the time is fixed by statute at 10 hours (N. H.,
chap. 180, 20; Me., chap. 82, 43; Mich. 1885, 137, 2; Minn. 1895,49;
Fla. 2117; Nebr. 5329). In Florida the agreement for more or less

than 10 hours must be in writing. In New Hampshire, Connecticut,
California, and Florida this law applies to all classes of labor; in Indiana,
New York, and Minnesota, to "all classes of mechanics, workingmen
and laborers, except those engaged in agricultural or domestic labor,"
or, in Minnesota, the care of live stock; in Illinois, to "all mechanical
trades, arts, and employments and other cases of labor and service by
the day, except in farm employments, between the rising and the set-

ting of the sun;" in Pennsylvania, to "all cases of labor and service by
the day between the rising and setting of the sun, but not
to farm or agricultural labor, or service by the year, month, or week;"
in Michigan, to "any mechanical, manufacturing, or other labor call-

ing;" in Missouri, the section does not apply to persons hired or em-
ployed by the month, nor to laborers or farm hands in the service of
farmers or others engaged in agriculture; while the courts in Indiana
have held that the statute does not apply to persons engaged by the
week or month.

Generally, these statutes express that work overtime will be per-
mitted with or without extra compensation, but this would, anyhow,
be implied from the wording of the statute.

l In Indiana violation or

1 The best form of this statute is found in Indiana ( 7052) :

On and after the passage of this act eight hours shall constitute a legal day's work
for all classes of mechanics, workingmen and laborers, excepting those engaged in
agricultural or domestic labor, but overwork for an extra compensation by agreement
between employer and employee is hereby permitted.

See also the New York law 1897, 415, 3, amended by 1899, 567, to read as fol-
lows:

3. Hours to constitute a day's work. Eight hours shall constitute a legal day's work
for all classes of employees in this State, except those engaged in farm and domestic
service, unless otherwise provided by law. This section does not prevent an agree-ment for overwork, at an increased compensation, except upon work by or for the
State or a municipal corporation, or by contractors or subcontractors therewith. Each
contract to which the State or a municipal corporation is a party which may involve
the employment of laborers, workmen, or mechanics shall contain a stipulation that
no laborer, workman, or mechanic in the employ of the contractor, subcontractor, or
other person doing or contracting to do the whole or a part of the work contemplated
by the contract shall be permitted or required to work more than eight hours in anyone calendar day, except in cases of extraordinary emergency caused by fire, flood,
or danger to life or property. The wages to be paid for a legal day's work as here-
inbefore denned to all classes of such laborers, workmen, or mechanics upon all such
public work or upon any material to be used upon or in connection therewith shall
not be less than the prevailing rate for a day's work in the same trade or occupation
in the locality within the State where such public work on, about, or in connection
with which such labor is performed in its final or completed form is to be situated,
erected, or used. Each such contract hereafter made shall contain a stipulation that
each such laborer, workman, or mechanic employed by such contractor, subcon-
tractor, or other person on, about, or upon such public work shall receive such wages
herein provided for. Each contract for such public work hereafter made shall con-
tain a provision that the same shall be void and of no effect unless the person or cor-
poration making or performing the same shall comply with the provisions of this
section; and no such person or corporation shall be entitled to receive any sum, nor
shall any officer, agent, or employee of the State or of a municipal corpo'ration paythe same or authorize its payment from the funds under his charge or control to anysuch person or corporation, for work done upon any contract which in its form or
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evasion of this act is a misdemeanor, and so in Michigan, to take any
unlawful advantage of any person seeking employment because of their

poverty or misfortune to invalidate any of these provisions. It is

not unusual to provide that persons contracting or doing work for the
State or public corporations shall conform to these hours. (See 2.)

SEC. 2. PUBLIC LABOK. The hours of labor in work done directly for
the State or any municipal corporation have been limited in many States,
as well as by act of Congress, which has power to prescribe hours of
labor on Government works, although territorially they are not within
its jurisdiction. Some of these statutes merely prescribe the kind of
contract the State or public contractors shall make. Others go further
and make it a misdemeanor for any person engaged upon public work to
exact labor or even to perform or allow labor for more than the pre-
scribed time per diem. In most States where a statute exists 8 hours
is made the prescribed legal day's work for all labor, whether employed
by the State or any municipal corporation, or by any contractor for
the same, or in work upon public institutions, etc. (N. Y. 1897, 415,
3; 1899, 567; Mass., when voted to accept the act in the city or town,
etc., 1899, 344; Pa. 1897, 379, 1; Ind. 7053; Kans. 1891, 114, 1; Colo.

1894, 9; Cal. Con. 20, 17, Pol. C. 3245; 1899, 114; Wash. 1899, 101;
Idaho Con. 13, 2; Wyo. Con. 19, 1; Utah Con. 16, 6, Laws 1894, 11;
Md. 1898, 458, Baltimore only; D. C., U. S., 1892, 352).

x ln other
States the time in such public work is 9 hours (Mass, [see above],
1894, 508, 8; Tex. 1879, 137; but the Texas law only applies to

employees in the several departments of the State government). These
laws apply equally to work done by contractors, etc., for the State, or
on public works; and in New York noncompliance or evasion of the
statute forfeits the contract at the option of the State or municipal
corporation employing. (See the law in full, Art. B, 1, note above.)
The States making it a misdemeanor for the employer to exact or
require a longer time are New York, Colorado, Indiana, Kansas,
Pennsylvania, and Maryland, and an officer of the State or any
municipal corporation violating the same is usually subject to removal.
In Colorado work in excess of 8 hours a day may be allowed in

manner of performance violates the provisions of this section; but nothing in this
section shall be construed to apply to persons regularly employed in State institutions.

4. Violations of the labor law. Any officer, agent, or employee of this State, or of
a municipal corporation therein haying a duty to act in the premises, who violates,
evades, or knowingly permits the violation or evasion of any of the provisions of this
act shall be guilty of malfeasance in office, and shall be suspended or removed by the
authority having power to appoint or remove such officer, agent, or employee, other-
wise by the governor. Any citizen of this State may maintain proceedings for the
suspension or removal of such officer, agent, or employee, or may maintain an action
for the purpose of securing the cancellation or avoidance of any contract which by
s terms or manner of performance violates this act, or for the purpose of preventing

any officer, agent or employee of such municipal corporation from paying or author-
izing the payment of any public money for work done thereupon. All acts or parts
of acts inconsistent with this act, in so far as they are inconsistent, are repealed.But nothing in this act shall apply to any existing contract for public work.

lr
Thus, in California (Pol. C., 3245) :

.Eight hours' labor constitute a legal day's work in all cases where the same is per-formed under the authority of any law of this State, or under the direction, control,
or by the authority of any officer of this State acting in his official capacity, or
undf.r the direction, control, or by the authority of any municipal corporation
within this State, or of any officer thereof acting as such; and a stipulation to that
effect must be made a part of all contracts to which the State or any municipal cor-
poration therein is a party.
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emergency cases, but such excess shall be treated as a part of a subse-

quent day's work, and in no one week shall there be permitted more
than 48 hours, while in Kansas, in cases of overtime, done upon such

emergency, extra pay shall be given at the current rate.

In Massachusetts "cities shall at intervals not exceeding 7 days

pay all laborers who are employed by them at a rate of wages not

exceeding $2 a day, if such payment is demanded" (Mass. 28, 12).

The California code provides that all work done upon public buildings,
skilled or unskilled, must be employed by the day, and no work may
be done by contract (Cal. Pol. C. 3233), and every person who employs
laborers upon the public works, and who takes, keeps, or receives any
part or portion of their wages due them from the State or municipal

corporation is guilty of felony (Cal. Pen. C., act of April 1, 1872).
SEC. 3. HOURS OF LABOR OF WOMEN, MINORS, ETC. There is no

general law in any State limiting the hours of labor of women of full

age, but there are a few such as to child labor in any occupation.
Thus, in California: "Every person having a minor child under his

control, either as a ward or an apprentice, who, except in vinicultural

or horticultural pursuits, or in domestic or household occupations,

requires such child to labor more than 8 hours in any one day, is

guilty of a misdemeanor" (Pen. C. 651). And night labor of children

outside the family, or for wages, is in a few States prohibited. Thus,
no child under 16 in Minnesota and Ohio, or 14 in Massachusetts, and

girl under 18 in Ohio, may be employed to labor for wages (outside
the family in Minnesota) in anv manner between 7 p. m. and 6 a. m.

(Mass.
1

1898, 494, 1; Minn. 1897, 360; Ohio 1898, p. 123, 2). In
Florida "whoever hires or employs, or causes to be hired or employed,
any minor, knowing such minor to be under the age of 15 years, and
under the legal control of another, without the consent of those having
ing such control, for more than 60 days is guilty of a misdemeanor"
(Fla. 2733); and in ^North Carolina "it is made a misdemeanor to

employ and carry beyond the limits of the State any minor without
his parent's consent" (N. C. 1891, 45). And the new Illinois statute

provides that "no person under the age of 16 years shall be employed
or suffered to work for wages at any gainful occupation hereinafter
mentioned more than 60 hours in any one week, nor more than 10
hours in any one day" (111. 1897, p. 90, 4). And so in Minnesota, as to

any labor outside the family.
SEC. 4. HOURS OF LABOR IN FACTORIES, MINES, RAILROADS, AND

OTHER SPECIAL OCCUPATIONS: Factories. A few States have laws

resembling those in section 1 above, declaring what shall be a day's
work in special occupations in the absence of contract, but not prohib-
iting contracts or agreements for overtime; usually, however, factory
hour laws are prohibitive. Thus, in Ohio and Wisconsin 8 hours is

made a day's work, in the absence of special contract, in any manufac-

turing or mechanical business, and 10 hours in Minnesota. In Ohio the

1 Massachusetts
( 1898, 494, 1 ):

No child under fourteen years of age shall be employed in any factory, workshop,
or mercantile establishment. No such child shall be employed in any work per-
formed for wages or other compensation, to whomsoever payable, during the hours
when the public schools of the town or city in which he resides are in session, nor
be employed at any work before the hour of six o'clock in the morning or after the
hour of seven o'clock in the evening.
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law extends to mining business also.
1

In Wisconsin it does not apply
to contracts for labor by the week, month, or year (O. 4305; Wis. 1729;
Minn. 2441). In Rhode Island 10 hours is considered a day's work,
unless otherwise agreed, for labor performed in any manufacturing
establishment and all mechanical labor (R. I. 198, 24). In Michigan 10
hours constitute a legal day's work, in the absence of special agreement
or pay for overtime, in all "factories, workshops, salt blocks, sawmills,

logging or lumber camps, looms or drives, or other places used for

mechanical, manufacturing, or other purposes, where men or women are

employed" (Mich. 1885, 137, 1). In New Jersey 10 hours shall be con-

sidered a legal day's labor for men or women "in all cotton, woolen, silk,

paper, glass, and flax factories, and in manufactories of iron and brass"

(N. J. Rev. 1877, p. 485, 17). In Maryland there is a complicated law
which in substance requires a special contract in case of male employees
working more than 10 hours per day, with extra pay by the hour

(Md. G. L. 100, 2). A local law of Maryland makes 10 hours per da}'
a day's work in mines, in the absence of special contract, with extra

pay (Md. L. L. 194). A similar law existed in Ohio as to railways, but
was declared unconstitutional by the Ohio courts (O. 1890, p. 112, 1).

Railroads. Ten hours is declared a day's work for all classes of

steam-railroad employees
2
in New York (G. L. 32, 1, 7), Ohio (1890,

p. 112, 1), Michigan (1893, 177), and Minnesota ( 6965); and so as to

street railways in New York (ib., 5), Massachusetts (1894, 508, 9),

and Washington (1895, 100); or, as to street railways, 12 hours in

Pennsylvania (Dig., p. 1829), Maryland (1898, 123, 793), California

(Pol. C., 3246), South Carolina (1897, 294), Louisiana (1886, 95), and
New Jersey (1887, 112); and such work must usually be performed
within twelve consecutive hours, but extra pay is allowed for overtime. 3

1 The Ohio law is as follows (sec. 4365) :

In all engagements to labor in any mechanical, manufacturing, or mining business,
a day's work, when the contract is silent upon the subject, or where there is no
express contract, shall consist of eight hours; and all agreements, contracts, or engage-
ments in reference to such labor shall be so construed.

2 For example, in Minnesota (G. S.
,
sec. 6965) :

No company operating a railroad over thirty (30) miles in length in whole or in

part within this State shall permit or require any conductor or brakeman, engineer
or fireman, or any trainman who has worked in his respective capacity for twenty
consecutive hours, or twenty hours within any period of twenty-four consecutive

hours, except in case of casualty, to again go on duty or perform any work until he
has had at least eight hours' rest. On all lines of railroad operated in this State ten
hours shall constitute a day's work, or any less number of hours which shall be agreed
upon by such companies and persons, and every hour in excess of said ten hours'
work that any conductor, engineer, fireman, brakeman or any trainman in employ
of the company who works under the direction of a superior, or at the request of the

company, shall be required or permitted to work, he shall be paid pro rata for such
service in addition to his per diem wages.

Provided, Nothing in this act shall be construed to hinder or limit a right of con-
tract for services to be rendered on a compensation to be fixed by agreement, based

upon the number of miles run by such employees as constituting a day's work.
SEC. 6966. Any company which violates or permits to be violated any of the pro-

visions of the preceding section, or any officer, director, president or foreman, agent
or employee who violates or permits to be violated any of the provisions of the pre-

ceding section, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be fined not less than

twenty-five dollars nor more than one hundred dollars.

3
Thus, in Massachusetts:

A day's work for all conductors, drivers and motormen now employed or who may
hereafter be employed by or on behalf of any street railway company in any city or
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Brickyards, stationary engines. Ten hours is prescribed in New
York for brickyards and in Montana 8 hours for stationary engines
in such steam plants as are in continuous operation (N. Y. G. L. 32,

1, 6; Mont. 3370).
Some of the above statutes are ambiguous, and are possibly intended

to forbid contracts for overtime; but as it is not clearly expressed on

their face, they should be interpreted to permit such contracts on the

general principle that statutes in derogation of the common law are to

be construed strictly.
We now pass to the statutes which clearly prohibit contracts for

overtime.
Factories. In South Carolina and Georgia 11 hours per day or 66

hours per week is the legal limit on all cotton and woolen manu-

facturing establishments for all operatives except engineers, firemen,

watchmen, mechanics, teamsters, yard employees, clerical force, pro-
vided that additional work not over 70 hours per annum, or in

Georgia, 10 working days, is permitted to make up for lost time,

etc., and contracts for a longer time are absolutely void, and their

enforcement prohibited under penalty of misdemeanor (S. C. 268; Ga.

1889, p. 163).* And it seems that in other manufacturing establish-

ments, machine shops, etc.
,
the legal time remains (for minors) from

sunrise to sunset, taking out the usual mealtimes (Ga. Code, 1885).

Railways. The Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Maryland, South

Carolina, and California statutes quoted above declare contracts for a

longer time than is respectively permitted (see above) to be invalid,
and the company so contracting is liable to a penalty. The constitu-

tionality of such statutes, even when not applying only to corporations,
can now probably be sustained under the recent decision of the United
States Supreme Court on the Utah mining law.

town shall not exceed ten hours' work to be performed within twelve consecutive
hours. No officer or agent of any street railway company shall exact from any of

its said employees more than the said ten hours' work for a day's labor: Provided,
however, That on all legal holidays, on days when the corporation is required to pro-
vide for more than the ordinary travel, and in case of accident or unavoidable delay,
extra labor may be performed for extra compensation, and that nothing herein con-
tained shall affect existing written contracts.

4 The Georgia law is as follows:

The hours of labor required of all persons employed in all cotton or woolen
manufacturing establishments in this State, except engineers, firemen, watchmen,
mechanics, teamsters, yard employees, clerical force, and all help that may be needed
to clean up and make necessary repairs or changes in or of machinery, shall not
exceed eleven hours per day, or the same may be regulated by employers, so that
the number of hours shall not in the aggregate exceed sixty-six hours per week; Pro-
vided, That nothing herein contained shall be construed to prevent any of the afore-
said employees from working such time as may be necessary to make up lost time,
not to exceed ten days, caused by accidents or other unavoidable circumstances.

All contracts made, or entered into, whereby a longer time for labor than is pro-
vided in the foregoing section of this act, shall be required of said employees, herein-
before described, shall be absolutely null and void, so far as the same relates to the
enforcement of said contracts with said employees, any law, usage, or custom to the
contrary notwithstanding.
Any cotton or woolen manufacturing establishments that shall make or enforce any

contract in violation of the foregoing section with any person as an employee therein,
shall be subject to a forfeiture of an amount not less than twenty and not more than
five hundred dollars for each and every such violation.

Any person with whom said contract is made, or any person having knowledge
thereof, shall be competent to institute suit against said cotton or woolen manu-
facturing establishments, under the rules prescribed for bringing suits in this
State.
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Several States have statutes providing that railroad employees may
not be compelled to work more than a certain number of continuous
hours without an 8-hour, 10-hour, or indeterminate period of rest.

Thus, 13 hours without 10 hours' rest, except by reason of the trains

being detained by casualty or other cause, in Georgia (Ga. 1891, p.

186); 13 hours without 8 hours' rest, except when the train is detained

by reason of casualty or other cause, in Florida (Fla. 1893, 4199); 15

hours without 8 hours' rest, except in cases of detention caused by
accident, in Ohio (O., 1892, p. 311); 18 hours, except in case of casualty,
without 8 hours' rest (Colo., 1891, p. 284); 18 hours, at any time, during
one day (Minn. 2242); 20 hours, except in case of casualty, without 8

hours' rest (Minn. 6965); 24 hours without 8 hours' rest (N. Y. G. L
32, 1, 7; Mich. 1893, 177, I).

5

(For example, see notes 2 and 5.)

Mines. The Wyoming constitution and law limit labor in mines to

8 hours per day (Con., 19, 1; 1891, 83), and the Utah statute
6

(1896,

72) to the same effect as to both mines and smelters was recently upheld
by the United States Supreme Court, while the similar Colorado statute

(1899, 103) was declared unconstitutional by the State court. This time
does not, in Wyoming, include the time consumed in going to and

returning from work, but only 8 hours of actual labor; and overtime

may be given when necessary for the protection of property or human
life, provided proportionate increased pay is given. A new statute in

Missouri limits labor to 8 hours in certain mines (Mo. 1899, p. 312).
Bakeries and confectionery establishments. The hours of .labor are

limited to 10 hours 'per day, 60 a week (N. Y. G. L. 32, 110; N. J. 1896,

5
Thus, in Michigan (1893, 177) :

SEC. 1. No person, corporation, joint stock company or association of individuals

owning or operating a line of railroad, in whole or in part, within this State, shall

permit or require any conductor, engineer, fireman, brakeman or any train man who
has worked in any capacity for twenty-four hours to again go on duty or perform
any kind of work until he has had at least eight hours rest.

SEC. 2. Ten hours labor performed within twelve consecutive hours shall constitute

a day's labor in the operation of all steam, surface and elevated railroads now owned
and operated or hereafter owned and operated within this State: Provided, That this

act shall not apply to regular scheduled trains when completed within a less number
of hours: Provided furtfier, That the provisions of this act shall not apply to extra
hours of labor performed by any conductor, engineer, fireman, brakeman, or train

man in cases of unavoidable accident or delay caused by such accident.

SEC. 3. Every hour in excess of ten hours labor performed in any one day by any
conductor, engineer, fireman, brakeman or any train man of any railroad company,
corporation, joint stock company or association of individuals or person owning or

operating a railroad within this State, who works under the direction of a superior
or at the request of such person, company, corporation, joint stock company or asso-

ciation of individuals and who shall be required or permitted to work shall be
deemed one-tenth of a day's labor and such conductor, engineer, fireman, brakeman
or train man shall receive pro rota compensation for said extra service in addition to

his daily compensation.
SEC. 4. Any person, agent or employee of such person, railroad company, corpora-

tion, joint stock company or association of individuals violating the provisions of

this act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
6 The Utah law reads:

The period of employment of workingmen in all underground mines or workings
shall be eight (8) hours per day, except in cases of emergency where life or property
is in imminent danger.
The period of employment of workingmen in smelters and all other institutions for

the reduction or refining of ores or metals shall be eight (8) hours per day, except in

cases of emergency where life or property is in imminent danger.
Any person, body corporate, agent, manager or employer who shall violate any of

the provisions of sections 1 and 2 of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.
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), or to 6 days in the week (Pa. 1897, 95; Mo. 1899, p. 274), and
minors under 18 can not, in Pennsylvania and Missouri, be employed
between 9 p. m. and 5 a. m.

SEC. 5. HOURS OF WOMEN AND MINORS IN FACTORIES AND OTHER
SPECIAL, OCCUPATIONS. This is the general wa}

r in which hours of

labor are limited in the great majority of the States; the limitation of

women's hours in factories practically resulting in similar laws for

men. Nearly every Eastern State has now adopted factory labor acts.

applying usually to women under 21, or males under 16 or 18. The

exceptions are Vermont, Iowa, Kansas, the extreme Western States

(where as yet there are few factories), the District of Columbia, and
the Southern States generally. Recommendation might well be made

by the commission that all the States adopt factory-hour laws applying
at least to minors under 16 or 18, though the exact age and time limit

may properly be left to the discretion of the State legislatures, as con-

ditions vary so markedly throughout the country.
Women offull age. Fifteen States now limit the length of their

labor, at least in factories or mechanical or industrial occupations,

7
Thus, in New Jersey:

SECTION 1. No employee shall be required, permitted or suffered to work in a bis-

cuit, bread or cake bakery, or confectionery establishment more than sixty hours in

any one week, or more than ten hours in any one day, unless for the purpose of mak-

ing a shorter workday on the last day of the week, nor more hours in any one week
than will make an average of ten hours per day for the whole number of days in

which such person shall so work during such week; but it shall be lawful in cases of

emergency for employers to permit any employee and for the latter to work an addi-

tional time not exceeding two hours per day, such extra work to be remunerated at

the current rate of the weekly wages paid to such employee for his weekly work of

sixty hours; no employee in any biscuit, bread or cake bakery shall be discharged
by his employer for having made any truthful statement as a witness in a court or to

the factory inspector or a deputy factory inspector, in pursuance of this act.

By the Maryland law (P. L. 100, 1-3) :

SEC. 1. No corporation or manufacturing company engaged in manufacturing either

cotton or woolen yprns, fabrics or domestics of any kind, incorporated under the
laws of this State, and no officer, agent or servant of such named corporation or

manufacturing.company, and no person or firm, owning or operating such corpora-
tion or manufacturing company within the limits of this State, and no agent or serv-
ant of such firm or person, shall require, permit or suffer its, his or their employees
in its, his or their service, or under his, its or their control, to work for more than ten

hours during each or any day of twenty-four hours, for one full day's work, and
shall make no contract or agreement with such employees, or any of them, provid-
ing that they or he shall work for more than ten hours for one day's work during
each or any day of twenty-four hours, and said ten hours shall constitute one full

day's work.
SEC. 2. Any such named corporation or manufacturing company within the limits

of this State shall be allowed, under the provisions of this section, the privilege of

working male employees, over the age of twenty-one years, over the limit of ten

hours, for the express purpose only of making repairs and improvements, and get-

ting fires made, steam up and the machinery ready for use in their works, which
can not be done during the limits of the ten hours, the extra compensation for all

such work to be settled between such corporation and manufacturing companies and
the employees; Provided, That nothing in this article shall be so construed as to

prohibit any employer from making a contract with his male employees, over the

age of twenty-one years, to work by the hour for such time as may be agreed upon.
SEC. 3. If any such corporation or manufacturing company within the limits of

this State, or any officer, agent or servant of such corporation or manufacturing" com-
pany in this State, shall do any act in violation of any of the provisions of this arti-

cle he or they shall be deemed to have been guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, on
conviction thereof in a court of competent jurisdiction, be fined not less than one
hundred dollars for each and every offense so committed, together with the cost of

such prosecution,
* *

*.
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usually to 10 hours a day and 00 hours a week, but in Massachusetts
58 hours a week, and in New Jersey 55 hours a week, while in Penn-

sylvania it is 12 hours a day and 60 hours per week and in Wiscon-
sin 8 hours per day. These States are New England (with the excep-
tion of Vermont), New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin,
Nebraska, the Dakotas, Virginia, and Louisiana 1

(Mass. 1894, 508, 10,

11, and 57; Me. 1887, 139, 1; N. H. 180, 14; R. I. 198, 22; Conn.

1745; N. Y. 1899, 192; N. J. 1892, 92; Pa. 1897, 26, 1
;
Wis. 1728; Nebr.

1899, 107; S. Dak. Pen. C. 6931; N. Dak. 7666; Okla. 2550; Va. 1890,

193, 1; La. 1886, 43, 4. For South Carolina and Georgia see 4, note
4. The Illinois law was declared unconstitutional).

J The laws in full are as follows:

Massachusetts (1894, 508) :

SEC. 10. No minor under eighteen years of age shall be employed in laboring in

any mercantile establishment more than sixty hours in any one week.
SEC. 11. No minor under eighteen years of age, and no woman shall be employed

in laboring in any manufacturing or mechanical establishment more than ten hours
in any one day, except as hereinafter provided in this section, or when a different

apportionment of the hours of labor is made for the sole purpose of making a shorter

day's work for one day of the week; and in no case shall the hours of labor exceed

fifty-eight in a week. Every employer shall post in a conspicuous place in every
room where such persons are employed, a printed notice stating the number of hours'
work required of them on each day of the week, the hours of commencing and stop-

ping such work, and the hours when the time or times allowed for dinner or for

other meals begins and ends, or in the case of establishments exempted from the

provisions of this act, the time, if any, allowed for dinner and for other meals; the

printed form of such notice shall be furnished by the chief of the district police, and
shall be approved by the attorney-general; and the employment of any such person
for a longer time in any day than that so stated shall be deemed a violation of this

section, unless it appears that such employment is to make up for time lost on some
previous day of the same week, in consequence of the stopping of machinery upon
which such person was employed or dependent for employment; but no stopping of

machinery for a shorter continuous time than thirty minutes shall authorize such
overtime employment, nor shall any such stopping authorize such employment unless,
or until, a written report of the day and hour of its occurrence, with its duration, is

sent to the chief of the district police, or to the inspector of factories for the district.

If any minor under eighteen years of age, or any woman, shall without the orders,
consent or knowledge of the employer or of any superintendent, overseer or other

agent of the employer, labor in a manufacturing or mechanical establishment during
any part of any time allowed for dinner or for other meals in such establishment,
according to the notice above mentioned, and if a copy of such notice was posted in

a conspicuous place in the room where such labor took place, together with a rule of

the establishment forbidding such minor or woman to labor during such time, then
neither the employer nor any superintendent, overseer or other agent of the employer
shall be held responsible for such employment.

SEC. 57. The following expressions used in this act shall have the following
meanings:
The expression "person" means any individual, corporation, partnership, com-

pany, or association.

The expression
" child" means a person under the age of fourteen years.

The expression
"
young person" means a person of the age of fourteen years and

under the age of eighteen years.
The expression "woman" means a woman of eighteen years of age and upwards.
The expression "factory" means any premises where steam, water, or other

mechanical power is used in aid of any manufacturing process there carried on.

Maine (1887, 139) :

SEC. 1. No female minor under eighteen years of age, no male minor under six-

teen years of age, and no woman shall [be] employed in laboring in any manufac-

turing or mechanical establishment in this State, more than ten hours in any one

day, except when it is necessary to make repairs to prevent the interruption of the

ordinary running of the machinery, or when a different apportionment of the hours
of labor is made for the sole purpose of making a shorter day's work for one day of
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In Maine any woman over 18 may contract for overtime not exceed-

ing 6 hours in any one week, receiving additional compensation there-

for; and in Wisconsin any woman of age and any minor over 18 may
labor overtime; that is, the law reads she "may not be compelled"
etc.; so in North and South Dakota and Oklahoma any woman or

child above 14; but in the other States no overtime is allowed, and the

employer permitting or compelling overtime is commonly subject to a

fine or a misdemeanor. In Louisiana the law applies to any "'factory,

warehouse, workshop, clothing, dressmaking or millinery establish-

ment, or any place where the manufacture of any kind of goods is

the week; and in no case shall the hours of labor exceed sixty in a week; and no
male person sixteen years and over shall be so employed as above, more than ten
hours a day during minority, unless he voluntarily contracts to do so with the con-
sent of his parents, or one of them, if any, or guardian, and in such case he shall

receive extra compensation for his services: Provided, however, Any female of eighteen
years of age or over, may lawfully contract for such labor for any number of hours
in excess of ten hours per day, not exceeding six hours in any one week or sixty
hours in any one year, receiving additional compensation therefor; but during her

minority, the consent of her parents, or one of them, or guardian, shall be first

obtained.

New Hampshire (G. S. 180, 14) ,
Rhode Island (198, 22) ,

and Connecticut (G. S. 1745)
have similar laws, except that the age in Connecticut is 16:

SEC. 14. No woman and no minor under eighteen years of age shall be employed
in a manufacturing or mechanical establishment for more than ten hours in one day,
except in the following cases:

I. To make a shorter day's work for one day in the week.
II. To make up time lost on some day in the same week in consequence of the

stopping of machinery upon which such person was dependent for employment.
III. When it is necessary to make repairs to prevent interruption of the ordinary

running of the machinery.
In no case shall the hours of labor exceed sixty in one week.

New York (1899, 192; 1897, 415, 77) :

Hours of labor of minors and women. No minor under the age of eighteen years,
and no female shall be employed at labor in any factory in this State before six o'clock
in the morning or after nine o'clock in the evening of any day, or for more than ten
hours in any one day or sixty hours in any one week, except to make a shorter work
day on the last day of the week; or more hours in any one week than will make an
average of ten hours per day for the whole number of days so worked.

New Jersey (1892, 92) :

SECTION 1. On and after the sixth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-two, fifty-five hours shall constitute a week's work in any factory, workshop,
or establishment where the manufacture of any goods whatever is carried on

;
and

that the periods of employment shall be from seven o'clock in the forenoon until
twelve o'clock noon, and from one o'clock in the afternoon until six o'clock in the

evening of every working day except Saturday, upon which last named day the period
of employment shall be from seven o'clock in theforenoon until twelve o'clock noon.

SEC. 2. No person under the age of eighteen years, male or female, and that no
woman above that age shall be employed in any factory, workshop, or manufacturing
establishment except during the periods of employment hereinbefore mentioned:
Provided, That the provisions in this act in relation to the hours of employment shall
not apply to or affect any person engaged in preserving perishable goods in fruit

canning establishments or in any factory engaged in the manufacture of glass.

Pennsylvania (1897, 26) :

SECTION 1. No minor, male or female, or adult woman shall be employed at labor
or detained in any manufacturing establishment, mercantile industry, laundry, work-
shop, renovating works or printing office for a longer period than twelve hours in

any day, nor for a longer period than sixty hours in any week.

Wisconsin sec. 1728 (but see note 4 below) :

In all manufactories, workshops and other places used for mechanical or manufac-

turing purposes, the time of labor of children under the age of eighteen years, and
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carried on, or where any goods are prepared for manufacture, but not

to domestic or agricultural labor." In Maine the law applies to any
manufacturing or mechanical establishment, but overtime is allowed
when it is necessary to make repairs to prevent the interruption of the

ordinary running of the machinery, or when any day's apportionment
of the hours of labor is made for the sole purpose of making a shorter

day's work for one day of the week. In Massachusetts the law applies
to "any premises where steam, water, or any mechanical power is

used in any manufacturing process there carried on," and is the same
as in Maine, except that the total hours shall not exceed 58 per
week, and the last-mentioned exception reads "to make up for time
lost on some previous day of the same week in consequence of the

stopping of machinery upon which such person was employed or

dependent for employment (this law is enacted in a different section

of women, employed therein, shall not exceed eight hours in one day; and any
employer, stockholder, director, officer, overseer, clerk or foreman who shall compel
any woman or any such child to labor exceeding eight hours in any one day, or who
shall permit any child under fourteen years of age to labor more than ten hours in

any one day in any such place, if he shall have control over such child sufficient to

prevent it, or who shall employ at manual labor any child under twelve years of age
in any factory or workshop, where more than three persons are employed, or who
shall employ any child of twelve and under fourteen years of age in any such factory
or workshop, for more than seven months in any one year, shall be punished by fine

not less than five nor more than fifty dollars for each such offense.

Nebraska (1899, 107) :

No female shall be employed in any manufactuing, mechanical or mercantile estab

lishments, hotel or restauraunt in this State more than sixty hours during any one
week, and ten hours shall constitute a day's labor. The hours of each day may be
so arranged as to permit the employment of such females at any time from six o'clock
in the morning to ten o'clock in the evening; but in no case shall such employment
exceed ten hours in any one day.

South Dakota (Dak. Pen. C., sec. 6931), North Dakota (7666), Oklahoma (2550) :

Every owner, stockholder, overseer, employer, clerk or foreman of any manufac-

tory, workshop or other place used for mechanical or manufacturing purposes, who,
having control, shall compel any woman or any child under eighteen years of age,
or permit any child under fourteen years of age, to labor in any day exceeding ten

hours, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction, shall be

punished by a fine not exceeding one hundred and not less than ten dollars.

Virginia (1890, 193) :

SEC. 1. No female and no child under fourteen years of age shall work as an

operative in any factory or in any factory or manufacturing establishment in this

State more than ten hours in any one day of twenty-four hours. All contracts
made or to be made for the employment of any female or of any child under four-

teen years of age, as an operative in any factory or manufacturing establishment
to work more than ten hours in any one day of twenty-four hours, are and shall

be void.

SEC. 2. Any person having the authority to contract for the employment of per-
sons as operatives in any factory or manufacturing establishment, who shall engage
or contract with any female or any child under fourteen years of age to work as

an operative in such factory or manufacturing establishment during more than
ten hours in any one day of twenty-four hours, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and be fined not less than five nor more than twenty dollars.

Louisiana (1S86, 43) :

SEC. 4. No child, or young person under the age of eighteen years, and no
woman, shall be employed in any factory, warehouse, workshop, clothing, dress-

making or millinery establishment, or any place where the manufacture of any
kind of goods is carried on, or where any goods are prepared for manufacturing,
for a longer period than an average of ten hours in a day, or sixty hours in any
week, and at least one hour shall be allowed in the labor period of each day for

dinner.

249A 3
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(S 2) in Maine also), but no stopping of machinery for a shorter con-

tinuous time than 30 minutes shall authorize such overtime employ-

ment, and a written report of the day and hour of its occurrence and

its duration must be sent to the chief of police or inspector of factories."

The New Hampshire, Connecticut, and Rhode Island laws are substan-

tially the same as the Massachusetts law, the exception reading (1) to

make a shorter day's work for one day in the week; (2) to make up time

lost on some day in the same week in consequence of the stopping of

machinery upon"which such person was dependent for employment; (3)

when it is necessary to make repairs to prevent interruption of the

ordinary running of the machinery. (For Indiana see note below.)
In New Jersey the law applies to any factory, workshop, or estab-

lishment where the manufacture of any goods whatever is carried on;
and the period of employment must be from 7 o'clock in the forenoon

until noon, and from 1 o'clock in the afternoon until 6, but on Satur-

days from 7 until noon. In Pennsylvania and Indiana the law applies
to "any manufacturing establishment, mercantile industry, laundry,

workshop, renovating works, or printing office;" in Nebraska "to

any manufacturing, mechanical, or mercantile establishment, hotel, or

restaurant." In Virginia the law applies to any factory or manufac-

turing establishment. In Maine the act does not apply to any manu-

facturing establishment or business the materials or products of which
are perishable and require immediate labor thereon to prevent dam-

age; and an older statute (apparently still in force) forbids the employ-
ment of any person under 16 by any corporation for more than 10
hours a day (R. S. 48, 15). And by a new statute in Massachusetts
"no deductions shall be made in the wages of women and minors who
are paid by the day or hour employed in manufacturing or mechanical
establishments for time during which the machinery is stopped, if said

women and minors were refused the privilege of leaving the mill

while the damage to said machinery was being repaired; and none of

the employees referred to in this section shall be compelled to make
up time lost through the breaking down of machinery unless said

employees are compensated at their regular rates of wages: Provided,
That said employees have been detained within their workrooms during
the time of such breakdown" (Mass. 1898, 505).
Hours of minors. It will be noticed that the above-mentioned States

are the only ones which limit the hours of adult women, even in fac-

tories, the Illinois statute having been declared unconstitutional.

Doubtless, constitutional objection against such legislation has been
felt in many States, the Massachusetts supreme court being the only one
which has actually held such laws constitutional as to women over 21.

But the majority of States have legislated upon the hours of labor of
minors employed in factories, and it is probable that the general fac-

tory hours are to a certain extent determined by such laws. ("Fac-
tories, workshops, mercantile or other establishments" in Ohio;
"mercantile institutions, stores, offices, laundries, manufacturing
establishments, factories, or workshops

"
in Illinois; "manufactories,

workshops, mills, and other places," this phrase includes "any place
where goods or products are manufactured or repaired, dyed, cleansed
or sorted, stored or packed, in whole or in part, for sale or for wages
and not personal use of the maker or his or her family or employer"-
in Minnesota; "manufacturing, mechanical, or mercantile establish-
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ment, or other place of labor" in California; ''factory, warehouse,
or workshop" in Louisiana. In New Jersey the law does not apply to

canning establishments or glass factories, or in Michigan to canning or

evaporating works; but otherwise to all places where goods or products
are manufactured, repaired, cleansed, or sorted, employing, except in

cities, at least live persons.)
In the first place, the most of the fifteen States mentioned above make

the law limiting the labor of women extend also to the labor of male
minors under 18 (in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, New
Jersey, 2, Wisconsin, and Louisiana), under 16 (in Maine, Rhode

Island, Connecticut, and Indiana), or under 14 (in Virginia), or under 21

(in Pennsylvania). But there are many other States which, while not

legislating as to women of full age, do legislate as to minors. 2 These
are Vermont (R. L. 4320), Ohio (1898, p. 123, 2), Illinois (1897, p. 90),

Michigan (1895, 184, 1, 2, and 14), Minnesota (G. S. 6541, 2240; 1895,

171; 1897, 360), California (1889, 7, 1), Maryland (27, 139), and Geor-

gia (Code 1885); but the laws of Minnesota and Wisconsin, the Dakotas,

2 The laws in full are as follows:

Vermont (G. L. 4320) :

An owner, agent, superintendent or overseer of a manufacturing or mechanical
establishment who knowingly employs or permits to be employed in such establish-

ment a child under ten years of age, or employs a child under fifteen years of age
more than ten hours in one day, and a parent or guardian who allows or consents to

such employment, shall be fined fifty dollars.

Ohio (1898, p. 123) :

SECTION 1. No child under the age of thirteen years shall be employed in any
factory, workshop, mercantile or other establishment, directly or indirectly; and no
boy under fifteen years of age, and no girl under sixteen years of age, shall be employed
at any work performed for wages or other compensation, or in assisting any person
employed as a wage-earner, when the public schools in which district such child

resides are in session, providing this act shall not apply to females working at house-
hold work.

SEC. 2. No minor under sixteen years of age, and no girl under eighteen years of

age, shall be employed at any work at nighttime later than seven o'clock in the

evening nor earlier than six o'clock in the morning, and no minor under eighteen
years of age shall be employed in any of the places named in section one of this act
for a longer period than ten hours in one day, nor more than fifty-five hours in
one week.

Indiana (1899, 142) :

SECTION 1. No person under sixteen years of age and no female under eighteen
years of age, employed in any manufacturing or mercantile establishment, laundry,
renovating works, bakery or printing office shall be required, permitted or suffered
to work therein more than sixty hours in any one week, or more than ten hours in

any one day, unless for the purpose of making a shorter day on the last day of the

week; nor more hours in any one week than will make an average of ten hours per
day for the whole number 01 days which such person or such woman shall so work
during such week.

SEC. 18. The words "manufacturing establishment," wherever used in this act,
shall be construed to mean any mill, factory or workshop where ten or more persons
are employed at labor.

Illinois (1897, p. 90) :

SECTION 1. No child under the age of fourteen years shall be employed, permitted
or suffered to work for wages at any gainful occupation hereinafter mentioned.

SEC. 2. It shall be the duty of every person, firm or corporation, agent or manager
of any firm or corporation employing minors in any mercantile institution, store,
office, laundry, manufacturing establishment, factory or workshop within this State
to keep a register in said mercantile establishment, store, office, laundry, manufac-
turing establishment, factory or workshop in which said minors shall be employed
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and Oklahoma (see above) allow voluntary contracts for overtime by
all persons over 14. Such a provision practically makes the law a

dead letter. The time allowed is usually 10 hours a day, 60 per
week; but onlv 55 hours a week in Ohio, and from sunrise to sunset

in Georgia; and the age is 18 for males and 21 for females in Michi-

gan; 21 for both in Minnesota and Georgia; 18 for both males and
females in Ohio, Michigan, California, the Dakotas, and Oklahoma;
16 for males, 18 for females, in Indiana; 16 for both in Illinois and

Maryland; 15 in Vermont; 14 (below this age the law is prohibitive
as to time allowed) in Wisconsin, Minnesota, the Dakotas, and Okla-

homa. It will be seen by a careful study of the above that the only
States not yet in any way limiting the labor hours in factories of either

women or minors are Iowa, Kansas, Oregon, Nevada, Colorado, Wash-

ington,- Montana, Wyoming, Utah, West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennes-

see, Missouri, Arkansas, North Carolina, Alabama, Florida, Missis-

sippi, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and the District of Columbia, but
it should be noted that in at least several of these States there are no

large factories.

or permitted or suffered to work, in which register shall be recorded the name, age
and place of residence of every child employed, or permitted or suffered to work
therein under the age of sixteen years, and it shall be unlawful for any person, firm

or corporation, agent or manager of any firm or corporation to hire or employ, or to

permit or to suffer to work in any mercantile institution, store, office, laundry, manu-
facturing establishment, factory or workshop, any child under the age of sixteen

years and over the age of fourteen years, unless there is first provided and placed on
file in such mercantile institution, office, laundry, manufacturing establishment, fac-

tory, or workshop an affidavit made by the parent or guardian stating the name, date
and place of birth of such child. If such child shall have no parent or guardian, then
such affidavit shall be made by the child. And the register and affidavits heiviu

provided for shall, on demand, be produced and shown for inspection to the State

factory inspector, assistant State factory inspector, or deputy State factory inspector.
SEC. 3. Every person, firm or corporation, agent or manager of a corporation employ-

ing, or permitting or suffering to work children under the age of sixteen years, and
over the age of fourteen years, in any mercantile institution, store, office, laundry,
manufacturing establishment, factory or workshop shall post, and keep posted in a

conspicuous place in every room in which such help is employed, or permitted or
suffered to work, a list containing the name, age and place of residence of every
person under the age of sixteen years employed, permitted or suffered to work in
such room.

SEC. 4. No person, &c., under the age of sixteen years shall be employed or suf-

fered to work for wages at any gainful occupation more than sixty hours in one week
nor more than ten hours in any one day.

* * *

SEC. 8. The words "
manufacturing establishment,

"
"factory" or "workshop," as

used in this act, shall be construed to mean any place where goods or products are
manufactured or repaired, dyed, cleaned or sorted, stored or packed, in whole or in

part, for sale or for wages, and not for personal use of the maker, or his or her
family or employer.

Michigan (1895, 184; 1897, 92; 1899, 77) :

SEC. 1. No male under the age of eighteen years and no female under the age of

twenty-one years, shall be employed in any manufacturing establishment in this
State for any longer period than sixty hours in one week unless for the purpose of

making necessary repairs to machinery in order to avoid the stoppage of the ordinary
running of the establishment: Provided, That no more than ten hours shall be exacted
from such male minors or females under twenty-one years on any day unless for the
purpose of making a shorter work day on the last day of the week.

SEC. 2. No child under fourteen years of age shall be employed in any manufactur-
ing establishment within this State. It shall be the duty of every person employing
children to keep a register, in which shall be recorded the name, birthplace, age'and
place of residence of every person employed by him under the age of sixteen years;
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The same exceptions are made as in the factory acts applying to

adult women (see above) in many States. Thus, there is an exception
"to make a shorter work day on the last day of the week (N. Y.

,

Ind., Mich., Cal.), or in New York and Indiana enough hours may
be taken in any one week to make an average of 10 hours per day
for the whole number; and there is an exception "for the purpose
of making necessary repairs of machinery, in order to avoid the stop-

page of the ordinary running of the establishment" (Mich., Cal.).
A few of these laws go further and prescribe the time of day as to

both women and minors. Thus, not before 6 a. m. or after 9 p. m.
in New York; 6 a. m. and 10 p. m. in Massachusetts (1890, 183),

Nebraska, and Indiana; 7 a. m. and 10 p. m. in New York as to mer-
cantile establishments; 7 a. m. and 6 p. m. in Michigan (1899, 77).
And the hours of beginning and ending must be posted ''see below)

and earlier or later work than the intervening period is not permitted.
(N. Y., Ind., Me., Mass., R. I., Nebr.).

2

When the notice of factory hours is posted (see below) it may not

and no child shall be employed between 6 p. in. and 7 a. m; and it shall be unlawful
for any manufacturing establishment to hire or employ any child under the age of

sixteen years without there is first provided and placed on file a (sworn) statement
in writing made by the parent or guardian, stating the age, date and place of birth of

said child, and that the child can read and write. If said child have no parent or

guardian, then such statement shall be made by the child, which statement shall

be kept on file by the employer, and which said register and statement shall be pro-
duced for inspection on demand made by any factory inspector appointed under
this act.

SEC. 14. Nothing in this act shall apply to canning factories or evaporating works,
but shall apply to any other place where goods, wares or products are manufactured,
repaired, cleaned, or sorted, in whole or in part; but no other person, persons or

corporation employing less than five persons or children, excepting in any of the
cities of this State, shall be deemed a manufacturing establishment within the mean-
ing of this act.

Minnesota (G. S.) :

SEC. 2240 (as amended by chapter 49, acts of 1895) . In all trades, professions,

callings and departments of labor and in all manufactories, workshops, mills and
other places wherein persons are employed to perform labor for hire or reward, in

this State, the time of labor for the persons so employed and performing labor,
shall not exceed ten hours for each day, and any owner, stockholder or overseer,

employer, clerk or foreman who shall compel any person or shall permit any child
under the age of fourteen years, so employed, to labor for any more than ten
hours in any one day, where such owner, stockholder, or overseer, clerk or fore-

man has control, such person so offending shall be liable to a prosecution in the
name of the State of Minnesota, before any justice of the peace, of [or] court of

competent jurisdiction of the county wherein the same occurs, and upon convic-
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not less than ten nor more than one hundred
dollars; Provided, That the provisions of this section shall not apply to agricultural
laborers and domestics employed by the month and to persons engaged in the care
of live stock; And provided further, That extra labor may be performed for extra

compensation, except in the case of children under fourteen years.
SEC. 6541. A person wrho compels a child under sixteen years of age to labor more

than ten hours in any day in any factory, workshop or mercantile or manufacturing
business, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

(1895, 171, 1, as am. by 1897, 360) :

SECTION 1. No child under fourteen (14) years of age shall be employed at any time
in any factory or workshop, or about any mine. No such child shall be employed in

any mercantile establishment nor in the service of any telegraph, telephone or public
messenger company except during the vacation of the public schools in the town

396319
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be changed after beginning labor on the first day of the week without

the consent of the factory inspector (N. Y.).
3

Meal hours. Several of the statutes discussed in this section pre-
scribe that a certain time must be taken out of such labor hours for

meals. Thus, in New York, Indiana. Louisiana, 1 hour for dinner;
in Pennsylvania and Michigan, 45 minutes; in Ohio, 30 minutes; but

this time is not counted as part of the labor period. In New York 20

minutes must be allowed for lunch before overtime work after 6 p. m.

In Massachusetts half an hour for a meal must be given after a 6

hours' work time; and all children, women, etc., more than 5 in num-

where such child is employed. No child under sixteen (16) years of age shall be

employed at any occupation dangerous or injurious to life, limb, health or morals;
nor at any labor of any kind outside of the family of such child's residence before

six o'clock in the morning, nor after seven o'clock in the evening, nor more than
ten (10) hours in any one day, nor more than sixty hours in any one week, except in

accordance with the following express permission or condition, to wit: Children not

less than fourteen years of age may be employed in mercantile establishments on

Saturdays and for ten days each year before Christmas until ten (10) o'clock in the

evening: Provided, hauwer, That this permission shall not be so construed as to per-
mit such children to toil more than ten hours in any one day, nor over sixty hours
in any one week.

California (1889, 7) :

SEC. 1. No minor under the age of eighteen shall be'employed in laboring in any
manufacturing, mechanical, or mercantile establishment, or other place of labor,
more than ten hours in one day, except when it is necessary to make repairs to pre-
vent the interruption of the ordinary running of the machinery, or when a different

apportionment of the hours of labor is made for the sole purpose of making a shorter

day's work for one day of the week; and in no case shall the hours of labor exceed

sixty hours in a week.
SEC. 2. No child under ten years of age shall be employed in any factory, work-

shop, or mercantile establishment; and every minor under sixteen years of age when
so employed shall be recorded by name in a" book kept for the purpose, and a certifi-

cate (duly verified bv his or her parent or guardian, or if the minor shall have no
parent or guardian, then by such minor, stating age and place of birth of such minor)
shall be kept on file by the employer, which book and which certificate shall be pro-
duced by him or his agent at the requirement of the commissioner of the bureau of

labor statistics.

Maryland (P. L. 27) :

SEC. 139 (as amended by chapter 443, acts of 1892) . No child under sixteen years
of age shall be employed in laboring more than ten hours a day in any manufactur-
ing business or factory established in any part of the State, or in" any mercantile busi-
ness in the city of Baltimore.

SEC. 140 (as amended by chapter 443, acts of 1892). Any person who shall so

employ a child or suffer or permit such employment is guilty of a misdemeanor.
SEC. 141 (as amended by chapter 443, acts of 1892). The word "suffer or permit,"

includes every act or omission, whereby it becomes possible for the child to engage
in such labor.

Georgia (Code) :

SEC. 1885. The hours of labor by all persons under twenty-one years of age, in all

cotton, woolen, or other manufacturing establishments, or machine shops in this State,
shall be from sunrise untill [sic] sunset, the usual and customary times for meals
being allowed from the same; and any contract made with such persons or their
parents, guardians, or others, whereby a longer time for labor is agreed upon or pro-
vided for, shall be null and void, so far as relates to the enforcement of said contracts
against such laborers.

8 The New York law in full is as follows (1899, 192) :

77. A printed notice stating the number of hours per day for each day of the
week required of such persons, and the time when such work shall begin and end,
shall be kept posted in a conspicuous place in each room where they are employed
But such persons may begin their work after the time for beginning and stop before
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ber employed in the same factory must be allowed their meal time at

the same hour, with various still more specific provisions (Mass. 1894,

508, 26-27).
Labor of children absolutely forbidden. But besides this, there is

another line of statutes absolutely forbidding the labor of children in

factories under a certain age (the constitution of Kentucky ( 243^

requires such laws), and also limiting their employment below a some-
what higher age, with a view to their education in the public schools

by restricting it unless they have certain educational qualifications, or

by requiring licenses from the truant officers, factor}
7

inspectors, board
of health, or other persons before they can be employed in factories at

all. Thus, Massachusetts (1898, 494, 1), Connecticut (1753), New
York (G. L. 32, 70), Indiana (1899, 142), Illinois (1897, p. 90, 1),

Michigan (1897, 92), Missouri (1897, p. 143), Minnesota (1897, 360),
and Colorado (Ann. Stats. 413) absolutely prohibit the employment of

children in factories below the age of 14; New Jersey (Sup., p. 407,

9) and Louisiana (1886, 43) below the age of 14 for girls or 12 for boys;

Pennsylvania (1897, 26, 2) and Ohio (1898, p. 123) below the age of 13
;

Maine (1887, 139, 5), Rhode Island (68, l;in factories, etc., employing
five or more women and children), Wisconsin (1728) (in factories, etc.,

employing three or more), Maryland (local law, 100, 4), West Vir-

ginia (p. 998), North Dakota (Const,, 209), and Tennessee (1893, 159)
below the age of 12, while New Hampshire (93, 10), Vermont (4320),
Nebraska (1899, 108), and California (1889, 7, 2), put the age as low as

10. In Nebraska ( 6953) children under 12 can not be employed in

factories more than four months in the year, and in Wisconsin (1728)
children under 14 not more than seven months; but a later statute allows
the employment of children over 12 in mines, factories, and places of

the time for ending such work, mentioned in such notice, but they shall not be

required to perform any labor in such factory, except as stated therein. The terms
of such notice shall not be changed after the beginning of labor on the first day of

the week without the consent of the factory inspector.
78. Change of hours of labor of minors and women. When, in order to make a

shorter work day on the last day of the week, a minor under eighteen years of age,
or a female is to be required or permitted to work in a factory more than ten hours
in a day. the employer of such persons shall notify the factory inspector, in writing,
of such intention, stating the number of hours of labor per day, which it is proposed
to require or permit, and the time when it is proposed to cease such requirement
or permission; a similar notification shall be made when such requirement or permis-
sion has actually ceased. A record of the names of the employees thus required or

permitted to work overtime, with the amount of such overtime and the days upon
which such work was performed, shall be kept in the office of such factory, and
produced upon the demand of the factory inspector.

In Indiana (1899, 142, 1) :

And every person, firm, corporation or company employing any person under six-

teen years of age or any female under eighteen years of age in any establishment
as aforesaid shall post and keep posted in a conspicuous place in every room where
such help is employed a printed notice stating the number of hours of labor per
day required of such person for each day of the week, and the number of hours of
labor exacted or permitted to be performed by such person shall not exceed the
number of hours of labor so posted as being required. The time of beginning and
ending the day's labor shall be the time stated in such notice: Provided, That such
female under eighteen and persons under sixteen years of age may begin after the
time set for beginning and stop before the time set in such notice for the stopping
of the day's labor, but they shall not be permitted or required to perform any labor
before the time stated on the notices as the time for beginning the day's labor, nor
after the time stated upon the notices as the hour for ending the day's labor.
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amusement upon license of the county judge (Wis., 1891, 109).* This

accounts for a few more States, so that we can now say that there is

absolutely no limitation for persons of any age or sex only in Iowa,

4 For the laws in full for Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, the Dakotas,

Oklahoma, California, see note 1 above; for Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio,

Vermont, see note 2 above.

The Connecticut law ( 1753, as amended by chapter 118, acts of 1895

No child under fourteen years of age shall be employed in any mechanical, mer-

cantile, or manufacturing establishment

is followed in New York, as to "factories" (see definition) only.

In Indiana (1899, 142, 2) the law reads:

No child under fourteen years of age shall be employed in any manufacturing or

mercantile [etc.] establishment within this State. It shall be the duty of every per-
son employing children to keep a register, in which shall be recorded the name,
birthplace, age, and place of residence of every person employed by him under

the-age of sixteen years; and it shall be unlawful for any proprietor, agent, foreman,
or other person in or connected with [such] establishment to hire or employ any
child under the age of sixteen years to work therein without there is first provided
and placed on file in the office an affidavit made by the parent or guardian, stating
the age, date and place of birth of said child; if said child have no parent or guar-
dian, then such affidavit shall be made by the child, which affidavit shall be kept on
file by the employer, and said register and affidavit shall be produced for inspection
on demand made by the inspector, appointed under this act. There shall be posted
conspicuously in every room where children under sixteen years of age are employed,
a list of their names, with their ages, respectively. (No chile' under the age of sixteen

years shall be employed in any manufacturing establishment who can not read and
write simple sentences in the English language, except during the vacation of the

public schools in the city or town where such minor lives. The factory inspector
shall have the power to demand a certificate of physical fitness from some regular
physician in the case of children who may seem physically unable to perform the
labor at which they may be employed, and shall have the" power to prohibit the

employment of any minor that can not obtain such a certificate.)

In Missouri (1897, p. 143) :

SECTION 1. No child under the age of fourteen years shall be employed in any
manufacturing or mechanical establishment in this State wherein steam, water, or

any other mechanical power is used in the manufacturing process carried on therein,
or where the work to be done by such child would, in the opinion of two reputable
physicians in the locality where such work is to be done, be dangerous to the health
of such child.

SEC. 2. Any person, firm or corporation, or its agents, who employs, and any parent
or person in charge of such child who permits the employment of such child in viola-
tion of this act, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, upon conviction,
be fined not less than ten nor more than one hundred dollars, or imprisonment in the

county jail for a period of not less than two days nor more than ten days, or both
fined and imprisoned, for each offense: Provided, That extreme poverty of the parent,
or person in charge of such child, shall be a good defense to such proceeding.

In Wisconsin (see also in note 1, above) :

SEC. 1728a. No child under thirteen years of ago shall be employed or allowed to
work by any person, company, firm, or corporation at labor or service in any shop,
factory, mine, store, place of manufacture, business or amusement except as hereinafter

provided.
The judge of the county court in the county where the child resides and is to be

employed or to work, may, by order of record, grant a permit to any child over ten

years to be exempt and in such county from the operation of this act as to such
employment, and to such extent, and for such time and on such terms as may be
named in such permit, on its being shown to his satisfaction that such child can read
and write the English language and that it is fit and proper considering the lack of
means of support of the family of which such child is a member, that such permit
should be granted, and such permit may be rescinded bv any such judge on written
notice to such child, or to any person having control of or employing such child.
Such permit must state the age, place of residence and the amount of school attend-
ance prior to the granting of such permit. A record of such permits must be kept in
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Kansas, Oregon, Nevada, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming,
Utah, Kentucky, Arkansas, Texas, North Carolina, Alabama, Florida,

such court. * * * No charge or fee shall be required in any matter under this

section.

No child shall be so employed or work who does not present such permit, and

every person before employing or permitting such child to so labor, or be at service,
shall require and retain such permit, and shall keep the same together with a correct

list of all children so employed, posted in a conspicuous manner in the place of

employment, and shall show such list on demand, to any school officer or teacher or

police officer.

Any person, company or corporation who employs or permits to be employed or to

work any child in violation of this act, and any person having the control of any
such child who permits such employment or work, shall for every offense forfeit a
sum of not less than ten dollars nor more than fifty dollars * * * and every
day of such illegal employment shall constitute a distinct offense.

Any person having control of or in his employ a child who, with intent to evade
the provisions of this act, shall make a false statement concerning the age of such
child or the time such child has attended school or shall instruct such child to make
any false statement shall, for such offense forfeit the sum of not less than ten dollars,
nor more than fifty dollars, for the use of the public schools of such city, town, or
district.

But by a later law (1891, 109) :

SECTION 1. No child under fourteen years of age shall be employed at labor or
service in any mine, factory, workshop or place of public entertainment or amuse-

ment, in this State, except upon permit as hereinafter provided; but nothing hereit*
shall interfere with or prohibit the employment of such child in the service of

*

parent outside of school hours.
SEC. 2. The county judge of the county wherein any child resides may, by order

of record, grant a permit and deliver a copy thereof under seal, to any child over
twelve years of age exempting such child from the operation of this act as to

employment. Every such permit shall specify the conditions and the time during
which such child may be employed, fixing such limitations as to said judge shall

seem proper; and in determining whether such permit shall be granted, the said

county judge shall consider the moral and physical condition of the child, his state

of education, the necessities of the family to which such child belongs, and such
other circumstances as in the discretion of the judge ought to affect the question of

exemption. No charge or fee shall be required in any matter under this section:

Provided, That where such child resides at a distance of more than ten miles from
the county seat, the power to grant permits herein conferred upon the county judge
may, under the same limitations and with the same conditions be exercised by the

mayor of the city or the president of the incorporated village in which or nearest to

which said child or its parent resides.

SEC. 3. Any person, company, firm or corporation that employs or permits to be

employed at work any child in violation of the foregoing provisions of this act, and
any parent or other person having the control of any such child who permits such

employment, shall, on conviction, be punished by a fine of not less than ten nor more
than fifty dollars. Nothing herein shall be construed to interfere with the district

attorney of any county presenting violations of this act.

SEC. 4. It shall be the duty of the commissioner of the bureau of labor, census,
and industrial statistics, the factory inspector and the deputy or deputies of said

bureau to enforce the provisions of this act and to prosecute all violations thereof
before any magistrate or any court of competent jurisdiction.

In Colorado (Ann. Stats.) :

SEC. 413. Any person who shall take, receive, hire or employ, any children under
fourteen years of age in any underground works, or mine, or in any smelter, mill or
factory, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof before any
justice of the peace or court of record, shall be fined not less than ten dollars nor
more than fifty dollars for each offense. Provided, That a jury on the trial of any
such case before a justice of the peace, shall be called and empaneled as in the erase

of assault and battery, and that the jury in such cases shall designate the amount of

the fine in their verdict.
SEC. 414. Whenever any person shall before a justice of the peace make oath, or

affirm that the affiant believes that this act has been, or is being violated, naming
the person charged with such violation, such justice shall forthwith issue a warrant
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Mississippi, New Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and the

District of Columbia.

to a constable, or other authorized officer, and such officer shall arrest the person or

persons so charged, and bring him or them before the justice issuing such warrant,
for a hearing. And it shall be the duty of all constables and policemen to aid in the

enforcement of this act.

SEC. 415. In the default of the payment of the fine or penalty imposed under any
of the provisions of this act, it shall be lawful for any justice of the peace, or court of

record before whom any person may be convicted of a violation of any of the pro-
visions of this act, to co'mmit such person to the county jail, there to remain for not
ess than twenty days nor more than ninety days.

In New Jersey (Sup., p. 407, 9) :

* * * No boy under the age of twelve years, nor any girl under fourteen years
of age, shall be employed in any factory, workshop, mine or establishment where the
manufacture of any goods whatever is carried on.

In Louisiana (1886, 43, 1) :

No boy under the age of twelve years, and no girl under the age of fourteen years,
shall be employed in any factory, warehouse or workshop where the manufacture of

any goods whatever is carried on, or where any goods are prepared for manufacturing.

In Pennsylvania (1897, 26, 2, as amended by act No. 123, acts of 1897) :

No child under thirteen yearsof age shall be employed in any factory, manufacturing,
or mercantile industry, laundry, workshop, renovating works or printing office within

?e'|Js State. It shall be the duty of every person so employing children to keep a regis-

i,{ in which shall be recorded the name, birthplace, age and place of residence, name
a ^parent or guardian, and date when employment ceases, of every person so employed
by him under the age of sixteen years. And it shall be unlawful for any factory,

manufacturing or mercantile industry, laundry, workshop, renovating works or print-

ing office, to hire or employ any child under the age of sixteen years, without there
is first provided and placed on me an affidavit made by the parent or guardian, stating
the age, date, and place of birth of said child. If said child have no parent or guardian,
then such affidavit shall be made by the child, which affidavit shall be kept on file

by the employer and shall be returned to the child when employment ceases, and in

no case shall there be a charge to exceed twenty-five cents for administering the oath
for the issuing of the above certificate. And after the first day of January, one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight, it shall be unlawful for any manufacturing
establishment, mercantile industry, laundry, renovating works, printing office,
mechanical or other industrial establishment to employ any minor under the age of

sixteen years who can not read and write in the English language, unless he presents
a certificate of having attended during the preceding year, an evening or day school
for a period of sixteen weeks. Said certificate shall be signed by the teacher or
teachers of the school or schools which said minor attended, and said register, affi-

davit and certificates shall be produced for inspection on demand by the inspector or

any of the deputies appointed under this act.

In Maine (1887, 139, 5) :

No child under twelve years of age, shall be employed in any manufacturing or
mechanical establishment in this State. Whoever, either for himself, or as superin-
tendent, overseer or agent of another, employs or has in his employment any child
in violation of the provisions of this section, and every parent or guardian who per-
mits any child to be so employed, shall be punished by a fine of not less than twenty-
five nor more than fifty dollars for each offense.

In Rhode Island (68, 1) :

No child under twelve years of age shall be employed in any factory, manufactur-
ing or mercantile establishment, within this State. It shall be the duty of every
person, firm or corporation employing children, to keep a register in which shall be
recorded the name, birthplace, age and place of residence of every person employed
xmder the age of sixteen years; and said register shall be produced for inspection on
demand by either of the inspectors appointed under this chapter.

In Maryland (Local, 100, 4, added by chapter 317, acts of 1894) :

No proprietor or owner of any mill or factory in this State, other than establishments
for manufacturing canned goods, or manager, agent, foreman or other person in charge
thereof, shall, after the first day of October, in the year eighteen hundred and ninety-
four, employ or retain in employment in any such mill or factory, any person or per-
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6. DANGEROUS MACHINERY IN FACTORIES, etc., (see beiow). In sev-

eral States the employment of children under a prescribed age is spe-

sons under twelve years of age; and if any such proprietor or owners of any such mill
or factory, or manager, agent, foreman or other person in charge thereof, shall will-

fully violate the provisions of this section, he shall be deemed guilty of a misde-

meanor, and on conviction thereof, shall be fined not less than one hundred dollars

for each and every offence so committed, and pay the costs of prosecution, one-half
of the fine to go to the informer and the other half to the school fund of the county
or city in which the offense shall have been committed; Provided, That nothing in

this act shall apply to Frederick, Washington, Queen Anne's. Carroll, Wicomico,
Caroline, Kent, Somerset, Cecil, Calvert, St. Mary's, Prince George's, Howard, Bal-

timore, Worcester and Harford counties.

Br the constitution of North Dakota ( 209) :

The labor of children under twelve years of age shall be prohibited in mines, fa< -

tories and workshops in this State.

West Virginia (p. 998) :

SEC. 1. That no minor under twelve years of age shall be employed in any mine
or in any factory, workshop, manufactory or establishment where goods or wares are

manufactured; and in all cases of minors applying for work, it shall be the duty of

the manager, superintendent, foreman or operator to see that the provisions of this

section are complied with.
SEC. 2. Any manager, superintendent, foreman, or operator of such mine, factory,

workshop, manufactory, or establishment, and parents or guardians, allowing a
child under twelve years of age to work in violation of section first of this act,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall be fined

not less than ten dollars nor more than twenty dollars for each and every such
offense.

Tennessee (1893, 159) :

SEC. 1. It shall be unlawful for any proprietor, foreman, owner, or other person
to employ any child less than twelve (12) years of age in any workshop, mill, factory,
or mine in this State.

SEC. 2. If any proprietor, foreman, or owner should not be informed as to the age
of the child, he or they can request the parent or guardian to furnish a sworn state-

ment, which shall be sufficient proof of the age of the child.

SEC. 3. Any proprietor, foreman, or owner employing a child less than twelve (12)

years of age, or any guardian or parent giving such sworn statement for a child less

than twelve (12) years of age, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction,
shall be fined not less than fifty (50) dollars nor more than five hundred (500) dol-

lars.

New Hampshire (93, Sec. 10) :

No child under the age of ten years shall be employed in any manufacturing
establishment.

Nebraska (6953-6955) :

SEC. 6953. No male or female child under the age of twelve years shall be employed
in any railroad shops, factories, shops, or mines to exceed four months in any one

year.
SEC. 6954. If any person or persons, or body corporate, shall hereafter employ, or

if any parent or guardian shall consent to the employment of any male or female
child under the age of twelve, as aforesaid, contrary to the provisions of the preced-
ing section, and proof be made thereof before any police judge or justice of the peace
of the city, town, or district where such offense is committed, he, she, or they so

employing such child, or consenting thereto, as aforesaid, shall, upon conviction, for

every such offense, pay a fine of not less than ten nor more than fifty ($50) dollars,
said fine to be applied to the use of the public schools of the proper city, town, or
district: Provided, That no conviction shall be had under this act unless proceedings
thereunder shall be commenced within one month after the offense shall have been
committed.

SEC. 6955. All city, town, and district police and constables are hereby authorized
and required, and it is hereby made their duty to attend to the strict observance of

the two preceding sections of this act when complaint shall have been properly made
to them of a violation of the same.
And (1899, 108) any male or female child under the age of ten years shall not be

employed in any manufacturing, mechanical, industrial, or mercantile establishment.
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cially forbidden as to running elevators
' or stationary engines, cleaning

machinery while in motion,
2
etc. In some States there is a more general

statute forbidding the employment of children under a prescribed age
about dangerous machinery generally,

3 or in any employment where
the child is put in danger to life or limb, or injurious to his health or
morals (see below) *; but in some States a child may be employed with a

physician's certificate.
5 In other States the matter is left to the in-

spector of factories or the chief of police to designate such employments
as are injurious to children.

6

Factory inspectors may in some States

demand physician's certificates of the physicial ability of children in

all cases of factory or workshop employment.
7

SEC. 7. MINES, SHOPS, STORES, ETC. Mines. In a few States the

State constitution provides that no woman can be employed in mines
at all. These are Wyoming and Utah; and so, by statute, as to any
mines, in Alabama, Arkansas, and Pennsylvania, and as to coal mines
in Indiana, Colorado, West Virginia, and Washington.

1 And in

several States, by statute or constitution, children under a certain

age, usually 14, can not be emplo\
Ted in mines. 2 This does not apply

to clerical work, etc.
,
outside the mine.

Begging, circuses, etc. (seeabove, dangerous machinery, etc.). There
is another very general statute forbidding the employment of children

under a certain age in theatrical exhibitions or circuses, in begging,
street mendicancy, etc., in liquor or concert saloons, "in handling
intoxicating liquors" (Mass. 1899, 413), or even general!}' in all occupa-
tions injurious to their morals. 3 The prescribed age varies between
18 and 12 in the several States having such laws.

Telegraph operators. No person under 18 can be employed upon
railroads: Col. 1891, p. 280; Ga, 1890, 148 (p. 182).

Shops, mercantile establishments. In several of the States the above
statutes themselves (see 5) apply also to shops or mercantile estab-

lishments. These are Connecticut, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Minnesota,
Nebraska, California, Maryland (if in Baltimore), Pennsylvania. In
Rhode Island the law prohibiting labor b}^ children under 12 applies
to them, and in Minnesota as to children under 14, except in vacations.

In other States there are special laws applying to stores or mercan-

s. 1894,508, 32; N. Y. G. L. 32,79; Pa. p. 1016, 12; Ind.1899, 142, 4; Minn.
1895, 171, 6; Conn. 1893, 59.

"Mass. ib. 31; Mich. 1895, 184, 3; R. I. 68, 6; N. J. Sup., p. 773, 17; X. \. 1899,
192; Mo. 1891, p. 159; La. 1892, 60.

8 N. Y. 1899, 192.
4 N. Y. P. C. 292; Conn. 1417; R. I. 115, 4; Mich., ib Minn., 1897, 360; Mo. 1895, p.

205; Ohio 6984, 1890, p. 161; N. J. 1887, 177, 7; 111. 1897, p. 90, 6; Ind. 2241-2; Cal.
Pen. C., p. 87; Wyo. 1895, 46; Del. 131, 2; Colo. 1891, p. 59.

5 N. J. ib.
6 Mass. 1894, 508, 15.
7 Mich. ib. 4; 111. 1893, p. 101, 4; Ind. 1897, 65, 2.

'Wye. Con. 9, 3; Utah Con. 16, 3; Pa. Dig., pp. 1015, 1351, 112, 306; Ind.

7480; W. Va., p. 997, 13; Wash. 2227; Colo. 3185; Ala. 266, 14; Ark. 5051.
2 Pa. ib., Wyo., ib.Minn 1897, 360; Utah, 1896, 28; Wash. ibid; Idaho Con. 13, 4;

S. Dak. 1890, 112, 11; Mont. P. C. 474; Ark. 5051. But the age is put at 12 : Ind.

2244; N J. Sup., p. 380, 18
; Kans. 3861; W. Va. ib; Colo. Con. 16, 2; Tenn. 1881,

170, 10. At 15: Ohio 1898, p. 164. At 10; Ala. ibid. At 12, and the law only applies
to boys: Iowa 1884, 21, 13; Pa. ib.; 306 (bituminous mines.) And no person under
16 who can not read and write : Colo., Kans., Ark., ibid.

S N. H. 265, 3; Mass. 1894, 508, 49; R. I. 115, 4; Conn. 1417; N. Y. P. C. 292; N. J.

Sup., p. 195; Pa., p. 1015, 9-11; Ohio 6984; Ind. 2241-2; 111. 38, 42a; Mich. 1998;
Wis. 4587a; Minn. G. S. 6539; 1897, 360; Kans. 2170; Md. 27, 273; Del. 131, 2; Ky.
326; Mo. 1895, p. 205; Cal. P. C., p. 87; Colo. 1891, p. 59; Mont. P. C. 472; Wyo. 1891,
20; 1895, 46; Ga. 4612; La. 1886, 43, 2; 1892, 59; D. C. U. S. Stats. 1885, 58.
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tile establishments. Thus, in Massachusetts no minor under 18 can be

employed in them more than sixty hours per week (Mass. 1894,
508, 10).
In New York there is a special article applying to labor in mercan-

tile establishments in villages or cities having a population of 3,000 or
more to the effect that no male under 16 or femala under 21 may be

required to work more than 10 hours per day or 60 hours per week,
unless for the purpose of making a shorter workday of some one day
of the week, nor before 7 o'clock in the morning or after 10 o'clock
in the evening of any day; but this section does not apply to the

employment of such persons on Saturday, provided the total hours per
week do not exceed 60, nor to the period between the 15th of Decem-
ber and the 1st of January. Forty-five minutes must be allowed
for the noonday meal. Children under 14 may not be employed in

such establishments, except that a child above 12 may be so employed
during the vacation of the public schools. No child under 16 can be

employed without a certificate, issued by the board of health upon
affidavit of the parent or guardian, of the age of the child, when the
officer issuing the same is satisfied that such child is 14 years of age
and physically able to peform the work; and no such certificate may
be issued unless it appears that the child has attended a school at which
the ordinary branches are taught for a period equal in length to one
school year during the year previous to his arriving at the age of 14
or to his applying for such certificate, and is able to read and write in

English. Children of the age of 12 or more who can read and write

English may be employed in mercantile establishments during vaca-
tion of the schools, upon complying with all other provisions of this

section. The manager of the establishment must keep a register of

children so employed (N. Y. G. L. 32, 160-167).
In New York a mercantile establishment is defined to be a place

where goods, wares, or merchandise are offered for sale (N. Y. G. L.

32, 2).

In Minnesota children over 14 may be employed in mercantile
establishments on Saturdays and for ten days before Christmas, not
more than 10 hours a day; and children under 14 may be employed in

mercantile establishments during the vacation of the public schools

(Minn. 1897, 360, 1).

SEC. 8. EDUCATIONAL RESTRICTIONS UPON CHILD LABOR. It is

extremely difficult to make a satisfactory report upon those statutes

which are aimed primarily at securing sufficient schooling for children

employed in factories, etc., for the reason that not only are the pro-
visions varied and complicated and continually changing, but they are

often special to certain States or certain localities, and they are not

primarily statutes relating to labor, but statutes relating to the public
schools. It seems, therefore, illogical to enter upon this matter in the

present report, as the Industrial Commission are concerned, primarily,
with statutes in the interest of labor alone, not with the educational

policy of the country. It may merely be stated, in a general way,
that such States as have these statutes usually put the restrictive age
two or more years higher than the age at which labor is absolutely

prohibited,
1 and provide that children under such higher age may not

age is 16: N. H. 93, 11
;
Mass. 1898, 494

;
N. Y. G. L. 32, 70

;
R. I. 642, ;

Me.

1887, 139, 6; N. J. Sup. 407, 10
; 15 for boys, 16 for girls: Ohio 1898, p. 123; 14: Vt.

1892, 22,4; S. Dak. 1891,56; Conn. 1899,41; Nebr. 1899, 108.
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be employed in mills or factories during the public school hours,
2 or

except in vacation,
3 or unless they have attended evening schools/ or

unless the}
7 can read and write,

5 or have attended school for a pre
scribed time during the year preceding;

6

and, commonly, an employ-
ment ticket is required from such children 7 and a list of all who are

employed under these provisions of the statutes is required to be

posted in the factory employing them. 8

(The more important statutes

are summarized in note 9.)
9

2
Vt, Ohio.S. DaV.

Vt., R. I., Me., Nebr.
4
Mass., Conn., S. l;ak.

5 N.H., Mass., Vt., R. I., Conn.
6 N. H. 93, 12; Vt., R. I., Me., Conn. 2105; N. J. Sup., S. Dak., Nebr.
7 N. H., Mass., ib., Vt,, R. I., Me., Conn. 2106.
S R. I., Mass., Me., Nebr.
9 Massachusetts (1898, 494) :

In substance the law provides that no child under 16 shall be employed in any
factory, workshop, or mercantile establishment, unless the employer keeps on file an

age and schooling certificate, as hereinafter prescribed, and two complete lists of

such children, one on file and one posted, and also a complete list (which he must
send to the superintendent of schools or school committee) of the names of all

minors who can not read or write English. The age and schooling certificate is

approved by the superintendent of schools or any person authorized by the school
committee. Satisfactory evidence must be furnished by the school census or birth

certificate of the child's age; and if the child be under 16 it shall not be approved
unless the child present an employment ticket setting forth the description of the
child. The age and schooling certificate certifies as to the child's age and that
he can read and write English. If the child can not read and write, the certifi-

cate may contain that the child is regularly attending public evening school, and
continues in force only during such attendance. No person may employ a minor
over 14, and no parent or guardian permit such employment, if the minor can not
read and write English, where a public evening school is maintained in the town,
unless he is a regular attendant thereupon: Provided, That a doctor's certificate may
be put in showing that the physical condition of such minor would render such

attendance, in addition to daily labor, prejudicial to health, whereupon the superin-
tendent of schools may issue a permit authorizing the minor's employment for such

period as he may determine. Truant officers may visit factories, shops, etc.
,
and

report illegal employment.

Maine (1887, 139) :

SEC. 6. No child under fifteen years of age shall be employed in any manufac-

turing or mechanical establishment in this State, except during vacations of the

public schools in the city or town in which he resides, unless during the year next

preceding the time of such employment, he has for at least sixteen weeks, attended
some public or private school, eight weeks of which shall be continuous; nor shall

such employment continue unless such child in each and every year, attends some
public or private school for at least sixteen weeks, and no child shall be so employed
who does not present a certificate made under or by the directon of the school com-
mittee, superintendent of the public schools, or the teacher of a private school, that
such child has so attended school. And it shall be the duty of such committee,
superintendent or teacher, to furnish such a certificate in accordance with the fact

upon request and without charge.
* * *

SEC. 7. Any parent or guardian who procures a child to be employed contrary to

section six, and any corporation, owner, superintendent or agent of the owner, of

such establishment violating the provisions of said section shall forfeit the sum of

one hundred dollars, one-half to the use of the county, and one-half to the use of

the city or town where the offense is committed. Money so recovered to the use of

the city or town, shall be added to its school money. It shall be the duties of the
school committees and superintendent of public schools to inquire into violations of

said section and report the same to the county attorney, who shall prosecute
therefor.

Vermont (1892, 22) :

SEC. 4. No child under fourteen years of age shall be employed in a mill or factory
unless such child shall have attended a public school twenty weeks during the pre-
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The law frequently requires a certificate from the parent or guardian

ceding year, and shall deposit with the owner or person in charge of such mill or

factory a certificate showing such attendance, signed by the teacher of such school.

SEC. 5. The town superintendent of schools may inquire of the owner or person
in charge of a mill or factory as to the employment of children therein; and may
call for the production of the certificates required to be deposited with such person
and ascertain if there is any violation of the law in the employment of such children.

SEC. 6. No person shall hereafter give employment to any child under fourteen

years of age who can not read and write, but is capable of receiving such instruction

during the time when the school which such person should attend is in session.

SEC. 7. A person who shall violate the provisions of sections three, four, or six of this

act, or who shall refuse to give the information or exhibit the certificates required to

be given and exhibited by section five of this act, shall forfeit not less than five nor
more than twenty-five dollars, to be recovered by prosecution before a justice of the

peace, and to be paid to the town in which the child resides. And each truant officer

is hereby required to make complaint of any violation of said sections to a justice of

the peace or judge of a municipal court, who shall issue his warrant, according to law,
for the arrest and trial of such offender.

New York (G. L. 32, 70-76) :

The New York law provides that children between the ages of 14 and 16 may not
be employed in factories unless a certificate, executed by a health officer, be filed

with the employer, which shall not be issued unless the officer is satisfied that such
hild is 14 years of age and physically able to perform the work. The certificate

describes the child, and may not be granted unless it appear that the child has
attended school, in which the regular branches are taught, for one year previous to

arriving at the age of 14, or during the year previous to applying for such certificate,
and is able to read and write English. Children of 14 who can read and write may be

employed during vacation upon vacation certificates, which require no school attend-
ance. The employer must keep a register open to the inspection of the factory

inspector.

New Jersey (Sup., p. 937, 77) :

In New Jersey no child under 15 can be employed in any business whatever unless
it have attended, within 12 months preceding, some public day or night school for

twelve consecutive weeks, or some well-recognized private school.

Pennsylvania (1897, 26, 2) :

No child under 16, without an affidavit by the parent or guardian stating its age;
and none such may be employed who can not read and write English, except he pre-
sent a certificate of having attended during the preceding year an evening or day
school for a period of 16 weeks, signed by a teacher of such school.

Ohio. See 5, note 2, p. 25 above for the Ohio law (1898, p. 123) .

Indiana (1897, 65) :

In Indiana it is unlawful for manufacturers to employ children under 16 without
an affidavit by the parent or guardian stating the age of child, which is open to the

factory inspector, and no child under 16 shall be employed who can not read or write

English, excepting in vacation of the public schools.

In Michigan (1895, 184, 2) and Illinois (1897, p. 90, 2) a register of children under 14

(16 in Michigan by statute of 1899, 77) must be kept, and certificate of age received
from the parent, etc.

Minnesota (1895, 171) :

No children under the required school age shall in the year next succeeding any
birthday be employed at any occupation during the hours in which the schools are
in session, unless and until he has attended some school for the prescribed period,
and no child under 16 who can not read or write English shall, except in vacation,
be employed in any indoor occupation unless such child is a regular attendant at a

day or evening school; but (1897,360) whenever it appears that the labor of any
minor so debarred from employment is necessary for the support of the family to

which it belongs, or its own support, the school board may, at its discretion, issue a

permit authorizing his employment.

Wisconsin:

In Wisconsin there are two statutes. Section 1728a of the Code provides that no child

under 13 shall be employed or allowed to work by any person in any shop, factory,
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as to the age of such child as a preliminary to employment.
10 Such

certificate of age given by the parent, etc.
,
is made conclusive evidence

in prosecutions under the statute.
11 The Massachusetts statute is per-

haps the most elaborate, while the older system is still exemplified by
the older Vermont statute, which merely requires the selectmen of

towns to inquire into the treatment of minors employed in manufac-

turing establishments; and if their education, morals, etc., are unrea-

sonably neglected, or he is treated with improper severity or compelled
to labor unreasonable hours, they may, if he has no parent or guardian,

discharge him from such employment and bind him out as apprentice,
with the minor's consent (Vt. 2518).

Posting of law and employees subject to it. Most of the statutes

limiting the labor of women or minors in factories require that a copy
of the act be posted in the factory (Pa.), or a notice stating the hours,

time, etc., required of such persons (N. Y., Ohio, Ind., Cal., Me.,
Mass., N. H., R. I., Pa., Conn., Nebr.), or a list of the minors labor-

ing in the factory who are below the prescribed age open to the fac-

tory inspectors, etc. (Me., Ohio, N. Y., Ind., 111., Mich., Cal., Pa.,
R. L, Mass.); and it is still more usual, in case of the educational laws
referred to in the last paragraph, to require such posting.

Enforcement. In all States where we have stated the law as com-

pulsory, the employer (Ohio 1898, p. 123, 3; 111. 1897, p. 90, 9; Mich.

1895, 184, 17; Minn., Cal., Md., La., Me., N. H., N. J., R. I., Va.,

mine, store, place of manufacture, business, or amusement except by order of the

judge of the county court, who may grant such permit to any child over 10 on such
time and such terms as may be named on its being shown that the child can read
and write English, and that it is fit and proper that such permit shall be granted
owing to lack of means of the family. The permit must state the age, residence, and
amount of school attendance prior to granting it, and the child may not be employed
without such permit.
The statute of 1891 (109, 2) provides that no child under 14 shall be employed in any

mine, factory, workshop, or place of public entertainment or amusement except upon
permit of the county judge, which may be granted to any child over 12, specifying
the conditions, fixing limitations, etc.

;
and in granting such permit the county judge

shall consider the moral and physical condition of the child, his state of education,
the necessities of the family, and other circumstances. (For the laws in full see 5,

notes 1 and 4.)

Colorado ( 417) :

In Colorado it is unlawful for any person to employ a child under 14 to labor in

any business during the school hours, unless it have attended some public or private
day school at least 12 weeks in each year with certificate from the teacher, etc.,
or twice the time of such school attendance at half time, or at a night school.

North and South Dakota (N. Dak., 762; S. Dak., 1897, 57, 7, 3) :

In North and South Dakota no child between 8 and 14 shall be employed in any
mine, factory, workshop, or mercantile establishment, or in any other manner,
except by its parents or guardian, during the hours when the public schools are in

session, unless with certificate from the superintendent of schools that such child has
attended school for a period of 12 weeks during the year, or has been excused from
such attendance.

Louisiana (1886, 43, 2) :

In Louisiana there is a general prohibition against the employment of children
under 14 in any employment who have not attended school for four months of the

year preceding.
10 N. Y. G. L. 32, 71; N. J. Sup., p. 407, 10; Pa. 1897, 26, 2; Ind. 1897, 65, 2; 111.

1897, p. 90, 2; Mich. 1895, 184, 2; Cal. 1889, 7, 2; Minn. 1895, 171, 8.

"Me. ib. 3; N. H. ib. 17; R. I. ib. 23; Mass. 1894, 508, 61: Conn. 1745; Tenn. 1893,

159, 2.
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Pa., Mass., Conn., Wis., Vt. 4320; Mo. 1897, p. 143; Wyo., Nebr.)
or employee (Mich.) or parent or guardian of the child (R. L, Conn.)
violating it or permitting its violation (111., Mich., Minn., Cal., Md.,
Pa., Wyo.), or the officers, agents, etc., of an employer corporation
(111., Me., N. H., Mass., Wis., Nebr.), are subject to a fine for each
offense ($20 to $50 in Ohio and Nebraska; $10 to $100 in New York,
Illinois, Minnesota, Louisiana, and Missouri; $5 to $100 in Michigan;
$50 to $200 in California; $25 to $50, Maine and Massachusetts ib. 68;

$50, New Hampshire, Vermont; $100, New Jersey; $20, Rhode Island,

Connecticut, 1745; $5 to $20, Virginia; $500, Pennsylvania; $20 to

$100 for first offense, $50 to $200 or imprisonment 30 days for second

offense, $250 fine as a minimum and sixty days' imprisonment for third

offense, N. Y. 1897, 416, 384-1; $5 to $50, Wisconsin; $50 to $200,

Wyoming; or imprisonment 10 to 30 days in Ohio and Louisiana; 10
to 90 days, Michigan; 3 months, Wyoming; 2 to 10 months in Missouri
or is declared guilty of a misdemeanor (Md. 27, 140; S. Dak. Pen. C.

6931). But " extreme poverty
"

is declared "a defense to this proceed-
ing" (Mo.).
The factory inspectors, school committee, or commissioners of labor

are generally charged with the enforcement of the act (Me. ib., 7;
Mich, ib., 16; Cal. ib., 5; N. J. ib., 3; Pa. ib., 14); and have in

some States the powers of truant officers (Ohio) and fines inure to the
school fund of the district (Ohio, Me.) or one-half to complainant and
one-half to the county (N. H.); in other States it is left to the police.
The presence of such child in the factory is made prima facie evi-

dence of his employment therein (111. 1897, p. 90, 5).

249A 4
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SEC. 9. OTHER LAWS REGULATING OR PROHIBITING THE EMPLOY-
MENT OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN.

Women. As a general rule, women of full age may be employed in

all avocations that are open to men and are not protected or restricted

by any special legislation. A woman is generally a citizen for all

purposes except voting, serving in the militia or upon roads, and

.serving upon juries, though in some States she has special privileges,
as that she may not be arrested or imprisoned for debt, etc.

;
but some

States have statutes expressly stating this. Thus, in Illinois, Cali-

fornia (by the constitution), and Washington "No person shall be

precluded or debarred from any occupation, profession, or employ-
ment (except military) on account of sex.

1 "Provided (in Illinois and

Washington) that this act shall not be construed to affect the eligibil-

ity of any person to an elective office." And in Illinois, "Nothing in

this act shall be construed as requiring any female to work on streets

or roads, or serve on juries."
5

But the employment of women in mines is in some States forbidden

(see sec. 5), and States are beginning to pass statutes forbidding their

employment in houses, theaters, or places of amusement where liquor
is sold at retail (Md. 1898, 123, 900; Wash. 1895, 90; La. 1894, 43).
Such laws have sometimes been held unconstitutional; but the better

opinion is that they are allowable under the police power.
There is an almost universal statute that female employees shall be

furnished with seats in (1) manufacturing, mechanical, or mercantile

establishments, or stores (N. H. 1895, 16; Mass. 1894, 508, 30; R. I.

68, 8; Conn. 3604; N. Y. G. L. 32, 17, and 170; N. J. Sup., p. 360,

1898, 192; Pa. 1897, 26, 4; Ohio 8767, 1898, p. 35; Ind. 2246; Mich.

1893, 91; Iowa 1892, 47; Minn. R. S. 2244; Nebr. 1899, 107; Del. 127, 1;
Mo. 3500, 1891, p. 179; Cal. 1889, 5; Colo. 3604-3605; Wash. Pen. C. 219;
Md. 1898, 123, 505; 1896, 147; Del. 127, 1; 1897,452; Va. 1898, 53;
S. C. 1899, 71; Ga. 1889, p. 167; Ala. 1889, 92, in stores only; D. C.

U. S. 1895, 192; La. 1886, 43, 5; Utah 1897, 11;) (2) offices (Ind., Minn.,
Nebr. 6941, Wash., Md. ib.); (3) schools (Nebr., Wash., Md. ib.); (4)

hotels or restaurants (Minn., Mich., Nebr., Utah); "in any business"

(Ind., Minn., Va., Utah); also separate toilet rooms (Mass. ib. 33; R. L,
Conn. 2267; N. Y. ib. 88 and 168; N. J. Sup., p. 773, 22; Pa. ib. 8;

Ohio, ib.; Ind. 1897, 65, 9; Del. 1897, 452;
3 Mich. 1897, 92, 10; Tenn.

1897, 98); screened stairways, and see Chap. IV, 1 (N. J. ib., 21;
Mich. 1895, 184, 7). In New York women and children are not allowed
to work in basements of mercantile establishments, except under per-
mit from the board of health (N. Y. ib. 171). The law prohibiting labor
of children, etc., in mines, in some States forbids their employment
in all "underground work," whatever that may mean (see above).

In New York no woman or minor under 18 can be employed in a

Mil. 48, 3; Cal. Con. 20, 18; Wash. 2961.
2
111. 48, 2.

3 In Delaware (1897, 452, 4) :

It shall be unlawful for any employer of female labor, or any overseer, superin-
tendent, foreman or boss of any such employer of female labor to use toward female

employees any abusive, indecent or profane language, or to in any manner abuse,

misuse, unnecessarily expose to hardship, or maltreat any such female employee.
Any person violating any provision of section 4 of this act shall be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined not less than ten and
not exceeding one hundred dollars for each offense.
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factory in operating or using any emery, corundum, stone, or emery
polishing or buffing wheel (1899, 375).

Children. Except as above, there are few statutes specially regu-

lating the treatment of children.
4 The Georgia code provides that no

boss or other superior in a factory shall inflict corporal punishment
upon minor laborers, and the owners are liable for such conduct, and
the minor may sue in his own name for damages and hold the sum
recovered as his own property (Ga., sec. 1886).
Minors are in most States entitled to their wages free from any

claim on the part of parent or guardian unless the employers are

specially notified of such claim. (See U. S. Labor Bulletin No. 12, pp.

572, 573, 577.)
In Ohio wages may not be retained from minors for alleged negli-

gence or incompetence, nor any guaranty made with such minors (Ohio,

1893, p. 55).

SEC. 10. SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS. The rights of laborers to rest

one day in the week are commonly guaranteed by the ordinary statutes

relating to the observance of Sunday, which are practically universal

throughout the country, but a fewr States have special provisions thus,
in California (1893, 41), that "all employers must grant empk^ees one

day in seven for complete rest from labor." Besides Sunday, or the

Jewish Saturday, four States have thus far passed laws making Satur-

day for banking purposes a half holiday throughout the year.
1 In

Massachusetts (1898, 367) the city council of a city or selectmen of :i

town are empowered, at discretion, to provide that the employees of

such city or town shall be allowed a half holiday in each week without
loss of pay during such portions of the year as said council, etc., may
determine; and heads of State departments and county commissioners
have the same power as to their employees, including laborers, me-

chanics, and all other classes of workmen. Nearly all the States have

adopted a special holiday called Labor Day, usually the first Monday
in September.

2 But in Pennsylvania it is the first Saturday in Sep-
tember, while in Wisconsin it is fixed by proclamation each year.
Statutes forbidding Sunday labor in specified trades have sometimes
been declared unconstitutional under the State constitutions.

4 In Nebraska (1897, 36) and Ohio (1890, p. 161, 2) :

SEC. 2. It shall be unlawful, and it is hereby declared to be cruelty within the

meaning of this act, for any person employing or having the care, custody, or control
of any child willfully or negligently to cause or permit the life of such "child to be

endangered, or the health of such child to be injured, or willfully to cause or permit
such child to be placed in such a situation that its life or health may be endangered,
or to cause or permit such child to be overworked, cruelly beaten, tortured, tormented,
or mutilated.

SEC. 3. Any person or persons convicted under any of the foregoing provisions of

this act shall be fined in any sum not more than one hundred dollars, or imprisoned
in the jail of the county not exceeding three months, at the discretion of the court

1 Mass. 1895, 415; N.Y. 1887, 263; N.J.1891,43; Colo. 1893, 102.
2 N. H. 180, 24; Mass. 1887, 263; Me. 1891, 19; R. I. 166, 1; Conn. 1889, 20; N.Y.

1892,677; Vt. 1898,51; N. J. Sup., p. 361; Pa. Dig., p. 986; Ohio 1890, p. 355; 111. s,

17; Wis. 1891,271; Iowa 2094; Minn. 7987; Kans. 1891,145; Nebr. 3388; Del. 63,

1; Va. 2844; Tenn. 1891,48; Mo. 737; Tex. 2835; Oreg. M. L. 3544; Colo. 212s:
Wash. C.P. 43; Mont. Pol.C. 10; Utah 1892,13; S. C. 2544; Ga. 1890, p. 232; Ala.

1893,59; Fla. 1893,4198; N. C. 1899,410; D. C. U.S. 1894,118.
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ART. C. PAYMENT OF WAGES, FINES, DEDUCTIONS,
COMPANY STORES, ETC.

SEC. 1. DEDUCTIONS FROM WAGES FOR IMPERFECT WORK, INJURY
TO TOOLS, ETC. (For forfeiture on account of premature termination

of contract, see Art. A, sec. 5.) Massachusetts, Indiana, and Ohio
are the only States which have enacted laws attempting to prevent the

withholding of wages, or the imposition of a une, by factory employers
for imperfect work. In Ohio, "whoever, without an express con-

tract with his employee, deducts or retains the wages, or any part of

the wages, of such employee for wares, tools, or machinery destroyed
or damaged, shall be liable to like punishment and penalties above

specified, and shall, in addition thereto, be liable in civil action to the

party aggrieved in double the amount of any charges" (Ohio 7016,

1891, p. 443).
In Massachusetts "the system of grading their work now or at any

time hereafter used by manufacturers shall in no way affect or lessen

the wages of a weaver, except for imperfections in his own work; and
in no case shall the wages of those engaged in weaving be affected by
fines or otherwise, unless the imperfections complained of are first

exhibited and pointed out to the person or persons whose wages are

to be affected; and no fine or fines shall be imposed upon any person
for imperfect weaving, unless the provisions of this section are first

complied with and the amount of the fines agreed upon by both par-
ties" (1894, 508, 55). And by another statute, "The occupier or man-

ager of every cotton factory shall supply with each warp, to each

person engaged as a weaver in said factory who is paid by the piece,

cut, or yard, a printed or written ticket containing the following speci-
fications as to the work to be done and wages paid, to wit: The num-
ber of cuts; the number of yards per cut or piece; the price per yard,
cut, or piece; the number of picks per inch; the number of reeds to

the inch. Said occupier or manager shall also supply to each person
engaged as a frame tender a specification of the number of roving and

price per hank or hanks; and to each person engaged as a warper or
web drawer a specification of the number of threads in the warp and the
rate of compensation ;

and to each operative who is paid by the pound
a specification of the price to be paid per pound or pounds; said speci-
fication to be furnished in each case on a printed or written ticket

within seven days from the time that said operative begins work" (1894,

534, 1). While in Indiana fines are absolutely forbidden if retained from

wages (1899, 124, 3).

Deductions from wages for supplies furnished are in some States
forbidden (4 below). For hospital service or relief funds (see 8.)

SEC. 2. WEEKLY PAYMENT LAWS, ETC. Some of the States have
enacted weekly or fortnightly payment laws applying to all employees
of labor, while in other States they apply only to corporations or in

special industries. The first class of laws have usually been held
unconstitutional except in Massachusetts; the latter class more rarely,

though they have been held unconstitutional in Pennsylvania, Illinois,

Missouri, West Virginia, and other important States. The Indiana

(general), Wisconsin, and West Virginia statutes do not apply if there

be a written contract between any manufacturer or corporation and

any employee or "konafide trade* union or lal>or organization" or, in

West Virginia, "a special agreement" to the contrary; which removes
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the objection of unconstitutionality ;
but in other States a waiver of

the law is expressly declared illegal. In detail, the only States requir-

ing (1) weekly pa3
Tments by individual as well as corporation employ-

ers of labor are, Mass. 1

1894, 508, 51; 1895,438; 1896, 241; 1898, 481;
Ind. 1899, 124; Wis. 1729a ("weekly or biweekly"); (2) fortnightly

payments, N. J. 1896, 179; 1899, 38;~Pa.,* p. 2077, 27; Ohio, 8769;
Me. 1887, 134; Iowa 1894, 98 (as to mines); Mo. 1899, p. 305 (as to

mines); W. Va.,* p. 1003, 2; Wyo. 1891, 82; (3) monthly payments,
Va. 1887, 391; Ky. 1898, 15; Tenn. 1891, 5.

But several more States have such statutes applying to corporation
employers generally, (1) weekly payments, N. H. 180, 21; R. I. 177, 25;
Conn. 1749; N. Y. G. L. 32, 1, 10

;

2
111. 48, 13; Kans. 1893, 187; (2)

*
[This note sign is used throughout this report to indicate that the law has been

held unconstitutional.] Baur v. Reynolds, 14 Pa. Co. Ct., 497; State r. Peel Coal Co.,
36 W. Va., 802; Stater. Goodwill, 33 W. Va., 179.

1 The Massachusetts law (1894, 508) :

SEC. 51. Every manufacturing, mining or quarrying, mercantile, railroad, street

railway, telegraph and telephone corporation, every incorporated express company and
water company shall pay weekly each employee engaged in its business the wages
earned by such employee to within six days of the date of said payment; and every
city shall so pay every employee engaged in its business, unless such employee shall

request in writing to be paid in some different manner; and every municipal corpora-
tion not a city and every county shall so pay every employee in its business if so

required by him; but if at anv time of payment any employee shall be absent from
his regular place of labor he shall be paid thereafter on demand. The provisions of

this section shall not apply to any employee of a cooperative corporation or associa-

tion who is a stockholder therein, unless such employee shall request such corporation
to pay him weekly. The railroad commissioners after a hearing, may exempt any
railroad corporation from paying weekly any of its employees who, in the opinion of

the commissioners, prefer less frequent payments, and when the interests of the

public and such employees will not suffer thereby.
SEC. 52. The chief of the district police or any inspector of factories and public

buildings may bring a complaint against any corporation which neglects to comply
with the provisions of the preceding section. Complaints for such violations shall be
made within thirty days from the date thereof. On the trial of such complaint such

corporation shall not be allowed to set up any defense for a failure to pay weekly any
employee engaged in its business the wages earned by such employee to within six

days of the date wrhen such payment should have been made, other than the attach-
ment of such wages by the trustee process, or a valid assignment thereof, or a valid

set-off against the same, or the absence of the employee from his regular place of labor
at the time of payment, or an actual tender to such employee at the time of payment
of the wages so earned by him. The corporation shall not be allowed to set up as a
defense any payment of wages after the bringing of the complaint. No assignment of
future wages, payable weekly under the provisions of this act, shall be .-alid if made
to the corporation from whom such wages are to become due, or to any person on
behalf of such corporation, or if made or procured to be made to any person for the

purpose of relieving such corporation from the obligation to pay weekly under the

provisions of this act.

SEC. 53. When a corporation against which a complaint is made under the preced-
ing section fails to appear after being duly served with process, its default shall be

recorded, the allegations in the complaint taken to be true, and judgment shall

be rendered accordingly.
SEC. 54. When judgment is rendered upon any such complaint against a corpora-

tion the court may issue a warrant of distress to compel the payment of the penalty
prescribed by law, together with costs and interest.

2The New York law (1897, 415) :

SEC. 10. When wages are to be paid. Every corporation or joint stock association,
or person carrying on the business thereof by*lease or otherwise, shall pay weekly t<>

each employee the wages earned by him to a day not more than six days prior to the
date of such payment.
But every person or corporation operating a steam surface railroad shall, on or

before the twentieth day of each month, pay to the employees thereof the wages earned

by them during the preceding calendar month.
SEC. 11. Penalty for violation of preceding sections. If a corporation or joint
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monthly, Ind. 7056; Mo. 2538; .Cal. 1897, 170. In Connecticut 80 per
cent only need be paid weekly, the balance monthly, and no discount
allowed for wages paid in advance (1752). The Massachusetts statute

(1898, 481) amended the law which previously applied to all persons
having more than 25 employees, so that it now applies to any manu-
facturer regardless of the number; but in Maine, only to employers
having as many as 10 employees; but there seems to be no penalty
imposed except upon corporation employers for breach of the law. In
New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

*
Indiana, Ohio, Virginia, West Virginia,*

and Tennessee the law applies only to mining and manufacturing
employments; in Tennessee to railroads also; in Kentucky to mining
employers emplojdng as many as 10 persons; in New York, Illinois,

Kansas, Ohio, and Maine to all companies except steam surface rail-

wa}^s, as to which the New York requires monthly payments not later

than the 20th of the month. The Indiana law makes exception of

employees "engaged in interstate commerce."
In New York and Massachusetts the law does not apply to steam

railroads, whose employees may, in New York, be paid monthly on or
before the 20th. In Iowa, Missouri, Kentucky, and Wyoming the law

only applies to mining labor. In Kentucky, if the employer is
" unable

to make such payment," he may give a duebill.

The times of such periodical payments are further denned in several

States; thus, not later than Friday in each week in Kansas, or 8

days after the week's expiration in New Hampshire and Connecticut,
or 6 days thereafter in New York, Indiana, Illinois, and Massachusetts.
In Missouri, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, and Wyoming the full amount
due up to within 15 days must be paid; but 10 days in Ohio, 9 days
in Rhode Island, 8 days in Maine, 12 days in New Jersey, and 20 days
in West Virginia. In Allegany County, Md., if the wages of miners
or manufacturing employees remain unpaid 30 days, the court may
appoint a receiver of the delinquent employer.
Assignments of wages to evade the statute made to the employer, or

anyone on his behalf, are declared invalid in New York, New Jersey,
Indiana, Pennsylvania, Illinois, California. Employers failing to com-

p\y with these laws are commonly made liable to a fines, or, in Missouri,
Kansas, and Indiana, to increased damages to the employee; or, in

Connecticut, half the penalty to the person suing. In West Virginia
there appears to be no penalty.

SEC. 3. MONEY OF WAGE PAYMENTS. The English antitruck act,

passed in 1831, has been copied in many of the States, outside of New
England, in laws providing generally that laborers may be paid only
in money, not in goods or orders, even orders for the payment of

stock association, its lessee or other person carrying on the business thereof, shall

fail to pay the wages of an employee as provided in this article, it shall forfeit to the

people of the State the sum of fifty dollars for each such failure, to be recovered by
the factory inspector in his name of office in a civil action; but an action shall not
be maintained therefor, unless the factory inspector shall have given to the employer
at least ten days' written notice, that such an action will be brought if the wages due
are not sooner paid as provided in this article.

On the trial of such action such corporation or association shall not be allowed
to set up any defense, other than a valid assignment of such wages, a valid set-off

against the same, or the absence of such employee from his regular place of labor at

the time of payment, or an actual tender to such employee at the time of the pay-
ment of the wages so earned by him, or a breach of contract by such employee or a
denial of the employment.
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monej*; but in man}r States where the law has been questioned the

courts have held it unconstitutional. Thus, in many States the law is

that all employers of labor may pay only in lawful money and not in

goods or orders upon company stores or any other stores, nor may
(except in Maryland and Isew Mexico) he set off money so due for

goods against money due for wages, even by a voluntary contract of

the laborer.
1 In other States the weekly payment statute ( 2 above)

mentions that such payments must be in "lawful money" (N. J., Ind.,
W. Va.,* Ky). In others the statute is the same, but it applies only
to corporation employers.

2 In some the law applies only to certain

industries, such as mining.
3 In Man-land its operation is upon rail-

ways and mining companies and is made local to Allegany or Garrett

County, and applies only to corporations employing ten or more hands.
In Ohio the employer may give orders on stores, etc., "in which he is

not interested, directly or indirectly, and any such order is held to be
an instrument for the payment of money on demand, and may be sued
on as such" (Ohio 7015-1, annulled as unconstitutional). The em-

ployer offending is usually made guilty of a misdemeanor,
4 or liable to

the employee in damages, or for a penalty,
5 and contracts to the con-

trary are forbidden. 8

And in other States the money payment must either be cash or
orders in lawful money, payable at a limited period,

7 or at sight.
8

(And compare also 4, below.) But in several of these States the
statute expressly provides that checks, notes, or orders for money may
be given, payable at any time,though in Ohio and South Carolina they
must be checks on a bank. 9 Bank bills may, however, be used, though
not legal tender, with the employee's consent. 10 And the Texas lieu

law requires all pa3
7ments to laborers to be made in cash.

In Louisiana there is a new law prohibiting the issue of checks or
tickets redeemable in goods alone by an}' person, firm, or corporation;
and such checks, ete., must be redeemed in money.

11 And a new statute

in Missouri makes it a misdemeanor for any person or corporation to

pay wages in orders, ete., not redeemable in money at their face value,
and not to redeem the same at any time during business hours when

I N. J. Rev., pp. 750, 1375; Sup., p. 771; 1899, 38; Pa.* 1881, June 29 (held unconsti-

tutional) ;
Ohio*R. S. 7015 (annulled as unconstitutional); 111.* 48, 8 (annulled as

unconstitutional) ;
W. Va.,* p. 1002, 1 (annulled as unconstitutional) ; Ky. 1898,

15; Wash. 2531; S. C., C. C. P., 317; N. Mex. 1893, 26; Ark. 1899, 172; Colo. 1899, 155.
2 N. Y. G. L. 32, 1, 9; Ohio* 1890, p. 78 (annulled as unconstitutional) ; Ky. Const.

244 (as to general labor) ;
Kans. 1897, 145 (applies to all corporations or trusts em-

ploying ten or more persons) ;
Cal. 1897, 170, 6.

3
Thus, to mining employees only: 111. 1897, p. 270 (probably unconstitutional);

Iowa 1888, 55; Ind. 7059; Md. Local Laws 185; 1892, 445; Va. 1887, 391, 3; Ky.
Const. 244; Wyo. 1891, 82. Or to manufacturing companies (Ind., Md., Va., Ky.") ;

or to various specified industries (N. J.).
4 N. J., Pa., Ind. R. S. 7063; Md., Va., Wash. 2532; W. Va.* Ky. 1350; Kans. ib.

3; La.
5 N. J.; Ind. R. S. 7062; Wash. 2533; N. Mex. ib. 2.
6 Kans. ib., 2; Md. Loc. L. Allegany Co. 185; Ind. R. S. 7071; Cal.
7 Ind. 7066; Kans. 1899, 152; Tenn. 1887, 209. It must be at a fixed time and with

8 per cent interest; Ind. 7060.
8 Mich. 1897,221; 111. 1895, p. 263; Iowa; Kans.; Wash.; Cal.; X. Mex.; Va. 1887,

391, 3; Tenn. 1899, p. 17. With interest: Va.; W. Va. (annulled as unconstitutional) ;

Wyo.
9 Ind. ib.; S. C.; Ohio, 1890, p. 78 (annulled as unconstitutional).
10 Md. Local Laws 187.
II La. 1894, 71.
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presented,
12 the class legislation principle being thus avoided, as the

old law was declared unconstitutional on that ground (see 2)
13

(For

typical laws see note.)
1 *

It is usury to discount wages at over 10 per cent before pay day
in Arkansas.
SEC. 4. COMPANY STORES, ETC. In line with the statutes referred

to in the last section, the running by companies or individual employ-
ers of general supply stores is, in Maryland, Pennsylvania,* and Illi-

12 Mo. 1895, p. 206. Since repealed. Mo. 1899, p. 305.
13 So in North Carolina (N. C. 1889,280; 1891,78) no person or corporation may

issue in payment for labor orders or tickets not transferable, or in any form that would
render them void by transfer from the person to whom issued, but all such tickets,

etc., shall be paid to the person holding the same their face value (but not in money:
Slate v. Moore, 113 N. C., 697) . But now, apparently, they must be paid in money, in

the absence of special contract (1895, 127) .

In Wisconsin lumber and building corporations must give employees written evi-

dence of indebtedness when the payment of their wages is deferred (Wis. 1891, 430) .

u
Thus, in New York (G. L. 32, 1, 9) :

Cash payment of wages. Every manufacturing, mining, quarrying, mercantile,
railroad, street railway, canal, steamboat, telegraph and telephone company, every
express company, and every water company, not municipal, shall pay to each

employee engaged in its business the wages earned by him m cash. No such com-
pany or corporation shall pay its employees in scrip, commonly known as store

money orders.

New Jersey (Rev., p. 1375) :

SEC. 1 (as amended by section 4, page 771, Supplement of 1886) . It shall not be
lawful for any person or corporation in this State to issue, for payment of labor, any
order or other paper whatsoever, unless the same purport to be redeemable for its

face value at sight in lawful money of the United States, by the person giving or

issuing the same: Provided, hou-erer, Nothing in this act contained shall be held to

prevent any employer from making any deduction for money due him from any
laborer or employee: And provided , hmvever, Nothing in this act contained shall pre-
vent any private individual from giving any orders for goods or merchandise on any
store in which such private individual has no interest, directly or indirectly, in the

profits or business.

SEC. 2 (as amended by section 3, page 771, Supplement of 1886). If any person or

corporation shall issue, for payment of labor, any paper, in violation of the first sec-

tion of this act, he, she, or they shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not to exceed five hundred dollars, at

the discretion of the court.

(Sup., p. 771):

SEC. 7. It shall not be lawful for any glass manufacturer, Ironmaster, foundryman,
collier, factoryman, employer, cranberry grower or his agent or company, their

agents or clerks, to pay the wages of workmen or employees by them employed in

either store goods, merchandise, printed, written, verbal orders, or due bills of any
kind.

SEC. 8. Any glass manufacturer, ironmaster, foundryman, collier, factoryman,
employer, cranberry grower or his agent, or company paying to the said workmen
or employees, or authorizing their clerks or agents to pay the wages, or any part
thereof, in either store goods, merchandise, printed, written, verbal orders, or due
bills of any kind, except as aforesaid, shall forfeit the amount of said pay or any
part of wages of said workman or employee given in store goods, merchandise,

printed, written, verbal orders, or due bills of any kind, and the same not to offset

against the wages of said workman or employees, but he or they shall be entitled to

recover the full amount of his or their wages, as though no such store goods, mer-

chandise, printed, written, verbal orders, or due bills had been given or paid; and
no settlement made with such employer shall bar such action until after a lapse of

one year from such settlement.
SEC-. 9. The provisions of this act shall extend to all seamstresses, females and

minors employed in factories or otherwise.
SEC. 10. (As amended by chapter 129, acts of 1888). Any glass manufacturer,

ironmaster, foundryman, collier, factoryman, employer or company offending against
the provisions of this act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and punishable by a tine
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nois,* forbidden. 1 In some States it is made a penal offense to compel
or coerce an employee to deal with such stores or with an// particular

person or corporation.
2 In others, "it is unlawful for any manufac-

turer, firm, or corporation who own or control a store for the sale of

general store goods or merchandise in connection with their manufac-

turing or other business to attempt to control their employees or

laborers in the purchase of store goods or supplies at such stores by
withholding the payment of wages longer than the usual time." 3 In
other States the prohibition is only against selling to employees at a

higher profit than to others, or than to cash customers, or at higher

of not less than ten dollars or more than one hundred dollars for each and every
offense, or imprisonment not to exceed the term of thirty days, at the discretion of

the court.

Indiana (R. S.) :

SEC. 7060. Any person, copartnership, corporation or association, or any memoer,
agent or employee thereof, who shall publish, issue or circulate any check, card or
other paper, which is not commercial paper payable at a fixed time in any bank in

this State, at its full face value in lawful money of the United States with 8 pe. cent
interest or by bank check or currency issued by authority of the United States Gov-
ernment, to any employee of such person, copartnership, corporation, or association,
..n payment for any work or labor, done by such employee or in payment for any
labor contracted to be done by such employee shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and
upon conviction thereof, shall be fined in any sum not more than one hundred
dollars.

SEC. 7066. Any person, copartnership, corporation or association, or any member,
agent or employee thereof, who shall publish, issue or circulate any check, card or
other paper, which is not commercial paper payable at a fixed time in any bank in

this State at its full face value, in lawful money of the United States, with eight per
cent interest, or by bank check or currency issued by authority of the United States

Government, to any employee of such person, copartnership, corporation or associa-

tion, in payment for any work or labor done by such employee, or in payment for

any labor contracted to be done by such employee, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not more than one hundred
dollars.

Illinois (1895, p. 263, 1) :

Any time check or store order issued or given as compensation for labor performed,
shall be redeemable, at the option of the person to whom the same was issued or

given or upon his written order, in bankable currency. Any person who violates this

act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be punished by a fine not to

exceed one hundred (100) dollars or confined in the county jail not to exceed thirty
(30) days or both in the discretion of the court.

Missouri (1895, p. 206) :

SEC. 1. It shall not be lawful for any person, firm or corporation in this State to

issue, pay out or circulate, for payment of the wages of labor, any order, note, check,
memorandum, token, evidence of indebtedness, or other obligation, unless the same
is negotiable and redeemable at its face value, in lawful money of the United States,

by the person, firm or corporation issuing the same.
SEC. 2. All persons, firms or corporations issuing or circulating any such order,

note, check, memorandum, token, evidence of indebtedness, or other obligation,
shall be at all times during the business hours of the day prepared to redeem, and
shall redeem, all such orders, notes, checks, memorandum, tokens, evidence of indebt-

edness, or other obligation, when presented at their place of business or office, at

their face value, in good and lawful money of the United States, or in goods, at the

option of the holder.
1 In Maryland the statute applies to railwaysand mines only (Md. 23, 202; 1898, 493) .

In Pennsylvania and Illinois the prohibition applies only to mining and manufactur-

ing corporations (Pa. Dig., pp. 1293, 1385; 111. 48, 6 annulled as unconstitutional).
2 Ohio 7016; Ind. An. S. 7072, 7073, 7074; Iowa 1888, 55, 2; Kans. 1897, 145: Md.

1898, 493, 5 (in Allegany Co.); Tenn. 1887, 208; Mo. 7060 (since repealed, as

unconstitutional); Wash. 2532; W. Va., p. 1002, 2; Ky. 1898, 15 (in mining indus-
tries only) ;

Colo. 1899, 155.
8 N. J. Sup., p. 772, 12; Tenn. 1887, 155.
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prices than the market value;
4 and such debts are made not collectible,

or (as in Ohio and West Virginia) the employee may recover back
double such excess in price.

5 The Pennsylvania statute is printed in

full in note 6
.

4 Ohio 7016; Ind. 7061, 7067; Va. 1887, 391, 4; W. Va. Code, p. 1002, 2.
5
Ohio, W. Va. ib.

"Thus, in Pennsylvania (Dig., p. 1293):

SEC. 13. Every manufacturing, mining or quarrying company incorporated under
the provisions of this act, shall be confined exclusively to the purposes of its creation,
as specified in its charter, and no such company shall manufacture or sell any com-
modity or articles of merchandise other than those therein specified. No such com-
pany shall engage in, nor shall it permit any of its employees or officials to engage
in, the buying or selling, upon the lands possessed by it, of any wares, goods or com-
modities or merchandise, other than those specified in their charter, or necessary for

the manufacture of the same. No such company shall permit to be withheld or
authorize or direct the withholding of wages due any of its operatives or employees,
by reason of the sale or furnishing of goods, wares or merchandise by any person to

such operatives or employees, unless the same be withheld by reason of and in obedi-
ence to due process of law. But nothing herein contained shall prohibit any such

person from supplying to its employees oil, powder or other articles and implements
necessary for or used in mining.

SEC. 45. (p. 1385) . On and after the passage of this act it shall not be lawful for

any mining or manufacturing corporation of this Commonwealth, or the officers or
stockholders of any such corporation, acting in behalf or in the interest of any such

corporation, to engage in or carry on, by direct or indirect means, any store known
as a company store, general supply store or store where goods and merchandise
other than such as have been mined or .manufactured by the mining or manufac-

turing corporation, of which said officers or stockholders are members, are kept or
offered for sale.

SEC. 46. No mining or manufacturing corporation engaged in business under the
laws of this Commonwealth shall lease, grant, bargain or sell to any officer or stock-
holder of any such corporation, nor to any other person or persons whatsoever, the

right to keep or maintain upon the property of any such corporation any company,
general supply or other store in which goods other than those mined or manufac-
tured by the corporation granting such right shall be kept or exposed for sale when-
ever such lease, grant, bargain or sale as aforesaid is intended to defeat the provisions
of the first section of this act. Nor shall any such mining or manufacturing corpora-
tion, through its officers, stockholders or by any rule or regulation of its business,
make any contract with the keepers or owners 01 any store, whereby the employees
of such corporation shall be obliged to trade with such keeper or owner, and that any
such contract made in violation of this act shall be prima fade, evidence of the fact

that such store is under the control of such mining or manufacturing corporation and
in violation of this act.

SEC. 47. For any violation of any of the provisions of this act by any mining or

manufacturing corporation aforesaid, such mining or manufacturing corporation so

offending shall forfeit all charter rights granted to it under the laws of this Common-
wealth, and it is hereby declared and made the duty of the attorney-general of this

Commonwealth, upon complaint of such violation of any of the provisions of this act

by a petition signed and sworn to by two or more citizens, residents of the county
where the offense is sworn to have been committed, to immediately commence pro-

ceedings against the corporation or corporations complained against by a writ of quo
warranto.

In Ohio (R. S.) :

SEC. 7015. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, company or corporation to

sell, give, deliver, or in any manner issue, directly or indirectly, to any person
employed by him or it in payment of wages due for labor, or as advances on the

wa"ges of labor not due, any scrip, token, draft, check or other evidence of indebted-
ness purporting to be payable or redeemable otherwise than in money; any violation

of the provisions of this section shall be punishable by a fine not less than twenty-five
nor more than one hundred dollars, or imprisonment for not more than thirty days,
or both; and any such scrip, token, check, draft, or other evidence of indebtedness
issued in violation of the provisions of this section, whatever its provisions as to the

time or manner of payment shall be, in legal effect, an instrument for the uncondi-

tional payment of money only on demand, and the amount thereof may be collected
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SEC. 5. SCREEN LAWS IN COAL MINES. Most of the coal-mining
States have passed statutes providing generally for the fair weighing,

in money by any holder thereof in a civil action against the person, firm or corpora-
tion selling, delivering, or in any manner, or for any purpose issuing the same; and
such holder may be either the person to whom such instrument was originally issued,

or who acquired the same by purchase and delivery; and any scrip, token, check,
draft or other evidence of indebtedness, issued in violation of the provisions of this

section, and presented by the holder thereof, shall be taken as prima facie evidence
in any court of the guilt or indebtedness of any person, firm, company or corporation

selling, giving, delivering, or in any manner issuing the same, and for the purposes of

this act in case of a firm or corporation, the person selling, giving, delivering, or in

any manner issuing said scrip, token, check, draft, order, or other evidence ot indebt-

edness shall be the defendant to the criminal action, and the firm, corporation or

company shall be held as defendant to the civil action. Nothing in this section shall

apply to or affect the right of any person, firm, or corporation to give orders on any
store, business house, or firm in the business or profit of which he has no interest,

directly or indirectly.
SEC. 7015. (1) In any civil action on such check, token, draft, or other evidence of

indebtedness issued in violation of the foregoing section, the same may be declared
on as an instrument for the unconditional payment of money only; but it shall be
sufficient to give the form only of such instrument, together with the denomination
and the number of instruments of each denomination, if more than one is declared

on; and any number of such instruments, in the same form of words, whether of the
same or of different denominations, may be joined in a single count, and such joinder
shall not constitute duplicity, and it shall not be necessary to give the form of such
instruments more than once.

SEC. 7016. Whoever compels, or in any manner seeks to compel, or attempts to

coerce, an employee of any person, firm or corporation to purchase goods or supplies
from any particular person, firm or corporation, shall be fined not more than one
hundred nor less than twenty dollars, or imprisoned not more than sixty days or
both. And whoever sells goods or supplies of any kind, directly or indirectly, to his

employee, or pays the wages, or any part of the wages of labor to his employees in

goods or supplies of any kind, directly or through the intervention of scrip, order or
other evidence of indebtedness, at higher prices than the reasonable or current mar-
ket value in cash of goods or supplies, or whoever, without an express contract with
his employee, deducts or retains the wages or any part of the wages of such employee,
for ware, tools or machinery destroyed or damaged, shall be liable to like punishment
and penalties above specified, and shall in addition thereto, be liable in civil action to
the party aggrieved, in double the amount of any charges made for such ware, tools

and machinery in the one case, and in the other case, for such goods and supplies, in

excess of the reasonable or current market value in cash, of such goods or supplies.

In Indiana (R. S.) :

SEC. 7072. It shall be unlawful for any owner, corporation, association, company,
firm or person engaged in this State in mining coal, ore or other minerals or quarry-
ing stone, or in manufacturing iron, steel, lumber, staves, heading, barrels, brick,
tile, machinery, agricultural or mechanical implements, or any article of merchan-
dise to directlv or indirectly procure any person or persons to execute any contract
or agreement by the terms of which such person or persons agree to purchase any
article of merchandise, food, groceries or supplies of any particular person, corpora-
tion, association, firm or company, or any particular place, shop or store in this
State.

SEC. 7073. It shall be unlawful for any owner, manager, superintendent, operator,
bank boss, agent or employer employed in any of the occupations described in sec-
tion 1 of this bill [section 7071], to hold out any tokens or inducements, or make
any threats or promises of reward, or in any other way by words or acts, to coerce

any of their employees to buy any article of merchandise, food, groceries or supplies
of any particular person, corporation, association, firm or company, or at any par-
ticular place, shop or store in this State.

SEC. 7074. It shall be unlawful for any owner, manager, superintendent, operator,
bank boss, agent or employer to attempt by words or acts to coerce any of their

employees to buy any article of merchandise, food, groceries or supplies of any par-
ticular person, corporation, association, firm or company, or at any particular place.

shop or store in this State.

SEC. 7075. Every owner, corporation, association, company, firm, person, manager,
superintendent, bank boss, agent or employer, who shall violate any of the provisions
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etc., of coal at mines,
1 or that the coal must be weighed and credited to

miners in determining the amount of wages due them before it is

screened. 2 The latter statute, however, has been held unconstitutional

in Illinois and West Virginia, and by an opinion of the supreme court

of Colorado, but has recently been sustained by the supreme court of

Kansas, and, as to corporations, in West Virginia.
SEC. 6. OTHER METHODS OF PAYMENT, LABOR ON SHARES, ETC.

of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not more than two hundred dollars.

In Tennessee (1887, 208) :

SECTION. 1. It shall be unlawful for any joint stock company, association, or corpo-
ration, organized, chartered, or incorporated by and under the laws of this State, or

operated or doing business in this State under its laws, either as owner or lessee,

having persons in their service as employees, to discharge any employee or employees,
or to threaten to discharge any employee or employees in their service for voting or
for not voting in any election, State, county, or municipal, for any person as candi-
date or measure submitted to a vote of the people, or to threaten to discharge any
such employee or employees for trading or dealing, or for not trading or dealing as a
customer or patron with any particular merchant or other person or class of persons
in any business calling, or to notify any employee or employees either by general or

special notice, directly or indirectly, secretly or openly given, not to trade or deal as

customer or patron with any particular merchant or person or class of persons, in

any business or calling, under penalty of being discharged from the service of such

joint stock company, corporation, or association doing business in this State as

aforesaid.

SEC. 2. Any joint stock company, association, or corporation organized, chartered,
or incorporated under the laws of this State, or operated in this State violating any
of the provisions of the foregoing section, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on
conviction shall pay a fine of not less than one hundred dollars and not more than
one thousand dollars for each offense for which convicted.

SEC. 3. Any person acting as an officer or agent of any joint stock companies, asso-

ciations, or corporations of the kind and character hereinbefore described, or for

any one of them, who makes or executes any notice, order, or threat of the kind
and character hereinbefore forbidden, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on con-
viction shall pay a fine of not less than one hundred dollars and not more than five

hundred dollars, and be imprisoned in county jail not less than ten days nor more
than three months.

'Pa. Dig. 1897, 224; Ohio 1898, p. 163; Ind. 1891, 49; 111.93,20-33; W. Va., p. 998,

1891, 82; Iowa 1888, 53; Kans. 1893, 188; Ky. 1885, 6, 1251; Tenn. 1887, 206; Ala. 1895,

140; 1897, 486; Mo. 7055; 1899, p. 305; Ark. 1899, 102; Utah 1897, 19; Colo. 1897, 37;

Wyo. 1890, 79; N. Hex. 1889, 126.
2 Pa. 1897,224; Ohio 1898, p. 33; Ind.ib.5; 111. 1887, p. 235; 1891, p. 170; Iowa 1888,

54; Kans. 1893, 188; W. Va. ib.; Mo. 7054; 1899, p. 304; Ark. ib.; Wash. 1891, 161;

Wyo. 1890, 79.

The Pennsylvania statute reads as follows (1897, 224) :

SECTION 1. It shall be unlawful for any mine owner, lessee or operator of any
bituminous coal mine in this Commonwealth, employing miners at bushel or ton

rates, or other quantity, to pass the output of coal mined by said miners over any
screen or other device which shall take any part from the weight, value or quantity
thereof, before the same shall have been weighed and duly credited to the employee
sending the same to the surface and accounted for at the legal rate of weight fixed by
the laws of this Commonwealth.

SEC. 2. Any owner, lessee or operator of any bituminous coal mine, violating the

provisions of this act, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, upon convic-

tion, for each and every such offense be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred
($100) dollars nor more than five hundred ($500) dollars, or by imprisonment in the

county jail for a period not to exceed ninety days, or by both such fine and imprison-
ment, at the diseretion of the court

; proceedings to be instituted in any court of

competent jurisdiction.

The Illinois statute (the part not held unconstitutional, G. S., 93, 20-24) :

SEC. 20. The owner, agent or operator of every coal mine in this State at which the
miners are paid by weight, shall provide at such mines suitable and accurate scales
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For labor on shares, croppers, etc., in agricultural labor, see Chapter
VI.

SEC. 7. BONDS AND OTHER GUARANTEES. New Mexico has a statute

prohibiting the requirement of bonds from employees by any foreign

guarantee company as an indemnity to the employer, unless such

guarantee company has a designated agent within the territory, but this

matter belongs more properly to the law of foreign corporations, which
are usually prohibited from doing business in other States than the one
where they are organized, except upon complying with certain reg-
ulations.

The States are rapidly adopting statutes forbiding the requirement
by the employer as a condition of employment that the employee
shall not join a labor union. (See Chapter IX, below.)
There are frequently statutes requiring contractors of public works,

etc., to give bonds for the payment of labor emplo}'ed by them 1

(Mass. 16, 64; N. Y. R. S. 7th ed., p. 699; Ind. 5592; Mich, 6411 a;
Minn. 1895, 354; Kans. 4747-8; Nebr. 3683; Mo. 1895, p. 240; Wash.
1897, 44; N. Dak. Civ. C. 4802).

SEC. 8. RELIEF SOCIETIES, CHARITABLE FUNDS, ETC. A few States

have adopted statutes prohibiting indirectly the establishment by rail-

roads or other employers of labor of relief or benefit funds to which the

of standard manufacture for the weighing of all coal which shall be hoisted or
delivered from such mines.

SEC. 21. All coal so delivered from such mines shall be carefully weighed upon
the scales as above provided, and a correct record shall be kept of the weight of

each miner's car, which record shall be kept open at all reasonable hours for the

inspection of all miners or others pecuniarily interested in the product of such
mine. The person designated and authorized to weigh the coal and keep such
record shall * * * make and subscribe to an oath * * '

that he will accu-

rately weigh and carefully keep a true record of all coal delivered from such
mine.

SEC. 22. It shall be lawful for the miners employed in any coal mine in this

State to furnish a check weighman at their own expense, whose duty it shall be to

balance the scales and see that the coal is properly weighed, and that a correct
account of the same is kept, and for this purpose he shall have access at all times to
the beam box of said scales, and be afforded facilities for the discharge of his duties
while the weighing is being performed.

SEC. 23. Any person, company or firm having or using any scale or scales for the

purpose of weighing the output of coal at mines, so arranged or constructed that
fraudulent weighing may be done thereby, or who shall knowingly resort to or

employ any means whatsoever, by reason of which such coal is not correctly weighed
or reported in accordance with the provisions of this act; or any weighman or check

weighman who shall fraudulently weigh or record the weights of such coal, or con-
nive at or consent to such fraudulent weighing and recording, shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and shall upon conviction, for each such offense, be punished by
a fine of not less than two hundred dollars ($200) nor more than five hundred dollars

($500) , or by imprisonment in the county jail for a period not to exceed sixty (60)

days, or by both such fine and imprisonment;
* * *.

SEC. 24. Any person, owner or agent operating a coal mine in this State who shall
fail to comply with the provisions of this. act, or who shall obstruct or hinder the

carrying out of its requirements, shall be fined for the first offense not less than fifty
dollars ($50) nor more than two hundred dollars ($200) ;

for the second offense not
less than two hundred ($200) nor more than five hundred dollars ($500), and fora
third offense not less than five hundred ($500) ,

or be imprisoned in the county jail
not less than six months nor more than one year: Provided, That the provisions of

this act shall apply only to coal mines whose product is shipped by rail or water.
'Tex. Const., Article 16. Protection of wages of laborers <>n jmlt/ic forks. Sec. 35.

The legislature shall at its first session, pass laws to protect laborers on public build-

ings, streets, roads, railroads, canals and other similar public works, against the
failure of contractors and subcontractors to pay their current wages when due, and
to make the corporation, company or individual for whose benefit the work is done,
responsible for their ultimate payment.
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employee is compelled to contribute, or his contribution made a condi-

tion or preliminary of employment; but the federal courts have held

such a statute, in Pennsylvania, unconstitutional.
1

Compulsory insurance in a particular company is forbidden in Michi-

gan,
2 but the same statute allows voluntary agreements for benefit

funds, and the employer may deduct sums due for such from the

employee's wages. In Iowa, no contract of insurance, relief, benefit

or indemnity in case of injury or death entered into prior thereto,
between the person so injured and the corporation or any other person
or association acting for it, nor the acceptance of any such insurance,
etc., by the person injured or his wife, etc., after the injury, consti-

tutes any bar or defence to an action.
3

(See Art. G, 1.)
But Massachusetts, on the other hand, has a statute expressly per-

mitting the establishment of relief societies for the employees of rail-

roads, street railway companies and steamboat companies.
4 In Indiana

>N. J., 1891, 212; Mich., 1893, 192; Ohio, 1890, p. 149, 3; Md., 1890, 443.
2
Mich., 1895, 209 (see below).

3
Iowa, 1898, 49.

*Mass. 1882, 244; 1886, 125; 1890, 181.

The Ohio law is as follows (1890, p. 149, 1) :

It shall be unlawful for any railroad or railway corporation or company owning
and operating, or operating

* * * a railroad in whole or in part in this State, to

adopt or promulgate any rule or regulation for the government of its servants or

employees, or make or enter into any contract or agreement with any person engaged
in or about to engage in its service, in which, or by the terms of which, such

employee in any manner, directly or indirectly, promises or agrees to hold such cor-

poration or company harmless, on account of any injury he may receive by reason of

any accident to, breakage, defect or insufficiency in the cars or machinery and attach-

ments thereto belonging, upon any cars so owned and operated, or being run and
operated by such corporation, or company being defective, and any such rule, regu-
lation, contract or agreement shall be of no effect. It shall be unlawful for any cor-

poration to compel or require directly or indirectly an employee to join any company
association whatsoever, or to withhold any part of an employee's wages or his salary
for the payment of dues or assessments in any society or organization whatsoever, or
demand or require either as a condition precedent to securing employment or being
employed, and said railroad or railway company shall not discharge any employee
because he refuses or neglects to become a member of any society or organization.
And if any employee is discharged he may, at any time within ten days after receiv-

ing a notice of his discharge, demand the reason of said discharge, and said railway
or railroad company thereupon shall furnish said reason to said discharged employee
in writing. And no railroad company, insurance society or association, or other

person ehall demand, accept, require, or enter into any contract, agreement, stipula-
tion with any person about to enter, or in the employ of any railroad company
whereby such person stipulates or agrees to surrender or waive any right to damages
against any railroad company, thereafter arising for personal injury or death, or

whereby he agrees to surrender or waive in case he asserts the same, any other right
whatsoever, and all such stipulations and agreements shall be void, and every corpora-
tion, association or person violating or aiding or abetting in the violation of this sec-

tion shall for each offense forfeit and pay to the person wronged or deprived of his

rights hereunder the sum not less than
fifty

dollars ($50) nor more than five hundred
dollars ($500) to be recovered in a civil action.

The Iowa statute (1898, 49, 1) :

Section number two thousand and seventy-one (2071) of the Code [shall] be
amended by adding at the end thereof the following:
"Nor shall any contract of insurance, relief, benefit, or indemnity in case of injury

or death, entered into prior to the injury, between the person so injured and such

corporation, or any other person or association acting for such corporation,
nor shall

the acceptance of any such insurance, relief, benefit, or indemnity by the person
injured, his widow, heirs, or legal representatives after the injury, from such cor-

poration, person, or association, constitute any bar or defense to any cause of action

brought under the provisions of this section, but nothing contained herein shall be

249A- 5
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(2300) it is unlawful for any railway company to exact from its

construed to prevent or invalidate any settlement for damages between the parties

subsequent to injuries received."

Michigan (1895, 209) :

SEC. 1. It shall hereafter be unlawful for any company or corporation doing
business in this State or for any or the officers and agents of any such company or

corporation, to require any of the employees of such company or corporation to take

out or obtain a life, accident or life and accident policy in favor of such employee or

other person in any particular or designated life, accident or life and accident com-

pany or association.

SEC. 2. All contracts hereinafter made between any such company or corporation
and any employee of said company or corporation requiring or stipulating that the

employee so contracting shall procure, obtain or have a policy of insurance in any
particular or designated company or association shall be void : Provided, That nothing
in the foregoing provisions of this act is intended to prohibit, or shall be construed
as prohibiting the employers of labor and the persons employed from voluntarily

making agreements with each other for contributions of money by the latter to any
fund to be accumulated in their behalf and for their benefit in common with others,
and in such case from further agreeing that the employer may deduct from their

wages, from time to time, the sums due from them under such agreement.
SEC. 3. The violation of any of the provisions of this act is hereby made a mis-

demeanor, and any company or corporation violating any of the provisions of this

act shall be punished by a fine of not more than two hundred dollars for each and

every offense, and any shareholder, officer or agent of any company or corporation
violating the provisions of this act shall be punished by imprisonment in the county
jail not more than sixty days, or by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars.

The Massachusetts law (1882, 244) :

SECTION 1. Seven or more persons within this Commonwealth, employees of any
railroad or steamboat corporation existing under the laws of this Commonwealth,
who associate themselves together by such an agreement in writing as is described
in section three of chapter one hundred and fifteen of the public statutes, with the
intention of forming a corporation for the purpose of receiving, managing and apply-
ing such property and funds as it may receive by contribution, assessment or other-

wise, for the improvement and benefit of its members and for the relief of its members
and their families in case of sickness, injury, inability to labor or other cases of need,
and upon complying with the provisions of section four of said chapter shall be and
remain a corporation with all the rights, powers, privileges and immunities, and
subject to all the duties, liabilities and restrictions of corporations organized under
said chapter.

SEC. 2. The by-laws of any such corporation shall be approved by the board of

railroad commissioners and shall prescribe the manner in which and the officers and
agents by whom the purpose of its incorporation may be carried out, and also the
manner in which its property may be invested. Such corporation shall make to the
board of railroad commissioners annually and as often as required by said board such
statements of its membership and financial transactions with other information relat-

ing thereto as the said board may deem necessary to a proper exhibit of its business
and standing.

SEC. 3. The board of railroad commissioners may verify such statement by an
examination of the books and papers of the corporation; and whoever haying charge
or custody of such books and papers neglects to comply with the provisions of this

section and the preceding section shall be punished by a fine not exceeding five hun-
dred dollars.

[The following additional legislation upon the above subject was enacted in chapter
125, acts of 1886.]
SECTION 1. Any railroad corporation operating a railroad or portion of a railroad in

this Commonwealth may by vote of its directors associate itself with seven or more of

its employees in forming a relief society under the provisions of chapter two hundred
and forty-four of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and eighty-two, or may upon
the invitation of any society formed under said act become a member thereof, and
may from time to time aid such society by contributions to its funds or otherwise.
The by-laws of such society shall provide for the manner in which the railroad cor-

poration shall vote and be represented in said society.
SEC. 2. The funds of such relief society shall not be liable to attachment under

trustee process, execution or any other process legal or equitable because of any debt
or liability of the railroad corporation or of any member of the society.
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employees, without their written consent in each instance, any portion
of their wages for the maintenance of any hospital, reading room,
library, gymnasium, or restaurant.

SEC. 9. COMPANY PHYSICIANS. In Tennessee there is a law prohib-
iting employers from dictating to or in any manner interfering with an

employee or laborer in his right to select his own physician, or from

retaining or withholding any portion of wages due for paying a

"company doctor" (Tenn., 1889, 259).

ARTICLE D. REGULATION OF THE GENERAL LABOR
CONTRACT AS TO HEALTH, MORAL CONDITIONS,
ETC.

There is no legislation of this sort in the United States except as to

labor employed in factories and sweatshops, for which see Chapter IV,
below.

ARTICLE E. AS TO ENFORCEMENT OF THE LABOR
CONTRACT BY INJUNCTION OR OTHERWISE.

SEC. 1. DIRECT ENFORCEMENT. A contract to render personal serv-

ice can never be specifically enforced, by the time-honored principles
of equity. Statutes forbidding the enforcement of such contracts

directly or indirectly, by injunction, are therefore unnecessary. But
California and Montana have adopted an express statute, as follows:

"A contract to render personal service, other than a contract of

apprenticeship,
* * * can not be enforced against the employee

beyond the term of two years from the commencement of service

under it; but if the employee voluntarily continues his service under
it beyond that time, the contract may be referred to as affording a

presumptive measure of the compensation" (Cal Civ. C., 1980; Mont.
Civ. C., 2675). It would appear from the above that the contract may
be enforced specifically during the two years.

In view of the national abuse of chancery powers by injunctions
carelessly rendered by judges who go too far in the direction of enjoin-

ing laborers from quitting work, Kansas has adopted the following
statute (1897, Ch. 106):

1. That contempts of court are divided into two classes, direct and indirect, and
shall be proceeded against only as hereinafter prescribed.

2. That contempts committed during the sitting of the court or of a judge at cham-
bers, in its or his presence are direct contempts. All other are indirect contempts.

3. That a direct contempt may be punished summarily without written accusation

against the person arraigned, but if the court shall adjudge him guilty thereof a

judgment shall be entered of record in which shall be specified the conduct constitut-

ing such contempt, with a statement of whatever defence or extenuation the accused
offered thereto and the sentence of the court theroon.

4. That upon the return of an officer on process or an affidavit duly filed, showing
any person guilty of indirect contempt, a writ of attachment or other lawful process

may issue and such person be arrested and brought before the court; and thereupon
a written accusation setting forth succinctly and clearly the facts alleged to constitute

such contempt shall be filed and the accused required to answer the same, by an order
which shall fix the time therefor, and also the time and place for hearing the matter;
and the court shall on proper showing, extend the time so as to give the accused a

reasonable opportunity to purge himself of such contempt. After the answer of the

accused, or if he refuse or fail to answer, the court may proceed at the time so fixed

to hear and determine such accusation upon such testimony as shall be produced.
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If the accused answer, the trial shall proceed upon testimony produced as in criminal

cases, and the accused shall be entitled to be confronted with the witnesses against
him; but such trial shall be.by the court, or upon application of the accused, a trial

by the jury shall be had as in any criminal case. If the accused be found guilty

judgment shall be entered accordingly, prescribing the punishment.
5. That the testimony taken on the trial of any accusation of contempt shall be

preserved, and any judgment of conviction therefor may be reviewed upon the direct

appeal to or by writ of error from the supreme court, and affirmed, reversed, or
modified as justice may require. Upon allowance of an appeal or writ of error exe-
cution of the judgment shall be stayed upon the giving of such bond as may be

required by the court or the judge thereof, or by anv justice of the supreme court.

6. That the provisions of this act shall apply to all proceedings for contempt in all

courts of Kansas; but this act shall not affect any proceedings for contempt pending
at the time of the passage thereof. All acts in conflict with this act are hereby
repealed.

This law is undoubtedly the most important and novel in principle
of any legislation adopted by any of the States upon the labor ques-
tion during the past five or ten years. Its merits are obvious, but the

objections lie more beneath the surface. It may be doubted whether
the effect of such statutes would not be practicallv to destroy equity
jurisdiction or the enforcement of any legal right which does not souncl

in damages.
SEC. 2. PENALTY FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT OF PERSONAL SERVICE.

A few of the Southern States have adopted statutes making it a penal
offense to violate a contract of personal service under certain circum-

stances, and imposing damages for the same, usually to at least the full

amount due for services already rendered. These States are South

Carolina, Tennessee, Arkansas, Alabama, and Louisiana. The statutes

are printed in full below. 1 And New Jersey has a severe statute apply-
ing to railway labor.

1South Carolina (1897, 286, 1; see also Chap. VI.) :

Any laborer working on shares of crop or for wages in money or other valuable
consideration under a verbal or written contract to labor on farm lands who shall

receive advances either in money or supplies and thereafter willfully and without just
cause fail to perform the reasonable service required of him by the terms of the said

contract shall be liable to prosecution for a misdemeanor, and on conviction shall be

punished by imprisonment for not less than twenty days nor more than thirty days,
or to be fined in the sum of not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than one hundred
dollars, in the discretion of the court: Provided, The verbal contract herein referred
to shall be witnessed by at least two disinterested witnesses.

Tennessee (3438):

Any persons o under contract or employ of another, leaving their employ without

good and sufficient cause, before the expiration of the time for which they were

employed, shall forfeit to the employer all sums due for service already rendered,
and be liable for such other damages the employer may reasonably sustain by such
violation of contract. (See also Art. F, 3.)

Arkansas ( 4790) :

'If any laborer shall, without good cause, abandon his employer before the expira-
tion of his contract, he shall be liable to such employer for the full amount of any
account he may owTe him, and shall forfeit to his employer all wages or sbare of crop
due him, or which might become due him from his employer.'

Alabama ( 3762) .

Any immigrantwho abandons or leaves the service of an employer without repaying
all passage money and all other advances, must, on conviction, be fined in a sum not
more than double the amount of wages for the unexpired term of service, and impris-
oned not longer than three months, or sentenced to hard labor for the county for not
more than three months, at the discretion of the jury.

Louisiana (1890, 138, 1) :

Whoever shall wilfully violate a contract upon the faith of which money or goods
have been advanced and" without first tendering to the person from whom said money
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ARTICLE F. AS TO INTERFERENCE WITH THE LABOR
CONTRACT BY OTHERS, INTIMIDATION, ETC.

SEC. 1. GENERAL STATUTES PROHIBITING INTIMIDATION OF ORDINARY
EMPLOYEES. It must be carefully noted that intimidation by one or
more individuals falls under a different head of the common law from
combinations to intimidate made by many individuals. The statutes

concerning combinations are inseparably connected with statutes pro-
hibiting or regulating combinations in labor afi'airs, conspiracies, and

boycotts (see, for these, in Chapter IX, below); while the law pro-
hibiting intimidation by individuals relates to matters of police or the

preservation of order, and is legally a mere development by statute of
the common law of assault and battery. Yet many of the States have
found it wise to adopt statutes prohibiting intimidation of laborers or

employers, or the interference by threats, ridicule, etc., by others,
with the performance of the labor contract; making such interference

a misdemeanor or criminal offense. Five New England States, Wiscon-

sin, and other Northwestern and Southern States, have adopted statutes

which declare it a criminal offense to prevent or seek to prevent by
force, threats, or intimidation any person from entering into or con-

tinuing in the employment of any other person or corporation,
1 or to

prevent in the same manner the employer from employing any person.
2

Some of the States express it more broadly, and prohibit such intimi-

dation, etc., directed at the preventing any person from carrying on

any lawful trade or calling;
3 others put it specifically as by interfering

or goods were obtained the amount of money or value of the goods, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in a sum not less

than fifty dollars nor more than two hundred dollars, and in default of payment
thereof with costs shall be imprisoned in the parish jail not less than ten days nor
more than thirty days at the discretion of the court.

New Jersey (p. 909, 1) :

Any engineer, officer, agent, or employ^ of any railroad company, who in this

state, shall willfully or negligently disregard or disobey any rule, regulation, or pub-
lished order of any said company or companies, in regard to the running of trains, shall

be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall on conviction thereof, be punished by
a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars, or imprisonment at hard labor for any
term not exceeding one year, or both, at the discretion of the court; but nothing in

this act contained shall be construed to repeal any acts or parts of acts punishing
either of the persons aforesaid in any other manner than that pointed out in this act.

While on the other hand, as to the employer, S. C. (1897, 301, 2) :

2. Any contractor or contractors or subcontractors who shall for other purposes
than paying the money loaned upon said contract expend and on that account fail to

pay to any or all laborers, subcontractors and material men out of the money received
as provided in section 1 of this act, and as admitted by such contractor or contractors,
or as may be adjudged by any court of competent jurisdiction, shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction, when the consideration for such work and
material shall exceed the value of one hundred dollars, shall be fined not less than
one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, or imprisonment not less

than three months nor more than twelve months; and when such consideration shall

not exceed the value of one hundred dollars, shall be fined not more than one hun-
dred dollars or imprisoned not longer than thirty days: Provided, Said contractor or
contractors or subcontractors may have the right of arbitration by agreement with
said laborers, subcontractors and material men.
^.H., Mass., Me., R. L, Vt., Wis., Mo., Oreg.,N.Dak.,S. Dak., Ga., Ala., Tex.,

Okla., Miss.
2
Vt.,Ill.,Ga.

3 R. I., 111., Mich., Wis., Mo., Ala., Tex.
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with an}
T

person's tools or other property, and the use thereof,
4 or in

order to compel another to employ any person or to force or induce
another to alter his mode of carrying on business, or to limit or increase

the number of persons employed by him, or their rate of wages, or
time of service.

5 The New York statute, followed in Connecticut and

Minnesota, goes further still!, and makes it a misdemeanor to use or

attempt the intimidation by threats or force of any person from doing
or abstaining from any act which such person has a legal right to do,
or to abstain from doing.

6 In North Dakota and Utah there is a con-

stitutional provision that "any person, corporation or agent thereof,

maliciously interfering or hindering in any way, any citizen from

obtaining or enjoying employment already obtained, from any corpo-
ration or person, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, or crime

(in Utah)."
7 The more important typical statutes are printed in full in

the note 8.

*N.Y.,Minn.
6
Oreg., N.Dak.,S. Dak., Okla.

6
Conn., N. Y.,Minn.

7 N. Dak., Const. 1, 23; Utah, Con. 12, 19.
8
Thus, New Hampshire (P. S., 266, 12) :

If any person shall interfere in any way whatever to injure or damage another in

his person or property, while engaged in his lawful business, trade, or occupation, or
while on the way to or from the same, or shall endeavor to prevent any person from

engaging in his lawful business, trade, or calling, he shall be fined not exceeding five

hundred dollars, or be imprisoned not exceeding one year.

Massachusetts (1894, 508, 2) :

No person shall, by intimidation or force, prevent or seek to prevent a person from

entering into or continuing in the employment of any other person or corporation.

Maine (1889, 303; 1891, 127) :

Any employer, employee, or other person, who by threats of injury, intimidation
or force, alone or in combination with others, prevents any person "from entering
into, continuing in or leaving the employment of any person, firm or corporation,
shall be punished by imprisonment not more than two years, or by fine not exceeding
five hundred dollars.

Vermont (R. L., 4226-7) :

A person who threatens violence or injury to another person with intent to pre-
vent his employment in a mill, manufactory, shop, quarry, mine or railroad, shall

be imprisoned not more than three months or fined not more than one hundred
dollars.

A person who, by threats or intimidation, or by force, alone or in combination
with others, affrights, drives away and prevents another person from accepting,

undertaking or prosecuting such employment with intent to prevent the prosecution
of work in such mill, shop, manufactory, mine, quarry or railroad, shall be impris-
oned in the state prison not more than five years or fined not more than five hun-
dred dollars.

Rhode Island (G. L. 278, 8) :

"Every person who, by himself or in concert with other persons, shall attempt by
force, violence, threats or intimidation of any kind to prevent, or who shall prevent
any other person from entering upon and pursuing any employment, upon such terms
and conditions as he may think proper, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and be fined not exceeding one hundred dollars or be imprisoned not exceeding
ninety days." And (279, 45) "every person who shall wilfully and maliciously or

mischievously injure or destroy the property of another, or obstruct the use of the

property of another, or obstruct another in the prosecution of his lawful business or

pursuits, in any manner, the punishment whereof is not specially provided for by
statute, shall be fined not exceeding twenty dollars or be imprisoned not exceeding
three months."

Connecticut (G. S. 1518) :

Every person who shall threaten, or use any means to intimidate any person to
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SEC. 2. INTIMIDATION IN RAILWAYS, MINES, AND OTHER SPECIAL
CASES. Besides the general statutes some States have adopted special
laws applying to cases of intimidation or trespass upon mines, rail-

compel such person against his will, to do or abstain from doing any act which such

person has a legal right to do, or shall persistently follow such person in a disorderly
manner, or injure, or threaten to injure, his property with intent to intimidate him,
shall be fined not more than one hundred dollars, or imprisoned not more than six

months.

New York (P. C. 653) ,
Minnesota (G. S. 6790) :

A person who, with a view to compel another person to do or to abstain from doing
an act which such other person has a legal right to do or to abstain from doing, wrong-
fully and unlawfully deprives any such person of any tool, implement or clothing,
or hinders him in the use thereof; or uses or attempts the intimidation of such per-
son by threats or force, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Illinois (R. S. 38, 159) :

If any person shall, by threat, intimidation or unlawful interference, seek to pre-
vent any other person from working or from obtaining work at any lawful business,
on any terms that he may see fit, such person so offending shall be fined not exceed-

ing two hundred dollars.

Wisconsin (4466c) :

Any person who by threats, intimidation, force or coercion of any kind shall hinder
or prevent any other person from engaging in or continuing in any lawful work or

employment, either for himself or as a wage-worker, or who shall attempt to so

hinder or prevent, shall be punished by fine not exceeding one hundred dollars or

by imprisonment in the county jail not more than six months, or by both fine and
imprisonment in the discretion of the court.

Missouri (R. S. 3783) :

Every person who shall, by force, menace or threats of violence to the person or

property of another, compel or attempt to compel any person to abandon any lawful

occupation or employment for any length of time, or prevent or attempt to prevent
any person from accepting or entering upon any lawful employment, shall, upon con-

viction, be punished by imprisonment in the county jail not less than six months, or

by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars, or by both such fine and imprison-
ment. Every person who shall, by threats, of violence to the person or property of

another, compel or attempt to compel any person to abandon any lawful occupation
or employment for any length of time, or prevent any person from accepting or enter-

ing upon any lawful employment, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
conviction, shall be punished by a fine not less than fifty dollars, or imprisonment in

the county jail not less than three months, or by both such fine and imprisonment.

Oregon (Annot. L. 1893) :

If any person shall, by force, threats, or intimidation, prevent or endeavor to pre-
vent any person employed by another from continuing or performing his work, or
from accepting any new work or employment; or if any person shall circulate any
false written or printed matter or be concerned in the circulation of any such matter,
to induce others not to buy from or sell to or have dealings with any person, for the

purpose or with the intent to prevent such person from employing any person or to

force or compel him to employ or discharge from his employment any one, or to alter

his mode of carrying on business, or limit or increase the number of persons employed
by him, or their rate of wages or term of service, such person shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and on conviction thereof shall be imprisoned in the county jail
not less than one month nor more than six months, or by fine not less than ten nor
more than two hundred dollars.

North Dakota (Rev. C. 7660-1) ,
South Dakota (Dak. P. C. 6924-5) ,

Oklahoma
(2544-5) :

Every person who, by any use of force, threats, or intimidation, prevents, or
endeavors to prevent, any hired foreman, journeyman, apprentice, workman, laborer,

servant, or other person employed by another, from continuing or performing his

work, or from accepting any new work or employment, or to induce such hired per-
son to relinquish his work or employment, or to return any work he has in hand
before it is finished, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Every person who, by any use of force, threats, or intimidation, prevents or endeav-
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ways, or in pursuits where the public safety is involved. So far as

possible, it is again important to distinguish such statutes, applying
to individual cases of trespass, from statutes applying to conspiracies or

combinations; but the statutes themselves do not often make the distinc-

ors to prevent another from employing any person, or to compel another to employ
any person, or to force or induce another to alter his mode of carrying on business,

or to limit or increase the number of his hired foremen, journeymen, apprentices,

workmen, laborers, servants, or other persons employed by him, or their rate of

wages, or time of service, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Michigan (Howell, 9273) :

If any person or persons shall, by threats, intimidations, or otherwise, and without

authority of law, interfere with, or in any way molest, or attempt to interfere

with, or in any way molest or disturb, without such authority, any mechanic, or

other laborer, in the quiet and peaceable pursuit of his lawful avocation, such person
or persons shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction by a court

of competent jurisdiction, shall be severally punished by a fine of not less than ten

dollars, nor more than one hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail

where the offence shall have been committed, not less than one month nor more
than one year, or by both fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court;
but if such punishment be by fine, the offender shall be imprisoned in such jail until

the same be paid, not exceeding ninety days.

Georgia (1887, 347, 1) :

If any person or persons, by threats, violence, intimidation or other unlawful means,
shall prevent or attempt to prevent any person or persons in this State from engaging
in, remaining in, or performing the business, labor, or duties of any lawful employ-
ment or occupation; or if any person or persons, singly or together, or in combina-

tion, shall conspire to prevent or attempt to prevent any person or persons by threats,

violence, or intimidation from engaging in, remaining in, or performing the business,
labor or duties of any lawful employment or occupation; or if any person or persons,

singly or by conspiring together, shall hinder any person or persons who desire to

labor, from so doing or hinder any person by threats, violence or intimidation from

being employed as laborer or employee, or by the means aforesaid shall hinder the

owner, manager or proprietor for the time being from controlling, using, operating
or working any property in any lawful occupation, or shall by such means hinder
such persons from hiring or employing laborers or employees, such person or persons
so offending shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction be punished
as prescribed in section 4310 of the code of Georgia.

Alabama (Code 3763; 1894-5, 321) :

Any person who, by threats of violence to person or property, prevents or seeks to

prevent another from doing work or furnishing materials for or to any person engaged
in any lawful business or who disturbs, interferes with or who shall prevent or

attempt to prevent any discharged employee by printing or writing any list contain-

ing the name of any employee so discharged, or shall make any sign or token, char-
acter or figure, indicating that any discharged employee is upon any list so printed
or written or in any other manner prevents or attempts to prevent the peaceable
exercise of any lawful industry, business or calling by any other person, must, on
conviction, be fined not less than ten nor more than five hundred dollars, and may
also be imprisoned in the county jail, or sentenced to hard labor for not more than
twelve months.

Texas (1887, 18) :

Any person who shall, by threatening words, or by acts of violence or intimida-

tion, prevent or attempt to prevent another from engaging or remaining in or from

performing the duties of any lawful employment, shall be
guilty

of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than twenty-five
nor more than five hundred dollars, or by confinement not less than one nor more
than six months in the county jail.

Mississippi (1898, 70) :

Any person or persons who shall, by placards, or other writing, or verbally, attempt
by threats, direct or implied, of injury to the person or property of another, to intimi-
date such other person into an abandonment or change of home or employment,
shall, upon conviction, be fined not exceeding five hundred dollars, or imprisoned in

the county jail not exceeding six months, or in the penitentiary not exceeding five

years, as the court, in its discretion, may determine.
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tion. They are printed in full below. Thus, as to mines, in Illinois;
1

as to steamboats, in Louisiana;
2
as to railways, etc., in Maine, Con-

necticut, New York, Wisconsin, Kansas, Nebraska, Kentucky, and
West Virginia.

3

(See also Chap. IX, Art. B, 1.)

1 Illinois (38, 268) :

Whoever without authority of law and not being the owner or agent of adjoining
lands, enters the coal bank, mine, shaft, manufactory, or place where workmen are

employed of another, without the express or implied consent of the owner or man-
ager thereof, after notice that such entry is forbidden, shall be fined not exceeding
two hundred dollars; or confined in the county jail not exceeding six months, in the
discretion of the court.

(lb., 160):

Whoever enters a coal bank, mine, shaft, manufactory, building, or premises of

another, with intent to commit any injury thereto, or by means of threats, intimida-

tion, or riotous or other unlawful doings, to cause any person employed therein to

leave his employment, shall be fined not exceeding $500, or confined in the county
jail not exceeding six months, or both.

2 Louisiana (R. L., 944) :

Any person or persons who may, by violence or threats or in any manner intimi-

date and prevent another from shipping upon any steamboat within this State, or
who shall thus interfere with or prevent any person who is one of the crew of a steam-
boat from discharging his or her duty, or unlawfully interfere with any laborer who
may be taking on board or discharging cargo from a steamboat within the State of

Louisiana, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction before

any justice of the peace of this State or recorder of the city of New Orleans, be fined

not less than twenty dollars and costs of prosecution, and imprisoned not less than

twenty days in the parish jail.

8 Maine (R. S., 123; 7-10):

Whoever, by any unlawful act, or by any wilful omission or neglect, obstructs or
causes to be obstructed an engine or carriage on any railroad or railway, or aids or
assists therein; or whoever, having charge of any locomotive or carriage while upon
or in use on any railway of any railroad corporation, wilfully stops, leaves or aban-
dons the same, or renders, or aids or assists in rendering the same unfit for or inca-

pable of immediate use, with intent thereby to hinder, delay, or in any manner to

obstruct or injure the management and operation of any railroad or railway, or the
business of any corporation operating or owning the same, or of any other corpora-
tion or person, and whoever aids or assists therein, shall be punished by fine not

exceeding one thousand dollars, or imprisonment in the State prison or in jail not

exceeding two years.

Whoever, having any management of, or control, either alone or with others, over

any railroad locomotive, car or train, while it is used for the carriage of persons or

property, or is at any time guilty of gross carelessness or neglect on, or in relation to,

the management or control thereof; or maliciously stops or delays the same, in vio-

lation of the rules and regulations then in force for the operation thereof; or abstracts
therefrom the tools or appliances pertaining thereto, with intent thereby maliciously
to delay the same, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars,
or imprisonment in the state prison or in jail not exceeding three years.
Whoever, alone, or in pursuance or furtherance of any agreement or combination

with others, to do, or procure to be done, any act in contemplation or furtherance of

a dispute or controversy between a gas, telegraph, or railroad corporation and its

employes or workmen, wrongfully and without legal authority, uses violence towards,
or intimidates any person, in any way or by any means, with intent thereby to com-
pel such person against his will to do, or abstain from doing, any act which he has
a legal right to do or abstain from doing; or on the premises of such corporation, by
bribery, or in any manner or by any means, induces, or endeavors or attempts to

induce, such person to leave the employment and service of such corporation with
intent thereby to further the objects of such combination or agreement; or in any
way interferes with such person while in the performance of his duty; or threatens
or persistently follows such person in a disorderly manner, or injures or threatens to

injure his property with either of said intents, shall be punished by fine not exceed-

ing three hundred dollars, or imprisonment not exceeding three months.

Any person in the employment of a railroad corporation, who, in furtherance of

the interests of either party to a dispute between another railroad corporation and its
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SEC. 3. INTERFERENCE BY ENTICING. By the common law, a person
enticing away any servant into his own service is liable in an action
for damages; and several of the Southern States have adopted statutes

employes, refuses to aid in moving the cars of such other corporation, or trains in whole
or in part made up of the cars of such other corporation, over the tracks of the corpora-
tion employing him; or refuses to aid in loading or discharging such cars, in violation
of his duty as such employe", shall be punished by fine not exceeding five hundred
dollars, or imprisonment in the state prison or in jail not exceeding one year.

Connecticut (G.S.,1517; 1895, 87):

Every person who shall unlawfully, maliciously, and in violation of his duty or

contract, unnecessarily stop, delay, or abandon any locomotive, car, or train of cars,
or street railway car, or shall maliciously injure, hinder, or obstruct the use of any
locomotive, car, or railroad, or street railway, shall be fined not more than one hun-
dred dollars, or imprisoned not more than six months.

New York (P. C., 673):

A person, who willfully and maliciously, either alone or in combination with others,
breaks a contract of service or hiring, knowing or having reasonable cause to believe,
that the probable consequence of his so doing will be to endanger human life, or to
cause grievous bodily injury, or to expose valuable property to destruction or serious

injury, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Wisconsin (4466d) :

Any person who shall individually or in association with one or more others,

wilfully break, injure or remove any part or parts of any railway car or locomotive,
or any other portable vehicle or traction engine, or any part or parts of any stationary
engine, machine, implement or machinery, for the purpose of destroying such loco-

motive, engines, car, vehicle, implement, or machinery, or of preventing the useful

operation thereof, or who shall in any other way wilfully 01 maliciously interfere

with or prevent the running or operation of any locomotive, engine or machinery,
shall be punished by fine not exceeding one thousand dollars or by imprisonment in

the county jail or the state prison not exceeding two years, or by both fine and
imprisonment in the discretion of the court.

Texas (1887, 92) :

SEC. 1. Any person or persons who shall, by force, threats-, or intimidation of any
kind whatever, against any railroad engineer or engineers, or any conductor, brake-

man, or other officer or employee, employed or engaged in running any passenger
train, freight train, or construction train running upon any railroad in this State,

prevent the moving or running of said passenger, freight, or construction train, shall

be deemed guilty of an offense, and upon conviction thereof each and every person
so offending shall be fined in a sum not less than one hundred dollars nor more than
five hundred dollars, and also imprisoned in the county jail for any period of time
not less than three months nor more than twelve months.

SEC. 2. Each day said train or trains mentioned in section one of this act are pre-
vented from moving on their road as specified in section one of this act, shall be
deemed a separate offense, and shall be punished as prescribed in section one of

this act.

In Kentucky:
SEC. 802. It shall be unlawful for any person ur persons to prevent, hinder or delay,

or to attempt to prevent, hinder or delay, by violence, the transportation of freight
or passengers in this State, by any individual, firm, company, corporation or associa-

tion doing business in this State, or to interfere with, by violence, any person or

agency engaged in the conduct of commerce and traffic in this State in such manner
as to obstruct or impede the movement and conduct of such commerce or traffic; but

nothing herein shall be construed to prevent any person, or class of persons, from

quitting their employment at any time they see proper.
SEC. 803. And it shall be unlawful for any person or persons to prevent or hinder,

or attempt to prevent or hinder, by coercion, intimidation, or any trespass or violent

interference therewith, the free and lawful use of his or its property, by any indi-

vidual, firm, company, corporation, or association engaged in the business of trans-

porting freight and passengers, and in the conduct of commerce and traffic in this

State, or the free and lawful use of said property by any agent or employee of the

owner thereof.

SEC. 804. Whoever shall violate the provisions of either of the two preceding sec-
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making such action a misdemeanor, or imposing single or double dam-

ages upon the party offending, whether such party himself employ the
servant so enticed or not.

1

tions shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction by any court
of competent jurisdiction, shall be punished for each offense by a fine of not less

than twenty-five nor more than two hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the

county jail of the county wherein the offense is committed not less than ten days
nor more than six months, or shall be both so fined and imprisoned, in the discre-
tion of the jury.
SE. 807. Any person who shall wilfully and maliciously tear up, displace, break

or disturb any rail or other fixture attached to the track or switch of any railroad
in operation, or break any bridge or viaduct of such road, or who shall place any
obstruction on the track or switch of such road, or do any act whereby any engine
or car might be upset, arrested or thrown from the track of such road or switch, or
anv branch or turn-out, shall be confined in the penitentiary not less than one nor
more than five years.

SEC. 808. Any person who shall, by any of the acts mentioned in the next preced-
ing section, cause the life of any person to be put in immediate peril, or cause any
locomotive or car to be actually thrown from the track, shall be confined in the peni-
tentiary not less than two nor more than ten years.

And similar statutes, aimed at individual trespasses, exist in New Hampshire (Chap.
266) ;

Rhode Island (279, 29-32) ;
Indiana (2038, 2039) ;

Illinois (38, 186 and 189) ;

Minnesota (6855, 6858-6859) ; Oregon (1893, p. 85) ;
Nevada (1891, 67) ; Washington

(P.O. ,1,24-25; 1895, 52); North Dakota (7547,7548); South Dakota (6873,6874);
Idaho (1893, p. 68) ;

Montana (P. C., 1030) ;
South Carolina (1733-1735; Crim. L., 123,

178-182) ; Mississippi (1265-1280) ; New Mexico (1897, 15) ;
Kansas (G. S. 2237-2240) ;

Nebraska (6753-6757) ; Virginia (3725) ;
West Virginia (145, 26, 26a and 31) ;

Arizona (P.C.,915); Arkansas (1858-1859; 6199).
1
Kentucky ( 1349) :

If any person shall willfully entice, persuade, or otherwise influence any person or

persons, who have contracted to labor for a fixed period of time, to abandon such
contract before such period of service shall have expired without the consent of the

employer, shall be fined not exceeding fifty dollars, and be liable to the party injured
for such damages as he or they may have sustained.

Arkansas ( 4792) and Louisiana (1890, 138, 2) :

If anyone shall willfully interfere with, entice away, knowingly employ or induce
a laborer or renter who has contracted as herein provided to leave his employer or
the place rented before the expiration of his contract, he shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined in any sum not less than twenty
nor more than two hundred dollars, and, in addition to such fine, he shall be liable

to the employer in double the amount of damages which such employer or landlord

may suffer by such abandonment.

South Carolina (Crim. L., 291) :

Any person who shall entice or persuade, by any means whatsoever, any tenants,
servant or laborer, under contract with another, duly entered into between the par-
ties before one or more witnesses, whether such contract be verbal or in writing, to

violate such contract, or shall employ any laborer knowing such laborer to be under
contract with another, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
shall be fined not less than twenty-five nor more than one hundred dollars, or be

imprisoned in the county jail not less than ten nor more than thirty days.

Georgia ( 4500) :

If any person, by himself or agent, shall be guilty of employing the servant,

cropper or farm laborer of another, under a written contract, which shall be attested

by one or more witnesses, during the term for which he, she or they may be

employed, knowing that such servant, cropper or farm laborer was so employed, and
that his term of service was not expired; or if any person or persons shall entice,

persuade or decoy, or attempt to entice, persuade or decoy any servant, cropper or
farm laborer, whether under a written or parol contract, after he, she or they shall

have actually entered the service of his or her employer, to leave his employer,
either by offering higher wages, or any way whatever, during the term of service,

knowing that said servant, cropper or farm laborer was so employed, shall be deemed
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ARTICLE G. AS TO THE DUTIES AND LIABILITIES
OF THE EMPLOYER TO THE EMPLOYEE.

SEC. 1. GENERAL LIABILITY. Only the California code, copied also

guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished as pre-
scribed by section 4310 of the Code of this State.

Tennessee
( 3438, 3439) :

It shall not be lawful for any person in this State, knowingly, to hire, contract

with, decoy or entice away, directly or indirectly, any one, male or female, who is at

the time under contractor in the employ of another; and * * *
(any person vio-

lating the provisions of the above section shall be liable to the party who originally
was entitled to the services of said employe", by virtue of a previous contract, for

such damages as he may reasonably sustain by the loss of the labor of said employe;
and he shall also be liable for such damages, whether he had knowledge of an exist-

ing contract or not, if he fails or refuses to discharge the person so hired, or to pay
such damages as the original employer may claim, after he has been notified that the

person is under contract or has violated the contract with another person,) which
amount shall be ascertained and the collection enforced by action for damages before

any justice of the peace of said county where said violation occurs, or the party vio-

lating section 3438 may reside.

North Carolina:

SEC. 3119. If any person shall entice, persuade and procure any servant by inden-

ture, or any servant who shall have contracted in writing or orally to serve his

employer, to unlawfully leave the service of his master or employer; or, if any person
shall knowingly and unlawfully harbor and detain, in his own service and from the
service of his master or employer, any servant who shall unlawfully leave the service
of such master or employer; then, in either case, such person and servant may be
sued, singly or jointly, by the master, and, on recovery, he shall have judgment for

the actual double value of the damages assessed.

SEC. 3120. In addition to the remedy given in the preceding section against the

person and servant violating the preceding section, such person and servant shall also

pay a penalty of one hundred dollars to any person suing for the same, singly or

jointly, one-half to his use and the other to the use of the poor of the county where
suit is brought, and the offender shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not

exceeding one hundred dollars or imprisoned not exceeding six months.

Mississippi ( 1068) :

If any person shall willfully interfere with, entice away, knowingly employ, or
induce a laborer or renter who has contracted with another person for a specified
time to leave his employer or the leased premises before the expiration of his con-

tract, without the consent of the employer or landlord, he shall, upon conviction,
be fined not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than one hundred dollars, and, in

addition, shall be liable to the employer or landlord for double the amount of damage
which he may have sustained by reason thereof.

Florida ( 2405) :)

Whoever shall entice or persuade by any means whatsoever any tenant, servant
or laborer, under contract with another, whether written or verbal, to violate such

contract, or shall employ any servant or laborer, knowing him or her to be under
contract as aforesaid, shall be punished by imprisonment not exceeding sixty days,
or by fine not exceeding one hundred dollars.

Alabama:

SECTION 3757. Any person, who knowingly interferes with, hires, employs, entices

away, or induces to leave the service of another, or attempts to hire, employ, entice

away, or induce to leave the service of another, any laborer or servant who has con-
tracted in writing to serve such other person for any given time, not to exceed one

year, before the expiration of the time so contracted for, or who knowingly interferes

with, hires, employs, entices away, or induces any minor to leave the service of any
person to whom such service is lawfully due, without the consent of the party employ-
ing, or to whom such service is due, given in writing, or in the presence of some
credible person, must, on conviction, be fined not less than fifty, nor more than five

hundred dollars, at the discretion of the jury, and in no case 'less than double the
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in the Dakotas and Montana, attempts to define generally the employ-
er's liability.

1

SEC. 2. FELLOW-SERVANT DOCTRINE. The statutes extending the
strict provisions of the common law on this subject are numerous and
varied. They may be roughly divided into three groups: Those
which do away with the fellow-servant doctrine entirely, making the em-

ployer liable in all cases of accident, whether caused by fellow-servants
or not, unless primarily caused by negligence, or by contributory neg-
ligence, of the person injured (Wis. 1893, 220; Minn. 2701; Kans.

1251; Iowa, 130T; Mont. Civ. C. 905; N. Dak. 1899, 129; Mo. 1897,

&
96; N. C. law of Feb. 23, 1897; N. Mex. 1893, 28; Ga. 3036; Fla.

ay 4, 1891) ;

l those which attempt to define who are fellow-servants,

damages sustained by the party whom such laborer or servant was induced to leave;
* *

SEC. 3758. When any laborer or servant, having contracted as provided in the

preceding section, is afterwards found in the service or employment of another before
the termination of such contract, that fact is prima facie evidence that such person is

guilty of a violation of that section, if he fail and refuse to forthwith discharge such
laborer or servant, after being notified and informed of such former contract or

employment.
SEC. 3761. Any person, who employs any immigrant, or otherwise entices him

from his employer, in violation of the contract of such immigrant, must, on conviction,
be fined in a sum not less than the amount of wages for the unexpired term of the

contract, and may be imprisoned in the county jail, or sentenced to hard labor for

the county, at the discretion of the jury, for not more than three months.

'Cal.Civ.C., 1969-1971; Mont. Civ. C., 2660-2; N. Dak. Civ. C., 4095-4097; S. Dak.
Civ. C., 3752-3754:

An employer must indemnify his employee, except as prescribed in the next sec-

tion, for all that he necessarily expends or loses in direct consequence ot the discharge
of his duties as such, or of his obedience to the directions of the employer, even

though unlawful, unless the employee, at the time of obeying such directions,
believed them to be unlawful.
An employer is not bound to indemnify his employee for losses suffered by the

latter in consequence of the ordinary risks of the business in which he is employed,
nor in consequence of the negligence of another person employed by the same employer
in the same general business, unless he has neglected to use ordinary care in the selec-

tion of the culpable employee.
An employer must in all cases indemnify his employees for losses caused by the

former's want of ordinary care.

1 Wisconsin (1893, 220):

SEC. 1. Every railroad or railway company operating any railroad or railway, the
line of which shall be in whole or in part within this State, shall be liable for all

damages sustained within this State by any employee of such company, without

contributory negligence on his part; first, when such injury is caused by any defect
in any locomotive, engine, car, rail, track, machinery or appliance required by said

company to be used by its employees in and about the business of such employment,
when such defect could have been discovered by such company by reasonable and
proper care, tests or inspection, and proof of such defect shall be presumptive evi-

dence of knowledge thereof on the part of such company; second, or while any such

employee is so engaged in operating, running, riding upon or switching, passenger or

freight or other trains, engines or cars, and while engaged in the performance of his

duty as such employee, and which such injury shall have been caused by the careless-

ness or negligence of any other employee, officer or agent of such company in the dis-

charge of, or for failure to discharge his duties as such.
SEC. 3. No action or cause of action now existing shall be affected by this act.

SEC. 4. No contract, receipt, rule or regulation between any employee and a railroad

company, shall exempt such corporation from the full liability imposed by this act.

Minnesota ( 2701) :

Every railroad corporation owning or operating a railroad in this State shall be
liable for all damages sustained by any agent or servant thereof by reason of the

negligence of any other agent or servant thereof, without contributory negligence on
his part, when sustained within this State, and no contract, rule, or regulation
between such corporation and any agent or servant shall impair or diminish such
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by setting them off into classes (S. C. Con. 9, 15; Colo. 1893, 77, 1;

liability: Provided, That nothing in this act shall be so construed as to render any
railroad company liable for damages sustained by any employee, agent, or servant
while engaged in the construction of a new road, or any part thereof, not open to

public travel or use.

Kansas (G. S. 1251) :

Every railroad company organized or doing business in this State shall be liable for

all damages done to any employee of such company in consequence of any negligence
of its agents, or by any mismanagement of its engineers or other employees to any
person sustaining such damage.

Iowa ( 1307) :

Every corporation operating a railway shall be liable for all damages sustained by
any person, including employees of such corporation, in consequence of the neglect
of agents, or by any mismanagement of the engineers or other employees of the

corporation, and in consequence of the wilful wrongs, whether of commission or
omission of such agents, engineers, or other employees, when such wrongs are in

any manner connected with the use and operation of any railway, on or about which
they shall be employed, and no contract which restricts such liability shall be legal
or binding.

. Montana (Civ. C. 905) :

In every case the liability of a corporation to a servant or employee acting under
the orders of his superior, shall be the same in cases of injury sustained by default or

wrongful act of his superior, or to an employee not appointed or controlled by him
as if such servant or employee were a passenger.

North Dakota (1899, 129) :

Every railroad corporation owning or operating a railroad hi this State shall be
liable for all damages sustained by any agent or servant thereof while engaged in

switching or in the operation of trains by reason of the negligence of any other

agent or servant thereof, without contributory negligence on his part when sustained
within this State, and no contract, rule or regulation between such corporation and
any agent or servant shall impair or diminish such liability. In actions brought
under the provisions of this act, if the jury find for the plaintiff they shall specify
in their verdict the name or names of the employee or employees guilty of the neg-
ligent act complained of.

Missouri (1897, p. 96):

SEC. 1. Every railroad corporation owning or operating a railroad in this State shall
be liable for all damages sustained by any agent or servant thereof while engaged in

the work of operating such railroad by reason of the negligence of any other agent
or servant thereof: Provided, That it may be shown in defense that the person injured
was guilty of negligence contributing as a proximate cause to produce the injury.

SEC. 2. All persons engaged in the service of any such railroad corporation doing
business in this State, who are intrusted by such corporation with the authority of

superintendence, control or command of other persons in the employ or service of

such corporation, or with the authority to direct any other servant in the perform-
ance of any duty of such servant, or with the duty of inspection or other duty owing
by the master to the servant, are vice-principals of such corporation, and are not
fellow-servants with such employees.

SEC. 3. All persons who are engaged in the common service of such railroad cor-

poration, and who while so engaged, are working together at the same time and
place, to a common purpose of same grade, neither of such persons being intrusted

by such corporation with any superintendence or control over their fellow employees,
are fellow-servants with each other: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall

be so construed as to make any agent or servant of such corporation in the service
of such corporation a fellow-servant with any other agent or servant of such cor-

poration engaged in any other department or service of such corporation.
SEC. 4. No contract made between any railroad corporation and any of its agents

or servants, based upon the contingency of the injury or death of any agent or serv-

ant, limiting the liability of such railroad corporation for any damages under the

provisions of this act, shall be valid or binding, but all such contracts or agreements
shall be null and void.

North Carolina (Feb. 23, 1897) :

SEC. 1. Any servant or employee of any railroad company operating in this State,
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Tex. 1897, Spec., 6; Miss. 1898, 87; Utah 1896, 24);* and those which

who shall suffer injury to his person, or the personal representative of any such
servant or employee who shall have suffered death in the course of his services or

employment with said company by the negligence, carelessness or incompetency
of any other servant, employee or agent of the company, or by any defect in the

machinery, ways or appliances of the company, shall be entitled to maintain an
action against such company.

SEC. 2. Any contract or agreement, expressed or implied, made by any employee
of said company to waive the benefit of the aforesaid section shall be null and void.

New Mexico (1893, 28, 1) :

Every corporation operating a railway in this Territory shall be liable in a sum
sufficient to compensate such employee for all damages sustained by any employee
of such corporation, the person injured or damaged being without fault on his or her

part, occurring or sustained in consequence of any mismanagement, carelessness, neg-
lect, default or wrongful act of any agent or employee of such corporation, while in

the exercise of their several duties, when such mismanagement, carelessness, neglect,
default or wrongful act of such employee or agent could have been avoided by such

corporation through the exercise of reasonable care or diligence in the selection of

competent employees, or agents, or by not overworking said employees or requiring
or allowing them to work an unusual or unreasonable number of hours; and any con-
tract restricting such liability shall be deemed to be contrary to the public policy of

this Territory and therefore void.

Georgia:
SEC. 2083. Railroad companies are common carriers, and liable as such. As such

companies necessarily have many employees who can not possibly control those who
should exercise care and diligence in the running of trains, such companies shall be
liable to such employees as to passengers for injuries received from the want of such
care and diligence.

SEC. 3036. If the person injured is himself an employee of the company, and the

damage was caused by another employee, and without fault or negligence on the part
of the person injured, his employment by the company shall be no bar to the recov-

ery [of damages].

Florida (May 4, 1891, 3) :

If any person is injured by a railroad company by the running of the locomo-
tives, or cars, or other machinery of such company, he being at the time of such injury
an employee of the company, and the damage was caused by negligence of another

employee, and without fault or negligence on the part of the person injured, his em-
ployment by the company shall be no bar to a recovery. No contract which restricts

such liability shall be legal or binding.
2 South Carolina (Constitution, Art. 9, 15) :

Every employee of any railroad corporation shall have the same rights and reme-
dies for any injury suffered by him from the acts or omissions of said corporation or
its employees as are allowed bylaw to other persons not employees, when the injury
results from the negligence of a superior agent or officer, or of a person haying a

right to control or direct the services of a party injured, and also when the injury
results from the negligence of a fellow-servant engaged in another department of
labor from that of the party injured, or of a fellow-servant on another train of cars, or
one engaged about a different piece of work. Knowledge by any employee injured
of the defective or unsafe character or condition of any machinery, ways or appli-
ances shall be no defense to an action for injury caused thereby, except as to conduc-
tors or engineers in charge of dangerous or unsafe cars or engines voluntarily operated
by them. When death ensues from any injury to employees, the legal of personal
representatives of the person injured shall have the same right and remedies as are
allowed by law to such representatives of other persons. Any contract or agreement,
expressed or implied, made by any employee to waive the benefit of this section
shall be null and void; and this section shall not be construed to deprive any
employee of a corporation, or his legal or personal representative, of any remedy or

right that he now has by the law of the land. The general assembly may extend
the remedies herein provided for to any other class of employees.

Colorado (1893, 77) :

SEC. 1. Where, after the passage of this act, personal injury is caused to an
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merely content themselves with saying that no person shall be deemed

employee, who is himself in the exercise of due care and diligence at the time: (1)

By reason of any defect in the condition of the ways, works, or machinery connected
with or used in the business of the employer, which arose from or had not been dis-

covered or remedied owing to the negligence of the employer, or of any person in

the service of the employer, and intrusted by him with the duty of seeing that the

ways, works, and machinery were in proper condition; or (2) By reason of the neg-
ligence of any person in the service of the employer, intrusted with or execcising
superintendence whose sole or principal duty is that of superintendence. (3) By
reason of the negligence of any person in the service of the employer who has the

charge or control of any switch, signal, locomotive engine or train upon a railroad,
the employee, or in case the injury results in death the parties entitled by law to

sue and recover for such damages shall have the same right of compensation and

remedy against the employer, as if the employee had not been an employee of or in

the service of the employer or engaged in his or its works.
SEC. 2. The amount of compensation recoverable under this act, in case of a per-

sonal injury resulting solely from the negligence of a co-employee, shall not exceed
the sum of five thousand dollars. No action for the recovery of compensation for

injury or death under this act shall be maintained unless written notice of the time,

place and cause of the injury is given to the employer within sixty days, and the
action is commenced within two years from the occurrence of the accident causing
the injury or death. But no notice given under the provisions of this section shall

be deemed invalid or insufficient solely by reason of any inaccuracy in stating the

time, place or cause of injury: Provided, It is shown that there was no intention to

mislead, and that the party entitled to notice was not in fact misled thereby.
SEC. 3. Whenever an employee enters into a contract, either written or verbal, with

an independent contractor to do part of such employer's work, or whenever such
contractor enters into a contract with a subcontractor to do all or a part of the work
comprised in such contract or contracts with the employer, such contract or subcon-
tract shall not bar the liability of the empolyer for injuries to the employees of such
contractor or subcontractor, by reason of any defect in the condition of the ways,
works, machinery or plant, if they are the property of the employer or furnished by
him, and if such defect arose or had not been discovered or remedied through the

negligence of the employer or of some person intrusted by him with the duty of seeing
that they were in proper condition.

SEC. 4. An employee or those entitled by law to sue and recover, under the pro-
visions of this act, shall not be entitled under this act to any right of compensation
or remedy against his employer in any case where such employee knew of the defect
or negligence which caused the injury, and failed within a reasonable time to give or
cause to be given information thereof to the employer or to some person superior to

himself in the service of his employer, who had intrusted to him some general
superintendence.

SEC. 5. If the injury sustained by the employee is clearly the result of the negli-

gence, carelessness or misconduct of a co-employee the co-employee shall be equally
liable under the provisions of this act, with the'employer, and may be made a party
defendant in all actions brought to recover damages for such injury. Upon the trial

of such action, the court may submit to and require the jury to find a special verdict

upon the question as to w[h] ether the employer or his vice-principal was or was not

guilty of negligence proximately causing the injury complained of; or w[h] ether such
injury resulted solely from the negligence of the co-employee, and in case the jury by
their special verdict find that the injury was solely the result of the negligence of the

employer or vice-principal, then and in that case the jury shall assess the full amount
of plaintiff's damages against the employer, and the suit shall be dismissed as against
the employee; but in case the jury by their special verdict find that the injury resulted

solely from the negligence of the co-employee, the jury may assess damages both

against the employer and employee.

Utah (1896, 24) :

SECTION 1. All persons engaged in the service of any person, firm or corporation,
foreign or domestic, doing business in this State, who are entrusted by such person,
firm or corporation as employer with the authority of superintendence, control or
command of other persons in the employ or service of such employer, or with the

authority to direct any other employee in the performance of any duties of such

employee are vice -principals of such employer and are not fellow-servants.
SEC. 2. All persons who are engaged in the service of sueh employer, and who, while

Jo engaged, are working together at the same time and place to a common purpose,
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a fellow-servant who is in a position to give orders to the person

of the same grade of service, neither of such persons being entrusted by such employei
with any superintendence or control over his fellow employees, are fellow-servants
with each other: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall be so construed as
to make employees of such employer in the service of such employer fellow-servanti?

with other employees engaged in any other department of service of such employer.
Employees who do not come within the provisions of this section shall not be con-
sidered fellow-servants.

Texas (1897, Spec. Sess. 6) :

SECTION 1. Every person, receiver, or corporation operating a railroad or street rail-

way the line of which shall be situated in whole or in part in this State, shall be liable for

all damages sustained by any servant or employee thereof while engaged in the work
of operating the cars, locomotives, or trains of such person, receiver, or corporation,
by reason of the negligence of any other servant or employee of such person, receiver,
or corporation, and the fact that such servants or employees were fellow-servants
with each other shall not impair or destroy such liability.

SEC. 2. All persons engaged in the service of any person, receiver, or corporation,
controlling or operating a railroad or street railway the line of which shall be situ-

ated in whole or in part in this State, who are intrusted by such person, receiver, or

corporation with the authority of superintendence, control, or command of other
servants or employees of such person, receiver, or corporation, or with the authority
to direct any other employee in the performance of any duty of such employee, are

vice-principals of such person, receiver, or corporation, and are not fellow-servants
with their coemployees.

SEC. 3. All persons who are engaged in the common service of such person, receiver,
or corporation, controlling or operating a railroad or street railway, and who while
so employed are in the same grade of employment and are doing the same character
of work or service and are working together at the same time and place and at the
same piece of work and to a common purpose, are fellow-servants with each other.

Employees who do not come within the provisions of this section shall not be con-
sidered fellow-servants.

SEC. 4. No contract made between the employer and employee based upon the con-

tingency
'

:' death or injury of the employee and limiting the liability of the employer
under this act or fixing damages to be recovered shall be valid or binding.

SEC. 5. Nothing in this act shall be held to impair or diminish the defense of con-

tributory negligence when the injury of the servant or employee is caused proxi-
mately by his own contributory negligence.

Mississippi (1898, 87, 1) :

Section 3559 of the Annotated Code of 1892 [shall] be amended so that the
same shall read as follows, to wit: Every employee of any corporation shall have
the same rights and remedies for an injury suffered by him from the act or
omission of the corporation or its employees, as are allowed by other persons
not employees where the injury results from the negligence of a superior agent or

officer, or of a person having the right to control or direct the services of the party
in

jured ;
and also when the injury results from thenegligence of a fellow-servantengaged

in another department of labor from that of the party injured, or of a fellow-servant
on another train of cars, or one engaged about a different piece of work. Knowledge
by an employee injured of the defective or unsafe character or condition of any
machinery, ways or appliances, or of the improper loading of cars, shall not be defense
to an action for injury caused thereby, except as to conductors or engineers in charge
of dangerous or unsafe cars or engines voluntarily operated by them. When death
ensues from an injury to an employee an action may be brought in the name of the
widow of such employee for the death of the husband, or by the husb nd for the death
of his wife, or by the parent for the death of a child, or in the name of the child for

the death of an only parent, for such damages as may be suffered by them respectively
by reason of such death, the damages to be for the use of such widow, husband or

child, except that in case the widow should have children the damages shall be dis-

tributed as personal property of the husband. The legal or personal representative
of the person injured shall have the same rights and remedies as are allowed by law
to such representatives of other persons. In every such action the jury may give
such damages as shall be fair and just with reference to the injury resulting from
such death to the persons suing. Any contract or agreement, expressed or implied,
made by an employee to waive the benefit of this section shall be null and void; and
this section shall not deprive an employee of a corporation or his legal personal
representative of any right or remedy that he now has by law.

240A 6
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injured (Mass. 1887, 270; 1894, 499; Ohio 1890, p. 149, 3; Ind. 7083;
Ala. 2590; Minn. 1895, 173; Ark. 6248).

3 In view of the importance
of the subject, all the statutes are printed below; but there is no part
of the labor law where statutes are so often tinkered, and, conse-

Massachusetts (1887, 270; as amended by 1888, 155; 1892, 260; 1893, 359; 1894,

499; 1897, 491) :

SEC. 1. Where, after the passage of this act, personal injury is caused to an em-

ployee, who is himself in the exercise of due care and diligence at the time:

(1) By reason of any defect in the condition of the ways, works or machinery
connected with or used in the business of the employer, which arose from or had not
been discovered or remedied owing to the negligence of the employer or of any per-
son in the service of the employer and entrusted by him with the duty of seeing that

the ways, works or machinery were in proper condition
;

(2) By reason of the negligence of any person in the service of the employer, en-
trusted with and exercising superintendence, whose sole or principal duty is that of

superintendence, or, in the absence of such superintendent, of any person acting as

superintendent with the authority or consent of such employer; or

(3) By reason of the negligence of any person in the service of the employer who
has the charge or control of any signal, switch, locomotive engine or train upon a

railroad, the employee, or in case the injury results in death the legal representatives
of such employee, shall have the same right of compensation and remedies against
the employer as if the employee had not been an employee of nor in the service of

the employer, nor engaged in its work. And in case such death is not instantaneous,
or is preceded by conscious suffering, said legal representatives may in the action

brought under this section, except as hereinafter provided, also recover damages for

such death. The total damages awarded hereunder, both for said death and said

injury, shall not exceed five thousand dollars, and shall be apportioned by the jury
between the legal representatives and the persons, if any, entitled under the suc-

ceeding section of this act, to bring an action for instantaneou f death. If there are
no such persons then no damages for such death shall be recovered, and the damages,
so far as the same are awarded for said death, shall be assessed with reference to the

degree of culpability of the employer herein, or the person for whose negligence he
is made liable. A car in use by or in the possession of a railroad company shall be
considered a part of the ways, works or machinery of the company using or having
the same in possession, within the meaning of this act, whether such car is owned by
it or by some other company or person.
One or more cars in motion, whether attached to an engine or not, shall constitute

a train within the meaning of this section; and any person who as a part of his duty
for the time being, physically controls or directs the movements of a signal, switch
or train, shall be deemed to be a person in charge or control of a signal, switch or
train within the meaning of this section.

SEC. 2. Where an employee is instantly killed or dies without conscious suffering,
as the result of the negligence of an employer, or of the negligence of any person for

whose negligence the employer is liable under the provisions of this act, the widow
of the deceased, or in case there is no widow, the next of kin, provided that such
next of kin were at the time of the death of such employee dependent upon the wages
of such employee for support, may maintain an action for damages therefor and may
recover in the same manner, to the same extent, as if the death of the deceased had
not been instantaneous, or as if the deceased had consciously suffered.

SEC. 3. Except in actions brought by the personal representatives under section
one of this act to recover damages for both tho injury and death of an employee, the
amount of compensation receivable under this act in cases of personal injury shall not
exceed the sum of four thousand dollars. In case of death which follows instantane-

ously or without conscious suffering, compensation in lieu thereof may be recovered
in not less than five hundred and not more than five thousand dollars, to be assessed
with reference to the degree of culpability of the employer herein, or the person for
whose negligence he is made liable; and no action for the recovery of compensation
for injury or death under this act shall be maintained, unless notice of the time, place
and cause of the injury is given to the employer within thirty days, and the action is

commenced within one year, from the occurrence of the accident causing the injury
or death. The notice required by this section shall be in writing, signed by the per-
son injured or by some one in his behalf; but if from physical or mental incapacity
it is impossible for the person injured to give the notice within the time provided in

said section, he may give the same within ten days after such incapacity is removed,
and in case of his death without having given the notice and without having been for
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quently, no subject in which a clear, consistent code, that shall be

adopted, if possible, by all the States, is more desirable. It must,
however, be noted that in many of these States these statutes apply
only in the case of railways (Ohio, Wisconsin, Kansas, Iowa, North

ten days at any time after his injury of sufficient capacity to give the notice, his

executor or administrator may give such notice within thirty days after his appoint-
ment. But no notice given under the provisions of this section shall be deemed to be
invalid or insufficient solely by reason of any inaccuracy in stating the time, place or
cause of the injury: Provided, It is shown that there was no intention to mislead, and
that the party entitled to notice was not in fact misled thereby.
SEC. 4. Whenever an employer enters into a contract, either written or verbal, with

an independent contractor to do part of such employer's work, or whenever such con-
tractor enters into a contract with a subcontractor to do all or any part of the work
comprised in such contractor's contract with the employer, such contract or subcon-
tract shall not bar the liability of the employer for injuries to the employees of such
contractor or subcontractor, by reason of any defect in the condition of the ways,
works, machinery or plant, if they are the property of the employer, or furnished by
him, and if such defect arose or had not been discovered or remedied, through the

negligence of the employer or of some person entrusted by him with the duty of

seeing that they were in proper condition.

SEC. 5. An employee or his legal representatives shall not be entitled under this act

to any right of compensation or remedy against his employer in any case where such

employee knew of the defect or negligence which caused the injury, and failed within
a reasonable time to give, or cause to be given, information thereof to the employer,
or to some person superior to himself in the service of the employer, who had
entrusted to him some general superintendence.

SEC. 6. Any employer who shall have contributed to an insurance fund created and
maintained for the mutual purpose of indemnifying an employee for personal inju-
ries for which compensation may be recovered under this act, or to any relief society
formed under chapter two hundred and forty-four of the acts of the year eighteen hun-
dred and eighty-two, as authorized by chapter one hundred and twenty-five of the
acts of the year eighteen hundred and eighty-six, may prove, in mitigation of the

damages recoverable by an employee under this act, such proportion of the pecuniary
benefit which has been received by such employee from any such fund or society on
account of such contribution of said employer, as the contnbution of such employer
to such fund or society bears to the whole contribution thereto.

SEC. 7. This act shall not apply to injuries caused to domestic servants, or farm

laborers, by other fellow employees.

Ohio (1890, p. 149, 3) :

In all actions against the railroad company for personal injury to, or death resulting
from personal injury, of any person, while in the employ of such company, arising
from the negligence of such company or any of its officers or employees, it shall be
held in addition to the liability now existing by law, that every person in the employ
of such company, actually haying power or authority to direct or control any other

employee of such company, is not the fellow servant, but superior of such other

emplovee, also that every person in the employ of such company having charge or
control of employees in any separate branch or department, shall be held to be the

superior and not fellow servant of employees in any other branch or department who
have no power to direct or control in the branch or department in which they are

employed.

Indiana:

SEC. 7083. Every railroad or other corporation, except municipal, operating in this

State, shall be liable for damages for personal injury suffered by any employee while
in its service, the employee so injured being in the exercise of due care and diligence,
in the following cases:

First. When such injury is suffered by reason of any defect in the condition of

ways, works, plant, tools and machinery connected with or in use in the business of

such corporation, when such defect was the result of negligence on the part of the

corporation, or some person entrusted by it with the duty of keeping such way,
works, plant, tools or machinery in proper condition.

Second. Where such injury resulted from the negligence of any person in the serv-

ice of such corporation, to whose order or direction the injured employee at the time
of the injury was bound to conform, and did conform.

Third, While such injury resulted from the act or omission of any person done or
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Dakota, North and South Carolina, Missouri, Georgia, Florida, Texas,
New Mexico, Arkansas), a subject which under the interstate com
merce clause of the Constitution is within the jurisdiction of Con-

gress. In Indiana, Mississippi, and Montana it applies only to

corporations, in Indiana "other than municipal."
SEC. 3. DEFECTIVE MACHINERY AND APPLIANCES. It will be seen

made in obedience to any rule, regulation or by-law of such corporation, or in obedi-
ence to the particular instructions given by any person delegated with the authority
of the corporation in that behalf.

Fourth. Where such injury was caused by the negligence of any person in the
service of such corporation who has charge of any signal, telegraph office, switch

yard, shop, roundhouse, locomotive engine or train upon a railway, or where such

injury was caused by the negligence of any person, coemploye or fellow-servant

engaged in the same common service in any of the several departments of the service of

any such corporation, the said person, coemploye or fellow-servant, at the time acting
in the place, and performing the duty of the corporation in that behalf, and the per-
son so injured, obeying or conforming to the order of some superior at the time of

such injury, haying authority to direct; but nothing herein shall be construed to

abridge the liability of the corporation under existing laws-.

SEX:. 7085. The damages recoverable under this act, shall be commensurate with
the injury sustained unless death results from such injury, when, in such case, the
action shall survive and be governed in all respects by the law now in force as to

such actions: Provided, That where any such person recovers a judgment against a
railroad or other corporation, and such corporation takes an appeal, and, pending
such appeal, the injured person dies, and the judgment rendered in the court below
be thereafter reversed, the right of action of such person shall survive to his legal

representative.
SEC. 7086. In case any railroad corporation which owns or operates a line extend-

ing into or through the State of Indiana and into or through another or other States,
and a person in the employ of such corporation, a citizen of this State, shall be

injured as provided in this act, in any other State where such railroad is owned or

operated, and a suit for such injury shall be brought in any of the courts of this

State, it shall not be competent for such corporation to plead or prove the decisions
or statutes of the State where such person shall have been injured as a defense to the
action brought in this State.

SEC. 7087. All contracts made by railroads or other corporations with their

employees, or rules or regulations adopted by any corporation releasing or relieving
it from liability to any employee having a right of action under the provisions of this

act are hereby declared null and void. The provisions of this act however shall not

apply to any injuries sustained before it takes effect, nor shall it affect in any manner
any suit or legal proceedings pending at the time it takes effect.

Minnesota (1895, 173, 2) :

Whenever a master or employer delegates to any one the performance of his duties
which he, as master or employer does to his servants, or any part or portion of such
duties the person so delegated,

while so acting for his master or employer shall be
considered the vice principle [principal] and representative of the master.

Arkansas:

SEC. 6248. All persons engaged in the service of any railway corporations, foreign
or domestic, doing business in this State, who are intrusted by such corporation with
the authority of superintendence, control or command of other persons in the employ
or service of such corporation, or with the authority to direct any other employee, in

the performance of any duty of such employee, are vice-principals of such corporation,
and are not fello\v servants with such employee.

SEC. 6249. All persons who are engaged in the common service of such railway
corporations, and who, while so engaged, are working together to a common purpose,
of same grade, neither of such persons being intrusted by such corporations ^vith any
superintendence or control over their fellow employees, are fellow servants with each
other: Provided, Nothing herein contained shall be so construed as to make employees
of such corporation in the service of such corporation fellow servants with other

employees of such corporation engaged in any other department or service of such

corporation. Employees who do not come within the provisions of this section shall

not be considered fellow servants.
SEC. 6250. No contract made between the employer and employee based upon the
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from the statutes printed in the note to the last section that several of
the States have also adopted the statute making employers liable for

injury to employees caused by defects and condition of the appliances,
machinery, etc.

1 These are Massachusetts, Ohio, Minnesota, Wiscon-

sin, North Carolina, Colorado, Indiana, Alabama, Mississippi, and New
Mexico. But in Indiana the law applies only to corporation employers,
and in Wisconsin, North Carolina, Ohio, New Mexico only to railways.
In other States the burden of proof in such cases is declared to be on
the employer to show that the appliances, etc.

,
were in good condition,

or proof of such defect, when it could have been discovered, is declared
to be presumptive evidence of knowledge thereof on the part of the

company (Wisconsin, Ohio).
2

contingency of the injury or death of the employee limiting the liability of the

employer under this act, or fixing damages to be recovered, shall be valid and binding.

Alabama ( 2590) :

When a personal injury is received by a servant or employee in the service or
business of the master or employer, the master or employer is liable to answer in

damages to such servant or employee, as if he were a stranger, and not engaged in
such service or employment, in the cases following:

1. When the injury is caused by reason of any defect in the condition of the ways,
works, machinery, or plant connected with, or used in the business of the master or

employer.
2. When the injury is caused by reason of the negligence of any person in the

service or employment of the master or employer, who has any superintendence
intrusted to him, whilst in the exercise of such superintendence.

3. When such injury is caused by reason of the negligence of any person in the
service or employment of the master or employer, to whose orders or directions the
servant or employee, at the time of the injury, was bound to conform, and did con-

form, if such injuries resulted from his having so conformed.
4. When such injury is caused by reason of the act or omission of any person in

the service or employment of the master or employer, done or made in obedience to

the rules and regulations or by-laws of the master or employer, or in obedience
to particular instructions given by any person delegated with the authority of the
master or employer in that behalf.

5. When such injury is caused by reason of the negligence of any person in the
service or employment of the master or employer who has the charge or control of

any signal, points, locomotive, engine, switch, car, or train upon a railway, or of any
part of the track of a railway.
But the master or employer is not liable under this section, if the servant or

employee knew of the defect or negligence causing the injury, and failed in a reason-
able time to give information thereof to the master or employer, or to some person
superior to himself engaged in the service or employment of the master or employer,
unless he was aware that the master or employer, or such superior already knew of

such defect or negligence; nor is the master or employer liable under subdivision .one,
unless the defect therein mentioned arose from, or had not been discovered or rem-
edied owing to the negligence of the master or employer, or of some person in the
service of the master or employer, and intrusted by him with the duty of seeing that
the ways, works, machinery, or plant were in proper condition.

1 For these laws in general, see notes to the last section. The Minnesota law reads

(1895, 173, 1) :

Every master or employer in this State shall use reasonable care to provide the

person or persons in his employ with reasonably safe, suitable and sufficient tools,

implements and instrumentalities with which to do the master's work, and also use
reasonable care to provide a reasonably safe and suitable place for his servants to

perform the duties assigned to them by the master.
It shall also be the master's duty to use reasonable care to establish safe and suit-

able rules and regulations or methods for the performance of the work required of

his servants, and to direct and supervise the performance of the work in a reasonably
safe and prudent manner.

2
Thus, in Ohio (1890, p. 149, 2) :

It shall be unlawful for any such corporation to knowingly or negligently use or

operate any car or locomotive that is defective, or any car or locomotive upon which
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Contracting out. The statutes cited in this and the last section are

very generally further protected by a provision that any contract

releasing the employer from his liability to employees in the manner

severally prescribed by the several statutes shall be null and void.
3

In other States only contracts are declared void which attempt to

release the employer from liability for injuries resulting from his

negligence, or that of other persons in his employ.*

In Colorado, Montana, and Wyoming the constitution provides that

It shall be unlawful for any person, company or corporation to require of its servants
or employees, as a condition of their employment or otherwise, any contract or

agreement whereby such person, company or corporation shall be released or dis-

charged from liability or responsibility on account of personal injuries received by
such servants or employees while in the service of such person, company or corpora-
tion, by reason of the negligence of such person, company or corporation, or the

agents or employees thereof, and such contract shall be absolutely null and void

(Col. Const., 15,15; Mont. Const., 15,16; Wyo. Const, Art, 19, 1);

and, in Wyoming, that "no law shall be enacted limiting the amount
of damages to be recovered for causing the injury or death of any per-
son;" so, in Utah, as to injuries resulting in death (Utah Const., 16, 5).

"Any contract or agreement with any employee waiving any right to

recover damages for causing the death or injury of an employee shall

be void" (Wyo. Const., 10, 4).

SEC. 4. INJURIES RESULTING IN DEATH. In Massachusetts, Ohio,
Mississippi, Indiana, Alabama, Colorado and New Mexico damages
up to a certain amount may be recovered by employees for injuries

resulting in death, though instantaneous and not preceded by conscious

suffering.
1 And in Massachusetts, South Carolina, and New Mexico

the machinery or attachments thereto belonging are in any manner defective. If the

employee of any such corporation shall receive any injury by reason of any defect in

any car or locomotive, or the machinery or attachments thereto belonging, owned
and operated, or being run and operated by such corporation, such corporation shall

be deemed to have had knowledge of such defect before and at the tune such injury
is so sustained, and when the fact of such defect shall be made to appear in the trial

of any action in the courts of this State, brought by such employee, or his legal rep-
resentatives, against any railroad corporation for damages, on account of such injuries
so received, the same shall be primafade evidence of negligence on the part of such

corporation, and substantially so in New Mexico (1893, 28, 2) .

sSo in Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North and South

Carolina, Florida, Texas, Arkansas, Georgia (1895, 184) ,
and New Mexico. The same

would probably be law without statute.

4So in Massachusetts (1894, 508, 6) :

No person or corporation shall, by a special contract with persons in his or its

employ, exempt himself or itself from any liability which he or it might be under to

such persons from injuries suffered by them in their employment and which result

from the employer's own negligence or from the negligence of other persons in his or
its employ.

And in Montana (Civ. C., 2242) :

Any contract or agreement entered into by any person, company or corporation,
with its servants or employees, whereby such person, company or corporation shall

be released or discharged from liability or responsibility on account of personal
injuries received by such servants or employees while in the service of such person,

company or corporation, by reason of the negligence of such person, company or

corporation, or the agents or employees thereof, shall be absolutely null and void.

'Massachusetts (1887, 270, 2) :

Where an employee is instantly killed or dies without conscious suffering, as the
result of the negligence of an employer, or of the negligence of any person for whose

negligence the employer is liable under the provisions of this act, the widow of the

deceased, or in case there is no widow, the next of kin, provided that such next of

kin were at the time of the death of such employee dependent upon the wages of such
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the executors, etc.
,
of employees of railways may recover damages for

the employee's death as if not an employee if he would have been
entitled to damages had not death resulted (Mass. P. S., 112, 212; 1883,

243; S. C. Const., 9, 15; N. Mex., 1893, 28, 3). By the Utah constitu-

tion (Utah Const., 16, 5) "the right of action to recover damages for

injuries resulting in death shall never be abrogated" (see 2 above).
In other States actions by employees for injuries resulting in death are

governed by the general law as to such suits.

ARTICLE H. DUTIES AND LIABILITIES OF THE
EMPLOYEE TO THE EMPLOYER.

In this particular the law has not been extended in modern times,

and, on the contrary, the old doctrine of petit treason, which made a
servant in certain cases liable to extraordinary penalties for breach of

faith as against his master, has long since fallen into disuse. It is

sufficient, therefore, to state that a servant is liable to his master, or
an employee to his employer, only for damages caused by the positive
act or neglect of the servant or employee. For such damage the
master or employer may, of course, bring suit against the employee;
but for obvious reasons this is rarely done, and his more usual remedy
is to discharge him. A discharge for such cause may commonly be
made without notice or warning (see chap. 1, Art. A, 5), and gives
no rise to any action by the servant for damages unless engaged by
a time contract. And in such cases if the contract be that the work
is to be done to the employer's satisfaction, or a similar phrase is

used, the employer's judgment is final, and the employee can not go
to the jury on the question whether it was warranted by the facts.

The California and Montana Codes have elaborate statutes embodying
the common law.

1

employee for support, may maintain an action for damages therefor and may recover
in the same manner, to the same extent as if the death of the deceased had not been
instantaneous, or as if the deceased had consciously suffered.

So, in effect, in Mississippi (1898,65; 1896,87). For the Indiana statute, see 2,

note 3 above p. 74; for Colorado, 3, note 2 (p. 70).

In Alabama:

SEC. 2591. If such injury results in the death of the servant or employee, his per-
sonal representative is entitled to maintain an action therefor, and the damages
recovered are not subject to the payment of debts or liabilities, but shall be distrib-

uted according to the statute of distributions.

SEC. 2592. Damages recovered by the servant or employee, of and from the master
or employer, are not subject to the payment of debts, or any legal liabilities incurred

by him.

'One who, for a good consideration, agrees to serve another must perform the

service, and must use ordinary care and diligence therein, so long as he is thus

employed.
An employee must substantially comply with all the directions of his employer

concerning the service on which he is engaged, except where such obedience is

impossible or unlawful, or would impose new and unreasonable burdens upon the

employee.
An employee must perform his service in conformity to the usage of the place of

performance, unless otherwise directed by his employer, or unless it is impracticable,
or manifestly injurious to his employer to do so.

An employee is bound to exercise a reasonable degree of skill, unless his employer
has notice, before employing him, of his want of skill.

An employee is always bound to use such skill as he possesses, so far as the same
is required, for the service specified.

Everything which an employee acquires by virtue of his employment, except the
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ARTICLE I. DUTIES AND LIABILITIES OF EMPLOYER
AND EMPLOYEE TO THIRD PERSONS.

This subject, perhaps, forms no part of the matters to be investi-

gated by the commission, but as a matter of fact there are few statutes

on the subject, and the common law is, of course, preserved, by which
the master or employer is liable to third persons for any acts or defaults

of his servant or servants causing injury to such third persons for

which they might recover if done or caused by the master himself,

provided only that such acts were performed or defaults made by the

servant in or about the execution of his master's business; and rail-

roads or other common carriers are commonly by statute made liable

in cases where third persons have been killed by their negligence or

default, the default or incompetency of their servants, or the defective

compensation, if any, which is due to him from his employers, belongs to the latter,
whether acquired lawfully or unlawfully, or during or after the expiration of the
term of his employment.
An employee must, on demand, render to his employer just accounts of all his trans-

actions in the course of his service, as often as may be reasonable, and must, without

demand, give prompt notice to his employer of everything which he receives for his

account.
An employee who receives anything on account of his employer, in any capacity

other than that of a mere servant, is not bound to deliver it to him until demanded,
and is not at liberty to send it to him from a distance, without demand, in any mode
involving greater nsk than its retention by the employee himself.
An employee who has any business to transact on his own account, similar to that

intrusted to him by his employer, must always give the latter the preference (Cal.
Civ. C., 1978, 1981-1988; Mont. Civ. C., 2673, 2676-2683; N. Dak., Civ. C., 4098, 4104

4114; S. Dak. Civ. C., 3758, 3761-3768 substantially identical) .

An employee who is expressly authorized to employ a substitute is liable to his

principal only for want of ordinary care in his selection. The substitute is directly

responsible to the principal.
An employee who is guilty of a culpable degree of negligence is liable to his employer

for the damage thereby caused to the latter; and the employer is liable to him, if the
service is not gratuitous, for the value of such services only as are properly rendered.
Where service is to be rendered by two or more persons jointly, and one of them

dies, the survivor must act alone, if the service to be rendered is such as he can rightly
perform without the aid of the deceased person, but not otherwise (Cal. Civ. C., 1989-

1991; Mon. Civ. C., 2684-2686; N. Dak., Civ. C.,4112-4114; S. Dak., ib., 3769-3771).

Every employment in which the power of the employee is not coupled with an
interest in its subject is terminated by notice to him of:

1. The death of the employer; or,
2. His legal incapacity to contract.

Every employment is terminated :

1. By the expiration of its appointed term;
2. By the extinction of its subject;
3. By the death of the employee; or,
4. By his legal incapacity to act as such.
An employee, unless the term of his service has expired, or unless he has a right

to discontinue it at any time without notice, must continue his service after notice of

the death or incapacity of his employer, so far as is necessary to protect from serious

injury the interests of the employer's successor in interest, until a reasonable time
after notice of the facts has been communicated to such successor. The successor
must compensate the employee for such service according to the terms of the contract
of employment.
An employment having no specified term may be terminated at the will of either

party, on notice to the other, except where otherwise provided by this title.

An employment, even for a specified term, may be terminated at any time by the

employer, in case of any wilful breach ot duty by the employee in the course of his
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nature of their machinery or appliances, recovery, in cases of instan-

taneous death, being commonly limited to $5,000, and suable by the

executors, or widow, or heirs of the person deceased. .

In Washington it is made a misdemeanor for street railway companies
not to employ experienced and competent men (Wash. 1897, 17).

In many States the employment by railroads of color-blind persons
is prevented (Mass. 112, 179; Ohio 9816; Ala. 1887, 47), or of persons
unable to read and write, as engineers (N. Y. P. C. 418; Minn. 6634) T

or of persons liable to intoxication (N. Y. 1890, 565 and 568; Ohio
1891, p. 429; Mich. 3367). The employment of such persons by any
common carrier is made a misdemeanor (N. Y. 1892, 401; Wis. 1592-3).

It is in some States made a misdemeanor for a locomotive engineer
or conductor to be drunk while on duty (Nebr. 1811; W. Va. 145, 30;
Ark. 6198; N. Dak. P. C. 7320; S. Dak. P. C. 6665; Mont. P. C. 690;
Okla. 2275; N. C. 1972; Miss. 1275; Fla. 2693).

employment, or in case of his habitual neglect of his duty or continued incapacity to

perform it.

An employment, even for a specified term, may be terminated by the employee at

any time, in case of any wilful or permanent breach of the obligations of his employer
to him as an employee.
An employee, dismissed by his employer for good cause, is not entitled to any com-

pensation for services rendered since the last day upon which a payment became due
to him under the contract.

An employee who quits the service of his employer for good cause is entitled to

such proportion of the compensation which would become due in case of full per-
formance as the services which he has already rendered bear to the services which
he has to render as full performance (Cal. Civ. 0. 1996-2003; Mont. Civ. C. 2700-

2707; N. Dak. Civ. C. 4116-4122; S. Dak. ib. 3773-3779).
Master and servant. A servant is one who is employed to render personal service

to his employer, otherwise than in the pursuit of an independent calling, and who
in such service remains entirely under the control and direction of the latter, who is

called his master.
A servant is presumed to have been hired for such length of time as the parties

adopt for the estimation of wages. A hiring at a yearly rate is presumed to be for one

year; a hiring at a daily rate, for one day; a hiring by piecework, for no specified
term.
In the absence of any agreement or custom as to the term of service, the time of

payment, or rate or value of wages, a servant is presumed to be hired by the month,
at a monthly rate of reasonable wages, to be paid when the service is performed.
Where, after the expiration of an agreement respecting the wages and the term of

service, the parties continue the relation of master and servant, they are presumed to

have renewed the agreement for the same wages and term of service (Cal. Civ. C.

2009-2012; Mont. Civ. C. 2720-2723; N. Dak. Civ. C. 4123-4126; S. Dak. ib. 3780-3783).
The entire time of a domestic servant belongs to the master, and the time of other

servants to such an extent as is usual in the business in which they serve, not exceed-

ing in any case 10 hours in the day.
A servant must deliver to his master, as soon as with reasonable diligence he can

find him, everything that he receives for his account, without demand; but he is not

bound, without orders from his master, to send anything to him through another

person.
A master may discharge any servant, other than an apprentice, whether engaged

for a fixed term or not:
1. If he is guilty of misconduct in the course of his service, or of gross immorality,

though unconnected with the same; or
2. If, being employed about the person of the master, or in a confidential position,

the master discovers that he has been guilty of misconduct, before or after the com-
mencement of his service, of such a nature that, if the master had known or contem-

plated it, he would not have so employed him (Cal. Civ. C. 2013-2015; Mont. Civ.

C. 2724-2726; N.Dak. ib. 4127-4129; S. Dak. ib. 3784-3786).



CHAPTER II.

POLITICAL AND LEGAL RIGHTS OF LABORERS.

ART. A. POLITICAL RIGHTS, VOTING, ETC.

SEC. 1. GENERAL. By the Constitution laborers in all States must
have the same political rights and liberties as any other class of citi-

zens; and no express statutes are needed to secure this. A few stat-

utes upon the subject have, however, been passed. Thus, in Minnesota
and Wyoming, where u

employers are forbidden to require as a con-
dition of employment the surrender of any right of citizenship or to

discharge candidates because of their nomination for an election, or to

interfere in the matter of such nomination." 1

SEC 2. VOTING. And in nearly all the States it is made penal or
criminal for any person, by threatening to discharge an employee or
to reduce his wages, or by promising to give him higher wages, or

otherwise, to attempt to influence a voter to give or withhold his vote;
1

but in Utah this statute applies to corporation employers only. And
in New York and other States political "pay envelopes" or political

placards are forbidden to be used by employers.
2 In a few States a

1

Wyo. 1893, 9; Minn. 6962.

1 Mass. 1898, 548, 410; Conn. 276; N. Y.P. C.,41 p; 41 t; N. J. 1890, 231, 71,1898,
139; Pa. Dig. p. 480, 52; Del. 1881,329; Ohio 1892, 32; Ind.2341; Mich. 9382; Iowa
1892, 33; Wis. 4548a; Kans. 1897, 129; Del. 16, 1; Mo. 1897, p. 108; W. Va. 5, 7;
N. C. 2715; Minn. 114; Tenn. 1897, 14; Ark. 2656; Cal. 1893, 16; Nev. 1895, 103, 19;
Colo. 1891, p. 167 (see note below) ;

S. Dak. 1891, 58; Idaho 1891, p. 50; Mont, P. C.

108; Wyo. 1890, 80, 174; Utah 1897, 50, 8; S. C.Crim. L. 241; La. R. L. 902; U. S. R. S.

5507; N.Mex. 1889, 135,4; Ariz. 1895, 20. But in some States this statute applies
only to corporations: Tenn., W. Va. In Utah the constitution forbids the political
and commercial control of employees (Art. 16, 3) . And so by statute (1897, 50)
in Colorado.

2 By the Colorado statute (1897, 50) :

SECTION 1. It shall be unlawful for any individual, company or corporation or any
member of any firm, or agent, officer or employee of any company or corporation, to

prevent employees from forming, joining or belonging to any lawful labor organiza-
tion, union, society or political party, or to coerce or attempt to coerce employees b y
discharging or threatening to discharge them from their employ or the employ of

any firm, company or corporation, because of their connection with such lawful labor

organization, union, society or political party.
SEC. 2. Any person or any member of any firm, or agent, officer or employee of

any such company or corporation, violating the provisions of section one of this act,

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
in any sum not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars or

imprisoned for a period not less than six months nor more than one year, or both,
in the discretion of the court.

2 It shall not be lawful for any employer, in paying his employees the salary or

wages due them, to inclose their pay in "pay envelopes" upon which there is

written or printed any political mottoes, devices, or arguments containing threats,

express or implied, intended or calculated to influence the political opinions or actions

90
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period of two hours, or reasonable time to vote, is required to be

given employees of manufacturing, mechanical, or mercantile estab-

lishments upon election days;
3 and in Tennessee absence for voting is

declared no violation of a contract for personal service; "and every
contract which will, or is designed to, keep such voters away from the

polls shall be void.
* In many States election day is made a legal holi-

day ;

5
so, in New Jersey, eight hours is made a full day's work upon

election days.
6

SEC. 3. SPECIAL PRIVILEGES OF ARMY AND NAVY VETERANS.
There are in many States recent statutes specially giving preference
of work to veterans of the civil war, or exempting them from the

operation of civil-service laws, or giving to them or the Sons of Vet-
erans special educational or eleemosynary privileges. Thus, in many
States discharged soldiers or sailors are to be preferred in all public
works by or in behalf of the State or municipalities thereof,

1 but

only provided they possess the other requisite qualifications; and, in

Massachusetts, without having passed the civil-service examination.

So, the widows and orphans of deceased soldiers and sailors may not
be discharged.

2

The new constitution of New York provides for such a preference,
and that all examinations shall be competitive "so far as practicable;"
and under it the act of 1895, chapter 344, providing that competitive
examination shall not be deemed practicable or necessary in cases

when the pay of the office does not exceed $4 per day, has been held
constitutional in a lower court. 3

SEC. 4. COMPETITION OF ALIEN LABOR, CONTRACTS WITH ALIENS,
ETC. By the constitution of California, "No corporation now exist-

ing or hereafter formed under the laws of this State shall, after the

adoption of this constitution, employ, directly or indirectly, in any
capacity, any Chinese or Mongolian

* * "
(Cal. Const. 19, 2).

This section, and sections ITS and 179 of the Penal Code, which were
enacted to give it effect, were adjudged by the circuit court of the

of such employees. Nor shall it be lawful for any employer, within ninety days of

general election, to put up or otherwise exhibit in his factory, workshop, or other
establishment or place where his employees may be working, any handbill or placard
containing any threat, notice, or information that in case any particular ticket or can-
didate shall be elected, work in his place or establishment will cease, in whole or in

part, or his establishment be closed up, or the wages of his workmen be reduced, or
other threats expressed or implied, intended or calculated to influence the political

opinions or actions of his employees. This section shall apply to corporations, as

well as individuals, and any person or corporation violating the provisions of this

section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and any corporation violating this

section shall forfeit its charter (N. Y. P. C. 41, t; 1894, 714; Mont. P. C. 109; Utah
1897, 50, 8; Tenn. 1897, 14, 4-5; Cal. ib.

;
Nev. ib. 36; Colo. ib.

;
S. Dak. ib.

;
Ariz, ib) .

3 Mass. 1898, 548, 5; N. Y. 1892, 680, 113, 1896, 909, 109; Ohio 1890, p. 280; Ind. 2341
,

6240; 111. 46,312; Iowa 1892, 33; Minn. 12; Kans., W. Va. 3, 52; N. C. 1895, 159, 72,

1897, 185; Ky. Con. 48; Stats. Mo.1895; Cal. Pol. C. 1212; Colo. 1891, p. 165; S. Dak.

1897, 60; Okla. 2820; Utah ib. 19; Ariz. 1891, 64.
* Tenn. 1039. See also Chap. I, Art. C, 4.
5 N. Y., Pa., Wis., Md., Mo., Tex., Cal., Oreg., Dak., Idaho, Mont., S. C., Fla., Ariz.

But quaere as to whether these statutes apply as to industrial labor. See Stimson's
Am. Stat. Law, 4134, 4727.

N.J.p.368,177.
1 Pa. Dig., p. 1922; Conn. 1889, 124; N. Y. 1887, 464; 1894, 716; Ohio 10015; Minn.

8041; Kans. 5927,5928; Dak. 1887, 205; Mass. 1896, 517; Cal. 1891, 212; Wash. 1895,

84; S.Dak. Pol. C. 2474.
2 Kans. 5928.
* Re Keymer, 12; Misc. (N. Y. ) 615. So in Mass.
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United States to be in conflict with the treaty of the United States

with China, and to be therefore void (see In re Tiburcio Parrot, 1 F.

R. 481); and this decision would probably also annul similar laws in

Nevada and Idaho (Nev. 4764-4766, 4948-4949; Idaho 1897, p. 5).

This is the only attempt that has been made to prohibit by statute

the employment of aliens in private employments. But in several

States it is forbidden to employ Chinese 1 or aliens
2

upon State, munic-

ipal, or public works (in California, Wyoming, Idaho, by the consti-

tution), and such work can be given only to United States citizens;
3

and in New York and Minnesota, in stonecutting work, the stone must
be worked, dressed, and carved within the State,* while in all cases,

"preference" is to be given to the citizens of the State.
5 In Massa-

chusetts, in public work, preference must be given to United States
citizens (1896, 494). And in New York it was made a criminal offense

for a contractor on public work to employ an alien; but this statute

was declared unconstitutional, besides being in violation of our treaty
with Italy.

6 There was an alien tax law in Pennsylvania (1897, 139)
held unconstitutional.

There are further specific provisions in California and Nevada

restricting the immigration and labor rights of Chinese and Mongo-
lians, but they are probably inconsistent with Federal law and treaties.

7

The national Chinese exclusion law
applies

to Hawaii (U. S. 1898, Int.

Rev. No. 55). Indiana has a law prohibiting the bringing of alien con-
tract labor into the State,

8 and Virginia and Arkansas a law permitting
such contracts not exceeding two years, or in Arkansas one year.

9

1 Cal. Const. 19, 3; Oreg. M. L. 4235; Nev. 4947; Idaho 1891, p. 233. Exceptas a pun-
ishment for crime. But this law has also been held unconstitutional.

* N. Y. 1874, 622; N. J. 1899, 202; 111.6,12-17; Idaho Const. 13,5; Laws 1897, p. 5;

Wyo. Const. 19, 1.

N. Y. G. L. 32, 1, 13; Pa. 1895, 182; 111., Idaho.
4 N.Y.i6. 14; Minn. 1895, 347.
5 N.Y.tf>. 13; Mass. 1896, 494.
6
People v. Warren, 34 N. Y. Sup., 942. The general labor law now provides (N. Y.

G.L.,32,1, 13):

Preferences in employment of persons upon public works. In the construction of

public works by the State or a municipality, or by persons contracting with the State
or such municipality, only citizens of the United States shall be employed; and in all

cases where laborers are employed on any such public works, preference shall be given
citizens of the State of New York. In each contract for the construction of public
works, a provision shall be inserted, to the effect that if the provisions of this section
are not complied with, the contract shall be void.

7 Nev. 4764-7.

In Massachusetts (86, 12) :

Every corporation which brings into this Commonwealth any person not having a
settlement therein, or by whose means or at whose instigation any such person is so

brought, for the purpose of performing labor for such corporation, shall give a bond
to the Commonwealth, to be delivered to the State board [of health, lunacy and
charity] in the sum of three hundred dollars, conditioned that neither such person,
nor any one legally dependent on him for support, shall within two years become a

city, town, or State charge.
8 Ind. 7079-7082.
9 Va. 6, 44; Ark. 4782. In Wyoming:
SEC. 1075. No contract made for labor or services with any alien or foreigner pre-

vious to the time that such alien or foreigner may come into the Territory, shall be
enforced within this Territory for any period after six months from the date of such
contract.

SEC. 1076. Any alien or foreigner who shall hereafter perform labor or services

for any person or persons, company, or corporation within this Territory shall be



ASSIGNMENT OF WAGES.

ART. B. LEGAL RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES.

SEC. 1. ATTACHMENT OF WAGES. Laborers are generally protected
by laws prohibiting the attachment, by garnishment or trustee proc-
ess or by execution, of debts due them or their wives and children for

wages or personal service. In some States such wage debts are exempt
to any amount;

1
in others the amount exempt is limited to $50 or

$100,
2 or to one month, or 60 days' wages.

3 And in a few of these

States an exception is made of claims for necessaries furnished the
debtor or his family.

4 In some States the exemption only exists when
the debtor is a householder having a family,

5 or is head of a family,
6

or when the wages thus exempted are necessary for the support of

the family.
7

The wages of the debtor's wife and children, or family, to any
amount, are also exempt in several States.

8

The costs in such suits are limited, in Connecticut. 9

SEC. 2. ASSIGNMENTS OF WAGES. No assignment of wages is valid

against the employer unless it is recorded in the town clerk's office (or

entitled to recover from such person or persons, company or corporation, a reason-
able compensation for such labor or services, notwithstanding such person or per-
sons, company or corporation, may have paid any other party or parties for the

same; and in actions for the price of such labor or services no defense shall be
admitted to the effect that the defendant or defendants had contracted with other

parties, who had, or pretended to have, power or authority to hire out the labor or
services of such party or parties, or to receive the pay or price for such labor or
services.

SEC. 1077. Any person, whether he or she, acts for himself or herself, or as agent,
attorney or employee for another or others, who shall, in pursuance of, or by, virtue

of, any contract made with any alien or foreigner, made before such alien or foreigner
came into the Territory, receive or offer to receive any money, pay or remuneration
for the labor or services of any alien or foreigner, excepting the person so perform-
ing such labor or services, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and, on convic-
tion thereof, shall be fined in a sum not less than five hundred dollars, and not more
than five thousand dollars, and imprisoned in the county jail for not less than three
nor more than twelve months, for each and every offense.

1 Pa. Dig., p. 2077; Del., v. 15, 185; Tex. Const, 16, 28; Ala. 2512; Ga. 3554; Fla. 2008;
Okla. 2846. But at a rate not exceeding $25 a month (Ala.) , $100 (D. C.) .

2
Thus, $20: N. H.; Miss. 1963; Mass. 183,30; Me. 86, 55; $25: Minn. 5314; Mich.

8032,8096; $30: Tenn.2931; $50: Conn. 1231; 111. 62, 14; Ky. 1701; Va. 3652; Nev.

3267; $100: Md. 9, 32; D. C. II. S. 1878, 321; Wyo. 2831; Miss. 196, 3; $8 a week:
111. 1897, p. 231; $200 (in railway labor); Ark. 1897, Ex.43, $60; Colo. 2567; Wash,
526.

3
Thirty days' or one month's wages only are exempt: Ind. 971; Minn.

;
Mo. 5220;

Nev.; Ky.; Cal. C. P. 690 (7); Oreg. C. P. 313; Nev.; Colo.; Idaho C. C. P. 4480;
Ga.

;
Ariz. 4, 98. So 60 days' wages only: Nebr. C. C. P. 371; Ark. 3717: Wash. 1893,

56,23; N. Dak. Civ. C. 5567; S. Dak. Civ. C. 5179; Mont. C. C. P. 1221; S.C.C.C.P.
317; N. Mex. 1897, 71; 90 days: Iowa 3074; Kans. 4588-9; Okla. 4384; 4803; N.
Mex. 1887, 37,1. One-half the debtor's wages only are exempt (Del. Ill, 1), but

only for 30 (Colo.) or 60 days (Utah) preceding; Colo. 1889, p. 463; Utah, 3429.

Twenty dollars are exempt unless the suit is for necessaries; in that case $10: Mass.

183, 30.
4 N. H., Mass., Me., Ky., Cal., Ga., Mont, (one-half).
5 Va.
6 D. C.

,
Fla.

,
111.

,
Colo.

,
Mo.

,
Mich.

,
Nebr. , Miss.

7
Cal., Colo., Utah, Idaho, Ariz., S. C., N. Dak., S. Dak., Mont., Okla., Kans., Wyo.,

Oreg. ,
Nev.

,
Wash.

8N. H. 245, 20; Me.
;
Mass. 183, 29; Conn. ; Vt. 1075; Mich. 8096; Minn. ; Iowa 4299;

Del. ibid.; N. Mex.
9
Conn., 1239, 1240.
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register of deeds) where the assignor resides.
1

(See also Chap. I, Art.
*-* 8 '*/

In Virginia and Wyoming there is a new statute (Wyo. 1895, 47;
Va. 1898, 628) making it unlawful for any creditor or holder of any
debt, book account, or claim against any laborer, servant, clerk, or

employee of any corporation, firm, or individual in the State to sell,

assign, or dispose of such claim, etc., to any person, firm, or corpo-
ration, or to institute elsewhere than in the State, or prosecute any
suit for such claim against such laborer, etc.

, by any process seeking
to attach the wages of such person earned within sixt^y days prior to

the commencement of such proceedings for the purpose of avoiding
the effect of the laws of Wyoming concerning exemptions, and it is

made unlawful for any person to aid, assist, abet, or counsel a viola-

tion of this act. Proof of the institution of such suit or service of

garnishment by any person, firm, or individual in any court of any
State or Territory other than in Wyoming, is declaredprlmafacie evi-

dence of such evasion of the law of Wyoming, and such persons may
be made liable to the parties injured for the amount of the debt so
sold or assigned and an attorney's fee. A similar but simpler statute

exists in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Min-

nesota, Nebraska, and South Dakota. 2

SEC. 3. ORDINARY EXEMPTIONS NOT VALID AGAINST LABOR DEBTS.

By the constitution of Virginia, and the statutes of a few other States,
no property is exempt from attachment or execution for wages due any
clerk, mechanic, laborer, or servant,

1 or no stay is granted upon such
claims.

2

And the ordinary exemptions of personal property from execution
are much restricted in the case of judgments obtained for labor or
services other than professional.

3

SEC. 4. PREFERENCE OR PRIORITY OF WAGE DEBTS. And further,
the State laws very generally give a claim either absolutely preferred,
or preferred after taxes, State or Government dues, and costs, to serv-

ants, laborers, and employees, and in some cases clerks, for debts due,
for wages, or salaries, above all other claims against the estate of an
insolvent person,

1 or an insolvent corporation or its receiver,
2 or the

1 N. H. 215, 4; Mass. 1 83, 39; R. I. 254, 28; Me. 1897, 301.

"Pa. Dig. p. 834; Ohio 7014; Ind. 2283; 111.62, 32; Wis. 1891, 57; Iowa 1894, 102;
Minn. 1895, 353; Nebr. 6120; S. Dak. 1893, 97.

. Const. 11, 1, Code, 3630; N. Y. City, N. Y. 1882, 410, 1086 (as to females,

only, up to $50) ;
Pa. Dig., p. 2073 ($100) ;

Mich. 7091 (as to women plaintiffs only) ;

Mo. 4910
;
Kans. C. L. 1885, 2660

;
Nebr. C. C. P. 531

;
Okla. 2848. But the amount

of the claim is sometimes limited; as, in Michigan, $25, in New York, $50, in

Missouri, $90. The ordinary exemption may be claimed against labor debts of a

greater amount.
2 Mich. 7091a.
8 Mich. 7717a-7717f .

1 N. H. 201, 32; Me. 70, 40; Vt. 1867; R. I. 274, 58; Conn. 514; Mass. 157, 104; N. Y.
R. S., p. 2276; 1886, 283; 1897, 266; Pa. Dig., p. 2074, 9; N. J., p. 38, 8; 1896, 27, Ohio,
6355; Ind. 7058; Mich. 8749m; 111. lOa, 6; 38a, 1; Wis. 1693c; Del. llO, 1; Iowa
1890, 48; Minn. 4234; Nebr. 6, 44; Md. 47, 15; Mo. 4911; Cal. C. C. P. 1204-6; Nev.

3829; Oreg. 1893, p. 30; Colo. 193; 1897, 26; Wash. 3122; N. Dak. Civ. C. 6070; Wyo.
1893, 15; Mont. C. C. P. 2150; Pol. C. 4514; Utah 1892, 30; 1896, 49; La. 3191; Ariz.

1889, 10; Conn. 1897, 40; N. J. 1896, 185; U. S. 1898, 541.
2 N. Y. G. L. 32, 1, 8; N. J., p. 44; 1892, 278; 1896, 185; Mich. 1887, 94; Wis. 2787a;

Mo., Iowa., Pa., Minn. 6254; Oreg., Nev., Md., Mont., Utah, Ark. 1897, 48; Conn.

1897, 40; Vt. 1991; Ind. 7051; 111. 38a, 1; N. Dak., Ala. 1899, 766.
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estate of a deceased insolvent.
3 In New York this statute only applies

to corporations other than "moneyed." Such preference is usually
given to claims not exceeding a fixed amount,* or for wages due for not
more than a limited time. 5 But in the case of a receivership there

appears to be no such limitation in Indiana. 6

That such preferred claims are assignable, see Falconio v. Larsen,
48 Pac.

,
703. They extend to wages due to persons no longer in the

employ of the debtor at the time of the assignment, etc.
7

And in some States a lien is given to all laborers for amounts due
from a corporation up to the time of the act of insolvency upon all the
assets of the company, which is paid prior to any other debt, and such
lien is given to all workmen or employees, or claimants for labor or

services, whether in the actual employ of the corporation at the time
of the insolvency or not.

8

So, in New Jersey, whenever a receiver is

appointed in a suit at law or equity, to take possession of property of

any manufacturer, etc.
,
and wages are due, the chancellor may order a

sale of the property to pay the same without delay, or so much of it as

may be necessary.
9

And the statute is not unusual that claims for labor done on rail-

roads, or liabilities to contractors for construction, laborers, etc., take

precedence of any mortgage before or after created.
10

So, in Penn-

sylvania, and any assignment or conveyance of the real or personal
estate of said company without the written assent of such creditors

first obtained is declared fraudulent and void.
11 And in New Jersey

no attachment or execution may be made on the property of any manu-
facturer or other person unless all claims due for labor, not exceeding
one month's wages, are first paid.

12 The United States courts have

granted a preference to employees' claims and claims for necessary

supplies in the case of railroads, but denied it as to other corporations
(Fosdick v. Schall, 99 U. S., 235; Keelyer v. Carolina Telephone Co.,
90 Fed., 29).

SEC. 5. LIABILITY OF CORPORATION STOCKHOLDERS FOR WAGE
DEBTS. Besides the ordinary provisions of law making stockholders

personally liable for the debts of corporations in certain cases, Michi-

3 Mass. 137, 1; Pa. Dig., p. 591; Ohio 6090; Ind. 2534; 111. 3, 70; Kans. 2864; Del.

89, 25; Minn. 6256; Cal., Nev. 3830; Wash. 1897, 22; Oreg. C. P. 1183; Wyo. 1891,

70, 25; Mont, C. C. P. 2151; Ala. 2079; La., Mo. 183; Ark. 110; Ariz.

'Such as $50 (Del., N. H
, Me., Vt., Ind., Colo.) ; $100 (Mass., R. I., Wash., Conn.,

Minn., Nev., Mont.) ; $200 (Ariz , Pa.) ; $300 (N. J., Ohio). In others the amount
is not limited (N. Y., Utah, Mich., Wis., Wyo., Oreg.).

5 For atime not exceeding one month (Del.) ; sixty days (N. J., Cal., Wash., Ariz.,

Mont.) ;
three months (Wyo., Nev., Wis., Iowa, Conn., 111., Ark., Ind., Minn., Colo.,

R. I., Mo., Oreg.) ;
nine months (Nebr.) ; twelvemonths (Mass., Pa., Ala., Ohio, La.,

Utah) ;
six months (Me., Vt., R. I.).

6 R. S., 7058.
7 Re Scott, 42 N. E. 1079.
8 N. J.Rev.,p. 188, 63; 1887, 71; Minn., 6254; Del. 70, 38; Tenn. 2768; Mont. C.

C. P., 2150.
9 N.J. Sup., p. 770,1.
10 Pa. Dig., p. 139, 1; Minn. 6254; Ky. G. S., 70, 3, 1; and so of manufactories,

etc., in Kentucky. In Garrett County, Md., if any individual engaged in mining or

manufacturing, or any corporation whatever, is indebted for thirty days to employ-
ees, or to furnishers of raw material, in the aggregate sum of $25, and neglects or

refuses to pay the same, the circuit court may, upon petition of any such employee
or material man, appoint a receiver (Md. Local Laws, 1888, Garrett Co., 145).

11
Pa., p. 139, 1.

12 N.J. Rev., p. 749, 1,
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gan has a constitutional provision, and several States have passed
express statutes, making them in all cases individually liable for debts
of the corporation due for labor or personal services. 1 In some
States each stockholder is jointly and severally liable therefor to &ny
extent,

2
in others only to an amount equal to the par value of his stock. 3

In most cases a demand must first be made,
4 or suit brought,

5

against
the corporation. In some States the law applies only to railroads 6 or

manufacturing corporations,
7

mining companies,
8 and other specified

classes of corporations.
9

SEC. 6. PROCEDURE IN SUITS FOR WAGES. Suitors for money due
for personal service have in several States special privileges in the
courts. Thus in some States action for wages "shall be first in order
for trial,"

1 no security for costs is required,
2 additional costs may be

recovered,
3 no court fees at all required,* no stay of execution allowed,

5

or a special attorney's fee recovered,
6 and joint appeals are provided

for,
7 or joint suits brought.

8

In Louisiana suits for wages are tried in a summary manner upon
three days' citation (La. 1874, 25).

SEC. 7. EXEMPTION FROM TRUST LAWS. In several States, where
there is a stringent law against trusts, there is a special exception that

this anti-trust act shall not apply to contracts and combinations relat-

ing to the services of laborers or artisans who are formed into societies

or organizations for the benefit and protection of their members. 1

See, for such laws, Chap. X, 3.

SEC. 8. MECHANICS' LIENS, ETC. By the Constitution of Texas:

ART. 16. Mechanics' liens. SEC. 37. Mechanics, artisans and material men, of every
class, shall have a lien upon the buildings and articles made or repaired by them, for

the value of their labor done thereon, or material furnished therefor; and the legis-
lature shall provide by law for the speedy and efficient enforcement of said liens.

Mechanics' liens given for work done upon real estate exist in all the

States and Territories without exception. Their provisions are not only

'Mass. 106, 61; N. Y. 1892,688, 54; Pa. Dig., pp. 1075, 1292; Ind. 5077; Mich. Const.

15, 7; Wis. 1769; N. C. 1940; Okla. 1074; Tenn. Part I. Title 9, passim.
2
Mass., N. Y., Ind., N. C., Okla., Tenn., N. Dak. 3157; S. Dak. Pol. C. 3111; D. C.

R. S., 574. But not for an amount due for services rendered more than six months
before (Mass., Pa. in mfg. co.'s). So, for thirty days' wages, only (N. C.) ,

or six

months (Wis.).
3 Pa. Dig. p. 423, 99 (of general corporations) ;

Wis.
4
Mass., N. Y.

5
Pa., N. Y., N. C., Okla.

6 N. C., Ind. 5198.
7
Pa., Mass., Okla., Ind., N. Dak.

8
Pa., Okla., Ind., N. Dak.

9
Mass., Ind. 5449, 5471; Tenn.

1 Ohio 5134; Pa. Dig. p. 2073.
2 Wis. 3783a; Mich. 7717e.

'As to female employees others than domestic servants: N. Y. 1882, 410, 1424 (in
New York City) ;

C. C. P. 3131 (in Brooklyn) ;
Ohio 6732a; Minn. 5499.

4 In suits for less than $50 in New York City: N. Y. 1882, 410, 1416. In all suits

"in forma pauperis": N. J. Rev. p. 896; Ind. 1894, 2; 111. 33, 5; Va. 3538; W. Va.

138, 1; Ky. 884; Tenn. 3912; Ark. 798; Colo. 676; Miss. 870.
5 Mich. 7091a; Iowa 3063; Pa. Dig. p. 2073; Wis. 3674; D. C. R. S. 1025.
6 Mich. 7091a; Utah 1896, 40; Ohio 6563a; 111. 13, 13; Kans. 1893, 187, 7; Okla.

1895, 51.
7 Pa. 1897, 127.
8 Mass. 1896, 444.

1 Mich. 1889, 225; Wis. 1893, 219, 9; Nebr. 1897, 79; Mont. P. C. 325. See Shade >.

Luppert, 17 Pa. Co. Ct. R., 460; in re Grice 79 Fed. 627. which held such a statute in

Texas unconstitutional as being class legislation.
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lengthy and complicated, but liable to amendment or change at each
session of the legislature. It is wholly out of the question to incor-

porate them in this report. It may be stated, in a general way, that

they undertake to give all classes of mechanics, or material men, liens

either on the building and land covered by the lien, or upon the build-

ing and a certain amount of land surrounding it; and, in some States,
such liens even take precedence of the prior mortgage. There is also

a very elaborate statute requiring head contractors, or employers gen-
erally, to require bonds from subcontractors for the payment of their

labor; and in Georgia the person for whom the building is being done
is not even allowed to pay his contractor more than 75 per cent of the

money due until all labor is shown to have been paid.
Liens on personal property. There are also other general statutes

for liens on personal property, made or repaired, for the work done;
and in special employments, such as lumbering, on the logs, etc. Such
liens would probably exist without statute by the common law.

Arkansas, Idaho, Georgia, Florida, Texas, and Louisiana codify
the law of artisans' or servants' liens and apply the law also to

liens on land or crops for agricultural labor, which lien in other
States exists usually only under the system of farming on shares, or
is provided for by special statute. See Chap. VI, 3. (Ark. 4766-
1781: Idaho Feb. 27, 1893, Chap. 3; Ga., 1974; Fla. 1728; Tex. 1897,

152; La. Civ. C. 2770-2777, 3216, 3217.)
249A 7



CHAPTER III.

PRISON LABOR,

This subject having been deputed specially by vote of the Commis-
sion to Mr. Olmsted, reference is made to his report in this volume.

SEC. 1. CONVICT-MADE GOODS. Several States have adopted statutes

requiring convict-made goods of other States to be so marked before

being placed on sale. They are generally unconstitutional.

Convict-made goods made in the State or elsewhere must be labeled,

and can, in New York, Ohio, and Indiana, only be sold by persons spe
cially licensed therefor1

(N. Y. G. L. 32, 50-55; Pa. Dig., p. 1661;
Ohio 8662; 1894, p. 346).

'Thus, in New York (G. L. 32) :

SEC. 50. License for sale of convict-made goods. No person or corporation shall

sell, or expose for sale, any convict-made goods, wares or merchandise, either by
sample or otherwise, without a license therefor. Such license may be obtained upon
application in writing to the comptroller, setting forth the residence or post-office
address of the applicant, the class of goods desired to be dealt in, the town, village
or city, with the street number, if any, at which the business of such applicant is to

be located. Such application shall be accompanied with a bond, executed by two
or more responsible citizens, or some legally incorporated surety company author-
ized to do business in this State, to be approved by the comptroller, in the sum of

five thousand dollars, and conditioned that such applicant will comply with all the

provisions of law, relative to the sale of convict-made goods, wares and merchandise.
Such license shall be for a term of one year unless sooner revoked. Such person or

corporation shall pay, annually, on or before the fifteenth day of January, the sum
of five hundred dollars as a license fee, into the treasury of the State, which amount
shall be credited to the maintenance account of the State prisons.
Such license shall be kept conspicuously posted in the place of business of such

licensee.

SEC. 51. Revocation of license. The comptroller may revoke the license of any
such person or corporation, upon satisfactory evidence of, or upon conviction foi

the violation of any statute regulating the sale of convict-made goods, wrares 01

merchandise; such revocation shall not be made until after due notice to the licensee

so complained of. For the purpose of this section, the comptroller or any person
duly appointed by him, may administer oaths and subpoena witnesses and take and
hear testimony.

SEC. 52. Annual statement of licensee. Each person or corporation so licensed

shall, annually, on or before the fifteenth day of January, transmit to the secretary
of state a verified statement setting forth :

1. The name of the person or corporation licensed.

2. The names of the persons, agents, wardens or keepers of any prison, jail, peni-

tentiary, reformatory or establishment using convict labor, with whom he has done
business, and the name and address of the person or corporation to whom he has
sold goods, wares and merchandise, and

3. In general terms, the amount paid to each of such agents, wardens or keepers,
for goods, wares or merchandise and the character thereof.

SEC. 53. Labeling and marking convict-made goods. All goods, wares and mer-
chandise made by convict labor in a penitentiary, prison, reformatory or other
establishment in which convict labor is employed, shall be branded, labeled or

marked as herein provided. The brand, labor or mark, used for such purpose, shall

contain at the head or top thereof the words "convict-made," followed by the year
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In some States the law applies only to convict-made goods manufac
tured outside the State, and is probably unconstitutional (Ind.,1895,
162; Ky. 524-526; Wis. 1897, 155).
The importation of foreign convict-made goods is forbidden by act

of Congress (U. S. 1897, c. 11).

when, and the name of the penitentiary, prison, reformatory or other establishment
in which the article branded, labeled or marked was made.
Such brands, labels and marks shall be printed in plain English lettering, of the

style and size known as great primer Roman condensed capitals. A brand or mark
shall be used in all cases where the nature of the article will permit and only where
such branding or marking is impossible shall a label be used. Such label shall -be

in the form of a paper tag and shall be attached by wire to each article, where the
nature of the article will permit, and shall be placed securely upon the box, crate
or other covering in which such goods, wares or merchandise are packed, shipped or

exposed for sale.

Such brand, mark or label shall be placed upon the most conspicuous part of the
finished article and its box, crate or covering.
No convict-made goods, wares or merchandise shall be sold or exposed for sale

without such brand, mark or label.

SEC. 54. Duties of commissioner of labor statistics relative to violations; fines upon
convictions. The commissioner of labor statistics shall enforce the provisions of thif

article. If he has reason to believe that any of such provisions are being violated, he
shall advise the district attorney of the county wherein such alleged violation ha?
occurred of such fact, giving the information in support of his conclusion. The dis

trict attorney shall, at once, institute the proper proceedings to compel compliance
with this article and secure conviction for such violations.

Upon the conviction of a person or corporation for a violation of this article, one
half of the fine recovered shall be paid and certified by the district attorney to the
commissioner of labor statistics, who shall use such money in investigating and secur

ing information, in regard to violations of this act and in paying the expenses of such
conviction.

SEC. 55. Articles not to apply to goods manufactured for the use of the State or g-

municipal corporation. Nothing in this article shall apply to or affect the manufac-
ture in State prisons, reformatories and penitentiaries, and furnishing of articles foi

the use of the offices, departments and institutions of the State or any political divl
aion thereof.



CHAPTER IV.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATIVE TO FACTORY AND
SHOP LABOR,

SEC. 1. FACTORY ACTS. The subject of hours of labor in factories

as well as in general occupations was necessarily treated together
(See Chap. I, Art. B). The theme of this chapter is that covered by
what is known as the factory acts, first passed in England in 1831, and
the recent statutes applying to aggregated labor employed in tenements
or other places not technically factories. These are known as

" sweat-

shops." By far the most complete legislation on this subject was
found in Massachusetts, but the recent New York general act upon
labor is even more full. These statutes are, therefore, printed in full

in the note (IT).
In all, about half the States have so far passed what may be called a

factory act; that is, laws for the regulation, mainly sanitary, of condi-

tions in factories and workshops. These include most of the States

which have dealt at all by statute with the limitation of hours of labor;
the New England States generally, New York and the Northern Cen-
tral and Northwestern States following its legislation. There are

almost no factory acts in the South nor in the purely agricultural States

of the West, but these statutes are being passed rapidly, and, more-

over, in States where they have already been enacted, are being
amended every year. The simpler way to show their general nature
is to describe briefly their purport, as follows:

Factory acts. The States adopting such legislation have usually
created one or more factory inspectors, charged with the duty of seeing
that the statutes are carried out, generally with powers to enter per-

sonally or by deputy and to inspect all factories at any time. 1 Acci-

dents must be promptly reported to such inspectors.
2

The most usual statutes are those making provision for proper fire

escapes;
8 or against use of explosive oils, etc., for the removal of

1 Mass. 1894,481; K.I. 68,3; Conn. 2264; N. Y. G. L. 32, Art. 5; Art, 6, 90;

1899, 192; N. J. 1894, 54; Sup. p. 407, 12, 13; Pa. Dig., p. 865; 1897, 26,10; Ohio
2573 a, b; Ind. 1899, 142,13 and 19; 111. 1893, p. 9; Mich. 1895, 184; Del. 1897, 452,7;
Iowa 1896, 86; Wis. 1021 b; Minn. 2259; Mich. 1895, 184, 12; 1897, 241; Tenn. 1891,

157; 1899, 401; Mo. 8216-8218. One or some of these must be women (R. I.,

Pa., Del.).
"N. Y. G. L. 32, 87; Pa. 1897, 26, 7; Ohio 1898, p. 43; Mass. ib. 8; R. I. 68, 7;

N. J. Sup. p. 772, 15; Ind. ib. 8; Minn. 2256; Mo. 1891, p. 159; Wash. 1897, 29.

N. H. 116, 1; Me. 26, 26; Mass. ib. 24; Vt. 1892, 83; R. I. 108, 1; Conn. 2645;

1895, 254; N. Y. G. L. 32, 82; N. J. 1890,63; Pa. Dig., p. 865, 21; Ohio 2573; Ind.,

1897, 56, 6; 111. 55a, 1; Mich. 1897, 11 111; Wis. 4575a; Minn. 8005; Nebr. 1897, 39;

Del. 127, 1; Va. 1890, 199; Mo. 8220; N. Dak. Pol. C. 1717; S. Dak. Pol. C. 2416;

Ga. 1889, 610; La., 1888, 97; D. C. 1887, 45; Wash. 1891, 81; Mont. 1891, 282; Wy.
1891, 80; Md. 1898, 123, 280.

100
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noxious vapors or dust by fans or other contrivances;
4

requiring guards
to be placed about dangerous machinery, belting, elevators, wells, air-

shafts, crucibles, vats, etc.
;

5

providing that doors shall open outward;
6

prohibiting the machinery from being cleaned while in motion by any
person

7

(very many of the States provide that machinery shall not be
cleaned by women or minors under a certain age;

8 see Chap. I, Art.

B, 5); requiring mechanical belt shifters, etc.;
9

requiring connection

by bells, tubes, etc.
,
between any room where machinery is used and

the engine room;
10 laws requiring a certain amount of cubic air space

in factories (or other statutes to prevent overcrowding) and secure

sanitary conditions generally ;

n
requiring walls to be limed or painted;

12

laws providing specially for decency on the part of the operatives,
such as laws requiring separate toilet rooms;

13 laws requiring screened

stairways
u or handrails on stairways.

15

Finally, there are many statutes

regulating the construction of buildings, providing for railings upon
scaffolds, and for suitable scaffolds generally. These will usually be
found in the building laws, which are often specially enacted for special
cities. As they are not primarily enacted as statutes concerning labor,
but as part of the police regulation of building, they form no logical

part of this report. Moreover, it would be quite impossible to digest

them, on account of their number and frequent change. Employers
are frequently permitted or required to ring bells and use whistles in

towns and cities for the purpose of waking their employees, or giving
them other notice.

16

(For definitions of factories 11 under this statute, see also Art. A, 3.)

NOTE. The New York and Massachusetts provisions relating to factory inspec-

tion, in full, follow.

New York (1897, 415, being ch. 32, G. L.) :

ARTICLE I. General provisions.

SECTION 1. Short title. This chapter shall be known as the labor law.
SEC. 2. Definitions. The term employee, when used in this chapter, means a

mechanic, workingman, or laborer who works for another for hire.

The person employing any such mechanic, workingman, or laborer, whether the

4 Conn. 1893, 204; N. Y. G. L. 32, 86 and 81; N. J. Sup. p. 773, 25; Pa. Dig. p. 866;
Ind. 1897, 65, 8; Ohio 1898, p. 30; p. 155; Mich. 1895, 184; Minn. 2253; Md. 27,

148; Mo., Cal. 1889, 5. Against noxious vapors by fans, etc., see: Mass. 1894, 508, 38
and 39; R. I. ib. 9; N. J. &. 24; 111. 1897, p. 250; Mo. ib.; 1891, p. 179; 1897, p. 143;
Mich. 1887, 136; Minn. 2249, 2250; Cal. 1889, 5; La. 1890, 123. Such laws are con-
stitutional (People v. Smith, 66 N. W. 382) .

5 Mass. ib. 23, 41-43; R. I. 68, 5; 108, 15; Conn. 2265, 2266; N. Y. ib. 79; N. J. Sup.
p. 772, 16 and 18; Ohio 25/3 c; Ind. ib. 5 and 9; Mich. 1897, 22, 5; Wis. 1887, 549;
Pa. 1897, 26, 5; Minn, ibid.; Mo. ibid.; Tenn. 1899, 401, 3.

6 Mass. ibid; N. J. 1887, 177, 6; Ind.ib. 6; Wis. 1636 c; Mich, ib.; Minn. 2252; Miss.

2088; Dak., Ind., Mo.; N. Dak. Pol. C. 1719; S. Dak. Pol. C. 2412.

^Mass., Conn., N. Y.; N. J. ib. 17; Pa. ib. 6; Ind.; Mich. Compare 14, 17, 18;
Stimson's Handbook.

8 Mo. ibid.
9 N. Y. ib. 81; Pa. ibid; Mich, ib.; Ind. t&. 9; Minn. 2249.
10 Mass. 16. 51; Wis. 1891, 226; Ind. ib. 1.

"Mass. ib. 23; R. I, 68, 9; Conn.; N. J. ib. 10, 23; Ohio 1898, p. 30; Pa. Dig. p.

866, 21; Mich. 1895, 184, 10; Minn. 2251; Wis. 1636 f; Mo. 8220; N. Y. i&. 85-86;

Md.; La. 1890, 123; Cal. 1889, 5; Tenn. ib.
12 N. Y. ib. 84; Ind. ib. 12; N. Y. ib. 8; Mo.
13 N. Y. ib. 88; Pa. ib. 8; Mich. 1895, 184, 10; Minn. 2254; Mo., Cal; Ind. ib. 10;

Tenn. ib. 5.

"Mich. 1895, 184, 7; N. Y. G. L. 32, 80; Ohio 1898, p. 87; Ind.
15Ohio 1898, p. 87; N. Y. ib.; Minn. 2252; Ind. ib. 6.
16 Mass. 1883, 84; Vt. 1890, 75.
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owner, proprietor, agent, superintendent, foreman, or other subordinate, is designated
in this chapter as an employer.
The term "factory," when used in this chapter, shall be construed to include also

any mill, workshop, or other manufacturing or business establishment where one or
more persons are employed at labor.

The term "mercantile establishment," when used in this chapter, means any place
where goods, wares, or merchandise are offered for sale.

Whenever, in this chapter, authority is conferred upon the factory inspector, it shall

also be deemed to include his assistant or a deputy acting under his direction.

SEC. 17. Seats for female employees in factories. Every person employing females
in a factory shall provide and maintain suitable seats for the use of such female

employees, and permit the use thereof by such employees to such an extent as may
be reasonable for the preservation of their health.

SEC. 18. Scaffolding for use of employees. A person employing or directing another
to perform labor of any kind in the erection, repairing, altering, or painting of a house,
building, or structure shall not furnish or erect, or cause to be furnished or erected,
for the performance of such labor scaffolding, hoists, stays, ladders, or other mechan-
ical contrivances which are unsafe, unsuitable, or improper, and which are not so

constructed, placed, and operated as to give proper protection to the life and limb of

% person so employed or engaged.
Scaffolding or staging swung or suspended from an overhead support, more than

twenty feet from the ground or floor, shall have a safety rail of wood, properly bolted,
jecured and braced, rising at least thirty-four inches above the floor or main portions
of such scaffolding or staging and extending along the entire length of the outside
and the ends thereof, and properly attached thereto, and such scaffolding or staging
shall be so fastened as to prevent the same from swaying from the building or
structure.

SEC. 19. Inspection of scaffolding, ropes, blocks, pulleys and tackles in cities.

Whenever complaint is made to the commissioner of police, superintendent or other

person in charge of the police force of a city, that the scaffolding or the slings,

hangers, blocks, pulleys, stays, braces, ladders, irons or ropes of any swinging or

stationary scaffolding used in the construction, alteration, repairing, painting, clean-

ing or pointing of buildings within the limits of such city, are unsafe or liable to prove
dangerous to the life or limb of any person, such police commissioner, superintend-
ent or other person in charge of the police force, shall immediately detail a compe-
tent police officer to inspect such scaffolding, or the slings, hangers, blocks, pulleys,

stays, braces, ladders, irons or other parts connected therewith. If, after examina-
tion, such officer finds such scaffolding or any of such parts to be dangerous to life

or limb, he shall prohibit the use thereof, and require the same to be altered and
reconstructed so as to avoid such danger.
The officer making the examination shall attach a certificate to the scaffolding, or

the slings, hangers, irons, ropes or other parts thereof, examined by him, stating
that he has made such examination, and that he has found it safe or unsafe, as the
case may be. If he declares it unsafe, he shall at once, in writing, notify the person
responsible for its erection of the fact, and warn him against the use thereof. Such
notice may be served personally upon the person responsible for its erection, or by
conspicuously affixing it to the scaffolding, or the part thereof declared to be unsafe.
After such notice has been so served or affixed, the person responsible therefor shall

immediately remove such scaffolding or part thereof and alter or strengthen it in

such a manner as to render it safe, in the discretion of the officer who has examined
it, or of his superiors.

Any officer detailed to examine or test any scaffolding or part thereof, as required
Oy this section, shall have free access, at all reasonable hours, to any building or

premises containing them or where they may be in use.

All swinging and stationary scaffolding shall be so constructed as to bear four times
the maximum weight required to be dependent therefrom or placed thereon, when in

use, and not more than four men shall be allowed upon any swinging scaffolding at

one time.
SEC. 20. Protection of persons employed on buildings in cities. All contractors and

owners, when constructing buildings in cities, where the plans and specifications

require the floors to be arched between the beams thereof, or where the floors or

filling in between the floors are of fire-proof material of [or] brickwork, shall com-

plete the flooring or filling in as the building progresses, to not less than within three
tiers of beams below that on which the ironwork is being erected.

If the plans and specifications of such buildings do not require filling in between
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the beams of floors with brick or fire-proof material, all contractors for carpenter
work, in the course of construction, shall lay the under flooring thereof on each

story, as the building progresses, to not less than within two stories below the one
to which such building has been erected. Where double floors are not to be used,
juch contractor shall keep planked over the floor two stories below the story where
the work is being performed.

If the floor beams are of iron or steel, the contractors for the iron or steel work of

ouildings in course of construction, or the owners of such buildings, shall thoroughly
plank over the entire tier of iron or steel beams on which the structural iron or steel

work is being erected, except such spaces as may be reasonably required for the

proper construction of such iron or steel work, and for the raising or lowering of

materials to be used in the construction of such building, or such spaces as may be

designated by the plans and specifications for stairways and elevator shafts.

The chief officer, in any city, charged with the enforcement of the building laws
of such city, is hereby charged with enforcing the provisions of this section.

ARTICLE II. Commissioner of labor statistics.

SEC. 30. Commissioner of labor statistics. There shall continue to be a commis-
jioner of labor statistics, who shall be appointed by the governor, by and with the
idvice and consent of the senate, and shall hold his office for the term of three

^ears, and receiye an annual salary of three thousand dollars. He may appoint a

deputy commissioner of labor statistics, at an annual salary of two thousand and
five hundred dollars, and a chief clerk at an annual salary of two thousand dollars,
and such other clerks and assistants as he may deem necessary and fix their salaries.

The term of office of the successor of the commissioner in office when this chapter
takes effect is abridged so as to expire on the last day of December preceding the time
when such term would otherwise expire, and thereafter the term of office of such
commissioner shall begin on the first day of January.

SEC. 31. Duties and powers, The commissioner of labor statistics shall collect,

assort, systematize and present in annual reports to the legislature, within ten days
after the convening thereof in each year, statistical details in relation to all depart-
ments of labor in the State, especially in relation to the commercial, industrial, social

and sanitary condition of workingmen and to the productive industries of the State.

He may subprena witnesses, take and hear testimony, take or cause to be taken

depositions and administer oaths.
SEC. 32. Statistics to be furnished upon request. The owner, operator, manager

>r lessee of any mine, factory, workshop, warehouse, elevator, foundry, machine
jhop or other manufacturing establishment, or any agent, superintendent, subordi-

nate, or employee thereof, shall, when requested by the commissioner of labor

statistics, furnish any information in his possession or under his control which the
commissioner is authorized to require, and shall admit him to any place herein
.lamed for the purpose of inspection. All statistics furnished to the commissioner of

'abor statistics, pursuant to this article, may be dastroyed by such commissioner
after the expiration of two years from the time of the receipt thereof.
A person refusing to admit such commissioner, or a person authorized by him, to

any such establishment, or to furnish him any information requested, or who refuses

to answer or untruthfully answers questions put to him by such commissioner, in a
circular or otherwise, shall forfeit to the people of the State the sum of one hundred
dollars for each refusal and answer untruthfully given, to be sued for and recovered

by the commissioner in his name of office. The amount so recovered shall be paid
into the State treasury.

ARTICLE V. Factory inspector, assistant and deputies.

SEC. 60. Factory inspector and assistant. There shall continue to be a factory
inspector and assistant factory inspector, who shall be appointed by the governor,
by and with the advice and consent of the senate. The term of office of each shall

be three years. The term of office of the successor of the factory inspector and
assistant factory inspector in office when this chapter takes effect shall be abridged
so as to expire on the last day of December preceding the time when each such term
would otherwise expire, ana thereafter each such term shall begin on the first day
of January. There shall be paid to the factory inspector an annual salary of three
thousand dollars, and to the assistant factory inspector an annual salary of two
thousand five hundred dollars.
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SKC\ 61. Deputies and clerks. The factory inspector may appoint, from time to

time, not more than thirty-six persons as deputy factory inspectors, not more than
ten of whom shall- be women, and who may be removed by him at any time. Each
deputy inspector shall receive an annual salary of one thousand two hundred dollars.

The factory inspector may designate six or more of such deputies to inspect the

buildings and rooms occupied and used as bakeries and to enforce the provisions oi

this chapter relating to the manufacture of flour or meal food products. One of such

deputies shall have a knowledge of mining, whose duty it shall be, under the direc-

tion of the factory inspector, to inspect mines and quarries and to enforce the pro-
visions of this chapter relating thereto.

The factory inspector may appoint one or more of such deputies to act as clerk in

his principal office.

SEC. 62. General powers and duties of factory inspector. The factory inspector
may divide the State into districts, assign one or more deputy inspectors to each

district, and may, in his discretion, transfer them from one district to another.
The factory inspector shall visit and inspect, or cause to be visited and inspected,

the factories, during reasonable hours, as often as practicable, and shall cause the

provisions of this chapter to be enforced therein and prosecute all persons violating
the same.

Any lawful municipal ordinance, by-law or regulation relating to factories or their

inspection, in addition to the provisions of this chapter and not in conflict therewith
shall be observed and enforced by the factory inspector.
The factory inspector, assistant, and each deputy may administer oaths and take

affidavits in matters relating to the enforcement of the provisions of this chapter.
No person shall interfere with, obstruct or hinder, by force or otherwise, the factory

inspector, assistant factory inspector or deputies while in the performance of their

duties, or refuse to properly answer questions asked by such officers pertaining to the

provisions of this chapter.
All notices, orders, and directions of assistant or deputy factory inspectors given in

accordance with this chapter are subject to the approval of the factory inspector.
SEC. 63. Reports. The factory inspector shall report annually to the legislature in

the month of January. The assistant factory inspector and each deputy shall report
to the factory inspector, from time to time, as he may require.

SEC. 64. Badges. The factory inspector may procure and cause to be used, badges
for himself, his assistant and deputies, while in the performance of their duties, the
cost of which shall be a charge upon the appropriation made for the use of the

department.
SEC. 65. Payment of salaries and expenses. All necessary expenses incurred by

the factory inspector and his assistant in the discharge of their duties, shall be paid
by the State treasurer, upon the warrant of the comptroller, issued upon proper
vouchers therefor. The reasonable necessary traveling and other expenses of the

deputy factory inspectors, while engaged in the performance of their duties, shall be

paid in like manner upon vouchers approved by the factory inspector and audited

by the comptroller. All such expenses and the salaries of the factory inspector,
assistant and deputies shall be payable monthly.

SEC. 66. Suboffice in New York City. The factory inspector may establish and
maintain a suboffice in the city of New York, if, in his opinion, the duties of his

office demand it. He may designate one or more of the deputy factory inspectors to

take charge of and manage such office, subject to his direction. The reasonable and
necessary expenses of such office shall be paid, as are other expenses of the factory
inspector.

SEC. 67. Duties of factory inspector relative to apprentices. The factory inspector,
his assistant and deputies shall enforce the provisions of the Domestic Relations Law,
relative to indentures of apprentices, and prosecute employers for failure to comply
with the provisions of such indentures and of such law in relation thereto.

ARTICLE VI. Factories.

SEC. 70. Employment of minors. A child under the age of fourteen years
shall not

be employed in any factory in this State. A child between the ages of fourteen and
sixteen years shall not be so employed, unless a certificate executed by a health
officer be filed in the office of the employer.

SEC. 71. Certificate for employment, how issued. Such certificate shall be issued

by the executive officer of the board, department or commissioner of health of the

city, town or village where such child resides, or is to be employed, or by such othei
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officer thereof as may be designated, by resolution, for tha purpose, upon the appli-
cation of the child desiring such employment, At the time of making such applica-
tion, there shall be filed with such board, department, commissioner or officer, the
affidavit of the parent or guardian of such child, or the person standing in parental
relation thereto, showing the date and place of birth of such child. Such certificate

shall not be issued unless the officer issuing the same is satisfied that such child is

fourteen years of age or upward, and is physcally able to perform the work which
he intend to do. No fee shall be demanded or received for administering an oath
as required by this section.

SEC. 72. Contents of certificate. Such certificate shall state the date and place of

birth of the child, if known, and describe the color of the hair and eyes, the height
and weight, and any distinguishing facial marks of such child, and that in the opin-
ion of the officer issuing sjjch certificate, such child is upward of fourteen years of

age, and is physically able to perform the work which he intends to do.

SEC. 73. School attendance required. No such certificate shall be granted unless
it appears to the satisfaction of such board, department, commissioner, or officer, that
the child applying therefor has regularly attended at a school in which reading, spell-

ing, writing, arithmetic, English grammar and geography are taught, or upon equiv-
alent instruction by a competent teacher elsewhere than at a school, for a period
equal to one school year, during the year previous to his arriving at the age of four-

teen years, or during the year previous to applying for such certificate, and is able to

read and write simple sentences in the English language.
The principal or chief executive officer of a school, or teacher elsewhere than at a

school, shall furnish, upon demand, to a child who has attended at such school or
been instructed by such teacher, or to the factory inspector, his assistant or deputies,
a certificate stating the school attendance of such child.

SEC. 74. Vacation certificates. A child of fourteen years of age, who can read and
write simple sentences in the English language, may be employed in a factory during
the vacation of the public schools of the city or school district where such child resides,

upon complying with all the provisions of the foregoing sections, except that requir-

ing school attendance. The certificate issued to such child shall be designated a
"vacation certificate," and no employer shall employ a child to whom such a certifi-

cate has been issued, to work in a factory at any time other than the time of the
vacation of the public school in the city or school district where such factory is

situated.

SEC. 75. Report of certificates issued. The board or department of health or health
commissioner of a city, village or town, shall transmit, between the first and tenth

day of each month, to the office of the factory inspector a list of the names of the
children to whom certificates have been issued.

SEC. 76. Registry of children employed. Each person owning or operating a fac-

tory and employing children therein shall keep, or cause to be kept in the office of

such factory, a register, in which shall be recorded the name, birthplace, age and
place of residence of all children so employed under the age of sixteen years.
Such register and the certificates filed in such office shall be produced for inspection,

upon the demand of the factory inspector, his assistant or deputies.
SEC. 77. Hours of labor of minors. A female under the age of twenty-one years or

a male under the age of eighteen years shall not be employed at labor in any factory
in this State before six o'clock in the morning or after nine o'clock in the evening of

any day, or for more than ten hours in any one day or sixty hours in any one week,
except to make a shorter work day on the last day of the week; or more hours in any
one week than will make an average of ten hours per day for the whole number of

days so worked. A printed notice stating the number of hours per day for each day
of the week required of such persons, and the time when such work shall begin
and end, shall be kept posted in a conspicuous place in each room where they are

employed.
But such persons may begin their work after the time for beginning and stop before

the time for ending such work, mentioned in such notice, but thev shall not be

required to perform any labor in such factory, except as stated therein. The terms
of such notice shall not be changed after the beginning of labor on the first day of

the week without the consent of the factory inspector.
SEC. 78. Change of hours of labor of minors. When, in order to make a shorter

workday on the last day of the week, a female under twenty-one, or a male under

eighteen years of age, is to be required or permitted to work in a factory more than
ten hours in a day, the employer of such persons shall notify the factory inspector,
in writing, of such intention, stating the number of hours of labor per day, which it
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Is proposed to require or permit, and the time when it is proposed to cease such

requirement or permission; a similar notification shall l>e made when such require-
ment or permission has actually ceased. A record of the names of the employees thus

required or permitted to work overtime, with the amount of such overtime and the

days upon which such work was performed, shall be kept in the office of such factory,
and produced upon the demand of the factory inspector.

SEC. 79. Inclosure and operation of elevators and hoisting shafts; inspection.
If, in the opinion of the factory inspector, it is necessary to protect the life or limbs
of factory employees, the owner, agent, or lessee of such factory where an elevator,

hoisting shafts, or wellhole is used, shall cause, upon written notice from the factory
inspector, the same to be properly and substantially inclosed, secured or guarded,
and shall provide such proper traps or automatic doors so fastened in or at all ele-

vator ways, except passenger elevators inclosed on all sides, as to form a substantial

surface when closed and so constructed as to open and close by action of the elevator
in its passage either ascending or descending. The factory inspector may inspect
the cable, gearing or other apparatus of elevators in factories and require them to

be kept in a safe condition.
No child under the age of fifteen years shall be employed or permitted to have the

vare, custody or management of or to operate an elevator in a factory, nor shall any
person under the age of eighteen years be employed or permitted to have the care,

custody of or management of or to operate an elevator therein, running at a speed of

jver two hundred feet a minute.
SEC. 80. Stairs and doors. Proper and substantial hand rails shall be provided on

j.\l stairways in factories. The steps of such stairs shall be covered with rubber,
securely fastened thereon, if in the opinion of the factory inspector the safety of

employees would be promoted thereby. The stairs shall be properly screened at the
sides and. bottom. All doors leading in or to any such factory shall be so constructed
as to open outwardly where practicable, and shall not be locked, bolted or fastened

iuring working hours.
SEC. 81. Protection of employees operating machinery. The owner or person in

charge of a factory where machinery is used, shall provide, in the discretion of the

factory inspector, belt shifters or other mechanical contrivances for the purpose of

throwing on or off belts or pulleys. Whenever practicable, all machinery shall be pro-
vided with loose pulleys. All vats, pans, saws, planers, cogs, gearing, belting, shafting,
3et screws and machinery, of every description, shall be properly guarded. No person
shall remove or make ineffective any safeguard around or attached to machinery,
/ats or pans, while the same are in use, unless for the purpose of immedately making
repairs thereto, and all such safeguards so removed shall be promptly replaced.
Exhaust fans of sufficient power shall be provided for the purpose of carrying off

Just from emery wheels, grindstones and other . machinery creating dust. If a
machine or any part thereof is in a dangerous condition or is not properly guarded,
;he use thereof may be prohibited by the factory inspector, and a notice to that
affect shall be attached thereto. Such notice shall not be removed until the machine
is made safe and the required safeguards are provided, and in the meantime such
jnsafe or dangerous machinery shall not be used. \Vhen, in the opinion of the fac-

tory inspector, it is necessary, the halls leading to workrooms shall be properly
lighted. No male person under eighteen years of age or woman under twenty-one
ahall be permitted or directed to clean machinery while in motion.

SEC. 82. Fire escapes. Such fire escapes as may be deemed necessary by the factory
inspector shall be. provided on the outside of every factory in this State consisting
of three or more stories in height. Each escape shall connect with each floor above
the first, and shall be of sufficient strength, well fastened and secured, and shall ha\e

landings or balconies not less than six feet in length and three feet in width, guarded
by iron railings not less than three feet in height, embracing at least two windows at

each story and connected with the interior by easily accessible and unobstructed

openings. The balconies or landings shall be connected by iron stairs, not less than

eighteen inches wide, with steps of not less than six inches tread, placed at a proper
slant and protected by a well-secured hand rail on both sides, and shall have a dn p
ladder not less than* twelve inches wide reaching from the lower platform to the

ground.
The windows or doors to the landing or balcony of each fire escape shall be of suffi-

cient size and located as far as possible, consistent with accessibility from the stair-

ways and elevator hatchways or openings, and a ladder from such fire escape shall

extend to the roof. Stationary stairs or ladders shall be provided on the inside of

every factory from the upper story to the roof, as a means of escape in case of tire.
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SEC. 83. Factory inspector may order erection of fire escapes. Any other plan or

style of fire escape shall he'sufficient if approved in writing by the factory inspector.
If there is no fire escape, or the tire escape in use is not approved by the factory
inspector, he may, by a written order served upon the owner, proprietor or lessee of

j,ny factory, or the agent or superintendent thereof, or either of them, require one or
more fire escapes to be provided therefor, at such locations and of such plan and style
as shall be specified in such order.

Within twenty days after the service of such order, the number of fire escapes
required therein shall be provided, each of which shall be of the plan and style

specified in the order, or of the plan and style described in the preceding section.

SEC. 84. Walls and ceilings. The walls and ceilings of each workroom in a factory
shall be lime-washed or painted, when in the opinion of the factory inspector, it will

be conducive to the health or cleanliness of the persons working therein.

SEC. 85. Size of rooms. No more employees shall be required or permitted to work
in a room in a factory between the hours of six o'clock in the morning and six o'clock
in the evening than will allow to each of such employees, not less than two hundred
and fifty cubic feet of air space; and, unless by a written permit of the factory inspector,
not less than four hundred cubic feet for each employee, so employed between the
hours of six o'clock in the evening and six o'clock in the morning, provided such
room is lighted by electricity at all times during such hours, while persons are

employed therein.
SEC. 86. Ventilation. The owner, agent or lessee of a factory shall provide, in each

,vorkroorn thereof, proper and sufficient means of ventilation; in case of failure the

factory inspector shall order such ventilation to be provided. Such owner, agent or
lessee shall provide such ventilation within twenty days after the service upon him
of such order, and in case of failure, shall forfeit to the people of the State, ten dollars

for each day after the expiration of such twenty days, to be recovered by the factory

inspector, in his name of office.

SEC. 87. Accidents to be reported. The person in charge of any factory, shall

report in writing to the factory inspector all accidents or injuries sustained by any
person therein, within forty-eight hours after the time of the accident, stating as

fully as possible the extent and cause of the injury, and the place where the injured
person has been sent, with such other information relative thereto as may be required
by the factory inspector who may investigate the cause of such accident, and require
juch precautions to be taken as will, in his judgment, prevent the recurrence of

3imilar accidents.

SEC. 88. Wash room and water-closets. Every factory shall contain a suitable,
convenient and separate water-closet or water-closets for each sex, which shall be

properly screened, ventilated and kept clean and free from all obscene writing or

marking; and also a suitable and convenient wash room. The water-closets used by
women shall have separate approaches. If women or girls are employed, a dressing
room shall be provided for them, when required by the factory inspector.

SEC. 89. Time allowed for meals. In each factory at least sixty minutes shall be
allowed for the noonday meal, unless the factory inspector shall permit a shorter
dme. Such permit must be in writing and conspicuously posted in the main entrance
of the factory, and may be revoked at any time. Where employees are required
Dr permitted to work overtime for more than one hour after six o'clock in the even-

ing, they shall be allowed at least twenty minutes to obtain a lunch, before beginning
to work overtime.
SEC. 90. Inspection of factory buildings. The factory inspector, or other compe-

tent person designated by him, upon request, shall examine any factory outside of

the cities of New York and Brooklyn, to determine whether it is in a safe condition.

If it appears to him to be unsafe, he shall immediately notify the owner, agent or

lessee thereof, specifying the defects, and require such repairs and improvements to

be made as he may deem necessary. If the owner, agent or lessee shall fail to com-

ply with such requirement, he shall forfeit to the people of the State the sum of fifty

dollars, to be recovered by the factory inspector in his name of office.

Massachusetts (1894, 481) :

Inspection of factories, workshops, etc.

SECTION 1. The district police force shall be divided into two departments, which
shall be known respectively as the inspection department and the detective depart-
ment of said force. The inspection department shall consist of twenty-four male
members and two female members, together with the chief of said force; the detective
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department shall consist of twelve members, and said chief. The chief of said district

police force shall be the head of each of said departments.' No member of the inspec-
tion department of said district police force shall be called to perform any other duties

than those pertaining to the office of inspector of factories and public buildings, unless
his services are commanded by the governor as provided by law in suppressing riots

and preserving the peace; but the members of said inspection department shall con-
tinue to have and exercise all powers now given by law to members of said district

police. Vacancies in either of said departments shall be filled by appointment to the

department in which the vacancy occurs.

SEC. 2. Such inspectors shall enforce the provisions of this act, except as herein

specified, and the various provisions of law relating to the employment of women and
minors in manufacturing, mechanical and mercantile establishments, and the employ-
ment of children, young persons or women in factories or workshops, and the
ventilation of factories or workshops, and the securing of proper sanitary provisions
in factories or workshops, and the making of clothing in unsanitary conditions; and
for this purpose the said inspectors may enter all buildings used for public or manu-
facturing purposes, or for factories or workshops, examine the methods of protection
from accident, the means of escape from fire, the sanitary provisions and the means of

ventilation, and may make investigations as to the employment of children, young
persons and women.

SEC. 3. One member of said force shall be detailed to inspect, under the direction

of the chief of said force, uninsured stationary steam boilers and their appurtenances,
and to inquire into the ability and competency of the engineers in charge thereof and
report to said chief.

SEC. 4. The superior court shall have concurrent jurisdiction with the supreme
judicial court of all proceedings under this chapter.

SEC. 5. Any person or corporation aggrieved by the order, requirement or direc-

tion of an inspector given under this act may, within ten days from the day of the
service thereof, apply for an injunction against the enforcement of the same to a jus-
tice of the superior court; and thereupon, after such notice as the said justice shall

order to all parties interested, a hearing may be had before some justice of said court
at such early and convenient time and place as shall be fixed by said order, or the
said justice may appoint three experts to examine the matter and hear the parties,
which experts shall be disinterested persons and skilled in the subject-matter of the

controversy; and the decision of said court, or the majority of said experts in writing,
under oath, filed within ten days from the date of such hearing in the clerk's office

of said court in the county where the subject of the controversy lies, may either alter

the order, requirement or direction of such inspector, annul it in full or affirm the
same. A duly certified copy of said decision, so filed as aforesaid, shall have the
same authority, force and effect as the original order of the inspector; and said deci-

sion shall have the same authority and effect as the original order, requirement or

direction. If such decision shall annul or alter the order, requirement or direction

of the inspector, the court shall also enjoin the said inspector from enforcing his

order, requirement or direction, and in every such case the certificate required by
section twenty-seven of this act, shall thereupon be issued by said justice or by Ins-

order, or the said experts appointed by said justice.
SEC. 6. The court may award reasonable compensation to experts appointed undei

the provisions of this act, to be paid by the county where the subject of the contro-

versy lies, providing the appeal is decided against the order of the inspector; and tc

be paid by the party taking the appeal in case the order of the inspector is sustained.

SEC. 7. If the order, requirement or direction of the inspector is affirmed by the
court or experts, costs shall be taxed as in civil cases against the party moving for

the injunction, such costs to be paid into the treasury of the county where the sub-

ject of the controversy lies.

SEC. 8. All manufactures, manufacturing corporations and proprietors of mercan-
tile establishments shall forthwith send to the chief of the district police a written

notice of any accident to an employee while at work in any factory, manufacturing
or mercantile establishment operated by them, whenever the accident results in the
death of said employee or causes bodily injury of such a nature as to prevent the per-
son injured from returning to his work within four days after the occurrence of the
accident.

SEC. 9. When notice of any accident is sent to the chief of the district police under
the provisions of section eight of this act he shall forthwith return to the sender of

such notice a written or printed acknowledgment of the receipt of the same.
SEC. 10. The chief of the district police shall keep a record of all accidents so
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reported to him, together with a statement of the name of the person injured, the

city or town where the accident occurred and the cause thereof, and shall include
an abstract of said record in his annual report.

SEC. 23. The belting, shafting, gearing and drums of all factories, when so placed
as to be, in the opinion of the inspectors of factories and public buildings, dangerous
to persons employed therein while engaged in their ordinary duties, shall be as far

as practicable securely guarded. No machinery other than steam engines in a factory
shall be cleaned while running, if objected to in writing by one of said inspectors.
All factories shall be well ventilated and kept clean.

SEC. 24. Every building now or hereafter used, in whole or in part, as a public
building, public or private institution, schoolhouse, church, theatre, public hall,

place of assemblage or place of public resort, and every building in which ten or
more persons are employed above the second story in a factory, workshop, or mer-
cantile or other establishment, and every hotel, family hotel, apartment house,
boarding house, lodging house or tenement house in which ten or more persons
lodge or reside above the second story, and every factory, workshop, mercantile or
other establishment the owner, lessee or occupant of which is notified in writing
by the inspector hereinafter mentioned that the provisions of this act are deemed
by him applicable thereto, shall be provided with proper ways or egress, or other
means of escape from fire, sufficient for the use of all persons accommodated, assem-

bling, employed, lodging or residing in such building; and such ways of egress and
means of escape shall be kept free from obstruction, in good repair and ready for use.

Every room above the second story in any such building, in which ten or more
persons are employed, shall be provided, if the said inspector shall so direct in writ-

ing, with more than one way of egress by stairways on the inside or outside of the

building, placed as near as practicable at opposite ends of the room
; stairways on the

outside of the building shall have suitable railed landings at each story above the

first, and shall connect with each story by doors or windows, and such landings,
doors and windows shall be kept clear of ice and snow and other obstructions.

Women or children shall not be employed in a factory, workshop, or mercantile or
other establishment, in a room above the second story from which there is only one

way of egress, if the said inspector shall so direct in writing. All doors and windows
in any building subject to the provisions of this section shall open outwardly, if the
said inspector shall so direct in writing.

* * *

SEC. 25. No building designed to be used, in whole or in part, as a public building,

public or private institution, schoolhouse, church, theatre, public hall, place of assem-

blage or place of public resort, and no building more than two stories in height designed
to be used above the second story, in whole or in part, as a factory, workshop, or
mercantile or other establishment, and having accommodations for ten or more
employees above said story, and no building more than two stories in height designed
to be used above the second story, in whole or in part, as a hotel, family hotel, apart-
ment house, boarding house, lodging house or tenement house and having ten or
more rooms above said story, shall hereafter be erected until a copy of the plans of

such building has been deposited with the inspector of factories and public buildings
for the district in which such building is to be located, by the person causing the
erection or construction of such building, or by the architect who has drawn such

plans, which plans shall include therein the system or method of ventilation provided
for such building, together with a copy of such portion of the specifications of such

building as such inspector may require, nor shall any such building be so erected

without the provision of sufficient ways of egress and other means of escape from fire,

properly located and constructed. The certificate of the inspector above named,
endorsed with the approval of the chief of the district police force, shall be conclu-

sive evidence of a compliance with the provisions of this act: Provided, That after

the granting of such certificate no change is made in the plans or specifications of

such ways of egress and means of escape unless a new certificate is obtained therefor.

Such inspector may require that proper fire stops shall be provided in the floors,

walls and partitions of such buildings, and may make such further requirements as

may be necessary or proper to prevent the spread of fire therein or its communication
from any steam boiler or heating apparatus; and no pipe for conveying hot air or
steam in such building shall be placed nearer than one inch to any woodwork, unless

protected to the satisfaction of such inspector by suitable guards or casings of incom-
bustible material, and no wooden flue or air duct for heating or ventilating purposes
shall be placed in any such building.

SEC. 26. Any person erecting or constructing a building, or any architect or other

person who shall draw plans or specifications, or superintend the erection or con-
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struction of a building, in violation of the provisions of this act, shall be punished by
a fine of not less than fifty nor more than one thousand dollars, and such erection or
construction may be enjoined in a proceeding to be had before the superior or supreme
judicial court at the instance of the inspector above named, and upon the filing of a

petition for such injunction any justice of the court may issue a temporary injunction
or restraining order, as provided in proceedings in equity.

SEC. 27. It shall be the duty of such inspectors of factories and public buildings as

may be assigned to such duty by the chief of the district police force to examine, as
soon as may be after the passage of this act, and thereafter from time to time, all

buildings within his district subject to the provisions of this act. In case any such

building conforms, in the judgment of such inspector, to the requirements of this act,

he shall issue to the owner, lessee or occupant of such building, or of any portion
thereof used as above mentioned in section twenty-four of this act, a certificate to
that effect, specifying the number of persons for whom the ways of egress and means
of escape from fire are deemed to be sufficient. Such certificate shall be conclusive

evidence, as long as it continues in force, of a compliance on the part of the person to

whom it is issued with the provisions of this act; but such certificate shall be of no
effect in case a greater number of persons than therein specified are accommodated
or employed, or assembled, lodge or reside within such building or portion thereof,
or in case such building is used for any purposes materially different from those fo~

which it was used at the time of the granting thereof, or in case the internal arrange
ments of such building are materially altered, or in case any ways of egress or means
of escape from fire existing in such building at the time of such granting are stopped
up, rendered unavailable or materially changed; and in no case shall such certificate

continue in force for more than five years from its date. Such certificate may be
revoked by such inspector at any time upon written notice to the person holding the

same, or occupying the premises for which it was granted, and shall be so revoked
whenever in his opinion any conditions or circumstances have so changed that the

existing ways of egress and means of escape are no longer proper and sufficient. A
copy of the" said certificate shall be kept posted in a conspicuous place upon every
floor of such building by the person occupying the premises covered thereby.

SEC'. 28. Upon an application being made to an inspector for the granting of a cer-

tificate under this act he shall issue to the person making the same an acknowledg-
ment that such certificate has been applied for, and pending the granting or refusal

of such certificate such acknowledgment shall have for a period of ninety days the
same effect as such certificate, and such acknowledgment may be renewed by such

inspector with the same effect for a further period not exceeding ninety days, and

may be further renewed by the chief of the district police force, until such time as

such certificate shall be granted or refused.

SBC. 29. In case any change is made in any premises for which a certificate has
been issued under this act, whether in the use thereof or otherwise, such as ter-

minates the effect of such certificate, as above provided in section twenty-seven,
it shall be the duty of the person making the same to give written notice thereof
forthwith to the inspector for the district, or to the chief of the district police.

SEC. 30. In case any building; or portion thereof subject to the provisions of thif

act is found by an inspector to fail to conform thereto, or in case any change is made
in such building or portion thereof, such as terminates the effect of a certificate for-

merly granted therefor as aforesaid, it shall be the duty of such inspector to give
notice in writing to the owner, lessee or occupant of such building specifying and

describing what additional ways of egress or means of escape from fire are necessary
in the opinion of such inspector, in order to conform to the provisions of this act, an<l

to secure the granting of a certificate as aforesaid. Notice to any agent of such owner,
lessee or occupant in charge of the premises shall be sufficient notice under this sec-

tion to such owner, lessee or occupant.
SEC. 31. In case any building subject to the provisions of this act is owned, leased

or occupied, jointly or in severalty, by different persons, any one of such persons
shall have the right to apply to any part of the outside of such building, and to sus-

tain from any part of the outside wall thereof, any way of egress or means of escape
from fire specified and described by an inspector as above provided, notwithstanding
the objection of any other such owner, lessee or occupant; and any such way of

egress or means of escape may project over the highway.
SEC. 32. When a license is required by law or municipal ordinance, in order to

authorize any premises to be used for any purpose mentioned in section twenty-four,
no license for such purpose shall be granted until a certificate for such building or

portion thereof shall first have bsen obtained from an inspector as above provided,
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and no such license hereafter issued shall continue in force any longer than such cer-

tificate remains in force.

SEC. 33. No wooden flue or air duct for heating or ventilating purposes shall here-
after be placed in any building subject to the provisions of section twenty-four oi

this act, and no pipe for conveying hot air or steam in such building shall be placed
or shall remain placed nearer than one inch to any woodwork, unless protected to

the satisfaction of the said inspector by suitable guards or casings of incombustible
material.

SKC. 34. Every story above the second of a building subject to the provisions ot

section twenty-four of this act shall be supplied with means of extinguishing fire,

consisting either of pails of water or other portable apparatus, or of a hose attached
to a suitable water supply and capable of reaching any part of such story; and such
means of extinguishing fire shall be kept at all times ready for use and in good
condition.

SEC. 35. It shall be the duty of such members of the inspection department of the
district police force as may be assigned to such duty by the chief of such force tc

enforce the provisions of sections twenty-four to thirty-four inclusive of this act,
outside of the city of Boston; and for such purpose such inspectors shall have the

right of access to all parts of any building subject to the provisions of said sections.

SEC. 36. Cities may by ordinance provide that the provisions of said sections twenty-
four to thirty-four inclusive of this act shall apply to any buildings of three or mow
stories in height within vheir respective limits.

SEC. 37. It shall be the duty of every person or corporation, being the owner,
lessee or occupant of a factory, workshop or manufacturing establishment, or owning
or controlling the use of any building or room mentioned in and subject to section?

twenty-four to thirty-four inclusive of this act, to cause the provisions thereof to br
carried out; and such person or corporation shall be liable to any person injured foi

all damages caused by a violation of the provisions of this act. No criminal prose-
cution shall be made for such violation until four weeks after notice in writing by an

inspector of factories and public buildings of any changes necessary to be made to

comply with and conform to the provisions of said sections twenty-four to thirty-
four inclusive, has been sent by mail or delivered to such person or corporation, nor

then, if in the meantime such changes have been made in accordance with such
notification. Notice to one member of a firm or to the clerk or treasurer of a corpo-
ration or to the person in charge of the premises shall be deemed sufficient notice
hereunder to all members of such firm or such corporation owning, leasing or con-

trolling the premises. Such notice may be given to them in person or sent by mail.

SEC. 38. Any person using or occupying a building contrary to the provisions of

this act may be enjoined from such use or occupation in a proceeding to be had before
the superior court or supreme judicial court at the instance of the inspector, and upon
the filing of a petition therefor any justice of the court in which such proceeding is

pending may issue a temporary injunction or restraining order, as provided in pro-

ceedings in equity.
SEC. 39. Sections twenty-four to thirty-eight inclusive of this act shall not apply to

the city of Boston.
SEC-. 41. The openings of all hoistways, hatchways, elevators and wellholes upon

every floor of a factory or mercantile or public building shall be protected by good
and sufficient trapdoors, or self-closing hatches and safety catches, or such other

safeguards as the inspectors of factories and public buildings direct; and all due dili-

gence shall be used to keep such trapdoors closed at all times, except when in actual

use by the occupant of the building having the use and control of the same.
SEC. 42. All elevator cabs or cars, whether used for freight or passengers, shall be

provided with some suitable mechanical device, to be approved by the inspectors of

factories and public buildings, whereby the cabs or cars will be securely held in event
of accident to the shipper rope or hoisting machinery, or from any similar cause.

SEC. 43. If any elevator, whether used for freight or passengers, is, in the judg-
ment of the inspector of factories and public buildings of the district in which such
elevator is used, unsafe or dangerous to use, or has not been constructed in the man-
ner required by law, the said inspector shall immediately placard conspicuously upon
the entrance to or door of the cab or car of such elevator, a notice of its dangerous
condition, and prohibit the use of such elevator until made safe to the satisfaction of

said inspector. No person shall remove such notice or operate such elevator while
such notice is placarded as aforesaid without authority from said inspector. This
section shall not apply to the city of Boston.

SEC. 46 No explosive or inflammable compound shall be used in any factory in such
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place or manner as to obstruct or render hazardous the egress of operatives in case of

fire.

SEC. 51. In every manufacturing establishment where the machinery used is pro-

pelled by steam, communication shall be provided between each room where such

machinery is placed and the room where the engineer is stationed, by means of speak-
ing tubes, electric bells or appliances that may control the motive power, or such
other means as shall be satisfactory to the inspectors of factories: Provided, That in

the opinion of the inspectors such communication is necessary.
SEC. 52. No prosecution for a violation of the provisions of section fifty-one of this

act shall be made until four weeks after notice in writing by an inspector has been
sent by mail to such person, firm or corporation of any changes necessary to be made
to comply with the provisions of said section, nor then, if in the meantime such

changes have been made in accordance with such notification.

SEC. 53. No outside or inside doors of any building wherein operatives are employed
shall be so locked, bolted or otherwise fastened during the hours of labor as to pre-
vent free egress.

SEC. 54. Any person, firm or corporation, being the owner, lessee or occupant of

any such building shall, after receiving five days' notice in writing from one of the

inspectors of factories and public buildings, comply with the provisions of the pre-

ceding section.

SEC. 55. The inspectors of factories and public buildings shall enforce the provisions
of this act.

SEC. 56. A district police officer detailed to perform the duties required by this

act, who fails to perform such duties faithfully, shall be immediately discharged
from his office.

SEC. 57. The chief of the district police shall report in print to the governor on or
before the first day of January of each year, in relation to factories and public build-

ings, with such remarks, suggestions and recommendations as he may deem necessary.
SEC. 59. Any person, firm or corporation, being the occupant of any manufacturing

establishment, or controlling the use of any building or room where machinery pro-
pelled by steam is used, violating the provisions of section fifty-one of this act, shall

forfeit to the use of the Commonwealth not less than twenty-five dollars, arid not
more than one hundred dollars.

SEC, 60. Any person or corporation owning, leasing, occupying or controlling any
building or room mentioned in section twenty-five of this act, who shall fail to observe
the provisions of sections twenty-four to thirty-four of this act, shall be punished by
a fine of not less than fifty nor more than one thousand dollars.

SEC. 61. Any person or corporation failing to send notice of any accident as required
by section eight of this act, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding twenty dollars.

SEC. 62. Any person or corporation violating any provision of this act, where no
other special provision is made, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding one hundred
dollars.

Massachusetts (1894, 508) :

SEC. 26. All children, young persons and women, five or more in number, employed
in the same factory, shall be allowed their meal time or meal times at the same hour,
except that any children, young persons and women who begin work in such factory
at a later hour in the morning than the other children, young persons or women
employed therein, may be allowed their meal time or meal times at a different time;
but no such children, young persons or women shall be employed during the regular
meal hour in tending the machines or doing the work of any other children, young
persons or women in addition to their own.

Sec. 27. No child, young person or woman shall be employed in a factory or work-

shop in which five or more children, young persons or women are employed, lor

more than six hours at one time, without an interval of at least half an hour for a

meal, but a child, young person or woman may be so employed for not more than
six and one half hours at one time if such employment ends at an hour not later than
one o'clock in the afternoon, and if such child, young person or woman is then dis-

missed from the factory or workshop for the remainder of the day, or for not more than
seven and one half hours at one time, if such child, young person or woman is allowed
sufficient opportunity for eating a lunch during the continuance of such employment,
and if such employment ends at an hour not later than two o'clock in the afternoon,
and such child, young person or woman is then dismissed from the factory or work-

shop for the remainder of the day.
SEC. 28 Sections twenty-six and twenty-seven of this act shall not apply to iron

works, glass works, paper mills, letter press establishments, print works, bleaching
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works or dyeing works; and the chief of the district police, where it is proved to his

satisfaction that in any other class of factories or workshops it is necessary, by reason
of the continuous nature of the processes or of special circumstances affecting such

class, to exempt such class from the provisions of this act, and that such exemption
can be made without injury to the health of the children, young persons or women
affected thereby, may, with the approval of the governor, issue a certificate granting
such exemption, public notice whereof shall be given in the manner directed by said

chief, without expense to the Commonwealth.
SEC. 29. If any minor under the age of eighteen years or any woman shall, without

the orders, consent or knowledge of the employer, or of any superintendent, overseer
or other agent of the employer, labor in a factory or workshop during any part of any
time allowed for dinner or for other meals in such factory or workshop, according to

the notice required by law, and if a copy of such notice was posted in a conspicuous
place in the room where such labor took place, together with a rule of the establish-

ment forbidding such minor or woman to labor during such time, then neither the

employer, nor any superintendent, overseer or other agent of the employer, shall be
held responsible for such labor.

SEC. 30. Every person or corporation employing females in any manufacturing,
mechanical or mercantile establishment in this Commonwealth shall provide suitable
seats for the use of the females so employed, and shall permit the use of such seats

by them when they are not necessarily engaged in the active duties for which they
are employed.

SEC. 31. No child under the age of fourteen years shall be permitted to clean any
part of the machinery in a factory when such part is in motion by the aid of steam,
water or other mechanical power, or to clean any part of such machinery which is in

dangerous proximity to such moving part.
SEC. 32. No person, firm or corporation shall employ or permit any person under

fifteen years of age to have the care, custody, management or operation of any ele-

vator, or shall employ or permit any person under eighteen years of age to have the

care, custody, management or operation of any elevator running at a speed of over
two hundred feet a minute.

SEC. 33. Every factory in which five or more persons are employed, and every fac-

tory, workshop, mercantile or other establishment or office in which two or more
children, young persons or women are employed, shall be kept in a cleanly state and
free from effluvia arising from any drain, privy or other nuisance, and shall be pro-
vided, within reasonable access, with a sufficient number of proper water closets,
earth closets or privies for the reasonable use of the persons employed therein; and
wherever two or more male persons and two or more female persons are employed as

aforesaid together, a sufficient number of separate and distinct water closets, earth
closets or privies shall be provided for the use of each sex, and plainly so designated;
and no person shall be allowed to use any such closet or privy assigned to persons of

the other sex.

SEC. 34. It shall be the duty of every owner, lessee or occupant of any premises so
used as to come within the provisions of section thirty-three of this act, to carry out
the same and to make the changes necessary therefor. In case such changes are made
upon the order of an inspector of factories by the occupant or lessee of the premises,
he may at any time within thirty days of the completion thereof bring an action

before any trial justice, police, municipal or district court against any other person
having an interest in such premises, and may recover such proportion of the expense
of making such changes as the court adjudges should justly and equitably be borne

by such defendant.
SEC. 35. When it appears to an inspector of factories that any act, neglect or fault

in relation to any drain, water closet, earth closet, privy, ashpit, water supply,
nuisance or other matter in a factory or in a workshop included under section thirty-
three of this act, is punishable or remediable under chapter eighty of the public
statutes, or under any law of the Commonwealth relating to the preservation of the

public health, but not under this act, such inspector shall give notice in writing of

such act, neglect or default, to the board of health of the city or town within which
such factory or workshop is situated; and it shall thereupon be the duty of such
board of health to make inquiry into the subject of the notice and to enforce the
laws relative thereto.

SEC. 36. No criminal prosecution shall be instituted against any person for a viola-

tion of the provisions of sections thirty-three and thirty-four of this act until four

weeks after notice in writing by an inspector of factories of the changes necessary to

be made to comply with the provisions of said sections has been sent by mail or

249A 8
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delivered to such person, nor then, if in the meantime such changes have l>een made
in accordance with such notification. A notice shall be deemed a sufficient notice
under this section to all members of a firm or to a corporation when piven to one
member of such firm, or to the clerk, cashier, secretary, agent or any other officer

having charge of the business of such corporation, or to its attorney; and in case of

a foreign corporation notice to the officer having the charge of such factory or w< >rk-

shop shall be sufficient; and such officer shall be personally liable for the amount of

any fine in case a judgment against the corporation is returned unsatisfied.

SEC. 37. Every factory in which five or more persons are employed, and every
workshop in which five or more children, young persons or women are employed
shall, while work is carried on therein, be so ventilated that the air shall not become
so exhausted or impure as to be injurious to the health of the persons employed
therein, and shall also be so ventilated as to render harmless so far as is practicable,
all gases, vapors, dust or other impurities generated in the course of the manufacturing
process or handicraft carried on therein, which may be injurious to health.

SEC. 38. If in a workshop or factory included in section thirty-seven of this act

any process is carried on by which dust is generated and inhaled to an injurious
extent by the persons employed therein, and it appears to an inspector of factories

that such inhalation could be to a great extent prevented by the use of a fan or by
other mechanical means, and that the same can be provided without incurring
unreasonable expense, such inspector may direct a fan or other mechanical means of

a proper construction to be provided within a reasonable time, and such fan or other
mechanical means shall be so provided, maintained and used.

SEC. 39. No criminal prosecution shall be instituted for any violation of the pro-
visions of sections thirty-seven and thirty-eight of this act unless such employer shall

have neglected for four weeks to make such changes in his factory or workshop as

shall have been ordered by an inspector of factories, by a notice in writing delivered
to or received by such employer.

SEC. 57. The following expressions used in this act shall have the following
meanings:
The expression "person

" means any individual, corporation, partnership, company
or association.

The expression
' ' child ' ' means a person under the age of fourteen years.

The expression "young person" means a person of the age of fourteen years and
under the age of eighteen years.
The expression "woman" means a woman of eighteen years of age and upwards.
The expression "factory" means any premises where steam, water or other

mechanical power is used in aid of any manufacturing process there carried on.

The expression "workshop" means any premises, room or place, not being a fac-

tory as above defined, wherein any manual labor is exercised by way of trade or for

purposes of gain in or incidental to any process of making, altering, repairing, orna

menting, finishing or adapting for sale any article or part of an article, and to which
or over which premises, room or place, the employer of the persons working therein
has the right of access or control: Provided, houwer, That the exercise of such
manual labor in a private house or private room by the family dwelling therein or by
any of them, or in case a majority of the persons therein employed are members of

such family, shall not of itself constitute such house or room a workshop within this

definition.

The expression "ironworks" means any mill, forge or other premises in or on
which anv process is carried on for converting iron into malleable iron, steel or tin

plate, or for otherwise making or converting steel.

The expression "glass works" means any premises in which the manufacture of

glass is carried on.
The expression "paper mills" means any premises in which the manufacture of

paper is carried on.

The expression "letterpress establishments" means any premises in which the

process of letter press printing is carried on.

The expression "print works " means any premises in which is carried on the proc-
ess of printing figures, patterns or designs upon any cotton, linen, woolen, worsted
or silken yarn or cloth, or upon any woven or felted fabric not being paper.
The expression "bleaching works" means any premises in which the process of

bleaching any yarn or cloth of any material is carried on.

The expression "dyeing works" means any premises in which the process of .lye-

ing any yarn or cloth of any material is carried on.

The expression "public building*
1 means any building or premises used as a place

of public entertainment, instruction, resort or assemblage.
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The expression "schoolhouse" means any building or premises in which public or

private instruction is afforded to not less than ten pupils at one time.

The aforesaid expressions shall have the meanings above defined for them respec-

tively in all laws of this Commonwealth, relating to the employment of labor,
whether heretofore or hereafter enacted, unless a different meaning is plainly required

by the context.
SEC. 71. Whoever, either for himself, or as superintendent, overseer or other agent

of another, violates the provisions of sections twenty-six, twenty-seven, twenty-eight
or twenty-nine of this act, as to meal hours, shall be punished by fine not exceeding
one hundred dollars and not less than fifty dollars.

SEC. 72. Any person or corporation violating the provisions of section thirty of this

act, as to seats for females, shall be punished by fine not exceeding thirty dollars and
not less than ten dollars for each offense.

SEC. 73. Whoever, either for himself, or as superintendent, overseer or other agent
of another, violates the provisions of section thirty-one of this act, as to cleaning of

dangerous machinery, shall be punished by fine not exceeding one hundred dollars

and not less than fifty dollars for each offense.

SEC. 74. Whoever violates the provisions of section thirty-two of this act, as to the

care of elevators, shall be punished by fine not exceeding one hundred dollars and
not less than twenty-five dollars for each offense.

SEC. 2. SHOPS AND STORES. Most of the legislation connected with

mercantile establishments is concerned solely with the hours of labor,
but a few States have statutes relating to space, sanitary conditions,
etc.

1 And in Pennsylvania the factory law ( 1, above) applies also

to mercantile establishments.

'Thus, in New York (G. L. 32) :

SEC. 168. Wash rooms and water-closets. Suitable and proper wash rooms and
water-closets shall be provided in, adjacent to or connected with mercantile estab-

lishments where women and children are employed. Such rooms and closets shall

be so located and arranged as to be easily accessible to the employees of such
establishments.
Such water-closets shall be properly screened and ventilated, and, at all times,

kept in a clean condition. The water-closets assigned to the female employees of

such establishments shall be separate from those assigned to the male employees.
If a mercantile establishment has not provided wash rooms and water-closets, as

required by this section, the board or department of health or health commissioners
of the town, village or city where such establishment is situated, shall cause to be
served upon the owner of the building occupied by such establishment, a written
notice of the omission and directing such owner to comply with the provisions of

this section respecting such wash rooms and water-closets.

Such owner shall, within fifteen days after the receipt of such notice, cause such
wash rooms and water-closets to be provided.

SEC. 169. Lunch rooms. If a lunch room is provided in a mercantile establishment
where females are employed, such lunch room shall not be next to or adjoining the

water-closets, unless permission is first obtained from the board or department of

health or health commissioners of the town, village or city where such mercantile
establishment is situated. Such permission shall be granted unless it appears that

proper sanitary conditions do not exist, and it may be revoked at any time by the
board or department of health or health commissioner, if it appears that such lunch
room is kept in a manner or in a part of the building injurious to the health of the

employees.
SEC. 170. Seats for women in mercantile establishments. Chairs, stools or other

suitable seats shall be maintained in mercantile establishments for the use of female

employees therein, to the number of at least one seat for every three females employed,
and the use thereof by such employees shall be allowed at such times and to such
extent as may be necessary for the preservation of their health. If the duties of the
female employees, for the use of whom the seats are furnished, are to be principally
performed in front of a counter, table, desk or fixture, such seats shall be placed in

front thereof; if such duties are to be principally performed behind such counter,

table, desk or fixture, such seats shall be placed behind the same.
SEC. 171. Employment of women and children in basements. Women or children

shall not be employed or directed to work in the basement of a mercantile establish-

ment, unless permitted by the board or department of health, or health com-
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SEC. 3. SWEATSHOPS. 1 The subject of sweatshops is new to treat-

ment by statute. The name itself was hardly used before a few years
ago, and the earliest statute is the New York law of 1892. Laws have
so far been passed in Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Penn-

sylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Missouri only, and

they are generally identical in requiring inspection of shops or tene
ments or even of private dwelling houses (Mass. 1894, 508, 44; 1898,

150; N. Y. G. L. 32, 100; 1899, 191; N. J. 1893, 216; 111. 1893, p. 99;
Ind. 1897, 65, 13; 1899, 142, 14-15; Pa. 1897, 37; 1899, 64; Mich.

1899, 233; Ohio 1896, p. 317; Mo. 1899, p. 273) or of buildings in

the rear of dwelling houses (N. Y., N. J., Ind.), where the manufac
ture of special articles, usually clothing, artificial flowers (N. Y., Pa.,
N. J., 111., Ind., Mich., Mo.), tobacco (N. Y., Pa., Ohio, N. J., 111.,

Ind., Mich.), is carried on. In Pennsylvania, the manufacture of such
articles in tenements or dwelling houses is absolutely prohibited. In
other States it is permitted only to members of the family living
therein (Mass., N. Y., N. J., Ohio, 111., Ind., Mo.), and a license even
for carrying on such labor in dwelling houses by members of the

family is required (Mass., N. Y., N. J., 111., Mich.), which must usually

missioner of the town, village or city where such mercantile establishment is sit-

uated. Such permission shall be granted unless it appears that such basement is

not sufficiently lighted and ventilated, and is not in good sanitary condition.
SEC. 172. Enforcement of article. The board or department of health or health

commissioners of a town, village or city affected by this article shall enforce the
same and prosecute all violations thereof. Proceedings to prosecute such violations
must be begun within thirty days after the alleged offense was committed. All offi-

cers and members of such boards or department, all health commissioners, inspectors
and other persons appointed or designated by such boards, departments or commis-
sioners may visit and inspect, at reasonable hours and when practicable and neces-

sary, all mercantile establishments within the town, village or city for which they
are appointed. No person shall interfere with or prevent any such officer from

making such visitations and inspections, nor shall he be obstructed or injured by
force or otherwise while in the performance of his duties. All persons connected
with any such mercantile establishment shall properly answer all questions asked

by such officer or inspector in reference to any of the provisions of this article.

SEC. 173. Copy of article to be posted. A copy of this article shall be posted in

three conspicuous places in each mercantile establishment affected by its provisions.
1 The Massachusetts statute, as amended, has proved to be the most effective. It is

as follows (Mass. 1894, 508, am. by 1898, 150) :

SECTION 44. No room or apartment in any tenement or dwelling house shall be
used for the purpose of making, altering, repairing or finishing therein any coats,

vests, trousers or wearing apparel of any description whatsoever, except by the
members of the family dwelling therein, and any family desiring to do the work of

making, altering, repairing or finishing any coats, vests, trousers or wr

earing apparel
of any description whatsoever in any room or apartment in any tenement or dwell-

ing house shall first procure a license, approved by the chief of the district police,
to do such work as aforesaid. A license may be applied for by and issued to any one
member of any family desiring to do such work. No person, partnership or corpo-
ration, shall hire, employ or contract with any member of a family not holding a

license therefor, to make, alter, repair or finish any garments or articles of wearing
apparel as aforesaid, in any room or apartment in any tenement or dwelling house
as aforesaid. Every room or apartment in which any garments or articles of wear-

ing apparel are made, altered, repaired or finished, shall be kept in a cleanly condi-
tion and shall be subject to the inspection and examination of the inspectors of the
district police, for the purpose of ascertaining whether said garments or articles of

wearing apparel or any part or parts thereof are clean and free from vermin and

every matter of an infectious or contagious nature. A room or apartment in any
tenement or dwelling house which is not used for living or sleeping purposes, and
which is not connected with any room or apartment used for living or sleeping pur-

poses, and which has a separate and distinct entrance from the outside, shall not l:e

subject to the provisions of this act. Nor shall anything in this act be so construed
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be posted in the room, and the house or tenement made subject to

official inspection. But the law does not apply to apartments '"not

used for living or sleeping purposes" (Mass.). In some States the

inspecting and licensing is left to the board of health (111.), and in

others to the police authorities (Mass.), or factory inspector (N. Y.,
Pa., N. J., Ind., Mich., Mo.). In several States the sale of goods
made in tenements in violation of the law is prohibited (Ohio, N. Y.,

Mo.), or such goods are required to be labeled
u tenement made"

(Mass., N. Y., Mo.); in some they may be seized and destroyed by the

board of health (Mass., Pa. N. Y., 111.), and no one can contract

with a member of a family not holding a license for such work in

such tenement (Mass., N. J., N. Y., Pa., Ind., Mich., Ohio). Many
of the States have given the inspecting authorities power over gar-
ments or goods imported into the State (Mass., N. Y., 111.). Such

tenements, etc., must always be kept in a cleanly condition; in some
States 250 feet cubic air space by day, 400 by night, for each person
is required (N. Y., Pa., Ind.). Usually sweatshop employers must

keep a registry of all persons to whom they give work (N. Y.
,
Pa.

,

Ohio, Mich., Mo.).

as to prevent the employment of a tailor or seamstress by any person or family for the

making of wearing apparel for such person's or family's use.

SECTION 45. If said inspector finds evidence of infectious disease present in any
workshop or in any room or apartment in any tenement or dwelling house in which

any garments or articles of wearing apparel are made, altered or repaired, or in

goods manufactured or in the process of manufacture therein, he shall report the
same to the chief of the district police, who shall then notify the local board of health
to examine said workshop or any room or apartment in any tenement or dwelling
house in which any garments or articles of wearing apparel are made, altered or

repaired, and the materials used therein; and if said board shall find said workshop
or tenement or dwelling house in an unhealthy condition, or the clothing and mate-
rials used therein unfit for use, said board shall issue such order or orders as the

public safety may require.
SEC. 46. Whenever it is reported to said inspector or to the chief of the district

police, or to the state board of health or to either of them, that ready-made coats,

vests, trousers, overcoats or other garments are being shipped to this Commonwealth,
having previously been manufactured in whole or in part under unhealthy condi-

tions, said inspector shall examine said goods and the condition of their manufacture,
and if upon such examination said goods or any of them are found to contain vermin
or to have been made in improper places or under unhealthy conditions, he shall

make report thereof to the state board of health, which board shall thereupon make
such order or orders as the public safety may require.

&EC. 47. Whoever sells or exposes for sale any coats, vests, trousers or any wear-

ing apparel of any description whatsoever which have been made in a tenement or

dwelling house in which the family dwelling therein has not procured a license, as

specified in section forty-four of this act, shall have affixed to each of said garments
a tag or label not less than two inches in length and one inch in width, upon which
shall be legibly printed or written the words "tenement made," and the name of the
State and the town or city where said garment or garments were made.

SEC. 48. No person shall sell or expose for sale any of said garments without a tag
or label as aforesaid affixed thereto, nor sell or expose for sale any of said garments
with a false or fraudulent tag or label, nor willfully remove, alter or destroy any such

tag or label, upon any of said garments when exposed for sale.

In Maryland (1896, 467, 149 A) :

If any individual or body corporate engaged in the manufacture or sale of clothing
or of any other article whereby disease may be transmitted, shall, with reasonable
means of knowledge, by purchase, contract or otherwise, directly or indirectly, cause
or permit any garments, or such other articles as aforesaid, to be manufactured or
made up, in whole or in part, or any work to be done thereupon within this State,
and in place or under circumstances involving danger to the public health, the said

individual or corporation, upon conviction in any court of competent jurisdiction,
shall be fined not less than ten dollars or more than one hundred dollars for each

garment manufactured, made up or worked upon.
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SEC. 4. OTHER SHOPS REGULATED AS TO SANITARY CONDITION. The
States having sweat-shop laws have usually extended similar provisions
to the regulation of bakeries as to sanitary condition (Conn. 1897, 174;
N. J. 1896, 181; N. Y. G. L. 32, 110; Pa. 1897, 95; Ohio 1898, p. 159;
Wis. 1897, 375; Minn. 2251; Mo. 1891, p. 159; 1899, p. 274); pro-
hibiting sleeping rooms and living rooms being used as such (Conn.
N. Y., Pa., Ohio, Wis., Minn., Mo., N. J.), and specially limiting the

hours of labor in such employment. (See Chap. I, Art. B, sec. 4.



CHAPTER V.

MINING LABOR.

Reference is made to the special report on mining labor, in this

volume.
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CHAPTER VI.

AGRICULTURAL LABOR, DOMESTIC SERVICE.

SEC. 1. GENERAL. There is very little legislation on this subject.
South Carolina has laws relating to sharing of crops with laborers,

1

and making penal the breach of a contract for agricultural labor. 2

There has nevei been any attempt at the regulation of the hours of

agricultural labor or domestic service. The antitrust laws do not in

some States apply to agricultural labor or to combinations of farmers

1 In South Carolina:

CHAPTER 85. Contract* with, employment and payment of wages of, laborers, (a)

SEC. 2215. All contracts made between owners of land, their agents, administrators
or executors, and laborers shall be witnessed by one or more disinterested persons,
and, at the request of either party, be duly executed before a trial justice, whose duty
it shall be to read and explain the same to the parties. Such contracts shall clearly
set forth the conditions upon which the laborer or laborers engaged to work, embrac-

ing the length of time, the amount of money to be paid, and when; if it be on shares
of crops, what portion thereof.

SEC. 2216. Whenever labor is performed under contract on shares of any crop, such

crop shall be gathered and divided off before it is removed from the place where it

was planted, harvested or gathered. When desired by either party to the contract,
such division shall be made by a disinterested person, who shall lie chosen by and
with the consent of the contracting parties. If the parties fail to agree upon any
disinterested persons, or if within ten days after such division complaint is made that
it has been unfairly made, it shall be the duty of the trial justice residing nearest the

place where such crop is planted, harvested or gathered to cause, under his immedi-
ate supervision, such equitable division as may be stipulated in the contract. Such
disinterested person or trial justice shall receive reasonable compensation for such

service, to be paid by both of the contracting parties, according to their several inter-

ests, except in case of an attempt by one of the contracting parties willfully to defraud
the others, and then such compensation shall be paid by the party so attempting to

defraud the other. When such division has been made each party shall be free to

dispose as they see fit of their several portions: Prodded, That if either party be in

debt to the other for any obligation incurred under contract, the amount of said

indebtedness may be then and there settled and paid by such portion of the share of

the party so indebted as may be agreed upon by the parties themselves, or set apart
by the trial justice, or any person .chosen to divide said crop.

SEC. 2217. Laborers who assist in making any crop on shares, or for wages in money
or other valuable consideration, shall have a lien thereon to the extent of the amount
due them for such labor, next in priority to the lien of the landlord for rent; and as

between such laborers there shall be no preference. Such portion of the crop to them
belonging, or such amount of money or other valuable consideration as may be due
them, shall be recoverable by an action in any court of competent jurisdiction.

SEC. 2218. Unless otherwise provided by special contract, all persons who employ
laborers upon plantations or elsewhere by the day, week, mouth or year shall pay
such laborers or employees in lawful money.

2 See Chap. I, Art. E, 2.

In South Carolina (Grim. Laws) :

SEC. 288. Whenever such contract is violated, or attempted to be violated, or bro-

ken, or whenever fraud is practiced or attempted to be practiced, by either
party

to

such contract or contracts, at any time before the conditions of the same are fulfilled
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to increase the price of produce, etc." (See Chap. X, g 3.) But the
Texas statute (March 30, 1887) exempting "agricultural products or
live stock while in the hands of the raiser," has been held unconstitu-

tional. (See Chap. II, Art. B, 7, above.) The North Carolina law
of 1899 contains a similar provision.

SEC. '2. LIENS ON CROPS. It is very commonly provided that crop-

pers, or laborers working land upon shares, shall have a lien upon the

crops for their wages, or other share.
1

(See also Chap. II, Art. B, 8.)

and the parties released therefrom, complaint may be made before a trial justice.
If the offending party be the land owner or owners, his, her or their agent or agents,
and fraud has been practiced or attempted to be practiced, either in keeping in any
account or accounts between him, her and them or the other party or parties to such
contract or contracts, or in the division of the crop or crops, or the payment of money
or other valuable consideration, upon conviction such offender or offenders shall be
fined in a sum of not less than five dollars nor more than one hundred ($100) dol-

lars, or be imprisoned not less than ten days nor more than thirty days; or if it be a
disinterested party chosen to make a division or divisions of crops as provided in

Chapter LXXXV, Article 2, of these statutes, he, she or they shall be liable for

prosecution as for a misdemeanor, and on conviction shall be fined in a sum of not less

than five nor more than one hundred dollars, or be imprisoned for a period not less

than ten days nor more than thirty days.
If the offending party be a laborer, or laborers, and the offense consists either in

failing willfully and without just cause to give the labor reasonably required of him,
her or them by the terms of such contract, or in other respects shall refuse to comply
with the conditions of such contract or contracts, or shall fraudulently make use of or

carry away from the place where the crop or crops he, she or they may be working or

[are] planted any portion of said crop or crops, or anything connected therewith or

belonging thereto, such person or persons so offending shall be liable to prosecution,
and on conviction before any trial justice be fined in a sum of not less than five dol-

lars nor more than one hundred dollars, or be imprisoned for a period of not less

than ten days or more than thirty days.
SEC. 289. Any trial justice, or other officer before whom complaint is made, and

whose duty it is to try such cases as provided in the preceding section, who shall

offend against the true intent and meaning of Chapter LXXXV, Article 2, of these

statutes, or shall refuse to hear and determine impartially all cases that may be

brought before him under the provisions of said chapter, and all peace officers whose
duty it is to apprehend all offenders against the laws of the State who shall refuse

to perform their duty in bringing to justice any and all offenders against the preced-
ing section and the above mentioned chapter, shall be liable to a charge of mal-
feasance in office, and upon proof to conviction shall be forthwith removed from
office and fined a sum not less than fifty nor more than one hundred dollars.

SEC. 290. Any person or persons who shall offer to any laborer or employee, at the
time when the wages of such laborer or employee are due and payable by agree-
ment, unless otherwise provided for by special contract, as compensation for labor,
or services performed, checks, or scrips of any description, known as plantation
checks, payable at some future time, or in the shops or stores of employers, in lieu

of lawful money, shall be liable to indictment and punishment, by a fine not exceed-

ing two hundred dollars, or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both,

according to the discretion of the court: Provided, The word "checks" herein shall

not be construed so as to prohibit the giving of checks upon any of the authorized
banks of deposit or issue in this State.

3 Tex. 4847 a, 13; Mon. P. C. 325; Ala. 1891, 202, 3; Miss. 1890, 36, 13. (See, for

these laws, report of Professor Jenks.)

'Thus, in Idaho (1893, Feb. 27, Chap. 3) :

SEC. 1. Any person who does any labor on a farm or land in tilling the same, or
in cultivating, harvesting, or housing any crop or crops, raised thereon has a lien

on all such crop or crops for such labor; Provided, That the interest of any lessor or
lessors in any crop where the premises are leased in consideration of a share of the

crop raised thereon, is not subject to such lien.

SEC. 2. Any person claiming the benefit of this chapter, must within sixty days
after the close of said work or laoor file for record with the county recorder of the

county in which said work and labor was performed, a claim which shall be in sub-

stance in accordance with the provisions 01 section 7, of chapter 2, of this act, so far
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as the same may lw applicable, which said claim shall be verified, as in said section

provided, and said liens may be enforced in the civil action, in the same manner, as

near as may be, as provided in section 11 of chapter 2 of this act.

In Mississippi:

SEC. 2682 (as amended by chapter 71, acts of 1894). Every employer shall have a
lien on the share or interest of his employee in any crop made under such employ-
ment, for all advances of money, and for the fair market value of other things
advanced by him, or any one at his request, for supplies for himself and his family
and business during the existence of such employment, which lien the employer may
offset, recoup, or otherwise assert and maintain

;
and every employee, laborer, crop-

per, part owner, overseer or manager, or other person who may aid by his labor to

make, gather, or prepare for sale or market any crop, shall have a lien on the interest

of the person who contracts with him for sucn labor for his wages, share or interest

in such crop, whatever may be the kind of wages or the nature of the interest, which
lien such employee, laborer, cropper, part owner, overseer or manager, or other per-
son may offset, recoup or otherwise assert and maintain. And such liens shall be

paramount to all liens and incumbrances or right of any kind created by or against
the person so contracting for such assistance, except the lien of the lessor of the land
on which the crop is made, for rent and supplies furnished, as provided in the chap-
ter on ' ' Landlord and Tenant. ' '

SEC. 2683. Said liens shall exist by virtue of the relation of the parties as employer
and employee, and without any writing, or, if in writing, without recording.

In South Carolina ( 2513. See also 1, note 1, above) :

Laborers working on shares of crops, or for wages in money or other valuable con-

sideration, as hereinafter provided, shall have a lien upon said crop or crops, in

whose hands soever it may be. Such portion of the crop or crops to them belong-
ing, or such amount of money or other valuable consideration due, shall be recover-
able by an action in any court of competent jurisdiction.

In Alabama
( 3065) :

When one party furnishes the land and the team to cultivate it, and another party
furnishes the labor, with stipulations, express or implied, to divide the crop between
them in certain proportions, the contract of hire shall be held to exist, and the
laborer shall have a lien upon the crop produced by his labor for the value of the por-
tion of the crop to which he is entitled; and such lien shall have the same force and
effect, and shall be enforced in the same manner, and under the same conditions, and
in the same cases as the lien in favor of a landlord; but no more of the crop shall be
levied on than may be necessary to satisfy the demand.

In North Dakota
( 4826) :

Any j)erson who performs services for another in the capacity of farm laborer
between the first day of April and the first dav of December in any year, shall have
a lien on all crops of every kind grown, raised or harvested by the person for whom
the services were performed during said time as security for the payment of any
wages due or owing to such person for services so performed, and said lien shall have

priority over all other liens, chattel mortgages or incumbrances, excepting, however,
seed grain and threshers' liens; Provided, however, That the wages for which a lien

'

may be obtained must be reasonable, and not in excess of that which is usually
charged for the same kind of work in the locality where the labor is performed; Pro-

vided, further, That in case any such person without cause quits his employment before
the expiration of the time for which he is employed, or if he shall be discharged for

cause, then he shall not be entitled t< > a lien as herein provided.

In Tennessee:

SEC. 2771. Whenever any person shall perform any labor, or render service to

another in accordance with a contract, written or verbal, for cultivating soil, and
shall produce a crop, he shall have a lien upon the crop produced, which snail be the
results of his labor, for the payment of such wages as were agreed upon in the
contract.

SEC. 2772. This lien shall exist three months from the fifteenth day ol November,
of the year in which the labor is performed, and shall be enforced by execution or

attachment, as landlord's liens are enforced; Prodded, That an amount of such labor

rendered be kept and sworn to before some justice of the peace, or clerk of the
court issuing the writ of distraint of attachment.
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SEC. 2773. This lien shall in no wise abridge or interfere with the landlord's lien

for rent or supplies, as now established by law; but the same shall be second to the
landlord's lien, and none other.

In Washington:
SEC. 1695. Any person who shall do labor upon any farm or land, in tilling the

same or in sowing or harvesting or thrashing any grain, as laborer, contractor, or

otherwise, or laboring upon, or securing or assisting in securing or housing any crop
or crops sown, raised, or thrashed thereon during the year in which said work or
labor was done, such person shall have a lien upon all such crops as shall have been
raised upon all or any of such land, for such work or labor, and every landlord shall

have a lien upon the crops grown or growing upon the demised lands of any year for

the rents accrued or accruing for such year, whether the same is paid wholly or in

part in money or specific articles of property, or products of the premises, or labor,
and also for the faithful performance of the lease; and the lien created by the pro-
visions of this section shall be a preferred lien, and shall be prior to all other liens.

SEC. 1696. Any person claiming the benefit of this chapter must, within forty days
after the close of said work and labor, or after the expiration of the term, or after the

expiration of each year of the lease, for which any lands were demised, file for record
with the county auditor of the county in which said work and labor was performed,
or said demised lands are situated, a claim.



CHAPTER VII.

RAILWAY LABOR.

SEC. 1. UNITED STATES LAW. This subject has received the atten-

tion of Congress. The Interstate Commerce Act, the Anti-Trust Act,
or Sherman Act, and the recent arbitration act, with the acts requir-

ing safety couplings, etc., have largely covered the field.

SEC. 2. STATE LAWS. Some States have special statutes regulating
the hours of labor upon railways (see Chap. I, Art. B, sec. 4). In

many States the common law of liability of the employer for injuries
caused by negligence of fellow servants is specially modified in rail-

way emplo3
Tment (see Chap. I, Art. G, sec. 2). But these have nec-

essarily been treated in connection with the statutes applying generally,
and it seems unnecessary to devote a special section to this subject.

SEC. 3. PROTECTION OF RAILWAY EMPLOYEES. Many of the States

have statutes for the protection of trainmen; as statutes regulating
automatic couplers or buffers;

1

blocking of frogs or switches;
2

guards
for overhead bridges;

3 and the height of bridges is usually regulated,
to at least 18 feet in the clear; regulation of electric poles or wires

crossing track;
4

power breaks from the locomotive;
5 and guard rails

at bridges, to protect trusses.
6

SEC. 4. PROTECTION OF STREET RAILWAY EMPLOYEES. Some States

have statutes requiring platforms or fronts to be inclosed in winter. 1

'Ohio 1898, p. 286; Mass. 1884, 222; 1895, 362; Conn. 3537; N. Y. P. C. 424; 1893,

544; 1896,485; 111.114,98; Mich. 1885, 147; Iowa 1890, 18; Nebr. 1794.
* Ohio 9822; 1898, p. 342; Mass. 1886, 120; 1894,41; Me. 1889,216; Vt. 1888,22; R.I.

187,50; Colo. 1897, 69; Mich. 1883, 174; Wis. 1809a; Minn. 2681; Mo. 2627; Wash.
1899, 35.

3 N. H. 159, 26; Vt. 1892, 65; N. Y. 1890, 565, 49; Mich. 3437; Ky. 776; La. 1882, 39.
4 Ohio 1898, p. 154.
5
Mass.i6id.; R.I. 187, 22; N. Y. 1896, 486; Ohio 1893, p. 184; Iowa 1890, 18; Nebr.

1796.
6 N.Y.
'Mass. 1897, 452; N. H. 1899, 69; Conn. 1897, 241; N. J. 1897, 190; Ohio 1893, p.

220; Ind. 1895, 71; Kans. 1897, 172; Nebr. 1897, 54; Mich. 1895, 9; Wis. 1895, 279;
Minn. 2767; Wash. 1895, 144; Va. 1898, 181; Mo. 1897, 102.
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CHAPTER VIII.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

ART. A. THE APPRENTICE SYSTEM.

Most of the States have still upon their statute books elaborate

apprentice laws, but they have generally fallen into complete disuse;
and even in States where conditions might still warrant the apprentice

system the regulations of the labor unions have stepped in to inter-

fere. A digest of the apprentice laws will be found in the second

special report of the United States Commissioner of Labor, 1896, pp.
14-33.

ART. B. INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

The subject of industrial education has not received the attention it

deserves. Undoubtedly some such instruction is given in the ordinary
common schools,

1 and a few States have established separate manual

training or industrial schools,
2 and doubtless in several States, as in

Massachusetts, the cities or towns have established such schools with-

out a special statute. Such action was declared legal by the courts of

Massachusetts, where the city of Lowell had established a textile school

without express statute authority. Now a statute provides for the

establishment of such schools in cities having in operation 450,000

spindles.
3

ARTICLE C. PUBLIC LIBRARIES, LECTURES, READ-
ING ROOMS, ETC.

SEC. 1. LIBRARIES. Most of the large cities and many of the towns
in the North and East have free public libraries. In the State of

Massachusetts a very few towns out of several hundred are without
them. The matter should be mentioned while treating of industrial

education, as public libraries undoubtedly largely supplement the work
of the public schools and help to supply the want of special industrial

schools, or a more elaborate system of industrial education.

SEC. 2. FREE LECTURES FOR WORKINGMEN. These have been author-
ized by statute in Massachusetts,New York, and New Jersey, but may
have been established in cities of other States without special statute.

'Mass. 1898, 496; Conn. 2118; N. Y. 1888, 334; 1894, 566; N. J. 1888, 38; Ohio
8695; Ind. 5948; 111. Chap. 122; Wis. 1895, 358; Ga. 1884, p. 72.

Z N. J. Sup. p. 375; 1887, 173; 1894, 349; Ohio 760, 763, 768, 943; 8696; 111. ibid.;

Kans. 1893, 146; Md. 1898, 273; Colo. 2167-2182; 2187-2198; N. Dak. Const, 216
Pol. C. 885, 974; N. C. 1891, 139; Ga. 1273; Ala. 1891, 449; La. 1894, 68.

3 Mass. 1895, 475.
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The New York law requires them to be given in the evening in the

public schoolhouses one, at least, in each ward (see Mass. 1893. 208;
N. Y. 1888, 545; 1891, 71 and 43; N. J. 1895, 48).

In Michigan (1891, 137) the State board of agriculture is empowered
to hold institutes and maintain courses of reading and lectures for the

instruction of citizens in agriculture, mechanic arts, domestic economy
and the sciences relating thereto, one such course to be given in each

county where a farmers' institute society numbering 20 persons has
been formed.

ART. D. LICENSING OF TRADES.

Possibly consequent on the decrease of the apprentice system there is

a rapid increase in the laws regulating or restricting employment in spec-
ified trades and requiring that they snail not be

practiced, except by per-
sons who have had certain instruction or experience. Such legislation
will usually be found also in the statutes regulating mining labor. (See

Chap. 5). A brief table of the trades hitherto regulated in the several

States, with a rough indication of the nature of qualification required,
is here appended in the note.

1

1
Stationary engineers (examination by board) : Md. 1898, 123, 426-430; Mass. 1896,

546; 1895, 471; 111. 24, 424; Minn. 480; Mont. Pol. C. 550; D. C., U. S. 1887, 272.

Plumbers or gasfltters (examination by board) : N. H. 1899, 55; Md. 1898, 123,

509; D. C. 1898, 467; Wis. 1897, 338; Wash. 1897, 80; Minn. 1897, 319; Tex. 1897, 163;
111. 1897, p. 279; Mass. 1897, 265; 1894, 455; N. Y. 1892, 602; Pa. 1895, 133; Mich.

1895, 10; Cal. Pol. C., p. 459; Colo. 1893, 132.

Horseshoers (examination by board): Md.1898, 491; Minn. 1897, 128; N. Y. G. L.

32, Art. 12, 1899, 558; 111. 1897, v. 233; Mich. 1899, 229; Colo. 1897, 54.

Barbers (examination by board) : Minn. 1897, 186; Mo. 1899, p. 44.

Locomotive engineers: Ala. 1887, 59.

Steamboat engineers: N. H. 1899, 56.



CHAPTER IX

TRADE UNIONS, COMBINATIONS OF EMPLOYEES, ETC.

ARTICLE A. TRADE UNIONS.

SEC. 1. LAWS AUTHORIZING TRADE UNIONS. Nearly all the States
have adopted statutes permitting the formation or incorporation of
trades unions, and there is also a national statute \ but the working-
men have hitherto taken advantage of them in the rarest possible
instances. There are very few legally incorporated trade unions in

this country, though there are many in England. The States having
such acts are Massachusetts (1888, 134), New York, Pennsylvania (Dig.
p. 2017), Michigan (1897, 13), Maryland (23, 37), Iowa (1091), Kansas
(miners, 1899, 33), and Louisiana (1890, 50).

Special provision is made for the incorporation of assemblies of

Knights of Labor (Mich. 1883, 159; Wyo. 589, 590, 599).
In Nebraska the lodges of Knights of Labor have apparently all been

incorporated by general act without their expressed consent (Nebr.
1892,1893):
No union has yet been incorporated under this law.

SEC. 2. TRADES UNIONS EXCEPTED FROM GENERAL STATUTES REGU-
LATING CORPORATIONS, ETC. A few States have statutes excepting
trade unions from the regulation of other statutes. Thus, (1) from
the statute concerning the organization and regulation of fraternal

beneficiary societies (Kans. 1899, 23, 16; Mass. 1899,468); (2) from all

"antitrust" acts (see ('hap. X, 3).

U. S., 1885-6, 567:

Incorporation of national Irade unions.

SEC. 1. The term " National Trade Union," in the meaning of this act, shall signify
any association of working people having two or more branches in the States or Ter-
ritories of the United States for the purpose of aiding its members to become more
skillful and efficient workers, the promotion of their general intelligence, the eleva-

tion of their character, the regulation of their wages and their hours and conditions
of labor, the protection of their individual rights in the prosecution of their trade or

trades, the raising of funds for the benefit of sick, disabled, or unemployed members,
or the families of deceased members, or for such other object or objects for which
working people may lawfully combine, having in view their mutual protection or
benefit.

SEC. 2. National Trade Unions shall, upon filing their articles of incorporation in

the office of the recorder of the District of Columbia, become a corporation under
the technical name by which said National Trade Union desires to be known to the

trade; and shall have the right to sue and to be sued, to implead and be impleaded,
to grant and receive, in its corporate or technical name, property, real, personal, and
mixed, and to use said property, and the proceeds and income thereof, for the objects
of said corporation as in its charter defined: Provided, That each union may hold only
so much real estate as may be required for the immediate purposes of its incorporation.

SEC. 3. An incorporated National Trade Union shall have power to make and
establish such constitution, rules, and by-laws as it may deem proper to carry out
its lawful objects, and the same to alter, amend, add to, or repeal at pleasure.

SEC. 4. An incorporated National Trade Union shall have power to define the

duties and powers of all its officers, and prescribe their mode of election and term
of office, to establish branches and subunions in any Territory of the United States.

SEC. 5. The headquarters of an incorporated National Trade Union shall be located

in the District of Columbia.
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SEC. 3. LAWS REGULATING UNION LABOR. A statute has been almost

universally adopted in New England and the Northern States pro-
hibiting employers from discharging employees for belonging to or
for joining labor unions, or from making it a condition of employment
that they should not be members of such unions, and the blacklisting
statutes are in part aimed at the same thing (see Chap. X, 1;

Chap. II, Art. A, 2).
1

It must be stated that there is considerable doubt as to the constitu-

tionality of such statutes, and the supreme court of Missouri has held
them unconstitutional, while there are indications that such will be the

holding of the higher courts of New York and other States. On the
other hand, an Ohio court sustained the law; and an Illinois court has
held that there is no constitutional objection to the vote of a munici-

pality, or its executive board or officers, to employ solely union labor.

The States which have so far adopted such a statute are: Massachu-
setts (1894, 508, 3), Connecticut (1899, 170), New York (P. C. 171a),

Pennsylvania (1897, 98), New Jersey (1894, 212), Ohio (1892, p. 269),
Indiana (2302), Illinois (1893, p. 98), Wisconsin (4466b), Minnesota

(1895, 172, and 174), Kansas (1897, 120), Missouri *
(1893, p. 197),

California (P. C. 679), Colorado (1897, 50), Idaho (1899, p. 314),

Georgia (1893, 380). The Pennsylvania statute applies to corporation
employees only.

1
Thus, in Massachusetts and Connecticut:

No person or corporation, or agent or officer on behalf of any person or corpora-
tion, shall coerce or compel any person or persons into an agreement, either written
or verbal, not to join or become a member of any labor organization, as a condition
of such person or persons securing employment or continuing in the employment of

any such person or corporation.

In New York (P. C., 171a, added by chapter 688, acts of 1887) :

Any person or persons, employer or employers of labor, and any person or persons
of any corporation or corporations on behalf of such corporation or corporations,
who shall hereafter coerce or compel any person or persons, employee or employees,
laborer or mechanic to enter into an agreement, either written or verbal from such

person, persons, employee, laborer or mechanic, not to join or become a member of

any labor organization, as a condition of such person or persons securing employment,
or continuing in the employment of any such person or persons, employer or employ-
ers, corporation or corporations shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. The pen-
alty for such misdemeanor shall be imprisonment in a penal institution for not more
than six months, or by a fine of not more than two hundred dollars, or by both such
tine and imprisonment.

In Pennsylvania (1897, 98, 1) :

If any officer, agent or employee of any corporation chartered under the laws of

this Commonwealth, or any foreign corporation doing business in this Common-
wealth, shall coerce or attempt to coerce any employee of such corporation by dis-

charging them or threatening to discharge them from employment of such corpora-
tion because of their connection with any lawful labor organization which such

employee may have formed, joined or belonged to, or if any such officer, agent, or

employee shall exact from any applicant for employment in such corporation any
promise or agreement not to form, join or belong to such lawful labor organization,
or not to continue a member of such lawful labor organization, or if any such officer,

agent or employee shall in any way prevent or endeavor to prevent any employee
from forming, joining or belonging to such lawful labor organization, or shall inter-

fere or attempt to interfere by any other means whatsoever, direct or indirect, with

any employee's free and imtrammeled connection with such lawful labor organiza-
tion, be [he?] or they shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof

shall be liable to a fine of not more'than two thousand nor less than one thousand
dollars ($1,000), and imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year, or either, or

both, in the discretion of the court.

And for the new Colorado statute, see Chap. II. Art. A, 2, abo\v.

*Held unconstitutional.
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SEC. 4. UNION LABELS. Nearly all the States have now adopted a
statute allowing members of trade unions, or labor unions, or associated

laborers, or (in Mass., N. J., Iowa, Colo., Tenn., Idaho, Okla., Wash.,
Mo., and La.) any other persons, association, or corporation, to adopt
labels or trade-marks to be used solely to designate the products of
their own labor, or of the labor of members of their own trade unions
or labor unions in alliance with them. 1 In Massachusetts (1899, 359)
there appears to be no limitation in the use of such label to goods actu-

ally made by the persons using it, but usually the}' must be made,
packed, or sold by him. (This form of statute is made use of by the
National Association of Consumers' League, a voluntary association of

benevolent persons who agree to buy only goods which are made under

sanitary and fair conditions.) Provision is usually made for the reg-
istration of such label or trade-mark with the secretary of state, a

penalty imposed for counterfeiting it, and remedies by injunction or

equity process given the laborers or other persons using the label

against its infringement or unauthorized use.

Badges, etc. A few States have statutes making penal the counter-

feiting or wearing labor badges, or the using fraudulent credentials of
labor unions at labor conventions, or representing nonexistent organ-
izations at such conventions or meetings (N. Y. 1898, 671; Pa. 1897,
116).

Requirement of union label. In Nevada and Montana, by a recent

statute, all State printing must bear the union label (Moi ,. 1897, p. 58;
Nev. 1895, 63).

SEC. 5. NON-UNION LABOR. Corresponding to the provisions of
the above section, no States have statutes expressly protecting the

rights of nonunion employees, but they are impliedly guarded in the
statutes against intimidation (Chap. I, Art. F), and the statutes

against boycotts (see Chap. IX, Art. B, 2).

ART. B. STRIKES, BOYCOTTS, PICKETS, ETC.

(See also above, Chap. I, Art. F, 2.)

SEC. 1. LEGISLATION AS TO STRIKES. A very few States have stat-

utes expressly aimed at the regulation of strikes, though in some
States the common law of conspiracy has been so modified as to seri-

ously influence the treatment by the courts of combinations to strike.

There is in Pennsylvania an express statute that
' '

any laborers or

employees acting either as individuals or as members of any union

may refuse to work for any person whenever in their opinion the

wages paid are insufficient or the treatment unjust or offensive, or

the continued labor by them would be contrary to the rules of an>
union, etc., without subjecting such persons to prosecution for crimi-

nal conspiracy: Provided, That this shall not prevent the prosecution
under any law other than conspiracy of any person who snail by the

J N. H. 1895, 42, 1-7; N. Y. G. L. 32, 15-16; N. J. 1898, 50; Mass. 1895, 462; Me. 1891,

14; 1893, 276; Conn. 1893, 162; Pa. 1895, 68; Ohio, 1890, Apr. 2; 1892, Mar. 30; 1894,

May 1; Ind. 8693-8703; 111. 140, 6-12; Mich. 1891, 41; Wis. 1891, 280; 1893, 14; 1895,

151; Iowa 1892, 36; Minn. 6917-6929; Kans. 1891, 213; Nebr. 3549-3553; Md. 1892,

357; Del. 68, 1-7; 1899, 266; Va. 1898, 33; Tenn. 1897, 107; Ky. 4749-4755; Mo.

8569-8576; Tex. 1895, 81; Cal. Pol. C. 3200-1; Wash. 1897, 47; S. Dak. 1890, 153;

Mont. P. C. 641-646; Ga. 1893, 380; La. 1898, 49; Colo. 1899, 154; Idaho 1899, p. 427;

Okla 1897,40.

249A 9
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use of force, threats, or menace of harm to person or property hinder

Eersons
who desire to labor from so doing, or conspire to commit a

ilony."
1

The New York statute also expressly legalizes certain strikes: "A
person who wilfully and maliciously, either alone or in combination
with others, breaks a contract of service or hiring, knowing or having
reasonable cause to believe that the probable consequence of his so

doing will be to endanger human life, or to cause grievous bodily
injury, or to expose valuable property to destruction or serious injury,
is guilty of a misdemeanor,

* * * but nothing in this code con-

tained shall be so construed as to prevent any person from demanding
an increase of wages, or from assembling and using all lawful means
to induce employers to pay such wages to all persons employed by
them, as shall be a just and fair compensation for services rendered "

1 The Pennsylvania law in full is as follows (Dig., pp. 484, 2017, 2019) :

SEC. 72. It shall be lawful for any laborer or laborers, workingman or workingmen,
journeyman or journeymen, acting either as individuals or as the member of any
club, society or association, to refuse to work or labor for any person or persons,
whenever, in his, her or their opinion, the wages paid are insufficient, or the treat-

ment of such laborer or laborers, workingman or workingmen, journeyman or journey-
men, by his, her or their employer is brutal or offensive, or the continued labor by
such laborer or laborers, workingman or workingmen, journeyman or journeymen,
would be contrary to the rules, regulations or by-laws of any club, society or organiza-
tion to which he, she or they might belong, without subjecting any person or persons,
so refusing to work or labor, to prosecution or indictment for conspiracy under the
criminal laws of this Commonwealth: Provided, That this act shall not be held to apply
to the member or members of any club, society or organization, the constitution,

by-laws, rules and regulations of which are not in strict conformity to the constitution
of the State of Pennsylvania, and to the Constitution of the United States: Proiided,
That nothing herein contained shall prevent the prosecution and punishment, under

existing laws, of any person or persons who shall, in any way, hinder persons who
desire to labor for their employers from so doing, or other persons from being
employed as laborers.

SEC. 73. It shall be lawful for employees, acting either as individuals or collectively,
or as the members of any club, assembly, association or organization, to refuse to

work or labor for any person, persons, corporation or corporations, whenever in his,
her or their opinion the wages paid are insufficient, or his, her or their treatment is

offensive or unjust, or whenever the continued labor or work by him, her or them
would be contrary to the constitution, rules, regulations, by-laws, resolution or reso-

lutions of any club, assembly, association, organization or meeting of which he, she
or they may be a member or may have attended, and as such individuals or members
or as having attended any meeting, it shall be lawful for him, her or them to devise
and adopt ways and means to make such rules, regulations, by-laws, resolution or
resolutions effective, without subjecting them to indictment for Conspiracy at com-
mon law or under the criminal laws for this commonwealth :

Provided, first, That this act shall not be held to apply to the member or members
of any club, assembly, association, organization or meeting, the constitution, rules,

regulations, by-laws, resolution or resolutions of which are not in conformity with
the constitution of the United States, and to the constitution of this Commonwealth :

Provided, second, That nothing herein contained shall prevent the prosecution and

punishment, under any law, other than that of conspiracy, of any person or per-
sons who shall, by the use of force, threats or menace of harm to person or prop-
erty, hinder or attempt to hinder any person or persons who may desire to labor or
work for any employer from so doing for such wages and upon such terms and con-
ditions as he, she or they may deem proper:
And provided, third, That nothing herein contained shall prevent the prosecution

and punishment of any persons conspiring to commit a felony.
SEC. 3. The second proviso in * * section [2 above]

* ' shall be so

construed that the use of lawful or peaceful means, having for their object a lawful

Kirpose,
shall not be regarded as "in any way hindering" persons who desire to

bor; and that the use of force, threat or menace of harm to persons or property,
shall alone be regarded as in any way hindering persons who desire to labor for their

employers from so doing, or other persons from being employed as laborers.
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(N. Y. P. C. 673, 675). And also in New York, Minnesota, Missis-

sippi, North and South Dakota, Montana, and Oklahoma the common
law of conspiracy is repealed, and

If two or more persons conspire, either (N. Y. P. C. 168; Minn. 6423; Miss. 1006;
N. Dak. 7037);

* * *

To prevent another from exercising a lawful trade or calling, or doing any other
lawful act, by force, threats, intimidation, or by interfering or threatening to interfere

with tools, implements, or property belonging to or used by another, or with the use
or employment thereof,

w(N. Y.,Minn., N. Dak., S. Dak. 6425, Okla. 2061, Mont. P. C. 320

Miss.),

To commit any act injurious to the public health, to public morals, or to trade or

commerce, or for the perversion or obstruction of justice, or of the due administration
of the laws
Each of them is guilty of misdemeanor;

and (N. Y. P. C. 170, Minn. 6424, Mont. P. C. 322, N. Dak. 7039)

No conspiracy is punishable criminally unless it is one of those enumerated in the
last section, and the orderly and peaceable assembling or cooperation of persons
employed in any calling, trade, or handicraft, for the purpose of obtaining an advance
in the rate of wages or compensation, or of maintaining such vote is not a conspiracy.

And also in Minnesota (6425) and South Dakota (6427) and Oklahoma (2063) and
Montana (P. C. 323) :

No agreement except to commit a felony upon the person of another, or to commit
arson or burglary amounts to a conspiracy, unless some act beside such agreement be
done to effect the object thereof, by one or more of the parties to such agreement.

In New Jersey (Sup. p. 774) :

It shall not be unlawful for any two or more persons to unite, combine or bind
themselves by oath, covenant, agreement, alliance or otherwise, to persuade, advise
or encourage, by peaceable means, any person or persons to enter into any combina-
tion for or against leaving or entering into the employment of any person, persons or

corporation;

and also (Rev. p. 261, 191, as amended by 9, p. 1296, Revision of

1877, and 43, p. 199, Sup. of 1886):

If two or more persons shall combine, unite, confederate, conspire, or bind them-
selves by oath, covenant, agreement or other alliance to commit any crime,

* * *
,

or to cheat and defraud any person of any property by any means which are in them-
selves criminal, or to cheat and defraud any person of any property by any means
which, if executed, would amount to a cheat,

* * *
,
or to commit any act for

the perversion or obstruction of justice, or the due administration of the laws, they
shall, on conviction, be deemed guilty of a conspiracy, and shall be punished by
imprisonment at hard labor not exceeding two years, or by a fine not exceeding five

hundred dollars, or both; but no agreement to commit any crime other than murder,
manslaughter, sodomy, rape, arson, burglary or robbery, shall be deemed a con-

spiracy, unless some act in execution of such agreement be done to effect the object
thereof by one or more of the parties to such agreement. Provided, That nothing in

this section shall be construed to apply to any person or persons lawfully and by
peaceful means persuading, advising or encouraging other persons to enter into any
combination for or against leaving or entering into the employment of other persons.

In Illinois (38, 158) :

If any two or more persons shall combine for the purpose of depriving the owner
or possessor of property of its lawful use and management, or of preventing, by
threats, suggestions of danger, or any unlawful means, anypersonfrom being employed
by or obtaining employment from any such owner or possessor of property, on such
terms as the parties concerned may agree upon, such persons so offending shall be
fined not exceeding $500, or confined in the county jail not exceeding six months.

In Minnesota ( 6815) :

A person who willfully and wrongfully commits any act which seriously injures
the person or property 01 another, or which seriously disturbs or endangers the pub-
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lie peace or health, or which openly outrages public decency, for which no other

punishment is expressly prescribed by this code, is guilty of a misdemeanor; but

nothing in this code contained shall be so construed as to prevent any person from

demanding an increase of wages, or from assembling and using all lawful means to

induce employers to pay such wages to all persons employed by them, as shall be a

just and fair compensation for services rendered.

In Maryland, following the English statute, the entire common law
of conspiracy is repealed as follows: "An agreement or combination

by two or more persons, to do, or procure to be done, any act in con-

templation or furtherance of a trade dispute between employers and

workmen, shall not be indictable as a conspiracy, if such act, com-
mitted by one person, would not be punishable as an offense; nothing
in this section shall affect the law relating to riot, unlawful assembly,
breach of the peace, or any offence against any person or against

property" (Md. 27, 31), and Kansas has a novel statute aimed at cor-

porations.
2

SEC. 2. STRIKES ON RAILWAYS. A few States have statutes specially

regulating strikes upon railways (see also, for the regulation of acts

of individuals, Chap 1, Art. F, Sec. 2; and for Illinois, etc-., see 3

below). These States are Maine, Pennsylvania, Illinois, New Jersey,
Kansas, Delaware, and Mississippi.

1

2
Kansas, 1899, spec. 10, 42.

1
Thus, in Maine (123, 6) :

Any employee of a railroad corporation who, in pursuance of an agreement or com-
bination by two or more persons to do, or procure to be done, any act in contem-

plation or furtherance of a dispute between such corporation and its employees,
unlawfully or in violation of his duty or contract, stops or unnecessarily delays or

abandons, or in any way injures a locomotive or any car or tram of cars on the rail-

way track of such corporation, or in any way hinders or obstructs the use of any
locomotive, car or train of cars on the railroad of such corporation, shall be punished
by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or imprisonment in the State prison or
in jail not exceeding one year.

In New Jersey (p. 946, 173-176) , Pennsylvania (Dig. p. 533, 128-131) ,
and Dela-

ware (127, 1-5) :

If any locomotive engineer, or other railroad employee (conductor, baggage master,
brakeman or trainman, in Delaware) upon any railroad within this state, engaged
in any strike, or with a view to incite others to such strike, or in furtherance of any
combination or preconcerted arrangement with any other person to bring about a

strike, shall abandon the locomotive engine in his charge, when attached either to a

passenger or freight tram, at any place other than the schedule or otherwise appointed
destination of such train, or shall refuse or neglect to continue to discharge his duty,
or to proceed with said train to the place of destination as aforesaid, he shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor; and upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not
less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, and may be

imprisoned for a term not exceeding six months, at the discretion of the court.

If any locomotive engineer, or other railroad employee, within this state, for the

purpose of furthering the object of, or lending aid to any strike or strikes, organized
or attempted to be maintained on any other railroad, either within or without this

state, shall refuse or neglect, in the course of his employment, to aid in the move-
ment over and upon the tracks of the company employing him, [or] the cars of such
other railroad company, received therefrom in the course of transit, he shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor; and upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not
less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, and may be

imprisoned for a term not exceeding six months, at the discretion of the court.

If any person, in aid or furtherance of the objects of any strike upon any railroad,
shall interfere with, molest or obstruct any locomotive engineer, or other railroad

employee, engaged in the discharge and performance of his duty as such, every per-
son so offending shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor; and upon conviction

thereof, shall be fined not less than one hundred nor more than two hundred dollars,
and may be imprisoned for a term not exceeding six months, at the discretion of the
court.

If any person or persons, in aid or furtherance of the objects of any strike,' shall
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Strikes in mines: North Dakota has adopted a special statute relat-

ing to conspiracies and mobs against mines (7662): "In all cases

when two or more persons shall associate themselves together for the

purpose of obtaining possession of a lode, gulch, or placer claim then
in the actual possession of another by force and violence, or by threats

obstruct any railroad track within this state, or shall injure or destroy the rolling
stock or any other property of any railroad company, or shall take possession of, or
remove any such property, or shall prevent or attempt to prevent the use thereof by
such railroad company or its employees, every such person so offending shall be
deemed guilty of a misdeni3anor; and upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not
less than five hundred dollars nor more than one thousand dollars, and may be

imprisoned not less than six months nor more than one year, at the discretion of the
court.

In Illinois (109-111, 114), and Kansas, substantially (see below) :

If any locomotive engineer in furtherance of any combination or agreement, shall

wilfully and maliciously abandon his locomotive upon any railroad at any other point
than the regular schedule destination of such locomotive, he shall be fined not less

than $20, nor more than $100, and confined in the county jail not less than twenty
days, nor more than ninety days.

If any person or persons shall wilfully and maliciously, by any act or by means of

intimidation, impede or obstruct, except by due process of law, the regular operation
and conduct of the business of any railroad company or other corporation, firm or indi-

vidual in this State, or of the regular running of any locomotive engine freight or pas-

senger train of any such company, or the labor and business of any such corporation,
firm or individual, he or they shall, on conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of

not less than twenty dollars nor less [more] than two hundred dollars, and confined
in the county jail not more [less] than twenty days nor more than ninety days.

If two or more persons shall wilfully and maliciously combine or conspire together
to obstruct or impede by any act, or by means of intimidation, the regular operation
and conduct of the business of any railroad company or any other corporation, firm
or individual in this State, or to impede hinder or obstruct, except by due process of

law, the regular running of any locomotive engine freight or passenger train on any
railroad, or the labor or business of any such corporation, firm, or individual, such

person shall, on conviction thereof, be punished by fine not less than twenty dollars,
nor more than two hundred dollars, and confined in the county jail not less than

twenty days, nor more than ninety days.
This act, shall not be construed to apply to cases of persons voluntarily quitting the

employment of any railroad company or such other corporation, firm or individual,
whether by concert of action or otherwise, e[x]cept as is provided in [par. 109]

And also (111. 38, 187, 188, and 190) :

If any two or more persons shall conspire or combine to break down, take up, injure
or destroy any railroad track, or railroad bridge, or to burn or destroy any engine,
engine house, car house, machine shop, or any other building or machinery neces-

sary to the free use of any railroad, every such person shall be punished by impris-
onment in the penitentiary not less than two nor more than five years.

If any two or more persons shall attempt to prevent the passage of any railroad

train, carrying any provisions, troops or munitions of war, for the use or in the

employment of this State or of the United States, by any violence or offer of violence,
or shall assemble themselves together for that purpose, or if any person shall induce,
entice or persuade, or attempt to induce, entice or persuade any other person to do
so, such persons, and each of them, shall be imprisoned in the penitentiary not less

than one nor more than ten years.
Whoever shall maliciously hire, persuade or induce, attempt to hire, induce or

persuade any person to burn, or in any way injure or destroy any railroad bridge, to

take up, injure or destroy any railroad track, or any machine shop, engine house,
car house, engine or car, or other machinery or property necessary for the operation
of any railroad, shall be imprisoned in the penitentiary not less than one nor more
than ten years.

In Kansas (2480-2483) :

If any locomotive engineer, in furtherance of any combination or agreement, shall

willfully and maliciously abandon his locomotive, upon any railroad, at any other

point than the regular schedule destination of such locomotive, he shall be fined not
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of violence, or by stealth, and shall proceed to carry out such purpose
by making threats against the party or parties in possession, or who
shall enter upon such lode or mining claim for the purpose aforesaid,
or who shall enter upon or into

any lode, gulch, placer claim or quartz mill or other mining property, or, not being
upon such property but within hearing of the same, shall make any threats or make
use of any language, sign or gesture calculated to intimidate any person or persons
at work on said property from continuing work thereon or therein, or to intimidate
others from engaging to work thereon or therein, every such person so offending,
shall, upon conviction, be punished by imprisonment in the county jail not exceed-
six months and not less than thirty days, and by fine not exceeding two hundred
and fifty dollars, such fine to be discharged either by payment or by confinement in

such jail until such fine is discharged at the rate of two dollars and fifty cents per
day. On trials under this section, proof of a common purpose of two or more per-
sons to obtain possession of property as aforesaid, or to intimidate laborers as above
set forth, accompanied or followed by any of the acts above specified, by any of them,
shall be sufficient evidence to convict any one committing such acts, although the

parties may not be associated together at the time of committing the same.

SEC. 3. BOYCOTTS. The ordinary acts committed by persons engaged
in a boycott are usually prohibited by the statutes forbidding intimida-

tion by individuals (see Chapter I, Art. F). As we said in that article,we
have here to consider only those statutes which apply to combinations of

less than twenty dollars nor more than one hundred dollars, and confined not less

than twenty days nor more than ninety days in the county jail.

If any person or persons shall willfully or maliciously, by any act or by means of

intimidation, impede or obstruct, except by due process of law, the regular operation
and conduct of the business of any railroad company, or other corporation, firm or
individual in this State, or of the regular running of any locomotive engine, freight or

passenger train of any such company, or the labor and business of any such corpora-
tion, firm or individual, he or they shall, on conviction thereof, be punished by a
fine of not less than twenty dollars,"nor more than two hundred dollars, and confined
in the county jail not less than twentv days nor more than ninety days.

If two or more persons shall willfully and maliciously combine or conspire together
to obstruct or impede by any act, or by means of intimidation, the regular operation
and conduct of the business of any railroad company, or any other corporation, firm
or individual in this State, or to obstruct, hinder, or impede, except by due process
of law, the regular running of any locomotive engine, freight or passenger train on any
railroad, or the labor or business of any such corporation, firm or individual, such

persons shall on conviction thereof be punished by a fine of not less than twenty dol-

lars, nor more than two hundred dollars, and confined in the county jail not less

than twenty days nor more than ninety days.
This act [these paragraphs] shall not be construed to apply to cases of persons vol-

untarily quitting the employment of any railroad company, or such other corporation,
firm or individual, whether by concert of action or otherwise, except as is provided
hi section one of this act [paragraph 2480].

In Mississippi:

SEC. 1266. If any person shall wantonly or maliciously injure, or place any imped-
iment or obstruction on any railroad, or do any other act by means of which any
car or vehicle might be caused to diverge, or be derailed, or thrown from the track,
such person, on conviction, shall be imprisoned hi the penitentiary not longer than
ten years; and the penalty provided in this section shall apply to any engineer, con-

ductor, switchman, brakeman, train dispatcher, or telegraph operator who shall will-

fully or negligently cause the derailment or collision of a passenger train.

SEC. 1270. If two or more persons shall willfully and maliciously combine or con-

spire together to obstruct or impede, by any act, or by means of intimidation, the

regular operation and conduct of the business of any railroad company, or to impede
hinder, or obstruct, except by due process of law, the regular running of any locomo-
tive engine, freight or passenger train on any railroad, or the labor and business of

such railroad company, such persons, and each of them, shall on conviction, be pun-
ished by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or imprisonment in the county
jail not exceeding six months, or both; but this section shall not apply to persons
who merely quit the employment of a railroad company, whether by concert of action
or otherwise.
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persons to boycott or injure others. The statutes concerning strikes

or combinations to leave work, etc., will be found in section 1 of this

article. In many cases, as will have been seen, these statutes apply also

to combinations to boycott, the two matters being often covered by the

same statute
;
but a few States have separate statutes applying expressly

to boycotting. These are Maine, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Kansas,
Colorado, Georgia, Florida, and Texas. 1 The Maryland and Montana

lr
Thus, in Maine (R. S., 126, 18) :

SEC. 18. If two or more persons conspire and agree together, with the fraudulent
or malicious intent wrongfully and wickedly to injure the person, character, business,
or property of another; or to do any illegal act injurious to the public trade,

* *
*,

they are guilty of a conspiracy, and every such offender, and every person convicted
of conspiracy at common law, shall be punished by imprisonment for not more than
three years, or by fine not exceeding one thousand dollars.

In Illinois (38, 46) :

If any two or more persons conspire or agree together, or the officers or executive
committee of any society or organization or corporation, shall issue or utter any cir-

cular or edict, as the action of or instruction to its members, or any other persons,
societies, organizations, or corporations, for the purpose of establishing a so-called

boycott or blacklist, or shall post or distribute any written or printed notice in any
place, with the fraudulent or malicious intent wrongfully and wickedly to injure the

person, character, business, or employment, or property of another,
*' *

*, or to

do any illegal act injurious to the public trade, health, morals, police, or administra-
tion of public justice, or to prevent competition in the letting of any contract by the

State, or the authorities of any counties, city, town or village, or to induce any per-
son not to enter into such competition,

* * *
they shall be deemed guilty of a

conspiracy; and every such offender, whether as individuals or as the officers of any
society or organization, and every person convicted of conspiracy at common law,
shall be imprisoned in the penitentiary not exceeding five years, or fined not

exceeding two thousand dollars, or both.

In Kansas (2481-2483) and Illinois (114, 109-111 see 2 above) :

If any person or persons shall willfully and maliciously by any act, or by means of

intimidation, impede or obstruct, except by due process of law, the regular operation
and conduct of the business of any railroad company or other corporation, firm or indi-

vidual in this state, or of the regular running of any locomotive engine, freight, or pas-
senger train of any such company, or the labor and business of any such corporation,
firm or individual, he or they shall, on conviction thereof, be punished by imprison-
ment in the county jail not more than three months, or in the state prison for a period
not exceeding one year.

If two or more persons shall willfully and maliciously combine, or conspire together,
to obstruct or impede, by any act or by means of intimidation, the regular operation
and conduct of the business of any railroad company or any other corporation, firm,
or individual in this state, or to impede, hinder, or obstruct, except by due process
of law, the regular running of any locomotive engine, freight or passenger train, on
any railroad, or the labor and business of any such corporation, firm, or individual,
such persons shall, on conviction thereof, be punished by imprisonment in the county
jail for a period not more than three months or in the state prison for a period not

exceeding two years.
This act shall not be construed to apply to cases of persons voluntarily quitting the

employment of any railroad company or such other corporation, firm, or individual,
whether by concert of action or otherwise.

In Michigan this statute appears to have been repealed.

In Wisconsin (4466a) :

Any two or more persons who shall combine, associate, agree, mutually undertake,
or concert together for the purpose of willfully or maliciously injuring another in his

reputation, trade, business or profession, by any means whatever, or for the purpose
of maliciously compelling another to do or perform any act against his will, or pre-

venting or hindering another from doing or performing any lawful act, shall be pun-
ished by imprisonment in the county jail not more than one year, or by fine not

exceeding five hundred dollars.

In Colorado (1295) :

It shall not be unlawful for any two or more persons to unite, or combine, or agree
in any manner, to advise or encourage, by peaceable means, any person or persons to
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statutes (see section 1 of this article) seem to legalize all boycotts in

labor cases; and other statutes of other States quoted in section 1 might
apply as well to boycotts as to strikes. Such are the laws of Mew
York, New Jerse}

r

, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Minnesota, North and South

Dakota, Montana, Oklahoma, and Mississippi. In Wisconsin, North

Dakota, and Florida the statutes concerning blacklisting (see Chap. X,
section 1), cover also the matter of boycotts.

SEC. 4. PICKETING. The English statute has expressly regulated
this subject, substantially permitting picketing or patrolling by not
more than two persons conducted in a peaceable manner for purposes
of observation. There are no statutes whatever upon the subject in

the United States.

SEC. 5. INJUNCTIONS AGAINST STRIKES, BOYCOTTS, AND OTHER LABOR
COMBINATIONS. This matter might well be regulated by statute, and
it has to a slight extent been so treated in United States laws, but the

only statute yet passed concerning injunctions or equity process in

labor cases, that of Kansas, applies generally to all injunctions. (See

Chapter I, Art. E, above.)
SEC. 6. RIOTS. The matter of riots is usually covered by ordinary

criminal statutes, and the militia laws; but the States of Indiana, Ohio,

enter into any combination in relation to entering into or remaining in the employ-
ment of any person, persons or corporation, or in relation to the amount of wages or

compensation to be paid for labor, or for the purpose of regulating the hours of labor,
or for the procuring of fair and just treatment from employers, or for the purpose of

aiding and protecting their welfare and interests in any other manner not in violation

of the constitution of this State or the laws made in pursuance thereof: Prorided, That
this act shall not be so construed as to permit two or more persons, by threats of either

bodily or financial injury, or by any display of force, to prevent or intimidate any
other person from continuing in such employment as he may see fit, or to boycott or
intimidate any employer of labor.

And by a late statute (Col. 1897, 31, 3) :

It shall be unlawful for any person . . . society or union to establish ... or engage
in a boycott against any individual or corporation carrying on any kind of trade or

business, by agreement not to patronize, trade or do business with such individual etc.,

or to induce others not to &c., under penalty of misdemeanor.

In Georgia (4498) :

If any two or more persons shall associate themselves together in any society or

organization whatever, with intent and for the purpose of preventing, in any manner
whatever, any person or persons whomsoever from apprenticing himself or themselves
to learn and practice any trade, craft, vocation or calling whatsoever, or for the purpose
of inducing, by persuasion, threats, fraud, or any other means, any apprentice or

apprentices to any such trade, craft, vocation, or calling, to leave the employment of

their employer or employers, or for the purpose, by any means whatever, of prevent-
ing or deterring any person or persons whomsoever, from learning and practicing any
such trade, craft, vocation or calling whatsoever, every such person so associating
himself in such society or organization shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction thereof, shall be punished as prescribed in section 4310 of this Code.

In Texas (P. C. 279, 289) :

An ' unlawful assembly
' '

is the meeting of three or more persons, with intent to aid
each other by violence or in any other manner either to commit an offense or illegally
to deprive any person of any right, or to disturb him in the enjoyment thereof.

If the purpose of the unlawful assembly be to prevent any person from pursuing

any labor, occupation or employment, or to intimidate any person from following his

daily avocation, or to interfere in any manner with the labor or employment of

another, the punisnment shall be by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars.

In Montana the common law of conspiracy is repealed, and the conspiracy statute,

as in Maryland, is expressly declared "not apply to any arrangement, agreement or
combination between laborers made with the object of lessening their hours of work
or increasing wages, nor to persons engaged in agriculture or horticulture with a view
of embracing the price of their products" (Mont. P. C., 325).
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Illinois, Minnesota, and others have recently adopted laws so obviously
aimed at labor disorders, and so original in their provisions, that I have
deemed it worth while to summarize them in a footnote. 1

'Indiana (1895, 53):

Whenever there shall be in any city, town or county, any tumult, riot, mob, or

any body of men acting together by force, with intent to commit any felony or mis-

demeanor, or to offer violence to any person or property, or by force and violence to

break and resist the laws of this state, or the laws or authorities of the United States,
or any such tumult, riot or mob shall be threatened, and the fact be made to appear
to the governor or the mayor of any city or any court of record, or judge thereof, or
to any sheriff or deputy, the governor may issue his written order directing the senior

or other military officers to turn out such portion of his command as may be neces-

sary to quell, suppress or prevent such tumult or threatened tumult, and the officer

or member of the militia who shall fail promptly to obey such orders shall be cashiered.

Whenever it becomes necessary, in order to sustain the supremacy of the law, that

the troops should fire upon a mob, person or persons, the officer in command shall

direct when the order to fire shall be given and when the firing is to cease. No such
officer shall, under any pretence or in compliance with any order, fire blank car-

tridges on a mob, under penalty of being cashiered under sentence of court martial.

Any person interrupting, molesting, etc.
, any officer or enlisted man of the militia,

etc.
, may be immediately arrested and kept confined at the discretion of the com-

manding officer until sunset, or for such reasonable time as may be necessary to pro-
cure his arrest by the civil authorities, and such offender may be arrested and pun-
ished by a court of competent jurisdiction as for a breach of the peace.

In Illinois (38, 248-256r) :

If two or more persons shall meet to do an unlawful act upon a common cause of

quarrel, and make advances toward it, they are guilty of riot. If they actually do an
unlawful act with force or violence against the person or property of another, with or
without a common cause of quarrel, or even do an unlawful act in a violent and
tumultuous manner, they are guilty of riot. If they assemble together to do an unlaw-
ful act, and separate without doing it, they are guilty of unlawful assembly; and if

they do not disperse on being desired or commanded to do so by an officer of the

peace, they are liable to a fine. When twelve or more persons, and all of them armed
with clubs or dangerous weapons, or thirty or more armed or unarmed, are unlaw-

fully, riotously, or tumultuously assembled * * *
,
the municipal officers, con-

stables, justice of the peace, sheriff of the county, shall go among them, and com-
mand them to disperse, and if they do not obey they shall command assistance from
all persons present, and every person refusing to disperse or to assist as aforesaid is

deemed one of such unlawful assembly. Any two of the magistrates
* * * may

require the aid of a sufficient number of persons in arms or otherwise to suppress such

assembly, and such armed force shall ooey the orders which they receive from the

foyernor,
any judge of a court of record, any sheriff or any two magistrates or officers,

f in such efforts any persons are killed or wounded said magistrates, officers, and
other persons shall be justified in law. If any of said magistrates, officers or per-
sons acting with them are killed or wounded all persons so unlawfully assembled or

refusing to give assistance shall be held answerable therefor.

There are also provisions prescribing heavy punishment for such persons so assem-
bled pulling down or beginning to destroy any property, and the city or county is

liable to three-fourths of the damages, though the person injured preserves his reme-
dies against the persons actually doing the injury, and the city or county has a lien

upon any damages that may be recovered against them. The sheriff may swear any
number of deputies or he may make requisition on the adjutant-general of the state
for arms, or upon the governor for the militia. The military force are to report to
the civil officer so applying for aid, or to such civil officer as the governor shall des-

ignate and act under his orders. It is made the duty of the governor in such cases
of tumult, etc., to order such military force as he deems necessary to aid the civil

authorities. Persons molesting the militia or officers may be put under guard, and
turned over to the civil authorities.

The Wisconsion statute (4511-4519) and that of Minnesota (6930-6936) , Nebraska,
(6677-6681), South Dakota (6677-6684), are substantially similar, except that they
leave out the provisions making counties or towns liable for damages.

In Texas (P. C. 295, 304) :

TITLE 9. Riot.

ARTICLE 295. If the persons unlawfully assembled together do, or attempt to do, any
illegal act, all those engaged in such illegal act are guilty of riot.

ARTICLE 304. If any person, by engaging in a riot, shall prevent any other person
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SEC. 7. RESPONSIBILITY OF TOWNS, ETC., FOR RIOTS. This is not
a common-law liability, and must rest upon the statutes, which, how-

from pursuing any labor, occupation or employment, or intimidate any other per-
son from following his daily avocation, or interfere in any manner with the labor or

employment of another, he shall be punished by confinement in the county jail not
less than six months nor more than one year.

And in Ohio (1895, p. 136) and Michigan (1899, 252) :

Any collection of individuals, assembled for any unlawful purpose, intending to do
damage or injury to anyone or pretending to exercise correctional power over other

Krsons
by violence, and without authority of law, shall for the purpose of this act

regarded as a "mob," and any act of violence exercised by them upon the body
of any person shall constitute a "lynching."
The term "serious injury," for the purposes of this act, shall include any such

injury as shall permanently or temporarily disable the person receiving it from earn-

ing a livelihood by manual labor.

Any person who shall be taken from the hands of the officers of justice in any
county by a mob, and shall be assaulted by the same with whips, clubs, missiles, or
in any other manner, shall be entitled to recover from the county in which such
assault shall be made the sum of one thousand dollars as damages, by action as here-
inafter provided.
Any person assaulted by a mob and suffering lynching at their hands, shall be

entitled to recover of the county in which such assault is made the sum of five hun-
dred dollars; or if the injury received is serious the sum of one thousand dollars; or
if it result in permanent disability to earn a livelihood by manual labor, the sum
of five thousand dollars.

The legal representative of any person suffering death by lynching at the hands of

a mob, in any county of this State, shall be entitled to recover of the county in

which such lynching may occur the sum of five thousand dollars damages for such
unlawful killing. Said recovery shall be applied first to the maintenance of the

family and education of the minor children of the person so lynched, if any be left

surviving him, until such minor children shall become of legal age, and then be dis-

tributed to the survivors, share and share alike, the widow receiving a child's share.
If there be no wife or minor children left surviving such decedent, the said recovery
shall be distributed among the next of kin according to the laws for the distribution

of the personalty of an intestate. Such recovery shall not be regarded as a part of

the estate of the person lynched, nor be subject to any of his liabilities. Any per-
son suffering death or injury at the hands of a mob engaged in an attempt to lynch
another person, shall be deemed within the provisions of this act, and he or his legal

representatives shall have the same right of action thereunder as one purposely injured
or killed by such mob.

Actions for the recoveries provided for in this actmay be begun in any court having
original jurisdiction of an action for damages for malicious assault, within two years
of the time of such lynching.
An order to the commissioners of any county against which such recovery may be

made, to include the same with costs of action in the next succeeding tax levy for

said county, shall form a part of the judgment in every such case.

Any person entitled to a share in any recovery under this act who shall consent to

a release or compromise of such claim in consideration of the payment of any sum
less than the full amount of said recovery, shall be liable to indictment for a mis-
demeanor and punished, at the discretion of the court, as in other misdemeanors.
In case the decedent has left minor children him surviving, the fund shall be turned

over to a regularly appointed guardian, who shall apply the same under the direction

of the judge of probate, allowing not more than five hundred dollars for counsel fees

in the action for such recovery.
The county in which any lynching shall occur shall have a right of action to recover

the amount of any judgment rendered against it in favor of the legal representatives
of any person killed or seriously injured by a mob, including coste, against any of the

parties composing such mob. Any person present at such lynching shall be deemed
a member of the mob and shall be liable in such action.

In case a mob shall carry a prisoner into another county or shall come from another

county to commit violence on a prisoner brought from such county for safe-keeping,
the county in which the lynching was committed may recover the amount of the

judgment and costs against the county from which the mob came, unless there was

contributory negligence on the part of the officials of said county in failing to protect
the prisoner or disperse said mob.
Nothing in this act shall be held to relieve any person concerned in such lynching

for (from) prosecution for homicide or assault for engaging therein.
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ever, have been passed in several States. See examples in section 6 and
note.

1

l
Thus, by a new statute of Kentucky (1894, 1, 8) :

If, within any city, any church, convent, chapel, dwelling house, or house used or

designed for the transaction of lawful business, or ship or shipyard, boat or vessel,
or railroad, or property of any kind belonging to any street or other railroad com-

pany, or any article of personal property, shall be injured or destroyed, or if any
property therein or thereon shall be taken away or injured by any riotous or tumul-
tuous assemblage of people, the full amount or the damages so done shall be recov-
erable by the person injured by action against the city if the authorities thereof have
the ability of themselves or with the aid of their own citizens to prevent such damage;
but no such liability shall be incurred by such city unless the authorities thereof
shall have had notice or good reason to believe that such riot or tumultuous assem-

blage was about to take place, or having taken place, shall have had notice'of the
same in time to prevent said injury or destruction, either by their own force or by
the aid of the citizens of such city. No persons shall maintain such action who shall

have unlawfully contributed by word or deed toward exciting or inflaming such tu-

mult or riot, or who shall have failed to do what he reasonably could toward pre-

venting, allaying or suppressing it.

In South Carolina (1893, 12) :

SEC. 203. In all cases where any dwelling house, building, or any property, real or

personal, shall be destroyed in consequence of any mob or riot, it shall be lawful for

the person or persons owning or interested in such property to bring suit against the

county in which such property was situated and being, for the recovery of such dam-
ages as he or they may have sustained by reason of the destruction thereof; and the
amount which shall be recovered in said action shall be paid in the manner provided
by section 202 of this chapter.

SEC. 204. No person or persons shall be entitled to the recovery of such damages
if it shall appear that the destruction of his or their property was caused by his or
their illegal conduct, nor unless it shall appear that he or they, upon knowledge
had of the intention or attempt to destroy his or their property, or to collect a mob
for that purpose, and sufficient time intervening, gave notice thereof to a constable,
sheriff or trial justice of the county in which such property was situated and being;
and it shall be the duty of such constable, sheriff or trial justice, upon receipt of

such notice, to take all legal means necessary for the protection of such property as

is attacked, or threatened to be attacked; and if such constable, sheriff or trial justice,

upon receipt of such notice, or upon knowledge of such intention or attempt to de-

stroy such property, in any wise received, shall neglect or refuse to perform his duty
in the premises, he or they so nelecting or refusing shall be liable for the damages
done to such property, to be recovered by action, and shall also be deemed guilty of

a misdemeanor in office, and on conviction thereof shall forfeit his commission.
SEC. 205. Nothing in the foregoing sections of this chapter shall be construed to

prevent the person or persons whose property is so injured or destroyed from having
and maintaining his or their action against all and every person and persons engaged
or participating in said mob or riot, to recover full damages for any injury sustained:

Provided, however, That no damages shall be received by the party injured against
any of the said rioters for the same injury for which compensation shall be made by
the county.

SEC. 206. It shall be lawful for the county supervisor of the county against which
damages shall be recovered under the provisions of this chapter to bring suit or suits

in the name of the county against any and all persons engaged or in any manner
participating in said mob or riot, and against any constable, sheriff, trial justice, or
other officer charged with the maintenance of

'

the public peace, who may be liable,

by neglect of duty, to the provisions of this chapter, for the recovery of all damages,
costs and expenses incurred by said county; and such suits shall not abate or fail by
reason of too many or too few parties defendant being named therein.

SEC. 207. Sheriffs, constables, and other officers in the several circuits or counties
vested with powers of arresting, imprisoning and bailing offenders against the laws
of this State, are hereby specially authorized and required to institute proceedings
against all and every person and persons who shall violate the provisions of the pre-
ceding sections of this chapter, and cause him and them to be arrested, imprisoned,
or bailed, as the case may require, for a trial before such court as shall have jurisdic-
tion of the offense.

SEC. 208. The circuit courts of this State, within their respective circuits, in the
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counties of which the circuits are respectively composed, shall have cognizance of all

offenses committed against the provisions of Sections 198 to 206, inclusive, of this

chapter.

And in Rhode Island (1896, 278) :

SEC. 9. Whenever any property of the value of fifty dollars or more shall be

destroyed or be injured to that amount by any persons tc the number of six or more
unlawfully, routously, riotously or tumultuously assembled, the town or city within
which said property was situated shall be liable to indemnify the owner thereof to

the amount of three-fourths of the property so destroyed or three-fourths of the
amount of such injury thereto, to be recovered in an action of the case in any court

proper to try the same, provided the owner of such property shall use all reasonable

diligence to prevent its destruction or injury by such unlawful assembly and to

procure the conviction of the offenders.

SEC. 10. Any town or city which shall pay any sum under the provisions of the

preceding section, may recover the same against any or all of the persons who shall

have destroyed or injured such property.



CHAPTER X.

UNIONS OR COMBINATIONS OF EMPLOYERS, TRUSTS,
ETC.

SEC. 1. BLACKLISTING (see also Chap. IX. Art. B, 3; Chap. I,

Art. F). Most of the States have now adopted statutes against black-

listing. In North Dakota ( 212) and Utah (Con. 16, 4) the exchange
of blacklists by corporations, or in Utah by any persons, is forbidden

by the constitution. Many States make it a penal offense willfully to

prevent discharged employees,
1 or in some States any persons,

2 from

obtaining a situation. In some States the employee must be furnished
with the cause of his discharge in writing,

3 but a truthful statement of

the reason for such discharge may be furnished other employers.
4

Finally, in New York, Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa, and other States

the exchange of blacklists is merely prohibited under that name. 8

Important typical statutes are copied below. 6 False reports, etc.,

only are prohibited in Missouri and Arkansas. 7

'Conn. 1897, 184; Ind. 7076-8; Iowa 1888, 57; Kans. 1897, 144; Mont. Pol. C. 3390-

3392; Ga. 1891, p. 183; Colo. 239, 240; Nev. 1895, 75; Va. 1892, 622; Ala. 3763; Okla.

1897, 13, 4; Utah 1896, 6; Fla. 1893, 4207.
2 Wis. 4466b; Minn. 1895, 174; Mo. 1891, p. 122; N. Dak. P. C. 7041-7042; Wash. 1899,

23.
3Ohio (in railways only) 1890, p. 149, 1; Colo., Ind., Kans., Mont., Ga., Fla. This

latter part of the statute was declared unconstitutional in Georgia (Wallace v. Georgia
C. & N. Rwy. Co., 22 S. K, 579) .

4
Ind., 111. 38, 46; Iowa, Wis., Va., Mont., Ga., Fla.

6
Ind., 111. Wis., Minn., Mo. 1891, p. 122; Iowa, Mont., Colo. 239; 1897, 31; Ga. ib.;

Utah, Okla. ib.; N. Dak. P. C. 7041, 7042; Wash.
6
Thus, in Indiana (7076-7078), Iowa (1888, 57), Montana (Pol. C. 3390-2) , Georgia

(1891, p. 183) ,
and Florida (1893, 4207) :

If any person, agent, company or corporation, after having discharged any employee
from his or its service, shall prevent, or attempt to prevent, by word or writing of

any kind, such discharged employee from obtaining employment with any other

person, company or corporation, such person, agent or corporation shall be guilty of

a misdemeanor, and shall be punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars

nor less than one hundred dollars, and such person, agent, company or corporation
shall be liable in penal damages to such discharged person, to be recovered by civil

action
;
but this section shall not be construed as prohibiting any person or agent of

any company or corporation from informing in writing any other person, company or

corporation, to whom such discharged person or employee has applied for employ-
ment, a truthful statement of the reasons for such discharge.

If any railway company or any other company or partnership or corporation in

this State shall authorize, allow or permit any or its or their agents to blacklist any
discharged employees, or attempt by words or writing, or any other means whatever,
to prevent such discharged employee, or any employee who may have voluntarily
left said company's service, from obtaining employment with any other person, or

company, said company shall be liable to such employee in such sum as will fully

compensate him, to which may be added exemplary damages.
It shall be the duty of any person, agent, company or corporation, after having

discharged any employee from his or its service, upon demand of such discharged
141
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SEC. 2. PINKERTON MEN, ETC. By the constitutions of Utah, Mon-
tana, South Carolina, Kentucky, and Wyoming, and law of South

employee, to furnish him in writing a full, succinct, and complete statement of the
cause or causes of his discharge, and if such person, agent, company or corporation
shall refuse so to do within a reasonable time after such demand, it shall ever after be
unlawful for such person, agent, company or corporation to furnish any statement of
the cause of such discharge to any person or corporation, or in any way to blacklist or
to prevent such discharged person from procuring employment elsewhere, subject to
the penalties prescribed in * * * this act: Provided, That said written cause of

discharge, when so made by such person, agent, company or corporation at the

request of such discharged employee shall never be used as the cause for an action for

slander or libel, either civil or criminal, against the person, agent, company or cor-

poration so furnishing the same.

In Connecticut (1897, 184) :

Every employer who shall blacklist an employee with intent to prevent such

employee from procuring other employment shall, upon conviction, be fined not more
than two hundred dollars.

And hi Georgia, also (1891, p. 183, 4-5), and Florida (1893, 4207) :

It shall be the duty of any person, company or corporation, who has received any
request or notice in writing, sign, word or otherwise, from any other person, com-
pany or corporation, preventing or attempting to prevent the employment of any
person discharged from the service of either of the latter, on demand of such dis-

charged employee, to furnish to such employee, within ten days after such demand,
a true statement of the nature of such request or notice, and it in writing, a copy of

the same, and if a sign, the interpretation thereof, with the name of the person, com-

pany or corporation furnishing the same, with the place of business of the person or

authority furnishing the same, and a violation of this section shall subject the offender
to all the penalties, civil and criminal, provided by the foregoing sections of this act.

The provisions of this act shall apply to and prevent, under all the penalties afore-

said, railroad companies or corporations, under the same general management and
control but having separate divisions, superintendents or master mechanics, master
machinists or similar officers for separate or different lines, their officers, agents and

employers from preventing or attempting to prevent, the employment of any such

discharged person by any other separate division, or officer, or agent or employer of

any such separate railroad line or lines.

The Georgia act No. 779 (1891, p. 183) , imposing $500 penalty, etc., was held uncon-
stitutional.

In Wisconsin ( 4466b as amended by chapter 240, acts of 1895) and substantially
in Minnesota (1895, 174) :

1. It shall be unlawful for any two or more employers of labor, whether it be per-

son, partnership, company or corporation, to combine or agree to combine, for the

purpose of preventing any person or persons seeking employment from obtaining the

same, or for the purpose of procuring and causing the discharge of any employee or

employees, either by threats, promises, or by circulating blacklists, or causing the
same to be circulated. 2. If any person, partnership, company or corporation, after

having discharged any employee from his or its service shall prevent or attempt to

prevent such discharged employee from obtaining employment with any other person,
partnership, company or corporation, either by threats, promises, or by blacklisting
such discharged employee, and circulating said blacklist, such person, partnership,

company or corporation shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. 3. If any person,

partnership, company or corporation shall authorize, permit or allow any of its or
their agents to blacklist any discharged employee or employees, or any employee or

employees who may have voluntarily left the service of such person, partnership,

company or corporation, and to circulate the same, to prevent such employee or

employees from obtaining employment from any other person, partnership, company
or corporation, such person, partnership, company or corporation shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor. 4. Any, person, partnership, company or corporation who
shall hereafter coerce or compel any person or persons to enter into an agreement
not to join or become a member of any labor organization as a condition of such per-
son or persons securing employment, or continuing in the employment of any such

person, partnership, company or corporation, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor. 5. Any person, partnership, company or corporation violating any of the

provisions of the preceding sections [subsections] shall be deemed guiltv of a misde-

meanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than one
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Dakota, no armed police force or detective agency, armed body or
unarmed body of men, shall ever be brought into the State for the

hundred dollars or more than five hundred dollars; and all fines so collected shall
be paid into the treasury of the State of Wisconsin for the use of the common school
fund. 6. Nothing in this act [section] shall be construed as prohibiting any person,
partnership, company or corporation from giving any other person, company or cor-

poration to whom such discharged employee has applied for employment, or to any
bondsman or surety, a truthful statement of the reasons for such discharge, when
requested to do so by such employee or person to whom he has applied for employ-
ment, or by such bondsman or surety, but it shall be unlawful to give such informa-
tion with the intent to blacklist, hinder or prevent such employee from obtaining
employment; nor shall anything in this act be construed as prohibiting any person,
partnership, company or corporation from keeping for his or its own information and
protection a record showing the habits, character and competency of his or its

employees, and the cause of the discharge or voluntarily quitting of any employee of

such employer.

In Missouri (1891, p. 122, 1) :

Every person who shall, in this State, send or deliver, or shall make or cause to be
made, for the purpose of being delivered or sent, or shall part with the possession of

any paper, letter or writing, with or without a name signed thereto, or signed with
a fictitious name, or with any letter, mark or other designation, or shall publish or
cause to be published any false statement for the purpose of preventing such other per-
son from obtaining employment in this State or elsewhere, and every person who shall

"blacklist" or cause to be "blacklisted "
any person or persons, by writing, print-

ing, publishing, or causing the same to be done, the name or any mark or designation
representing the name of any person in any paper, pamphlet, circular or book, together
with any false statement concerning said persons so named, or shall publish that any
one is a member of any secret organization, for the purpose of preventing such other

person from securing employment, or any person who shall do any of the things men-
tioned in this section for the purpose of causing the discharge of any person employed
by any railroad or other company, corporation, individuals or individual, shall, on
conviction, be adjudged guilty of a misdemeanor and punished by a fine not exceed-

ing one thousand dollars, or imprisonment in the county jail, or by both such fine

and imprisonment.

In North Dakota (P. C., 7041, 7042) :

Every person, corporation, or agent thereof, who maliciously interferes or hinders, in

any way, any citizen of this State from obtaining employment orenjoying employment,
already obtained, from any other person or corporation, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Every corporation, officer, agent or employee thereof, and every person of any
corporation, on behalf of such corporation, who exchanges with or furnishes or
delivers to any other corporation or any officer, agent, employee or person thereof,

any "blacklist," is guilty of a misdemeanor.

In Kansas (1897, 144) :

SECTION 1. Any employer of labor in this State, after having discharged any person
from his service, shall not prevent or attempt to prevent by word, sign or writing of

any kind whatsoever, any such discharged employee from obtaining employment
from any other person, company or corporation except by furnishing, in writing, on

request, the cause of such discharge.
SEC. 2. Any employer of labor in this State shall, upon the request of a discharged

employee, furnish, in writing, the true cause or reason for such discharge.
SEC. 3. Any employer of labor, his agent or employee who shall violate the pro-

visions of this act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall, upon conviction, be
fined for each offense the sum of one hundred dollars and thirty days' imprisonment
in the county jail.

SEC. 4. Any person, firm, or corporation, found guilty of the violation of sections

one and two of this act, shall be liable to the party injured to an amount equal to

three times the sum he may be injured, and such employers of labor shall also be
liable for a reasonable attorney fee which shall be taxed as part of the costs in the
case.

In Colorado ( 239, 240) :

No corporation, company or individual shall blacklist or publish, or cause to be

blacklisted or published, any employee, mechanic or laborer, discharged by such

corporation, company or individual, with the intent and for the purpose of preventing
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suppression of domestic violence, except upon the application of the

legislature, or executive when the legislature can not be convened1
.

It may be queried if this provision is consistent with the national con-

such employee, mechanic or laborer from engaging in or securing similar or other

employment from any other corporation, company or individual.

If any officer, or agent of any corporation, company or individual, or other person,
shall blacklist, or publish, or cause to be blacklisted or published, any employee,
mechanic, or laborer, discharged by such corporation, company or individual, with
the intent and for the purpose of preventing such employee, mechanic or laborer
from engaging in or securing similar or other employment, from any other corpora-
tion, company or individual, or shall in any manner conspire or contrive by corres-

pondence, or otherwise, to prevent such discharged employee from securing employ-
ment, he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined not less than fifty (50) ,

nor more than two hundred and fifty (250)

dollars, or be imprisoned in the county jail not less than thirty, nor more than

ninety days, or both.

In Florida (1893, 4144) :

SEC. 1. If two or more persons shall agree, conspire, combine, or confederate

together for the purpose of preventing any persons from procuring work in any firm

or corporation, or to cause the discharge of any person or persons from work in such
firm or corporation, or if any person or persons shall verbally or by a written or

printed communication, threaten any injury to the life, property or business of any
person, for the purpose of procuring the discharge of any workman in any firm

or corporation, or to prevent any person or persons from procuring work in such firm
or corporation, such person or persons so combining shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction [thereof] shall be punished by fine not exceeding five

hundred dollars each, or by imprisonment not exceeding one year.
7 Mo. (1891, p. 127) ;

Ark. (1897, 21) :

SEC. 3789a (added by act approved April 18, 1891, page 127, acts of 1891) . Every
person who shall by any letter, mark, sign or designation whatever, or by any verbal

statement, falsely report to any railroad, or any other company or corporation, or to

any corporation, individual or individuals, or to any of the offices [officers] , servants,

agents or employees of any such corporation, individual or individuals, that any con-

ductor, brakeman, engineer, fireman, station agent or other employees of any such
railroad company, corporation or individual, have received any money for the trans-

portation of persons or property, or shall falsely report by any of the means aforesaid,
that any such conductor, station agent or other employee of any railroad company,
persons or corporation neglected, failed or refused to collect any property charges for

the transportation of persons or property, when it was their duty to do so, shall, on
conviction, be adjudged guilty 01 a misdemeanor.

1
Thus, in Kentucky (Const., 225) ,

Montana (Const., 3, 31) ,Wyoming (Const., 19, 1) ,

South Dakota (1893, 17) :

SEC. 225. No armed person or bodies of men shall be brought into this State for

the preservation of the peace or the suppression of domestic violence, except upon
the application of the General Assembly, or of the governor when the General

Assembly may not be in session.

In aouth Carolina (Const., 8) :

No armed police force or representatives of a detective agency shall ever be brought
into this State for the suppression of domestic violence; nor shall any other armed
or unarmed body of men be brought in for that purpose, except upon the application
of the general assembly or of the executive of this State (when the general assembly
is not in session) ,

as provided in the Constitution of the United States. The general

assembly shall provide proper penalties for the enforcement of the provisions of this

section.

.
In Utah (Const., 12, 16) :

No corporation or association shall bring any armed person or bodies of men into

this State for the preservation of the peace, or the suppression of domestic troubles

without authority of law.

And in the District of Columbia (U. S. 1893, 208) :

Hereafter no employee of the Pinkerton Detective Agency, or similar agency, shall

be employed in any Government service or by any officer of the District.
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stitution. In Missouri, Nebraska, and Wyoming,
2

also, there is a new
statute on the subject.
But Massachusetts, New York, Pennsjdvania, Illinois, Minnesota,

Arkansas, Texas, and New Mexico have laws against the employment
by sheriffs, majors, etc., of deputy sheriffs, etc., from beyond the

State, or even from beyond the county in New York, Illinois, and
Arkansas 3

(Mass. 1892, 413; N. Y. P. C. 119; Pa. Dig., p. 1697; 111.

1893, p. 2; Minn. 6958; Ark. 1829; Tex. 1893, 104; N. Mex. 1891, 60).

2 Mo. 3772-3775; Nebr. 6967-9; Wyo. 1891, 10:

It is unlawful for any person or persons, company, association, or corporation to bring
or import into this State any person or persons, or association of persons, for the

purpose of discharging the duties devolving upon the police officers, sheriffs, or

constables, in the protection or preservation of public or private property.
Hereafter no sheriff in this State shall appoint any under sheriff or deputy sheriff,

except the person so appointed shall be, at the time of his appointment, a bona fide
resident of the State.

The mayor, chief of police, and members of the board of police commissioners
of any city in this State shall be governed by the same restrictions and subject to the
same penalties as a sheriff of any county, under the provisions of this article.

Any person or persons violating any of these provisions shall be punished by
imprisonment in the penitentiary for not less than two years nor more than five

years; and if any company, association, or corporation shall be guilty of violating
this article, said company, association, or corporation shall be punished by a fine of

not less than one thousand dollars.

3 Massachusetts (1892, 413):

SEC. 1. Whenever in case of emergency special officers are appointed, Avhether
under the name of police officers or any other name, to act in the capacity of police
officers for quelling a riot or disturbance, or for protecting property, no person shall

be *o appointed who is not a resident of this Commonwealth. But this section shall

not prevent the appointment of a person not a resident of this Commonwealth to act
in the capacity of a police officer for protecting the property of a person or corpora-
tion of whom or of which he is a regular employee.

SEC. 2. Any person or corporation may at any time, in case of danger to his or its

property, call upon the regularly constituted police authorities in this Common-
wealth for assistance in the protection of the same, and nothing in this chapter shall
in any way limit or diminish such right. But no private individual or corporation
shall request or authorize any person or body of persons nonresidents of this Com-
monwealth, other than regular employees, to assist such corporation with arms in
the defense of its property, and no such request or authorization shall operate as a

justification of any assault or attack made by a nonresident with arms upon any person
in thisCommonwealth. If a private corporation or an individual who is an employer
of labor, requests or authorizes persons to render assistance in violation of this sec-

tion, such corporation or individual and each and every person rendering such assist-

ance with arms shall be severally liable to each individual injured in person or prop-
erty by any act of such nonresident for the damages resulting from such injury, to

be recovered in an action of tort.

In Minnesota (6960) :

It shall also be unlawful to institute or keep any private detective office for the pur-
pose of keeping or letting out any armed force for hire. And it shall be unlawful
for any person or persons, company or corporation, to keep or let any armed force
for hire; but all armed forces shall be subject to the police authorities created by
law, and under the control of the State or municipality. No person shall be appointed
as a detective, spy or secret agent by any municipal authority until he has become a

legal voter of the State of Minnesota and been a continuous resident of the State
for four months next preceding such appointment. But nothing herein contained
shall prevent the employment of any detective resident or nonresident, by any per-
son or corporation, municipal or otherwise, to obtain information as to the commis-
sion of any crime, and to report upon the same, but without any authority to make
arrests or bear arms.

In AVest Virginia (1893, 42) :

SECTION 1. It shall be unlawful for any officer in this State, to knowingly engage
or employ any person not a bone [bona] fide resident of West Virginia, at the time of

249A 10
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In Wisconsin (1893,163) and Arkansas 4 the use or employment of

bodies of armed men to act as militiamen, policemen, or police officers,
who are not duly authorized so to act under the State law, is declared

unlawful, and no person or corporation may employ such body of

armed men to act in such capacity for the protection of person or

property or the suppression of strikes, whether they be employees of

detective agencies or otherwise. Violation of the provisions of this

act is made a felony. Such persons are also civilly liable in Arkansas.
In Oregon there is an extraordinary statute which makes it unlaw-

ful for any person to employ an armed body of men in the State for

police or guard duty, or to maintain an armed or uniform patrol sys-
tem not under the direct control and appointed by the proper munici-

pal departments, under penalty of misdemeanor (Oreg. 1899, p. 96).

such employment, to do or perform police duty of any sort therein, or in any way to

aid or assist in the execution of the laws of this State.

SEC. 2. It shall be unlawful for any corporation, company, firm or persons, under

any circumstances, to knowingly engage or employ any person not a bonafide resi-

dent of this State, at the time of such employment, to do or perform police duty of

any sort therein, or in any way to aid or assist in the execution of the laws of this

State.

SEC. 3. It shall be unlawful for any person, not a bonafide resident of this State,
as aforesaid, to do or perform, or to attempt to do or perform, any sort of police duty
in this State, or, in any way, to aid or assist, or attempt to aid or assist, in the exe-
cution of the laws thereof. Any officer, corporation, company, firm or person, vio-

lating any of the provisions of this, or either of the two preceding sections, shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, be fined not less than five

hundred nor more than five thousand dollars, and may at the discretion of the court
be imprisoned in the county jail of the county in which the offense is committed not

exceeding twelve months.
SEC. 4. All persons violating any of the provisions of sections two and three of

this act shall be taken and deemed to be rioters, and shall be proceeded against in

all respects as such, as provided in chapter one hundred and forty-eight of the Code
of West Virginia. And all the provisions of sections one, two, three, four, five and
six of said chapter, shall be applicable to said proceedings. If any person be killed

by one or more rioters engaged with him at the time of such riot, such rioter or
rioters shall be guilty of murder and punished as provided by law in other cases of

murder: Provided, That nothing in this act contained shall be so construed as to

interfere with the right and duty of the governor to call upon the President of the
United States for aid in the enforcement of the laws, in cases provided for in the
constitution.

In North Carolina (1893, 191) :

SECTION 1. No body of men composed of more than three persons calling themselves
detectives or claiming to be in the employ of any detective agency or known and

designated as detectives shall go armed in this State.

SEC. 2. Any person or persons offending against this act shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor, and upon conviction shall be fined or imprisoned in the discretion of the
court.

In Texas (1893, 104) and, substantially, in Kentucky (1376) :

SEC. 1. No person, corporation, or firm shall be permitted to employ any armed
force of detectives, or other persons not residents of this State, in the State of Texa.

SEC. 2. Any person, firm, or corporation employing such forces contrary to the

provisions of this act shall be liable to pay to the State of Texas, as a penalty, not
less than twenty-five nor more than one thousand dollars, to be recovered before any
court of competent jurisdiction in this State: Provided, That nothing herein shall be
construed to deprive any person, firm, or corporation of the right of self-defense, or
in defense of the property of said person, firm, or corporation by such lawful means
as may be necessary to such defense.

*Arkansas (1831-1833) :

If any person or persons shall, within this State, unlawfully exercise or attempt to

exercise the functions of, or hold himself or themselves out to any one as a deputy
sheriff, special or deputy constable, special or deputy marshal, policeman or other

peace officer or as any person acting as an officer of the law, or as the authorized or

unauthorized agent or representative of another, or of any association, corporation or
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SEC. 3. TRUSTS. The great combination by employers is, of course,
the trust, as that by employees is the trade union. The trust is now
commonly organized as a corporation under the charter of some State,

usually New Jersey, Delaware, or West Virginia. The trade union,
as has been said, is rarely incorporated at all. The matter of trusts

having been referred by the Industrial Commission to Professor Jenks,
of Cornell University, it is sufficient here to refer to his able and
exhaustive report. It should be noted, however, that several of the
States make express exception of agricultural combinations or associa-

tions of laboring men or farmers from all trust statutes. These are

Michigan, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Montana, North Carolina (1899, 551),
and Texas. 1 The Texas law (1895, 3, 12) has been held unconstitutional
in a Federal court (In re Grice, 79 Fed., 627).

company, or who shall bring into the State or cause to be brought, or aid in bringing
into the State any armed or unarmed police force or detective agency or force, or
armed or unarmed body of men for the suppression or pretended suppression of

domestic violence or disturbance, such person or persons shall be deemed guilty of a

felony, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by imprisonment in the peni-
tentiary for a period of not less than two years nor more than five years. Provided,
The legislature when in session or the governor when the legislature is not in
session may call upon the lawfully constituted authorities of the United States for

protection against invasion and domestic violence as provided in section four, article

four of the Constitution of the United States.

Any person, officer, company, association or organization who shall knowingly
bring or cause to be brought or aid in bringing into this State any armed or unarmed
police, or detective force or other armed or unarmed body of men for the suppression
or pretended suppression of any domestic violence, riot or disturbance except called

upon by the lawful authority of this State as provided in section 1831, shall be liable

in a civil action to any person or their legal representatives for any injury, for any
and all damages to such person or to the property of any such individual through
the action of or as the result of the coming or bringing into the State of such indi-

viduals or body of men or of any of them, whether acting together or separately,
in carrying out, or attempting to carry out, the purpose or purposes for which they
came or were brought into the State.

This act shall not be construed so as to prohibit the employment by the proper
authorities or by any person or persons of individual detectives to aid in the detec-
tion of crime or the arrest of criminals.

'Thus, in Michigan (1889, 225, 6) :

The provisions of this act shall not apply
* * * to the services of laborers or

artisans who are formed into societies or organizations for the benefit and protection
of their members.
In Wisconsin (1893, 219, 9) :

This act shall not be construed to affect, or in any manner refer to or interfere
with labor unions, or any other associations of laborers organized for the purpose of

promoting the welfare of labor, nor shall it interfere with or suppress associations or

organizations intended to legitimately promote the interests of trade, commerce or

manufacturing in this State.

In Nebraska (5343):

Nothing herein contained shall prevent any assemblies or associations of laboring
men from passing and adopting such regulations as they may think proper, in refer-

ence to wages and the compensation of labor, and such assemblies and associations

shall retain, and there is hereby reserved to them all the rights and privileges now
accorded to them by law, anything herein contained to the contrary notwithstanding.
In Montana (P. C. 325) :

The provisions of this chapter do not apply to any arrangement, agreement or
combination between laborers, made with the object of lessening the number of

hours of labor or increasing wages, nor to persons engaged in horticulture or agricul-

ture, with a view of enhancing the price of their products.
In Texas (1895, 83, 12) :

Provided, this act shall not be held to apply to live stock and agricultural prod-
ucts in the hands of the producer or raiser, nor shall it be understood or construed
to prevent the organization of laborers for the purpose of maintaining any standard
of wages.



CHAPTER XL

ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION.

ART. A. BOARDS OF ARBITRATION, ETC.

SEC. 1. CREATED BY THE STATE. State boards of arbitration have
been provided in nearly half the States, up to the time of this writing,
for the adjustment of grievances and disputes between employers and

emplovees by conciliation or arbitration.
1 There are also Federal

statutes (see U. S. Laws, 1888, Ch. 1063; 1898, 370) applying, however,
to railroad and transportation companies only. It was under this first

statute ( 6) that President Cleveland appointed the commissioners to

investigate the Chicago riots of 189-i.

There are three general types of these statutes providing for arbi-

tration of labor disputes by a State board (for private or local boards,
see 2, below). The prevailing type, judging by the number of States

adopting it, is that of the New York law, though the Massachusetts

statute, which is embodied principally in the Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Montana, Californa, Idaho, and Louisiana laws, seems to

work better in practice. The Pennsylvania method is more peculiar,
and is followed only in Iowa and Kansas. The Indiana and Texas
methods are also anomalous.
The State board is, in all the States, appointed by the governor, and

(except in California, Colorado, Utah, and Wisconsin) confirmed by
the senate, or, in Massachusetts, the council. In all these States, with
the exception of Indiana and Louisiana, the board consists of three

persons. In New York and Connecticut one must be selected from each
of the two parties casting the greatestnumber of votes at the last election

for governor, and a third from a bonafide labor organization. But in

Massachusetts, Ohio, Colorado, Wisconsin, Minnesota, California,

Idaho, Utah, and Montana no reference is made to politics; but one must
be an employer selected from some association representing employers,
and one from some labor organization, not an employer, and the third

to be appointed upon recommendation of the other two, or, if they
fail to agree, by the governor. The Louisiana law is the same, except
that there are five arbitrators; and in Indiana, two, with the judge of

the circuit court of the county where the trouble occurs; to these three

1 Mass. 1886, 263; 1887, 269; 1888, 261; 1890, 385; Conn. 1895, 239; N. Y. G. L. 32, Art.

10; N. J. 1892, 137, 6; Pa. Dig., pp. 133, 134; Ohio 1893, p. 83; Ind. 1897, 88, 1899, 228;
Mich. 1889, 238; 111. 1895, Special Session, 1899, p. 75; Iowa 1886, 20, 1; Wis. 1895, 364,

1897, 258; Minn. 1895, 170; Kans. 1886, 28, G. S. 1889, 5a; Md. Code, Art. 7; Mo. 6354-

6358; Tex. 1895, 61; Cal. 1891, 51; Idaho Con., Art. 13, 7, 1897, p. 141, 1899, p. 430; Wyo.
Con. 19,1; Colo. 307; 1897,2; Mont. Pol. C. 3330-8; Utah 1896, 62, Const. XVI 2; La.

1894, 139.
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may be added two others if the parties so agree, one to be named by
the employer and one by the emplo}

rees. In Indiana, Illinois, and Utah

only one must be an employer, and only one other a member of a labor

organization, and not more than two of the same political party; and
in Indiana neither one of the same party. In Michigan the governor
may appoint any "competent" persons; in New Jersey one must belong
to a labor organization. In Pennsylvania the boards of arbitration

are practically local that is, the presiding judges of the court of com-
mon pleas may issue a license for the establishment of such boards
within their respective districts; and this is followed in Iowa and Kan-
sas. So, in Missouri, they are appointed for each case by the State

labor commissioner.
The board holds office for three years.

2

They may appoint a secre-

tary, who shall keep full records of their proceedings and all documents
and testimony forwarded by the local boards of arbitration. 3 Such
board or secretary has the power to issue subpoenas, administer oaths,
call for and examine books and papers (" as far as is possessed by courts

of record" N. J., Ohio, Mich.);
4 the arbitrators and clerk must take

and subscribe an oath of office.
5 In other States they appoint one of

their own number chairman and one secretary.
6 In Colorado the third

member is secretary. They must generally establish rules of proce-
dure;

7 and in some States such rules must be approved by the governor
and attorney-general or council.

8

But in a few States the functions of the State board of arbitration

are filled only by the labor commissioner,
9 and in others there is per-

mission only for private or local arbitration ( 2).

The usual provision for setting the machinery of the State board of

arbitration in motion may be thus set forth:

(1) Whenever any controversy
* * * not the subject of litiga-

tion *
exists between any employer

* * and his employees,
if at the time he employs not less than twenty-five persons in the same
line of business in any one city or town * * *

said board shall,

upon application of either party, proceed as soon as practicable to visit

the locality, hear all interested parties, advise them as to an adjust-
ment and make written report (Mass., Ohio, 111., Wis., Minn., Idaho,
Mont., Utah, La.).
So in other States, but the dispute need not be one which is not

litigable (N. J., Colo.).
In others it must be a difference '"which would involve a strike or

lockout" (Cal.).
Such "application" by the parties is made, or, in other States, the

parties may, in the first case, apply to the State board, by formal
statements in writing, and they must (except in Indiana) agree to con-
tinue in business or at work without strike or lockout until a decision

2 N. Y., Mich., Mass., Ohio, 111. One year: Cal. Two years: Conn., Ind., Colo.,
Mont., Wis. Four years: Utah, La. Five years: N. J. Six years: Idaho.

3 Mass. 1888, 261; N. Y., N. J., Conn., Mich., 111., Mont., Ind., Utah.
4
Mass., Conn., N. Y., Ohio, Mich., N.J., Colo., Ind., 111., Wis., Minn., Idaho,

Utah, La.
5
Mass., N. Y., Conn., Ohio, Wis., N.J., Colo., Ind., 111., Mont, Utah, La.

"Ohio, La., Wis., Idaho, Utah, Minn.
'Mass., Ohio, 111., Mont., La

, Wis., Idaho, Ind., Minn., Cal., Utah.
8
Mass., Ohio, Mont., Wis., Idaho. But in Indiana, though informal, they must

be in general accordance with the practice in civil causes in the circuit courts.
9 Mo. 6354; Colo. 1887, 62; N. Dak. 1890, 46.
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is rendered, if within ten days after completion of the investigation

(Conn., N. Y., N. J., Ohio, Mich , Colo., Minn., Ind.), or three or four
weeks after the application (Mass., 111., Wis., Cal., Idaho, Mont.,
Utah), or (in La.) ten days.

(2) Whenever it comes to the knowledge of the State board by notice

from a mayor, etc.
,
or otherwise, that a strike or lockout is threatened

or has occurred, involving such employer of twenty-five operatives, etc. .

they must communicate with the parties and attempt to mediate or
induce arbitration, investigate and report upon the same (Mass.,

Conn., N. Y., N. J., Ohio, Ind., 111., Mich., Wis., Minn., Colo., Idaho,
Utah, La.).
The decision of the board is made public and recorded, and is bind-

ing upon the parties for six months, or until either party has given
the other sixty days' notice (Mass., 111., Wis., Minn., Cal., Idaho,
Mont.), or until ninety days' notice (Utah).

In other States it is "final and conclusive"; but this phrase seems

meaningless when the judgment can not be enforced (N. Y.).
But in some the law provides that the finding, if so stipulated before-

hand, may be enforced as a judgment or statutory award (Ohio, Idaho),
and in others it may be enforced by contempt process (Ind., 111.).

SEC. 2. STATUTES FOR ARBITRATION BY PRIVATE BOARDS. In some
States the only machinery for arbitration is by a private i. e., special
or local board of arbitrators. These are Pennsylvania, Iowa, Kansas,
Maryland, Missouri, and Texas. In others, special boards are author-
ized by statute, by consent of the parties to the dispute, sometimes with

appeal to the State board. These are Massachusetts, New York, Ohio,
Wisconsin, Idaho, Minnesota, Colorado, and Montana.
. Such special boards consist

(1) Of a board mutually agreed upon, or one composed of one mem-
ber appointed by each party, the two to choose a third (Mass., N. Y.,

Ohio, Wis., Minn., Colo., Idaho, Mont.).
(2) Of five persons, two appointed by each party, the four to choose

a fifth (N. J.,Tex.).

(3) Of three or more persons appointed by the court of common pleas

(Pa., Iowa, Kans., Md.).
The decision of such special board is final, unless within ten days an

appeal is taken to the State board (N. Y., N. J.).
It has " whatever binding effect may have been agreed upon

"
(Wis.,

Minn., Colo., Idaho, Mont.).
Important specimen statutes as to both public and private boards

are given in full below:

Massachusetts (1886, 263 as amended) :

SEC. 1 (as amended by chapter 269, acts of 188V, and by chapter 261, acts of 1888) .

The governor, with the advice and consent of the council, shall, oa or before the
first day of July in the year eighteen hundred and eighty-six, appoint three com-
petent persons to serve as a state board of arbitration and conciliation in the manner
hereinafter provided. One of them shall be an employer or selected from some
association representing employers of labor, one of them shall be selected from some
labor organization and not an employer of labor, the third shall be appointed upon
the recommendation of the other two: Provided, hmvever, That if the two appointed
do not agree on the third man at the expiration of thirty days, he shall then be

appointed by the governor. They shall hold office for one year or until their suc--

cessors are appointed. On the first day of July in the year eighteen hundred and

eighty-seven the governor, with the advice and consent of the council, shall appoint
three members of said board in the manner above provided, one to serve for three

years, one for two years and one for one year, or until their respective successors are

appointed; and on the first day of July in each year thereafter the governor shall in
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the same manner appoint one member of said board to succeed the member whose
term then expires, and to serve for the term of three years or until his successor is

appointed. If a vacancy occurs at any time, the governor shall in the same manner
appoint some one to serve out the unexpired term

;
and he may in like manner remove

any member of said board. Each member of said board shall, before entering upon
the duties of his office, be sworn to a faithful discharge thereof. They shall at once

organize by the choice of one of their number as chairman. Said board may appoint
and remove a clerk of the board who shall receive such salary as may be allowed by
the board, but not exceeding twelve hundred dollars a year.

SEC. 2. The board shall, as soon as possible after its organization, establish such
rules of procedure as shall be approved by the governor and council.

SEC. 3 (as amended by chapter 269, acts of 1887) . Whenever any controversy or

difference, not Involving questions which may be the subject of a suit at law or bill

in equity, exists between an employer, whether an individual, copartnership or cor-

poration, and his employees, if at the time he employs not less than twenty-five per-
sons in the same general line of business in any city or town in this Commonwealth,
the board shall, upon application as hereinafter provided, and as soon as practicable
thereafter, visit the locality of the dispute and make careful inquiry into the cause

thereof, hear all persons interested therein who may come before them, advise the

respective parties what, if anything, ought to be done or submitted to by either or both
to adjust said dispute, and make a written decision thereof. This decision shall at once
be made public, shall be recorded upon proper books of record to be kept by the

secretary of said board, and a short statement thereof published in the annual report
hereinafter provided for, and the said board shall cause a copy thereof to be filed with
the clerk of the city or town where said business is carried on.

SEC. 4 (as amended by chapter 269, acts of 1887, and chapter 385, acts of 1890) .

Said application shall be signed by said employer, or by a majority of his employees
in the department of the business in which the controversy or difference exists, or
their duly authorized agent or by both parties, and shall contain a concise statement
of the grievances complained of, and a promise to continue on in business or at work
without any lockout or strike until the decision of said board, if it shall be made
within three weeks of the date of filing said application. When an application is

signed by an agent claiming to represent a majority of such employees, the board
shall satisfy itself that such agent is duly authorized in writing to represent such

employees, but the names of the employees giving such authority shall be kept secret

by said board. As soon as may be after the receipt of said application the secretary
of said board shall cause public notice to be given of the time and place for the hear-

ing thereon
;
but public notice need not be given when both parties to the contro-

versy join in the application and present therewith a written request that no public
notice be given. When such request is made, notice shall be given to the parties
interested in such manner as the board may order, and the board may, at any stage
of the proceedings, cause public notice to be given, notwithstanding such request.
When notice has been given as aforesaid, each of the parties to the controversy, the

employer on the one side, and the employees interested on the other side, may in

writing nominate, and the board may appoint, one person to act in the case as expert
assistant to the board. The two persons so appointed shall be skilled in and con-
versant with the business or trade concerning which the dispute has arisen. It shall

be their duty under the direction of the board to obtain and report to the board
information concerning the wages paid and the methods and grades of work prevail-

ing in manufacturing establishments within the Commonwealth of a character simi-

lar to that in which the matters in dispute may have arisen. Said expert assistants

shall be sworn to the faithful discharge of their duty; such oath to be administered
bv any member of the board, and a record thereof shall be preserved with the record
of the proceedings in the case. They shall be entitled to receive from the treasury of

the Commonwealth such compensation as shall be allowed and certified by the board,
together with all necessary traveling expenses. Nothing in this act shall be con-
strued to prevent the board from appointing such other additional expert assistant

or assistants as it may deem necessary. Should the petitioner or petitioners fail to

perform the promise made in said application, the board shall proceed no further

thereupon without the written consent of the adverse party. The board shall have
power to summon as witness any operative in the departments of business affected
and any person who keeps the records of wages earned in those departments, and to

examine them under oath, and to require the production of books containing the
record of wages paid. Summonses may be signed and oaths administered by any
member of the board.

SEC. 5. Upon the receipt of such application and after such notice, the board shall

proceed as before provided and render a written decision, which shall be open to

public inspection, shall be recorded upon the records of the board and published at
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the discretion of the same, in an annual report to be made to the general court on or
before the first day of February in each year.

SEC. 6. Said decision shall be binding upon the parties who join in said applica-
tion for six months, or until either party has given the other notice in writing of

his intention not to be bound by the same at the expiration of sixty days therefrom.
Said notice may be given to said employees by posting the same in three conspicuous
places in the shop or factory where they work.

SEC. 7 (as amended by chapter 269, acts of 1887) . The parties to any controversy
or difference as described in section three of this act may submit the matters in dis-

pute, in writing, to a local board of arbitration and conciliation; such board may
either be mutually agreed upon, or the employer may designate one of the arbitra-

tors, the employees or their duly authorized agent another, and the two arbitrators

so designated may choose a third, who shall be chairman of the board. Such board

shall, in respect to the matters referred to it, have and exercise all the powers which
the state board might have and exercise, and its decision shall have whatever bind-

ing effect may be agreed by the parties to the controversy in the written submission.
The jurisdiction of such board shall be exclusive in respect to the matters submitted
to it, but it may ask and receive the advice and assistance of the state board. The
decision of such board shall be rendered within ten days of the close of any hearing
held by it; such decision shall at once be filed with the clerk of the city or town in

which the controversy or difference arose, and a copy thereof shall be forwarded to

the state board. Each of such arbitrators shall be entitled to receive from the treas-

ury of the city or town in which the controversy or difference that is the subject of

the arbitration exists, if such payment is approved in writing by the mayor of such

city or the board of selectmen of such town, the sum of three dollars for each day of

actual service, not exceeding ten days for any one arbitration. Whenever it is made
to appear to the mayor of a city or the board of selectmen of a town that a strike or
lockout such as described in section eight of this act is seriously threatened or actually
occurs, the mayor of such city or the board of selectmen of such town shall at once

notify the state board of the facts.

SECTION 8 (as amended by chapter 269, acts of 1887) . Whenever it shall come to

the knowledge of the state board, either by notice from the mayor of a city or the
board of selectmen of a town, as provided in the preceding section or otherwise, that
a strike or lockout is seriously threatened, or has actually occurred in any city or
town of the commonwealth, involving an employer and his present or past employ-
ees, if at the time he is employing, or up to the occurrence of the strike or lockout
was employing not less than twenty-five persons in the same general line of business
in any city or town in the commonwealth, it shall be the duty of the state board to

put itself in communication as soon as may be with such employer and employees,
and endeavor by mediation to effect an amicable settlement between them, or to

endeavor to persuade them, provided that a strike or lockout has not actually occurred
or is not then continuing, to submit the matters in dispute to a local board of arbitra-

tion and conciliation, as above provided, or to the state board; and said state board

may, if it deems it advisable, investigate the cause or causes of such controversy and
ascertain which party thereto is mainly responsible or blameworthy for the existence
or continuance of the same, and may make and publish a report finding such cause
or causes and assigning such responsibility or blame. The board shall have the same
powers for the foregoing purposes as are given it by section three of this act.

SECTION 9. Witnesses summoned by the State board shall be allowed the sum of

fifty cents for each attendance, and the further sum of twenty-five cents for each
hour of attendance in excess of two hours, and shall be allowed five cents a mile for

travel each way from their respective places of employment or business to the place
where the board is in session. Each witness shall certify in writing the amount of

his travel and attendance, the amount due him shall be paid forthwith by the board,
and for such purpose the board shall be entitled to draw from the treasury of the
commonwealth as provided for in chapter one hundred and seventy-nine of the acts

of the year eighteen hundred'and eighty-four.

And also (1892, 382) :

SEC. 1. In all controversies oetween an employer and his employees in which
application is made to the state board of arbitration and conciliation, as provided by
section four of chapter two hundred and sixty-three of the acts of the year eighteen
hundred and eighty-six as amended by section three of chapter two hundred and
sixty-nine of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, and by section

one of chapter three hundred and eighty-five of the acts of the year eighteen hun-
dred and ninety, said board shall appoint a fit person to act in the case as expert
assistant to the board. Said expert assistants shall attend the sessions of said board
when required, and no conclusion shall be announced as a decision of said board, in
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any case where such assistants have acted, until after notice given to them, by mail
or otherwise, appointing a time and place for a final conference between said board
and expert assistant on the matters included in the proposed decision. Said expert
assistants shall be privileged to submit to the board, at any time before a final deci-

sion shall be determined upon and published, any facts, advice, arguments or sug-
gestions which they may deem applicable to the case. They shall be sworn to the
Faithful discharge of their duties by any member oi said board, and a record thereof

shall be preserved with the record of the proceedings in the case. They shall be
entitled to receive for their services from the treasury of the Commonwealth the sum
of seven dollars for each day of actual service, together with all their necessary trav-

eling expenses.

New York (1897, G. L. 32) :

ARTICLE X. State board of mediation and arbitration.

SECTION 140. Organization of board. There shall continue to be a State board of

mediation and arbitration, consisting of three competent persons to be known as

arbitrators, appointed by the governor, by and with the advice and consent of the

senate, each of whom shall hold his office for the term of three years, and receive an
annual salary of three thousand dollars. The term of office of the successors of the
members of such board in office when this chapter takes effect, shall be abridged so as

to expire on the thirty-first day of December preceding the time when each such term
would otherwise expire, and thereafter each term shall begin on the first day of

January.
One member of such board shall belong to the political party casting the highest,

and one to the party casting the next highest number of votes for governor at the
last preceding gubernatorial election. The third shall be a member of an incorpo-
rated labor organization of this State.

Two members of such board shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of busi-

ness, and may hold meetings at any time or place within the State. Examinations
or investigations ordered by the board may be held and taken by and before any of

their number, if so directed, but a decision rendered in such a case shall not be
deemed conclusive until approved by the board.
SEC. 141. Secretary and his duties. The board shall appoint a secretary, whose

term of office shall be three years. He shall keep a full and faithful record of the

proceedings of the board, and all documents and testimony forwarded by the local

boards of arbitration, and shall perform such other duties as the board may prescribe.
He may, under the direction of the board, issue subpoenas and administer oaths in

all cases before the board, and call for and examine books, papers and documents of

any parties to the controversy.
He shall receive an annual salary of two thousand dollars, payable in the same

manner as that of the members of the board.
SEC. 142. Arbitration by the board. A grievance or dispute between an employer

and his employees may be submitted to the board of arbitration and mediation for

their determination and settlement. Such submission shall be in writing, and con-
tain a statement in detail of the grievance or dispute and the cause thereof, and also

an agreement to abide the determination of the board, and during the investigation
to continue in business or at work, without a lockout or strike.

Upon such submission, the board shall examine the matter in controversy. For
the purpose of such inquiry they may subpoena witnesses, compel their attendance
and take and hear testimony. Witnesses shall be allowed the same fees as in courts
of record. The decision of the board must be rendered within ten days after the

completion of the investigation.
SEC. 143. Mediation in case of strike or lockout. Whenever a strike or lockout

occurs or is seriously threatened, the board shall proceed as soon as practicable to

the locality thereof, and endeavor by mediation to effect an amicable settlement of

the controversy. It may inquire into the cause thereof, and for that purpose has
the same power as in the case of a controversy submitted to it for arbitration.

SEC. 144. Decisions of board. Within ten days after the completion of every
examination or investigation authorized by this article, the board or a majority
thereof shall render a decision, stating such details as will clearly show the nature
of the controversy and the points disposed of by them, and make a written report of

their findings of fact and of their recommendations to each party to the controversy.

Every decision and report shall be filed in the office of the board and a copy
thereof served upon each party to the controversy, and in case of a submission to

arbitration, a copy shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the county or counties

where the controversy arose.

SEC. 145. Annual report. The board shall make an annual report to the legisla-

ture, and shall include therein such statements and explanations as will disclose the
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actual work of the board, the facts relating to each controversy considered by them
and the decision thereon together with such suggestions as to legislation as may seem
to them conducive to harmony in the relations of employers and employees.

SEC. 146. Submission of controversies to local arbitrators. A grievance or dispute
between an employer and his employees may be submitted to a board of arbitrators,

consisting of three persons, for hearmg and settlement. When the employees con-
cerned are members in good standing of a labor organization, which is represented
by one or more delegates in a central body, one arbitrator may be appointed by such
central body and one by the employer. The two so designated shall appoint a third,
who shall be chairman of the board.

If the employees concerned in such grievance or dispute are members of good
standing of a labor organization which is not represented in a central body, the

organization of which they are members may select and designate one arbitrator.

If such employees are not members of a labor organization, a majority thereof at a

meeting duly called for that purpose, may designate one arbitrator for such board.
SEC. 147. Consent; oath; powers of arbitrators. Before entering upon his duties,

each arbitrator so selected shall sign a consent to act and take and subscribe an oath
to faithfully and impartially discharge his duties as such arbitrator, which consent
and oath shall be filed in the clerk's office of the county or counties where the con-

troversy arose. When such board is ready for the transaction of business, it shall

select one of its members to act as secretary, and notice of the time and place of

hearing shall be given to the parties to the controversy.
The board may, through its chairman subpoena witnesses, compel their attend-

ance and take and hear testimony.
The board may make and enforce rules for its government and the transaction of

the business before it, and fix its sessions and adjournments.
SEC. 148. Decision of arbitrators. The board shall, within ten days after the

close of the hearmg, render a written decision signed by them giving such details

as clearly show the nature of the controversy and the questions decided by them.
Such decision shall be a settlement of the matter submitted to such arbitrators,
unless within ten days thereafter an appeal is taken therefrom to the State board of

mediation and arbitration.

One copy of the decision shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the county or
counties where the controversy arose and one copy shall be transmitted to the secre-

tary of the State board of mediation and arbitration.

SEC. 149. Appeals. The State board of mediation and arbitration shall hear, con-
sider and investigate every appeal to it from any such board of local arbitrators and
its decisions shall be in writing and a copy thereof filed in the clerk's office of the

county or counties where the controversy arose and duplicate copies served upon
each party to the controversy. Such decision shall be final and conclusive upon all

parties to the arbitration.

New Jersey (1892, 137) :

SEC. 1. Whenever any grievance or dispute of any nature growing out of the rela-

tion of employer and employee shall arise or exist between employer and employees,
it shall be lawful to submit all matters respecting such grievance or dispute, in

writing, to a board of arbitrators, to hear, adjudicate and determine the same;
said board shall consist of five persons; when the employees concerned in any such

grievance or dispute as aforesaid are members in good standing of any labor organi-

zation, which is represented by one or more delegates in a central body, the said

central body shall have power to designate two of said arbitrators; and the employer
shall have the power to designate two others of said arbitrators, and the said four

arbitrators shall designate a fifth person, as arbitrator, who shall be chairman of the

board; in case the employees concerned in any such grievance or dispute as aforesaid

are members in good standing of a labor organization which is not represented in a
central body, then the organization of which they are members shall have the power
to select and designate two arbitrators for said board, and said board shall be organ-
ized as hereinbefore provided; and in case the employees concerned in any such

grievance or dispute as aforesaid are not members of any labor organization, then a

majority of said employees, at a meeting duly held for that purpose, shall designate
two arbitrators for said board, and the said board shall be organized as hereinbefore

provided.
SEC. 2. Any board as aforesaid selected may present a petition to the county

judge of the county where such grievances or disputes to be arbitrated may arise,

signed by at least a majority of said board, setting forth in brief terms the nature

of the grievance or dispute between the parties to sand arbitration, and praying
the license or order of such judge establishing and approving said board of arbitra-

tion; upon the presentation of said petition it shall be the duty of the said judge
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to make an order establishing such board of arbitration and referring the matters
in dispute to it for hearing, adjudication and determination; the said petition
and order or a copy thereof shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the county in
which the said judge resides.

SEC. 3. The arbitrators so selected shall sign a consent to act as such, and shall take
and subscribe an oath before an officer authorized to administer oaths, to faithfully
and impartially discharge his duties as such arbitrator, which consent and oath shall

be immediately filed in the office of the clerk of the county wherein such arbitrators

are to act; when the said board is ready for the transaction of business it shall select

one of its members to act as secretary, and the parties to the dispute shall receive
notice of a time and place of hearing; the chairman shall have power to administer
oaths and to issue subpoenas for the production of books and papers, and for the
attendance of witnesses, to the same extent that such power is possessed by the courts
of record or the judges thereof in this State; the board may make and enforce the
rules for its government and transaction of the business before it and fix its sessions

and adjournments, and shall hear and examine such witnesses as may be brought
before the board, and such other proof as may be given relative to the matters in

dispute.
SEC. 4. After the matter has been fully heard, the said board or a majority of its

members shall within ten days render a decision thereon, in writing, signed by them,
giving such details as will clearly show the nature of the decision and the matters

adjudicated and determined; such adjudication and determination shall be a settle-

ment of the matter referred to said arbitrators, unless an appeal is taken therefrom as
hereinafter provided ;

the adjudication and determination shall be in duplicate, one
copy of which shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the county, and the other
transmitted to the secretary of the state board of arbitration hereinafter mentioned,
together with the testimony taken before said board.

SEC. 5. When the said board shall have rendered its adjudication and determina-
tion its power shall cease, unless there may be in existence at the time other similar

grievances or disputes between the same classes of persons mentioned in section one,
and in such case such persons maysubmit their differences to the said board, which
shall have power to act and adjudicate and determine the same as fully as if said
board was originally created for the settlement of such other difference or differences.

SEC. 6. Within thirty days after the passage of this act the governor shall appoint
a state board of arbitration, to consist of three competent persons, each of whom
shall hold his office for the term of five years; one of said persons shall be selected
from a bona fide labor organization of this State; if any vacancy happens by resig-
nation or otherwise the governor shall, in the same manner, appoint an arbritrator
for the residue of the term; said board shall have a secretary who shall be appointed
by and hold office during the pleasure of the board and whose duty it shall be to

keep a full and faithful record of the proceedings of the board and also possession
of all documents and testimony forwarded by the local boards of arbitration, and
perform such other duties as the said board may prescribe; he shall have power,
under the direction of the board, to issue subpoenas, to administer oaths in all

cases before said board, to call for and examine books, papers and documents of

any parties to the controversy, with the same authority to enforce their production
as is possessed by the courts of records, or the judges thereof, in this State; said arbi-

trators of said state board and the clerk thereof shall take and subscribe the consti-

tutional oath of office, and be sworn to the due and faithful performance of the
duties of their respective offices before entering upon the discharge of the same; an
office shall be set apart in the capitol by the person having charge thereof, for the

proper and convenient transaction of the business of said board.
SEC. 7. An appeal may be taken from the decision of any local board of arbitration

within ten days after the filing of its adjudication and determination of any case; it

shall be the duty of the said state board of arbitration to hear and consider appeals
from the decisions of local boards and promptly proceed to the investigation of such

cases, and the adjudication and determination of said board thereon shall be final

and conclusive in the premises upon all parties to the arbitration; such adjudications
and determinations shall be in writing, and a copy thereof shall be furnished to each

party; any two of the state board of arbitrators shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of business and may hold meetings at any time or place within the State;
examinations or investigations ordered by the state board may be held and taken by
and before any one of their number if so directed; but the proceedings and decision

of any single arbitrator shall not be deemed conclusive until approved by the board
or a majority thereof; each arbitrator shall have power to adnuimster oaths.

SEC. 8. Whenever any grievance or dispute of any nature shall arise between an

employer and hia employees, it shall be lawful for the parties to submit the same
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directly to said state board in the first instance, in case such parties elect to do so,
and shall jointly notify said board or its clerk, in writing, of such election; when-
ever such notification to said board or its clerk is given, it shall be the duty of said

board to proceed, with as little delay as possible, to the locality of such grievance
or dispute, and inquire into the cause or causes of grievance or dispute; the parties
to the grievances or dispute shall thereupon submit to said board, in writing, suc-

cinctly, clearly and in detail, their grievances and complaints, and the cause or causes

thereof, and severally agree, in writing, to submit to the decision of said board as to

matters so submitted, and a promise or agreement to continue on in business or at

work, without a lockout or strike until the decision of said board, provided it shall

be rendered within ten davs after the completion of the investigation; the board shall

thereupon proceed to fully investigate and inquire into the matters in controversy,
and to take testimony under oath in relation thereto, and shall have power by its

chairman or clerk, to administer oaths, to issue subpoenas for the attendance of

witnesses, the production of books and papers, to the same extent as such power is

possessed by courts of record or the judges thereof, in this State.

SEC. 9. After the matter has been fully heard, the said board, or a majority of its

members, shall within ten days render a decision thereon in writing, signed by them
or a majority of them, stating such details as will clearly show the nature of the
decision and the points disposed of by them; the decision shall be in triplicate, one

copy of which shall be filed by the clerk of the board in the clerk's office of the

county where the controversy arose, and one copy shall be served on each of the

parties to the controversy.
SEC 10. Whenever a strike or lockout shall occur, or is seriously threatened in any

part of the State, and shall come to the knowledge of the board, it shall be its duty,
and it is hereby directed to proceed, as soon as practicable, to the locality of such
strike or lockout and put themselves in communication with the parties to the con-

troversy, and endeavor by mediation to effect an amicable settlement of such contro-

versy; and if in their judgment it is deemed best, to inquire into the cause or causes
of the controversy, and to that end the board is hereby authorized to subpoena wit-

nesses, compel their attendance, and send for persons and papers, in like manner
and with the same powers as it is authorized to do by section eight of this act.

SEC. 11. The fees of witnesses of aforesaid state board shall be fifty cents for each

day's attendance and four cents per mile traveled by the nearest route in getting to

or returning from the place where attendance is required by the board; all subpoenas
shall be signed by the secretary of the board and may be served by any person of

full age authorized by the board to serve the same.
SEC. 12. Said board shall annually report to the legislature, and shall include in

their report such statements, facts and explanations as will disclose the actual work-

ing of the board, and such suggestions with regard to legislation as may seem to

them conducive to harmonizing the relations of, and disputes between employers
and employees and the improvement of the present system of production by labor.

SEC. 13. Each arbitrator of the state board and the secretary thereof shall receive

ten dollars for each and every day actually employed in the performance of their

duty herein and actual expenses incurred, including such rates of mileage as are now
provided by law, payable by the state treasurer on duly approved vouchers.

SEC. 14. Whenever the term "employer" or "employers" is used in this act it

shall beheld to include "firm," "joint stock association," "company," "corpora-
tion," or "individual and individuals" as fully as if each of said terms was expressed
in each place.

Kansas (1889, 5a) :

Tribunals of voluntary arbitration.

PARAGRAPH 332. The district court of each county, or a judge thereof in vacation,
shall have the power, and upon the presentation of a petition as hereinafter provided
it shall be the duty, of said court or judge to issue a license or authority for the estab-

lishment within and for any county within the jurisdiction of said court, of a tribunal
for voluntary arbitration and settlements of disputes between employers and employed
in the manufacturing, mechanical, mining and other industries.

PARAGRAPH 333. The said petition shall be substantially in the form hereinafter

given, and the petition shall be signed by at least five persons employed as workmen,
or by two or more separate firms, individuals, or corporations within the county who
are employers within the county:

* * *

SECTION 3. If the said petition shall be signed by the requisite number of either

employers or workmen, and be in proper form, the judge shall forthwith cause to be
issued a license, authorizing the existence of such a tribunal and containing the names
of four persona to compose the tribunal, two of whom shall be workmen and two
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employers, all residents of said county, and fixing the time and place of the first

meeting thereof: * * *

PARAGRAPH 335. Said tribunal shall continue in existence for one year from tne
date of the license creating it, and may take jurisdiction of any dispute between

employers and workmen in any mechanical, manufacturing, mining, or other industry,
who may submit their disputes in writing to such tribunal for decision. * * *

Said court at the time of the issuance of said license shall appoint an umpire for said

tribunal, who shall be sworn to impartially decide all questions that may be submitted
to him during his term of office. The umpire shall be called upon to act after dis-

agreement is manifested in the tribunal by failure to agree during three meetings held
and full discussion had. His award shall be final and conclusive upon such matters

only as are submitted to him in writing and signed by the whole of the members of

the tribunal, or by parties submitting the same. And the award of said tribunal shall

be final and conclusive upon the questions so submitted to it: Provided, That said

award may be impeached for fraud, accident, or mistake.
PARAGRAPH 336. The said tribunal when convened shall be organized by the selec-

tion of one of their number as chairman, and one as secretary, who shall be chosen

by a majority of the members.
PARAGRAPH 337. The members of the tribunal and the umpire shall each receive as

compensation for their services, out of the treasury of the county in which said dis-

pute shall arise, two dollars for each day of actual service. The sessions of said tri-

bunal shall be held at the county seat of the county where the petition for the same
was presented, and a suitable room for the use of said tribunal shall be provided by
the county commissioners.
PARAGRAPH 338. All submissions of matters in dispute shall be made to the chair-

man of said tribunal, who shall file the same. The chairman of the tribunal shall

have power to administer oaths to all witnesses who may be produced, and a major-
ity of said tribunal may provide for the examination and investigation of books, doc-
uments and accounts necessary, material and pertaining to the matters in hearing
before the tribunal, and belonging to either party to the dispute. The umpire shall

have power when necessary to administer oaths and examine witnesses, and examine
and investigate books, documents and accounts pertaining to the matters submitted
to him for decision.

PARAGRAPH 339. The said tribunal shall have power to make, ordain and enforce
rules for the government of the body when in session, to enable the business to be
proceeded with in order, and to fix its sessions and adjournments, but such rules
shall not conflict with this statute nor with any of the provisions of the constitution
and laws of the State: Provided, That the chairman of said tribunal may convene
said tribunal in extra session at the earliest day possible, in cases of emergency.
PARAGRAPH 340. Before the umpire shall proceed to act, the question or questions

in dispute shall be plainly defined in writing and signed by the members of the'tri-

bunal or a majority thereof, or by the parties submitting the same; and such writing
shall contain the submission of the decision thereof to the umpire by name, and shall

provide that his decision thereon after hearing shall be final; and said umpire must
make his award within five days from the time the question or questions in dispute
are submitted to him. Said award shall be made to the tribunal; and if the award is

for a specific sum of money, said award of money or the award of the tribunal, when
it shall be for a specific sum, may be made a matter of record by filing a copy thereof
in the district court of the county wherein the tribunal is in session. When so entered
of record it shall be final and conclusive, and the proper court may on motion of any-
one interested, enter judgment thereon; and when the award is for a specific sum of

money may issue final and other process to enforce the same: * * *

PARAGRAPH 341. The form of the petition
* * * shall be as follows: "To ths

District Court of County [or a judge thereof,
* *

*]: The subscribers hereto

being the number and having the qualifications required in tHs proceeding, being
desirous of establishing a tribunal of voluntary arbitration for the settlement of dis-

putes in the manufacturing, mechanical, mining and other industries, pray that a
license for a tribunal of voluntary arbitration may be issued, to be composed of four

persons and an umpire, as provided by law."

Maryland (P. G. L., Art. 7) :

Arbitration of labor disputes.

SECTION 1. Whenever any controversy shall arise between any corporation in-

corporated by this State in which this State may be interested as a stockholder or

creditor, and any persons in the employment or service of such corporation, which,
in the opinion of the board of public works, shall tend to impair the usefulness
or prosperity of such corporation, the said board of public works shall have power to
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demand and receive a statement of the grounds of said controversy from the parties
to the same; and if, in their judgment, there shall be occasion so to do, they shall
have the right to propose to the parties to said controversy, or to any of them, that
the same shall be settled by arbitration; and if the opposing parties to said contro-

versy shall consentand agree to said arbitration, it shall be the duty of the said board
of public works to provide in due form for the submission of the said controversy to

arbitration, in such manner that the same may be finally settled and determined; "but
if the said corporation, or the said person in its employment or service, so engaged in

controversy with the said corporation, shall refuse to submit to such arbitration, it

shall be the duty of the said board of public works to examine into and ascertain the
cause of said controversy, and to report the same to the next general assembly.

SEC. 2. All subjects of dispute arising between corporations, and any person in
their employment or service, and all subjects of dispute between employers and
employees in any trade or manufacture, may be settled and adjusted in the manner
hereafter mentioned.

SEC. 3. Whenever such subjects of dispute shall arise as aforesaid, it shall be lawful
for either party to the same to demand and have an arbitration or reference thereof
in manner following, that is to say, where the party complaining and the party com-
plained of shall come before, or agree by any writing under their hands, to abide by
the determination of any judge or justice of the peace, it shall and may be lawful for

such judge or justice of the peace to hear and finally determine in a summary man-
ner the matter in dispute between such parties; but if such parties shall not come
before, or so agree to abide by the determination of such judge or justice of the peace,
but shall agree to submit their said cause of dispute to arbitrators, appointed under
the provisions of this article, then it shall be lawful for any such judge or justice of

the peace, and such judge or justice of the peace is hereby required, on complaint
made before him, and proof that such agreement for arbitration had been entered

into, to appoint arbitrators for settling the matters in dispute; and such judge or

justice of the peace shall then and there propose not less than two nor more than
four persons, one-half of whom shall be employers and the other half employees,
acceptable to the parties to the dispute, respectively, who, together with said judge
or justice of the peace, shall have full power finally to hear and determine such

dispute.
SEC. 4. In all such cases of dispute as aforesaid, as in all other cases, if the parties

mutually agree that the matter in dispute shall be arbitrated and determined in a mode
different from the one hereby described, such agreement shall be valid, and the award
and determination thereon by either mode ot arbitration shall be final and conclusive
between the parties.

SEC. 5. It shall be lawful in all cases for any employer or employee, by writing un-
der his hand, to authorize any person to act for him in submitting to arbitration and
attending the same.

SEC. 6. Every determination of dispute by any judge or justice of the peace shall

be given as a judgment of the court over which said judge presides, and of the justice
of the peace determining the same; and the said judge or justice oi the peace shall

award execution thereon as upon verdict, confession or nonsuit; and every award
made by arbitrators appointed by any judge or justice of the peace under the pro-
visions of this article, shall be returned by said arbitrators to the judge or justice of

the peace by whom they were appointed; and said judge or justice of the peace shall

enter the same as an amicable action between the parties to the same in the court

presided over by said judge or justice of the peace, with the same effect as if said ac-

tion had been regularly commenced in said court by due process of law, and shall

thereupon become a judgment of said court, and execution thereon shall be awarded
as upon verdict, confession or nonsuit; and in all proceedings under this article,
whether before a judge or justice of the peace, or arbitrators, costs shall be taxed as

are now allowed by law in similar proceedings, and the same shall be paid equally by
the parties to the dispute; such award thall remain four days in court during its sit-

ting, after the return thereof, before any judgment shall be entered thereon; and if

it snail appear to the court within that time that the same was obtained by fraud or

malpractice in or by surprise, imposition or deception of the arbitrators, or without
due notice to the parties or their attorneys, the court may set aside such award and
refuse to give judgment thereon.

Texas (1895, 61) :

Boards of arbitration.

SECTION 1. Whenever any grievance or dispute of any nature, growing out of the
relation of employer and employees, shall arise or exist between employer and

employees, it shall be lawful, upon mutual consent of all parties, to submit all mat-
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ters respecting such grievance or dispute in writing to a board of arbitrators to hear,

adjudicate, and determine the same. Said board shall consist of five (5) persons.
When the employees concerned in such grievance or dispute as the aforesaid are
members in good standing of any labor organization which is represented by one or
more delegates in a central body, the said central body shall have power to designate
two (2) of said arbitrators, and the employer shall have the power to designate two
(2) others of said arbitrators, and the said four arbitrators shall designate a fifth

person as arbitrator, who shall be chairman of the board. In case the employees
concerned in any such grievance or dispute as aforesaid are members in good stand-

ing of a labor organization which is not represented in a central body, then the organ-
ization of which they are members shall designate two members of said board, and
said board shall be organized as hereinbefore provided; and in case the employees
concerned in any such grievance or dispute as aforesaid are not members of any labor

organization, then a majority of said employees, at a meeting duly held for that pur-
pose, shall designate two arbitrators for said board, and said board shall be organized
as hereinbefore provided: Provided, That when the two arbitrators selected by the

respective parties to the controversy, the district judge of the district having juris-
diction of the subject-matter shall, upon notice from either. of said arbitrators that

they have failed to agree upon the fifth arbitrator, appoint said fifth arbitrator.

SEC. 2. Any board as aforesaid selected may present a petition in writing to the
district judge of the county where such grievance or dispute to be arbitrated may
arise, signed by a majority of said board, setting forth in brief terms the facts show-

ing their due and regular appointment, and the nature of the grievance or dispute
between the parties to said arbitration, and praying the license or order of such judge
establishing and approving of said board of arbitration. Upon the presentation of

said petition it shall be the duty of said judge, if it appear that all requirements of

this act have been complied with, to make an order establishing such board of arbi-

tration and referring the matters in dispute to it for hearing, adjudication and deter-
m nation. The said petition and order, or a copy thereof, shall be filed in the office

ofithe district clerk of the county in which the arbitration is sought.
SEC. 3. When a controversy involves and affects the interests of two or more classes

or grades of employees belonging to different labor organizations, or of individuals
who are not members of a labor organization, then the two arbitrators selected by
the employees shall be agreed upon and selected by the concurrent action of all such
labor organizations, and a majority of such individuals who are not members of a
labor organization.
SEC. 4. The submission shall be in writing, shall be signed by the employer or

receiver and the labor organization representing the employees, or any laborer or
laborers to be affected by such arbitration who may not belong to any labor organi-
zation, shall state the question to be decided, and shall contain appropriate provisions
by which the respective parties shall stipulate as follows:

1 That pending the arbitration the existing status prior to any disagreement or
stri'ke shall not be changed.

2. That the award shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the district court of

the county in which said board of arbitration is held, and shall be final and conclu-
sive upon both parties, unless set aside for error of law, apparent on the record.

3. That the respective parties to the award will each faithfully execute the same,
an tf that the same may be specifically enforced in equity so far as the powers of a
court of equity permit.

4. That the employees dissatisfied with the award shall not by reason of such dis-

satisfaction quit the service of said employer or receiver before the expiration of

thirty days, nor without giving said employer or receiver thirty days written notice

of their intention so to quit.
5. That said award shall continue in force as between the parties thereto for the

period of one year after the same shall go into practical operation, and no new arbi-

tration upon the same subject between the same parties shall be had until the expi-
ration of said one year.

SEC. 5. The arbitrators so selected shall sign a consent to act as such and shall take
and subscribe an oath before some officer authorized to administer the same to faith-

fully and impartially discharge his duties as such arbitrator, which consent and oath
Khali be immediately filed in the office of the clerk of the district court wherein such
arbitrators are to act. When said board is ready for the transaction of business it

shall select one of its members to act as secretary and the parties to the dispute shall

receive notice of a time and place of hearing, which shall be not more than ten days
after such agreement to arbitrate has been filed.

SEC. 6. The chairman shall have power to administer oaths and to issue subpoenas
for the production of books and papers and for the attendance of witnesses to the
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same extent that such power is possessed by the court of record or the judge thereof
in this State. The board may make and enforce the rules for its government and
transaction of the business before it and fix its sessions and adjournment, and shall

herein examine such witnesses as may be brought before the board, and such other

proof as may be given relative to the matter in dispute.
SEC. 7. When said board shall have rendered its adjudication and determination

its powers shall cease, unless there may be at the time in existence other similar

grievances or disputes between the same class of persons mentioned in section 1, and
in such case such persons maysubmit their differences to said board, which shall have

power to act and adjudicate and determine the same as fully as if said board was
originally created for the settlement of such difference or differences.

SEC. 8. During the pendency of arbitration under this act it shall not be lawful for

the employer or receiver party to such arbitration, nor his agent, to discharge the

employees parties thereto, except for inefficiency, violation of law, or neglect of duty,
or where reduction of force is necessary, nor for the organization representing such

employees to order, nor for the employees to unite in, aid or abet strikes or boycots
against such employer or receiver.

SEC. 9. Each of the said board of arbitrators shall receive three dollars per day for

every day in actual service, not to exceed ten (10) days, and traveling expenses not
to exceed five cents per mile actually traveled in getting to or returning from the place
where the board is in session. The fees of witnesses of aforesaid board shall be fifty
cents for each day's attendance and five cents per mile traveled by the nearest route
to and returning from the place where attendance is required by the board. All sub-

po3nas shall be signed by the secretary of the board and may be served by any per-
son of full age authorized by the board to serve the same. The fees and mileage of

witnesses and the per diem and traveling expenses of said arbitrators shall be taxed
as costs against either or all of the parties to said arbitration, as the board of arbitra-

tors may deem just, and shall constitute part of their award, and each of the parties
to said arbitration shall, before the arbitration [arbitrators] proceed to consider the
matters submitted to them, give a bond, with two or more good and sufficient sureties

in an amount to be fixed by the board of arbitration, conditioned for the payment of

all the expenses connected with the said arbitration.

SEC. 10. The award shall be made in triplicate. One copy shall be filed in the
district clerk's office, one copy shall be given to the employer or receiver, and one

copy to the employees or their duly authorized representative. The award being
filed in the clerk's office of the district court, as hereinbefore provided, shall go
into practical operation and judgment shall be entered thereon accordingly at the

expiration of ten days from such filing, unless within such ten days either party
shall file exceptions thereto for matter of law apparent on the record, in which case

said award shall go into practical operation and judgment rendered accordingly when
such exceptions shall have been fully disposed of by either said district court or an

appeal therefrom.
SEC. 11. At the expiration of ten days from the decision of the district court upon

exceptions taken to said award as aforesaid, judgment shall be entered in accordance
with said decision, unless during the said ten days either party shall appeal there-

from to the court of civil appeals holding jurisdiction thereof. In such case only
such portion of the record shall be transmitted to the appellate court as is necessary
to the proper understanding and consideration of the questions of law presented by
said exceptions and to be decided. The determination of said court of civil appeals
upon said questions shall be final, and being certified by the clerk of said court of

civil appeals, judgment pursuant thereto shall thereupon be entered by said district

court. If exceptions to an award are finally sustained, judgment shall be entered

setting aside the award; but in such case the parties may agree upon a judgment to

be entered disposing of the subject-matter of the controversy, which judgment, when
entered, shall have the same force and effect as judgment entered upon an award.



CHAPTER XII.

PROFIT SHARING. STATE AID, PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT
BUREAUS, ETC.

ART. A. COOPERATION AND PROFIT SHARING.

SEC. 1. COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS. About a dozen States have

statutes, usually of not very recent date, providing for cooperative
associations in manufacturing or distributive industries *

(only distribu-

tive in Ohio and Michigan). They have rarely been taken advantage
of, and there seems to be little general interest in such laws at the

present time. The Wyoming constitution (10, 10) declares that "the

legislature shall provide by suitable legislation for their organization;"
but few new statutes are being enacted.

1

They are: Massachusetts (106, 9, 72, 73) , Connecticut (1895-1904) ,
New York (R. S.,

p. 1626), Pennsylvania (Dig., p. 389), New Jersey (Sup., p. 138), Ohio (3837) ,
Michi-

gan (3935, 3938, 3940) ,
Illinois (32, 103-127) ,

Wisconsin (1786b) ,
Minnesota (2903-

2912), Kansas (1456-1458), Maryland (23, 14,15), California (Civ. C., p. 53, 1895,

183) , Montana (Civ. C. 870-880) .

Thus in Massachusetts:

For the purpose of cooperation in carrying on any business authorized in the two
preceding sections [any mechanical, mining or manufacturing business except that
of distilling or manufacturing intoxicating liquors, cutting, storing and selling ice,

carrying on any agricultural, horticultural or quarrying business, printing and pub-
lishing newspapers, periodicals, books or engravings] and of cooperative trade, seven
or more persons may associate themselves, with a capital of not less than one thou-
sand nor more than one hundred thousand dollars.

Every corporation organized for the purposes set forth in section nine shall distrib-

ute its profits or earnings among its workmen, purchasers, and stockholders, at such
times and in such manner as shall be prescribed by its by-laws, and as often at least

as once in twelve months; but no distribution shall be made until at least ten per
cent of the net profits has been appropriated for a contingent or sinking fund, until

there has accumulated a sum equal to thirty per cent in excess of its capital stock.

No person shall hold shares in any cooperative association to an amount exceeding
one thousand dollars at their par value, nor shall any stockholder be entitled to more
than one vote upon any subject.

In New York:

SECTION 1. Any number of persons, not less than three, may associate and form an

incorporation or company for the purpose of uniting their labor, capital and patronage,
in any business or occupation upon the co-operative plan, upon filing in the office of

the secretary of state a declaration, signed by the corporators, expressing their inten-

tion to form such a company, together with a copy of the charter proposed to be

adopted by them.
SECTION 2.

* * * no company shall be organized under this act with a capital
of less than one thousand dollars,

* * *
.

SECTION 5. Companies organized under this act shall have the word "co-operative,"
?,s a part of their corporate or business name wherever used, either in advertising or

transacting their business.

161
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SEC. 2. PROFIT SHARING. Besides cooperative associations, a law
of Connecticut provides for the sharing of profits with employees by
ordinary corporations.

1 The authority of directors to do so would
seem to require no legislation; and the practice is not uncommon.
Some corporations also facilitate the purcnase by their employees of

their own stock; and Massachusetts has a statute authorizing "special

stock," rarely availed of.
8

ART. B. LABOR BUREAUS.

SEC. 1. STATE LABOR BUREAUS OR COMMISSIONERS. These have
been created in nearly all States.

2

In most States their duties are merely to collect statistics, recom-
mend legislation, and inquire into strikes. In Michigan, Wisconsin,
Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, Missouri, Colorado, and Washington they
are also charged with the duties of factory inspectors (see Chap. IV),
or (in Ohio, Nebraska, and Montana) labor bureaus of employment
(see Art. C., below), or (in Colorado) State boards of arbitration (see

Chap. XI), and have usually power to examine witnesses under oath,
call for papers, reports, etc.

,
the answers furnished to remain secret, etc.

1 Connecticut (Chap. 119) :

SECTION 1935. Any corporation organized after May 31, 1886, under general or

special law, may, by its board of directors, distribute to the persons employed in it.s

service, or to any of them, such portion of the profits of the business of the corpo-
ration as the board of directors may deem just and proper.
SECTION 1936. Any corporation organized on or prior to May 31, 1886, may give to

its board of directors the power to distribute to the persons employed in its service,
or to any of them, such portion of the profits of the business of the corporation as

said board may deem just and proper: Provided, such power is given by a major
vote of all the shareholders, at a meeting warned for the purpose.

Massachusetts (1886, 209) :

3
Corporations Special stock for employees.

SECTION 1. Every corporation created under the provisions of chapter one hun-
dred and six of the public statutes, by a vote of its general stockholders at a meet-

ing duly called for the purpose, may issue special stock to be held only by the

employees of such corporation. The par value of the shares of such special stock
shall be ten dollars, and the purchasers thereof may pay for the same in monthly
instalments of one dollar upon each share. Such special stock shall not exceed two-
fifths of the actual capital of the corporation.

SECTION 2. Whenever a dividend is paid by such corporation to its stockholders,
the holders of such special stock shall receive upon each share, which has beer paid
for in full in time to be entitled to a dividend, a sum which shall bear such proportion
to the sum paid as a dividend upon each share of the general stock of such corpora-
tion as the par value of the shares of such special stock bears to the par value of the
shares of such general stock.

SECTION 3. The shares of such special stock shall not be sold or transferred except
to an employee of such corporations or to the corporation itself. Any corporation
issuing such special stock may provide by its by-laws as to the number of shares
which maybe held by any one employee, the methods of transfer and the redemp-
tion of such stock in case any person holding the same shall cease to be an employee
of the corporation.

N. H. 48, 1-6; Mass. 31, 13, 1884, 4, 1895, 290; X. Y. G. L. 32, 30-32; Me. 1887,

1.7758;
Minn.
Md.

Art. 89; Ky. Chap. 4; Tenn. 294-299/1891, 157; Mo. 8215^8226; X. C. 1899, 373;' Cal.,
Vol. IV, p. 602; Colo. 299-304; Wash. 1895, 85, 1897, 29; X. Dak. Pol. C. 123; Idaho
Con. 13, 1; Mont. Pol. C. 760, 1897, 110; Utah, 1892, 46.
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SEC. 2. EMPLOYMENT OFFICES (STATE). Several States have passed
statutes for public employment bureaus. The most recent, as well as

the most elaborate, is that of Illinois (1899, p. 268), printed in full in

the note. 1 The other States are New York (G. L. 32, 40-43), Ohio

(307-310), Montana (Pol. C., 765), Missouri (1899, p. 272).

Illinois:

Free public employment offices, and licensing, etc., ofprivate employment agencies.

SECTION 1. Free employment offices are hereby created as follows: One in each city
of not less than fifty thousand population, and three in each city containing a popula-
tion of one million or over, for the purpose of receiving applications of persons seeking
employment, and applications of persons seeking to employ labor. Such offices shall

be designated and known as Illinois Free Employment Offices.

SEC. 2. Within sixty days after this act shall have been in force, the State board of

commissioners of labor shall recommend, and the governor, with the advice and con-
sent of the senate, shall appoint a superintendent and assistant superintendent and a
clerk for each of the offices created by section 1 of this act and who shall devote their

entire time to the duties of their respective offices. The assistant superintendent or
the clerk shall in each case be a woman. The tenure of such appointment shall be
two years, unless sooner removed for cause. The salary of each such superintendent
shall be $1,200 per annum, the salary of such assistant superintendent shall be $900
per annum. The salary of such clerks shall be $800 per annum, which sums, together
with proper amounts for defraying the necessary costs of equipping and maintaining
the respective offices, shall be paid out of any funds in the State treasury not other-
wise appropriated.

SEC. 3. The superintendent of each such free employment office shall, within sixty
days after appointment, open an office in such locality as shall have been agreed
upon between such superintendent and the secretary of the bureau of labor statistics

as being most appropriate for the purpose intended; such office to be provided with
a sufficient number of rooms or apartments to enable him to provide, and he shall so

provide, a separate room or apartment for the use of women registering for situa-

tions or help. Upon the outside of each such office, in position and manner to secure
the fullest public attention, shall be placed a sign which shall read in the English
language Illinois Free Employment Office, and the same shall appear either upon
the outside windows or upon signs in such other languages as the location of each
such office shall render advisable. The superintendent of each such free employ-
ment office shall receive and record in books kept for that purpose names of all per-
sons applying for employment or help, designating opposite the name and address
of each applicant the character of employment or help desired. Separate registers
for applicants for employment shall be kept, showing the age, sex, nativity, trade or

occupation of each applicant, the cause and duration of unemployment, whether mar-
ried or single, the number of dependent children, together with such other facts as

may be required by the bureau of labor statistics to be used by said bureau: Provided,
That no such special register shall be open to public inspection at any time, and that
such statistical and sociological data as the bureau of labor may require shall be held
in confidence by said bureau, and so published as not to reveal the identity of atiy-
one: And provided, further, That any applicant who shall decline to furnish answers to

the questions contained in special register shall not thereby forfeit any rights to any
employment the office might secure.

SEC. 4. Each such superintendent shall report on Thursday of each week to the
State bureau of labor statistics the number of applications for positions and for help
received during the preceding week, also those unfilled applications remaining on
the books at the beginning of the week. Such lists shall not contain the names or
addresses of any applicant, but shall show the number of situations desired and the
number of persons wanted at each specified trade or occupation. It shall also show
the number and character of the positions secured during the preceding week. Upon
receipt of these lists and not later than Saturday of each week, the secretary of the
said bureau of labor statistics shall cause to be printed a sheet showing separately
and in combination the lists received from all such free employment offices

;
and he

shall cause a sufficient number of such sheets to be printed to enable him to mail,
and he shall so mail on Saturday of each week, two of said sheets to each superin-
tendent of a free employment office, one to be filed by said superintendent, and one
to be conspicuously posted in each such office. A copy of such sheet shall also be
mailed on each Saturday by the secretary of the State bureau of labor statistics to

each State inspector of factories and each State inspector of mines. And it is hereby
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SEC. 3. INTELLIGENCE OFFICES AND EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES. So
far as there is a legal distinction between the meaning of these two
terms, it would appear that the former was limited to domestic service,

made the duty of said factory inspectors and coal mine inspectors to do all they
reasonably can to assist in securing situations for such applicants for work, and
describe the character of work and cause of the scarcity of workmen, and to secure
for the free employment offices the cooperation of the employers of labor in facto-

ries and mines. It shall be the duty of such factory inspectors and coal mine inspect-
ors to immediately notify the superintendent of free employment offices of any and
all vacancies, or opportunities for employment that shall come to their notice.

SEC. 5. It shall be the duty of each such superintendent of a free employment office

to immediately put himself in communication with the principal manufacturers, mer-
chants and other employers of labor, and to use all diligence in securing the coopera-
tion of the said employers of labor, with the purposes and objects of said employment
offices. To this end it shall be competent for such superintendents to advertise in

the columns of daily newspapers for such situations as he has applicants to fill, and
he may advertise in a general way for the cooperation of large contractors and
employers in such trade journals or special publications as reach such employers,
whether such trade or special journals are published within the State of Illinois or
not: Provided, That not more than four hundred dollars, or as much thereof as shall

be necessary, shall be expended by the superintendent of any one such office for

advertising any one year.
SEC. 6. It shall be the duty of each such superintendent to make report to the

State bureau of labor statistics annually, not later than December first of each year
concerning the work of his office for the year ending October first of same year,
together with a statement of the expenses of the same, including the charges of an

interpreter when necessary, and such reports shall be published by the said bureau
of labor statistics annually with its coal report. Each such superintendent shall also

perform such other duties in the collection of statistics of labor as the secretary of the
bureau of labor statistics may require.

SEC. 7. No fee or compensation shall be charged or received, directly or indirectly,
from persons applying for employment or help through said free employment offices;
and any superintendent, assistant superintendent or clerk, who shall accept, directly
or indirectly, any fee or compensation from any applicant, or from his or her repre-
sentative, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction, shall be
fined not less than twenty-five nor more than fifty dollars and imprisoned in the

county jail not more than thirty days.
SEC. 8. In no case shall the superintendent of any free employment office created

by this act, furnish, or cause to be furnished, workmen or other employees to any
applicant for help whose employees are at that time on strike, or locked out; nor
shall any list of names and addresses of applicants for employment be shown to any
employee [employer] whose employers [employees] are on strike or lockout; nor
shall such list be exposed where it can be copied or used by an employer whose
employees are on strike or locked out.

SEC. 9. The term "
applicant for employment" as used in this act shall be con-

strued to mean any person seeking work of any lawful character, and "applicant for

help" shall mean any person or persons seeking help in any legitimate enterprise;
and nothing in this act shall be construed to limit the meaning of the term work to

manual occupation, but it shall include professional service, and any and all other

legitimate services.

SEC. 10. No person, firm or corporation in the cities designated in section 1 of this

act shall open, operate or maintain a private employment agency for hire, or where
a fee is charged to either applicants for employment or for help, without first hav-

ing obtained a license from the secretary of state, which license shall be two hundred
dollars per annum, and who shall be required to give a bond to the people of the
State of Illinois in the penal sum of one thousand dollars for the faithful perform-
ance of the duties of private employment agent, and no such private agent shall

print, publish or paint on any sign, window or newspaper publication, a name simi-

lar to that of the Illinois free employment offices. And any person, firm or corpora-
tion violating the provisions of this act, or any part thereof, shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined not less than fifty nor more
than one hundred dollars.

SEC. 11. Whenever, in the opinion of the board of commissioners of labor, the

superintendent of any free employment office is not duly diligent or energetic in the

performance of his duties, they may summon such superintendent to appear before
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the latter to general employment. There is provision in a few States
for the regulation and licensing- of employment agencies and intelligence
offices, usually in cities only.

1

them and show cause why he should not be recommended to the governor for

removal, and unless such cause is clearly shown the said board may so recommend.
In the consideration of such case any unexplained low percentage of positions se-

cured to applicants for situations and help registered, lack of intelligent interest and
application to the work, or a general inaptitude or inefficiency, shall be considered

by said board a sufficient ground upon which to recommend a removal. And if, in
the opinion of the governor, such lack of efficiency can not be remedied by reproval
and discipline, he shall remove as recommended by said board: Provided, That the

governor may at any time remove any superintendent, assistant superintendent or
clerk for cause.

SEC. 12. All such printing, blanks, blank books, stationery and postage as may be

necessary for the proper conduct or [of] the business of the offices herein created
shall be furnished by the secretary of the state upon requisition for the same made
by the secretary of the bureau of labor statistics.

x Mass. 1894, 180; Me. R. S., 1883, Ch. 35, 6; N. J. 1893, 41; N. Y. 1888, 410; Pa.

Dig. p. 1062 Minn. 1455-8, 1899, 42; Mo. 3583; Colo. 1891, p. 188; La. 1894, 58; R.
I. 40, 18.
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PREFACE.

In preparing this digest of the laws relating to the employment of

convicts effort has been made to render it as succinct as possible, con-

sistently with the inclusion of the salient features necessary to be pre-
sented. To this end, statutes of a special or a local application, or

temporary in their operation, are not included, except in cases where
reference to them is essential in order to clearly indicate the policy of

a State in regard to the labor of its convicts; and only such references
to statutes are made, in any case, as are deemed necessary to afford

sufficient basis for the statements of the features of the laws to which

they relate. Cumulative references and repetitions have been avoided,
as far as practicable. The information is presented as follows:

First. A brief description is given of each of the various systems
of convict labor authorized by statute in the U nited States, followed

by synopses of the laws of each State authorizing the employment of

convicts under each system (pp. 174-197). Since the same State fre-

quently has provisions authorizing the use of several different systems,
it is necessary to compare the entries under the different heads to

ascertain the law in any given State.

Second. A summary is given of the statutes of each State regulating
the hours of convict labor (pp. 198-201).
Third. A brief statement is presented showing the kinds of industry

or employment named in the statutes of each State for the utilization

of convict labor (pp. 202-204).
Fourth. A summary is given of the laws of each State regulating

the sale of convict-made goods so far as such regulations tend to estab-

lish or limit prices or to prescribe rules governing the business of

dealing therein, and laws tending to diminish competition between
convict and free labor (pp. 205-213).
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CHAPTER 1.

SYSTEMS OF CONVICT LABOR.

INTRODUCTION DEFINITIONS.

The various systems authorized by statutes in force in the United
States in 1899 for the employment of convicts may be grouped under
two generic classes, as follows:

First. Systems under which the product or profit of the convicts
1

labor is shared by the State with private individuals, firms, or corpo-
rations.

Second. Systems under which convicts are worked wholly for the
benefit of the State, or its political subdivisions, or public institutions.

Under the first class three distinct systems are authorized, known
respectively as the "contract system," the "piece-price system," and
the "lease system."
Under the second class three systems also are authorized, which may

be denominated the "public-account system," the "state-use system"
and the "

public-works-and-ways system."
1. THE CONTRACT SYSTEM. Under this system contracts are made

with persons, firms, or corporations in accordance with which convicts

are employed in manufacturing industries at certain agreed prices for

their labor for fixed periods of time, the prisoners working under the

immediate direction of the contractor or his agents, but remaining
under the general supervision and control of the prison authorities.

The contractors are frequently furnished with the power and even the

machinery necessary for carrying on the work by the penal or reform-

atory institutions in which the convicts are incarcerated.

2. THE PIECE-PRICE SYSTEM. Under this system contracts are made
with persons, firms, or corporations under which the prison is furnished

by them with materials in proper shape for working; the materials
thus furnished are converted by the labor of the convicts into finished

products, which are delivered to the contractors at agreed prices per
piece, the work of manufacturing being conducted wholly under the

supervision of the prison officials.

3. THE LEASE SYSTEM. Under this system convicts are leased to

contractors for specified sums and for fixed periods of time, the lessees

usually undertaking to clothe, feed, care for, and maintain proper dis-

cipline among the prisoners while they perform such labor as may have
been determined by the terms of the lease. The labor is generally per-
formed outside the prison walls, and is rarely employed in manufac-

turing industries, but usually in such industries as mining, or railroad

building, or in agricultural pursuits.
171
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4. THE PUBLIC-ACCOUNT SYSTEM. Under this system penal or

reformatory institutions carry on the business of manufacturing, or
other industries, like private individuals or firms, buying raw materials

and converting them into manufactured products, or producing agri-
cultural crops, which are sold in the best available market, the entire

proceeds and profits accruing to the State, its political subdivisions or
institutions.

5. THE STATE-USE SYSTEM. This system is similar to the public-
account system in all respects except that the products of the convicts'

labor, manufactured from raw materials purchased by the institutions

and under the sole direction of prison officials, or produced in agricul-
tural or other employments, are used in penal, reformatory, or other

public institutions, instead of being sold to the general public.
6. THE PUBLIC-WORKS-AND-WAYS SYSTEM. Under this system the

labor of convicts is utilized in the construction or repair of public
roads, bridges, buildings, and other public works and ways.

ART. A. THE CONTRACT SYSTEM.

The following statement gives synopses of the laws of each State

authorizing the employment of convicts under the CONTRACT SYSTEM.

(For definition, see p. 171).
ALABAMA. Code of 1896, sees. 4463, 4498, authorize the hiring or

employment of State convicts at such labor, in such places, and under
sucn regulations as may be prescribed by the proper authorities,

having in view the end of making the system self-sustaining; and the

making of contracts
' '

for the hire of the labor "
of State convicts by

the day, month, year, or terms of years, the State in such cases con-

trolling and supporting the convicts.

ARKANSAS. Digest of 1894, sees. 5499 (as amended by Act No. 20,
extra session of 1897), 5502, 5504, and 5509, authorize the employment
of State convicts under the contract system, either inside or outside

the prison walls, the State to retain the control, management, and dis-

cipline of the convicts, and "to direct how, at any and all times and
under all circumstances, its convicts shall be lodged, fed, clothed,

guarded, worked, and treated;" but no contract shall be made for any
such convict labor if equally remunerative employment can be fur-

nished by the State, so as to work the convicts on State account.

COLORADO. Mill's Annotated Statutes, sees. 3425. 3435, and 3436,
and Acts of 1897, chap. 5, provide that penitentiary convicts are to be
worked to the best advantage of the people of the State; that their

labor may be hired out, to be worked under the superintendence of

the warden, and, if outside the prison walls, under the custody of a

guard or overseer of the penitentiary; but no labor shall be performed
by the convicts off the grounds belonging to the penitentiary, except
such as may be incident to the business and management thereof.

CONNECTICUT. General Statutes of 1888, sec. 3355, prescribes regu-
lations under which fifty or more State convicts may be employed,

' '

by
contract or otherwise, at any trade or occupation."
IOWA. Code of 1897, sec. 5702, authorizes the making of contracts

xor the labor of convicts confined in the State penitentiary at Fort
Madison for terms of not longer than ten years.
KANSAS. Acts of 1891, chap. 152, sees. 34, 35, and 39, authorize the

making of contracts for the hiring out of the labor of State convicts
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for terms not exceeding six years, to the highest bidder, at not less

than 45 cents per day per convict, the State retaining full control over

them, and no labor to be performed outside the prison grounds.
KENTUCKY. Acts of 1898, chap. 4, sees. 13, 15, and 17, provide for

the making of contracts for the labor of penitentiary convicts with one
or more contractors, the hiring to be per capita, for a term of not
more than four years, with privilege of renewal; the contractor shall

be entitled to the use of the various shops, and the power therein,

belonging to the State; the prisoners hired shall remain under prison
police and government; the contractor may be permitted to introduce
such machinery as may be necessary to the conduct of his business or

manufacturing in the prison.
LOUISIANA. Constitution of 1898, art. 196, prohibits the leasing of

convicts to work anj^where except on public works, or on convict

farms, or in manufactories owned or controlled by the State. This

provision, which is to go into effect after existing leases expire,

implies the contract system as at least permissible.
MAINE. Revised Statutes of 1883, chap. 80, sec. 29, authorizes the

making of "
necessary and proper contracts for the carrying on of

manufacturing or other industry" in county jails in behalf of the

county.
MARYLAND. Public General Laws, sec. 406, authorizes the directors

of the State penitentiary to enter into such contracts as they may
deem proper for the employment of the convicts therein.

MASSACHUSETTS. Acts of 1897, chap. 412, sec. 3, authorizes the

employment of convicts under the contract system, or under the piece-

price system, in the industry of cane seating and in the manufacture
of umbrellas. (The contract system had previously been abolished by
Acts of 1887, chap. 447, sec. 1.)

MICHIGAN. Acts of 1893, No. 118, makes provision for the employ-
ment of convicts in the State prisons and State house of correction

and reformatory, superseding previous laws that provided for the
contract system, and in effect doing away with such system, but pro-

viding that existing contracts made under prior laws shall not be
affected. Inasmuch as contracts for convict labor were authorized by
prior law for periods of ten years, and may have been made just prior
to the adoption of the act of 1893, the contract system may be still in

operation in the institutions named.
MISSOURI. Revised Statutes of 1889, sec. 7238, authorizes the mak-

ing of contracts for the employment of penitentiary convicts for

periods not exceeding ten years, under such terms and conditions as

may be deemed for the State's best interests, the labor to be performed
within the prison walls. Such contracts are to be made after adver-
tisement calling for bids for the unemployed convict labor; but con-

tracts already in existence may be renewed without advertising.
Other sections provide that the discipline and maintenance of the con-

victs are to be under the direction of the State.

NEBRASKA. Acts of 1897, chap. 75, sec. 16, provides that the labor

of such penitentiary convicts as can not be utilized to advantage in the

manufacture of articles for use in the prison and other State institu-

tions shall be "let out" by contract for a term not exceeding three years
at any one time or for any one contract, the convicts to remain in the

custody, control, discipline, and safe-keeping of the prison authorities

and to be provided with board and clothing thereby.
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Compiled Statutes of 1895, sees. 7260 and 7261, direct that contracts

shall be made for the employment in a profitable manner of convicts

in countv iails, under such regulations and provisions as shall be pre-
scribed by county authorities, who shall provide for their safe custody
while employed under such contracts and pay for their board and other

expenses incident to their labor out of the proceeds thereof.

NEVADA. Acts of 1893, chap. 91, sec. 1, authorizes the renting or

hiring out of any or all the labor of the convicts in the State prison.
NEW HAMPSHIRE. Public Statutes of 1891, chap. 285, sec. 5, para-

graph VI, authorizes the governor, with the advice of the council, to

make contracts for the support and employment of State-prison
convicts.

NEW JERSEY. General Statutes of 1896, pp. 3167-8, sees. 15 and

18, authorize the hiring out by contract of the labor of prisoners
in the State reformatory to tlie best bidder after public advertise-

ment.
NEW MEXICO. Compiled Laws of 1897, sec. 3518. provides that

the labor of penitentiary convicts may be hired out, to be worked
under the control of .the superintendent of the penitentiary.
OREGON. Act of February 23, 1895 (Acts of 1895, p. 40), authorizes

the making of contracts with any person, firm, or corporation for the

labor of penitentiary convicts, at a compensation of not less than 35
cents per day per convict, for any period of time not exceeding ten

years, the labor to be performed within the penitentiary, or the inclos-

ure thereof, under the general charge and custody of the prison officials.

RHODE ISLAND. General Laws of 1896, chap. 285, sec. 39, and

chap. 289, sec. 14, authorize the employment of prisoners in jail or
in the State prison for the benefit of the State, "in such manner,
under #uch contract, and subject to such rules, regulations and, disci-

pline" as the board of State charities and corrections may make.
General Laws of 1896, chap. 291, sec. 10, authorize the State board

of charities and corrections to make such contracts as they may deem
proper respecting the labor of inmates of the penal and reformatory
institutions of the State.

SOUTH CAROLINA. Revised Statutes of 1893, PartV, sec. 574, author-

izes the authorities of the State penitentiary "to make contracts for

the performance of specific work, such work to be done entirely
under the direction and control of the officers of the penitentiary."
SOUTH DAKOTA. Compiled Laws of 1887, sees. 7714-7720, author-

ize the contracting of the labor of penitentiary convicts, together
with shoproom, machinery, and power, after due advertisement, for

periods not exceeding five 3
7ears at any one time, subject to cancella-

tion after six months' notice to the contractor, the convicts to be
worked under the general supervision and government of thetprison
authorities.

TENNESSEE. Acts of 1897, chap. 39, authorizes the making of con-

tracts for the labor of penitentiary convicts not otherwise employed
with any persons, firms, companies, or corporations desiring to carry
on a manufacturing or other business within the penitentiary walls.

Contracts are to be made so as to yield the greatest possible revenue
to the State, and convicts employed thereunder are to be at all times
under the care and supervision of the prison authorities.

Acts of 1897, chap. 125, sec. 31. provides for the employment under
contract of "able-bodied shorter-time convicts" at branch prisons
outside of the penitentiary walls.
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TEXAS.--Revised Statutes of 1895, arts. 3654, 3655, and 3709,
authorize the establishment of the contract system in the State peni-
tentiaries, the convicts employed thereunder to remain under the con-

trol, discipline, and management of the prison authorities.

VERMONT. Statutes of 1894, sec. 5188, provides that the directors
of the State prison and house of correction may contract, for not

exceeding five years, to any person the labor of all or part of the con -

victs in said institutions, in such manner and on such, terms as they
shall judge best for the State; but such contracts shall not interfere

with the management and discipline of the convicts.

VIRGINIA. Code of 1887, sec. 4130, authorizes the employment of

penitentiary convicts in
"
executing work under contract with indi-

viduals or companies."
WEST VIRGINIA. Acts of 1893, chap. 46, sees. 28 et seq., authorize

the making of contracts for the labor of penitentiary convicts, together
with the necessary steam power for operating machinery which con-
tractors are required to supply. The contracts are to be made with the

highest and best bidders, after due advertisement, for periods not

exceeding five years, at a specified price per day per convict, and for

the manufacture of the particular articles specified by the bidders.

Convicts not hired under general contract may be temporarily hired
until

' '

their labor is required on any contract.
"

WISCONSIN. Annotated Statutes of 1889, sees. 4938 to 4943, author-
ize the making of contracts for the labor of State-prison convicts,

together with such shoproom, machinery, and power as may be nec-

essary for their proper employment. Contracts must not be made
for periods exceeding five years at any one time, and the convicts are
to remain under the supervision of the prison authorities. Before

making such contracts sealed proposals therefor are to be invited by
public advertisement.
WYOMING. Acts of 1890-91, chap. 37, sec. 5, authorizes the pro-

viding for the care, maintenance, and employment of inmates of penal
or reformatory institutions by contract.

ART. B. THE PIECE-PRICE SYSTEM.

The following statement gives synopses of the laws of each State

authorizing the employment of convicts under the PIECE-PRICE SYSTEM.

(For description see p. 171.)
MASSACHUSETTS. Acts of 1897, chap. 412, sec. 3, authorizes the

employment of convicts under the piece-price system in the industry
of cane seating and in the manufacture of umbrellas.
MINNESOTA. Acts of 1895

chap. 154, sec. 4, authorizes the man-
ufacture of articles in the State prison or State reformatory "by the

piece, under what is known as the 'piece-price system,' by contracts
with persons who furnish the materials used in such manufacture."
NEW JERSEY. Genera Statutes of 1896, pp 3161-2, sees. 54 and

56, authorize the employmen of convicts not employed in the produc-
tion of goods for use in State institutions in any prison, penitentiary,
]ail, or public reformatory institution

' on what is commonly known
as the piece-price plan." Before any agreemer is made under this

system advertisements must be published calling for bids, "so that

there shall be a proper and just competition" foi the labor of the

convicts.
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General Statutes of 1896, p. 3169, sec. 20, authorizes the employment
of inmates of the State reformatory under the "piece-price plan."
OHIO. Act of March 31, 1892 (89 Laws of Ohio, p. 192), authorizes

the establishment of the piece-price system in the State penitentiary,
contracts thereunder to be made, after due advertisement, with tne

best and most satisfactory bidders. The labor is to be performed under
the direction and control of the prison officials. No contracts for the

product of convicts' labor on the "piece or process plan" shall bind the

State for a period exceeding five years, and no -arrangement shall be
made for a period of more than one year that will produce less than 70
cents per day per capita for the labor of able-bodied convicts, except
in certain specified cases.

SOUTH CAROLINA. Revised Statutes of 1893, Part V, sec. 574,
authorize the authorities of the State penitentiary "to make contracts

for the performance of specific work, such work to be done entirely
under the direction and control of the officers of the penitentiary."
WEST VIRGINIA. Acts of 1893, chap. 46, sec. 44, provides that, if

deemed advisable, penitentiary convicts not employed under the con-

tract system "may be employed or let to contract on the piece-price

system."

ART. C. THE LEASE SYSTEM.

The following statement gives synopses of the laws of each State

authorizing the employment of convicts under the LEASE SYSTEM.

(For description see p. 171.)
ALABAMA. Code of 1896, sees. 4476, 4477, and 4478, provide for

the leasing of State convicts and requires that all hiring of them must
be per capita; that not less than 50 such convicts shall be hired to one

person or kept at one prison, except that less than 50 may be worked in

the county where they were convicted; that such convicts must be
classed or tasked if hired to work in mines, and that no such convict
must be worked at a different place or occupation than that expressed
in the contract, or be rehired or placed in the keeping or control of

any other person than the contractor, without authorization by proper
State officials.

Sees. 4521, 4527, 4529, and 4534 authorize the hiring of county
convicts to labor anywhere within the State, the place and kind of

labor to be restricted to that expressed in the contract of hiring, and
such convicts must not be sublet or rehired unless authorized by
proper county authorities.

ARIZONA. Acts of 1895, No. 19, provides that the labor of the

inmates of the Territorial prison and reform school may be leased, on
contract with a responsible person or persons, without obligating the

Territory "to furnish tools, machinery, or money, or make other

expenditure other than the labor of the inmates properly clothed and

fed, and the proper guards for the same, together with the use of the

property, buildings, and lands," and that no contract or lease shall be
made for a longer period than ten years. The labor of the inmates

may be performed either inside or outside the prison or reformatory
confines. It is also provided that the buildings and property connected
with the insane asylum, prison, and reform school may be leased for

the purpose of furnishing employment for the inmates of the prison
and reform school.
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It is provided that the labor of the inmates of the institutions named
shall not be leased when it is required upon the buildings or properties
thereof.

ARKANSAS. Digest of 1894, sec. 888, authorizes the leasing of houses
of correction and the farms attached thereto and the labor of the
inmates for terms not exceeding two years, the lessees to pay all

expenses of maintenance and care of the institutions and the inmates
thereof.

Sees. 910 (as amended by Act No. 16 of 1895) and 913 to 931 provide
that contracts shall be made for the maintenance, safe-keeping, and

working of prisoners in county jails, the contractor to keep, feed, and
clothe the prisoners.
COLORADO. Mill's Annotated Statutes of 1891, sees. 1446 and 1447,

authorize the working of county convicts in quarries or mines; and
when so working they shall be in the legal care and custody of the

person or persons by whom they shall be employed, subject to such

regulations as the keepers shall prescribe.
DELAWARE. Acts of 1881, chap. 550, sec. 7 (chap. 54, Revised

Code of 1893), authorizes the hiring out of convicts "upon the most
favorable terms for their county."
FLORIDA. Revised Statutes of 1892, sees. 3065 et seq., provide for

the making of contracts with any person or persons for the labor,

maintenance, custody, and discipline of State convicts for a term of

years not exceeding four years. In case no application is received for

the hire of the prisoners, the State may pay "to any person or per-
sons such sums of money for taking such prisoners on such conditions
as may be deemed advantageous to the interests of the State."

Sec. 3032, idem, and Acts of 1895, chap. 4323, authorize the hiring
out or otherwise contracting for the labor of county convicts upon such
terms and conditions as may be deemed advisable.

GEORGIA. Acts of 1897, No. 340, sec. 10, authorizes the leasing of

"any number" of State convicts to counties or to municipal corpora-
tions, for not less than $36 per convict per year, to be utilized upon
the public roads or works.

Sees. 11 and 13 authorize the leasing to private companies or per-
sons, for terms not longer than five years, of all State convicts not

employed by the State or leased to counties or municipalities, the
hirer to furnish transportation, maintenance, medicine, clothing, and
all other necessaries, and buildings. The convicts must be leased to the
bidder or bidders offering the highest price per annum per capita. The
hirer has the right to sublet the labor of the convicts leased by him.
IDAHO. Act of March 6, 1893 (Acts of 1893, p. 155), authorizes the

State prison commissioners to contract with responsible persons for
the care, maintenance, and employment of all State convicts, such

employment to be within the prison limits.

KENTUCKY. Statutes of 1894, sees. 4870 and 4871, provide that

county workhouses and the labor of the inmates thereof may be
leased for a period of not more than one year, the lessee to have the
same power and discharge the same duties as if he were manager of

the workhouse; or inmates of workhouses may be hired out to indi-

viduals for all or any part of their terms, the lessee to provide main-
tenance for the prisoners in addition to the agreed price of hire.

LOUISIANA. Revised Laws of 1870, edition of 1897, sees. 2855 and

2865, and Acts No. 114 of 1890 and No. 134 of 1894, authorize the leas-

249A 12
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ing of State convicts, to be employed in such manufacturing, mechan-

ical, or other labor as the lessees ma}
T deem proper. The convicts may

be employed by the lessees in working on levees, railroads, or other
works of public improvement; or, if such employment for them can
not be obtained, they may be employed on plantation or farm work
or any other employment. The subleasing of convicts is forbidden.
Act 29 of 1894 provides that the services of parish convicts may be

hired or leased for the purpose of working them within the parish.
Constitution of 1898, art. 196, prohibits the leasing of convicts, after

existing leases expire, for work anywhere except on public works, on
convict farms, or in manufactories owned or controlled by the State.

MAINE. Revised Statutes of 1883, chap. 140, sec. 19, authorizes the

making of such contracts for
u the letting to hire of such of the convicts

(in the State prison) as the inspectors may deem expedient."
MARYLAND. Public General Laws, art. 27, sec. 315, provides that

inmates of the house of correction shall be kept at some useful employ-
ment, and that they may be ' ' hired out for such useful employment
as may be best suited to his or her age and most profitable to the
institution."

Sec. 319 authorizes the hiring of convicts in the house of correction
to a canal company, the convicts to be clothed, fed. and guarded by the

managers of the institution.

Acts of 1890, chap. 529, authorizes the hiring out for some useful

employment of all persons sentenced to the Dorchester County jail.

MASSACHUSETTS. Public Statutes of 1882, chap. 219, sec. 23, pro-
vides that contracts may be made for the employment at domestic serv-

ice of female inmates of a jail, house of correction, or female reforma-

tory, for such terms and upon such conditions as may be deemed fit,

such hiring to be made with the consent of the women hired.

MISSISSIPPI. Acts of 1894, chap. 76, and Acts of 1896, chap. 133,
authorize the leasing of convicts in county jails, either by public auc-
tion to the highest bidder or in a body to a convict contractor, for a
term not exceeding four years. The convicts in either case are to be

controlled, directed, and maintained by the lessee. All female con-
victs in county jails, except incorrigibles, must be hired out individu-

ally, and not to a convict contractor, and must not be worked with
male convicts or upon public works or ways.

MISSOURI. Revised Statutes pi 1889, sec. 3437, appears to authorize
the leasing of misdemeanor prisoners committed for nonpayment of
fines in county jails, by providing that the amount bi received for the

services of such person so hired shall be applied upon the judgment
against him."
NEVADA. General Statutes of 1885, sec. 1406, authorizes the hiring

of State-prison convicts for labor upon any private work or employ-
ment.
NEW HAMPSHIRE Public Statutes of 1891, chap. 285, sec. 5, para-

graph VI, authorizes the governor, with the advice of the council, to

make contracts for the support and employment of State-prison con-
victs.

NEW JERSEY. Acts of 1898, chap. 239, sees. 9, 10, and 11, provide that

persons committed for disorderly conduct, or as tramps, in any county,
city, township, borough, or district may be bound out to labor in the

service of any suitable person or corporation for the term of their

commitment.
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NEW MEXICO. Compiled Laws of 1897, sec. 3528, authorizes the

hiring out of the labor of penitentiary convicts, but convicts so
hired shall not "

be allowed to go out to labor without being under
the custody of a guard or an overseer of the penitentiary."
NORTH CAROLINA. Constitution, art. XI, sec. 1; Acts of 1897, chap.

219, sec. 5; Acts of 1889, chap. 314, sec. 5, and Code of 1883, sees.

3433, 3449, and 3450, authorize the "farming out" of convicts, the

making of "
contracts at remunerative terms with persons or corpora-

tions in order to employ and support as many of the able-bodied

(penitentiary) convicts on public works as the interests of the State
and constitution will permit;

" that "in any scheme to make the peni-

tentiary self-sustaining, preference shall be given to contracts for

able-bodied convicts in larger bodies, hired to the best advantage;"
and general authority is given for the hiring out of penitentiary
convicts.

Code of 1883, sec. 3448, provides that inmates of county, city, or
town jails maybe hired out "to labor for individuals or corporations."
PENNSYLVANIA. Digest of 1894, p. 996, sec. 16, appears to author-

ize the lease system as to inmates of houses of correction by providing
that they may be detailed to do work outside the grounds of the insti-

tution
' '

for such other person (than any of the departments or institu-

tions of the city) as may be approved by the board of managers."
SOUTH CAROLINA. Revised Statutes of 1893, Part V, sees. 565-567;

Act 314 of 1893, sec. 3, and Act 528 of 1894, provide that convicts in

the State penitentiary, except thoss sentenced for certain heinous

crimes, may be leased or hired out to the highest responsible bidder,
such convicts to be boarded, clothed, and safely kept by the lessee.

As far as practicable, the convicts shall be hired to work on farms in

healthy localities.

TENNESSEE. Acts of 1895, extra session, chap. 7, sec. 19, and Acts
of 1897, chap. 125, sec. 31, authorize the leasing, for the best interests of

the State, of such penitentiary convicts as are not otherwise employed,
and the continuance of an existing lease under which such convicts are

worked in certain ore mines.
Acts of 1891, chap. 123, sec. 19, provides that any county convict

held for nonpayment of fines and costs may, with his consent, be
"bailed out," and be under the care, custody, and direction of the

bailee until the amount due by him shall have been paid by the bailee

in monthly installments.

TEXAS. Revised Statutes of 1895, arts. 3744, 3745, and 3746, author-
ize the hiring out of county convicts either by private contract or at

public auction, or by general contract, for any specified time, at some
fixed rate per day, week, or month, the hirer to give bond for the

humane treatment and proper care and support of convicts in his

employ.
VIRGINIA. Code of 1887, sees. 4136-4138, as amended by Acts of

1893-94, chap. 795, authorize the leasing of penitentiary convicts not

otherwise employed to railroad companies, to be fed, clothed, guarded,
and sheltered by the lessees.

ART. D. THE PUBLIC-ACCOUNT SYSTEM.

The following statement gives synopses of the laws of each State

authorizing^
the employment of convicts under the PUBLIC-ACCOUNT

SYSTEM. (For description, see p. 172.)
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ALABAMA. Code of 1896, sees. 4514 and 4516, authorize the employ-
ment of State convicts at farming or other labor on any land owned
by the State, and provide that any part of the net income derived
from State convict labor may be applied to manufacturing,

' '

looking
to the more permanent employment

" of the convicts.

ARKANSAS. Digest of 1894, sees. 5499 (as amended by Act No. 20,
extra session of 1897), 5500, 5502, 5504, and 5506, authorize the employ-
ment of State convicts under either the public-account or the contract

system, or under both systems at the same time, either inside or out-

side the prison walls, but provide that no contract shall be let for any
such convict labor if equally remunerative employment can be fur-

nished by the State, so as to work the convicts on State account.

Sees. 883, 885, and 886 provide that inmates of houses of correction

may be employed in cultivating the farms and gardens connected

therewith, or in mechanical pursuits; and the products of their labor
shall be applied to paying the expenses of the institution, and the

surplus arising from the sale of such products shall be paid into the

count}
r
treasury.

CALIFORNIA. Acts of 1889, chap. 264, authorizes the employment
of State convicts in manufacturing or other work, and for the sale of

such manufactured articles as are not required for use by the State.

COLORADO. Mill's Annotated Statutes of 1891, sec. 3425, and Acts of

1897, chap. 5, authorize the erection of workshops at the State peniten-
tiary, and the employment of able-bodied convicts at such labor as maybe
of the most advantage to the penitentiary and the people of the State.

Mill's Annotated Statutes of 1891, sec. 4163, authorizes the employ-
ment of convicts in the State reformatory in manufacturing and
mechanical industries, the products of their labor to be sold or disposed
of for the benefit of the State.

CONNECTICUT. General Statutes of 1888, sees. 3394 ana 3396, direct

that inmates of workhouses be employed
' *"

at such labor as they shall

be able to perform," be furnished with materials for their work, and
be directed by authorized officials in the kind, manner, and place of

their employment.
Acts of 1895, chap. 317, provides that inmates of the reformatory

shall be employed in such manner as to provide, so far as possible,
for their support, reformation, and the formation of the ability and

disposition to support themselves and families.

DELAWARE. Keyised Code of 1893, chaps. 54 and 133, provide that

inmates of county jails designated as workhouses, and of workhouses,
shall be provided with tools and materials for their use and work, and
that prisoners under conviction of felony, or under sentence exceeding
three months for misdemeanor, may be compelled to work, the pro-
ceeds or profits of their labor to belong to the county.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. Webb's Digest, p. 24, authorizes the pur-
chase of raw materials, tools, implements, and machinery for the

purpose of carrying into effect the principle that employment must be

provided for all inmates of the Washington asylum and workhouse

capable of any species of labor, and the sale of manufactured articles

and agricultural products produced by the inmates of said institution.

Compiled Statutes of the District of Columbia, chap. 33, sec. 6, pro-
vides that prisoners in the jail may be employed at such labor as may
be prescribed by the proper authorities, the proceeds thereof to be

applied to defraying the expenses of their trial and conviction.
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Acts of 1884-5, chap. 145 (U. S. S., vol. 23, p. 314), authorizes the

production of commodities for sale by the inmates of the Reform
School, by providing that the revenue derived from the labor of the
inmates and from the products of the farm shall be paid into the
United States Treasury.
GEORGIA. Acts of 1897, No. 340, sees. 1, 6, and 8, create a prison

commission, which is given full control of State convicts and general
supervision of misdemeanor convicts, and which is authorized to

establish a State convict farm and to provide for the employment of

convicts thereon by the purchase of machinery, utensils, implements,
live stock, and other necessary equipments. The surplus products of
the labor of the convicts may be sold to the best advantage.

IDAHO. Act of March 6, 1893 (Acts of 1893, p. 155), authorizes the

State-prison officials to provide for the employment of State convicts,
within the confines of the penitentiary, "by direct expenditure."

ILLINOIS. Annotated Statutes of 1896, chap. 108, sec. 19, authorizes
the employment of penitentiary convicts in manufacturing, under the
direction of the warden, the articles manufactured to be sold for the
benefit of the State.

Chap. 67, sec. 13, indirectly authorizes the remunerative employ-
ment of inmates of houses of correction, by making provision for the

expenses of maintaining such institutions "over and above all receipts
for the labor of the persons confined therein."

INDIANA. Acts of 1897, chap. 187, sec. 1, requires that inmates of

State penal and reformatory institutions be placed at employment for
the account of the State, and directs the establishment of the public-
account system.

IOWA. Code of 1897, sec. 5691, authorizes the carrying on of

branches of labor and manufactures in the penitentiaries under the

superintendence of overseers having suitable knowledge and skill, who
may be employed for the purpose of such superintendence, the man-

agement, superintendence, and guarding of the convicts to be in accord-
ance with prescribed rules and regulations or under the direction of
the warden.

Seo. 5707 provides that the surplus stone produced by convict labor
in the State stone quarries not used by the State shall be made into

macadam, and disposed of in such manner as may be for the best
interests of the State.

Sees. 5654 and 5655 provide that county, city, or town prisoners
may be furnished with tools and materials to work with, their earnings
to belong to the county, city, or town at whose expense they were so

supplied.
KANSAS. Acts of 1891, chap. 152, sec. 8, provides that the warden

of the penitentiary shall use proper means to furnish employment to

State convicts most beneficial to the public, and shall superintend any
manufacturing, mining, or other business carried on in or about the

penitentiary, and shall sell or dispose of any articles produced by the
convicts for the benefit of the State.

Sees. 40 and 41, idem, and Acts of 1897, chap. 163, sec. 2, author-
ize the employment of penitentiary convicts, not otherwise employed,
in mining coal, the surplus of such coal not required for use in State

institutions to be sold to the general public.
General Statutes of 1889, sec. 5427, authorizes the sale of broken

stone produced by the labor of county convicts.
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KENTUCKY. Acts of 1898, chap. 4, sees. 3, 5, and 16, provide that

State convicts not employed under the contract system shall be em-

pioyed at such useful labor as can be profitabty conducted within the

prison walls. The wardens are directed to purchase necessary materials

and supplies for the employment of the convicts, and to make report
"of all articles of manufacture, and other things made or fabricated

in the penitentiary, by the labor of the prisoners, when the same are

sold from time to time."
Acts of 1898, chap. 35, provides that inmates of houses of reform

shall be employed in useful labor, the proceeds thereof to be used in

reducing the expenses of the institutions.

MAINE. Revised Statutes of 1883, sees. 8, 19, and 29, provide that

reports of "the amount of manufactures of each kind, and of all other

articles, sold from the (State) prison," shall be annually made to the

legislature; that "all sales of limestone, granite, and other articles

from the prison" shall be made by the warden, and that persons having
suitable knowledge and skill in the branches of labor and manufactures
carried on in the prison shall, when practicable, be employed as super
intendents.

MARYLAND. Public General Laws, sees. 406 and 425, provide that

State-penitentiary convicts shall be put to hard labor at such employ-
ment as will be most advantageous, and authorize the making of

contracts for the sale of the products of their labor.

MASSACHUSETTS. Acts of 1887, chap. 447, and Acts of 1888, chap.
403, sec. 3, provide for the purchase of tools, implements, and machin-

ery to be used in employing prisoners in penal and reformatory insti-

tutions, the manufactured articles to be sold for the public benefit.

MICHIGAN. Acts of 1893, No. 118, sees. 9 and 31, authorize the

wardens of the State prisons and the State house of correction and

reformatory to superintend manufacturing and mechanical business
carried on therein, and to sell the products of the convicts' labor for

the benefit of the State.

MINNESOTA. Acts of 1895, chap. 154, provides that inmates of the

State prison or reformatory shall be regularly employed, and com-

pelled to perform a reasonable amount of labor in some industrial

employment; that necessary tools, implements, and machines shall be

purchased for carrying on the industries of the institutions, and that

the products of the convicts' labor may be sold in any market that can
oe found.
General Statutes of 1894, sec. 3598, provides that prisoners in the

State reformatory may be emploj^ed in quarrying, manufacturing, and

cutting granite either for sale or for public use.

Sec. 7426 provides for the purchase of tools and materials to be
used in the employment of prisoners in county jails, within the jail

yard, whenever and however it may be deemed practicable by the

county commissioners, such labor to be compulsory for convicts, but

optional with prisoners held for trial.

MISSISSIPPI. Constitution, sec. 225; Code of 1892, sec. 3201, and
Acts of 1894, chap. 75, authorize the carrying on of farming occupa-
tions with the labor of penitentiary convicts, or of manufacturing,
under the sole management and control of State officials, or the work
ing of such convicts in the penitentiary under State control and dis

cipline.
Acts of 1894, chap. 76, sec. 2, and Acts of 1896, chap. 133, sec. 2
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authorize the employment of county convicts in farming under the
direction of county authorities.

MISSOURI. Revised Statutes of 1889, sec. 7235, provide for the

employment of penitentiary convicts in manufacturing and for the
sale of the manufactured products "in such manner as may be for
the best interests of the State."

MONTANA. Penal Code, sees. 2960 and 2981, authorize the board of

State prison commissioners to employ the State-prison convicts in such
manner as in its opinion will best subserve the interests of the State
and the welfare of the prisoners, and provide that such prisoners may
be einpktyed in manufacturing and mechanical industries with tools

and materials purchased by the commissioners, the manufactured arti-

cles to be sold and the money therefor collected by said commissioners.
NEBRASKA. Acts of 189T, chap. 75, sec. 16, provides that "as rap-

idly as it may be profitably done, the State shall provide for the labor
of the (penitentiary) convicts on its own account, to the end that the
State may eventually provide means for the employment of all pris-
oners without the intervention of contractors; and the warden shall be

charged with the duty of making the State prison as nearly self-

sustaining as possible."
NEVADA. Acts of 1887, chap. 91, sec. 1, and General Statutes of

1885, sec. 1405, authorize the employment of State-prison convicts in

manufacturing or mechanical pursuits, the materials and appliances

necessary therefor to be purchased by the State and the products
thereof to be sold for the benefit of the State.

NEW HAMPSHIRE. Public Statutes of 1891, chap. 285, sec. 5, para-

graph V, authorizes the employment of State-prison convicts in the

manufacture of commodities for sale, by providing for "the sale of

articles manufactured in the prison or not necessary for the use

thereof."

Chap. 283, sec. 3, provides that the county commissioners and select-

men "shall direct as to the manner and kind of labor to be performed
by the inmates of houses of correction in their respective counties and

towns, and the place of its performance, and shall furnish materials

therefor.
"

NEW JERSEY. General Statutes of 1896, pp. 3161-2, sees. 54 and

56, authorize the employment of convicts in any prison, penitentiary,

jail, or public reformatory institution not engaged in the production
of goods for use in State institutions,

" under what is known as the

public-account system," and authorize the selling of the goods pro-
duced under such system.
Act of March 25, 1895, sees. 15, 18, and 20, and General Statutes of

1896, pp. 3167-3169, authorize the employment of inmates of the State

reformatory in the production of goods to be sold for the benefit of

the State
" under the public-account system."

General Statutes of 1896, p. 1838, sec. 51, authorizes the procurement
of

' '

suitable articles, materials and things
"
for the

' '

labor, work, and

employment
" of inmates of workhouses.

NEW MEXICO. Compiled Laws of 1897, sees. 3501, 3518, and 3649,

provide that male penitentiary convicts shall perform labor under such

rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the proper authorities;
that convicts not working on public buildings and improvements shall

be employed
"
as may be most advantageous," and tnat the "products

of convict labor shall be sold to the highest bidder, for cash.
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Sec. 841 provides that able-bodied convicts in county jails shall be

compelled to labor at some useful employment during the terms of

their conviction.

NEW YORK. Constitution, art. 3, sec. 29, provides that no person
in any prison, penitentiary, jail, or reformatory shall be required or

allowed to work, while under sentence thereto, at any trade, industry.
or occupation wherein or whereby his work or the product or profit
of his work shall be given or sold to any person, firm, association, or

corporation, other than State institutions. But it was decided by the

New York court of appeals on October 11, 1898, in the case of People v.

Hawkins (51 N. E. Reporter, p. 257), that this constitutional inhibition

does not forbid the sale of convict-made goods to the general public,
the word "product," according to the court, having the same sense as

the word "profit," so that the constitution merely prohibits the con-

tract system. This decision, however, was in a case relating solely to

the labeling of convict-made goods offered for sale. Moreover the

statutes of New York enacted since the adoption of the constitution o*

1894 appear to be explicit in requiring the products of the labor of all

prisoners in the State to be disposed of exclusively to State or other

public institutions. (Birdseye's Statutes and Codes, p. 2363, sees. 98
et seq.)

Birdseye's Statutes and Codes of 1896, sees. 20 and 21, p. 881, and
sec. 1, p. 878, provide that persons convicted by city or county
authorities as disorderly persons shall be confined in the county jail or

city prison at hard labor, and the product of such labor sold, half the

proceeds going to the county or city and half to the prisoner on his

discharge; but this older provision is probably inoperative in view of

the other sections.

NORTH CAROLINA. Constitution, art. XI, sec. 1, authorizes the

employment of convicts, punished by imprisonment with hard labor,
at other labor for the public benefit " than the ' '

farming out " of such

ocnvicts, or their employment on public ways and works.
Acts of 1897, chap. 219, sec. 5, provides for the employment of pen-

itentiary convicts within the penitentiary, or on farms owned or leased

by the institution, and for the sale of "all articles manufactured or

products produced by the convicts not deemed necessary for their use
and comfort for the next ensuing year."
NORTH DAKOTA. Revised Code of 1895, sees. 8571 and 8574,

and Acts of 1897, chap. 108, authorize the carrying on of farming
operations and the manufacture of brick by convict labor, the pro-
ceeds of such enterprises to be disposed of by the State.

Revised Code of 1895, sec. 8622, provides that prisoners in common
jails sentenced to hard labor shall be furnished, in the discretion of the

sheriff, with suitable tools and materials for their profitable employ-
ment for the benefit of the county.

OHIO. Revised Statutes of 1890, sec. 6801, provides that prisoners
in county jails shall perform labor anywhere within the county, the

proceeds of which shall be paid into the county treasury.
Sees. 2100, 2107-3, 2107-21, and 6856-3 provide that inmates of

workhouses shall be kept at hard labor cither within the institution or
elsewhere in the limits of the corporation, and that certain convicts
therein

"
shall be employed at useful labor, and earn their own living,"

and authorize the working of inmates of workhouses under the public-
account system, by making provision for the costs of maintaining
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such institutions "over and above the proceeds arising from the sale

of the products thereof."

OKLAHOMA. Statutes of 1893, sec. 5436, provides that convicts in

jails sentenced to hard labor shall be furnished with suitable tools

and materials to work with, if in the opinion of the sheriff they can
be profitably employed, and that the county shall be entitled to the

earnings of such convicts.

PENNSYLVANIA. Digest of 1894, p. 1661, sees. 13 and 17, direct

that inmates of penal and reformatory institutions be employed for
and in behalf of the State, the institutions, or the counties, and pre-
scribes regulations governing the sale of their products to the general
public.

Sec. 4, p. 10T7, authorizes the furnishing of suitable articles and
materials for the employment of able-bodied inmates of county jails,

workhouses, and houses of correction at labor and manufacturing,
the products of their labor to be disposed of as the county commis-
sioners may direct.

Sec. 20, p. 1080, directs that articles manufactured by convict labor
in the Philadelphia county prison

"
shall be sold."

RHODE ISLAND. General Laws of 1896, chap. 291, sec. 10, author-
izes the State board of charities and correction, in their discretion, to

sell the products of the State farm and of other penal and reforma-

tory institutions under their charge.
SOUTH CAROLINA. Revised Statutes of 1893, Part V, sec. 551, author-

izes the purchase of materials necessary for employing the prisoners
in the State penitentiary and the sale of such articles produced therein

"as are proper to be sold."

SOUTH DAKOTA. Acts of 1893, chap. 131, provides for the purchas-
ing, erection, and maintenance of the necessary machinery and appli-
ances for the manufacture in the State penitentiary of binding twine
from hemp or flax fiber, and for the sale thereof.

Compiled Laws of 1887, sec. 7705, authorizes the employment of

penitentiary convicts in quarrying stone.

Sec. 7813 provides that inmates of county jails shall be furnished
with suitable tools and materials to work with, within the jail confines,
in the discretion of the sheriff.

TENNESSEE. Acts of 1897, chap. 125, sees. 11 and 12, authorize the

employment of penitentiary convicts at farming, coal mining, and coke

making, and the sale of the products of their labor while so employed.
TEXAS. Revised Statutes of 1895, arts. 3654, 3655, 3701, and 3709,

authorize the establishment in State penitentiaries of manufacturing
industries, particularly

those of cotton goods and cotton and jute bag-
ging, and tne carrying on of farming operations, and provide for the
sale of the products of the convicts' labor; and it is required that "all

convicts shall be placed within the prison walls, or on State farms, and
work on State account as soon and speedily as possible."

Arts. 3727 and 3730 authorize the utilizing of the labor of county
convicts on farms or in the county workhouses.
UTAH. Acts of 1896, chap. 81, sees. 9 and 32, provide for the

carrying on in the State prison of manufacturing and mechanical
industries and for the sale of the products of the convicts' labor

for the benefit of the State.

VERMONT. Statutes of 1894, sec. 5188, provides that the directors

of the State prison and house of correction may "purchase material
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required for employing the prisoners, and sell articles belonging to

either institution proper to be sold."

VIRGINIA. Code of 1887, sec. 4130, and Acts of 1893-t, chap. 62,
direct the purchase or leasing of farming lands, to be improved and
cultivated by penitentiary convicts, the products thereof not used in

the penitentiary to be sold.

WASHINGTON. General Statutes of 1891, sees. 1158 and 1170; Acts
of 1893, chap. 86, and Acts of 1895, chap. 132, authorize the manu-
facture of such articles as are sanctioned by law, including jute and
other fabrics and brick, by the penitentiary convicts, and for the sale

of such products of the convicts' labor as are sanctioned by law and
not needed by the State.

WEST VIRGINIA. Acts of 1893, chap. 46, sees. 8 and 44, provide that

penitentiary convicts not employed under contract may be employed
in manufacturing, the warden to receive and take charge of the goods
manufactured and sell and dispose of the same for the benefit of the
State.

WISCONSIN. Annotated Statutes of 1889, sec. 567d, provide for the

establishment of "the business of manufacturing" in the State prison
and the sale or disposition of the goods, wares, and merchandise pro-
duced "to the best interest of the State."

Sees. 4726 and 4727 authorize the employment of prisoners in county
jails at such labor as shall be appropriate to their sex and physical con-

dition, which may be required to be performed at any suitable place
within the county under the direction of county authorities the avails

of their labor to be paid into the county treasury.
Acts of 1895, chap. 290 r provide for the employment of inmates of

county workhouses at hard manual labor and the sale of the products
of such labor for the benefit of the county.
Acts of 1897, chap. 346, sec. 8, provide that prisoners at the State

reformatory may be employed at agricultural or mechanical labor as

means for their support.
WYOMING. Revised Statutes of 1887, sec. 3375, authorize the em-

ployment by the Territory (State) of inmates of penal and reforma-

tory institutions "upon its own account."
Acts of 1890-91, chap. 37, sec. 5, authorize the employment of

inmates of penal or reformatory institutions by "direct expenditure."

ART. E. THE STATE-USE SYSTEM.

The following statement gives synopses of the laws of each State

authorizing the employment of convicts under the STATE-USE SYSTEM.

(For description see p. 172.)
ARKANSAS. Digest of 1894, sees. 5501, 5502, and 5506, authorize

the carrying on of manufacturing and other industries, either inside

or outside the prison walls, by State convict labor, the products of such
labor to be used in State institutions.

CALIFORNIA. Acts of 1889, chap. 264, authorizes the employment of
State convicts "in the manufacture of any article or articles for the
State."

DELAWARE. Acts of 1891, chap. 278, and Acts of 1893, chap. 670,

(Revised Code of 1893, chap. 54), authorize the emplo}'ment of convicts,
in Newcastle County, in quarrying stone suitable for being broken
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into macadam, and in the conversion of stone into macadam for use
in improving the public roads of the county.
GEORGIA. Acts of 1897, No. 340, sec. 8, authorizes the use of sur-

plus products of the penitentiary by State institutions.

Penal Code of 1895, sees. 1144 and 1145, authorize the employment
of county convicts in quarrying or gathering rock or gravel or other
material for use in the improvement of county or municipal roads or
streets.

ILLINOIS. Annotated Statutes of 1896, chap. 108, sec. 61, authorizes
the employment of penitentiary convicts in quarrying stone for the use
of the State.

INDIANA. Acts of 1897, chap. 187, provides for the employment of
the inmates of State penal and reformatory institutions at such trades
and vocations as the convicts are adapted to and as will supply said

institutions, as nearly as possible, with all necessary articles of prison
consumption. Surplus products are to be sold to other State institu-

tions needing the same.
Annotated Statutes of 1894, sec. 8221, provides that materials for

building and repairing the State prison shall be manufactured in the

penitentiary.
Sec. 8235 authorizes the employment of convicts in the State prison

in Clark County in chopping wood or timber for the use of the prison,

making brick, or at other labor on State land near the prison, and in

the cultivation of any fields or grounds that may be leased for the pur-
pose of raising vegetable products for the use of the prison.

Sec. 8250 provides that convicts in the southern State prison may
be employed in manufacturing arms, implements, goods, and munitions
of war needed in defense of the State or for the use of State troops.

IOWA. Code of 1897, sees. 5707 and 5708, authorize the employment
of State convicts in the State stone quarries, and in breaking with
hammers stone not used by the State for building purposes, for use
in improving and macadamizing streets and highways; such broken
stone to be furnished free of charge, except for transportation, to any
county, township, town, city, or road district needing it.

KANSAS. Acts of 1891, chap. 152, sec. 41, provides that coal mined

by State convicts in the State coal mines shall be used by the peni-

tentiary, statehouse, insane asylum, and other State institutions.

General Statutes of 1889, sees. 5426 and 5427, provide for the em-

ployment of county convicts in breaking stone to be used in macad-

amizing streets and roads, and for the use of such broken stone as can
not be sold "for the improvement of some designated road or street."

MAINE. Revised Statutes of 1883, chap. 78, sec. 13, as amended by
Acts of 1889, chap. 288, provides that suitable materials and imple-
ments shall be furnished sufficient to keep inmates of jails at work, and
that convicted tramps shall be put to labor at breaking stone for use
in building and repairing highways.
MARYLAND. Acts of 1892, chap. 624, provides for the employment

of persons convicted of assault, drunkenness, disorderly conduct, or

vagrancy, in Carroll County, in the breaking of stone to be used on

public thoroughfares.
MASSACHUSETTS. Acts of 1887, chap. 447, sec. 13, and Acts of 1898,

chap. 334, require that, as far as possible, the products of convict

labor shall be articles and materials used in the public institutions of

the State and of the counties thereof, to be sold to such institutions.
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Acts of 1898, chap. 365, authorizes the employment of prisoners in

any jail or house of correction in the preparation of materials for road

making, to be sold to county, city, or town officers having the care of

public roads.

Acts of 1898, chap. 393, provides that inmates of jails and reforma-
tories ma}r be employed in reclaiming and improving waste and unused
land belonging to the State, and in preparing by hand labor material
for road building, to be sold to State, county, city, or town authorities.

MICHIGAN. Acts of 1893, No. 118, sec. 35, requires the employ-
ment of "so many prisoners in either prison (including the State

prisons, reformatory, and house of correction) as are necessary in

making all articles for the various State institutions, as far as practi-

cable," the institutions using such articles to pay the institution mak-

ing the same therefor.

Howell's Annotated Statutes, sec. 9710, authorizes the employment
of convicts in the State prison "in quarrying stone, or other labor
useful in the erection or repair of the building or walls of the prison."
MINNESOTA. Acts of 1895, chap. 154, provides that inmates of the

State prison or reformatory shall be regularly employed and compelled
to perform a reasonable amount of labor in some industrial employ-
ment; that necessan?- tools, implements, and machines shall be pur-
chased for carrying on the industries of the institutions, and that so

far as possible such articles shall be manufactured as are in common use
in the various State institutions, to be sold to or exchanged between
such institutions.

MISSISSIPPI. Acts of 1894, chap. 75, sec. 4, authorizes the employ-
ment of State convicts in making articles and implements necessary for

use on the farms upon which convicts are employed, and in making
shoes, clothing, and other articles for the convicts.

MISSOURI. Revised Statutes of 1889, sees. 7235 and 7251, authorize
the employment of penitentiary convicts in manufacturing commodi-
ties for State use.

Sees. 3438 and 3439, and Act of February 18, 1899, authorize the

employment of county, city, town, and village convicts at breaking
stone for macadamizing purposes.
NEBRASKA. Acts of 1897, chap. 75, sec. 16, authorizes the use of the

labor of penitentiary convicts in manufacturing articles for use in

the prison and in all other State institutions.

NEVADA. Acts of 1887, chap. 91, provides that State-prison con-

victs engaged in the manufacture of boots and shoes shall make all the

boots and shoes required for the use by the inmates of the prison and

by wards of the State and other institutions, to be paid for by such
institutions.

Acts ot 1889, chap. 60, Acts of 1891, chap. 78, and Acts of 1897,

chap. 132, require the employment of State convicts in preparing stone
and other materials for use in the construction of public buildings.
NEW HAMPSHIRE. Public Statutes of 1891, chap. 285, sec. 5, para-

graph V, authorizes the emplo}
Tment of State prison convicts in the

manufacture of commodities for State use by providing for "the sale

of articles manufactured in the prison or not necessary for the use
thereof."

NEW JERSEY. General Statutes of 1896, p. 3161, sec. 54, provides
that prisoners in any prison, penitentiary, jail, or

public reformatory
institution shall be employed, as far as practicable, in the manufac-
ture of or at work upon goods used in the State institutions.
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Acts of 1898, chap. 239, sec. 10, provides that persons convicted as

tramps or disorderly persons by county, city, township, borough, 01

district authorities may be required to work on the county farm ii

producing food, presumably for use in public institutions.

NEW MEXICO. Compiled Laws of 1897, sees. 3477 and 3548, author-

ize the employment of penitentiary convicts in the production of

brick, lime, and stone for use in the capitol building, and in quarry-
ing and hauling stone for use on public improvements.
NEW YORK. Constitution, art. 3, sec. 29, and Birdseye's Statutes

and Codes of 1896, pp. 2363-64, sees. 98 et seq., require the employ-
ment of convicts in State prisons, penitentiaries, jails, and reformato-
ries in the production of commodities for use by the State and its

subdivisions in the State, to be paid for by the institutions or depart-
ments using them.

Birdseye's Statutes and Codes of 1896, p. 760, sec. 93, authorizes
the employment of prisoners in county jails in preparing materials for

highway purposes, to be sold to and used in their respective counties

or the towns, cities, and villages therein.

NORTH CAROLINA. Acts of 1897, chap. 219, sec. 5, authorizes the

production of commodities by convict labor for use in the penitentiary,

by providing for the sale of all manufactured articles and products of

the labor of penitentiary convicts "not necessary for their use and
comfort for the next ensuing year.

"

NORTH DAKOTA. Acts of 1897, chap. 108, and Revised Codes of

1895, sec. 8571, authorize the disposal of products of convict labor "to
the State or any political division thereof," or to any public institu-

tion in the State, and the manufacture of brick for State use by
convict labor.

OHIO. Act of April 17, 1896 (92 Laws of Ohio, p. 184), provides
that all articles of food, raiment, or use produced by the inmates of

any penal reformatory or benevolent institution that can be used in

the support or maintenance of any other such institution shall be

supplied by the institution growing, making, manufacturing, or pro-

ducing the same to such other institution, of which accounts shall be

kept and bills rendered.
Act of March 31, 1892 (89 Laws of Ohio, p. 192), requires the man-

agers of the State penitentiary to employ the prisoners, as far as prac-
ticable, in making all articles for the various State institutions, to be

paid for by such institutions.

Revised Statutes of 1890, sec. 7424, authorizes the employment of

a portion of the penitentiary convicts in manufacturing articles used
in carrying on the penitentiary.
OREGON. Hill's Annotated Laws, p. 1817, sec. 4, authorizes the use

of materials produced by the labor of penitentiary convicts in the

construction and establishment of the State reform school.

PENNSYLVANIA. Digest of 1894, p. 996, sec. 16, authorizes the em-

ployment of inmates of houses of correction in manufacturing "such
articles as may be needed for the prison, almshouse, (or) other public
institution of the State or city."
SOUTH DAKOTA. Acts of 1890, chap. 11, authorizes the purchase

of necessary machinery and appliances to enable the State convicts to

work in developing stone quarries belonging to the State, the stone

to be used in erecting a wall around the penitentiary and other

improvements.
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Compiled Laws of 1887, sec. 7705, authorizes the employment of

penitentiary convicts in
' '

cultivating the prison farm or in doing any
work necessary to be done in the prosecution of the regular business
of the institution."

TENNESSEE. Acts of 1897, chap. 125, sec. 30, provides that all coal

and coke needed for use by State institutions shall be furnished by the
board of prison commissioners, and that such institutions shall be

required to use only coal and coke furnished by State mines and

produced by the labor of penitentiary convicts.

UTAH. Acts of 1896, chap. 81, sees. 29, 32, and 33, provide that State

prison convicts are to be employed in manufacturing and mechanical
industries and on the prison farm, and in producing

;

'all articles for

the various State institutions, as far as practicable."
VIRGINIA. Code of 1887, sees. 4110 and 4130, as amended by Acts

of 1893-4, chap. 795, and Acts of 1893-4, chap. 62, authorizes the em-

ployment of penitentiary convicts in farming operations for the use
and benefit of the institution.

WASHINGTON. General Statutes of 1891, sec. 1158, authorizes the

employment of penitentiaiy convicts in
' ' the manufacture of any

article or articles for the State."

WEST VIRGINIA. Acts of 1893, chap. 46, sec. 44, provides that a

portion of the penitentiary convicts may be employed in the repair or
manufacture of articles used by the State in carrying on the peniten-
tiary or other State institutions.

WISCONSIN. Annotated Statutes of 1889, sec. 608, provides that

all public institutions maintained in whole or in part by the State shall

obtain all goods required by them from the State prison or other insti-

tution manufacturing the same; and the officers of said prison or other
institution shall cause to be made and delivered all such articles or

goods so required as can be made or furnished by them.
Sec. 4927 provides that State prison convicts may be employed

outside of the prison walls in cultivating the prison farm, or in quar-
rying or getting stone therefrom, or in doing any work necessary to

be done in the prosecution of the regular business of the institution.

UNITED STATES. Acts of 1894-95, chap. 189 (28 U. S. S., p. 957),

provides that convicts in the United States penitentiary at Fort Leav-

enworth, Kans., shall be employed exclusively in the manufacture
and production of articles and supplies for the penitentiary and for

the Government, the convicts not to be worked outside of the Fort
Leavenworth military reservation.

Acts of 1890-91, chap. 529 (26 U. S. S., p. 839), authorizes the

construction of three United States prisons, and provide that convicts

therein shall be employed exclusively within the prison enclosures in

the manufacture of supplies for the (government.

ART. F. THE PUBLIC-WORKS-AND-WAYS SYSTEM.

The following statement gives synopses of the laws of each State

authorizing the employment of convicts under THE PUBLIC-WORKS-
AND-WAYS SYSTEM. (For description, see p. 172.)
ALABAMA. Code of 1896, sees. 4521, 4522, 4528. 4529, and 4530,

authorize the employment of county convicts on public roads, bridges,
or other public- works in the county where convicted, it being pro-
vided that no female shall be required to labor upon any public high-
way.
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ARIZONA. Acts of 1895, No. 19, authorizes the employment of the
inmates of the Territorial prison and reform school upon public works

by stipulating that the labor of the inmates of the institutions named
shall not be leased when it is required upon the buildings or properties
thereof.

Revised Statutes of 1887, sec. 2459, provides that prisoners in the

county jail may be required to perform labor on the public works and

ways of the county.
ARKANSAS. Acts No. 33 and 38, extra session of 1897, authorize

the employment of State convicts in repairing roads leading to the
various convict camps and in constructing State railroad and tele-

graph lines.

Digest of 1894, sec. 5543, provides that penitentiary convicts may
be worked on public improvements, buildings, and grounds in the city
of Little Rock.

Sees. 896, 911, and 932 provide that convicts in the county jails may
be worked on the public bridges, highways, levees, and other county
improvements.

CALIFORNIA. Acts of 1897, chap. 8, authorizes the employment of

State convicts in the construction and repair of public roads.

Acts of 1891, chap. 216, authorizes the employment of prisoners in

county jails "upon the public grounds, roads, streets, alleys, highways,
public buildings, or in such other places as may be deemed advisable
for the benefit of the county."
COLORADO. Mill's Annotated Statutes of 1891, sec. 1446, authorizes

the employment of prisoners in county jails on any of the public ave-

nues, streets, highways, or other works in the county where confined

or in adjoining counties.

Sees. 2483 and 3425 authorize the employment of State convicts in

constructing ditches, canals, reservoirs, and feeders for irrigation and
domestic purposes and in making improvements in the penitentiary

buildings.
DELAWARE. Acts of 1881, chap. 550, sec. 7 (Revised Code of 1893,

chap. 54), authorizes the employment of convicts "upon the roads or

any public works "
in case contracts can not be made for their custody

and maintenance in other States.

FLORIDA. Revised Statutes of 1892, sec. 3032, authorizes the

employment of count}
7 convicts "at labor upon the streets of incor-

porated cities or towns, or upon the roads, bridges, and public works
in the several counties where they are so imprisoned."
GEORGIA. Acts of 1897, No. 340, sees. 9, 10, and 13, authorize the

employment of convicts leased under prior laws, the control of whom
has been resumed by the State, in erecting buildings, stockades, and

appurtenances on the convict farm, or in such other labor as may be
deemed profitable, and the hiring of State convicts to counties or

municipal corporations to be employed on their public roads or works.
Penal Code of 1895, sees. 1039, 1137-1139, and 1143, provide for the

working of misdemeanor convicts on public works or roads, and for

the hiring of county convicts from other counties, to be so worked.
IDAHO. Constitution, art. 13, sec. 3, authorizes the employment of

State convicts "on public works, under the direct control of the

State," and act of February 3, 1891 (Acts of 1891, p. 22), sec. 7, author
izes the employment of such convicts in and upon the buildings and

grounds of the penitentiary in making improvements and repairs.
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Act of March 9, 1895 (Acts of 1895, p. 100), provides that male

prisoners dvei eighteen years of age in county jails shall be required
to labor in and about the county jail and court-house for the

"
better-

ment, improvement, cleanliness or maintenance " of said buildings or
their grounds.

ILLINOIS. Annotated Statutes of 1896, chap. 108, sees. 27 and 54,

authorize the use of the labor of State convicts upon the penitentiary
buildings and grounds or other public works, so far as the labor can
be advantageously performed at the penitentiary.
INDIANA. Annotated Statutes of 1894, sees. 1935 and 4194, provide

that male inmates of county, town, and city jails may be put at hard
labor on the public wharves, streets, alleys, or other thoroughfares,
or upon public roads or highways, or any other work or improvement
within the county for the public good or benefit.

Sec. 8334 provides that inmates of workhouses shall be kept at

hard labor, as far as may be consistent with their age, sex, and ability,
in such manner as may be deemed most advantageous, in or about the

workhouse, or upon any public wharf, street, alley, highway, thor-

oughfare, or other work of public improvement witnin the county, or
at such work and in such manner as may be deemed best.

IOWA. Code of 1897, sees. 5653 and 5660, authorizes the employment
of county or city convicts upon the streets, roads, public buildings, and

grounds of the county or city where confined.

Sec. 5707 authorizes the employment of State convict labor, when
not otherwise employed, in tne improvement and macadamizing of

streets and highways.
KANSAS. Acts of 1891, chap. 152, sec. 43, authorizes the use of

such State convict labor as may be necessary in keeping in repair the

road from the penitentiary to the limits of the city of Leavenworth.
General Statutes of 1889, sec. 5428, authorizes the employment of

such county convicts as may so desire, in work upon the pubKc high-

ways of the county.
KENTUCKY. Constitution, sec. 253, authorizes the legislature to

provide for the employment of convicts upon public works.
Statutes of 1894, sees. 1379 and 4322, provide for the employment

of inmates of county jails and workhouses upon public highways in

their respective counties, or upon public works of the county or of

any city or town therein.

LOUISIANA. Act No. 38 of 1878 and constitution of 1898, art. 292,

provides that convicts sentenced to imprisonment at hard labor may
be made to labor on the public works, roads, or streets of the city or

parish in which the crime was committed.
Acts No. 121 of 1888 and No. 29 of 1894 provide for the working

of parish convicts on roads, levees, or any other public work or farm,
under the direction of the parish authorities.

MARYLAND. The laws of this State contain several special statutes

that authorize the employment of prisoners in county jails upon pub-
lic roads, streets, and alleys in particular counties.

MASSACHUSETTS. Acts of 1898, chap. 307, provides that prisoners in

the reformatory for males may be employed upon any lands or build-

ings owned by the State.

Acts of 1885, chap. 94, provides that prisoners in the reformatory
prison for women may be employed upon any land appurtenant to the

prison or in any buildings thereon.
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Public Statutes of 1882, chap. 220, sec. 4, provides that convicts in

jails may be employed upon the public lands and buildings belonging
to the counties.

MICHIGAN. Acts of 1893, No. 118, sec. 31, authorizes the employ-
ment of inmates of the State prisons, reformatory, and house of cor-

rection in the erection or repair of the buildings or walls of said

institutions.

Howell's Annotated Statutes, sec.' 9643, authorizes the employment of
inmates of county jails

" on any of the public avenues, streets, or high-
ways, or other works in the county where such prisoner is confined, or
in any of the adjoining counties."

MINNESOTA. Acts of 1897, chap. 127, provides that able-bodied male

prisoners in county or village jails may be required to labor upon the

public streets or highways, or in or about any public buildings or

grounds, or at other public places in the counties in which they are
confined.

MISSISSIPPI. Constitution, sec. 224, and Code of 1892, sec. 3202,
authorize the employment of penitentiary convicts on public roads or

works, or on public levees, when such working will not interfere with
their employment at farming, the work to be under official discipline
and management.

Acts of 1894, chap. 76, sec. 2, and Acts of 1896, chap. 133, sec; 2,
authorize the employment, under official direction and management, of

county convicts on public roads or works, but female convicts must not
be so employed.

MISSOURI. Revised Statutes of 1899, sec. 7238, authorizes the

employment of convicts in the penitentiary in making improvements
connected therewith, or on other State improvement, or in erecting

buildings for the State, or in labor for the preservation and security
of property for the State, and in collecting and providing materials

therefor, or in improving any public grounds belonging to the State.

Sees. 3438 and 3439, and Act of February 18, 1891 (Acts of 1891, p.

63), authorize the employment of county, city, town, and village con-

victs on the public roads, highways, streets, alleys, turnpikes, or other

public works or buildings of the county, city, town, or village.
MONTANA. Penal Code, sec. 2961, authorizes the employment of

any portion of the prisoners in the State prison in the improvement
of public buildings or grounds or otherwise where they may be profit-

ably employed, either within or without the walls or inclosures of the

prison.
NEBRASKA. Compiled Statutes of 1895, sees. 1099, 1281, 1315, and

7260, provide that county convicts may be employed on roads or other

places, as may be designated by the county commissioners; and that

prisoners sentenced for violation of city ordinances or committed for

nonpayment of fines and costs "shall be put to work for the benefit of

the, city" for the term of imprisonment or until the fine and costs are

worked out at $1.50 per day. It is presumed that the intention of

these provisions is to utilize the labor of the prisoners upon public
works and ways.
NEVADA. General Statutes 1885, sec. 1406, provides that State-

prison convicts may be employed in the improvement of public
build-

ings and grounds, either within or without the walls or inclosures of

the prison, whenever in the opinion of the prison authorities it will be

to the advantage of the State to so employ them.

249A 13
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Sees. 2148 and 2151 provide that convicts in county, city, or town

jails shall be put to labor upon the construction, repair, or cleaning of

public ways and works in their respective counties, cities, and towns.
NEW JERSEY. Acts of 1898, chap. 237, sec. 167, provides that con-

victs in county jails or penitentiaries may be required to perform rea-

sonable labor, such as cooking, cleaning, gardening, mechanical, or
other service necessary to be performed within the bounds of the court-

house or county property.
Acts of 1898, chap. 239, sec. 10, provides that tramps or disorderly

persons convicted by county, city, township, borough, or district

authorities may be required to perform labor upon any county farm,
or upon the streets, roads, and highways.
NEW MEXICO. Compiled Laws of 1897, sec. 3744, requires that all

the labor of penitentiary convicts possible be used in the reconstruc-
tion of the Territory's capitol building.

Sees. 3518 and 3649 authorize the use of the labor of convicts in the
erection or extension of the prison buildings, walls, workshops, or other

improvements.
Sec. 3548 provides that penitentiary convicts not otherwise occu-

pied may be employed in and about any work, labor, or improvement
on the capitol building or grounds, or upon thoroughfares or bridges
in or near Santa Fe, or in quarrying or hauling stone, or at work for

preventing the banks of the Santa Fe River from overflow and
destruction.

Sec. 3631 directs that any number of penitentiary convicts, not

exceeding fifty, be surrendered to any contractor for the construction
of certain public buildings and improvements, to be worked thereon,
such convicts to be under the care, custody, and control of and to be
maintained by the contractor, who is not to be required to pay any-
thing for their services.

NEW YORK. Birdseye's Statutes and Codes of 1896, p. 2363, sec.

103, provides that labor of convicts in State prisons and reformatories,
after the manufacture of needed supplies, shall be primarily devoted
to the State and the public buildings and institutions thereof, and that
the labor of convicts in penitentiaries after the manufacture of needed

supplies shall be primarily devoted to the respective counties in which
said

penitentiaries are located and the towns, cities, and villages
therein. This provision is construed as authorizing the employment
of convicts on public works and ways.
Page 2368, sec. 118, authorizes the employment of State-prison con-

victs, not to exceed three hundred in each prison, in the improvement
of public highways outside of incorporated cities or villages within a

radius of thirty miles from the prison.

Page 760, sec. 93, authorizes the employment of prisoners in county
jails in repairing penal institutions ana in building and repairing the

highways in their respective counties.

Acts of 1897, chap. 106, and Acts of 1898, chap. 133, authorize the

employment of convicts in the Sing Sing prison in making improve-
ments upon the prison buildings, and those in the prison at Clinton in

improving a specified highway.
NORTH CAROLINA. Constitution, Art. XI, sec. 1, authorizes the

employment of convict labor on public works and highways.
Acts of 1889, chap. 314, sec. 5, and chap. 361, sec. 6, and Acts of

1895, chap. 194, make provision for the employment of penitentiary
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convicts, by counties, in working their public roads, canals, and turn-

pikes, the use of female convicts in working on public roads being pro-
hibited. The statutes of this State contain many other laws authorizing
similar employment of convicts in particular counties.

Code of 1883, sec. 2508, as amended by Acts of 1885, chap. TO, and
Acts of 1887, chap. 74, authorizes the employment of not more than
325 penitentiary convicts in reclaiming State swamp lands and in con-

structing canals, ditches, roads, and other necessary works of improve-
ment through or in the vicinity of such lands.

Code of 1883, sec. 3448, and Acts of 1889, chap. 361, sec. 5, authorize
the employment of prisoners in county, city, or town jails on public
thoroughfares.
NORTH DAKOTA. Revised Codes of 1895, sees. 8454 and 8573, author-

ize the employment of penitentiary convicts upon public buildings
and in macadamizing or otherwise improving the roads and streets used
as approaches to public buildings and institutions.

Sec. 8622 authorizes the employment of prisoners sentenced to hard
labor in common jails outside the jails or ]ail yards at any work for

the county, or for any municipality therein, or upon public streets or

highways, or otherwise.

Omo.^-Acts of 1891, p. 386, authorizes the employment of convicts
in the State reformatory in making improvements and additions to the

buildings thereof.

OKLAHOMA. Statutes of 1893, sec. 5436, and Acts of 1895, chap.
41, sec. 50, authorize the employment of jail convicts, either for the

county or any municipality therein, upon the public streets and

highways.
OREGON. Act of Feb. 23, 1895, sec. 20 (Acts of 1895, p. 54), author-

izes the employment of convicts, as far as practicable, in the improve-
ment and construction of roads on and adjoining State lands.

Hill's Annotated Laws, p. 1817, sec. 4, authorizes the use of the
labor of penitentiary convicts in the construction of the reform school.

Acts of 1893, p. 131, sec. 32, provides that convicts failing to pay
fines for violations of municipal ordinances may be required to labor

one day for every two dollars of such fines upon the streets or other

public works of the municipality.
PENNSYLVANIA. Acts of 1895, No. 264, provides that persons sen-

tenced to simple imprisonment in county jails may be required to labor

"about the county buildings and upon the grounds and property of

the county."
Digest of 1894, p. 1486, sec. 552, and p. 1547, sec. 35, authorize the

working of persons convicted of violations of city ordinances at hard
labor upon the streets or elsewhere, for the benefit of the city.

Page 996, sec. 16, provides that inmates of the house of correction

may be detailed to work "outside of the grounds of the institution for

any of the departments or institutions of the city."
SOUTH CAROLINA. Constitution, art. XII, sec. 6; Act 524 of 1898,

Act 113 of 1896, and Revised Statutes of 1893, Part V, sec. 544,
authorize the working of convicts upon the public works and ways of

the State, counties, and municipalities.
Act 7 of 1899 permits any county to contract with another county

for hiring out or exchanging convict labor to be employed on public
works.
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SOUTH DAKOTA. Acts of 1890, chap. 11, provides that penitentiary
convicts may be employed in erecting the prison wall or in making
other improvements to the penitentiary.

Compiled laws of 1887, sees. 7813-7815, authorize the employment
of the inmates of county jails and of violators of city ordinances at

work on public streets or highways or otherwise for counties or

municipalities.
TENNESSEE. Acts of 1897, chap 125, sec. 31, authorizes the tempo-

rary employment of "more able-bodied shorter-time convicts" in the

penitentiary in building public roads and pikes under contracts with

county or municipal authorities.

Acts of 1891, chap. 123, sec. 5, provides that inmates of county
workhouses or county jails declared workhouses shall be worked, when
practicable, on the county roads in preference to all other kinds of

labor.

TEXAS. Constitution, art. 16, sec. 24, requires that legislative pro-
vision be made for utilizing convict labor in laying out and working
public roads and in building bridges.

Revised Statutes of 1895, arts. 3733 and 3744, provide that county
convicts shall be put to labor upon the public roads, bridges, or other

public works of the county when their labor can not be utilized in the

county workhouse or on the county farm. The employment of female
convicts on public works and ways is, in effect, prohibited by art.

3736, which provides that females "
shall in no case be required to do

manual labor, except in the workhouse or when hired out."

UTAH. Constitution, Art. XVI, sec. 3, requires the enactment of

laws prohibiting the labor of convicts outside of prison grounds,
except on public works under the direct control of the State.

Acts of 1896, chap. 81, sec. 29, authorizes the employment of State-

prison convicts in the erection or repair of the building or walls of the

prison.
Acts of 1896, chap. 131, sec. 30, authorizes the employment of pris-

oners in county jails subject to hard labor, upon the public grounds,
roads, streets, alleys, highways, or public buildings for the county.
Compiled Laws of 1889, sec. 1759, as amended by Acts of 1896, chap.

59, provides that violators of city ordinances "shall be required to

work for the corporation at such labor as his strength will permit."
VIRGINIA. Code of 1887, sees. 4110 and 4130-4133, and Acts of

1893-94, chap. 795, provide for the employment of penitentiary convicts
in improving, repairing, or working on public buildings, grounds, and

property, or for furnishing such convicts to counties, to be worked on

county roads.

WASHINGTON. General Statutes of 1891, sec. 1158, authorizes the

employment of penitentiary convicts
" in the performance of work for

the State," which, it is presumed, is intended to authorize their employ-
ment on public works and ways, as their employment in manufacturing
articles for State use or for sale is expressly provided for in the same
section.

Sees. 290, 1192, and 1193 direct that convicts in county and city

jails be employed at labor on the public roads, streets, grounds, and

buildings of the city or county, it being provided that county convicts

shall not be put to labor at a greater distance than five miles from the jail.

WEST VIRGINIA. Acts of 1893, chap. 46, sees. 43 and 50, provide
that penitentiary convicts not employed under contract may be
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employed
"

in the performance of work for the State,"presumably on

public works and ways; or able-bodied male convicts may be furnished
to any county of the State to work on public roads, free of hire, under

specified conditions.

WISCONSIN. Annotated Statutes of 1889, sec. 154/T d- 10, provide
that tramps sentenced to hard labor in county jails may be required to

work "upon highways or upon other public improvements" in case

other work is not provided for them by county authorities.

Acts of 1895, chap. 250, provides that persons convicted in any court
in the State, including those convicted for violation of city or village

ordinances, for vagrancy, and for other specified offenses, may be

required to work upon highways or other public improvements in

case other work is not provided for them.
WYOMING. Acts of 1890-91, chap. 37, sec. 5, provides that inmates

of penal and reformatory institutions may be employed to complete or

repair the place or the surroundings of the place in which they are

confined.

Revised Statutes of 1887, sees. 3371 and 3374, provide that prison-
ers in county jails may be compelled to work in any way that the

county commissioners may direct for the benefit of the county, and
that convicts in the jail or prison of any county, city, town, village, or

municipality may be employed or put to work upon any public work of

improvement, or upon highways, streets, alleys, parks, or public

places.



CHAPTER II.

HOURS OF CONVICT LABOR.

The following statement gives synopses of the laws of each State

regulating the hours of convict labor.

ARKANSAS. Digest of 1894, sec. 906, provides that persons hiring
countj

T convicts shall not work them for a longer time during any day
than other laborers doing the same kind of work are accustomed to

labor.

CALIFORNIA. Acts of 1889, chap. 264, provides that each able-bodied
State convict shall be required to perform "as many hours of faithful

labor in each and every day during his term of imprisonment as shall

be prescribed by the rules and regulations of the prison."
COLORADO. Mill's Annotated Statutes of 1891, sees. 1445, 4174, and

4435, provide that convicts sentenced to hard labor shall be "kept con-

stantly emploj-ed during every day except Simday;" that inmates of
the State reformatory shall be worked on an average of not exceeding
ten hours per day, Sundays excepted, and that persons convicted of

violating municipal ordinances shall be employed not exceeding ten

hours each workday.
DELAWARE. Revised Code of 1893, chap. 54, provides "that eight

hours shall constitute a day's work at hard labor," to be performed
between 8 o'clock a. m. and 5 o'clock p. m., for convicts in the jail or
workhouse in Newcastle County.
FLORIDA. Revised Statutes of 1892, sees. 3057 and 3065, provide

that State convicts shall labor not less than eight nor more than ten

hours per day, and when under contract shall work between sunrise
and sunset, and shall not be required to labor on Sunday.

Sec. 3033 provides that county convicts shall not be required to work
more than ten hours per day.
GEORGIA. Acts of 1897, No. 340, sec. 6, provides that the hours of

labor of State convicts shall be regulated bv the prison commission.
IDAHO. Act of March 9, 1895 (Acts of 1895, p. 100), provides that

male prisoners over 18 years of age in county jails shall be required
to labor not to exceed eight hours per day, Sundays and holidays

excepted.
ILLINOIS. Annotated Statutes of 1896, chap. 108, sec. 13, provides

that the hours of labor of State convicts shall be determined by the

penitentiary commissioners.
INDIANA. Acts of 1897, chap. 187, provides that the hours of labor

in State prisons and reformatories shall not exceed eight hours per
day, "subject to temporary changes under necessity, or to fit special
cases."

198
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Annotated Statutes of 1894, sec. 3502, provides that persons com-
mitted to city workhouses or county jails for certain offenses shall be

required to labor not less than six nor more than ten hours per day.
IOWA. Code of 1897, sees. 5653 and 5660, limit the employment of

county and city prisoners upon public works and ways to not exceed-

ing eight hours per day.
KANSAS. Acts of 1891, chap. 152, sec. 39, provides that the hours of

labor of State convicts employed under the contract system shall be
ten hours per day.
KENTUCKY. Statutes of 1894, sec. 1380, provides that prisoners in

county jails "shall not be required to labor more than eight hours
a day."

LOUISIANA. Acts No. 38 of 1878, No. 121 of 1888, and No. 29 of

1894 provide that ten hours shall constitute a day's labor for leased

parish convicts or for convicts employed under the direction of parish
authorities.

Act No. 134 of 1894 provides that State convicts working under lease

at agricultural pursuits shall not be worked beyond the hours of labor

usually devoted to farm work.
MAINE. Revised Statutes of 1883, chap. 128, sec. 17, as amended

by Acts of 1889, chap. 288, provides that tramps confined at hard
labor in county jails shall be required to work ten hours each day.
MICHIGAN. Acts of 1893, No. 118, sec. 38, directs that able-bodied

convicts in the State prisons, house of correction and reformatory
"shall, as far as practicable, be kept constantly employed at hard labor

at an average of not less than ten hours per day, Sundays excepted."
Howell's Annotated Statutes, sec. 9642, directs that inmates of

county jails sentenced to hard labor, for whom "any mode of labor

shall be provided," shall be "kept constantly employed during every
day except Sunday."
MINNESOTA. Acts of 1897, chap. 127, sec. 2, provides that prisoners

in county jails shall not be required to labor upon public works and

ways exceeding ten hours per day.
General Statutes of 1894, sec. 3598, provides that "no convict shall

be obliged to labor at stonecutting and stonework more than eight
hours per day."

MISSISSIPPI. Acts of 1896, chap. 133, sec. 6, provides that leased

county convicts shall not be worked more than ten hours a day, or
from sunrise to sunset.

MISSOURI. Revised Statutes of 1889, sec. 7274, provides that eight
hours per day from October 15 to April 15 and ten hours per day
from April 15 to October 15 shall constitute a day's labor for peniten-

tiary convicts; and that no such convicts shall be required to do any
work on Sunday, except necessary work for the State.

NEVADA. General Statutes of 1885, sec. 1417, provides that every
able-bodied State-prison convict shall be required to perform "as

many hours of faithful labor in each and every day of his imprison-
ment as shall be prescribed by the rules and regulations of the prison."

Sec. 2151 provides that prisoners in county, city, or town jails

employed at labor upon public works or ways shall be kept at such

labor, when so required by the proper authorities, "at least six hours
a day during six days a week when the weather will so permit."
NEW JERSEY. General Statutes of 1896, p. 3152, art. 7, sec. 4,

requires that State-prison convicts "shall every day, except Sunday,
be kept

* * *
strictly at hard labor of some sort."
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Acts of 1898, chap. 239, sec. 16, requires that inmates of work-
houses be compelled to work, when able, not less than six hours per
day.
NEW YORK. Birdseye's Statutes and Codes of 1896, p. 2362, sec.

98, directs that able-bodied convicts in State penal and reformatory
institutions shall be kept at hard labor not to exceed eight hours per
day every day except Sundays and holidays.

Page 759, sec. 93, directs that prisoners in county jails shall be con-

stantly employed at hard labor, when practicable, every day except
Sunday.
NORTH DAKOTA. Revised Codes o$ 1895, sec. 8546, requires that

penitentiary convicts "shall be constantly employed" for the benefit

of the State.

OREGON. Act of Feb. 23, 1895 (Acts of 1895, p. 40), provides that

penitentiary convicts employed under the contract system shall not be

"compelled to labor for a longer time than ten hours per day."
SOUTH CAROLINA. Revised Statutes of 1893, Part V, sec. 566, pro-

vides that penitentiary convicts leased or hired out "shall not be

required to labor more than ten hours a day, or on Sundays or

holidays."
SOUTH DAKOTA. Compiled Laws of 1887, sec. 7696, provides that

convicts sentenced to hard labor in the penitentiary "shall be con-

stantly employed
" for the benefit of the State.

TENNESSEE. Code of 1884, sec. 6366, provides that the work of

penitentiary convicts "shall be at an average of ten hours per day,
Sundays excepted, through the entire year," and that the number of

hours to be worked in the different seasons of the year shall be regu-
lated by the prison authorities.

TEXAS. Revised Statutes of 1895, art. 3716, provides that peniten-
tiary convicts sentenced to hard labor "shall be kept at work under
such rules and regulations as may be adopted but no labor shall be

required of any convict on Sunday except such as is absolutely neces-

sary, and no greater amount of labor shall be required of any convict
than a due regard for his physical health and strength ma}7 render

proper."
Art. 3733 requires that county convicts "shall be required to labor

not less than eight nor more than ten hours each day, Sundays
excepted."

Art. 3746 requires that persons to whom county convicts are hired
shall bind themselves not to work the convicts "at unreasonable hours,
or for a longer time during any one day than other laborers doing the
same kind of labor are accustomed to work."
UTAH. Acts of 1896, chap. 81, sec. 37, requires that State-prison

convicts shall, as far as practicable, be kept constantly employed at

hard labor at an average of not less than eight hours a day, Sundays
and holidays excepted.
Compiled Laws of 1889, sec. 1759, as amended by Acts of 1896,

chap. 59, provides that violators of city ordinances may be required
to work for the corporation "not exceeding ten hours for each work-

ing day."
VIRGINIA. Acts of 1893-94, chap. 795, provides, as to convicts

leased to railroad companies, that such sum shall be paid for their

labor as may be agreed upon "for each day's work of ten hours actu-

ally performed."
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WASHINGTON. Acts of 1897, chap. 74, provides that there shall

be required of every able-bodied convict in the penitentiary "as many
hours of faithful labor in each and every day during his term of

imprisonment as shall be prescribed by the rules and regulations of

the penitentiary.""
General Statutes of 1891, sees. 1192 and 1193, provide that inmates

of county and city jails may be compelled to perform eight hours'

labor each day of their terms of imprisonment except Sundays.
WEST VIRGINIA. Acts of 1893, chap. 46, sec. 41, provides that con-

victs employed under the contract system shall labor "not to exceed
nine hours a day during the year, Sundays and national holidays
excepted."
WISCONSIN. Annotated Statutes of 1889, sec. 4918, requires that

State-prison convicts sentenced to hard labor shall be "constantly
employed."
Acts of 1895, chap. 290, and Acts of 1897, chap. 318, provide that

inmates of county jails and workhouses shall be kept at labor not to

exceed ten hours per day, Sundays excepted.
Acts of 1891, chap. 206, provides that no person confined in any

penal institution "shall be compelled to perform any factory work
on any legal holiday."
WYOMING. Revised Statutes of 1887, sec. 3372, provides that pris-

oners in county jails shall be required to labor "during the working
hours of every week day."



CHAPTER III.

KINDS OF CONVICT LABOR.

The following statement shows the kinds of industry or employ-
ment named in the statutes of each State for the utilization of convict
labor:

ALABAMA. Manufacturing; farming, and employment upon public
works and ways and in mines.

AEIZONA. Manufacturing, and employment upon public works and

ways.
ARKANSAS. Manufacturing; agriculture; public works and ways;

coal mining; stone quarrying and cutting; clearing and fencing timber

land; and building railroad and telegraph lines.

CALIFORNIA. Manufacture of jute goods; of road metal or crushed
stone and of articles for State use; and employment upon public
works and ways.
COLORADO. Manufacturing and mechanical industries; employment

in quarries and mines, in the construction of irrigating ditches, canals,
and reservoirs, and on public works and ways.
CONNECTICUT. No specific provision is made as to the kind of labor

at which convicts may be employed, it being provided, generally, that

they may be employed at "such labor as the directors shall order;"
that they shall work "according to their ability," or at "such labor

as they shall be able to perform,
" or "at any trade or occupation."

DELAWARE. Quarrying and breaking stone into macadam, and upon
public works and ways.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. Manufacturing, and agriculture.
FLORIDA. Employment upon public works and ways. The kinds

of labor at which leased convicts may be employed are not specified.
GEORGIA. Quarrying and gathering rock and gravel for use on

roads and streets; employment upon public works and ways and on
the State convict farm. The kinds of labor at which leased convicts

may be employed are not specified.
IDAHO. Employment upon public works. The kinds of labor at

which leased convicts may be employed are not specified.
ILLINOIS. Manufacturing; employment upon public works, and in

quarrying stone.

INDIANA. Manufacturing, including materials for repairing and

building State prisons, arms, implements, goods and munitions of war
for State use, and brick; chopping wood or timber; farming, and

employment upon public works and ways.
IOWA. Manufacturing; stone quarrying, and breaking stone with

hammers; and employment upon public works and ways.
202
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KANSAS. Manufacturing; agriculture; coal mining; and work on

public highways.
KENTUCKY. Manufacturing, and employment upon public works

and ways.
LOUISIANA. Manufacturing and mechanical industries; employment

on railroads, levees, farms and plantations, and on public works and

ways.
MAINE. Manufacturing, including the manufacture and repair of

all kinds of wagons, carriages, and sleighs; breaking stone, and quar-

rying or dressing granite.
MARYLAND. Manufacturing; breaking stone; upon public works

and ways, and in canal construction.

MASSACHUSETTS. Manufacturing, including the manufacture of cane,

rattan, and rush chairs, clothing, shirts, hosiery, harness, mats, shoes,
shoe heels, brushes, umbrellas, and trunks; stone cutting; laundry
work; domestic service, by women; cane seating; reclaiming and

improving waste and unused public lands; preparation of road mate-

rial, and employment upon public buildings and lands.

MICHIGAN. Manufacturing and mechanical industries; coal mining;
stone quarrying; farming; and on public works and ways.
MINNESOTA. Manufacturing, including the manufacture of hard-

fiber twine; quarrying and cutting granite; and employment upon
public works and ways.

MISSISSIPPI. Manufacturing, including the manufacture of drainage
tile, brick, wagons, agricultural implements, gearing, shoes and cloth-

ing; farming, and employment upon public works and ways and levees.

MISSOURI. Manufacturing; agriculture; making brickand macadam;
stone quarrying; procuring fuel, ice, water, and other supplies for
the penitentiary, and employment upon public works and ways.
MONTANA. Manufacturing and mechanical industries, and employ-

ment upon public works and ways.
NEBRASKA. Manufacturing; employment on roads and at stone

quarries.
NEVADA. Manufacturing and mechanical industries, including boot

and shoe making, and empk^ment upon public works and ways.
NEW HAMPSHIRE. Manufacturing.
NEW JERSEY. Manufacturing, mechanical, and agricultural pur-

suits; cooking, cleaning, gardening, or other service to be performed
within the bounds of court-house or county property, and employ-
ment upon public ways.
NEW MEXICO. Manufacturing, including the production of brick,

lime, and stone; quarrying and hauling stone, and employment upon
public works and ways.
NEW YORK. Manufacturing, including the making of supplies for

State institutions; preparing material for highways, and employment
upon public works and ways.
NORTH CAROLINA. Manufacturing; farming; reclaiming swamp

lands; employment in the construction of railroads, canals, and ditches,
and upon public works and ways.
NORTH DAKOTA. Manufacturing, including brick making; farming;

and employment upon public works and ways.
OHIO. Manufacturing and mechanical industries; production of

food, raiment, knit and woolen goods; and employment upon public
works.
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OKLAHOMA. Mechanical industries, and employment on public ways.
OREGON. Manufacturing (by implication), and employment <n

public works and ways.
PENNSYLVANIA. Manufacturing, including the making of brushes.

brooms, hollow ware, mats, and matting; quarrying stone; farming;
and employment on public works and ways.
RHODE ISLAND. Manufacturing (by implication), and farming.
SOUTH CAROLINA. Manufacturing (by implication); farming; and

employment on public works and ways.
SOUTH DAKOTA. Manufacturing, including the manufacture of bind-

ing twine; stone quarrying; farming; and employment on public works
and ways.
TENNESSEE. Manufacturing; coal mining; coke making; clearing

laud; farming; and employment upon public works and wa}
T
s.

TEXAS. Manufacturing, including the manufacture of cotton goods
and cotton and jute bagging; farming; and employment upon public
works and ways.
UTAH. Manufacturing; farming; and employment upon public

works and ways.
VERMONT. Manufacturing (by implication).
VIRGINIA. Manufacturing (by implication); farming; and employ-

ment on railroads and on public works and ways.
WASHINGTON. Manufacturing, including the manufacture of jute

and other fabrics and brick, and employment upon public works and

ways.
WEST VIRGINIA. Manufacturing, and employment upon public

works and ways.
WISCONSIN. Manufacturing, including the manufacture of chairs,

general furniture, boots, shoes, buggies, carriages, wagons, sleighs,
and cutters; farming; stone quarrying, and employment on public
works and ways.
WYOMING. Manufacturing (by implication), and employment upon

public works and ways.
UNITED STATES. Manufacturing.



CHAPTER IV.

SALE OF CONVICT-MADE GOODS, AND COMPETITION
WITH FREE LABOR.

The following statement gives synopses of the laws of each State

regulating the sale of convict-made goods, so far as such regulations
tend to establish or limit prices or to prescribe rules governing the

business of dealing therein, and of laws tending to diminish compe-
tition between convict and free labor.

ARKANSAS. -Digest of 1894, sees. 5500 and 5559, prohibit the lease

system as to State convicts and the hiring out of female State convicts
as domestic servants.

CALIFORNIA. Acts of 1889, chap. 264, Acts of 1893, chap. 42, Acts
of 1895, chap. 208, and Acts of 1897, chap. 97, limit the commodities
to be manufactured by State convicts for sale, to jute fabrics and
crushed rock. The selling price of crushed rock is to be ten per cent

above the cost of its production, but such rock shall not be sold for

less than thirty centsperton. The selling price of jute bags shall not be
more than one cent per bag in excess of the net cost of production,
exclusive of prison labor. Not more than 5,000 grain bags shall be sold

during any one year to any one person or firm, except upon the unani-
mous approval of the board of prison directors, except that after June
15 of each year larger quantities may be sold to actual consumers,
upon consent of a majority of the board of prison directors, and
orders of farmers for grain bags shall take precedence over all others.

Constitution, art. 10, sec. 6, prohibits the working of convicts under
the contract or lease system.
COLORADO. Mill's Annotated Statutes of 1891, sees. 3448 and 3449,

prohibit the bringing into the State to perform labor of any persons
convicted of crimes or misdemeanors, except ex-convicts, or the bring-

ing in of any material for use in the repairing or erection of any public
building, the labor in preparing which or any part of which has been

performed by convicts.

Sec. 4163 provides that convicts in the State reformatory shall, as

far as practicable, be engaged in the manufacture of articles not manu-
factured elsewhere in the State.

Acts of 1897, chap. 5, provides that able-bodied convicts in the State

penitentiary shall be employed in work which may least conflict with
the free labor of the State.

CONNECTICUT. General Statutes of 1888, sec. 3355, provides that,
when it is proposed to employ fifty or more convicts at any trade or

occupation, the directors of the State prison shall advertise the fact in

newspapers throughout the State for four weeks before so employing
205
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them; shall inquire into the effect of the proposed employment upon
the interests of the State and upon free labor; shall give hearing to all

who wish to be heard in the matter; and if it shall appear from such

inquiry that the proposed employment will not be for the best inter-

ests of the State, or will seriously injure the citizens of any State

engaged in the proposed trade or occupation, it shall be prohibited.
Acts of 1895, chap. 153, provides that

" no person confined in any
penitentiary, or other places for confinement of offenders under con-

trol of the State, shall be employed in or about the manufacture or

preparation of an}" drugs, medicines, food or food materials, cigars or
tobacco or any preparation thereof, pipes, chewing gum, or any other
article or thing used for eating, drinking, chewing, or smoking, or for

any other use within or through the mouth of any human being."
GEORGIA. Acts of 189T, No. 340, sec. 11, provides that leased con-

victs shall be employed, as far as may be consistent with the best

interests of the State, so
"
that the products of their labor shall come

least in competition with that of free labor."

Penal Code of 1895, sec. 1039, stipulates that county authorities are

not authorized to employ misdemeanor convicts "in such mechanical

pursuits as will bring the products of their labor into competition with
the products of free labor."

IDAHO. Act of March 6, 1893 (Acts of 1893, p. 155), provides that

no contract shall be made permitting the use of convict labor in any
industry that will "conflict with any existing manufacturing indus-

tries in the State."

ILLINOIS. The fourth amendment to the constitution, adopted
November 2, 1886, prohibits the letting, by contract, of the labor of

any convict confined in a penitentiary or other reformatory institution

in the State to any person, persons, or corporation.
INDIANA. Acts of 1895, chap. 162, prohibits the sale or exposing

for sale of convict-made goods manufactured in other States by any
person, persons, or corporation without first obtaining a license to sell

such goods, for which $500 per year must be paid. The dealer is

required to make a detailed annual report of his transactions in such

goods. All such goods before being exposed for sale shall be branded,
labeled, or marked with the words "convict made," followed by the

year and the name of the institution in which they were made, in plain

English lettering of the style known as
"
great primer roman capitals"

upon the outside of and the most conspicuous part of the finished

article and its box, crate, or covering.
Acts of 1897, chap. 187, abolishes the contract system in State penal

and reformatory institutions and renders it unlawful to hire out, under

contract, any of the inmates of such institutions, and directs that all

work done by inmates of such institutions shall, as far as practicable,
be hand work.
IOWA. Code of 1897, sees. 5654 and 5707, prohibit the leasing of

State or county convicts.

KANSAS. Acts of 1897, chap. 163, prohibit the making of any con-

tracts for the sale of coal produced in the State coal mines by convict
labor not required for use in State institutions, but authorize the sale

of such coal as may not be required for the use of such institutions,
under the direction of the board of directors of the penitentiary.
KENTUCKY. Statutes of 1894, sees. 524, 525, and 526, provide that
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no goods, wares, or merchandise convict produced by labor outside of

Kentucky shall be sold or offered for sale, or knowingly be in the pos-
session of any person for the purpose of sale, without being branded,
labeled, or marked with the words "convict made," followed by the

year and the name of the institution in which made, in plain English
lettering, of the style and size known as great primer roman con-
densed capitals. Such brand, mark, or label shall be placed upon or
attached to the most conspicuous part of the article, or of its covering
if impossible to place it upon the article.

Constitution, sees. 253 and 254, prohibit the employment of peni-

tentiary convicts outside the prison walls except upon public ways and
works.

LOUISIANA. Act No. 132, of 1894, declares that convict-made
brooms shall not be dealt in or sold unless each broom is stamped or
labeled "convict made." Said stamp or label is required to be " not
less than four inches long and two and a half inches wide, and the let-

ters thereof not less than one inch in size."

MAINE. Acts of 188T, chap. 149, sees. 1, 2, and 3, provide that no
more than 20 per cent of the male convicts in the State prison shall be

employed at one time in any one industry, or in the manufacture of

any one kind of goods which are manufactured elsewhere in the State,
and that the manufacture and repair of all kinds of wagons, carriages,
and sleighs, except the manufacture of infant carriages, shall be con-
sidered one industry; also that, "so far as practicable, the industries

upon which said convicts shall be employed shall be the manufacture
of articles not elsewhere manufactured in the State."

Sec. 4 requires that all articles or goods manufactured at the State

prison for sale shall be distinctly labeled or branded with the words
Manufactured at the Maine State prison."
MARYLAND. Acts of 1890, chap. 590, prohibits the making of any

contract for the manufacture with the labor of penitentiary con-
victs of tin cans for oyster or fruit packing purposes, or iron heating
or cooking stoves, or iron castings used for machinery purposes.
MASSACHUSETTS. Acts of 1897, chap. 412, sec. 3, prohibits the

employment of convicts under the contract or the piece-price system,
except in the industry of cane seating and the manufacture of

umbrellas.
Acts of 1898, chap. 334, sec. 5, provides that the prices of products

of convict labor used in public institutions
"
shall be uniform, and

shall conform, as nearly as may be, to the usual market price of like

goods manufactured in other places."
Acts of 1898, chaps. 365 and 393, require that only machines oper-

ated by foot or hand power shall be used in the preparation of mate-
rial for road making, and that convicts in camp on certain State lands

shall be employed in preparing such material by hand labor.

Acts of 1897, chap. 412, prescribes that no goods produced by con-

vict labor shall be sold, except for use in public institutions, for less

than the wholesale market price prevailing at the time of sale for sim-
ilar goods; also that the number of inmates in all the prisons of the

State who may be employed in the production of certain commodities,
not for use in public institutions, shall not exceed the numbers below

specified in the manufacture of the articles named: Brushes, 80;

clothing, other than shirts or hosiery, 375; harness, 50; mats, 20; cane
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chairs with wood frames, 80; rattan chairs, 75; rush chairs, 75; shirts,

by women only, 80; shoes, 375; shoe heels, 125; trunks, 20; stonecut-

ting, 150; at laundry work, 100.

Acts of 1897, chap. 412, as amended by chap. 480, prescribes that

not more than 30 per cent of the number of inmates of any penal
institution having more than one hundred inmates shall be employed
in any one industry, except in the production of goods for use in

State institutions and in the industry of cane seating and in the man-
ufacture of umbrellas.

Acts of 1891, chap. 209, prohibits the employment of any prisoner
in any State institution outside of the precincts of any such institu-

tion in any mechanical or skilled labor for private parties.
Acts of 1888, chap. 189, prohibits the employment of convicts in the

State prison in engraving of any kind.

Acts of 1887, chap. 447, provides that no new machinery to be pro-
pelled by other than hand or foot power, shall be used in the State

prison, reformatories, and houses of correction, and that articles man-
ufactured therein shall be sold at the wholesale market prices of simi-

lar goods.
Resolves of 1898, chap. 81, provides for the erection of shops at the

State prison in which convicts may be employed upon industries that

can be prosecuted b}
7 hand labor.

MICHIGAN. Constitution, art 18, sec. 3, provides that no mechanical
trade shall be taught to convicts in State prisons except in the "manu-
facture of those articles of which the chief supply for home consump-
tion is imported from other States and countries."

Acts of 1893, No. 118, sec. 34, provides that once in six months the

prison boards shall determine what lines of productive industry shall

be pursued in the State prison, house of correction, and reformatory,
and shall select such diversified lines of industry as will least interfere

witk the carrying on of such industries by citizens of the State.

MINNESOTA. Acts of 1895, chap. 15, sec. 4, provides that "no con-
tracts for the leasing of the labor of prisoners confined in the State

prison or State reformatory at a certain rate per diem, giving the

contractor full control of the labor of the prisoners, shall hereafter be
made."

Sec. 8 provides that the number of prisoners in the State prison or

reformatory emploj^ed in a single industry at the same time shall not
exceed 10 per cent of the total number of persons engaged in such

industry in the State, unless a greater number is required to produce
articles or materials to be supplied to State or municipal institutions;
but this limitation does not apply to the manufacture of binding twine.

General Statutes of 1894. sec. 3598, provides that not to exceed an

average of 33 per cent of prisoners in the State reformatory shall,

during any year, be employed in quarrying, manufacturing, and cutting
granite for sale.

MISSISSIPPI. Constitution, sees. 223, 224, and 225, and Code of 1892,
sec. 3201, prohibit the contracting or leasing of the labor of penitentiary

convicts, and of count}
T convicts for labor outside the counties of their

conviction.

MISSOURI. Revised Statutes of 1889, sec. 7252, forbids the hiring
out of male or female penitentiary convicts as domestic servants, to

any person outside the prison walls, or the permitting of convicts to
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be used as such servants without reward, except by the warden or

deputy warden in their own families.

MONTANA. Constitution, art. 18, sec. 2, and Penal Code, sec. 2960,

prohibit letting, by contract, the labor of any convict in any State

penitentiary, prison, or reformatory institution.

NEVADA. Acts of 1887, chap. 91, provide that boots and shoes
made by State-prison convicts in excess of the requirements of inmates
of State institutions may be sold in the open market at prices to be
fixed by the warden, not less than the cost of materials. Such sales

shall only be made at wholesale in full cases and unbroken packages
of not less than one dozen pairs.
NEW JERSEY. General Statutes of 1896, p. 3161, sees. 50-53, pro-

hibit the making of any "contract for the labor" of prisoners in any
prison, jail, penitentiary, or reformatory institution; but a later

enactment permits the contract system in the State reformatory.
Pages 3155 and 3162, sees. 17, 18, and 59, and p. 3168, sec. 18, prohibit

the manufacture of felt or silk hats, or any part or parts thereof, or
the employment of more than one hundred persons at a time in the

prosecution or conduct of any special branch of industry, or in making
or manufacturing goods, wares, or merchandise of any kind whatsoever,
in any prisons, penitentiaries, jails, or public reformatory institutions.

Page 3156, sec. 24, and p. 3168, sec. 18, require that goods, wares, and
merchandise manufactured in the State reformatory or in the State

prison, in whole or in part, be marked, stamped, or tagged with the
words "Manufactured in the New Jersey State prison, or "Manu-
factured in the New Jersey State reformatory.

"
If it be impracticable

to stamp each article, or if articles are manufactured which are

usually put up in packages, it shall be sufficient to put the stamp,
label, or tag upon the packages in a good, lasting, and permanent
manner. The marking of convict-made goods must be "

in a legible
and conspicuous manner."

Page 3162, sec. 56, requires that goods manufactured for sale under
the public-account system in any prison, penitentiary, jail, or public
reformatory shall only be sold after public advertisement in principal

newspapers, "calling for public bids, so that there shall be a proper
and just competition" for their purchase; "and every effort shall be
made to obtain current market prices for the same."
NEW MEXICO. Compiled Laws of 1897, sec. 3649, requires that "all

the products of convict labor shall be sold to the highest bidder, for

cash, after twenty days' notice by advertisement in three daily news-

papers, not more than one of which shall be published in the same

county."
NEW YORK. Constitution, art. 3, sec. 29, and Birdseye's Statutes

and Codes of 1896, p. 2362, sec. 97, prohibit the employment of con-

victs in State prisons, penitentiaries, jails, or reformatories under the

contract, piece-price, or lease systems, or the sale of any part of the

product of their labor except to public institutions.

Acts of 1898, chap. 645, provides that no printing or photo-engrav-
ing shall be done in any State prison, penitentiary, or reformatory
for the State or any public institution owned or controlled thereby,
except such as may be required in State penal and charitable institu-

tions, and the reports of the State commission of prisons and the

superintendent of prisons, and printing required in their offices.

249A 14
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Acts of 1897, chap. 415, art. 4, requires the procurement of a special
license for the sale of convict-made goods, and that no convict-made

goods shall be sold or exposed for sale to the general public without

being branded, labeled, or marked with the words " convict made,"
followed by the year when and the name of the penal or reformatory
institution in which such commodities were produced. The brands,
marks, or labels must be printed in plain English lettering of the style
and size known as great primer roman condensed capitals. Labels are
to be used only when branding or marking is impossible, and must be
in the form of a paper tag attached to each article by wire, if possible,
and placed securely upon the box, crate, or other covering in which
such goods are packed, shipped, or exposed for sale.

Note. Acts of 1894, chap. 698, and Acts of 1896, chap. 931,

required the marking and labeling of convict-made goods sold or
offered for sale to the general public. The act of 1896 was declared

unconstitutional by the court of appeals of New York on October 11,

1898, in the case of People v. Hawkins (51 N. E. Eeporter, p. 257),
and the act of 1894 was declared unconstitutional by the supreme court
of New York in the case of People v. Hawkins (85 Hun., p. 43). As
the decision of 1898 was general in scope it undoubtedly renders void
that part of the laws 1897 which requires marking of goods.

Birdseye's Statutes and Codes of 1896, p. 2369, sees. 123, 124, and

125, provide that whenever it is ascertained by actual enumeration
that the total number of prisoners in the several prisons, penitentia-

ries, reformatories, and other penal institutions employed in man-

ufacturing brooms and brushes of broom corn exceeds 5 per cent

of the total number of persons in the State employed in manufacturing
of such goods

" the governor shall require the managers of any one or
more such penal institutions to discontinue such employment wholly
or in part, as he shall direct."

Page 2368, sec. 118, provides that "not exceeding three hundred of

the convicts confined in each State prison
"

shall be employed in the

improvement of public highways.
NORTH CAROLINA. Acts of 1897, chap. 219, sec. 5, provides that

such products of the labor of penitentiary convicts as are sold shall be
sold "at the highest market prices," as and when the superintendent
may deem best, "but any article or product held more than two
months for better prices shall be sold when the board of directors

shall direct."

The number of convicts that may be hired or employed on public
works and ways, or otherwise, is frequently limited by statute.

NORTH DAKOTA. Acts of 1897, chap. 108, prohibits the employ-
ment of convicts under the contract, piece-price, or lease systems, and
the disposal of products of convict labor (except brick or farm prod-
ucts) to any private person, firm, association, or corporation, by
providing that " no person in any prison, penitentiary or other place
for the confinement of offenders in said State, shall be required or
allowed to work while under sentence thereto, at any trade, industry
or occupation, wherein or whereby his work, or the product or profit
of his work, shall be farmed out, contracted and given, or sold to any
person, firm, association or corporation;" the production of brick and
farm products being excepted; and the disposal

of products of convict

labor being allowed to the State, or political divisions thereof, and to

public institutions.
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OHIO. Act of April 25, 1898 (93 Laws of Ohio, p. 349), provides
that "the contract system shall not be employed," in imposing labor

upon the inmates of the Ohio State reformatory, or in the industrial

pursuits prescribed for their employment.
Act of March 31, 1892 (89 Laws of Ohio, p. 192), prohibits the

making of contracts whereby any contractor shall have control of the
labor of convicts in the penitentiary.
Act of May 19, 1894 (91 Laws of Ohio, p. 346), made regulations

foverning
the sale in Ohio of convict-made goods produced in other

tates; but said act was declared unconstitutional by the Ohio supreme
court May 11, 1897, in the case of Arnold v. Yanders (47 N. E.

Reporter, p. 50).
Act of April 21, 1893 (90 Laws of Ohio, p. 224), prohibits the man-

ufacture of knit and woolen goods in any penal, reformatory, or char-

itable institution, except for the use of the inmates thereof.

Act of April 24, 1893 (90 Laws of Ohio, p. 237), provides that after

May 1, 1894, the total number of prisoners and inmates of penal and

reformatory institutions employed at any one time in the manufacture
of any one kind of goods which are manufactured in the State outside
of such institutions, shall not exceed 10 per cent of the number of

persons engaged in manufacturing such goods outside of such institu-

tions, except in industries in which not more than 50 free laborers are

employed, as shown by the Federal census, or State enumeration, or

by any report of the commissioner of labor statistics.

Act of April 27, 1893 (90 Laws of Ohio, p. 319), requires that

convict-made goods produced in penal, reformatory, or other institu-

tion in which convict labor is employed, "in this or any other State,"

"imported, brought, or introduced into the State of Ohio," shall,
before being exposed for sale, be branded, labeled, or marked with
the words " Convict made," followed by the name of the institution

where made, in plain English lettering, of the style known as great
primer roman capitals. Such articles must be branded or marked, if

possible; if not possible, a label shall be used in the form of a paper
tag, which shall be attached by wire to each article, when its nature
will permit, and placed securely on the box, crate, or covering in

which such goods may be packed, shipped, or exposed for sale. The
brand, mark, or label must be on the outside of and upon the most

conspicuous part of the finished article, and its box, crate, or covering.
Act of March 31, 1892 (89 Laws of Ohio, p. 193), provides that peni-

tentiary convicts under 22 years of age shall be employed when possible
at hand work exclusively, for the purpose of acquiring a trade.

Act of April 30, 1891 (88 Laws of Ohio, p. 420), provides
that pris-

oners in the State reformatory shall be employed in such ways as to

interfere with or affect free labor in the least possible degree.
PENNSYLVANIA. Digest of 1894, p. 1006, sec. 14, and p. 1661, sees.

13 and 15, abolish and prohibit the contract system in all penal and

reformatory institutions.

Acts of 1897, No. 141, prescribes that in any State prison, peniten-
tiary, or reformatory not more than 5 per cent of the whole number
of inmates of said institutions shall be employed in the manufacture
of brooms, brushes, or hollow ware, nor more than 10 per cent in the

manufacture of any other kind of goods, wares, articles, or things
that are manufactured elsewhere in the State, except mats and mat-
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ting,
in the manufacture of which 20 per cent of the whole number of

such inmates may be employed.
Similar restrictions are prescribed as to the employment of inmates

of county prisons, workhouses, and reformatories.

It is also provided that " no machines operated by steam, electricity,

hydraulic force, compressed air, or other power, except machines

operated by hand or foot power, shall be used in any of said institu-

tions in the manufacture of any goods, wares, articles or things that
are manufactured elsewhere in the State."

Digest ot 1894, p. 1661, sees. 17-20, require that all products of

convict labor, except goods, wares, and merchandise shipped to

points outside the State, must be branded immediately upon the

completion of the same, and before removal from the place where
made in plain English lettering, with the words "convict made,"
followed by the year and the name of the establishment in which
made. The brand is to be placed on each article where the nature of the
case will permit, otherwise upon the box or other receptacle or cover-

ing in which it is contained. Such branding may be done by casting,

burning, pressing, or such other process or means so that it may not
be defaced; and in all cases must be upon the most conspicuous
place on the article or its covering. Such brand must not be removed

except as the goods are sold at retail to customers for individual use;
and the box, receptacle, or covering containing such brands shall be

open to the inspection or view of such customer.
SOUTH CAROLINA. Kevised Statutes of 1893, Part V, sec. 578, pro-

hibit the "
hiring or leasing of convicts in phosphate mining."

SOUTH DAKOTA. Acts of 1893, chap. 131, requires that the price of

binding twine manufactured in the State penitentiary
"
shall be fixed

at the actual cost of production; but no twine shall be put upon the
market at a greater price than it can be purchased for from other manu-

facturers, and no twine shall be sold outside of the State so long as

there is a market for the same within South Dakota." In the manu-
facture of such twine preference must be given to fiber grown in

the State.

TENNESSEE. Acts of 1897, chap. 125, sees. 29 and 30, direct that

contracts be made, if practicable, for the sale of the output of the State
coal mines, for a period not to exceed six years, "at such prices per
bushel or ton as will give the State of Tennessee a fair price for the
labor of its convicts and a just compensation for its coke or coal,"
and that coke or coal furnished to State institutions shall be at the
same cost to them as if bought in the general market.

Sec. 28 prohibits the hiring of any female penitentiary convicts

"to any person on the outside as cook, washerwoman, or for any
other purpose."

Sec. 31 provides that " the more able-bodied shorter-term convicts"
in the penitentiary temporarily employed under contract in building
public roads or parks, clearing ground, or in farming operations shall

be so employed "where competing the least with free or skilled labor."

Acts of 1897, chap. 39, sees. 1, 4, and 8, direct that not more than

ninety-nine penitentiary convicts shall be employed under contract
with any one person or in any one business within the walls of the

penitentiary ;
that no contract shall be made extending beyond March

1, 1903, and that contracts shall be so made "that competition with
free labor shall be the least possible and that the manufacturing indus
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tries established within the penitentiary shall be as diversified as

practicable or possible for the best interests of the State, at the same
time having due regard for the interests of free labor."

UTAH. Constitution, art. XVI, sec. 3, and Acts of 1896, chap. 181,
sec. 32, prohibit the making of contracts for the labor of convicts.

Acts of 1896, chap. 181, sec. 32, requires that at least once in six

months the prison board shall meet to determine what lines of pro-
ductive industries shall be pursued in the State prison, and "

shall

select diversified lines of industry with reference to interfering as

little as possible with the same lines of industry carried on by citizens

of this State."

WASHINGTON. Constitution, art. 2, sec. 29, prohibits the hiring out
of the labor of convicts by contract to any person, firm, or corpora-
tion.

General Statutes of 1891, sec. 1158, Acts of 1893, chap. 86; and Acts
of 1895, chap. 132, limit the production of articles for sale to jute and
other fabrics and brick. It is required that these commodities shall

not "be sold for less than the actual cost of production," the method
for ascertaining which is prescribed, and that they shall be sold only
to actual consumers who are residents of the State of Washington, for
cash on delivery, in the order, as near as may be, of the making of
written applications therefor.

WISCONSIN. Annotated Statutes of 1889, sec. 567d-3, requires that
in selling commodities produced by the labor of State-prison convicts

they shall be disposed of "to tha best interests of the State and at the
best prices obtainable."

Acts of 1897, chap. 155, requires that all goods, wares, and mer-
chandise made by convict labor in any institution outside of Wisconsin
and imported into the State shall, before being exposed for sale, be
branded, labeled, or marked with the words "convict made," etc., the
details of the law being substantially the same as those of the laws of

other States relating to the marking of convict-made goods.
WYOMING. Acts of 1890-91, chap. 37, sec. 5, prohibit the working

of convicts in any coal mine or at any occupation in which the prod-
uct of the convicts' labor may be in competition with that or any
citizen of the State.

Revised Statutes of 1887, sec. 3375, provide that the employment
of the inmates of penal and reformatory institutions shall be so con-

ducted as to offer no competition to free labor; and that such employ-
ment on Territorial (State) account shall not be enforced or required

any further than shall be necessary for the physical and moral well-

being of the convicts.

UNITED STATES. Acts of 1886-87, chap. 213 (24 U. S. S., p. 411),
forbid the hiring or contracting out of the labor of United States con-

victs confined in any State prison, jail, penitentiary, or house of cor-

rection, or other place of incarceration.

Acts of 1897-98, chap. 11, sec. 31 (29 U. S. S., p. 211), prohibit the

importation into the United States of all goods, wares, and merchan-
dise manufactured wholly or in part by convict labor in any foreign

country.
Acts of 1890-91, chap. 529 (26 U. S. S., p. 839), require that convicts

in United States prisons to be erected under said act are to be em.

ployed in manufacturing such goods for the Government "as can be

manufactured without the use of machinery."
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CHAPTER I.

HOURS OF LABOR.

SEC. 1. LAWS APPLYING TO INDUSTRIES GENERALLY. 1 Numerous
States have passed laws defining the legal day in the absence of a

special contract. These laws, for the most part, apply to all classes

of industries except domestic and agricultural labor, and include
mines in the States here named. In California, Connecticut, Illinois,

Missouri, Nebraska (unconstitutional), New York, Ohio, and Pennsyl-
vania the number of hours which shall constitute a legal day is fixed

at eight, Illinois and Pennsylvania providing that these hours shall be
between the rising and setting of the sun.

2 The legal day is ten hours
in Florida, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska (in force), and New
Hampshire.

3 All of these States permit extra hours by contract, but
in Florida, Indiana, Minnesota, Missouri, and New York the law pro-
vides that there shall be extra compensation for overtime. The
Nebraska law of 1891, requiring that overtime should be paid for at

double the rate per hour paid for previous labor, was declared uncon-

stitutional, as denying the right of parties to contract.
4

SEC. 2. HOURS OF LABOR IN MINES. In Maryland
5 a law applying

to the mines of Allegany and Garrett counties fixes the legal day at

ten hours, in the absence of contract, the day to begin at 7 a. m. In
Utah the period of employment of workmen in underground mines
and smelters is limited to eight hours per day, except in cases of emer-

gency where life or property is in immediate danger; and Colorado

passed a similar provision in 1899,which has been held unconstitutional. 6

Wyoming has a constitutional provision (art. 19, sec. 1) that eight
hours shall constitute a day's labor in mines. The only law 7 which

'See tor fuller statements digest of general labor laws, pp. 23-28 of this volume.
2
Cal., Pol. Code, sec. 3244; Conn., G. S. 1888, sec. 1746; 111., R. S. 1891, ch. 48,

sec. 1; Ind., An. St., sec. 7052; Mo., R. S., sec. 6353; Neb., L. 1891, ch. 54, sec. 1;

N. Y., L. 1897, ch. 32, art. 1, sec. 3; Ohio, R. S., sec. 4365; Penn., Dig. 1895, p.

1158, sec. 1.
3
Fla., R. S. 1892, sec. 2117; Me., Pub. L., ch. 82, sec. 43; Mich., L. 1885, No. 137,

sec. 2; Minn., G. S., sec. 2240, as amended by L. 1895, ch. 49; Neb., Comp. L., ch. 90,
sec. 5329; N. H., P. S. 1891, ch. 180, sec. 20.

4Low v. Ruse Printing Company, 41 Neb., p. 127.
5
Md., Pub. Local L., art. 1, sec. 194.

6 The Utah (L. 1896, ch. 72) and Colorado (L. 1899, ch. 103) acts are identical

except as to penalties, the declaratory sections being as follows:

SEC. 1. The period of employment of working men in all underground mines or

workings shall be eight (8) hours per day, except in cases of emergency where life

or property is in imminent danger.
SEC. 2. The period of employment of working men in smelters and all other insti-

tutions for the reduction or refining of ores or metals shall be eight (8) hours per
day, except in cases of emergency where life or property is in imminent danger.

'
Wyo., Acts 1890-91, ch. 83.
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has been passed to carry out this provision applies to coal mines and
limits the hours to eight, except in cases of emergency; the number
of hours as thus denned means actual work at mining, and does not
include going to and from work.

Missouri 1

prohibits the employment of a person for more than

eight hours at a greater depth than 200 feet where lead or zinc ore is

mined or while searching for minerals or any valuable substance.

The law does not apply to coal mines.
The Utah law has been upheld by the supreme court of that State

8

as not denying equal protection of the law nor contradictory to any
provision of the constitution of the State. The Utah constitution

specially provides that the legislature shall enact laws for the protec-
tion of employees in factories, smelters, and mines. The Supreme
Court of the United States has also upheld the law as not an unconsti-

tutional interference with the right of private contract nor a denial of

due process of law or of equal protection.
3 The supreme court of

Colorado has held the act of that State void as being class legislation,
and also in violation of the rights of liberty and of the acquisition of

property under the bill of rights of the constitution of Colorado.*
The court admitted that if a

special provision regarding mines had
been placed in the State constitution, such an act as this might be
valid.

Hoisting engineers. In Montana 5 an engineer shall not operate for

more than eight hours in twenty-four a first-motion or direct-acting

hoisting engine at any mine, nor an indirect hoisting engine at any mine
where fifteen or more men are employed, except in case of emergency.
Meal hours. In Missouri 6 mine owners or operators must allow

miners to come to the surface for eating their noonday meal or any
other meals for which a time is set

apart.
At least one hour must be

allowed upon the surface, and the hoisting apparatus must be run for

the use or the men in going to meals.

SEC. 3. PENALTIES. An employer or manager violating the pro-
visions of the statutes of the various States as to the hours of labor

shall, on conviction, be subject to the following penalties: Colorado,
$50 to $500, or imprisonment not more than six months, or both;
Indiana, not to exceed $500; Maryland, not to exceed $50; Michigan,
any employer taking unlawful advantage of persons in his employ,
or seeking employment, because of their poverty or misfortune, shall

be subject to a fine of from $5 to $50; Minnesota, $10 to $100; Mis-
souri (as to zinc and lead mines), $25 to $500, or imprisonment up to

ninety days, or both; Montana (as to the hours of hoisting engineers),
$10 to $100; Utah, guilty of misdemeanor; Wyoming, $50 to $300, or
three months' imprisonment, or both. The other States provide no

penalties.

1 L. 1899, Act May 11, p. 312.
2 Holden v. Hardy, 46 Pac. Rep., p. 756.
3 Holden v. Hardy, 18 Sup. Ct. Rep., p. 383.
4 In re Morgan, 58 Pac. Rep., p. 1071.
6 L. 1897, p. 67, sec. 1.

'

L. 1899, Act May 8, p. 309.



CHAPTER II.

EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN.

Numerous laws restricting the employment of children below a cer-

tain age, limiting the hours of labor of children and women, or requir-

ing children to attend school, apply to all classes of occupations, and
not especially to mining. Especially in view of the fact that in

most of the important mining States there are separate provisions
regarding the employment of women and children in mines, it seems
desirable to summarize here only the statutes of this latter class,

referring to the digest of general labor laws in this volume for the

provisions applying to industries generally. (See pp. 23-52.)

SEC. 1. EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN. 1 In Alabama, Arkansas, Colo-

rado, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, Pennsylvania, Utah, Washington,
West Virginia, and Wyoming the employment of women of any age
in underground mines is prohibited. Alabama, Pennsylvania, Utan,
and Wyoming apply these provisions to outside work about mines.

SEC. 2. EMPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN. 2 The laws of most of the min-

ing States prohibit altogether the employment of children of less than
a certain age under ground in mines, and several Western States have
such a provision in the constitution. This age is fixed at 12 in Alabama,
Colorado (coal mines), Iowa, Kansas, New Jersey (an 1 for girls at 14),
North Carolina, North Dakota, Missouri, Tennessee, West Virginia,
and the Territories under the United States law. The age is 14 in

Arkansas, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Montana, South Dakota, Utah,
Washington, and Wyoming; and 15 in Ohio. In Pennsylvania the age
is 13 in bituminous mines and 14 in anthracite mines, and it is further

provided that no person below 16 shall work except under the direc-

tion of an experienced miner. Alabama and Wyoming apply the same
restrictions to the employment of children on the surface about mines,
and Utah prohibits the employment of children under 14 in smelters.

., Acts 1896-7, No. 486, sec. 27; Ark., Dig. 1894, sec. 5051; Colo., An. St., sec.

3185; 111., L. 1899, Act Apr. 18, sec. 22 (p. 320) ; Ind., An. St., sec. 4780; Mo., R. S.

sec. 7066; Pa., Dig., Coal Mines, sees. 112, 306; Utah, Const, art. 16, sec. 3; Wash.
Stats, and Codes, sec. 2227; W. Va., Code 1891, p. 991, sec. 13; Wyo., Const., art. 9
sec. 3.

2
Ala., Acts 1896-7, No. 486, sec. 27; Ark., Dig. 1894, sec. 5051; Colo., An. St., sec

3185; Idaho, Const., art. 13, sec. 1; 111., L. 1899, Act Apr. 18, sec. 22 (p. 320) ;
Ind.

An. St., sec. 4780; Iowa, L. 1884, ch. 21, sec. 13; Kan., G. S., ch. 149, sec. 22; Mo.
R. S., sec. 7066; Mon., Penal Code, sec. 474; N. J., Sup. 1886, p. 380, sec. 18; N. C., L.

1897, ch. 251, sec. 7; N. Dak., Const., art, 17, sec. 209; Ohio, R. S.
,
sees. 202, 6871

; Pa.,

Dig., Coal Mines, sees. 88, 112-114, 306; S. Dak., L. 1890, ch. 112, sec. 11; Tenn.,L.
1881, ch. 170, sec. 10; TJ. S.,Acts 1890-1. ch. 564, sec. 12; Utah, Const., art. 16, sec. 3-

Wash., Codes and Stats., sec. 2227; W. Va., Code 1891, p. 991, sec. 13; Wyo., Const. ,

art. 9, sec. 3.
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Pennsylvania and Washington forbid the employment of children

under 12 in breakers or outside works of mines. In Arkansas, Col-

orado, and Kansas no person may be employed under ground who is

unable to read and write, nor, in Kansas, who has not attended school

at least three months during the preceding year. In Missouri no per
son under 14 may be employed who is unable to read and write.

The laws of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Tennessee, and Washington
require the employer, especially in case of doubt as to the age of chil-

dren, to secure an affidavit or certificate from the parent or guardian.
In North Carolina and Pennsylvania the inspector is specially author-
ized to investigate as to the age of children, taking oaths if necessary.



CHAPTER III.

PAYMENT OF WAGES.

Many of the following provisions apply to other classes of employ-
ers besides mine operators, while some of the States, though possessing
general laws as to payment of wages, probably contain no mines.

SEC. 1. TIMES OF PAYMENT/ Monthly payments? Tennessee and

Virginia, by general laws, require employers to pay their laborers

once a month. California requires monthly payment by corporations.

Maryland acts, applying only to Allegany and Garrett counties, pro-
vide that if a mining or manufacturing employer shall be indebted
to his employees for wages for more than thirty days, the court may
appoint a receiver. Kentucky requires all persons who employ ten or
more persons in mining to pay on or before the 16th of each month
for the month previous. In Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia pay-
ment may be made by a due bill redeemable in lawful money and

bearing interest.

Fortnightly payments*. The following States have general laws

requiring mining and manufacturing employers to pay their employees

1 The law of Missouri, as typical, is here given in full:

The employees of the operators of all mines operated within this State for the pro-
duction of any kind of mineral shall be regularly paid in full of all wages due them
at least once in every fifteen (15) days, except that the operators of coal mines shall

pay their employees once every fifteen days, on demand of any such employee, and
at no pay day shall there be withheld any of the earnings due any employee. Any
such operator who fails or refuses to pay his employees, their agents, assigns or any-
one duly authorized to collect such wages, or anyone interested in the payment due
such employees, as in this section provided, shall become immediately liable to any
such employee, his agents or assigns, or anyone interested for an amount double the
sum due such employee at the time of such failure or refusal to pay the wages due,
to be recovered by civil action in any court of competent jurisdiction within this

State. And no employee, within the meaning of this article, shall be deemed to

have waived any right accruing to him under, this section by any contract he may
make contrary to the provisions hereof: Provided, Coal mining companies may con-
tract with their employees to pay once a month: And provided further, That at no

pay day of any coal mining company shall there be withheld of the earnings of any
coal mine employee any sum to exceed the amount due him for his labor for ten

days next preceding any such pay day.
2
Cal., L. 1897, ch. 170, sec. 1; Ky., L. 1898, ch. 15, sec. 1; Md., Pub. Local L.

1898, art. 1, sec. 189, art. 12, sec. 145; Tenn., L. 1891, extra session, ch. 5, sec. 1; Va.,
L. 1887, extra session, ch. 391, sec. 2.

3
Ind., An. St., sec. 7065, 7071; Iowa, L. 1894, ch. 98, sec. 1; Me., L. 1887, ch. 34, sec. 1;

Md., L. 1896, ch. 133; Mo., L. 1899, p. 305; N. J.,L. 1896, ch. 179, sec. 1; Ohio, R. S.,

sec. 6769; Penn., Dig. 1895, p. 2077, sec. 27; W. Va., Code 1891, p. 1003, sec. 2; Wis., An.

St., sec. 1729a; Wyo., L. 1890-1, ch. 82, sec. 1.
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every two weeks or twice a month: 1

Iowa, Maine, New Jersey, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. In .Missouri

operators of mines are required to pay once in fifteen days. Maryland
requires corporations mining coal in Allegany County to pay semi-

monthly. In West Virginia and Wisconsin the law does not apply if

there is a written contract to the contrary. In Missouri and New
Jersey a contract to the contrary is specifically declared to be void,

except that coal-mining companies in Missouri may contract with their

employees to pay once a month. In most cases payment is required
to be made in full up to within a specified period, from eight to fifteen

days, before the day of payment.
The West Virginia requirement is apparently unconstitutional, in the

view of the supreme court of appeals of the State, though the precise

point has not been decided. The Pennsylvania act has been held

unconstitutional, "at least as far as it amounts to making a contract

between parties against their will."
5

Weekly payments* In Indiana * and Massachusetts employers gen-
erally are required to pay wages weekly. Corporations are required
to pay weekly in Connecticut, Kansas, New Hampshire, New York, and
Rhode Island. In Connecticut they need pay only 80 percent weekly,
if they pay in full once a month. In Illinois an act requiring weekly
payment by corporations was held unconstitutional, as depriving per-
sons, without due process of law, of the property right of making
contracts. In most of the States named it is further provided that

payment for each weekly period must be made within a defined time,

generally six or eight days after the expiration of such period.
Penalties. In most of the States mentioned failure to make pay-

ment as required by law is punishable by a fine. In Maine and New
Hampshire the fine may not exceed $25; in Connecticut and New York
the penalty is $50, half of which, in Connecticut, goes to him who
sues; in Massachusetts and Ohio it can not exceed $50; in California

and Kentucky it may be $100; in Indiana, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
and Tennessee, not exceeding $200; in Maryland, $50 to $300; in Rhode
Island, $100 to $1,000, of which one-half goes to the complainant. In

Maine, New Hampshire, and New Jersey the penalty is not enforceable

unless action is begun within thirty days. In Indiana, if suit is brought
to collect wages, 6 per cent is to be added to the judgment from the
time when payment was due; and a penalty of 50 per cent of the judg-
ment is to be levied for the benefit of the school fund. In Iowa, if

payment, being due under the act, is not made within five days after

demand, the employer is liable, besides the fine, to a penalty, collectible

by the employee, of $1 for each day of delay after demand, not exceed-

ing in the aggregate double the amount of wages due; and a reasonable

1 Sec. 7056 of the An. St. of Ind. requires
"
every company, corporation or associa-

tion
"

to pay once in each calendar month. Sec. 7065 requires all mining and manu-
facturing employers to pay every two weeks "if demanded." Sec. 7059 requires the
same classes of employers to pay every week without reference to demand. L. 1899,
ch. 124, sec. 1, requires all employers to pay weekly. The last is the latest enactment;
but the others have not been specifically repealed.
*W. Va., State v. Goodwill, 33 W. Va. 179; Penn., court of common pleas, Warren

County, Bauer v. Reynolds, 14 Pa. County Court Rep., 497.
s
Conn., G. S. 1888, sees. 1749-1751; 111., R. S. 1891, ch. 48, sec. 13; Braceville Coal

Company v. The People, 147 111. 66; Ind., L. 1899, ch. 124; Kan., L. 1893, ch. 187,
sec. 1; Mass., L. 1894, ch. 508, sees. 51, 65; L. 1895, ch. 438; L, 1896, ch. 241; L. 1898,
ch. 481; L. 1899, ch. 247; N. H., P. S. 1891, ch. 180, sec. 21; N. Y., L. 1897, ch. 415,
sec. 10; R. I., G. L. 1896, ch. 177, sec. 25.
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attorney fee may also be collected. In Kansas the employees can collect

a penalty of 5 per cent per month on the amount due, and, if suit is

necessary, a reasonable attorney fee.

SEC. 2. METHOD OF PAYMENT. 1 The following States provide, in

most cases by laws which cover factory hands as well, that the wages
of miners shall be paid in lawful money: California, Colorado, Iowa,
Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Missouri, New Jersey,
New York, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, Washington, and

Wyoming. The laws of Iowa andWyoming apply only to coal miners.
In New York and California the law applies only to corporations; in

Kansas only to corporations and trusts employing ten or more persons;
in Maryland only to corporations in Allegany and Garrett counties.

Several States provide specifically that it shall be unlawful to make
payment in goods or merchandise. Others provide that payment shall

not be made in the form of a check or order not redeemable in lawful

money. Contract to accept payment otherwise than in lawful money
is specially declared void in Indiana and Kansas. In Illinois, Maryland.,
New Jersey, and Wyoming such contract is void, and, if payment has
been made in any other form than lawful money, the full amount of

such wages may nevertheless be collected, as if such payment in illegal
form had not been made. In Illinois not only the amount illegally
deducted from wages may be recovered, but also a reasonable attorney
fee. New Jersey provides that even a settlement with the employee
shall not bar action until after the lapse of one year. Special provis-
ion is made to legalize deductions for the following purposes: in Wyo-
ming, medicines, medical attendance, fuel, house rent; in Maryland,
the same items, and also smithing; in Illinois, such sums as may be

agreed upon between employer and employee, to be deducted "for hos-

pital or relief fund for sick or injured employees.
"

In New Mexico any order or due bill for merchandise, the amount
of which is to be charged against and withheld from wages, is to be
redeemed in either lawful money or merchandise, at the option of the

holder,
"
Provided, that the holder is not at the time of such presenta-

I
0al., L. 1897, ch. 170; sec. 6, 7; Colo., L. 1899, ch. 155, sec. 15; 111., R. S. 1891, ch.

48, sec. 8; L. 1897, p. 270; Frorer v. People, 141 111. 171; Ind., An. St., ch. 81, sees.

7059, 7065, 7071; Iowa, L. 1888, ch. 55, sec. 1; Kan., L. 1897, ch. 145, sees. 1-4; Ky., Con-

stitution, sec. 244; L. 1894, sec. 1350; Md., Pub. Local L. 1888, art. 1, sees. 185-187; L,

1892, ch.445; Mo., R. 8., sec. 7058; N. J., Sup. 1886, p. 771, sec. 7; L. 1899, ch.38; N.

M., L. 1893, ch. 26; N. Y., L. 1897, ch. 415, sec. 9; Ohio, R. S., sec. 7015; Penn., Act of

June 29, 1881; Row w. Haddock, 3 Kulp, 501; S. C., C. C. P., ch. 317; Tenn., L., 1891,
extra session, ch. 5, sec. 2; Va., L. 1891, p. 1003, sec. 3; Wash., Stats, and Codes, sec.

2531; W. Va., Code 1891, p. 1003; State v. F. C. Coal and Coke Company, 33 W. Va.,

188; Wyo., L. 1890-91, ch. 82.

The Iowa statute, as typical, is here given in full:

It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, company or corporation, owning or oper-

ating coal mines in the State of Iowa, to sell, give, deliver or in any manner issue,

directly or indirectly, to any person employed by him or it, in payment for wages due
for labor, or as advances on the wages of labor not due, any scrip, check,draft, order or

evidence of indebtedness, payable or redeemable otherwise than in their face value in

money; any such person, firm, company or corporation who shall violate any of the

provisions of this section, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-

tion thereof shall be punished by a fine not exceeding three hundred (300) dollars

nor less than twenty-five dollars, and the amount of any scrip, token, check, draft,

order or other evidence of indebtedness, sold, given, delivered or in any manner
issued in violation of the provisions of this act, shall recover in money at the suit of

any holder thereof, against the person, firm, company or corporation, selling, giving,

delivering,or in any manner issuing the same: provided that this act shall not apply
to any person, firm, company or corporation employing less than ten (10) persons.

249A 15
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tion and demand indebted to" the issuer "for goods, wares, and mer-
chandise to him sold, had, and delivered." In Missouri payment may
be made in orders negotiable and redeemable at their face value, with-

out discount, in cash or goods, at the option of the holder. They
must be redeemed, "upon presentation and demand, within thirty

days from date or delivery thereof," in goods or lawful money, as the

holder ma}' demand. In Tennessee and Virginia it is forbidden to issue

for wages "any order or other paper whatever, unless the same pur-
ports to be redeemable for its face value in lawful money of the United

States, bearing interest at legal rate."

Provisions requiring payment of wages in lawful money have been
declared unconstitutional in Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania. South Caro-

lina, and West Virginia.
In several States payment in ways forbidden by these laws is pun-

ishable by a fine. In New York the fine is $50; in California, Virginia,
and West Virginia it is not to exceed $100; in Illinois and Tennessee
it is not to exceed $200; in Iowa and Washington, not to exceed $300;
in Kansas and Kentucky, not to exceed $500; in Maryland it may be
$100 for the first offense and from $500 to $1,000 for each succeeding
offense.

Assignment offuture wages.
1

California, New Jersey, New York,
and Pennsylvania provide that no assignment of future wages payable
at periods fixed by law shall be valid if made to the employer or to

a person on behalf of the employer, or if made to any person for the

purpose of relieving such employer from the obligation to pay as pro-
vided by statute. In Indiana no assignment of such future wages is

valid.

SEC. 3. COMPANY STOKES. 2 New Jersey and Tennessee forbid per-
sons or companies

" who own or control a store for the sale of general

1
Cal.,L. 1897, ch. 170, sec. 4; Ind., L. 1899, ch. 124, sec. 4; N. J., L. 1896, ch. 179,

sec. 2; N. Y., L. 1897, ch. 415, sec. 12; Penn., Dig. 1895, p. 2027, sec. 28. The law of

Pennsylvania is as follows: No assignment of future wages payable semimonthly,
under the provisions of this act, shall be valid, nor shall any agreement be valid that

relieves the said firms, individuals, corporations or associations from the obligation
to pay semimonthlv, and in the lawful money of the United States.

2
Colo., L. 1899, ch. 155; 111., R. S. 1891, ch. 48, sec! 6; Frorer v. The People, 41

111., 171; Ind.,An. St 1894, ch. 81, sees. 7067, 7072-7074; Iowa, L.1888, ch. 55, sec. 2; Kan. ,

L. 1897, ch. 145, sec. 3; Ky., L. 1898, ch. 15, sec. 2; Md., L. 1898, ch. 493; Mo., R. S. 1889,
ch. 115, art. 1, sec. 7060; N. J., L. 1888, sec. 11; Ohio, R. S., sec. 7016; Penn., Dig. 1895, p.

1385, sec. 46; Act of June 29, 1881
; Tenn.,L. 1887, ch. 155; Va.,L. 1887, ch. 391, sec. 4;

Wash., Codes and Stats., Title 41, sec. 2532; W.Va., Code 1891, p. 1002, sec. 2; p. 1003,
sec. 4.

The essential parts of the Colorado act, which is very comprehensive, are as fol-

lows:
SECTION 1. It shall be unlawful for any person, company or corporation, or the

agent or the business manager of any such person, company or corporation, doing
business in this State, to use or employ, as a system, directly jr indirectly, the

"truck system" in he payment, in whole or in part, of the wages of any employee
or employees of any ^uch person, company or corporation.

SEC. 2. The words 'truck system" as used in the preceding section are defined

to be: (1) Any agreement, method, means or understanding used or employed by
an employer, directly or indirectly, to require his employee to waive the payment of

his wages in lawful money of the United States, and to take the same, or ,MIV part

thereof, in goods, wares or merchandise, belonging to the employer or any other

person or corporation. (2) Any condition in the contract of employment between

employer and employee, direct or indirect or any understanding whatsoever, express
or implied, that the wages of the employee, or any part thereof, shall be spent in

any particular place or in any particular manner. (3) Any requirement or under-

standing whatsoever by the employer with the employee that does not permit the

employee to purchase the necessaries of life where and of whom he likes without
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store goods or merchandise in connection with their manufacturing or
other business to attempt to control their employees or laborers in the

purchase of store goods and supplies at the aforesaid store by with-

holding the payment of wages longer than the usual time of payment,
whereby the employee would be compelled" to buy at such store.

Maryland forbids a railroad or mining corporation doing business
in Allegany County, or any officer or director of such corporation, to

own or have any interest in a general store or merchandise business
in Allegany County. Employees of such persons can recover by suit

the amount paid for goods bought by them at such stores. They can
recover in like manner from their employers the amount paid for goods
bought at any store where they have been obliged to trade by a con-
tract between their employers and the keeper of the store.

Mining corporations organized under the existing general laws of

Pennsylvania are forbidden to engage in, or permit their employees or

officials, in their interest or behalf, or upon their land, to engage in, the

buying or selling of any commodity other than those specified in their

charters. They may not permit any wages due to an employee to be
withheld by reason of the furnishing of goods by any person to such

employee, unless the same be withheld in obedience to due process
of law. Such companies may, however, supply their employees with oil,

powder, or other articles or implements used for or in mining. They
are forbidden to grant to any person whomsoever the right to keep a gen-
eral supply or other store upon the property of the corporation, if such

grant is intended to defeat the provision recited. And no such corpo-
ration may make any contract with the keeper of any store whereby
the employees of the corporation shall be obliged to trade with such

keeper. The penalty for violation of these provisions is forfeiture of

interference, coercion, let or hindrance. (4) To charge the employee interest, dis-

count or other thing whatsoever for money advanced on his wages, earned or to be
earned, where the pay days of the employer are at unreasonable intervals of time.

(5) Any and all arrangements, means, or methods, by which any person, company
or corporation, shall issue any truck order, scrip, or other writing whatsoever, by
means whereof the maker thereof may charge the amount thereof to the employer
of laboring men so receiving such truck order, scrip or other writing, with the under-

standing that such employer shall charge the same to his employee and deduct the
same from his wages.

SEC. 3. Any truck order, scrip or other writing whatsoever, made, issued, or used
in aid of or in furtherance of, or as a part of, the "truck system

"
as defined in this

act, evidencing any debt or obligation from any person, company or corporation for

wages due or to become due to any employee or employees of any person, company
or corporation, issued under a system whereby it is the intent and purpose to settle

such debt or debts by any means or device other than in lawful money, shall be

utterly void in the hands of any person, company or corporation with knowledge
that the same had been issued in pursuance of such system, and it shall be unlawful
to have, hold or circulate the same with such knowledge.

SEC. 4. Any person who shall violate any of the provisions of this act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine

of not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, and by
imprisonment in the county jail of not less than thirty days, nor more than six months.

SEC. 5. The violation of the provisions of any section of this act by any copora-
tion organized and existing under the laws of this State shall be deemed sufficient

cause for the forfeiture of the charter of any such corporation, and the attorney-

general of the State shall immediately commence proceedings in the proper court in

the name of the people of the State of Colorado, against any such corporation for the

forfeiture of its charter.

SEC. 6. Any foreign corporation doing business in this State that shall violate the

provisions of any section of this act shall forfeit its right to do business in this State,

and the attorney-general of the State shall, upon such violation coming to his knowl-

edge, by information or otherwise, institute proceedings in the proper court for the

forfeiture of the right of any such corporation to do business in :his State.
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the corporation's charter, to be enforced by suit of the attorney-
general of the State. The courts have held that the prohibition of

withholding wages, recited above, does not prevent the employee from

making a valid assignment of any portion of his wages to secure the

payment of his store bills.

The act of Illinois, passed in 1891, declared it unlawful for any
person or company engaged in mining to be engaged or interested,

directly or indirectly, in keeping a company or truck store, or to
control any store for furnishing supplies, tools, clothing, or groceries
to their employees. This was, however, declared unconstitutional by
the Illinois supreme court.

Indiana, Virginia, and Ohio forbid a firm or company engaged
in mining and likewise interested directly or indirectly in merchan-

dising to sell goods to an employee for a greater percentage of

profit than is charged on goods of like character and quantity to cus-

tomers buying for cash; in Ohio "at higher prices than the reasonable
or current market value in cash." A violation of this provision is

punishable in each of the States named with a fine not to exceed $100.
In Ohio the violator is also liable to his employee in civil action for

douWe the amount of any charges in excess of the reasonable or cur-

rent market value in cash of the goods or supplies. Similar acts of

Pennsylvania (June 29, 1881) and West Virginia (Code 1891, p. 1003,
sec. 4) have been declared unconstitutional. The Pennsylvania act

provided that in case of the charging of such greater profits the debt
for goods so sold should not be collectible. It was held to be an un-
warranted infringement of the rights of private contract. The West
Virginia law was held unconstitutional and void as being class legis-
lation and an unjust interference with private contracts and business.

(Penn., Row v. Haddock, 13Kulp, 501; State v. F. C. Coal and Coke

Company, 33 W. Va., 188.)
The following States forbid coercing or attempting to compel an

employee to purchase goods or supplies from any particular per-
son, firm, or company: Colorada, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Maryland, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Washing-
ton. A similar provision in Missouri has been declared unconstitu-

tional. The Kentucky act applies only to mining; that of Maryland
only to railroad and mining corporations in Allegany County. In

Tennessee the penalty is a fine not exceeding $50; in Indiana, New
Jersey, Kentucky, Ohio, and Virginia, a fine in no case exceeding
$100. Ohio adds, "or imprisonment not more than sixty days, or

both." Washington levies a fine not exceeding $300. In Iowa, Kan-

sas, and Maryland, and by the Missouri law referred to, the fine may
be as much as $500. In Iowa and Kansas imprisonment may be
inflicted in place of fine or along with it; in Iowa, not exceeding $60;
in Kansas, from $30 to $90. The Pennsylvania law applies only to

corporations, and forfeiture of charter seems to be the only penalty

provided.
SEC. 4. CORRECTNESS OF WEIGHING AND OF SCALES/ In most States

., L. 1896-7, Act 486, sec. 5; Ark., Dig., sec. 5061; L. 1899, No. 102; 111., L. 1899,

Act Ap. 18, sees. 12, 24; Ind., An. St. 1894, sees. 7460-7462; Iowa, L. 1888, ch. 53, sees. 1,

2; Kan., L. 1893, ch. 188, sees. 2, 3; Md., L. 1898, ch. 34, sees. 204-207; Mo., R. S.

1889, sec. 7055, as amended by L. 1895, p. 229; 7056, as amended by L. 1899, p. 304,

and L. 1899, p. 311; N. M., L. 1888-9, ch. 126, sees. 1, 2; Ohio, L. 1898, p. 163, sec. 1;

Utah, L. 1897, ch. 19, sees. 1-3; Wash., Stats, and Codes, sec. 2244; W. Va., Code

1891, p. 998, sec. 4.
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where coal is mined there are special provisions to secure the correctness
of scales and of weighing. In Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Maryland. Missouri, New Mexico, Utah, and West Virginia it is

provided that the owner or operator of the mine must provide suitable

scales of standard make for weighing coal. In all of these States,

except New Mexico, it is provided further that the State mine inspect-
ors or the inspectors of weights and measures shall examine these

scales from time to time and report any incorrectness to the owner.

Tennessee, Ohio, and Wyoming also have laws requiring inspection of
scales by State officers. Missouri declares that scales must not be
located farther from the opening of the mine than 100 feet.

In Illinois, Kansas, Missouri, Ohio, Washington, and West Virginia
the law requires the weighman of the employer, whose duty it is to

weigh the coal mined, to take oath to perform his duties faithfully and

justly. In Ohio it is also required that the weighman shall give bond
in the sum of $300 for his faithful performance of duty. In the fol-

lowing States, in addition to the provision as to oath of the weighman,
specific provisions are made that he must keep an accurate record of

the coal mined, which shall be open to all persons pecuniarily inter-

ested, and usually to State mining officers: Arkansas, Indiana (in this

State the weighman is not required to take oath, but must examine
and balance scales every morning), Iowa, Maryland, New Mexico, and
Utah (in this State he must record weight to the nearest 10 pounds).

In Alabama, Indiana, and Iowa it is provided that 2,000 pounds shall

constitute a ton in estimating the payment for mining and that 80

pounds shall constitute a bushel. In Pennsylvania 2,000 pounds con-

stitute a ton and 76 pounds a bushel. In Maryland 2,240 pounds con-

stitute a ton, and where the odd pounds in excess of a hundredweight
exceed 56 pounds, the whole hundredweight shall be credited.

1

Penalties for furnishing false scales or weights and for fraud in

weighing are imposed on mine operators, officers, and weighmen in

practically all States legislating on this subject.
Check weighmen? In all of the States which have laws concerning

scales and weighmen (except Ohio), and also in Colorado, Pennsyl-

vania, and Tennessee, the laws provide that the miners in any coal mine

may employ at their own expense a person who shall act as check

weighman. Alabama, Iowa, New Mexico, and Utah provide that not

more than one person shall have access on behalf of the miners to

scales and records of weights. In Arkansas, Indiana, Kansas, Missouri,

Washington, and West Virginia the powers and duties of this officer are

stated to be the same as those of the weighman without more specific

definition. In Alabama, Colorado (where the act applies only in case 20

or more men are employed under ground), Iowa, Maryland, New
Mexico, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Utah it is more specifically

stated that his duties are to examine the scales and see to it that they
are correct, to watch the weighing, and to inspect the records in order

to prevent injustice. In Illinois, beside the other duties mentioned,
the balancing of scales is specially provided for, and in Indiana the

scales are to be balanced every morning. In Maryland willful viola-

tions by the weighman or the employer are to be reported by the

., L. 1896-7, Act 486, sec. 4; Ind., sec. 7465; Iowa, L. 1888, ch. 54, sec. 1; Md.,

L. 1898, ch. 34, sec. 204; fenn., Dig., p. 1314, sec. 17.

2 In addition to the references given in footnote above, the statutes on this subject

arefouno asfollows: Colo., L. 1897, ch. 37, sec. 1; Penn., Dig., p. 1341, sec. 19; Tenn.,

L. 1887, ch. 206.
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check weighman to the county attorney or the mine inspector, and a
somewhat similar provision exists in Indiana, Pennsylvania, and
Tennessee.

In ECany of these States it is
especially provided that the check

weighman shall not be interfered with in his examination of the scales

and weighing, but that, on the other hand, he must not in the perfonn-
ance of his duties interfere with the regular working of the mines.

SEC. 5. SCREENING OF CoAL. 1 In most States where coal is mined
(Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsyl-
vania, Washington, West Virginia, Wyoming) acts have been passed
providing that where the payment of miners is by the weight of coal

mined the coal must be paid for before being passed over any screen,
and the full weight mined credited to the miner. In Kansas it is spe-

cifiealty provided that this law may not be waived by contract, and in

the other States it is apparently implied that the law is binding and

may not be waived, except in Wyoming, where the statute adds that

in case of an agreement where coal is credited to miners after having
been screened and weighed, the miners or employees shall receive com-

pensation for all marketable or salable coal sent by them to the sur-

face. In Kansas, Missouri. Ohio, and Wyoming it is further added
that where mining is done by machinery the class of workers known
as loaders, if paid by the ton, shall be credited for the full weight
before screening. But in Indiana and Iowa the act is not to compel
operators to pay for slate, rock, sulphur, or other impurities. West
Virginia provides that coal paid for by weight shall be weighed in

1

Ark., Acts 1899, No. 102, sec. 2; 111., R. S. 1891, ch. 93, sees. 26-28; Ind., An. St.

1894, ch, 94, sec. 7465; Iowa, L. 1888, ch. 54, sec. 1; Kan., L. 1893, ch. 188, sec. 1;

Mo., R. S. 1889, ch. 115, sees. 7054, 7057; Ohio, R. S. sees. 295a-295c, as added by
L. 1898, p. 33; Penn., L. 1897, Act 224, sec. 1 (see also Dig. p. 1341, sec. 17), Wash.,
Stats, and Codes, sec. 2243; W. Va., Code 1891, p. 998, sec. 3; Wyo., L. 1890, ch. 79,
sees. 1, 3.

The following is the full text of the Indiana and Kansas acts, which represent the
two most common forms:

Indiana, An. St., sec. 7465:
All coal mined in this State under contract for payment, by the ton or other quan-

tity, shall be weighed before being screened, and the full weight thereof shall be
credited to the miner of such coal, and eighty pounds of such coal as mined shall con-
stitute a bushel, and two thousand pounds of coal as mined shall constitute a ton:

Provided, That nothing in this act shall be so construed as to compel payment for

sulphur, rock, slate, black jack, or other impurities, including dirt, which may be
loaded with, or amongst the coal.

Kansas, Acts of 1893, ch. 188:

SEC. 1. It shall be unlawful for any mine owner, lessee or operator of coal mines
in this State, employing miners at bushel or ton rates, or other quantity, to pass the

output of coal mined by said miners over any screen or other device which shall

take any part from the value thereof before the same shall have been weighed and

duly credited to the employees and accounted for at the legal rate of weights as fixed

by the laws of Kansas.
SEC. 5. Any provisions, contract or agreement between mine owners or operators

thereof, and the miners employed therein, whereby the provisions of section 1 of

this act are waived, modified or annulled, shall be void and of no effect; and the coal

sent to the surface shall be accepted or rejected, and if accepted shall be weighed in

accordance with the provisions of this act; and right of action shall not be invalidated

by reason of any contract or agreement.
SEX:. 6. The provisions of this act shall also apply to the class of workers in mines

known as loaders, engaged in mines where mining is done by machinery. Whenever
workmen are under contract to load coal by the bushel, ton, or any other quantity
the settlement of which is had by weight, the output shall be weighed in accordance
with the provisions of this act.
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the car in which it is removed from the mine, and that coal paid for

by measure shall also be credited in the car in which it is removed from
the mine. Illinois also formerly required that coal should be weighed
in the pit cars before being screened, but the act has been held unconsti-
tutional under article 2, section 2, of the constitution of Illinois, as

depriving persons without due process of law of their property rights in

making contracts. (Ramsay v. People, 142 111., p. 380.) The West
Virginia act has been upheld by the State court, especially as applied
to corporations. (States. Peel Splint Coal Co., 36 W. Va., p. 802.)
The act is declared not to be in violation of the bill of rights of the
constitution of West Virginia in depriving persons of property with-
out due process of law; nor is it in conflict with the fourteenth amend-
ment to the Constitution of the United States by abridging the priv-

ileges and immunities of the citizens of the United States. The
Kansas act has also been upheld as constitutional in Wilson v. State,
53 Pacific Reporter, p. 371.

SEC. 6. MEASUREMENT OF COAL. Maryland:
1 In mines worked by

shaft alone the owner or operator may contract with the miners to

mine coal by measurement, and in such cases it shall not be obligatory
to provide a weighmaster or weigh the coal mined; but the mine cars

used in any such mine shall be measured by a sworn measurer and the

capacity of each plainly stamped or branded thereon.

Pennsylvania:
2 Where bituminous coal is mined by measurement

all cars filled by miners or their laborers shall be uniform in capacity
at each mine. No unbranded car shall enter the mine for a longer
period than three months without being branded by the mine inspector
of the district wherein the mine is situated. The miners may appoint
a check measurer.
West Virginia:

3 Each car used shall be numbered by consecutive

numbers, plainly marked. If the miners are paid for mining the coal

by measure, the number of bushels of coal each car will hold when
loaded to its capacity shall also be plainly marked thereon as long as

such car is so used.

1 L. 1898, ch. 34, sec. 209, a.
2
Digest, 1895, p. 1341, sec. 18.

"Code, 1891, p. 998, sec. 2.



CHAPTER IV.

MINE INSPECTION.

Practically all of the States in which mines of any character are

located have laws of varying degrees of elaborateness for protecting
the safety of miners and securing inspection of mines. Since coal is

found more generalry in our States than any other mineral, most of

the laws on mining inspection and regulation apply only to coal mines.

In a few other States the laws applying to coal mines and to other

classes of mines are wholly or partly distinct (Colorado, Utah, Mon-

tana, Michigan, and California), while in some States the laws are

funeral,
applying to all classes of mines (Idaho, New Jersey, New

ork). The laws usually apply only to mines where ten or more

persons are employed, although sometimes a different limit is set.

Pennsylvania has separate laws as to bituminous and anthracite coal

mines. The first is referred to in the digest in the following 14 sec-

tions, a separate section being devoted to the anthracite law.

SEC. 1. APPOINTMENT AND REMOVAL OF INSPECTORS. The enforce-

ment of the mining laws and the inspection of mines is intrusted in a

few States to the commissioner of labor or the factory inspector, in

addition to his other duties (Maine, New Jersey, New York, and North

Carolina).
1 In the other States one or more special inspectors are

provided. The appointment is usually made by the governor, and it is

provided in most cases that the inspectors shall be practical miners

having a certain amount of experience, usually at least five years.
A few States require examinations as to competence.

In Alabama 2 there are to be a chief and two associate inspectors,

holding office for three years. In Arkansas 3 there is one inspector,
who must have an experience of seven years, and who holds office for

two years. In Colorado* there are separate inspectors for coal mines
and for metal mines. A board of examiners, one appointed by the

governor and one by the -judge of each of the four judicial districts in

which coal mines are situated, shall examine candidates, and the gov-
ernor shall select one coal mine inspector from those certified as com-

petent. The term of office is four years, and the candidate must be at

least 30 years of age. As to the metalliferous mines, there is a bureau
of mines, consisting of a commissioner, who must have had not less

than seven years of practical experience in mining and must possess
knowledge of metallurgy and geology, and two inspectors, who must

x
Me., Acts 1893, ch. 292, sec. 1; N. J., L. 1894, ch. 54, sec. 1; N. Y., L. 1897, ch.

415, sec. 120; N. C., L. 1897, ch. 251, sec. 1.
3 Acts 1896-7, No. 486, sec. 1.
3
Dig. 1894, sec. 5054.

4 An. St., sees. 3194-3197; L. 1899, ch. 119, sees. 1-7.

232
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have similar qualifications as to practical experience. The terra of the

commissioner is four years, and of the inspectors, who are appointed
by the commissioner with the consent of the governor, two years.
The duties of this bureau are largely in the direction of promoting
mining industries in Colorado, making collections, etc., but the inspect-
ors also have duties as to the safety of mines.

In Idaho 1 the inspector of mines is elected by the people biennially.
A deputy inspector is also provided for.

Illinois
2

provides for seven inspectors, having a term of two years,
who must be at least 30 years of age, and must have had ten years of

practical experience. A State mining board, consisting of two practical
coal miners, two owners or operators of coal mines, and a mine engi-

neer, is established, whose duty it is to hold examinations from time
to time for candidates for the position of mine inspector, as well as for

mine foremen, fire bosses, and hoisting engineers. All candidates who
receive a rating upon examinations above the minimum fixed by the

rules of the board are to be certified to the governor, who is to make
his appointments from the names thus submitted. On request of any
inspector the county authorities of any county must appoint a county
inspector, who must hold a certificate of competence as a mine foreman
or manager. He shall assist the State inspector and may be delegated
with full power during the State inspector's absence.

In Indiana 8 the inspector of mines is appointed by the State geolo-
gist after an examination to test his fitness for the position. An
assistant inspector is to be appointed by the inspector after similar

examination. Both of these officers must have had at least ten years'

practical experience. The term of office is two years. Iowa 4

provides
for three inspectors for different districts, who shall hold office two

years. In Kansas 5 there is one inspector holding office for two years;
ne must be 30 years of age. In Kentucky,

6

also, there is one inspector
with a term of four years. It is required that he shall have practical

knowledge of chemistry, geology, and mineralogy, as well as of mining.
Maryland

7

provides for one inspector for the two counties in which
mines are located. The inspector must be at least 30 years of age, and
holds office for two years. In Michigan

8 an inspector of coal mines is

to be appointed by the State commissioner of labor. In addition, the
board of supervisors in any county of the Upper Peninsula of Michi-

gan may appoint an inspector for the mines of that county. In Mis-
souri 9 there are two inspectors, one for coal mines and one for other
mines. In Montana 10 there is one inspector holding office for four

years, who must be at least 30 years of age, and a deputy, who must
have similar qualifications. In Ohio 11 the law provides for one chief

inspector, and seven district inspectors appointed by the chief inspector.
The hief holds office for four years and the district inspectors for

1 Act Feb. 14, 1899, sees. 1, 2, 11, 13.
2 L. 1899, Act Apr. 18, sees. 6, 7, 12, 15. See provisions in full below, pp. 296-301.
3 An. St., sees. 7451-7454.
4 Acts 1884, ch. 21, sees. 1-3, 6, as amended by Acts 1886, ch. 140.
5 Gen. S. 1897, ch. 149, sees. 6-10.
6 Stats. 1894, sec. 2722.
7 L. 1898, ch. 34, sec. 196.
8 L. 1887, No. 213, sec. 1; L. 1899, No. 57, sec. 1.
9 R. S., sec. 7071.

10 Pol. Code, sees. 580-582, as amended by L. 1897, p. 109.
11 R. S., sec. 290.
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three years. The chief inspector must have competent knowledge of

chemistry, geology, and mining engineering, and the district inspectors
must be practical miners of at least five years' experience.

Pennsylvania
*

provides for a board of examiners to examine candi-

dates for the position of mine inspector. This board is to consist of

two mining engineers of good repute and three other persons qualified
to act as mine inspector or mine foreman. It shall hold written and
oral examinations and shall certify to the governor the names of all

persons who received a grade of not less than 90 per cent. The board
shall also furnish the persons examined with a copy of the questions
and a statement as to whether the answers were right, imperfect, or

wrong. Whenever a vacancy occurs among the inspectors the governor
is required to appoint the person who has received the highest per-

centage on the examination until the entire number of such persons is

exhausted, when additional examinations shall be held. Inspectors
must be at least 30 years of age and have practical experience of five

years, including experience in mines generating fire damp. Their
term of office is four years. The number of districts in the State is

determined by the governor from time to time, but no district shall

contain less than 60 nor more than 80 mines.
In South Dakota 2 the governor is to appoint one inspector of mines,

at least 30 years of age, for a term of two years. In Tennessee 3 there

is to be one inspector holding office for four years. The laws of the
United States

*

provide that in any unorganized territory where there

are coal mines with an output of at least 1,000 tons per annum the

President, in the absence of action by the legislature and governor,
shall appoint one inspector. Utah 5

provides for one inspector having
a term of four years. Washington

6

provides that there shall be but
one inspector until 60 coal mines shall be in operation, after which
there shall be additional inspection districts. The appointment of

inspectors is to be made by the governor on the recommendation of

an examining board, which shall consist of one
practical miner, one

operator or owner of a coal mine, and one mining engineer. The

inspectors are to hold office for four years. West Virginia
7 has one

chief inspector and four district inspectors, all to hold office for a term
of four years, to be appointed by the governor, and to have had at least

six years' experience. Wyoming
8

provides for one inspector of coal

mines who shall hold office for two years and who must be at least 30

years of age.
In practically all of these States the law provides that the inspectors

shall take an oath of office, and frequently a bond for faithful per-
formance of duty is required. It is usually provided also that each

inspector shall devote his entire time to the duties of his office. In

Alabama, Colorado, Illinois, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Ken-

tucky, Missouri, Montana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, the Terri-

tories, and Utah it is especially provided that no inspector shall be
interested pecuniarily in any mine.

1
Digest, Coal Mines, Bituminous, sees. 275-281

;
see law in full, p. 282.

2 L. 1890, ch. 112, sec. 2.
3 Acts 1887, ch. 247, sec. 1.
4 Acts 1890-91, ch.564, sees. 1, 2.
5 L. 1896, ch. 113, sec. 1.
6 L. 1897, ch. 45.
7 L. 1897, ch. 59, sec. 1.

8 L. 1890-91, ch. 80, sec. 8.
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In Colorado, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Montana, Ohio, Penn-

sylvania, Utah, and Wyoming the law specially provides that the

inspectors shall procure all necessary instruments for performing their

duties, which shall be the property of the State.

Removal. In addition to penalties which are often prescribed for

failure of inspectors to perform their duties, provisions for their

removal for sufficient cause are made in several States. Thus Ala-

bama,
1

Iowa,
2

Kentucky (sec. 2722), and West Virginia
3

provide that

the governor may for sufficient cause remove an inspector. In

Maryland* the grand jury of any county may summon an inspector
before it to take cognizance of his conduct, and may recommend his

removal by the governor. Pennsylvania (sec. 287) provides that if

an inspector becomes incapacitated for duty the judge of the court of

common pleas of his district shall appoint some person recommended
by the board of examiners until he is able to resume his office. More-
over, in case (sees. 293, 294) a petition signed by not less than 15

persons who are miners or operators of mines is presented to this

court, it is authorized to inquire into the conduct of an inspector.
If he be found unqualified, incompetent, or guilty of malfeasance, the
court shall certify that fact to the governor, who shall declare the office

vacant. Ohio,
5

Washington,
6 and Wyoming

7 have provisions very
nearly the same as those of Pennsylvania. The Iowa law (sec. 16)

requires the governor, in case of formal complaint against an inspector,
to convene a board consisting of two miners, two mine operators, and
a mine engineer to try him. In Illinois (sec. 14), on petition of three
mine operators or ten minors, the commissioners of labor shall examine
an inspector, and may declare the office vacant. Colorado provides
that an inspector of metalliferous mines who shall reveal anything
regarding processes, ore bodies, etc., except in the way of official

report, shall be removed and fined.

SEC. 2. POWERS AND DUTIES OF INSPECTORS. 8
a. Inspection. In

all the States having inspectors it is their duty generally to visit mines,
enforce compliance with the law, and provide for the safety of miners

by requiring necessary changes. This inspection must be made at least

every month in Maryland, every two months in Michigan (Upper
Peninsula), every three months in Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado (coal

mines), Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Utah, West Virginia, Wyoming; at

L. 1896-97, No. 486, sec. 28.
2 Acts 1884, ch. 21, sec. 1.
3 L. 1897, ch. 59, sec. 1.

*L. 1898, ch. 34, sec. 209.
5 R. S., sec. 304.
6 Codes and Stats., sec. 2231.
7 L. 1890-91, ch. 80, sec. 13.
8
Ala.,Acts 1896-7, No. 486, sees. 18, 20, 25, 31, 36, 37; Ark., Dig. 1894, sees. 5055,

5056; Colo., An. St. (coal mines), sec. 3197; L. 1899, ch. 119, sees. 4-11 (metal mines);
Idaho, Act Mar. 6, 1893, sees. 4-6, 12; 111., L. 1899, Apr. 18, sec. 12; Ind., sees. 7441, 7454;
Iowa, Acts 1884, ch. 21, sec. 2, as amended by Acts 1886, ch. 146; Kan.,G. S.,ch. 149,
sees. 18, 19, 43; Ky., Stats. 1894, ch. 88, sees. 2723, 2726; Me., Acts 1893, ch. 292, sees. 2,

4; Md., Pub. Loc. L., art. 1, sees. 199, 200; Mich., Acts 1887, No. 213, sees. 3, 5, 8; 1899,
No. 57, sees. 5, 7, 9; Mo., K. S., 1889, sees. 7072, 7073; Mon., Pol. Code, sees. 582, 585, 588;
N. J., Acts 1894, ch. 54, sees. 2, 3, 4; N. Y., L. 1897, ch. 415, sees. 120, 129; N. C., L. 1891,
sees. 1, 3, 7; Ohio, R. S., sees. 292, 293, 294, 301b; Pa., Dig. 1895, sees. 285, 288; S. Dak.,
Acts 1890, ch. 112, sees. 6-8, 13; Tenn., L. 1881, ch. 170, sec. 20; L. 1887, ch. 247, sec. 8;

Utah, L. 1896, ch. 113, sees. 3, 14; U. S., Acts 1890-1, ch. 564, sec. 3; Wash., Codes and
State., sec. 2230; W. Va.,L. 1897, ch. 59, sec. 1; Code 1891, p. 991, sec. 4; Wyo., Acts

1890-1, ch. 80, sees. 10, 11, 16, 19.
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least every six months in Montana (although another section requires
a visit to every mining county at least once each year); at least once

a year in Idaho and the Territories of the United States. South
Dakota requires the inspector to visit each mining county at least

once each year, and examine as many mines as possible. The Colorado

inspectors of metal mines are also empowered to visit and regulate
reduction and metallurgical plants.

Practically all of the States provide that the inspectors shall have the

right to enter mines at any reasonable time, and that the owners and

operators of mines shall furnish them the necessary facilities for doing
so (Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado (both classes of mines), Idaho, Illinois,

Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, North Caro-

lina, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah,

Washington, and Wyoming). Most of these States, however, add that

the inspector shall not unnecessarily interfere with the working of mines

during his inspection. In Arkansas, Illinois, Kansas, Missouri, and

Washington the inspector may call upon the courts to issue an order

commanding the mine owner or operator to permit him to inspect the

mine. The Kansas statute as to the powers and duties of inspectors,

being fairly typical, is given below. 1 For Illinois and Pennsylvania
laws in full, see pages 283, 300.

5. Records and reports. In the following States the inspector is

required to make a record of each inspection stating the condition in

which the mine is found, and to preserve it in his office: Alabama,

1
Kansas, G. S., ch. 149:

SEC. 18. The inspector of mines shall devote the whole of his time to the duties of

his office. It shall be his duty to examine each mine in the State as often as possi-

ble, and at least twice each year, to see that all provisions of this act are observed
and strictly carried out ;

and he shall make a record of all examinations of mines,

showing the condition in which he finds them, the number of persons employed in

and about each mine, the extent to which the law is obeyed, the progress made in

the improvements sought to be secured by the passage of this act, the number of

accidents and deaths resulting from injuries received in the mines, and all other facts

of public interest concerning the condition and progress of mining in this State. In
order to facilitate the inspector in his duties, it shall be the duty of all coal operators
to make quarterly statements to the inspector of the amount of coal mined, and the
number of miners and other persons employed around the mines each quarter. The
inspector's record and all matters concerning the coal-mining business of public
interest shall -be embodied in the inspector's annual report made to the governor on
the first day of February each year.

SEC. 19. That the inspector may be enabled to perform the duties here imposed on

him, he shall have the right at all times to enter any coal mine to make examination
or obtain information. He shall notify the owners, lessees or agents immediately of

the discovery of any violations of this act and of the penalty imposed thereby for such

violation; and in case of such notice being disregarded for the space of ten day*, he
shall institute a prosecution against the owner, owners, lessee or agent of the mine,
under the provisions of section sixteen of this act [21]. In any case, however, where
in the judgment of the inspector delay may jeopardize life or limb, he shall at once

proceed to the mine where the danger exists and examine into the matter, and if

after full investigation thereof he shall be of the opinion that there is immediate

danger, he shall apply in the name of the State to the district court of the county in

which the mine may be located, or to the district judge in vacation, for an injunction
to suspend all work in and about such mine; whereupon said court, or judge in vaca-

tion, if the cause appear to be sufficient after hearing the parties and their evidence
as in like cases, shall issue a writ to restrain the working until all cause of danger is

removed. And the costs of said proceedings, including the charges of attorney pros-

ecuting said application, shall be borne by the owner of the coal mine: Provided,
That no fee exceeding the sum of twenty-five dollars shall be taxed in any one case

for the attorney prosecuting such case: Provided further, That if said court (or judge
in vacation) shall find the cause not sufficient, then the case shall be dismissed and
the cost shall be borne by the State or county in the discretion of the court (or judge
in vacation) .
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Idaho, Iowa, Kentucky (must be filed in the office of the district attor-

ney), North Carolina, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Utah, West Virginia, and Wyoming-. In Ohio the district inspectors
are required to report to the chief inspector monthly.

Illinois, Pennsylvania, and Wyoming require that a record of the con-

dition of each mine inspected shall be made by the inspector and posted
in the office of the mine, where it shall remain for at least a year.
The inspectors of the various States are required in every case to

make an annual or biennial report to the governor or the State legisla-

ture, giving a summary of their transactions, a statement of the general
condition of the mines in the State, and frequently statistical informa-
tion as to the output of mines, the number of men employed, and the

mineral resources of the State generally.
c. Operators' reports. As a means of facilitating such reports con-

cerning the condition of the mining industry in the State, tne laws of

many States require that the operators or owners of mines must make
reports or statements to the mine inspectors from time to time. These

reports are required monthly in Indiana (Acts 1897, ch. 173, sec. 3);

quarterly in Kansas (sees. 18, 43), and annually in Alabama, Colorado

(metal mines), Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, North Carolina, Penn-

sylvania, West Virginia, and Wyoming. Illinois (see pp. 301, 306 for

full law), Ohio, and North Carolina also require mine operators to

report at once to the inspector when important changes in ownership
or operation are made such as the commencing of a new shaft or slope,
the abandonment of the mine, etc.

d. Inspection of scales. The inspector of mines is given special

authority to inspect scales, weights, etc., in most States. (See above,

p. 229.)
e. Inspection on complaint.

1 The laws of Idaho, Montana,
2 South

Dakota, and Wyoming provide that whenever the inspector of mines

., Pol. Code, Part III, sees. 583, 584; Idaho, Act Mar. 6, 1893, sec. 7, as

amended Mar. 11, 1895 (p. 160) ;
S. Dak., Acts 1890, ch. 112, sec. 7.

2 The Montana act in full:

SEC. 583. Whenever the inspector of mines receives a complaint in writing, signed
and verified by the oath of three or more persons setting forth that the mine in

which they are working is dangerous in any respect, he or the deputy inspector must
in person visit and examine such mine. Every complaint must specifically set forth

the nature of the danger existing at the mine, and describe with as much certainty
as possible, how such mine is rendered dangerous, and must set forth the time the
cause of such danger was first observed, and set forth whether or not any notice of

such defect or danger has been given by the complainants, or any one else to their

knowledge, to the superintendent of such mine, and if no such complaint has been
made to such superintendent, the reason why it has not been made.

SEC. 584. After such complaint shall have been received by the inspector of mines,
he must serve a copy thereof, but without the names of the complainants, upon the

superintendent, or manager, or owner of such mine, at any time before he visits the

name, and as soon as possible visit such mine; and if from such examination he ascer-

tains that the mine is, from any cause in a dangerous condition, he must at once

notify the owner, lessor, lessee, or agent thereof, such notice to be in writing, and to

be served by copy on such owner, lessor, lessee, or agent, in the same manner as

provided by law for the serving of legal process, and the notice must state fully and
in detail in what particular manner such mine is dangerous or insecure, and require
all necessary changes to be made without delay, for the purpose of making such
mine safe for the laborers employed therein; and in case of any criminal or civil

procedure at law against the party or parties so notified, on account of loss of life or

bodily injury sustained by any employee subsequent to such notice, and in conse-

quence of a neglect to obey the inspectors' requirement, a certified copy of the notice
served by the inspector is prima facie evidence of the gross negligence of the party or

parties so complained of.
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shall receive a complaint signed by three or more persons, stating that

the mine in which they are employed is dangerous in some particular

respect distinctly set forth, and also stating whether notice of such

danger has been given to the mine operator, and if not the reason

therefor, he shall proceed to serve a copy of the complaint, without
the names, upon the mine owner or operator. He shall then as soon
as possible visit the mine, and in case a dangerous condition is found
shall require necessary changes to be made without delay.
The law of Michigan

1

requires each county inspector provided for in

the act to make inspection whenever ten miners shall notify him that

his services are necessaiy and that the superintendent of the mine has
refused to attend to the complaint made. New Jersey also requires

inspection when the employees of a mine make complaint.
2 Colorado

requires inspection of metal mines and works on receipt of reliable

information as to unsafe conditions.
3

f. Inspection by miners' committee. Colorado,* Ohio,
5 and Wyo-

ming
6

provide that the miners in any mine may. not oftener than once
a month, appoint a committee of two of their number to inspect the
mine and its machinery. The owner shall afford every necessary
facility for making the inspection, but the miners shall not impede the

working of the mine. The owner or his representative may accom-

pany the miners.

y. .Enforcement of laws by inspectors.
1 The laws of Indiana, Iowa,

and Tennessee contain no specific provisions as to the powers of inspect-
ors to make orders and to enforce them, but it is presumable that

under their general powers of inspection, coupled with the penal pro-
visions of the laws, inspectors would have power to bring suit for

1 L. 1887, No. 213, sec. 7.
2 L. 1894, ch. 54, sec. 3.
8 L. 1899, ch. 119, sec. 8.
4 An. St., sec. 3189.
5 The Ohio provision in full (R. S., sec. 305) :

* * * and the miners employed in any mine may, from time to time, appoint
two of their number to act as a committee to inspect not oftener than once in every
month, the mine and the machinery connected therewith, and to measure the ven-

tilating current, and if the owner, agent, or manager so desires, he may accompany
said committee by himself, or two or more persons, which he may appoint for that

purpose; the owner, agent, or manager shall afford every necessary facility for mak-
ing such inspection and measurement, but the committee shall not in any way inter-

rupt or impede the work going on in the mine at the time of such inspection and
measurement, and said committee shall, within ten days after such inspection and
measurement, make a correct report thereof to the inspector of mines, on blanks to

be furnished by said inspector for that purpose; and if such committee make to the

inspector a false or untrue report of the mines, such act shall constitute a violation
of this section.

6 Acts 1890-1, ch. 80, sec. 16.
1
Ala., Acts 1896-7, No. 486, sees. 37-39; Ark., Dig. 1894, sec. 5057; Colo., An. St.,

sec. 3191 (coal mines) ;
L. 1899, ch. 119, sees. 11, 13 (metal mines) ; Idaho, Act Feb.

14, 1899, sees. 5, 8; 111., L. 1899, Apr. 18, sec. 12; Iowa, Acts 1884, ch. 21, sec. 14, as

amended by ch. 56, Acts 1888; Kansas, G. S., ch. 149, sees. 19, 45; Ky., Stats. 1894,
sec. 2724; Me., Acts 1893, ch. 292, sees. 1, 2; Md., Pub. Loc. L. art, 1, sec. 199. a<

amended by ch. 34, 1898; Mich., L. 1887, No. 213, sec. 3; Mo., R. S. 1889, sees. 7072,

7073; Mon., Pol. Code, sees. 584, 585, 3356; N. J., L. 1894, ch. 54, sec. 234; N. Y., L.

1897, ch. 415, sees. 127, 128; N. C., L. 1897, sec. 2; Ohio, R. S., sees. 292, 303; Pa.,

Dig., Coal Mines, sees. 288, 295-297; S. D., L. 1890, ch. 112, sec. 8; Tenn., L. 1881,
ch. 170, sec. 4; Utah, L. 1896, ch. 113, sees. 3, 5, 17; U. S., Acts 1890-1, ch. 564, sees.

4, 16; Wash., Codes and Stats., sec. 2230; Wyo., L. 1890-1, ch. 80, sees. 10, 11, 14;
W. Va., Code 1891, p. 991, sec. 12.
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failure to comply with the legal requirements. In Maine the inspector
is simply directed to prosecute violations of law or to call the attention
of the board of health to any condition which he may think needs

remedying. In Maryland the authority to enforce the law is given to

the inspector in broad terms. Michigan authorizes the inspector to

order workmen to quit work until any dangerous place or condition

shall be remedied, and New Jersey gives the inspector similar power
after examination whenever a complaint is made in writing that the
lives of the employees are in danger.

In the other States it is provided that the inspector shall give notice

of any changes which are necessary to comply with the law and to

protect the safety of the miners. In case of failure to comply with the
order many of the States (Alabama, Colorado (metal mines), Idaho, Kan-
sas (see footnote, p. 236, for full law), Kentucky, Missouri, New Jersey,
North Carolina, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wyoming) specifically provide
that the inspector shall bring suit to collect the fines or impose the

punishment provided by law, and in the other States it is presum-
able that he would have the same power. The detailed procedure
is regulated in a few of the States. Thus, in Alabama it is provided
that in case of controversy between the inspector and the owner or

operator of mine the chief inspector may call upon the board of

examiners for assistance and counsel, and in case the owner refuses to

comply with the order the matter is referred by the inspector to the

probate court, from which appeal lies to higher courts. In Pennsyl-
vania and Wyoming the law provides that the mine inspector shall

exercise a sound discretion in enforcing the provisions of the law, going
beyond its strict letter, if necessary; in case the owner of a mine or

any other person shall appeal from the decision of the inspector, the

proper court of the county shall speedily determine the matter, and

may in its discretion appoint three disinterested persons to forthwith
examine the mine. In Idaho the action is to be brought by the attorney-
general of the State at the instance of the inspector.

In Utah and the Territories of the United States it is provided that

the inspector shall give notice to the governor in case a mine is not
furnished with proper appliances or is unsafe, and that the governor
shall thereupon give notice requiring necessary changes. In case of
failure to conform, it shall be unlawful to operate the mine after a time
fixed.

The laws of many States (Arkansas, Colorado (both classes of mines),
Iowa, Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri, Montana, New York, North Caro-

lina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Mexico, Tennessee, Utah, United States
for the Territories, and Washington) permit the use of the injunction
as a cumulative remedy, in addition to prosecution and punishment, for
failure to comply with the laws or with the orders of the inspector.
The inspector is authorized to file complaint, either directly or through
the prosecuting attorney of the county, with the judge of the proper
court, who, after hearing, may restrain and enjoin the owner from

operating the mine until the law has been complied with. This remedy
is permissible in Kansas, West Virginia, and Wyoming only in case the

inspector believes that immediate danger exists. The law is fullest in

Pennsylvania, where it is enacted that in case an inspector considers a

mine or a part of a mine to be in a condition such as to jeopardize
life or health, he shall notify two mine inspectors of other districts.
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If the three agree, they shall instruct the superintendent of the mine
to remove such dangerous condition immediately, and in case of neg-
lect shall apply to the court of common pleas of the county. The
court shall speedily determine the case and shall restrain the working
of the mine, if it deems necessary, till all danger is removed. (Sec. 288;

see provisions in full, p. 284. )
The Missouri provision is typical.

l

i. Posting of rules* The laws of Alabama, Kansas, Pennsylvania.

Washington, and Wyoming provide that a copy of the rules concern-

ing the duties of each class of employees in the mine, as regulated by
statute, shall be posted conspicuously at the mine. Pennsylvania and

Wyoming require the printing of these rules in the different languages
of the miners.

SEC. 3. MINE FOREMEN AND BOSSES. 3 The laws of California, Colo-

rado, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
West Virginia, and Wyoming require the owner or operator of every
mine to appoint some competent person to act as mine foreman or
mine boss. In Alabama and Montana a fire boss must be appointed in

mines generating fire damp or explosive gases. In Pennsylvania the

assistants of the mine foreman in mines generating explosive gases
must be qualified as fire bosses or foremen. Illinois requires a "mine
examiner," practically a fire boss, in all mines.

Examinations. The laws of six States require special examinations
to test the competency of mining bosses. In Alabama the examina-
tion is to be conducted by a board consisting of the chief inspector,
two practical miners, and two mine operators. Two grades of certifi-

cates are granted, one authorizing the holder to act as boss in mines

generating explosive gases and the other in mines not generating such

gases. Applicants for either class must be at least 23 years of age and
must have had five years' practical experience as miners.

Illinois has established a State mining board to be appointed by the

State commissioner of labor. It shall consist of two practical miners,
two operators of mines, and an engineer. Candidates for examination

1
Missouri, R. S., sec. 7073:

* * * and if the said inspector shall, after examination of any mine and the
works and machinery pertaining thereto, find the same to be worked contrary to

the provisions of this article, or unsafe for the workmen therein employed, said

inspector shall, through the circuit attorney of his county, or any attorney in case of

his refusal to act, acting in the name and on behalf of the State, proceed against the

owner, agent or operator of such mine, either separately or collectively, by injunc-
tion, without bond, after giving at least two days' notice to such owner, agent or

operator; and said owner, agent or operator shall have the right to appear before the

judge to whom application is made, who shall hear the same on affidavits and such
other testimony as may be offered in support as well as in opposition thereto; and if

sufficient cause appear, the court, or judge in vacation, by order, shall prohibit the
further working of any such mine in which persons may be unsafely employed con-

trary to the provisions of this article, until the same shall have been made safe and
the requirements of this article shall have been complied with; and the court shall

award such costs in the matter of said injunction as may be just; but any such pro-

ceedings so commenced shall be without prejudice to any other remedy permitted
by law for enforcing the provisions of this article.

3
Ala., Acts 1896-7, No. 486, sec. 32; Kan., G. S., ch. 149, sec. 46; Pa., Dig., Coal

Mines, sec. 274; Wash., Codes and Stats., sec. 2237; Wyo., Acts 1890-1, ch. 80, sec. 6.
*
Ala., Acts 1896-7, No. 486, sees. 3, 16, 24, 26; Cal., Act Mar. 27, 1874, sec. 5; Colo.,

An. St., sees. 3184, 3185, 3189; 111., L. 1899, Act Apr. 18, sees. 6-8, 16; Ihd., An. St.,

sees. 7472, 7479, as amended by L. 1897, ch. Ill; L. 1897, ch. 84; Kan., G. S., ch.

149, sec. 16; Mon., Pol. Code, sees. 3358, 3359; N. M., Comp. L., sec. 1569; Pa., Dig.,
Coal Mines, sees. 254, 259, 262, 298-305, 309-311; Tenn., L. 1881, ch. 170, sec. 8;
W. Va., Code 1891, p. 991, sec. 11; Wyo., L. 1890-1, ch. 80, sees. 6, 15.
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as mine bosses or "managers" must be at least 24 years of age, and
must have had four years' practical experience; they shall also be men
of good character and temperate habits. The character of the exami-
nation is prescribed in the law. Examinations are likewise provided
for the position of mine examiner, a title corresponding to that of fire

boss in some other States. Candidates for this certificate must be at

least 21 j^ears of age. Hoisting engineers must also be examined. A
register of those to whom certificates are issued must be kept by the

State mining board. Certificates may be canceled whenever the board
is convinced that the holder has become unworthy of official indorse-

ment for any reason. A fee of $1 is required for examination and $2
for the certificate. (See law in full, p. 297.)

In Indiana the inspector of mines is the examiner as to the compe-
tency of mine and fire bosses and hoisting engineers. Certificates shall

be granted to persons who have already filled these positions success-

fully for three years. No one shall be employed in either of these

capacities without a certificate. Those who apply for examination
must pay a fee of $1.

The inspector of mines in Montana is authorized to conduct exami-
nations and issue certificates. A certificate is required for foremen in

mines generating gases.

Pennsylvania provides (sees. 298-305) that on petition of a mine

inspector the court of common pleas of any county shall appoint an

examining board consisting of the mine inspector, a miner, and a mine

operator or superintendent. The applicants for examination must be
at least 23 years old and must have had five years' practical experience.
The board issues certificates of two grades one authorizing tne holder
to act as foreman in mines generating explosive gases and the other in

other mines. A separate examination and certificate are provided
for the position of fire boss. Foremen or fire bosses who neglect
their duties or become incapacitated by drunkenness or other causes

may be summoned, and on examination by the board their certificates

may be withdrawn.
Wyoming provides that an examining board shall be appointed by the

district court in any county on petition of the inspector, to consist of
the inspector, an operator, and a miner. A second examination may
be required in case the inspector is satisfied that a mine boss or a fire

boss is incompetent. No person shall be employed in either of these

capacities without a certificate.

Duties. The duties of mine bosses are usually stated in essentially
the same terms in the laws of the different States.

1

They are to

1 The West Virginia law may be cited as typical, though containing a few unusual

provisions (Code 1891, p. 991, sec. 11) :

SEC. 11. In order to secure the proper ventilation of every coal mine and promote
the health and safety of persons employed therein, the operator or agent shall employ
a competent and practical inside overseer, to be called

"
mining boss," who shall be

a citizen and an experienced coal miner, or any person having two years' experience
in a coal mine, and shall keep a careful watch over the ventilating apparatus and the

airways, traveling ways, pumps and drainage; and shall see that as the miners advance
their excavations, proper break-throughs are made as provided in section 10 of this

act, and that all loose coal, slate and rock overhead in the working places, and along
the haul ways, be removed or carefully secured so as to prevent danger to persons
employed in such mines; and that sufficient props, caps, and timbers are furnished
of suitable size and cut square at both ends, and as near as practicable to the proper
lengths for the places where they are to be used; and such props, caps and timbers
shall be delivered and placed in the working places of the miners, and every workman

249A 16
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inspect the ventilation and machinery, to see to it that loose coal,

slate, or rock overhead is secured from falling and that proper
timbering is provided, to measure the ventilation (usually once each

week, making a proper record of the examination), and to see to

the safety of the mine generally. The bosses are specially required
in some States to make an inspection of the workings from time to time
and to record the result of the observation. . This inspection must be

daily in Colorado, on alternate days in Indiana, Pennsylvania, and

Wyoming, and at least once in three days in West Virginia. In Indi-

ana and Wyoming the mine boss shall make a monthly report to the

inspector of mines, stating the condition of the mine, the number of

men employed, etc. Several other States require a report of the air

measurements to be sent to the mine inspector monthly. In West
Virginia and Wyoming the mining boss is directed to notify the owner
or superintendent of the mine of his inability to comply with any of

the provisions of the law, and the owner or superintendent is required
to attend to any matter thus complained of. Tennessee requires the
mine boss or his assistant to go through the mine daily after the
workmen have left, close the doors, and see to the ventilation.

Indiana provides that whenever an unsafe place or condition is

reported to the mining boss by a miner, he shall give an acknowl-

edgment in writing of the receipt of the notice and shall at once

inspect the place and put it in safe condition.

The duties of the mine foreman are defined with special fullness in

Pennsylvania (sees. 262, 309-311). He is required to enter in a book a

report of the condition of the mine after each inspection, to attend

personally to his duties, and see that all the regulations for each clas>

of workmen are carried out, to cause stoppings along the air ways
to be properly built, to provide for a proper width of roads used for

hauling places,
etc. (For these provisions in full, see pages 279, 287.)

The duties of fire bosses are similarly regulated (sees. 317-319).
Illinois also

prescribes very fully the duties of the "mine manager."
He must especially supervise and inspect the handling of explosives
and the hoisting machinery. He must keep a record of those descend-

in want of props or timbers and cap pieces, shall notify the mining boss or his

assistant of the fact at least one day in advance, giving the length and number of

props or timbers and cap pieces required ;
but in case of an emergency, the timbers

may be ordered immediately upon the discovery of any danger; and the place and
manner of leaving the orders for timbers shall be designated in the rules of the mine;
and shall have all water drained or hauled out of the working places before the
miners enter, and the working places kept dry, as far as practicable, while the miners
are at work. On all haul ways, space not less than ten feet long and two feet six

inches wide between the wagon and the rib, shall be kept open at distances not

exceeding one hundred feet apart, in which shelter from passing wagons may 1 >e

secured. It shall further be the duty of the mining boss to have bore holes kept not
less than twelve feet in advance of the face, and, when necessary, on the sides of the

working places that are being driven towards and in dangerous proximity to an
abandoned mine or part of a mine suspected of containing imflammable gases or
which is filled with water. The mining boss or his assistant shall visit and examine
every working place in the mine at least once in every three days, and oftener when
necessary, while the miners of such places are at work, and shall direct that each and
every working place shall be secured by props or timbers whenever necessary, so that

safety in all respects be assured, and no person shall be directed to work in an unsafe

place, unless it be for the purpose of making it safe. The mining boss shall notify
the operator or agent of the mine of his inability to comply with any requirements
of this section; it shall then become the duty of such operator or agent at once to

attend to the matter complained of by the mining boss, to comply with the provisions
hereof.
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ing into the mine, and he or his agent must be present before the

descending and until after the hoisting out of all miners. The duties

of "mine examiners" are similarly detailed. (For provisions in full,

see pages 302, 303).

SEC. 4. COMPETENCY OF MINERS. Pennsylvania has a provision

relating to tests of the competency of miners in anthracite coal

mines. (See p. 268.) The only other State which regulates the com-

petency of miners is Missouri, which by a law of 1899 x declares that

any person desiring for himself to conduct room, entry, or other under-

ground mining must produce evidence to the coal-mine inspector that

he has for two years worked in coal mines with or as a practical miner.
Unless possessed of a certificate showing such qualification, no person
may mine coal unless associated with a practical miner.

SEC. 5. MAPS AND PLANS. 2 In all the mining States except Idaho,

Michigan, Nevada, and North Carolina the statutes require that the
owner or operator of a coal mine must make an accurate map of the
mine showing the different strata through which it passes the workings,
etc., the requirements differing somewhat in detail in different States.

The most elaborate statutes are those of Illinois and Pennsylvania, quoted
in full below (pp. 273, 293). A copy of the map must, in every State,
be filed with the inspector of mines, and a copy retained by the opera-
tor; while Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois, and Montana also require a copy
to be filed with the county clerk or recorder. In case the owner fails to

furnish a map, or in case the inspector has reason to believe it inaccu-

rate, the inspector may have a map made at the expense of the owner

except in Alabama, California, and New Mexico. Additional maps or
corrections must be filed showing the changes in the workings at least

once a year in Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, Missouri, Montana, and Wyoming; while in Indiana, Ohio

(if the inspector directs), Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Utah, Washington,
and West Virginia the changes must be made once in six months.
Most of the States provide that the maps thus required shall be on a

scale of not more than 100 feet to the inch, while a few (Alabama,
Illinois, Ohio, and Wyoming) fix the scale at 200 feet to the inch.

Whenever a mine is worked out or abandoned a completed map show-

ing that fact, and usually showing the boundary of the land owned,
must be filed in all of the States except Alabama, California, Colorado,
Iowa, Kentucky, New Mexico, and Utah.
The Montana statute is typical, and is quoted in full.

3

1

Approved June 2, L. 1899, p. 308.
2
Ala., Acts 1896-7, No. 486, sec. 19; Ark., Dig. 1894, sec. 5045; Cal., L. 1874, Act

Mar. 27, sec. 1; Colo., An. St., sec. 3181; 111., Act Apr. 18, 1899 (p. 301), sec. 1; Ind.,
An. St., sees. 7431, 7445; L. 1897, ch. 173; la., Acts 1884, ch. 21, sec. 7; Kan., G. S.

1897, ch. 149, sec. 17; Ky., Stats. 1894, sec. 2729; Mo., K. S., sees. 7061, 7062; Mon.,
Pol. Code, part 3, sec. 3350; N. M., Comp. L. sec. 1575; Ohio, E. S., sec. 296;
Pa., Dig. Coal Mines, sees. 226-229; Tenn., L. 1881, ch. 170, sees. 1, 2; Utah, L.

1896, ch. 113, sec. 4; Wash., Stats, and Codes, sec. 2219; W. Va., Code 1891, p. 991,
sec. 5; Wyo., Acts 1890-1, ch. 80, sec. 1.

8
Montana, Pol. Code, Part III:

SEC. 3350. The owner or operator of any coal mine in the State must make, or
cause to be made, an accurate map or plan of the mine, which must exhibit the open-
ings or excavations, the shafts, slopes, or tunnels, the entries, rooms, or other work-

ings, must show the direction of the air currents therein, accurately delineate the
surface section lines of the coal lands controlled by the owner of the said mines and
show the exact relation to and proximity of the workings of said mine to said surface

lines; said map, or plan, must also show the exact date of each survey made, and
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SEC. 6. ESCAPEMENT SHAFTS. 1

Practically all of the mining States

require that all mines, whether they be worked by shaft or slope,
shall have two separate openings.

2 In most of these States it is spe-

indicate the boundary line of the most advanced face of the workings at such date;
and in case more than one seam of coal is opened or worked, a separate map or plan
as aforesaid, must, if desired by the inspector, be made of the working in each seam.
The map, or plan, or a true copy thereof, with the record of all surveys of said bound-

ary lines and underground workings, must be delivered to the state inspector of

mines, and the original or a true copy of the same must be retained for reference and
inspection at the office of the coal mine. The maps and plans so delivered to the

inspector of mines are the property of the State, and must be transferred to his suc-

cessor in office. Maps of mines filed with the inspector must be open to the exam-
ination of the public in the presence of the inspector, but in no case must any copy
of the same be made without the consent of the owner, operator, or his agent.

SEC. 3351. After the maps and plans herein provided are completed, thereafter in

July of each year, the owner or operator of every coal mine must cause surveys to be
made of all alterations and extensions of the workings made during the year preced-
ing, and must have the records and results of the survey duly entered upon the maps
of the inspector, and upon that kept at the mine. The said extensions must be

placed upon the inspector's map, and the map returned to the inspector within thirty
days from the completion of the survey. When any coal mine is worked out, and is

about to be abandoned the owner or operator must have the maps or plans thereof
extended to include all the excavations made, showing the most advanced workings
of every part of the mine and the relation of such boundaries to marked boundaries
on the surface.

SEC. 3352. Whenever the owner or operator of any coal mine neglects or refuses to
furnish the inspector the map or plan of such coal mine, or the extensions thereto,
as provided for in this chapter, the inspector is authorized to make, or cause to be

made, an accurate map or plan of such coal mine, at the expense of the owner, and
the cost may be recovered from the owner or operator, in the same manner as other

debts, in the name of the State.
1
Ala., Acts 1896-7, No. 486, sees. 14, 15; Ark., Dig., sees. 5047, 5047a; Cal., Stats,

and Codes, p. 633, Act Mar. 13, 1870; Colo., An. St., sec. 3182; 111., L. 1899, Act Apr. 18

(p. 303) , sec.3; Ind., An. St.
,
sees. 7429, 7430, as amended by L. 1897, ch. 145; Kan., Gen.

St., ch. 149, sees. 8, 9, 11, 14, 36; L. 1899, ch. 165; Iowa, Acts 1884, ch. 21, sees. 8, 9; Ky.,
St. 1894, sec. 2730; Mich., L. 1899, No. 57, sec. 2; Mo., R. S., sec. 7063; Mon., Pol.

Code, sees. 3353, 3354; L. 1897, p. 66; N. Mex., Comp. L., sec. 1577; N. Y., L. 1897, ch,
415, sec. 121 ;N. C., L. 1897, ch. 251, sec. 4; Ohio, R. S., sec. 297; Pa., Digest, Coal Mines,
sees. 230-236; Tenn., L. 1881, ch. 170, sec. 3; U. S., Acts 1890-1, ch. 564, sees. 5, 8; Utah,
L. 1896, ch. 113, sees. 6, 9; Wash., State, and Codes, sees. 2221, 2222, 2234; L. 1897, ch. 45,
sec. 3; W. Va., Code 1891, p. 991, sec. 6; Wyo., Acts 1890-1, ch. 80, sees. 2, 3.

2 For Pennsylvania and Illinois laws in full, see pp. 274, 295.

The Iowa law is typical (Acts 1884, ch. 21) :

SEC. 8 (as amended by chapter 56, Acts of 1888) . It shall be unlawful for the
owner or agent of any coal mine worked by a shaft, to employ or permit any
person to work therein unless there are to every seam of coal worked in such mine,
at least two separate outlets, separated by natural strata of not less than one hundred
feet in breadth, by which shafts or outlets distinct means of ingress and egress are

always available to the persons employed in the mine, but in no case shall a furnace
shaft be used as an escape shaft; and if the taine is a slope or drift opening, the

escape shall be separated from the other openings by not less than fifty feet of
natural strata; and shall be provided with safe and available traveling ways, and the

traveling ways to the escapes in all coal mines shall be kept free from water and
falls of roof; and all escape shafts shall be fitted with safe and convenient stairs at an

angle of not more than sixty degrees descent, and with landings at easy and con-
venient distances, so as to furnish easy escape from such mine, and all air shafts used
as escapes where fans are employed for ventilation, shall be provided with suitable

appliances for hoisting the underground workmen; said appliances to be always kept
at the mine ready for immediate use; and in no case shall any combustible material
be allowed between any escape shaft and hoisting shaft, except such as is absolutely
necessary for operation of the mine; Provided, That where a furnace shaft is large

enough to admit of being divided into an escape shaft and a furnace shaft, there may
be a partition placed in said shaft, properly constructed so as to exclude the heated
air and smoke from the side of the shaft used as an escape shaft, such partition to be
built of incombustible material for a distance of not less than fifteen feet up from the
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cifically declared that these openings must reach every vein or stratum
of the mine which is being worked, and the same requirement is

apparently implied in every case. The opening specially intended for
exit in case of damage to the main shaft is frequently called the

escapement shaft.

Montana declares that these two openings shall be separated by such
;i distance of natural strata as shall be necessary to insure safety. The
openings must be at least 50 feet apart in Wyoming, 100 feet apart in

Arkansas, Colorado, Indiana, Kentucky, North Carolina, Ohio, and

Washington; 100 feet apart in the case of shaft mines and 50 feet apart
in the case of slope or drift mines in Iowa, Kansas, and West Virginia;
150 feet apart in California (in coal mines), New Mexico, New York (if

the inspector deems necessary), Pennsylvania (and 30 feet if worked by
drift), Tennessee, the Territories (under United States law), and Utah;
300 feet apart in Missouri, and not less than 300 feet nor more than 400
feet apart in Michigan. Iowa and Kansas provide, however, that the
distance of the escapement shaft from the main shaft shall not be less

than 300 feet without the consent of the inspector, and that no building
shall be put nearer the escape shaft than 100 feet except the house nec-

essary to cover the fan. In Illinois the distance shall not be less than
300 feet except by consent of the inspector, and surface buildings must
not be allowed in such a way as to jeopardize free exit. California has
a separate law applying to quartz-mining claims, which provides that

where a shaft or incline reaches a depth of more than 300 feet from the
surface a second shaft or tunnel must be made to connect with the main
shaft at a depth of not less than 100 feet from the surface. Any person
failing to provide such means of egress is liable for damages in case

of accident from failure to provide it. Montana has also a separate
law, applying only to quartz mines, which requires a second shaft

wherever the depth of the main shaft or incline is more than 100 feet

from the surface. This exit must be provided with proper ladders,

signboards, etc.

Definition of escapement shafts. In several of these States provi-
sion is made for a certain length of time within which mine operators
may comply with the law, or exceptions are made where escapement
shafts have already been constructed which do not strictly comply with
the requirements. Colorado and Kentucky apply the law only where
more than 15,000 cubic yards have been excavated in any shaft, slope,
or drift. In some other States the number of persons who may work

bottom thereof; And provided, That where two or more mines are connected under-

ground, each owner may make joint provisions with the other owner for the use of

the other's hoisting shaft or slope as an escape, and in that event the owners thereof
shall be deemed to have complied with the requirements of this section. And pro-
i i<l<'d further, That in any case where the escape shaft is now situated less than one
hundred feet from the hoisting shaft there may be provided a properly constructed

underground traveling way from the top of the escape shaft, so as to furnish the

proper protection from fire, for a distance of one hundred feet from the hoisting
*haft; and in that event the owner or agent of any such mine shall be deemed to

have complied with the requirements of this section; And provided further, That
tliis act shall not apply to mines operated by slopes or drift openings where not
more than five persons are employed therein; And provided further, That any escape-
ment shaft that is hereafter sunk and equipped before said escapement shaft shall

be located or the excavation for it begun the district inspector of mines shall be duly
notified to appear and determine what shall be a suitable distance for the same.
The distance from main shaft shall not be less than three hundred feet without the
consent of the inspector and no building shall be put nearer the escape shaft than
one hundred feet, except the house necessary to cover the fan.
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in. the mine pending construction of escapements is limited. In Arkan-

sas, Colorado, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, Montana, North

Carolina, Ohio, and Tennessee it is specifically provided that the two

openings need not necessarily be in the same mine, but that arrange-
ments for escapement through other contiguous mines are permissible
under proper conditions.

The laws of Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, the United States, and
Utah specifically declare that ventilating shafts shall not be considered

as escapement shafts. Iowa, Kansas, and Pennsylvania permit venti-

lating shafts to be used for escapements in case they are sufficiently

large to be divided into two parts. In that case there shall be a par-
tition in the shaft properly constructed to exclude heated air and
smoke from the side used as an escape shaft. Wyoming and Washing-
ton declare that when furnace ventilation is used, before the second

opening has been made available, the furnace shall not be placed
within 40 feet from the foot of the shaft. Washington provides further
that when coal is hoisted by steam power from a shaft or slope and
there is not other means of egress for the miners, there must be a steam

pump or other power to furnish water, and hose must be provided, to

put out fire in the shaft. Colorado permits air shafts to be used as

escapement shafts if they have proper ladder ways.
In Colorado, Kentucky, Ohio, and Pennsylvania the laws specifically

permit the owner of a mine who is unable to provide the necessary
escapement shafts upon his own land to appropriate by condemnation

proceedings land necessary for this purpose.
Equipment of escapement shafts. Illinois requires escapement shafts

to be carefully inspected weekly. Michigan, Missouri, Montana,
Washington, North Carolina and West Virginia have enacted that

the escapement shaft must be equipped with suitable appliances for
for exit, either stairways or hoisting apparatus. In Indiana and Iowa
the stairways must not be steeper than 60 degrees, and must be pro-
vided with guard rails, or else proper hoisting apparatus, always ready
for the use of miners, must be provided. Illinois permits only stair-

ways, which must be substantial and at an angle not over 45 degrees;
while Kansas declares that the stairways shall not be over 45 degrees in

angle, and adds that where air shafts are used as escapes they must be

provided with suitable hoisting appliances, and that no combustible
material shall be allowed between an escape shaft and a hoisting shaft

except such as is absolutely necessar}^. In Pennsylvania and W}"oming
stairways may be used where the escapement shaft is not over 75 feet

in vertical depth, and in that case shall not exceed an angle of 60

degrees, and snail have landings not less than 18 inches wide and 4
feet long. If the second opening is a slope for a traveling way and
has a greater angle than 20 degrees, it must be provided with stair-

ways. If the escapement shaft is more than 75 feet deep, it must be

provided with hoisting machinery, unless the mine is worked by two
shafts. In Illinois, Pennsylvania, and Wyoming all water coming
from the surface or out of the strata in the shaft shall be conducted

by rings or otherwise prevented from falling down the shaft.

Traveling ways. In Missouri and West Virginia the laws declare

that the traveling roads or ways reaching to the escapement shaft

must be of sufficient size to make them available for speedy exit in

case of accident, and must be kept clean. Illinois, Kansas, and Mon-
tana declare that these traveling ways must be at least five feet in
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eight, and that they must be free from obstructions and from standing
water. In Indiana the traveling roads must be the full height of the
vein worked and four feet wide, and must be kept free from water.

Pennsylvania (sec. 232) requires that, unless the mine inspector shall

deem it impracticable, all mines shall have at least two general passage-
ways, one leading from the main shaft or entrance and the other from
the escapement shaft, both to be kept well drained and in a safe con-
dition. No part of the workings of a mine shall be driven more than
300 feet in advance of such passageways except entries, air ways, or
other narrow work. Provision is also made for connecting the work-

ings with such passageways by means of overcasts where necessary.
SEC. 7. SHAFTS AND HOISTING. 1

Equipment of shafts, traveling

ways, etc. In Colorado (coal mines), Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Ken-

tucky, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and
Utah it is required that the top of every shaft shall be fenced in or
furnished with a safety gate, and in most of these States it is further
added that each fence or drift leading into the shaft shall be properly
fenced and protected. The Kansas act provides that the fence around
the top of each shaft and landing shall not be less than three feet high
and that the gates on the side used for loading and unloading cages
shall be at all times closed except when in actual use. Utah declares

that a person who shall sink a shaft on public domain, in prospect for

1
A\&., Acts of 1896-7, No. 486, sees. 22, 24; Ark., Dig., sees. 5050, 5052; CaL, Act

Mar. 27, 1874, sec. 6; Acts 1893, eh. 74; Colo., An. St., sees. 3183, 3185, 3198, (coal
mines); L. 1899, ch. 119 (metalliferous mines), sec. 20; 111., L. 1899, Act Apr. 18 (pp.

303, 305), sees. 2, 4, 23, 28; Ind., An. St., sees. 7437-7439, 7446, 7449, 7468, 7470, 7471,

7481; Iowa, Acts 1884, ch. 21, sees. 11, 12; Kan., G. S. 1897, ch. 149, sees. 12, 13, 27;

Ky., Stats. 1894, sec. 2731; Mich., L. 1887, No. 213, sec. 3; L. 1899, No. 57, sees. 3, 4;

Mo., R. S., sees. 7064b, 7066-7068; Mon., Pol. Code, part 3, sees. 3361, 3362, 3650-3653;
Pen. Code, part 1, sec. 705; Nev., G. S., ch. 1, sec. 296; N. M., Comp. L. 1884, sec.

1580; N. Y., L. 1897, ch. 415, sec. 123; N. C., L. 1897, ch. 251, sec. 5; Ohio, R. S., sees.

298-300; Pa., Dig., Coal Mines, sees. 237-240, 315, 328-332, 339-345, 359-364, 370, 372; S.

Dak., L. 1897, ch. 92, sec. 1; Tenn., L. 1881, ch. 170, sees. 10, 11, 13; Utah, Comp.
L. 1888, sec. 2240; L. 1896, ch. 113, sees. 12, 13; U. S., Acts 1890-1, ch. 564, sees. 10,

11, 13; Wash., Codes and Stats., sees. 2225, 2226, 2269; W. Va., Code 1891, p. 991,
sec. 8; Wyo., Acts 1890-1, ch. 81, sec. 7.

For laws of Illinois and Pennsylvania in full, see pp. 275 ff
; 296, 306. The fol-

lowing laws are typical:

Colorado (An. St.) :

SEC. 3183. In all cases where the human voice can not be distinctly heard, the
owner or agent shall provide and maintain a met al tube from top to the bottom of

the slope or shaft, or a telephone connection suitably adopted to the free passage of

sound, through which conversation may be held between persons at the bottom and
at the top of the shaft or slope; also the ordinary means of signaling to and from the

top and bottom of the shaft or slope; and in the top of every shaft shall keep an

approved safety gate and an approved safety catch, and sufficient cover overhead on

every carriage used for lowering and hoisting persons; and the said owner or agent
shall see that sufficient flanges or horns are attached to the sides of the drum of every
machine that is used for lowering and hoisting persons in and out of the mine, and
also, that adequate brakes are attached thereto; the main link, attached to the swivel
of the wire rope, shall be made of the best quality of iron, and shall be tested by
weights satisfactory to the inspector of mines of the State; and bridle chains shall

be attached to the main link from the cross pieces of the carriage; and no single link

chain shall be used for lowering or raising persons into or out of said mine; and not
more than five persons for each ton capacity of the hoisting machinery used at any
coal mine, shall be lowered or hoisted by the machine at any one time.

Missouri (R. S.) :

SEC. 7066. The owner, agent or operator of every mine operated by shaft shall

provide suitable means of signaling between the bottom and the top thereof, and
shall also provide safe means of hoisting and lowering persons in a cage covered
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any mineral, ventilating a mine, or otherwise, shall inclose it with c-

substantial fence at least four and one-half feet high (sec. 2240).

Several States Colorado (coal mines), Illinois (sec. 2), Indiana, Kan-

sas, Montana, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Utah, and Wyoming pro-
vide that at the bottom of every shaft there shall be a traveling way
cut into the rock, so as to permit men to pass from one side of the shaft

to the other without going over or under the cage.
Indiana (sec. 7468) declares that where two veins are mined from

one shaft there must be two reflecting lamps, one on each side of the

shaft, not more than ten feet from the shaft in the upper vein. Illinois

requires proper lights at landings.
Colorado has a number of special provisions as to shafts in metallif-

erous mines. Thus, where there is only one exit, and that covered
with a building, tire protection must be provided. Shafts more than

50 feet in depth, equipped with hoisting machinery, must be parti-

tioned, and one compartment must be set aside for a ladderway . Proper
landings are required. Suitable ladders must also be provided in

upraises and winzes. Shafts equipped with buildings and machinery
and having only the working shaft for exit must hereafter be divided

into two compartments, one for a ladderway. This ladderway shall

be securely bulkheaded at a point 25 feet below the collar of the shaft,
and from below this bulkhead a drift shall be run to the surface.

Employees sinking shafts or inclines must be provided with a chain

ladder, or other ladder, to insure safe means of exit. Shaft collars

shall be covered to prevent objects falling down the shaft; where a

cage is used a bonnet must be placed over the shaft. When wooden
doors are used at the entrance of the shaft, it must be housed in and
the doors must stand at an angle of not less than 45 degrees, and must
be not less than four inches thicK. Each station or level must, when prac-
ticable, have a passageway around the working. Proper guard rails

are required at each level. When a shaft is sunk on a vein or body of

with boiler iron, so as to keep safe, as far as possible, persons descending into and

ascending out of said shaft; and such cage shall be furnished with guides to conduct
it on slides through such shaft, with a sufficient brake on every drum to prevent
accident in case of the giving out or breaking of machinery; and such cage shall be
furnished with spring catches, intended and provided, as far as possible, to prevent
the consequences of cable breaking or the loosening or disconnecting of the machin-

ery; and no props or rails shall be lowered in a cage while men are descending into
or ascending out of said mine: Provided, That the provisions of this section in rela-

tion to covering cages with boiler iron shall not apply to coal mines less than one
hundred feet in depth, where the coal is raised by horse power. No male person
under the age of twelve years, or female of any age, shall be permitted to enter any
mine to work therein; nor shall any boy under the age of fourteen years, unless he
can read and write, be allowed to work in anv mine. Any party or person neglect-
ing or refusing to perform the duties required to be performed by the provisions of

thie article shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and punished by a fine in the
discretion of the court trying the same, subject, however, to the limitations as pro-
vided by section 7069 of this article.

SEC. 7067. No owner, agent or operator of any mine operated by shaft or slope
shall place in charge of any engine whereby men are lowered into or hoisted out
of the mines, any but an experienced, competent and sober person not under eighteen
years of age; and no person shall be permitted to ride upon a loaded cage or wagon
used for hoisting purposes in any shaft or slope, and in no case shall more than twelve

persons ride on any cage or car'at one time, nor shall any coal be hoisted out of any
mine while persons are descending into such mine; and the number of persons to

ascend out of or descend into any mine on one cage shall be determined by the

inspector; the maximum number so fixed shall not be less than four nor more than

twelve, nor shall be lowered or hoisted more rapidly than five hundred feet to the
minute.
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ore, a sufhcient pillar of ground must be left standing on each side of
the shaft.

Boilers.
1 The laws of California and New Mexico require that

boilers used for generating steam in and about coal mines shall be kept
in good order and shall be examined by a competent boiler maker at

least once in three months. Colorado, Illinois, Kansas, Missouri, New
York, Tennessee, and Washington similarly require inspection of

boilers by competent persons once in six months. Arkansas, Colorado,
Illinois, Kansas, Missouri, New York, and Washington add that boil-

ers shall be furnished with proper steam gauges, water gauges, and

safety valves. Illinois and Ohio declare that boilers and buildings
containing them shall not be nearer than 60 feet from any shaft or

slope. Pennsylvania prescribes the duties of firemen in caring for
boilers (sec. 333). Tor Pennsylvania and Illinois laws in full see

pp. 289, 296.

Hoisting engineers. Most States which regulate mining require that

the engineers in charge of hoisting machinery shall be sober and

competent persons. It is usually provided also that they must not

delegate the control of the machinery at any time to any other person,
and that no person shall interfere with them in their duties. Thus in

Alabama, Arkansas (engineers must be at least 18 years of age),
Colorado (for both classes of mines), Iowa, Kansas (at least 18 years
of age), Michigan, Missouri (18 years of age; same requirements for

firemen), North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania (at least 21 years of age;
see sections 328, 370), Tennessee, Utah, United States, Washington
(not less than 18 years of age), and West Virginia. Illinois and
Indiana require hoisting engineers to submit to examination in the
same way as mining bosses (see p. 241). The duties of engineers are

specially regulated in Illinois and Pennsylvania (see pp. 288, 302).

Hoisting gea/r. Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois, Indiana,

Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Montana, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, and West Virginia provide that the drums on which hoist-

ing cables are run must have adequate brakes. Colorado (as to metal-

liferous mines), Alabama, Illinois, and Indiana provide that the drum
shall have an indicator by which the engineer shall know where the

cages in the shaft are at the time. Illinois regulates the manner of

fastening cables.

In Colorado (as to coal mines), Illinois, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and
Tennessee the law requires that the drum shall have proper flanges; in

Illinois and Pennsylvania these must extend at least four inches beyond
the cable when all of it is wound upon the drum.

Pennsylvania, New York, and W est Virginia require that the hoist-

ing machinery shall be carefully inspected daily to see that it is in

proper condition. California and New Mexico declare that the hoist-

ing machinery shall be kept constantly in repair.
In Colorado (coal mines), Kansas, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee the

main link or coupling chain attached to the swivel of the wire rope
used for hoisting must be of the best quality of iron and tested satis-

factorily; bridle chains must be attached to the main link from the

1
Ark., Dig. 1894, sec. 5052; Cal., Act Mar. 27, 1874, sec. 10; Colo., An. St., sec. 3187;

111., L. 1899, Act Apr. 18, sec. 4; Kan., G. S. 1897, ch. 149, sec. 15; Mo., R. S. 1889, sec.

7068; N. M., Comp. L., sec. 1584; N. Y., L. 1897, ch. 415, sees. 123, 124; Ohio, R. S., sec.

299; Pa., Dig., Coal Mines, sec. 333; Tenn., L. 1881, ch. 170, sec. 13; Wash., Codes and
iState.. sec. 2228.
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crosspieces of the carriage, and no single-link chain shall be used for

lowering or hoisting persons.
Indiana requires that the rope used for hoisting must be of wire and

shall be examined every morning. Illinois demands careful inspection
of all hoisting apparatus every morning and testing of the ropes by
hoisting the cages (sec. 16).

Safety of cages. Practically all of the States which regulate mining
provide also that the cages used for lowering and hoisting miners shall

be provided with proper safety catches to prevent them from falling
in case the cable shall break. 1 In Montana, Nevada, South Dakota,
and Washington (sec. 2269) it is specially provided that the safety

apparatus, whether consisting of eccentrics, springs, or other devices,
must be securely fastened to the cage, and must be of sufficient

strength to hold the cage at any depth to which the shaft may be sunk.

The laws also provide that the cage shall have a cover to pro-
tect the men from falling substances. In Colorado (as to coal mines),

Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Utah, the

United States, and West Virginia the statute merely declares that

this cover shall be "sufficient." In Arkansas, Illinois, and Missouri
it must be made of boiler iron or iron plate. In Indiana this boiler

plate must be at least one-fourth of an inch in thickness, while in

Nevada (where the statute applies only in case the shaft is at least 450
feet deep) the boiler plate must be three-sixteenths of an inch thick.

South Dakota, which
applies

the act only where the shaft is at least

200 feet deep, also requires the thickness to be three-sixteenths of an

inch, and Washington has the same provision as to shafts over 150 feet

deep (sec. 2269). The Montana act is more detailed than the others.

It declares that the iron cover must be at least three-sixteenths of an
inch thick, and must cover the top of the cage so as to afford the

greatest protection. The cage must also have an irqn or steel casing
not less than one-eighth of an inch in thickness, or a wire netting with
wires not less than one-eighth of an inch in diameter. The doors of

the cage must be made of the same material as the sides, and must be
not less than 5 feet high. In Colorado metalliferous mines the hood
must be three-sixteenths of an inch thick, oval if solid, and if divided
in the middle the sides must slope not less than 45 degrees.

Arkansas, Illinois, Montana, Missouri, and Washington also require
that the cage shall be furnished with proper guides. In Illinois, proper
handholds for each man allowed on the cage must be furnished (sec. 2).

Men on cages. Indiana and Kansas limit the number of persons who
may ride on any cage at one time to six. In Arkansas the number is

limited to eight, and in Iowa, Michigan, North Carolina, Ohio, Ten-

nessee, andWest Virginia the number of persons who may ride on one

cage is ten. Other States, Montana, Missouri, and Washington, limit

the number to twelve, while Iowa, Montana, Missouri, Pennsylvania,
Utah, the United States, and Washington leave it to the discretion of

the inspector to prescribe the number. Illinois declares that no person
shall ride on a cage containing either a loaded or empty car. All of
these States, and also New York, forbid any person to ride on a loaded

cage.
Colorado (coal mines) and Washington provide that not more than

Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado (both classes of mines), Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota,
Tennessee, United States, Utah, Washington, and West Virginia.
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five persons shall be lowered or hoisted for each ton's capacity of the

hoisting machinery. In metalliferous mines of Colorado a notice of

the maximum number allowed on the cage must be posted, and it is a
misdemeanor to ride on an overloaded cage.

In the following States it is also enacted that no person shall descend
in a car or cage while coal is being raised in the other cage: Arkansas,
Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Montana, Michigan, Missouri, and Wash-
ington; and several of these add that props and timbers shall not be
lowered while men are on cages.

Arkansas, Montana, and Missouri declare that cages shall not move
more rapidly than 500 feet per minute when persons are being
lowered or hoisted. In Illinois (except by consent of the inspector)
and Washington the speed is limited to 600 feet per minute.

Illinois prohibits the use of any unstable or self-dumping platform
for carrying men or materials unless provided with some convenient
device for locking it. (See law in full, p. b07.)

Signals. Most of the States have regulations concerning signaling
between the top and bottom of the shaft. In Arkansas, Missouri, and

Washington the law merely provides that suitable means for signaling
shall be furnished. In Indiana, Ohio, Utah, and the United States a

metal tube, such as to permit conversation between the top and bottom
of the shaft, is required. In Colorado this metal tube is made alter-

native with a telephone, and in Iowa with other suitable means. In

Kansas, Pennsylvania (sec. 238), Tennessee, and West Virginia a metal
tube is required, and also other proper means of signaling. Pennsyl-
vania (sec. 340), Illinois, Missouri,

1 and Montana specifically require
that a competent man shall be placed at the top and another at the
bottom of every shaft to attend to the signals and to supervise gener-
ally the lowering and hoisting of men. Missouri, Montana, and Illi-

nois require that these men shall be at their posts at least thirty
minutes before the hoisting begins in the morning and for thirty
minutes after it has ceased at night. Colorado requires a "

eager" at

each level in metalliferous mines having two or more levels.

Several States provide especially for a code of signals with regard
to hoisting. Montana and California leave it to the mine operators to

establish such a system of signals, but require that a proper set of

rules shall be posted for the guidance of the men. Colorado requires
the commissioner of mines to establish a code in metalliferous mines.

A separate section in Montana requires the mine inspector to prepare
a complete code of signals for use in all mines worked through a snaft

of 75 feet or more in depth. Apparently this latter section would
take precedence in ordinary cases over the other provision. In Illinois,

Indiana, and Pennsylvania (sec. 378) the code of signals is fixed by the

law itself, different numbers of raps, bells, or whistles having different

significations. These States also require that the rules concerning the

signals shall be properly posted.
Duties of m^n in charge. The law in Pennsylvania is especially

detailed as to the duties of hoisting engineers, topmen, and cagers (or

bottommen), requiring them to exercise special care in various details

to protect
the safety of men being lowered or hoisted. Thus the

engineer must see that his boilers are properly cared for and that the

steam pressure does not exceed the limit. He must not allow any

*L. 1899, Mar. 15, p. 310.
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unauthorized person to enter the engine house and must take special

precautions to keep his engine well under control (sees. 328-331).
The eager shall not withdraw the car until the cage comes to rest; shall

be careful to attend to the safety springs of catches; shall not allow

tools to be placed on the same cage with men or boys, and shall per-

sonally attend to the signals (sees. 339-342). The topman of every
shaft shall see that the springs for the cages are kept in good order

and must be careful not to let coal or other material fall down the shaft;

must not allow tools on the same cage with employees, and must take

special precautions in lowering horses or mules into the mine. Special

provisions are also made concerning the topmen at the head of slopes
or inclined planes (sees. 343-347). The Pennsylvania law in full is

quoted on p. 289.

SEC. 8. VENTILATION. 1

Quantity of air. In all the mining States

except Idaho and Nevada the operators of mines are required to pro-
vide proper means of ventilation to secure the circulation of air

1

Ala., Acts 1896-7, No. 486, sees. 8, 9, 11, 21, 23, 26; Ark., Dig. 1894, sec. 5048;

Cal., L. 1874, Act Mar. 27, sees. 4, 5 (in Stats, of 1885, p. 633) ; Colo., An. St., sees.

3184, 3198; Ind., An. St., sees. 7435, 7443,7476-7478, as amended by L. 1897, ch.lll;

111., L. 1899, p. 317, sees. 16, 19; la., Acts 1884, ch. 21, sec. 10, as amended by Acts

1888, ch. 56; Kan., G. S., ch. 149, sees. 34, 35, 41, 43; Ky., Stats. 1894, sec. 2731;

Md., L. 1898, ch. 34, sec. 201; Mich., L. 1899, No. 57, sec. 8; Mo., R. S., sees. 7064,
7064a (added by L. 1895, p. 228), 7065; Mon., Pol. Code, part 3, sees. 3355-3360; New
Mexico, Code, sec. 1578; N. Y., L. 1897; ch. 115, sec. 122; N. C., L. 1897, ch. 251,
sec. 5; O., R. S., sees. 298, 301; Pa., Dig. 1895, Coal Mines, sees. 242-266; Tenn., L.

1881, ch. 170, sees. 7-9; Utah, L. 1896, ch. 113, sec. 7; U. S., Stats. 1890-1, ch. 564,
sec. 6; Wash., Stats, and Codes, 1891, sees. 2223, 2224, L. 1897, ch. 45, sees. 4, 6, 9;

W. Va., R. S. 1891, p. 991, sec. 10; L. 1897, ch. 59, sec. 10; Wyo., L. 1890-1, ch. 80,
sees. 4-6.

The Pennsylvania and Illinois laws are given in full below (pp. 276, 303) . The
Colorado provisions, being fairly typical, are here quoted:

SEC. 3184. The owner or agent of every coal mine or colliery, whether shaft, slope
or drift, shall provide and maintain for every such mine an amount of ventilation

not less than one hundred cubic feet, and such additional number of cubic feet as

may -be ordered by said mine inspector, per minute, per person employed in such

mine, and also an amount of ventilation of not less than five hundred cubic feet per
minute for each mule or horse used in said mine which shall be circulated and dis-

tributed throughout the mine in such a manner as to dilute and render harmless and
repel the poisonous and noxious gases from each and every working place in the mine,
and break-throughs or airways shall be driven as often as the inspector of mines may
order, at the different mines inspected by him, and all break-throughs or airways,
except those last made near the working faces of the mines, shall be closed up and
made air tight, by brattice, trap doors or otherwise, so that the currents of air in cir-

culation in the mine may sweep to the interior of the mine, where the persons
employed in such mine are at work; and all mines governed by this statute shall be

provided with artificial means of producing ventilation, when necessary, to provide
a sufficient quantity of air, such as fanning, or suction fans, exhaust steam furnaces,
or other contrivances of such capacity and power as to produce and maintain an
abundant supply of air; but, in case a furnace shall be used for ventilating purposes,
it shall be built in such a manner as to prevent the communication of fire to any part
of the works, by lining the uocast with an incombustible material for a sufhcient
distance up from the said furnace. All mines generating fire damp shall be kept free

from standing gas, and every working place shall be carefully examined every morn-
ing with a safety lamp, by a competent person or persons, before any of the work-
men are allowed to enter the mine; and the person making such examination shall

mark on the face of the workings the day of the month; and in all mines, whether
they generate fire damp or not, the doors used in assisting or directing the ventila-
tion of the mine shall be so hung and adjusted that they will shut up of their own
accord, and can not stand open; and the owner or agent shall employ a practical and
competent inside overseer, to be called a "mining boss," who shall keep a careful

watch over the ventilating apparatus, and the airways, traveling ways, pumps, tim-
bers and drainage; also, shall see that, as the miners advance their excavations, that
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through the working places of the mine to an extent sufficient to render
harmless the obnoxious gases generated.

2 The amount of air required
is not specified in Alabama, Michigan, Maryland, or New York. In

California, New Mexico, Tennessee, and the Territories under the

United States act, there must be 55 cubic feet per second of pure air, or

3,300 cubic feet per minute, for every 50 men employed. In all of the
other States 100 cubic feet per minute for each man must be furnished,
and in Washington an equal quantity for each animal in the mine. In
Colorado and Iowa 500 cubic feet per minute must also be secured for

each horse or mule used in the mine. In Illinois, Missouri, and Montana
600 cubic feet are required for each animal, and in Indiana and Utah
300 cubic feet. In Pennsylvania 150 cubic feet per minute are

required for each man in mines where fire damp has been discovered,
and in Utah 200 cubic feet. In Illinois, Missouri, and Montana the law

provides that the currents of air in the mines shall be divided or split in

such a way as to give a separate current for each 100 men, or for a

all loose coal, slate and rock overhead are carefully secured against falling in or upon
the traveling ways, and that sufficient timber, of suitable lengths and sizes, is fur-

nished for the places where they are to be used, and placed in the working places of

the mines; and he shall measure the ventilation at least once a week, at the inlet

and outlet, and also at or near the face of all the entries; and the measurement of

air so made shall be noted on blanks, furnished by the mine inspector; and on the
first week day of each month the "mining boss" of each mine shall sign one of such

blanks, properly filled, and forward the same by mail to said mine inspector, a copy
of which shall be filed at the office of the coal company, subject to inspection by
miners.

SEC. 3198 (as amended by chapter 123, acts of 1893) . The owner, agent or lessee

of each coal mine or colliery in this State employing ten or more men shall, when
working in close proximity to an abandoned mine or part of a mine containing
water or fire damp, cause bore holes to be kept, at least twenty feet in advance of

the coal face and sides of all working places in such mine or colliery, known to be

approaching old and abandoning workings. Side holes to be not more than twenty-
five feet apart and to a like depth; also that it shall not be lawful for any owner
or agent operating vertical coal veins, to mine or extract coal from levels under

any portion of said mine or adjoining mines where water exists, without first hav-

ing pumped out such water. All veins pitching over seventy degrees shall be
understood as vertical veins, under this act. And said owner or agent shall cause
all abandoned shafts, air shafts, slopes, slack piles or cave holes to be securely and
safely fenced off; and in all bituminous and lignite coal mines coming under the

provisions of this act, the state inspector of coal mines shall have the authority to

compell [compel] the owners, agents or lessees of coal mines to remove any or all

fine coal or slack which may accumulate in the working places or gobs, and where
gob-fires or spontaneous combustion are known or even suspected to exist, a care-

ful inspection shall be made daily of the workings, by the mine boss or an other

competent person, and if an increase of temperature be localized in any part of

the gobs or other places, prompt action shall be taken to remove the heated gob
or debris, or extinguish the fire by water or other contrivance; but if the fire has

already reached such proportions that it is impossible to extinguish it in that way,
then it shall be the duty of the superintendent, or mine boss in the absence of the

superintendent, to at once build suitable stoppings of double walls of a concave

shape, and at least two feet apart, with ends, top and bottom, built into cuttings
made into the coal or rock, and the center between the walls to be filled in with
sand or other fir.e earthy matter, which shall be closely tamped, so as to fill up all

cracks and crevices, the outside of said walls to be carefully plastered with "lime
and cement, so as to completely isolate the fire from air. Should combustion still

be suspected to be going on, then steam, where practicable, shall be injected
toward the fire from pipes in connection with boilers, and passing through jaid

walls or stoppings, or to flood with water the site of the fire; and that in all coal

mines known to generate explosive gas, that the owner or agent shall provide and

adopt a system, by which water under pressure, or otherwise shall be sprinkled,
and make damp all accumulations of fine coal dust from time to time that may
accumulate on any haulage road, rooms, stopes or any other working places.
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smaller number if the inspector deems necessary. In Indiana a separate
current is required for each 50 persons, while in Washington it is

required for each 75 persons unless the inspector finds that the system
of splitting the air can not be adopted except at extraordinary expense.

Pennsylvania (sec. 243) requires a separate current for each 65 persons,
but the inspector may permit not over 100 to work in the same current.

Tennessee requires the splitting of air for each 50 persons in case explo-
sive gas is known to exist in the mine. Tennessee also prescribes the

size of the intake and return air shafts.

Several States (Alabama, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, Missouri, Mon-
tana, and Washington) especially provide that, if the mine inspector
shall find men working without sufficient air, he shall order the oper-
ator to rectify the condition, and, in case of failure to do so, snail

either himself order the men out of the mine or appeal for injunction
from the courts to restrain the working of the mine. Similar powers
are conferred upon the inspector incidentally in connection with other

powers in many States. (See above, p. 238.)

Pennsylvania (sec. 270) permits condemnation of adjacent lands when
necessary to secure proper ventilation or drainage for any mine.

Machinery and ventilating apparatus. To secure the required venti-

lation the laws usually provide that any satisfactory appliance, such as

fans or furnaces, may or shall be used. In Washington, however, the

use of a furnace for ventilating is prohibited. Tennessee and Indiana
forbid the use of a furnace where breakers or other buildings stand

directly over the top of the shaft; while in other States (Arkansas,
Colorado, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, and Montana) where furnaces are
used the shaft must be lined with incombustible material to prevent
danger of fire. Montana adds that furnaces must not emit smoke into

any shaft or slope which is the only means of egress. (See also pro-
visions as to ventilating shafts used as escapements, p. 246.)

Pennsylvania (sec. 244) requires ventilating fans to be kept in con-

tinuous operation, unless by permission of the inspector, specifying
certain hours; in all cases fans shall be started two hours before

beginning work.
In Pennsylvania (sec. 314) and Washington it is provided that, if

ventilating machinery breaks down or ceases to operate, the workmen
shall be withdrawn from the mine, and that where inflammable gas is

believed to be present the mine shall be properly inspected with a

safety lamp before they are allowed to reenter. In Pennsylvania the
duties of fan engineers in such cases are especially regulated, as well
as their general duties (sec. 334) and those of furnacemen (sees. 313,

335-337).
The Pennsylvania act (sec. 265) further declares that after its pas-

sage no principal ventilating fan shall be placed inside of a coal mine
wherein explosive gas has been detected or wherein the air is contain i

nated with coal dust. Stationary boilers must be placed more than 50
feet from the bottom of the upcast shaft. All ventilating fans must
be provided with recording instruments for showing the number of

revolutions and the effective ventilating pressure, and records of these
shall be kept (sec. 376).
Fire boss Measurement of currents. The laws of Alabama, Califor-

nia, Colorado, Illinois (sees. 16, 18), Indiana (sec. 7479), Kansas, Mon-
tana, New Mexico, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania (sec. 258),

Tennessee, West Virginia, and Wyoming provide especially that each
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coal mine must have a competent foreman, mine boss, or fire boss.

Some States require a separate officer to act as fire boss. The boss

shall keep a careful watch over the ventilating apparatus and air ways,
shall examine working places to discover fire damp, and in most cases

is required to measure the air current at least once a week, and to

keep a record of the measurement, which shall be open to the inspector,
and which in some States must be reported to him monthly. The
Illinois and Pennsylvania laws are especially full as to the duties of

fire bosses (see pp. 288, 303). (See also provisions as to foremen and

bosses, p. 240.)
Doors. To secure the proper circulation of air, it is provided in

Alabama, Colorado, Indiana, Illinois, Kansas, Missouri, Montana,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Washington, West Virginia, and

Wyoming that all doors in the mine which regulate the current shall

be so hung or adjusted that they will close themselves. The Kentucky
law simply provides that proper doors shall be furnished. In Illinois,

Indiana, Missouri, Montana, and Ohio the law requires that a boy or

"trapper" shall be kept at the doors to see that they are properly
closed, at least in the case of the larger mines, and a similar require-
ment exists in Pennsylvania unless approved self-acting doors are
used. The Kansas laws prohibits employees or others from leaving
doors open longer than while passing through, and requires that any
person who tears down a brattice cloth must immediately notify the
mine boss, and it must be promptly replaced. Tennessee declares that

the main air door on any traveling road shall be double and an extra
door shall be filed, to be closed only in the event of an accident to one
of the others, and the sides and top of such doors shall be well built

with stone and mortar where the inspector deems necessary. The
Washington act provides that the main doors in a mine shall be so

placed that whenever one door is open another which has the same
effect on the current of air shall remain closed. Pennsylvania requires
an extra emergency door on inclined planes or machine-haulage roads

(sec. 246).

Break-throughs. In order that the ventilation may be sufficient and
the currents of air reach to the working faces themselves, the statutes

frequently provide that break-throughs or air ways shall be made from
one drift to another at certain intervals, or that the working face shall

not be driven more than a certain distance ahead of a current of air.

Thus in Iowa, Kentucky, North Carolina, Ohio, and Washington no

working place may be driven more than 60 feet in advance of a break-

through, and all break-throughs except those last made near the work-

ing face shall be closed up to force the air forward. The distance

between break-throughs in Pennsylvania is left to the discretion of the

inspector, but must not be more than 35 yards nor less than 16 yards.
The Indiana laws require break-throughs to be made at least every 75
feet and also provide for closing up all but the last one, while Wyo-
ming requires break-throughs every 16 yards. Break-throughs in Kan-
sas

1 must not be more than 40 feet apart and must be at least 6 feet

^he Kansas act in full (Acts 1895, ch. 171) :

SEC. 1. It shall be unlawful for any mine owner, agent, lessee or operator of any
coal mine, or any other underground workings, where any kind of mineral is mined
or excavated, in either shaft mine, slope mine or drift mine, by system of room and
pillar, to mine or cause to be mined by any employee employed therein, in any of

said mines, any minerals nuned by bushel, ton, or other rates, to excavate coal or
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wide and to the full height of the coal strata if not over 6 feet, in

no case to have an area of less than 21 square feet. Unused break-

throughs must be properly closed. Alabama and Colorado leave it to

the discretion of the mine inspector to require break-throughs at such

intervals as he may deem necessary; while Illinois (sec. 16) requires
mine managers to provide sufficient break-throughs and (sec. 19) to

close them substantially with brick or similar material laid in cement.

Special precautions against fire damp. In most of the States legis-

lating regarding ventilation it is provided that where fire damp or

explosive gas is known to accumulate in a mine or a part of a mine,
accumulations of standing gas in working places shall be prevented,
and a competent person, usually the fire boss, shall examine the

mine with a safety lamp every morning before the men are permitted
to enter for work, while in most cases some method of recording the

fact of such inspection is required: Alabama (sees. 23, 26), Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Illinois, Indiana (examination before every shift),

Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, Montana, New Mexico, North Carolina,

Ohio, Pennsj'lvania (before every shift, sec. 248), Tennessee, Washing-
ton, West Virginia (before every shift), and Wyoming (before every

other minerals, in an advance space of forty feet, unless break-throughs are made,
ranging in distance as follows: Forty feet shall constitute the distance between break-

throughs, which shall be made through the pillar which divides either rooms, air

courses, or entries, where any of said rooms, air courses or entries are in operation,
and in no case shall the distance exceed the aforesaid distance, namely, forty feet,

irrespective of thickness or distance of the pillar or pillars which divides such rooms,
air courses or entries.

SEC. 2. Said break-throughs shall be at least six feet wide and the full height of

coal strata, or other minerals mined which does not exceed six feet in height, ami
in no case shall the air courses have less than thirty-six feet of an area, where mines
are operated on room and pillar system. And the compensation for making such

break-throughs shall be regulated by or between the employer and employee; and

any room, air course or entry, or any other working places where miners or others
are employed, shall cease operation at the working faces until said break-throughs
are perfected as herein specified, in section 1 of this act. And said break-throughs
shall be filled with either slate, rock, or closed by brattice, to make the same air-

tight, as soon as the second or succeeding break-throughs are made. And in case

any of such break-throughs are partly opened or torn down, by the concussion of

shots, or blasts, or by premature explosion, or otherwise, the foreman or superintend-
ent, or agent in each of any of the said mines, shall immediately cause any of such

break-throughs to be properly closed and made air-tight, as soon as notified by an

employee.
SEC. 3. Every mine owner, agent, lessee or operator of coal mines or underground

workings of the character mentioned in section 1 of this act shall provide, and here-
after maintain for every such mine, ample means of ventilation, affording not less

than 100 cubic feet of air in every such mine, per man per minute. Said volume of

air shall be directed or circulated, where any person or persons may be working in

any of said mines.
SEC. 4. The inspector of mines shall cause the volume of air to be increased when

necessary to such an extent as will dilute, carry off, and render harmless, the nox-
ious gases generated therein. And mines generating firedamp shall be kept free of

standing gas, and every working place shall be carefully examined every morning,
with a safety lamp by an examiner, or fire boss, before miners or other employees
enter their respective working places. Said examiner or fire boss shall register tin-

day of the month at the place of the workings, and also on top in a book which
shall be kept in the weighmaster's office for such special purpose, and as proof of

inspection, he shall daily record all places examined in said book, and in case of

danger where firedamp may have accumulated during the absence of any person, or

persons, employed therein, said examiner or fire boss, must notify the miners or those

employed therein, or those who may have occasion to enter such places. And the

hydrogen or firedamp, generated therein, must be diluted and rendered harmless,
before any person or persons enter such working, or abandoned part of the mine
with a naked light.
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shift). In Maryland it is enacted that whenever noxious gases are
known to exist in a mine it shall he the duty of the mine inspector,
on information, to examine the mine and require the owner to close it

or any part thereof, or properly ventilate it.

In Pennsylvania and West Virginia the law requires that mines

generating fire damp shall be kept free from standing gases in the
worked-out parts as far as possible, and that entrances to such parts
shall be properly closed and a warning posted. In such mines, also,

Colorado, Illinois, Montana, Kansas, Pennsylvania (sec. 368), and
West Virginia provide that accumulations of fine dry coal dust must
be prevented as far as possible, and when necessary must be watered
down.

Colorado adds that where gob fires are known or suspected to exist

a careful inspection shall be made daily. If an increase of temperature
be found, prompt action shall be taken to put out the fire, but if it

has reached such proportions that it can not be extinguished suitable

stoppings shall be built, consisting of double walls of a concave shape,
such as to completely isolate the fire from air. If combustion is still

suspected, then steam and water, if practicable, shall be used to extin-

guish it.

Missouri, Montana, and Pennsylvania declare that no persons shall

be employed where they are likely to come in contact with explosive

gases, unless they are in charge of persons whom the foreman knows
to have had experience sufficient to insure the safety of the miners.

.Bore holes. In order to prevent excavations from breaking through
unexpectedly into parts of mines or other places containing fire damp,
it is provided that bore holes must be driven in advance of the excava-
tions when approaching abandoned workings likely to contain fire damp
or water. In Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois (sec. 25), Missouri, Tennessee,
and Washington the law requires that these bore holes shall be driven at

least 20 feet in advance of the face of the working place, and if neces-

sary on the sides thereof. Colorado adds that these side bore holes

shall not be more than 25 feet apart. In Alabama and Indiana work-

ings approaching such accumulations of water or gas shall not exceed

eight feet in width, and front arid side bore holes must be made not
less than three yards deep. The bore holes in Kansas, Pennsylvania,
Washington, West Virginia, and Wyoming must be at least 12 feet in

advance, and when necessary must be driven on the sides also. In

Pennsylvania the side holes must be not over eight feet apart, and bore
holes are also required in the cutting of clay veins, spars, or faults, in

entries, or other narrow workings going into the solid coal.

Pennsylvania (sec. 374) and Wyoming declare that accumulations of

gas or fire damp shall not be removed by brushing in any way. The,

Pennsylvania statute further provides that in case gas is ignited by
blasting or otherwise the miner shall put it out immediately, if possi-

ble, and if unable to do so he shall immediately notify the mine
foreman.

Xofety lamps.
1

Alabama, Colorado, Illinois, North Carolina, Ohio,

Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Wyoming provide that all safety lamps

'Ala., Acts 1896-7, No. 486, sec. 13; Colo., An. St., sec. 3186; 111., L. 1899, Aj>r. is,

sec. 29; Kan., G. S. 1897, ch. 149, sec. 44; N. C., L. 1897, ch. 251, sec. fi; Ohio, It. S.,

sees. 301, 306, as amended 1894, p. 160, Pa., Dig., Coal Mines, sees. 252, 253, 268, ."i;:
1

,,

Mf>; Tenn., L. 1881, ch. 170, sec. 9; W. Va., Code 1891, p. 991, sec. 10, Wyo., Acts

1890-1, ch. 81, sec. 6.

249A 17
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used in coalmines shall be the property of the owner or operate' of the

mineand shall be in charge of the agent, mine foreman, fire boss, or other

competent person. In Pennsylvania the law specially defines the cases

in which safety lamps must be used. The use of electric currents in

places where safety lamps are required is prohibited (sec. 251). Ala-

bama and Pennsylvania declare that a sufficient number of safety lamps,
not less than 25 per cent of the lamps used, shall be kept at each mine
where gas has ever been generated. Illinois gives the mine inspector

power to require the necessary number of lamps. Alabama, Illinois,

North Carolina, and Pennsylvania declare that the person in charge of

the safety lamps must properly care for them and deliver them locked
and in safe condition to the men before each shift. In Alabama and

Pennsylvania any person whose safety lamp is defective or injured must

promptly report the fact to the mine foreman. In North Carolina no
unauthorized person shall have in his possession a key for unlocking a

safety lamp, and no matches are allowed in mines except under the

direction of the mine foreman. Pennsylvania provides that no one

except a person duly authorized by the mine foreman shall have in his

possession a key to safety lamps, and that ho one shall be intrusted

with a lamp until he has given sufficient evidence to the mine foreman
that he understands its proper use. The use of the common Davy
safety lamp is prohibited, and the Clanny lamp may be used only if its

gauze is thoroughly protected by a metallic shield.

Pennsylvania further declares l that no explosive oil shall be taken
into coal mines for lighting purposes except when used in approved
safety lamps and that oil shall not be stored in mines in quantities

exceeding five gallons. Places where cars are oiled or greased must be

thoroughly cleaned to prevent accumulation of waste oil. In Indiana,
2

Missouri,
3

Pennsylvania, and Ohio only a pure animal or pure cotton-

seed oil, or oils as free from smoke as these, shall be used for illumi-

nating purposes. The Indiana, Missouri, and Ohio laws are detailed

as to tests of oil.
4 Kansas prohibits the use of any other oil than lard

oil for lighting purposes.

1 L. 1899, ch. 74.
2 L. 1899, ch. 144, sec. 1.
3 L. 1895, Apr. 9 (p. 225).
4
Ohio, R. S.:

SEC. 306 (as amended by act passed March 29, 1892, Laws of Ohio, vol. 89, page
164, and by act passed April 19, 1894, Laws of Ohio, vol. 91, page 160). Only a pure
animal or vegetable oil, or other oil as free from smoke as a pure animal or vegetable
oil, and not the product or by-product of rosin, and which shall, on inspection, com-
ply with the following test, shall be used for illuminating purposes in the mines of

this State: All such oil must be tested at 60 degrees Fahrenheit. The specific gravity
of the oil must not exceed 24 degrees Tagliabue. The test of the oil must be made
in a glass jar one and five-tenths inches in diameter by seven inches in depth. If the
oil to be tested is below 45 degrees Fahrenheit in temperature, it must be heated
until it reaches about 80 degrees Fahrenheit; and should the oil be above 45 degrees
and below 60 degrees Fahrenheit, it must be raised to a temperature of about 70

degrees Fahrenheit, when, after being well shaken, it should be allowed to cool

gradually to a temperature of 60 degrees Fahrenheit, before finally being tested. In

testing the gravity of the oil, the Tagliabue hydrometer must be, when possible,
read from below, and the last line which appears under the surface of the oil shall
be regarded as the true reading. In case the oil under test should be opaque or

turbid, one-half of the capillary attraction shall be deemed and taken to be the true

reading. Where the oil is tested under difficult circumstances, an allowance of one-
half degree may be made for possible error in parallax before condemning the oil for

use in the mine. All oil sold to be used for illuminating purposes in the mines of

this State, shall be contained in barrels or packages branded conspicuously with the
name of the dealer, the specific gravity of the oil, and the date of shipment.
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SEC. 9. FENCING OF MACHINERY, SHAFTS, AND OTHER OPENINGS.*
Aside from the special provisions concerning fences or gates for hoist-

ing shafts, several States provide that all abandoned shafts and slopes
or openings of any kind shall be properly fenced or covered Colo-

rado (both classes of mines) Indiana, Kansas, Montana, Missouri, and
Tennessee. Montana and Missouri add that all sumps shall be properly
covered. Ohio and North Carolina require that all underground
entrances to places not in actual course of working or extension shall

be properly fenced across. In Pennsylvania all dangerous places must
be properly fenced and sign boards, indicating the danger, must be
so hung upon the fences as to be plainly seen (sec. 315). Abandoned

slopes and other places must also be fenced (sec. 364).

Kansas, Pennsylvania (sec. 241), Tennessee, and Wyoming further

provide that all machinery shall be protected or fenced.

SEC. 10. EXPLOSIVES AND BLASTING. 2 Colorado declares that under-

ground workings of a coal mine shall not be used for storing gun-
powder or other blasting material. The provisions as to metalliferous

mines are more elaborate.
3 Kansas forbids more than 12 pounds of

powder or explosives to be taken into a mine by any one person at one
time. Such explosives must be kept in a tight box, securely locked,
at least 20 yards from the working face. Illinois (see pp. 296, 304)

prohibits any miner from having more than 25 pounds of powder or 3

pounds of high explosives, and requires explosives to be kept in prop-
erly located locked boxes. The powder house must be on the surface,

fireproof, and safely located. Missouri also requires explosives to be

'Colo., An. St., sec. 3198; L. 1899, ch. 119, sec. 20; Ind., An. St., sec. 7439; Kan.,
G. S., sec. 27; Mo., E. S., sec. 7068; Hon., Pol. Code, sec. 3362; Pen. Code, sec. 704,
as amended by L. 1899, p. 149; N. C., L. 1897, ch. 251, sec. 5; Ohio, E. S., sec. 298;

Pa., Dig., Coal Mines, sees. 241,315,364; Tenn., L. 1881, ch. 170, sec. 13; Wyo., Acts

1890-1, ch. 80, sec. 7.
2
Colo., An. St., sec. 3198 (coal mines) ;

L. 1899, ch. 119, sec. 20 (metal mines) ; 111.,

L. 1899, Apr. 18, sees. 5, 20; Ind., Acts 1899, ch. 167; Kan., G. S., ch. 149, sees. 25, 28-31
;

Mo., E. S., sees. 7064c, 7077, 7077a, as added by L. 1895, Apr. 9 and 11; Mon.,
Pol. Code, sec. 3358; N. Y., L. 1897, ch. 415, sec. 125; Pa., Dig., Coal Mines, sees. 269,

323, 352, 357, 358, 371, 373; Wash., Stats, and Codes, sec. 2240.
3
Colorado, L. 1899, ch. 119:

SEC. 20. First That explosive.8 must be stored in a magazine provided for that

purpose alone; said magazine to be placed far enough from the working shaft, tun-

nel, or incline to insure the same remaining intact in the event the entire stock of

explosives in said magazine be exploded; that all explosives in excess of the amount
required for a shift's work must be kept in said magazine; that no powder or other

explosive be stored in underground workings where men are employed; that each
mine shall provide and employ a suitable device for thawing or warming powder and
keep the same in condition for use; that oils or other combustable [combustible]
substances shall not be kept or stored in the same magazine with explosives.
Second That the commissioner of mines shall have authority to regulate and limit

the amount of nitro powder stored or kept in general supply stores in mining camps
or mining towns where there is no municipal law governing the storage of same.
Third That oils and other inflamable [inflammable] material shall be stored or

kept in a building erected for that purpose, and at a safe distance from the main
buildings, and at a safe distance from the powder magazine, and their removal from
said building for use shall be in such quantities as are necessary to meet the require-
ments of a day only.
Fourth That no person shall, whether working for himself, or in the employ of

any person, company or corporation, while loading or charging a hole with nitro-

glycerine powder or other explosives, use or emply [employ] any steel or iron tamp-
ing bar; nor shall any mine manager, superintendent, foreman or shift boss, or other

person having the management or direction of mine labor, allow or permit the use
of such steel, iron or other metal tamping bar by employees under his management
or direction.
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kept in a strong locked box, to be placed tit least 100 feet from the

point where blasting is done. Montana declares that no more powder
shall be stored in a mine than is. necessary for one day's use. Penn-

sylvania limits the amount of explosives to be taken into a mine to the
amount required for use in one shift, requires metallic canisters to be

used, and also limits the amount of explosives which may be stored in

a tipple, or weighing office, or place where workmen have business.

Kansas provides that blasting shall be done only by shot firers espe-
cially employed for the purpose, and Missouri has a similar provision
as regards dry and dusty mines discharging light carbonated hydro-
gen gas or mines where coal is blasted off the solid. Pennsylvania
provides that no person shall be employed to blast coal unless the
mine foreman is satisfied that he is qualified by experience, and in

places likely to generate sudden volumes of fire damp, or where safety

lamps are necessary, no shots shall be fired except under the super-
vision and with the consent of the mine foreman or some competent
person designated for that purpose.
Some States regulate the manner of firing blasts, etc. Thus in Illi-

nois no workman is permitted to bring a lighted lamp, pipe, or other

thing containing fire nearer than five feet from an open box containing
explosives. No coal dust or inflammable material may be used for

tamping. No means shall be used to hasten the burning of a fuse.

Proper warning must be given to persons approaching, and not more
than one shot shall be fired at the same time in any place unless by
electricity or long fuses. (For the Illinois act in full, see p. 304.)

Indiana prohibits blasting during working hours except in opening
new mines. No shot shall be fired in any working place before all

shots in places beyond that working place have been fired and the
miners have passed out. Where coal is mined by blasting off the solid

no drill hole for blasting shall be driven more than one foot past the
end of the cutting of the coal at the loose end. Not more than eight
pounds of blasting powder shall be placed in a hole.

The Indiana law in full is given below. 1

'Indiana, Laws 1899, ch. 167:

SEC. 1. That there be no shooting, or blasting of any kind allowed in the mines of

the State in working hours: Provided, In cases of opening up a new mine, which
contains not over twenty (20) employees, and not over one hundred (100) yards in

any direction from the bottom of said shaft, the said mine operator, superintendent,
agent, boss and miners shall be permitted to allow shooting or blasting twice in

working hours only.
SEC. 2. That where powder, or other explosives, is used in mining or loosing coal,

in any mine of this State, it shall be unlawful for any miner or other persons to fire

any shot in any working place, on any entry, before all shots in places beyond such

working place have been fired, and all miners and other persons have passed such

working place on their way to the outlet of such mine.
SEC. 3. That in any mine in this State, where coal is mined by "blasting off the

solid" it shall be unlawful for any miner or other person to drill any hole, for the

purpose of blasting, more than one foot past the end of his cutting or "loose end"
or to prepare a "shot" in such a way that the distance from the hole to the loose
end shall be more than five feet, measured at right angles to the direction of the hole.

SEC. 4. That it shall be unlawful for any miner, or other person, to place in any
hole, for the purpose of blasting coal or other material, in any coal mine in this

state, more than eight pounds of blasting powder, or to light a squib, fuse or other
device with a purpose to discharge any shot which he knows to contain more than

eight pounds of blasting powder, or to discharge any such shot by the use of an elec-

tric battery or any other device which may be used for such purpose.
SEC. 5. It shall be the duty of the mine operator or superintendent or agent or

mine boss to see that section (1) one of this act be enforced or carried out.

SEC. 6. And for violation of any section of this act the same parties, the mine
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Kansas also declares that shots shall be fired once each day, and only
after the miners have been hoisted out of the mine. Holes shall not
be drilled for blasting until the coal has been undermined to the depth
of at least two feet or to the full depth of the drill or until the coal has
been sheared to a similar depth at the sides.

1

Missouri and Montana provide that no blasting hole shall be charged
with loose powder or otherwise than with a properly constructed

cartridge, and that in dry and dusty mines the cartridges must be
loaded with powder cans especially constructed for that purpose.
Missouri requires blasting by shot firers to be done only after the men
have left the mine. New York gives the inspector of mines power to

prescribe rules concerning the manner of storing and using explosives;
none except qualified persons shall be permitted to fire shots, and

timely notice must be given before any blast is fired.

Illinois, New York, and Washington also provide that in charging
holes for blasting no iron or steel-pointed bars shall be used unless

tipped with copper or soft material. Colorado prohibits use of metal

tamping bars in metalliferous mines.

Pennsylvania provides that proper notice shall be given to all per-
sons before blasts are fired, and that when a workman opens a box con-

taining explosives or handles them he shall put his lamp at least 5 feet

away and shall not smoke. Coal must be properly undermined before

blasting (sec. 312). (For the Pennsylvania law in full see pp. 287, 291.)

SEC. 11. UNDERGROUND ROADS; SAFETY HOLES. 2 Several States

provide that on underground gangways or planes, whether self-acting
or engine planes, suitable means of signaling between stopping
places and the ends of such planes must be provided, and also places of

refuge or manholes at certain intervals, and some of these also require
manholes in gangways where cars are hauled by animals. In Arkan-
sas, Kansas, Missouri, and Montana these manholes must not be over
30 feet apart in the case of self-acting or engine planes and not over 60
feet apart in gangways where animal power is used for moving cars.

In Illinois (both for mechanical and animal-power planes), Ohio, Wash-

ington, and West Virginia the manholes are to be not more than 60
feet apart. Pennsylvania requires manholes at least every 45 feet in

operator, superintendent, agent, boss and miners shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and for such offense shall be fined not over ($100) one hundred dollars, nor less than

($5) five dollars, or imprisonment in the county jail not over (6) six months, nor
less than (80) thirty days for each offense.

1

Kansas, G. S., ch. 149, sec. 29:

It shall be unlawful for any miner or any person other than the shot-firers pro-
vided for in section 1 of this act [the next preceding section], to fire any shot in

any coal-shaft, slope, drift or pit in this state. Any miner or other person engaged
in mining coal in this state, who shall drill any hole or fire any shot in the coal

vein at the working face of any room or entry until so much of said coal vein at said

working face as the said shot or shots are intended to throw down shall have been
undermined to the depth of not less than two feet, or sheared or cut to the full depth
of the drill or shot-hole and of the full thickness of the coal vein in rooms, or shall

have been sheared to the full depth of the drill or shot-hole and the full thickness

of vein in entries, or who shall so direct the drilling of such holes as to include

between such shearing or mining and the back or rear end of the hole a greater
width of coal than is contained between such shearing or mining and the mouth of

the hole, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and fined as hereinafter provided.
2
Ark., Dig., sec. 5052; Colo., An. St., sees. 3187, 3198; 111., L. 1899, Apr. 18, sec 21;

Kan., G. S., ch. 149, sees. 16, 37; Mo., R. S., sec. 7068; Mon., Pol. Code, part 3, sec.

3363; Ohio, R. S., sec. 299; Penn., Dig., Coal Mines, sees. 257, 324-327, 338, 353-355,

366, 367, 381; Wash., Codes and iStatn., t-:ec. 2228; W. Va., Code; 1891, p. 991, sees. 9,

11; Wyo., Acts 1890-1, ch. 80, sec. 6.
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the case of engine or self-acting planes and every 90 feet where animal

power is used. Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, and West Virginia pro-
vide that if sufficiently wide space exists through the tunnels these

manholes are unnecessaiy. Colorado requires the places of refuge
every 50 feet. Wyoming requires them every 90 feet on all hauling
roads. In Montana, Missouri, Pennsylvania, and Wyoming these

places must be whitewashed in order to make them more conspicuous.
Colorado enacts further that wherever coal is hauled by machinery

on underground roads, if the grade is more than six feet per 100, double
drawbars must be attached to every car and the hooks used to attach

the cars must be furnished with some device to prevent them from

becoming unfastened. Moreover, double chains with approved safety
hooks must be attached to the socket of the hoisting ropes.

Pennsylvania provides that safety blocks or other devices must be

placed on cars to prevent them from falling into shafts or running
away on slopes and inclined planes. No person is allowed to travel to

or from work on an inclined plane or locomotive road when other

good roads exist. No person except the driver or trip runner is per-
mitted to ride on loaded cars, or in empty cars at more than six miles an
hour. Tunnels in which locomotives are used (sec. 381) must be prop-
erly ventilated, by a special apparatus if so required by the inspector.
The Pennsylvania statute also prescribes the duties of drivers and of

trip runners in considerable detail, as well as of the persons employed
to nook cars onto the hauling rope or chain at the bottom of a slope.

(See these provisions in full, pp. 288, 292.)
Illinois requires a conspicuous light in front of every train of pit

cars, except on inclined planes. (For provisions in full, see p.
-

.)

SEC. 12. PROPS AND TIMBERS. The laws of most States require that

mines shall be properly timbered, and that the owners or persons in

charge of mines shall keep a sufficient supply of props and other tim-

bers, and shall deliver them when required at places convenient to the
reach of the miners. 1 The details vary slightly in the different States.

Indiana, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia require that proper places
(in Indiana blackboards and in Pennsylvania books' or sheets) shall be

provided on which miners may enter a statement of the props or
timbers required from time to time. Colorado declares as to metal-
liferous mines that all old timber must be removed from the mine and
not permitted to decay underground.

2

SEC. 13. AcciDENTS. 3 In case of serious or fatal accident in a

Ula., Acts 1896-7, No. 486, sec. 12; Ark., Dig., sec. 5060; Colo., An. St., sec.

3184; 111., L. 1899, Apr. 18, sec. 16; Ind., An. St., sec. 7444; Iowa, Acts 1884, ch. 21,
sec. 18; Kan., G. S., ch. 149, sec. 16; Mo., R. 8., sec. 7076; Md., Pub. Loc. Laws,
art. 1, sec. 202; Mich., Acts 1899, No. 57, sec. 7; N. C., L. 1897, ch. 251, sec. 8; N. Y.,
L. 1897, ch. 415, sec. 122; Ohio, R. S., sec. 6871; Pa., Dig., Coal Mines, sees. 255, 316;
Utah, L. 1896, ch. 113, sec. 16; Wash., Codes and Stats., sec. 2233; W. Va., Code 1891,

p. 991, sec. 11; Wyo., Acts 1890-1, ch. 80, sec. 6.
2 L. 1899, ch. 119, sec. 20.
s
Ala., Acts 1896-7, No. 486, sec. 29; Ark., Dig., sec. 5053; Colo., An. St., sec. 3188

(coal mines) ;
L. 1899, ch. 119, sec. 20 (metal mines) ; Idaho, Acts 1893, p. 152, sec.

10; 111., L. 1899, Apr. 18, sees. 26, 27; Ind., An. St., sees. 7474, 7475; Iowa. Acts 1884,
ch. 21, sec. 2, as amended by Acts 1886, ch. 140; Kan., G. S., ch. 149, sec. 20; Md.,
Pub. Loc. Laws, art. 1, sec. 199; Mo., R. S., sec. 7069; Mon., Pol. Code, part 3, sec.

-;; X. Y., L. 1897, ch. 415, sec. 126; N. C., L. 1897, ch. 251, sec. 6a; Ohio, R. S.,

sec. 301; Pa., Dig., Coal Mines, sees. 289-292; S. Dak., Actd 1890, ch. 112, sec. 9; Tenn.,
L. 1881, ch. 170, sec. 12; L. 1887, ch. 247, sees. 9, 10; U. S., Acts 1890-1, ch. 564, sec.

15; Utah, L. 1896, ch. 113, sec. 15; Wash., Stats, and Codes, sec. 2229; W. Va., Code
1891, p. 991, sec. 15; Wyo., Acts 1890-1, ch. 80, sec. 12.
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mine practically all of the laws require notice at once to be given by
the owner or person in charge to the mine inspector.

1 Iowa requires

report of fatal accidents only. In the Territories under the United
States law and in Utah full reports of fatal accidents must be made to

the inspector within ten days, and in Utah a similar report where the

accident results in serious injuries. (For statutes of Illinois and Penn-

sylvania, see pp. 284, 306.)

Upon receiving such a report concerning an accident it is the duty
of the inspector (in Alabama, Colorado (as to coal mines), Illinois,

Kansas, Missouri, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Washington, West Vir-

ginia, and Wyoming) to visit the scene of the accident at once and to

make suggestions with a view to securing safety to the miners. In these
same States and also in Arkansas, Colorado (as to metal mines), Idaho,
Indiana, Montana, North Carolina (in case the accident be fatal), Ohio

(in case the accident be fatal), and South Dakota the . inspector is to

investigate the causes of the accident and to make a record or report
of these causes and of the result of the accident. For the purpose of

this investigation the inspector is authorized to summon witnesses and

compel testimony in Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas,
Missouri, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Washington, West Virginia, and

Wyoming, and perhaps by implication in the other States. In case

the inspector can not come immediately to the scene of the accident,

Idaho, Montana, and South Dakota make it the duty of the owner or

person in charge to secure written statements on oath from persons
witnessing the accident or first to arrive after it.

Where the accident is a fatal one the law in many States requires
the person in charge of the mine to give notice at once to the coroner.
In Iowa, Indiana, Maryland, Montana, and South Dakota the inspector
is authorized to be present and aid the coroner in his investigation.
Colorado (as to metal mines), Illinois, Idaho, Pennsylvania, Washing-
ton, West Virginia, and Wyoming further give the inspector power
himself to give evidence or to examine and cross-examine witnesses
before the coroner. North Carolina and Ohio, which provide for a

separate investigation by the inspector, also require the coroner to

report his findings to the inspector. In Iowa, Pennsylvania, Tennes-

see, West Virginia, and Washington the law provides that no person
having any interest in the mine where the accident has occurred shall

serve on the coroner's jury. (As to liability of owners for damages,
see p. 266.)

Stretchers, etc. Washington and Wyoming require owners or oper-
ators of mines to keep convenient at the mouth of the mine stretchers

T The Kansas statute in full (G. S., ch. 149, sec. 20) :

Whenever, by reason of any explosion, or other accident, in any coal mine, or the

machinery connected therewith, loss of life, or serious personal injury, shall occur, it

shall be the duty of the person having charge of such coal mine to give notice thereof
forthwith to the inspector, and if any person is killed thereby to the coroner of the

county, who shall give due notice of the inquest to be held. It shall be the duty
of the inspector upon being notified as herein provided, to immediately repair to the
scene of the accident, and make such suggestions as may appear necessary to secure
the future safety of the men; and if the results of the explosion do not require an

investigation by the coroner, he shall proceed to investigate and ascertain the cause
of the explosion or accident, and make a record thereof, which he shall file as pro-
vided for; and to enable him to make the investigation, he shall have power to compel
the attendance of persons to testify, and to administer oaths or affirmations. The
cost of such investigation shall be paid by the county in which the accident occurred,
in the same manner as costs of inquests held by the coroner or justices of the peace
are paid.
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for carrying injured persons in case of accident. Alabama, Illinois,

and Pennsylvania have a similar requirement, and add that in mines

generating fire damp a sufficient quantity of linseed or olive oil, band-

ages, and linen shall be kept in store. These States also require a

woolen blanket and a waterproof blanket to be provided.
1

Pennsylvania (sec. 348) further declares that the mine foreman must
see to it that any person who is injured about the mine shall receive

necessary treatment, if need be at the expense of the count3
T

.

Entombed miners. A law of Pennsylvania (Dig. 1895, p. 1340)
declares that when workmen are entombed in a coal mine it shall be
the duty of the court of the county, on the petition of any relatives

of such workmen, to take necessary testimony to ascertain whether

they can be recovered. If it appears feasible, the court shall issue a

mandamus to the owner of the mine to proceed to recover the bodies

of such workmen.

SEC. 14. MISCELLANEOUS REGULATIONS. Pennsylvania especially
has numerous regulations of a minor character seldom found in other
States. For example, no unauthorized person shall enter any mine

(sec. 349); no person in a state of intoxication shall be allowed to go
into a mine (sec. 350); miners must property undermine coal before

blasting it (sec. 312), and shall set sprags under the coal when neces-

sary (sec. 322). No inexperienced person shall be employed to mine
out pillars except in company with experienced men (sec. 382), and
the mine foreman shall not permit improper methods of mining out

pillars (sec. 312). No person shall go into an old shaft or abandoned

part of a mine without the permission of the foreman, or travel to

and from work except on traveling wa}-s assigned for that purpose
(sec. 379). Pennsylvania further requires (sec. 351) that all employees
shall inform the mine foreman of the unsafe condition of a working phu-e
or of any damage to the workings, that (sec. 354) they shall examine
their working places before commencing work, and shall take down
dangerous slate, attend to the timbering, etc. (sec. 320). Miners are

prohibited from destroying any notice board or danger signal (sec.

356), or from committing any nuisance or leaving rubbish in the roads
or air ways (sec. 362).

Pennsylvania also declares that stables inside of mines must be
excavated in the solid strata, must be free from combustible material,
and must be supplied with a separate air current not mixed with that

ventilating the working parts of the mine. The storing of hay or
straw is also carefully regulated (sees. 266, 267).
The superintendents of mines in Penns3rlvania (sees. 263, 264) are

required to keep on hand a full supply of all necessary materials and

supplies, to examine at least once a week, and countersign, the reports
of the mine foreman entered in the mine record book, and to require
the foreman to comply with the provisions of the law.
In Pennsylvania (sec. 380) no steam pipe shall be permitted on trav-

eling or hauling ways unless incased in asbestos or so placed as to

prevent radiation of heat as far as possible.
Tennessee (L. 1881, ch. 170, sec. 6) requires that a suitable place be

furnished at each mine for men to wash and change their clothes.

Pennsylvania (sec. 377) has a similar requirement as regards mines
where the clothing of the employees is wet by working in wet places.

'Ala., Acts 1896-7, No. 486, sec. 10; 111., L. 1899, Apr. 18, sec. 30; Pa., Dig., Coal

Mines, sec. 307; Wash., Stats, and Codes, sec. 2235; Wyo., Acts 1890-1, ch. 80, sec. 18.
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Pennsylvania further provides
1 that where water may have been

allowed to accumulate in dangerous quantities in a mine or part
thereof, it shall be lawful for any mine owner whose mine is endan-

gered by the water, with the approval of the mine inspector, to con-

struct drifts, across property lines if needful, in order to remove the

water. No operator is permitted to mine coal within 50 feet of such
an accumulation of water without removing it.

Kansas 2 declares that no standing water or obstructions of any kind
shall be allowed in traveling ways, air courses, or .rooms.

Wyoming
3

requires mines to be kept as dry as possible.
Idaho* prohibits the employment of aliens in mines unless they have

declared their intention of becoming naturalized.

Illinois prohibits the working of any mine nearer than 10 feet from
the boundary line of the coal right of the owner. 6

Wyoming
6 has provided for the establishment of a State hospital

for disabled miners.
West Virginia

7 has provided for establishing three miners' hospitals,

regulating their organization and management in considerable detail.

Persons injured on railroad trains or in coal mines are to be treated

free of charge. ,

SEC. 15. PENALTIES. Numerous special penalties are provided in

various States in connection with particular sections and provisions -of

the laws. Aside from these, separate penal clauses exist in most of the

laws as regards acts of miners and as regards those of mine operators
and superintendents. The amount of the penalty is sometimes the
same in the case of the miners as in the case of the owners or man-

agers, but in other States the penalty is less in the case of miners.

Actions ofminers. The laws of most of the States
8 enumerate some-

what in detail the acts on the part of miners which are prohibited.
9

These vary in some regards in different States, but the general pro-
vision, which is almost always added, including any other act which

endangers the life or safety of miners or the security of the mine,

1 Sees. 272, 273.
2 G. S., ch. 149, sec. 39.

'Acts 1890-1, ch. 80, sec. 6.

*Act Feb. 2, 1899.
5 L. 1899, Apr. 18, sec. 25.

"Acts 1891, ch. 81, as amended by Acts 1899, ch. 15.
7Acts 1899, ch. 57.
8
Ala., L. 1896-7, No. 486, sec. 30; Ark., Dig., sec. 5059; Colo., An. St., sec. 3190;

111., L. 1899, Act Apr. 18, sec. 31; Ind., An. St., sec. 7440; Iowa, Acts 1884, ch. 21,
sec. 15; Kan., G. S., ch. 149, sec. 26; Ky., Stats. 1894, sec. 1732; Md., Pub. Loc. L.,
art. 1, sec. 208; Mo., R. S., sec. 7075; N. C., L. 1897, ch. 251, sec. 8; Ohio, R. S.,
sec. 6871; Pa., Dig., Coal Mines, sees. 362, 383; Tenn., L. 1881, ch. 170, sec. 19;

Wash., Stats, and Codes, sec. 2232; W. Va., Code 1891, p. 991, sec. 14; Wyo., L.

1890-1, ch. 80, sec. 7.
9 The Missouri statute is typical (R. S.) :

SEC. 7075. Any miner, workman or other person who shall knowingly injure any
water gauge, barometer, air course or brattice, or shall obstruct or throw open any
airways, or carry any lighted lamps or matches into places that are worked by the

light of safety lamps, or shall handle or disturb any part of the machinery of the
IK listing engine, or open a door to a mine and not have the same closed again, whereby
danger is produced, either to the mine or those at work therein, or who shall enter
into any part of the mine against caution, or who shall disobey any order given in

pursuance of this article, or who shall do any willful act whereby the lives and
health of persons working in the mine, or the security of the mine or miners, or the

machinery thereof, is endangered, shall be deemed guiltv of a misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by fine or imprisonment, at the discretion

of the court.
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makes the application practically identical in all the States. Among
the specific acts which are mentioned in almost every case are injury to

shafts, water meters, air courses and machineiy, interference with air

ways, failure to close ventilating doors, taking lighted lamps, matches,
or smokers' articles into places where safety lamps are required, and

disobey-ing orders generally.
Act^ons of mine owners, The following are the general penalties

upon mine owners or managers for willful failure to comply with the

law: 1

Alabama, not over $300 fine and imprisonment; Arkansas, not
less than $25 for each day of violation; California, misdemeanor, or in

case of death resulting from such failure the overseer shall be held

guilty of manslaughter; Colorado, $100 to $500 (coal mines), $25 to

$300 (metal mines); Idaho, not over $500 for each day's violation;

Illinois, not over $500, or not over six months' imprisonment, or both;
Indiana, misdemeanor, $5 to $200 fine; Iowa, not over $500. or six

months' imprisonment; Kansas, $100 to $300, or imprisonment thirty
to ninetj* days, or both (with other penalties for certain special viola-

tions); Michigan, $50 to $100, or imprisonment ten to ninety days, or

both; Missouri, $50 to $200, or twelve months' imprisonment, or both

(with certain special provisions); Montana, misdemeanor; New Jersey,
$1,000; New Mexico, misdemeanor; North Carolina, not less than $50,
or not over thirty days' imprisonment, or both; Ohio, same as North

Carolina; Pennsylvania, not over $500, or imprisonment not over six

months, or both; Tennessee, misdemeanor, fine or imprisonment, or

both; United States, not over $500; Utah, $500 to $5,000; Washing-
'ton, $200 to $500; West Virginia, $50 to $500, or imprisonment not
over three months; Wyoming, $200 to $500.

See also the provisions for restraining the operation of mines in

case of failure to comply with the law, page 239.

Sight of action by injuredpersons. In many States right of action

is granted to those injured in person or property by any violation of the

law. 2 In Arkansas, California, Michigan, and New Mexico this right
of action is given to the person directly injured, while in Colorado,

Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania
and Wyoming it accrues to the person directly injured, or, in case of
fatal accident, to his widow and heirs or personal representatives. The
Missouri act is typical.

3

1
Ala., L. 1896-7, No. 486, sec. 39; Ark., Dig., sec. 5062; Gal., Act Mar. 27, 1874, sec. 9;

Colo., An. St., sec. 3200; Idaho, Act Feb. 14, 1899, sec. 5; Illinois, Act Apr. 18J899, sec.

33; Ind., An. St., sees. 7457, 7483; Iowa, Acts 1884, ch. 21, sec. 19; Kan. G. S., ch. 149,
sees. 21, 47; Mich., L. 1887, No. 213, sec. 5; L. 1899, No. 57, sec. 10; Mo., R. S., sees.

7063a, 7064e, 7070; Mon., Pol. Code, sec. 3364; Pen. Code, sees. 718, 722; X. J., L. 1894,
ch. 54, sec. 4; N. M., Comp. L., sec. 1583; N. C., L. 1897, ch. 251, sec. 8; Ohio, R. S.,
sec. 6871; Pa., Dig., Coal Mines, sec. 384; Tenn., L. 1881, ch. 170, sec. 10; U. 8., Acts

1890-1, ch. 564, sec. 7; Utah, L. 1896, ch. 113, sec. 8; W. Va., Code 1891, p. 991, sec.

17; Wyo., Acts 1890-1, ch. 80, sec. 21.
2
Ark., Dig., sec. 5058; Cal., Act Mar. 13, 1872, sec. 3; Act Mar. 27, 1874, sec. 8;

Colo., An. St., sec. 3192; Ind., An. St., sec. 7473; Iowa, Acts 1884, ch. 21, sec. 14;

Kan., G. S., ch. 149, sec. 24; Mich., L. 1887, No. 213, sec. 4; Mo., R. S., sec. 7074;
N. M., Comp. L., -sec. 1582; N. C., L. 1897, ch. 251, sec. 6a; Ohio, R. S., sec. 301;
Pa. Dig., Coal Mines, sec. 385; Wyo., L. 1890-1, ch. 80, sec. 17.

3 Missouri (R. S. 1889) :

SEC. 7074 (as amended by act approved April 23, 1891, page 182, acts of 1891).
For any injury to persons or property occasioned by any violation of this article or
failure to comply with any of its provisions, a right of action shall accrue to the party
injured for any direct damages sustained thereby; and in case of loss of life by reason
of such violation or failure as aforesaid, a right of action shall accrue to the widow of
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SEC. 16. ANTHRACITE MINES. The regulations of law of the State

of Pennsylvania which have been referred to in the digest in the pre-

ceding 15 sections apply to bituminous mines only, the acts as to bitu-

minous and anthracite mines being separate. In many cases practically
the same requirements as to means for securing safety are applied to

anthracite as to bituminous mines. Often the phraseology of the stat-

utes is identical; the differences which exist are chiefly those growing
out of the different character of the coal. In view of the fact that

anthracite coal is found only in Pennsylvania, these special provisions
are of less interest to those making a study of mining legislation in gen-
eral than the provisions concerning bituminous mines. For this rea-

son, and to avoid confusion in the digest of general mining laws, the

law relating to anthracite mines is here digested separately. Even where
its provisions are the same as those concerning bituminous mines it has
seemed best to describe them briefly without reference to the other

provisions.
1

1. Appointment of inspectors (sees. 22-30). The anthracite coal

region is divided into eight inspection districts, for each of which an

inspector is to be appointed by the governor for a term of five years.

Inspectors must be 30 years of age and must have had five years' mining
experience. Three examining boards, to be appointed by the judges
of certain county courts and each to consist of three coal miners and
two mining engineers, are to examine candidates and recommend a

person for each position to the governor. No person pecuniarily inter-

ested in a mine may be appointed. On petition of 15 or more miners
or coal operators the court of the proper county may inquire into

charges of incompetency or malfeasance against an inspector, and may
declare the office vacant.

2. Duties of inspectors (sees. 35-40, 44). Inspectors shall examine
mines as often as possible and see to it that all necessary precautions
are taken to secure the safety of the workmen and the enforcement of

the laws. They shall have the right to enter mines and examine
them at any reasonable time, but shall not obstruct their working. A
record of each visit showing the condition of the mine shall be made.
Each inspector shall make an annual report to the governor. The
owner or operator of every mine must make a report to the inspector
of his district annually, and must give immediate notice when any new
working is begun, when a mine is abandoned or reopened, when a new
coal breaker is first operated, when the pillars of a mine are about to

be removed, when a squeeze or crush occurs, or when any other impor-
tant change affecting the persons employed takes place.

3. ffiiforeement of law (sees. 206-211, 216). The operators of mines
are required to post conspicuously an abstract of the rules established

by law concerning mining (sec. 191). The inspector shall, whenever
he discovers a dangerous condition not provided for in the law, give
notice to the owner to make any change he deems necessary, but the

the person so killed, his lineal heirs or adopted children, or to any person or persons
who were, before such loss of life, dependent for support on the person or persons so

killed, for a like recovery of damages sustained by reason of such loss of life or lives:

Provided, That all suits brought under this article shall be commenced within one

year after any cause of action shall have accrued under this article and not after-

ward: And, provided further, That any person entitled to sue under this section for

loss of life or lives may recover any sum not exceeding ten thousand dollars.
x
Dig. Coal Mines, sees. 22-225.
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owner has a right of appeal to a board of arbitration, consisting of one
member chosen by the inspector, one by the owner, and a third by
these two. Whenever an affidavit is submitted to the judge of the
court of quarter sessions of any county declaring that a person has
been negligently guilty of an offense against the provisions of the law,
that person may be arrested and brought to trial. The procedure is

regulated with some detail, and provision is made for appeal. On the

application of the inspector any court has power to prohibit by injunc-
tion or otherwise the working of a mine where the provisions of law
have been violated. For any injury due to the failure of an owner,
superintendent, mine foreman, or fire boss to comply with the law a

right of action accrues to the person injured, or to his widow or lineal

heirs in the case of death. This latter provision has been held uncon-
stitutional so far as the owner is made liable for the acts of the mine
foreman, especially in view of the fact that the foreman is a represent-
ative of the State, being examined and authorized by State authority.
(Durkin v. Kingston Coal Co. et al., 33 Atl. Rep., 337.)

4. Mine foremen (sees. 101-111, 138-150). Every mine must have
a mine foreman, who may, however, have necessary assistants. Every
foreman or assistant foreman must hold a certificate of qualification.
For this purpose the judges of local courts are to appoint a board of
examiners for each inspection district, to consist of the district

inspector, two practical miners, one mine owner or operator, and one

engineer. Candidates for examination must have had at least five

years' practical experience in mines. Fire bosses are not examined,
but must have had five years' experience, three of which must have
been in mines generating noxious or explosive gases, and must certify
to such experience before some person authorized to administer oaths.

The mine foreman must take all necessary precautions, under the
direction of the owner or operator of the mine, to secure safety. He
shall take charge of matters relating to ventilation, shall examine

every working place in the mine at least once every alternate day, and
all shafts, main roads, signal apparatus, places generating explosive

gases, etc., daily. Other details of the foreman's duties connect them-
selves with special regulations concerning safety.

5. Examination of miners. 1 The most striking feature of the laws

relating to anthracite mines is the requirement, first enacted in 1889,
that all miners (as distinguished from mine laborers) must secure a
certificate of competency. In each of eight inspection districts in the
anthracite region an examining board is established, to consist of nine

miners, each of whom must have had five years' practical experience.
The board must meet monthly and examine under oath all persons who
wish to be employed as miners.

'

Applicants must produce satisfactory
evidence of having had at least two years' practical experience as miners
or as mine laborers. They must be able to answer intelligent^ 12

questions in English concerning the practical requirements of mining.
6. Map of mines (sees. 46-56). The owner or operator of every

mine must make an accurate map or plan of its workings on a

scale of 100 feet to the inch. The requirements as to what shall be
shown in this map are stated in considerable detail. A copy must be

kept at the mine and another deposited with the inspector. The map
1 L. 1897, ch. 225.
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must he modified to show new workings and extensions at least once

every six months. When a mine is abandoned the map must be
extended to include all excavations, and such parts of the mine as have
been worked to the boundary lines of adjoining properties or as are to

be allowed to fill with water must be surveyed in duplicate. In case

the owner fails to furnish a map or in case the inspector believes the

map to be inaccurate, he shall have a correct map made at the expense
of the owner.
The owners of adjoining mines must leave a pillar of coal along the

boundary line which shall be a sufficient barrier for the safety of the

employees in case either mine shall be abandoned or allowed to fill

with water.

7. Escapement shafts (sees. 57-63). Every mine must have at least

two openings or outlets, separated by strata not less than 60 feet in

breadth underground and 150 feet in breadth at the surface, furnishing
distinct means of egress. It is not necessaiy that these openings
should be in the same mine. Land may be condemned where neces-

sary to secure an additional outlet; the procedure is regulated in the
law. Escapement shafts or slopes shall be fitted with safe and available

appliances for exit. In slopes where the angle of inclination is 15

degrees or less a separate traveling way must be provided. No inflam-

mable structure shall be erected over the entrance of any opening and
no breaker or other inflammable structure for the storage of coal shall

be hereafter built nearer than 200 feet from such an opening.
8. Shafts and hoisting (sees. 63-79, 154-158, 177-180, 187). The law

regulates especially the manner of sinking shafts in order to protect
workmen during the process. For example, rock and coal shall not
be raised except in a bucket or cage having a safe clevis or fastening.
Guides must be provided for cages, to be kept within 75 feet of the bot-

tom of the shaft. Other provisions apply to completed shafts. Proper
fences and gates are required at the top and at each slope. A safe and
substantial structure must be built overhead to sustain the sheaves and

pulleys, and the top must be arranged so that no material can fall into

the shaft.

Only competent and experienced persons, at least 21 years of age,

may be employed as hoisting engineers. Engineers must be constantly
on duty. Their duties are regulated in some detail. Boilers must be

examined every six months and must be provided with proper safety
valves and other adjustments. The duties of firemen are regulated

(sec. 176).
Efficient brakes, flanges, and indicators are required on hoisting

drums. The main link of the chain connecting the hoisting rope to

the cage must be of the best quality of iron, and proper bridle chains

are required. Ropes, catches, etc.
,
must be carefully examined every

day. Cages must be provided with efficient hand rails, safety catches,
and covers. Not more than ten persons shall ride on a cage or on
a car, and no one shall ride on a loaded cage or car. The inspector

may reduce the number permitted to ride. There shall be specialty

designated a headman and a footman in every shaft or slope, who shall

be at their places at all times while men are being lowered or hoisted.

An empty trip shall be hoisted, whenever the engine has been standing
idle for an hour or more, before men are hoisted or lowered. Suitable

appliances shall be provided by which conversation can be held between
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persons at the top and bottom, and also proper signals. No person
shall jump on a car or cage after the signal to start has been given,
except the man giving the signal.

9. Ventilation (sees. 111-133, 142-148, 174, 175). The operators of
mines are required to furnish sufficient ventilation, securing not less

than 200 cubic feet of air per minute for each person employed. The
ventilating current must reach every working place in sufficient quan-
tities. A separate current or split must be provided for each 7"> per-
sons. Air passages must be of sufficient area, and the velocity of air

shall at no opening exceed 450 feet per minute if gauze safety lamps
are used, except in the main inlet or outlet air ways. The quantities
of air in circulation shall be measured every week and a monthly re-

port made to the inspector. Ventilators shall be provided with record-

ing instruments. Furnaces may not be used for ventilation in mines

generating explosive gases. Headings shall not be driven more than
60 feet from the face of each chamber or breast. Cross cuts must be

substantially closed. Doors must close automatically, and all main
doors must have an attendant, unless an approved self-acting door is

used. Main doors must be so placed that when one is open another

having the same effect on the current shall be closed, and an extra main
door must also be provided.
Worked out or abandoned parts of mines must so far as possible be

kept free from dangerous bodies of gas or water. In mines generating
explosive gases a careful examination of all working places must bo

made every morning, and the men shall not be allowed to enter the

mine until it is reported safe. A report of the examination shall h<

recorded. If at any tune a part of the mine becomes dangerous, every
workman shall be withdrawn and it shall be rendered safe. In every

working where there is likely to be an accumulation of gas, or where

danger from gas is imminent, locked safety lamps must be used. Safety
lamps shall be the property of the mine owner, and shall be examined,
cleaned, and locked by some competent person before use. No miner
shall have a key to safety lamps, and no lucifer matches or other appa-
ratus for striking lights is permitted. No blast shall be fired in any
mine where locked safety lamps are used except by the permission of

the mine foreman. No accumulation of gas shall be removed by
brushing where it is possible to remove it by brattice. When gas is

ignited, the person igniting it must extinguish it immediately if pos-
sible, and otherwise notify the mine foreman.

10. Blasting and explosives (sees. 163-170). Gunpowder and explo-
sives shall not be stored in a mine, and not more than 25 pounds
shall be in the possession of any one workman at one place. A wooden
or metallic box, securely locked, must be used for storing, and must
be at least ten feet from the track where possible. No lamp, lighted
pipe, or other thing containing fire shall be brought nearer than five foot

from an open box containing explosives. High explosives must be
stored and used iruaccordance with special rules to be furnished by the
manufacturers and to be approved by the mine owners. No iron or

steel-pointed needles shall be used, and no tamping bar of iron or steel

unless tipped with six inches of copper or other soft metal. Sufficient

notice must be given before firing blasts. A charge which has missed
fire shall not be withdrawn nor the hole reopened. The burning of

fuses and squibs shall not be hastened in any way. No person stall
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blast coal who is not duly qualified unless under the immediate charge
of an experienced person.

11. Props and timbers (sees. 134-136, 151, 192). The superintendent
or foreman of every mine must furnish suitably prepared props, rails,

and timbers, delivered as near the working place as is possible in mine
cars. Workmen shall give notice of the need of such material one

day in advance. It is the duty of workmen to properly timber all

places. No props or timbers which are supporting the roof or sides

of the mine shall be removed by cutting; it must be done by blasting.
12. Underground roads (sees. 180-189). Passageways used for the

transportation of materials must be wide enough to permit persons to

pass cars, or, if impracticable, must have safety holes not more than
150 feet apart. Locomotives shall not move faster than 6 miles per
hour, and must have a sufficient alarm. Proper ventilation must be
secured where locomotives are used in any intake air way. No person
shall couple cars in motion, unless it be the top man or the bottom man
of the slope. When cars are run on gravity roads by brakes or sprags,
the runner must ride on the rear end of the last car only, and when
run by sprags a space not less than two feet from the body of the car

must be provided for passageway. No person under 16, and no person
not specially designated, shall run cars on a gravity road. No person
shall travel on a gravity plane while cars are being hoisted or lowered.

Safety brakes must be provided to prevent cars from running away.
The bumpers on cars must be of sufficient length.

, 13. Breakers (sees. 86-90, 159, 160, 190). There must be a compe-
tent outside foreman in charge of the breaker and outside work at each
mine. The engineer of the breaker engine must be sober and com-

petent and not under 18 years of age. A signal apparatus must be
established to give notice to the engineer. No person under 15 shall

oil the machinery. Where the coal dust is so dense as to be injurious
to health the inspector may direct measures for its removal as far as

practicable.
14. Accidents (sees. 94-100, 196-203). Whenever loss of life or

serious injury occurs, notice must be given to the inspector of mines.

The inspector shall visit the scene of the accident and make sugges-
tions to protect the safety of the persons employed. In case of death
as the result of the accident the inspector shall notify the coroner and
shall be present at the inquest, where he may examine witnesses. If

he is not present, the coroner shall send notice in writing to the

inspector if the accident appears to be caused by neglect or defect

which requires remedy. No person interested or employed in a mine
shall be qualified to serve on a coroner's jury as to an accident hap-
pening in that mine. If no investigation is made by the coroner, the

inspector shall make a full examination and report.

Every mine owner must furnish a properly constructed ambulance
unless the homes of all the workmen are within a half mile. When-
ever any person is injured so as .to be unable to walk, he shall be
removed by the mine owner to his home or to a hospital.

15. Miscellaneous provisions. Mine owners are directed to use every
precaution to insure the safety of workmen in all cases (sec. 138).
Each miner is required to report immediately any condition Avhich

leads him to suspect danger (sec. 161). The miner in charge of any
breast or other place shall examine such place before commencing
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work and after firing every blast, and his laborer or assistant shall not

go to the place until it has been examined (sec. 171). A person
who shall knowingly damage or remove any apparatus or machinery,
interfere with ventilation, carry open lights where safety lamps are

required, or do anything else which endangers the security of the

mine, is punishable (sec. 162). No person shall play or loiter about

machinery (sec. 89). All machinery must be protected by covering or

railing (sec. 84). The sides of stairs and dangerous walks must be pro-
vided with railings (sec. 85). A suitable building for washing and

changing clothes must be provided at the request of 20 men in any
mine (sees. 91-93). Whenever a place is likely to contain a dangerous
accumulation of water, sufficient bore holes must be kept constantly in

advance of the workings approaching such a place (sec. 152).



APPENDIX.

PENNSYLVANIA COAL MINE INSPECTION LAW BITUMI-
NOUS.

[Brightly's Purdon's Digest, 1895, pp. 1369 ff. The center headings do not appear in the statute, but
are inserted for convenience.]

MAP OR PLAN OF MINE.

SEC. 226. The operator or superintendent of every bituminous coal mine shall

make, or cause to be made by a competent mining engineer or surveyor, an accurate

map or plan of such coal mine, not smaller than a scale of two hundred feet to an

inch, which map shall show as follows:
First. All measurements of said mine in feet or decimal parts thereof.

Second. All the openings, excavations, shafts, tunnels, slopes, planes, main entries,
cross entries, rooms, et cetera, in proper numerical order in each opened strata of coal

in said mine.
Third. By darts or arrows made thereon by a pen or pencil the direction of air

currents in the said mine.
Fourth. As accurate delineation of the boundary lines between said coal mine and

all adjoining mines or coal lands, whether owned or operated by the same operator
or other operator, and the relation and proximity of the workings of said mine to

every other adjoining mine or coal lands.

Fifth. The elevation above mean tide at Sandy Hook of all tunnels and entries,
and of the face of working places adjacent to boundary lines at points not exceeding
three hundred feet apart.

Sixth. The bearings and lengths of each tunnel or entry and of the boundary or

property lines. The said map or plan, or a true copy thereof, shall be kept in the

general mine office by the said operator or superintendent for use of the mine inspec-
tors and for the inspection of any person or persons working in said mine, whenever
said person or persons shall have cause to fear that any working place is becoming
dangerous by reason of its proximity to other workings that may contain water or

dangerous gas.
SEC. 227. At least once in every six months, or oftener if necessary, the operator

or superintendent of each mine shall cause to be shown accurately on the map or

plan of said coal mine, all the excavations made therein during the time elapsing
since such excavations were last shown upon said map or plan; and all parts of said

mine which were worked out or abandoned during said elapsed period of time shall

be clearly indicated by colorings on said map or plan; and whenever any of the

workings or excavations of said coal mine have been driven to their destination, a
correct measurement of all such workings or excavations shall be made promptly
and recorded in a survey book prior to the removal of the pillars or any part of the
same from such workings or excavations.

SEC. 228. The operator or superintendent of every coal mine shall, within six

months after the passage of this act, furnish the mine inspector of the district in

which said mine is located with a correct copy, on tracing muslin or sun print, of the

map or plan of said mine hereinbefore provided for. And the inspector of the dis-

trict shall, at the end of each year or twice a year if he requires it, forward said map
or plan to the proper person at any particular mine, whose duty it shall be to place
or cause to be placed on said map or plan all extensions and worked out or aban-
doned parts of the mine during the preceding six or twelve months, as the case may
be, and return the same to the mine inspector within thirty days from the time of

receiving it. The copies of the maps or plans of the several coal mines of each dis-

trict as hereinbefore required to be furnished to the mine inspector shall remain in
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the care of the inspector of the district in which the said mines are situated, as offi-

cial records, to be transferred by him to his successor in office; but it is provided
that in no case shall any copy of the same be made without the consent of the opera-
tor or his agent.

SEC. 229. If any superintendent or operator of mines shall neglect or fail to fur-

nish to the mine inspector any copies or maps or plans as hereinbefore required by
this act, or if the mine inspector shall believe that any map or plan of any coal

mine made or furnished in pursuance of the provisions of this act is materially
inaccurate or imperfect, then, in either case, the mine inspector is hereby author-

ized to cause a correct survey and map or plan of said coal mine to be made at the

expense of the operator thereof, the cost of which shall be recoverable from said

operator as other debts are recoverable by law: Provided, however, That if the map
or plan which may be claimed by the mine inspector to be inaccurate shall prove to

be correct, then the commonwealth shall be liable for the expense incurred by the
mine inspector in causing to be made said test survey and map, and the costs thereof,
ascertained by the auditor general by proper vouchers and satisfactory proofs, shall

be paid by the state treasurer upon warrants which the said auditor general is

hereby directed to draw for the same.

ESCAPEMENT SHAFTS.

SEC. 230. It shah not be lawful for the operator, superintendent or mine foreman
of any bituminous coal mine to employ more than twenty persons within said coal

mine, or permit more than twenty persons to be employed therein at any one time,
unless they are in communication with at least two available openings to the surface

from each seam or stratum of coal worked in such mine exclusive of the furnace

upcast, shaft or slope: But provided, That in any mine operated by shaft or slope
and ventilated by a fan, if the air shaft shall be divided into two compartments,
one of them may'be used for an airway and the other for the purpose of egress and

ingress from and into said mine by the persons therein employed, and the same
shall be considered a compliance with the provisions of this section hereinbefore
set forth. And there shall be cut out or around the side of every hoisting shaft, or
driven through the solid strata at the bottom thereof, a traveling way not less than
five feet high and three feet wide, to enable persons to pass the shaft in going from
one side of it to the other without passing over or under the cage or other hoist-

ing apparatus.
SEC. 231. The shaft or outlet, other than the main shaft or outlet, shall be sepa-

rated from the main outlet and from the furnace shaft by natural strata at all points
by a distance of not less than one hundred and fifty feet (except in all mines opened
prior to June thirtieth, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, where such dis-

tances may be less, if, in the judgment of the mine inspector, one hundred and fifty
feet is impracticable) . If the mine be worked by drift, two openings, exclusive of

the furnace upcast shaft, and not less than thirty feet apart, shall be required (except
in drift mines opened prior to June thirtieth, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
five, where the mine inspector of the district shall deem the same impracticable) .

Where the two openings shall not have been provided as required hereinbefore by
this act, the mine inspector shall cause the second to be made without delay; and in

no case shall furnace ventilation be used where there is only one opening into the
mine.

SEC. 232. Unless the mine inspector shall deem it impracticable, all mines shall

have at least two entries or other passageways, one of which shall lead from the main
entrance and the other from the other opening into the body of the mine, and said

two passageways shall be kept well drained and in a safe condition for persons to

travel therein throughout their whole length, so as to obtain in cases of emergency, a
second way for egress from the workings. No part of said workings shall at any
time be driven more than three hundred feet in advance of the aforesaid passage-
ways, except entries, airways or other narrow work, but should an opening to the
surface be provided from the interior of the mine, the passageways aforesaid may be
made and maintained therefrom into the working part of the mine, and this shall be
deemed sufficient compliance with the provisions of this act relative thereto; said

two passageways shall be separated by pillars of coal or other strata of sufficient

strength and width.
SEC. 233. Where necessary to secure access to the two passageways required in

section three of article two of this act in any slope mine where the coal seam inclines

and has workings on both sides of said slope, there shall be provided an overcast for

the use of persons working therein, the dimensions of which shall not be less than
four feet wide and five feet high. Said overcast shall connec-t the workings on both
sides of said slope, and the intervening strata between the slope and the overcast
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shall be of sufficient strength and thickness at all points for its purpose: Provided,
That if said overcast be substantially constructed of masonry or other incombustible

material, it shall be deemed sufficient.

SEC. 234. When the opening or outlet, other than the main opening, is made and
does not exceed seventy-five feet in vertical depth, it shall be set apart exclusively
for the purpose of ingress to or egress from the mine by any person or persons
employed therein

;
it shall be kept in a safe and available condition and free from

steam and dangerous gases and all other obstructions, and if such opening is a shaft
it shall be fitted with safe and convenient stairs with steps of an average tread of ten
inches and nine inches rise, not less than two feet wide, and to not exceed an angle
of sixty degrees descent, with landings of not less than eighteen inches wide and four
feet long, at easy and convenient distances: Provided, That the requirements of this

section shall not be applicable to stairways in use prior to June thirtieth, one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty-five, when, in the judgment of the mine inspector,

they are sufficiently safe and convenient. And water coming from the surface or out
of the strata in the shaft shall be conducted away by rings, casing or otherwise, and
be prevented from falling upon persons who are ascending or descending the stair-

way of the shaft.

SEC. 235. Where any mine is operated by a shaft which exceeds seventy-five feet

in vertical depth, the persons employed in said mine shall be lowered into and raised

from said mine by means of machinery, and in any such mine the shaft, other than
the main shaft, shall be supplied with safe and suitable machinery for hoisting and
lowering persons, or with safe and convenient stairs for use in cases of emergency by
persons employed in said mine: Provided, That any mine operated by two shafts, and
where safe and suitable machinery is provided at both shafts for hoisting coal or

persons, shall have sufficiently complied with the requirements of this section.

SEC. 236. At any mine, where one of the two openings required hereinbefore is a

slope and is used as a traveling way, it shall not have a greater angle of descent than

twenty degrees and may be of any depth.

SHAFTS AND HOISTING.

SEC. 237. The machinery used for lowering or raising the employees into or out of

the mine and the stairs used for ingress and egress shall be kept in a safe condition,
and inspected once each twenty-four hours by a competent person employed for that

purpose. And such machinery and the method of its inspection shall be approved
by the mine inspector of the district in which the mine is situated.

SEC. 238. The operator or superintendent shall provide and maintain, from the

top to bottom of every shaft where persons are raised or lowered, a metal tube

suitably adapted to the free passage of* sound through which conversation may be
held between persons at the top and bottom of said shaft, and also a means of

signaling from the top to the bottom thereof, and shall provide every cage or gear
carriage used for hoisting or lowering persons with a sufficient overhead covering
to protect those persons when using the same, and shall provide also for each said

cage or carriage a safety catch approved by the mine inspector. And the said

operator or superintendent shall see that flanges, with a clearance of not less than
four inches, when the whole of the rope is wound on the drum, are attached to the
sides of the drum of every machine that is used for lowering and hoisting persons in

and out of the mine, and also that adequate brakes are attached to the drum. At
all shafts safety gates, to be approved by the mine inspector of the district, shall be
so placed as to prevent persons from falling into the shaft.

SEC. 239. The main coupling chain attached to the socket of the wire rope shall

be made of the best quality of iron, and shall be tested by weights or otherwise to

the satisfaction of the mine inspector of the district wherein the mine is located,
and bridle chains shall be attached to the main hoisting rope above the socket, from
the top crosspiece of the carriage or cage, so that no single chain shall be used for

lowering or hoisting persons into or out of the mines.
SEC. 240. No greater number of persons shall be lowered or hoisted at any one

time than may be permitted by the mine inspector of the district, and notice of the
number so allowed to be lowered or hoisted at any one time shall be kept posted
up by the operator or superintendent in conspicuous places at the top and bottom
of the shaft, and the aforesaid notice shall be signed by the mine inspector of the
district.

FENCING OF MACHINERY.

SEC. 241. All machinery about mines from which any accident would be liable to

occur shall be properly fenced off by nit;il>lc guard railing.
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VENTILATION.

SEC. 242. The operator or superintendent of every bituminous coal mine, whether

shaft, slope or drift, shall provide and hereafter maintain ample means of ventilation

for the circulation of air through the main entries, cross entries and all other working
places to an extent that will dilute, carry off and render harmless the noxious or dan-

gerous gases generated in the mine, affording not less than one hundred cubic feet

per minute for each and every person employed therein
;
but in a mine where fire-

damp has been detected the minimum shall be one hundred and fifty cubic feet per
minute for each person employed therein, and as much more in either case as one or
more of the mine inspectors may deem requisite.

SEC. 243. After May thirtieth, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, not
more than sixty-five persons shall be permitted to work in the same air current:

Provided, That a larger number, not exceeding one hundred, may be allowed by the
mine inspector where, in his judgment, it is impracticable to comply with the "fore-

going requirement; and mines where more than ten persons are employed shall be

provided with a fan furnace or other artificial means to produce the ventilation, and
all stoppings between main intake and return airways hereinafter built or replaced
shall be substantially built with suitable material, which shall be approved by the

inspector of the district.

SEC. 244. All ventilating fans shall be kept hi operation continuously night and
day, unless operations are indefinitely suspended, except written permission is given
by the mine inspector of the district to stop the same, and the said written permission
shall state the particular hours the said fan may not be in operation, and the mine
inspector shall have power to withdraw or modify such permission as he may deem
best, but in all cases the fan shall be started two hours before the time to begin
work. When the fan may be stopped by permission of the mine inspector a notice

printed in the various languages used by persons employed in the mine, stating at

what hour or hours the fan will be stopped, shall be posted by the mine foreman in

a conspicuous place at the entrance or entrances to the mine. Said printed notices
shall be furnished by the mine inspector and the cost thereof borne by the State.

SEC. 245. Should it at any time become necessary to stop the fan on account of acci-

dent or needed repairs to any part of the machinery connected therewith, or by reason
of any other unavoidable cause, it shall then be the duty of the mine foreman or any
other officials in charge, after first having provided, as far as possible, for the safety
of the persons employed in the mine, to order said fan to be stopped so as to make the

necessary repairs or to remove any other difficulty that may have been the cause of its

stoppage. And all ventilating furnaces in mines shall, for two hours before the

appointed time to begin work and during working hours, be properly attended by a

person employed for that purpose. In mines generating firedamp in sufficient quan-
tities to be detected by ordinary safety lamps, all main air bridges or overcasts made
after the passage of this act shall be built of masonry or other incombustible material
of ample strength or be driven through the solid strata.

SEC. 246. In all mines the doors used in guiding and directing the ventilation of

the mine shall be so hung and adjusted that they will close themselves, or be sup-
plied with springs or pulleys so that they can not be left standing open, and an
attendant shall be employed at all principal doors through which cars are hauled,
for the purpose of opening and closing said doors when trips of cars are passing to

and from the workings, unless an approved self-acting door is used, which principal
doors shall be determined by the mine inspector or mine foreman. A hole for shel-
ter shall be provided at each door so as to protect said attendant from being run
over by the cars while attending to -his duties, and persons employed for this purpose
shall at all times remain at their post of duty during working hours: Provided, That
the same person may attend two doors where the distance between them is not
more than one hundred feet. On every inclined plane or road in any mine where
haulage is done by machinery and where a door is used, an extra door shall be pro-
vided to be used in case of necessity.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS AS TO EXPLOSIVE GASES.

SEC. 247. All mines generating firedamp shall be kept free of standing gas in all

working places and roadways. No accumulation of explosive gas shall be allowed to

exist in the worked out or abandoned parts of any mine when it is practicable to

remove it, and the entrance or entrances to said worked out and abandoned places
shall be properly fenced off and cautionary notices shall be posted upon said fencing
to warn persons of danger.

SEC. 248. In all mines wherein explosive gas has been generated within the period
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of six month next preceding the passage of this act, and also in all mines where fire-

damp shall be generated, after the passage of this act, in sufficient quantities to be
detected by the ordinary safety lamp, every working place without exception and
all roadways shall be carefully examined immediately before each shift by a person
or persons appointed by the superintendent and mine foreman for that purpose.
The person or persons making such examination shall have received a fire boss cer-

tificate of competency required by this act, and shall use no light other than that
inclosed in a safety lamp while making said examination. In all cases said exami-
nation shall be begun within three hours prior to the appointed time of each shift

commencing to work, and it shall be the duty of the said fire boss, at each exami-

nation, to leave at the* face and side of every place so examined, evidence of his

presence. And he shall also, at each examination, inspect the entrance or entrances
to the worked out or abandoned parts which are adjacent to the roadways and working
places of the mine where firedamp is likely to accumulate, and where danger is

found to exist he shall place a danger signal at the entrance or entrances to such

places, which shall be sufficient warning for persons not to enter said place.
SEC. 249. In any place that is being driven toward or in dangerous proximity to

an abandoned mine or part of a mine suspected of containing inflammable gases, or
which may be inundated with water, bore holes shall be kept not less than twelve
feet in advance of the face, and on the sides of such working places, said side holes
to be drilled diagonally not more than eight feet apart, and any place driven to tap
water or gas shall not be more than ten feet wide, and no water or gas from an aban-
doned mine or part of a mine and no bore hole from the surface shall be tapped
until the employees, except those engaged at such work, are out of the mine and
such work to be done under the immediate instruction of the mine foreman.

SEC. 250. The fire boss shall, at each entrance to the mine or in the main intake

airway near to the mine entrance, prepare a permanent station with the proper
danger signal designated by suitable letters and colors placed thereon, and it shall

not be lawful for any person or persons, except the mine officials in cases of neces-

sity, and such other persons as may be designated by them, to pass beyond said

danger station until the mine has been examined by the fire boss as aforesaid and
the same, or certain parts thereof, reported by him to be safe, and in all mines
where operations are temporarily suspended the superintendent and mine foreman
shall see that a danger signal be placed at the mine entrance or entrances, which
shall be a sufficient warning to persons not to enter the mine, and if the ordinary
circulation of air through the mine be stopped, each entrance to said mine shall be

securely fenced off and a danger signal shall be displayed upon said fence, and any
workman or other person (except those persons hereinbefore provided for) , passing
by any danger signal into the mine before it has been examined and reported to be
safe as aforesaid, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and it shall be the duty
of the fire boss, mine foreman, superintendent or any employee of the mine to forth-

with notify the mine inspector, who shall enter proceedings against such person or

persons as provided for in section two of article twenty-one of this act.

SAFETY LAMPS.

SEC. 251. All entries, tunnels, airways, traveling ways and other working places of

a mine where explosive gas is being generated in such quantities as can be detected

by the ordinary safety lamp, and pillar workings and other working places in any
mine where a sudden inflow of said explosive gas is likely to be encountered (by
reason of the subsidence of the overlying strata or from other causes) ,

shall be worked
exclusively with locked safety lamps. The use of open lights is also prohibited in

all working places, roadways and other parts of the mine through which firedamp
might be carried in the air current in dangerous quantities. In all mines or parts of

mines worked with locked safety lamps, the use of electric wires and electric cur-

rents is positively prohibited, unless said wires and machinery and all other mechanical
devices attached thereto and connected therewith are constructed and protected in

such a manner as to secure freedom from the emission of sparks or flame therefrom
into the atmosphere of the mine.

SEC. 252. After January first, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, the
use of the common Davy safety lamp for general work in any bituminous coal mine
is hereby prohibited, neither shall the Clanny lamp be so used unless its gauze is

thoroughly protected by a metallic shield, but this act does not prohibit the use of

the Davy and Clanny lamps by the mine officials for the purpose of examining the

workings for gas.
SEC. 253. All safety lamps used for examining mines or for working therein shall

be the property of the operator, and shall be in the care of the mine foreman, his
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assistant or fire boss or other competent person, who shall clean, fill, trim, examine
and deliver the same, locked, in a safe condition, to the men when entering the
mine before each shift and shall receive the same from the men at the end of each

shift, for which a service charge not exceeding cost of labor and material may be
made by the operator. A sufficient number of safety lamps, but not less than

twenty-five per centum of those in use, shall be kept at each mine where gas has at

any time been generated in sufficient quantities to l>e detected by an ordinary safety

lamp, for use in case of emergency. It shall be the duty of every person who knows
his safety lamp to be injured or defective, to promptly report such fact to the party
authorized herein to receive and care for said lamps, and it shall be the duty of that

party to promptly report such fact to the mine foreman.

DUTIES OF MINE KOKK.MKX.

SEC. 254. In order to better secure the proper ventilation of the bituminous coal

mines and promote the health and safety of the persons employed therein, the

operator or superintendent shall employ a competent and practical inside overseer
for each and every mine, to be called mine foreman; said mine foreman shall have

passed an examination and obtained a certificate of competency or of service as

required by this act, and shall be a citizen of the United States and an experienced
coal miner, and said mine foreman shall devote the whole of his time to his duties

at the mine when in operation, or in case of his necessary absence, an assistant

chosen by him, and shall keep a careful watch over the ventilating apparatus, and
the airways, traveling ways, pump and pump timbers and drainage, and shall often

instruct, and as far as possible, see that as the miners advance their excavations all

dangerous coal, slate and rock overhead are taken down or carefully secured against

falling therein, or on the traveling or hauling ways, and that sufficient props, caps and
timbers of suitable size are sent into the mine when required, and all props shall be
cut square at both ends, and as near as practicable to a proper length for the places
where they are to be used, and such props, caps and timbers shall be delivered in

the working places of the mine.

PROPS AND TIMBERS.

SEC. 25? . Every workman in want of props or timbers and cap pieces shall notify
the mine foreman or his assistant of the fact at least one day in advance, giving the

length and number of props or timbers and cap pieces required, but in cases of emer-

gency the timbers may be ordered immediately upon the discovery of any danger.
(The place and manner of leaving the orders for the timber shall be designated and
specified in the rules of the mine.) And if, from any cause, the timbers can not be

supplied when required, he shall instruct the persons to vacate all said working
places until supplied with the timber needed, and shall see that all water be drained
or hauled out of all working places before the miner enters, and as far as practicable

kept dry while the miner is at work.

CDT-THROUGHS FOR VENTILATION.

SEC. 256. It shall be the duty of the mine foreman to see that proper cut-throughs
are made in all the rooms, pillars at such distances apart as in the judgment of the
mine inspector may be deemed requisite, not more than thirty-five nor less than
sixteen yards each, for the purpose of ventilation, and the ventilation shall be con-
ducted through said cut-throughs into the rooms by means of check doors made of

canvas or other suitable material, placed on the entries or in other suitable places,
and he shall not permit any room to be opened in advance of the ventilating cur-

rent. Should the mine inspector discover any room, entry, airway or other work-

ing places being driven in advance of the air current contrary to the requirements of

this section, he shall order the workmen working in such places to cease work at

once until the law is complied with.

SHELTER HOLES IX HAULIXG ROADS, ETC.

SEC. 257. In all hauling roads, on which hauling is done by animal power, and
whereon men have to pass to and from their work, holes for shelter, which shall be

kept clear of obstruction, shall be made at least every thirty yards and be kept white-

washed, but shelter holes shall not be required in entries from which rooms are

driven at regular intervals not exceeding fifty feet, where there is a space four feet

between the wagon and rib, it shall be deemed sufficient for shelter. On all hauling
roads whereon hauling is done by machinery, and all gravity or inclined planes
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inside mines upon which the persons employed in the mine must travel on foot to

and from their work, such shelter holes shall .be cut not less than two feet six inches
into the strata and not more than fifteen yards apart, unless there is a space of at

least six feet from the side of the car to the side of the roadway, which space shall

be deemed sufficient for shelter: Provided, That this requirement shall not apply to

any parts of mines, which parts were opened prior to the passage of this act, if deemed
impracticable by the mine inspector.

FURTHER DUTIES OF MINE FOREMEN.

SEC. 258. The mine foreman shall measure the air current at least once a week at

the inlet and outlet and at or near the faces of the entries, and shall keep a record of

such measurements. An anemometer shall be provided for this purpose by the oper-
ator of the mine. It shall be the further duty of the mine foreman to require the
workmen to use locked safety lamps when and where required by this act.

SEC. 259. The mine foreman shall give prompt attention to the removal of all dan-

gers reported to him by the fire boss or any other person working in the mine, and
in mines where a fire boss is not employed, the said mine foreman or his assistant

shall visit and examine every working place therein at least once every alternate

day while the miners of such place are or should be at work, and shall direct that
each and every working place be properly secured by props or timbers, and that no

person shall be directed or permitted to work in an unsafe place unless it be for the

purpose of making it safe: Provided, That if the owner or operator of any mine
employing a fire boss shall require the mine foreman to examine every working
place every alternate day, then it shall be the duty of the mine foreman to do so.

SEC. 260. When the mine foreman is unable personally, to carry out all the require-
ments of this act as pertaining to his duties, he shall employ a competent person or

persons not objectionable to the operator, to act as his assistant or assistants, who
shall act under his instructions, and in all mines where firedamp is generated the
said assistant or assistants shall possess a certificate of competency as mine foreman
or fire boss.

SEC. 261. A suitable record book, with printed head lines, prepared by and ap-
proved by the mine inspector, the same to be provided at the expense of the com-
monwealth, shall be kept at each mine generating explosive gases, and immediately
after each examination of the mine made by the fire boss, or fire bosses, a record of

the same shall be entered in said book, signed by the person or persons making such

examination, which shall clearly state the nature and location of any danger which
he or they may have discovered, and the fire boss or fire bosses shall immediately
report such danger and the location of the same to the mine foreman, whose duty it

shall be to remove the danger or cause the same to be done forthwith as far as prac-
ticable, and the mine foreman shall also each day countersign all reports entered by
the fire boss or fire bosses.

SEC. 262. At all mines the mine foreman shall enter in a book provided as above

by the mine inspector, a report of the condition of the mine signed by himself,
which shall clearly state any danger that may have come under his observation

during the day, and shall also state whether he has a proper supply of material on
hand for the safe working of the mine, and whether all requirements of the law
are strictly complied with. He shall, once each week, enter or cause to be entered

plainly, with ink, in said book, a true record of all air measurements required by
this act, and such book shall, at all times, be kept at the mine office for examina-
tion by the mine inspector of the district and any other person working in the
mines.

DUTIES OF MINE SUPERINTENDENTS.

SEC. 263. It shall be the duty of the superintendent, on behalf and at the expense
of the operator, to keep on hand at the mines at all times, a full supply of all

materials and supplies required to preserve the health and safety of the employees
as ordered by the mine foreman and required by this act. He shall, at least once
a week, examine and countersign which countersignature of the superintendent
shall be held, under this act, to have no further bearing than the evidence of the
fact that the mine superintendent has read the matter entered on the book all

reports entered in the mine record book, and if he finds that the law is being vio-

lated in any particular, he shall order the mine foreman to comply with its pro-
visions forthwith. If from any cause he can not procure the necessary supplies or
material as aforesaid, he shall notify the mine foreman, whose duty it shall be to

withdraw the men from the mine or part of mine until such supplies or material

are received.
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SEC. 264. The superintendent of the mine shall not obstruct the mine foreman
or other officials in their fulfillment of- any of the duties required by this act. At
mines where superintendents are not employed, the duties that are herein pre-
scribed for the superintendent shall devolve upon the mine foreman.

FANS AND BOILERS INSIDE MINES.

SEC. 265. After the passage of this act, it shall be unlawful to place a main or prin-

cipal ventilating fan inside of any bituminous coal mine wherein explosive gas has

been detected or in wThich the air current is contaminated with coal dust. No station-

ary steam boiler shall be placed in any bituminous coal mine, unless said steam boiler

be placed within fifty feet from the bottom of an upcast shaft, which shaft shall not

be less than twenty-five square feet in area, and after May thirtieth, one thousand

eight hundred and ninety-five, no stationary steam boiler shall be permitted to remain
in any bituminous coal mine, only as aforesaid.

STABLES IN MINES.

SEC. 266. It shall not be lawful, after the passage of this act, to provide any horse

or mule stables inside of the bituminous coal mines, unless said stables are excavated
in the solid strata or coal seams and no wood or other combustible material shall be
used excessively in the construction of said stables, unless surrounded by or incased

by some incombustible material. The air current used for ventilating said stable

shall not be intermixed with the air current used for ventilating the working parts
of the mine, but shall be conveyed directly to the return air current, and no open
light shall be permitted to be used in any stable in any mine.

SEC. 267. No hay or straw shall be taken into any mine, unless pressed and made
up into compact bales, and all hay or straw taken into the mines as aforesaid shall

be stored in a storehouse excavated in the solid strata or built in masonry for that

purpose. After January first, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, no horse
or mule stable or storehouse, only as aforesaid, shall be permitted in any bituminous
coal mine.

OIL AND LUBRICANTS.

SEC. 268. No explosive oil shall be used or taken into bituminous coal mines for

lighting purposes, and oil shall not be stored or taken into the mines in quantities

exceeding five gallons. The oiling or greasing of cars inside of the mines is strictly
forbidden unless the place where said oil or grease is used is thoroughly cleaned at

least once every day to prevent the accumulation of waste oil or grease on the roads
or in the drains at that point. Not more than one barrel of lubricating oil shall be

permitted in the mine at any one time. Only a pure animal or pure cotton-seed oil

or oils, that shall be as free from smoke as a pure animal or pure cotton-seed oil,
shall be used for illuminating purposes in any bituminous mine. Any person found

knowingly using explosive or impure oil, contrary to this section, shall be prosecuted
as provided for in section two of article twenty-one of this act.

EXPLOSIVES AND BLASTING.

SEC. 269. No powder or high explosive shall be stored hi any mine, and no more
of either article shall be taken into the mine at any one time than is required in

any one shift, unless the quantity be less than five pounds, and in all working
places where locked safety lamps are used blasting shall only be done by the con-
sent and in the presence of the mine foreman, his assistant or fire boss, or any
competent party designated by the mine foreman for that purpose; whenever the
mine inspector discovers that the air in any mine is becoming vitiated by the
unnecessary blasting of the coal, he shall have the power to regulate the use of
the same and to designate at what hour of the day blasting may be permitted.

APPROPRIATION OF LAND FOR DRAINAGE, VENTILATION, OR EGRESS.

SEC. 270. If any person, firm or corporation is, or shall hereafter be, seized in his
or their own right, of coal lands, or shall hold such lands under lease and shall
have opened or shall desire to open a coal mine on said land, and it shall not be
practicable to drain or ventilate such mines or to comply with the requirements of
this act as to ways of ingress and egress or traveling ways by means of openings on
lands owned or held under lease by him, them or it, and the same can be done by
means of openings on adjacent lands, he, they or it may apply by petition to the
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court of quarter sessions of the proper county, after ten days' notice to the owner or

owners, their agent or attorney, setting forth the facts under oath or animation

particularly describing the place or places where such opening or openings can be
made and the pillars of coal or other material necessary for the. support of such

passageway and such right of way to any public road as may be needed in connection
with such opening, and that he or they can not agree with the owner or owners of

the land as to the amount to be paid for the privilege of making such opening or

openings, whereupon the said court shall appoint three disinterested and competent
citizens of the county to view the ground designated and lay out from the point or

points mentioned in such petition, a passage or passages not more than eighty feet

area, by either drift, shaft or slope, or by a combination of any of said methods, by
any practicable and convenient route, to the coal of such person, firm or corporation,
preferring in all cases an opening through the coal strata where the same is practi-
cable. The said viewers shall, at the same time, assess the damages to be paid by
the petitioner or petitioners to the owner or owners of such lands for the coal or other
valuable material to be removed in the excavation and construction of said passage,
also for such coal or other valuable material necessary to support the said passage,
as well as for a right of way not exceeding fifteen feet in width from any such opening
to any public road, to enable persons to gain entrance to the mine through such

opening or to provide therefrom, upon the surface, a water course of suitable dimen-
sions to a natural wrater stream to enable the operator to discharge the water from said
mine if such right of way shall be desired by the petitioner or petitioners, which
damages shall be fully paid before such opening is made. The proceedings shall be
recorded in the road docket of the proper county, and the pay of viewers shall be the
same as in road cases; if exceptions be filed they shall be disposed of by the court as

speedily as possible, and both parties to have the right to take depositions as in road
cases. If, however, the petitioner desires to make such openings or roads or water-

way before the final disposition of such exceptions, he shall have the right to do so

by giving bond, to be approved by the court securing the damages as provided by
law in the case of lateral railroads.

SEC. 271. It shall be compulsory upon the part of the mine owner or operator to

exercise the powers granted by the provisions of the last preceding section for the

procuring of a right of way on the surface from the opening of a coal mine to a pub-
lic road or public roads, upon the request in writing of fifty miners employed in the
mine or mines of such owner or operator: Provided, however, That with such request
satisfactory security be deposited with the mine owner or operator by said petition-
ers, being coal miners, to fully and sufficiently pay all costs, damages and expenses
caused by such proceedings and in paying for such right of way.

ACCUMULATIONS OF WATER.

SEC. 272. In any mine or mines, or parts thereof, wherein water may have been
allowed to accumulate in large and dangerous quantities, putting in danger the adjoin-
ing or adjacent mines and the lives of the miners working therein, and when such
can be tapped and set free and flow by its own gravity to any point of drainage, it

shall be lawful for any operator or person having mines so endangered, with the

approval of the inspector of the district, to proceed and remove the said danger by
driving a drift or drifts protected by bore holes as provided by this act, and in remov-

ing said danger it shall be lawful to drive across property lines if needful. And it

shall be unlawful for any person to dam or in any way obstruct the flow of any water
from said mine or parts thereof, when so set free, on any part of its passage to point
of drainage.

SEC. 273. No operator shall be permitted to mine coal within fifty feet of any
abandoned mine containing a dangerous accumulation of water, until said danger has
been removed by driving a passageway so as to tap and drain off said water as pro-
vided for in this act: Provided, That the thickness of the barrier pillars shall be

greater, and shall be in proportion of one foot of pillar thickness to each one and one-

quarter foot of waterhead, if, in the judgment of the engineer of the property and
that of the district mine inspector, it is necessary for the safety of the persons working
in the mine.

POSTING OF RULES.

SEC. 274. All operators of bituminous coal mines shall keep posted, in a conspicuous
place at their mines, the general and special rules embodied in and made part of this

act, defining the duties of all persons employed in or about said mine, which said

rules shall be printed in the English language and shall also be printed in such other

language or languages as are used by any ten persons working therein. It shall be
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the duty of the mine inspector to furnish to the operator printed copies of such rules

and such translations thereof as are required by this section, and to certify their

correctness over his signature. The cost thereof shall be borne by the State.

EXAMINATION- OF MINE INSPECTORS.

SEC. 275. The board of examiners appointed to examine candidates for the office

of mine inspectors, under the provisions of the act to which this is a supplement,
shall exercise all the powers granted and perform all the duties required by this

supplementary act, and at the expiration of their term of office, and every four

years thereafter, the governor shall appoint, as hereinafter provided, during the
month of January, two mining engineers of good repute and three other persons,
who shall have passed successful examinations qualifying them to act as mine
inspectors or mine foremen in mines generating firedamp, who shall be citizens of

this commonwealth and shall have attained the age of thirty years and shall have
had at least five years of practical experience in the bituminous mines of Pennsyl-
vania, and who shall not be serving at that time in any official capacity at mines,
which five persons shall constitute a board of examiners, whose duty it shall be to

inquire into the character and qualification of candidates for the office of inspector
of mines under the provisions of this act.

SEC. 276. The examining board, so constituted, shall meet on the first Tuesday of

March following their appointment, in the city of Pittsburg, to examine applicants
for the office of mine inspector: Provided, however, The examining board shall meet
two weeks previous to the aforesaid time for the purpose of preparing questions, et

cetera, and when called together by the governor on extra occasions at such time
and place as he may designate, and after being duly organized and having taken
and subscribed before any officer authorized to administer the same the following
oath, namely: "We, the undersigned, dp solemnly swear (or affirm) that we will

perform the duties of examiners of applicants for the appointment as inspectors of

bituminous coal mines to the best of our abilities, and that in recommending or

rejecting said applicants we will be governed by the evidence of the qualifications
to fill the position under the law creating the same, and not by any consideration of

political or personal favor; that we will certify all whom we may find qualified

according to the true intent and meaning of the act and none others."
SEC. 277. The general examination shall be in writing and the manuscript and

other papers of all applicants, together with the tally sheets and the solution of each

question as given by the examining board, shall be filed with the secretary of

internal affairs as public documents, but each applicant shall undergo an oral exam-
ination pertaining to explosive gases and safety lamps, and the examining board
shall certify to the governor the names of all such applicants which they shall find

competent to fill this office under the provisions of this act, which names, with the
certificates and their percentages and the oaths of the examiners, shall be mailed to

the secretary of the commonwealth and be filed in his office. No person shall be
certified as competent whose percentage shall be less than ninety per centum, and
such certificate shall be valid only when signed by four of the members of the exam-
ining board.

SEC. 278. The qualifications of candidates for said office of inspectors of mines to
be inquired into and certified by said examiners shall be as follows, namely: They
shall be citizens of Pennsylvania, of temperate habits, of good repute as men of per-
sonal integrity, and shall have attained the age of thirty years, and shall have had
at least five years of practical experience in working of or in the workings of the
bituminous mines of Pennsylvania immediately preceding their examination, and
shall have had practical experience with firedamp inside the mines of this country,
and upon examination shall give evidence of such theoretical as well as practical
knowledge and general intelligence respecting mines and mining and the working
and ventilation thereof, and all noxious mine gases, and will satisfy the examiners
of their capability and fitness for the duties imposed upon inspectors of mines by
the provisions of this act. And the examining board shall, immediately after the

examination, furnish to each person who came before it to be examined a copy of
all questions, whether oral or written, which were given at the examination, on
printed slips of paper and to be marked solved, right, imperfect or wrong, as the
case may be, together with a certificate of competency to each candidate who shall
have made at least ninety per centum.

APPOINTMENT OF INSPECTORS.

SEC. 279. The board of examiners may, also, at their meeting, or when at any
time called by the governor together for an extra meeting, divide the bituminous
coal regions of the State into inspection districts, no district to contain less than
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.sixty nor more than eighty mines, and as nearly as possible equalizing the labor to
be performed by each inspector, and at any subsequent calling of the board of exam-
iners this division may be revised as experience may prove to be advisable.

SEC. 280. The board of examiners shall each receive ten dollars per day for each

day actually employed, and all necessary expenses, to be paid out of the state treas-

ury. Upon the filing of the certificate of the examining board in the office of the

secretary of the commonwealth, the governor shall, from the names so certified, com-
mission one person to be inspector of mines for each district as fixed by the examiners
in pursuance of this supplementary act, whose commission shall be for a full term of
four years from the fifteenth day of May following: Always provided, however, The
highest candidate or candidates in percentage shall have priority to be commissioned
for a full term or unexpired term before those candidates of lower percentage, and
in case of a tie in percentage the oldest candidate shall be commissioned.

SEC. 281. As often as vacancies occur in said offices of inspectors of mines, the gov-
ernor shall commission for the unexpired term, from the names on file, the highest
in percentage in the office of the secretary of the commonwealth, until the number
shall be exhausted, and whenever this may occur, the governor shall cause the afore-
said board of examiners to meet, and they shall examine persons who may present
themselves for the vacant office of mine inspector as herein provided, and the board
of examiners shall certify to the governor all persons who shall have made ninety
per centum in said examination, one of whom to be commissioned by him according
to the provisions of this act for the office of mine inspector for the unexpired term,
and any vacancy that may occur in the examining board shall be filled by the gov-
ernor of this Commonwealth.

INSPECTORS SALARY, EXPENSES, BOND, ETC.

SEC. 282. Each inspector of mines shall receive for his services an annual salary of

three thousand dollars and actual traveling expenses to be paid quarterly by the
state treasurer upon warrant of the auditor general, and each mine inspector shall

keep an office in the district for which he is commissioned and he shall be permitted
to keep said office at his place of residence: Provided, A suitable apartment or room
be set off for that purpose. Each mine inspector is hereby authorized to procure
such instruments, chemical tests and stationery, and to incur such expenses of com-
munication from time to time, as may be necessary to the proper discharge of his

duties under this act, at the cost of the State, which shall be paid by the state treas-

urer upon accounts duly certified by him and audited by the proper department of

the State.

SEC. 283. All instruments, plans, books, memoranda, notes and other material

pertaining to the office shall be the property of the State, and shall be delivered to

their successors in office. In addition to the expenses now allowed by law to the
mine inspectors in enforcing the several provisions of this act, they shall be allowed
all necessary expenses by them incurred in enforcing the several provisions of said

law in the respective courts of the Commonwealth, the same to be paid by the state

treasurer on warrants drawn by the auditor general after auditing the same; all such
accounts presented by the mine inspector to the auditor general shall be itemized
and first approved by the court before which the proceedings were instituted.

SEC. 284. Each mine inspector of bituminous coal mines shall, before entering upon
the discharge of his duties, give bond in the sum of five thousand dollars, with sure-

ties to be approved by the president judge of the district in which he resides, con-

ditional for the faithful discharge of his duties to, and take an oath or affirmation to

discharge his duties impartially and with fidelity to the best of his knowledge and

ability. But no person who shall act as manager or agent of any coal mine, or as a

mining engineer, or is interested in operating any coal mine shall, at the same time,
act as mine inspector of coal mines under this act.

DUTIES OF INSPECTORS.

SEC. 285. Each inspector of bituminous coal mines shall devote the whole of his

time to the duties of his office. It shall be his duty to examine each mine in his

district as often as possible, but a longer period of time than three months shall not

elapse between said examination, to see that all the provisions of this act are observed
and strictly carried out, and he shall make a record of all examinations of mines,

showing the condition in which he finds them, especially with reference to ventila-

tion and drainage, the number of persons employed in each mine, the extent to

which the law is obeyed and progress made in the improvement of mines, the num-
ber of serious accidents and the nature thereof, the number of deaths resulting from

injuries received in or about the mines, with the cause of such accident or death,
which record completed to the thirty-first day of December of each and every year
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shall, on or before the fifteenth day of March following, to be filed in the office of

the secretary of internal affairs, to be by him recorded and included in the annual

report of his department.
SEC. 286. It shall be the duty of the mine inspector, on examination of any mine,

to make out a written or partly written and partly printed report of the condition in
which he finds such mine, and post the same in the office of the mine or other con-

spicuous place. The said report shall give the date of the visit, the number of cubic
feet of air in circulation and where measured, and that he has measured the air at

the cut-through of one or more rooms in each heading or entry, and such other
information as he shall deem necessary, and the said report shall remain posted in

the office or conspicuous place for one year, and may be examined by any person
employed in or about the mine.

SEC. 287. In case the inspector becomes incapacitated to perform the duties of his

office or receives a leave of absence from the same from the governor, it shall be the

duty of the judge of the court of common pleas of his district to appoint, upon said

mine inspector's application or that of five miners or five operators of said inspector's
district, some competent person, recommended by the board of examiners, to fill the
office of inspector until the said inspector shall be able to resume the duties of his

office, and the person so appointed shall be paid in the same manner as is hereinbefore

provided for the inspector of mines.
SEC. 288. That the mine inspectors may be enabled to perform the duties herein

imposed upon them, they shall have the right at all times to enter any bituminous
coal mine to make examinations or obtain information, and upon the discovery of

any violation of this act, they shall institute proceedings against the person or persons
at fault under the provisions of section two of article twenty-one of this act. In case,

however, where, in the judgment of the mine inspector of the district, any mine or

part of mine is in such dangerous condition as to jeopardize life or health, he shall at

once notify two of the mine inspectors of the other districts, whereupon they shall at

once proceed to the mine where the danger exists and examine into the matter, and
if, after full investigation thereof, they shall be agreed in the opinion that there is

immediate danger, they shall instruct the superintendent of the mine in writing to

remove such condition forthwith, and in case said superintendent shall fail to do so,
then they shall apply, in the name of the Commonwealth, to the court of common
pleas of the county, or in case the court shall not be in session, to a judge of the said

court in chambers in which the mine may be located for an injunction to suspend all

work in and about said mine, whereupon said court or judge shall at once proceed to

hear and determine speedily the cause, and if the cause appear to be sufficient after

hearing the parties and their evidence, as in like cases, shall issue its writ to restrain

the working of said mine until all cause of danger is removed, and the cost of said

proceedings shall be borne by the owner, lessee or agent of the mine: Provided, That
if said court shall find the cause not sufficient, then the case shall be dismissed and
the costs shall be borne by the county wrherein said mine is located.

INVESTIGATION OF ACCIDENTS.

SEC. 289. Whenever by reason of an explosion or other accidents in any bituminous
coal mine or the machinery connected therewith, loss of life or serious personal
injury shall occur, it shall be the duty of the person having charge of such mine to

give notice thereof forthwith to the mine inspector of the district and also to the cor-

oner of the county, if any person is killed.

SEC. 290. If the coroner shall determine to hold an inquest, he shall notify the mine
inspector of the district of the time and place of holding the same, who shall offer

such testimony as he may deem necessary to thoroughly inform the said inquest of
the cause of the death, and the said mine inspector shall have authority at any time
to appear before such coroner and jury and question or cross-question any witness,
and in choosing a jury for the purpose of holding such inquest it shall be the duty
of the coroner to impanel a jury, no one of which shall be directly or indirectly
interested.

SEC. 291. It shall be the duty of the mine inspector, upon being notified of any
fatal accident as herein provided, to immediately repair to the scene of the accident
and make such suggestion as may appear necessary to secure the safety of any persons
who may be endangered, and if the results of the accident do not require an investi-

gation by the coroner the said mine inspector shall proceed to investigate and ascer-

tain the cause of the accident and make a record thereof, which he shall file as

provided for, and to enable him to make the investigation he shall have power to

compel the attendance of persons to testify and to administer oaths or affirmations,
and if it is found upon investigation that the accident is due to the violation of any
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provisions of this act by any person, other than those who may be deceased, the
mine inspector may institute proceedings against such person or persons as provided
for in section two of article twenty-one of this act.

SEC. 292. The cost of such investigation shall be paid by the county in which the
accident occurred in the same manner as costs of inquests held by the coroners or

justices of the peace are paid.

REMOVAL OP INSPECTORS.

SEC. 293. The court of common pleas in any county or district, upon a petition
signed by not less than fifteen reputable citizens who shall be miners or operators of

mines, and with the affidavit of one or more of said petitioners attached, setting forth
that any inspector of mines neglects his duties or is incompetent or that he is guilty
of a malfeasance in office, shall issue a citation in the name of the Commonwealth to
the said mine inspector to appear on not less than fifteen days' notice, upon a day
fixed, before said court, at which time the court shall proceed to inquire into and
investigate the allegations of the petitioners.

SEC. 294. If the court find that the said mine inspector is neglectful of his duties
or incompetent to perform the duties of his office, or that he is guilty of malfea-
sance in office, the court shall certify the same to the governor, who shall declare
the office of said mine inspector vacant, and proceed in compliance with the pro-
visions of this act to supply the vacancy; the costs of said investigation shall, if

the charges are sustained, be imposed upon the mine inspector, but if the charges
are not sustained they shall be imposed upon the petitioners.

APPEAL FROM DECISIONS OF INSPECTORS.

SEC. 295. The mine inspector shall exercise a sound discretion in the enforce-
ment of the provisions of this act, and if the operator, owner, miners, superin-
tendent, mine foreman or other persons employed in or about the mine as aforesaid
shall not be satisfied with any decision the mine inspector may arrive at in the

discharge of his duties under this act, which said decision shall be in writing
signed by the mine inspector, the said owner, operator, superintendent, mine fore-

man or other persons specified above shall either promptly compty therewith, or
within seven days from date thereof appeal from such decision to the court of

quarter sessions of the county wherein the mine is located, and said court shall

speedily determine the questions involved in said decision and appeal, and the
decision of said court shall be binding and conclusive.

SEC. 296. The court or the judge of said court in chambers may, in its discre-

tion, appoint three practical, reputable, competent and disinterested persons whose
duty it shall be, under instructions of the said court, to forthwith examine such
mine or other cause of complaint and report, under oath, the facts as they exist

or may have been, together with their opinions thereon, within thirty days after

their appointment. The report of said board shall become absolute unless excep-
tions thereto shall be filed within ten days after the notice of the filing thereof by
the owner, operator, mine superintendent, mine foreman, mine inspector and other

persons, as aforesaid, and if exceptions are filed the court shall at once hear and
determine the same and the decision shall be final and conclusive.

SEC. 297. If the court shall finally sustain the decision of the mine inspector, then
the appellant shall pay all costs of such proceedings, and if the court shall not sus-

tain the decision of the mine inspector, then such costs shall be paid by the county:
Provided, That no appeal from any decision made by any mine inspector which can
be immediately complied with shall work as a supersedeas to such decisions during
the pendency of such appeal, but all decisions shall be in full force until reversed or
modified by the proper court.

EXAMINATION OF MINE FOREMEN AND FIRE BOSSES.

SEC. 298. On the petition of the mine inspector the court of common pleas in any
county in said district shall appoint an examining board of three persons, consisting
of a mine inspector, a miner and an operator or superintendent, which said miner
shall have received a certificate of competency as mine foreman in mines generating
explosive gases, and th*> members of said examining board shall be citizens of this

Commonwealth, and the persons so appointed shall after being duly organized take
and subscribe before an officer authorized to administer the same the following oath,

namely:
"
We, the undersigned, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that we will perform

the duties of examiners of applicants for the position of mine foreman and fire bosses
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of bituminous coal mines to the best of our abilities, and that in
certifying or reject-

ing said applicants we will be governed by the evidence of the qualifications to fill

the position under the law creating the same and not by any consideration of per-

sonal favor; that we will certify all whom we may find qualified and none others."

SEC. 299. The examining board shall examine any person applying thereto as to

his competency and qualifications to discharge the duties of mine foreman or fire

SEC. 300. Applicants for mine foreman or fire boss certificates shall be at least

twenty-three years of age, and shall have had at least five years practical experience,
after fifteen years of age, as miners' superintendent at or inside of the bituminous

mines of Pennsylvania, and shall be citizens of this Commonwealth and men of good
moral character and of known temperate habits.

SEC. 301. That said board shall be empowered to grant certificates of competency
of two grades, namely: certificates of first grade, to persons who have had experience
in mines generating explosive gases and who shall have the necessary qualifications
to fulfill the duties of mine foreman in such mines; and certificates of second grade,
to persons who give satisfactory evidence of their ability to act as mine foreman in

mines not generating explosive gases.
SEC. 302. That said board of examiners shall meet at the call of the mine inspector

and shall grant certificates to all personswhose examination shall disclose their fitness

for the duties of mine foreman as above classified, or fire boss, and such certificates

shall be sufficient evidence of the holder's competency for the duties of said position
so far as relates to the purposes of this act: Provided, That all persons holding certifi-

cates of competency granted under the provisions of the act to which this is a supple-
ment shall continue to act under this act: And provided further, That any person act-

ing as mine foreman upon a certificate of service under the act to which this is a

supplement may continue to act in the same capacity at any mine where the general
conditions affecting the health and safety of the persons employed do not differ

materially from those at the mine in which he was acting when said certificate was

granted: "Provided, however, That if such mine foreman leaves his present employer
and secures employment elsewhere at any mine where in the judgment of the mine
inspector of the district the conditions affecting the health and safety of the persons
employed do differ materially from those at the mine at which he was employed
when his certificate was granted, it shall then be the duty of the mine inspector of

the district in which he has secured employment to serve written protest against
such mine foreman's employment to the operator of said mine.

SEC. 303. The examining board shall hold their office for a period of four years
from their appointment, and shall receive five dollars per day for each day necessarily

employed, and mileage at the rate of three cents per mile for each mile necessarily
traveled, and all other necessary expenses connected with the examination shall be

paid by the Commonwealth. Each applicant before being examined shall pay the

examining board the sum of one dollar, and one dollar additional for each certificate

granted, which shall be for the use of the Commonwealth. The foregoing examination
shall be held annually in each inspection district.

SEC. 304. No person shall act as fire boss in any bituminous coal mines, unless

granted a certificate of competency by any one of the several examining boards. All

applicants applying to any of the examining boards for fire boss certificates shall

undergo an oral examination in the presence of explosive gas, and such certificate

shall only be granted to men of good moral character and of known temperate hab-

its, and it shall be unlawful for any operator or superintendent to employ any person
as fire boss who has not obtained such certificate of competency as required by this
act.

SEC. 305. If the mine foreman or fire boss shall neglect his duties, or has incapac-
itated himself by drunkenness, or has been incapacitated by any other cause for the
proper performance of said duties, and the same shall be brought to the knowledge
of the operator or superintendent, it shall be the duty of such operator or superin-
tendent to discharge such delinquent at once and notify the inspector of the district
of such action, whereupon it shall be the duty of said inspector to inform the court
of common pleas of the county, who shall issue a citation in the name of the Com-
monwealth to the said operator, superintendent, mine foreman or fire boss to appear
at not less than fifteen days' notice upon a day fixed before said court, at which time
the court shall proceed to inquire into and investigate the allegations. If the court
finds that the allegations are true, it shall notify the examining board of such finding
and instruct the said board to withdraw the certificate of such delinquent during any
period of time that said court may deem sufficient, and at the expiration of such
time he shall be entitled to a reexamination.
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EMPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN AND WOMEN.

SEC. 306. No boy tinder the age of twelve years, or any woman or girl of any age,
shall be employed or permitted to be in the workings of any bituminous coal mine for
the purpose of employment, or for any other purpose; and no boy under the age of
sixteen shall be permitted to mine or load coal in any room, entry or other working
place, unless in company with a person over sixteen years of age. If the mine
inspector or mine foreman has reason to doubt the fact of any particular boy being
as old as this act requires for the service which said boy is performing at any mine,
it shall be the duty of said mine inspector or mine foreman to report the fact to the

superintendent, giving the name of said boy, and the said superintendent shall at
once discharge the said boy.

BLANKETS, STRETCHERS, ETC.

SEC. 307. It shall be the duty of operators or superintendents to keep at the mouth
of the draft, [drift] shaft or slope, or at such other place about the mine as shall be

designated by the mine inspector, a stretcher properly constructed, and a woolen and
a waterproof blanket in good condition for use in carrying away any person who may
be injured at the mines: Provided, That where more than two hundred persons are

employed two stretchers and two woolen and two waterproof blankets shall be kept.
And in mines generating firedamp a sufficient quantity of linseed or olive oil band-

ages and linen shall be kept in store at the mines for use in emergencies, and band-

ages shall be kept at all mines.

REPORT OF MINE OPERATOR.

SEC. 308. On or before the twenty-fifth day of January in each year the operator
or superintendent of every bituminous coal mine shall send to the mine inspector of

the district in which said mine is located a correct report, specifying with respect to

the year ending the thirty-first day of December preceding, the name of the operator
and officers of the mine atid the quantity of coal mined. The report shall be in such
form and give such information regarding said mine as may be from time to time

required and prescribed by the mine inspector of the district. Blank forms for such

reports shall be furnished by the Commonwealth.

DUTIES OF MINE FOREMEN.

SEC. 309. The mine foreman shall attend personally to his duties in the mine and
carry out all the instructions set forth hi this act, and see that the regulations pre-
scribed for each class of workmen under his charge are carried out in the strictest

manner possible, and see that any deviations from or infringements of any of them are

promptly adjusted.
SEC. 310. He shall cause all stoppings along the airways to be properly built.

SEC. 311. He shall see that the entries at such places where road grades necessitate

sprags or brakes to be applied or removed shall have a clear level width of not less

than two and one-half feet between the side of car and the rib, to allow the driver
to pass his trip safely and keep clear of the cars there.

SEC. 312. He shall direct that all miners undermine the coal properly before blast-

ing it, and that blasting shall be done at only such hours as he shall direct, and shall

order the miners to set sprags under the coal when necessary for safety while under-

mining at distances not exceeding seven feet apart, and he shall not allow the

improper drawing of pillars.
SEC. 3 3. In mines where firedamp is generated when the furnace fire has been

put out, it shall not be relighted, except in his presence or that of his assistant

acting under .his instructions.

SEC. 314. In case of accidents to a ventilating fan or its machinery, or to the fan

itself, whereby the ventilation of the mine would be seriously interrupted, it shall

be his duty to order men to immediately withdraw from the mine and not allow
their return to their work until the ventilation has been restored and the mine
has been thoroughly examined by him or his assistant and reported to be safe.

SEC. 315. He shall see that all dangerous places are properly fenced off and

proper danger signal boards so hung on such fencing that they may be plainly
seen; he shall also travel all air roads and examine all the accessible openings to

old workings as often as is necessary to insure their safety.
SEC. 316. He shall provide a book or sheet to be put in some convenient place, or

places, upon which shall be made a place for the numbers used by the miners, with

space sufficient to each number s> thai the miners can write plainly the quantity
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of props, their approximate length and the number of caps and other timbers which

they require, together with the date of the order. Said book or sheets shall be

preserved for thirty days from their date.

DUTIES OF FIRE BOSSES.

SEC. 317. He shall enter the mine before the men have entered it, and before

proceeding to examine the same he shall see that the air current is traveling in its

proper course, and if all seems right, he shall proceed to examine the workings.
SEC. 318. He shall not allow any person, except those duly authorized, to enter

or remain in any part of the mine through which a dangerous accumulation of

gas is being passed in the ventilating current from any other part of the mine.
SEC. 319. He shall frequently examine the edge and accessible parts of new falls

and old gobs and air courses, and he shall report at once any violation of this act

to the mine foreman.

DUTIES OF MINERS.

SEC. 320. He shall examine his working place before beginning work and take
down all dangerous slate, or otherwise make it safe by properly timbering the same
before commencing to dig or load coal, and in mines where tire bosses are employed,
he shall examine his place to see whether the fire boss has left the proper marks

indicating his examination thereof, and he shall at all tunes be very careful to keep
his working place in a safe condition during working hours.

SEC. 321. Should he at any time find his place becoming dangerous, either from

gas or roof, or from any unusual condition which may have arisen, he shall at once
cease working, and inform the mine foreman or his assistant of such danger, and
before leaving such place he shall place some plain warning at the entrance thereto
to warn others from entering into the danger.

SEC. 322. It shall be the duty of every miner to mine his coal properly and to set

sprags under the coal while undermining to secure it from falling, and, after each

blast, he shall exercise greatcare in examining the roof and coal, and shall secure them
safely before beginning work.

SEC. 323. When places are liable to generate sudden volumes of firedamp, or where
locked safety lamps are used, no miner shall be allowed to fire shots except under
the supervision and with the consent of the mine foreman, or his assistant, or other

competent person designated by the mine foreman for that purpose.

DUTIES OF DRIVERS.

SEC. 324. When a driver has occasion to leave his trip he must be careful to see
that it is left, when possible, in a safe place, secure from cars or other danger, or from

endangering drivers of trips following.
SEC. 325. The driver must take great care while taking his trips down grades to

have the brakes or sprags so adjusted that he can keep the cars under control and
prevent them from running onto himself or others.

SEC. 326. He shall not leave any cars standing where they may materially obstruct
the ventilating current, except in case of accident to the trip.

DUTIES OF TRIP RIDERS OR RUNNERS.

SEC. 327. He shall exercise great care in seeing that all hitchings are safe for use
and see that all the trip is coupled before starting, and should he at any time see

any material defect in the rope, link or chain, he shall immediately remedy such
defect, or, if unable to do so, he shall detain the trip and report the matter to the
mine foreman.

DUTIES OF ENGINEERS.

SEC. 328. It shall be the duty of the engineer to keep a careful watch over his

engine and all machinery under his charge, and see that the boilers are properly sup-
plied with water, cleaned and inspected at proper intervals, and that the steam pres-
sure does not exceed at any time the limit allowed by the superintendent.

SEC. 329. He shall make himself acquainted with the signal codes provided for in
this act.

SEC. 330. He shall not allow any unauthorized person to enter the engine house,
neither shall he allow any person to handle or run the engine, without the permis-
sion of the superintendent.
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SEC. 331. When workmen are being raised or lowered he shall take special precau-
tions to keep the engine well under control.

SEC. 332. The locomotive engineer must keep a sharp lookout ahead of his engine
and sound the whistle or alarm bell frequently when coming near the partings or

landings; he must not exceed the speed allowed by the mine foreman or superin-
tendent. He must not allow any person, except his attendants, to ride on the engine
or on the full cars.

DUTIES OF FIREMEN.

SEC. 333. Every fireman and other person in charge of a boiler or boilers for the
generation of steam shall keep a careful watch of the same; he shall see that the
steam pressure does not at any time exceed the limit allowed by the superintendent;
he shall frequently try the safety valve and shall not increase the weight on the
same; he shall maintain a proper depth of water in each boiler, and if anything
should happen to prevent this, he shall report the same without delay to the super-
intendent, or other person designated by the superintendent, and take such other
action as may, under the particular circumstances, be necessary for the protection of
life and preservation of property.

DUTIES OF FAN ENGINEERS.

SEC. 334. The engineer in charge of any ventilating fan must keep it running at

such speed as the mine foreman directs in writing. In case of accident to the boiler
or fan machinery, not requiring the immediate withdrawal of the men from the mine
by reason of serious interruption of the ventilation, he shall invariably notify the
mine foreman. If ordinary repairs of the fan or machinery becomes necessary, he
must give timely notice to the mine foreman and await his instructions before stop-

ping it. He shall also examine at the beginning of each shift all the fan bearings,

stays and other parts, and see that they are kept in proper working order. Should
it become impossible to run the fan or necessary to stop it to prevent destruction, he
shall then at once stop it and notify the mine foreman immediately and give imme-
diate warning to persons in the mine.

DUTIES OF FURNACE MEN.

SEC. 335. The furnace man must attend to his duties with regularity, and in case

he should be likely to be off work for any reason whatever, he must give timely
notice to the mine foreman.

SEC. 336. The furnace man must at all times keep a clear, brisk fire, and the fire

must not be smothered with coal or slack during working hours, nor shall he allow
ashes to accumulate excessively on or under the bars, or in the approaches to the

furnace, and ashes shall be cooled before being removed.
SEC. 337. The furnace man must promptly obey the instructions of the mine

foreman.

DUTIES OF HOOKERS-ON.

SEC. 338. The hookers-on at the bottom of any slope shall be very careful to see

that the cars are properly coupled to a rope or chain, and that the safety catch or

other device is properly attached to the cars before giving the signal to the engineer.

DUTIES OF CAGERS.

SEC. 339. The eager at the bottom of any shaft shall not attempt to withdraw the

car until the cage comes to rest, and when putting the full car on the cage, he must
be very careful to see that the springs or catches are properly adjusted so as to keep
the car in its proper place before giving the signal to the engineer.

SEC. 340. At every shaft or slope mine in which provision is made in this act for

lowering and hoisting persons, a headman and footman shall be designated by the

superintendent or mine foreman, who shall be at their proper places from the time
that persons begin to descend until all the persons who may be at the bottom of said

shaft or slope, when quitting work, shall be hoisted; such headman and footman
shall personally attend to the signals, and see that the provisions of this act in

respect to lowering or hoisting persons in shafts or slopes shall be complied with.

SEC. 341. He shall not allow any tools to be placed on the same cage with men or

boys, nor on either cage when persons are being hoisted out of the mine or being
lowered into the mine, except when for the purpose of repairing the shaft or machin-

ery therein. The men shall place their tools in cars provided for that purpose, which

249A 19
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car, or care, shall be hoisted or lowered before and after the men shall have been
hoisted or lowered. And he shall immediately inform the mine foreman of any
violation of this rule.

SEC. 342. He shall also see that no driver, or other person, ascends the shaft with

any horse or mule, unless the said horse or mule is secured in a suitable box, or safely

penned, and only the driver in charge of said horse or mule shall accompany it in

any case.

DUTIES OF TOP MEN.

SBC. 343. The top man of any slope, or incline plane, shall be very careful to close

the safety block, or other device, as soon as the cars have reached the landing, so as

to prevent any loose or runaway cars from descending the slope, or incline plane, and
in no case shall such safety block, or other device, be withdrawn until the cars are

coupled to the rope or chain, and the proper signal given. He shall carefully inspect,

daily, all the machinery in and about the check house and the rope used for lower-

ing the coal, and promptly report any defect discovered to the superintendent, and
shall use great care in attaching securely the wagons or cars to the rope and carefully
lower the same down the incline. He shall ring the alarm bell in case of accident,
and when necessary, immediately set free to act the drop logs or safety switch.

SEC. 344. The top man of any shaft shall see that the springs or keeps for the cage
to rest upon ar.e kept in good working order, and when taking the full car off, he
must be careful that no coal or other material is allowed to fall down the shaft.

SEC. 345. He shall be at his proper place from the time that persons begin to

descend until all the persons who may be at the bottom of said shaft or slope, when
quitting work, shall be hoisted. Such headman and footman shall personally attend
to the signals and see that the provisions of this act in respect to lowering and hoist-

ing persons in shafts or slopes shall be complied with.
SEC. 346. He shall not allow any tools to be placed on the same cage with men or

boys, nor on either cage when persons are being lowered into the mine, except when
for the purpose of repairing the shaft or the machinery therein. The men shall

place their tools in cars provided for that purpose, which car or cars shall be lowered
before and after the men have been lowered.

SEC. 347. He shall also see that no driver, or other person, descends the shaft with

any horse or mule unless the said horse or mule is secured in a suitable box or safely

penned, and only the driver in charge of said horse or mule shall accompany it in

any case.

GENERAL RULES.

SEC. 348. If any person shall receive any injury in or about the mine and the
same shall come within the knowledge of the mine foreman, and if he shall be of

opinion that the injured person requires medical, or surgical treatment, he shall see

that said injured person receives the same, and in case of inability of such injured
person to pay therefor the same shall be borne by the county. The mine foreman
shall report monthly to the mine inspector of the district, on blanks furnished by
said inspector for that purpose, all accidents resulting in personal injury.

SEC. 349. No unauthorized person shall enter the mine without permission from
the superintendent or mine foreman.

SEC. 350. No person in a state of intoxication shall be allowed to go into or loiter

about the mine.
SEC. 351. All employees shall inform the mine foreman, or his assistant, of the

unsafe condition of any working place, hauling roads or traveling ways, or of damage
to doors, brattices or stoppings, or of obstructions in the air passages when known to

them.
SEC. 352. No person shall be employed to blast coal, rock or slate, unless the mine

foreman is satisfied that such person is qualified by experience to perform the work
with ordinary care.

SEC. 353. The mine superintendent, or mine foreman, shall cause to be constructed

safety blocks, or some other device, for the purpose of preventing cars from falling
into the shaft, or running away on slopes or incline planes; and safety switches, drop
logs or other device shall be used on all slopes and incline planes; and said safety

blocks, safety switches or other device must be maintained in good working order.

SEC. 354. Every workman employed in the mine shall examine his working place
before commencing work, and after any stoppage of work during the shift, he shall

repeat such examination.
SEC. 355. No person shall be allowed to travel on foot to or from his work on any

incline plane, dilly or locomotive roads, when other good roads are provided for that

purpose.
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SEC. 356. Any employee or other person who shall willfully deface, pull down or

destroy any notice board, danger signal, general or special rules or mining laws, shall
be prosecuted as provided for in section two, article twenty-one 01 this act.

SEC. 357. No powder or high explosive shall be taken into the mine in greater quan-
tities than required for use in one shift, unless such quantity be less than five pounds,
and all powder shall be carried into the mine in metallic canisteid.

SEC. 358. Powder in quantities exceeding twenty-five pounds, or other explosives
in quantities exceeding ten pounds, shall not be stored in any tipple or any weighing
office, nor where workmen have business to visit, and no naked lights shall be used
while weighing and giving out powder.

SEC. 359. All persons, except those duly authorized, are forbidden to meddle or

tamper in any way with any electric or signal wires in or about the mines.
SEC. 360. No greater number of persons shall be hoisted or lowered at any one time

in any shaft than is permitted by the mine inspector, and whenever said number of

persons shall arrive at the bottom of the shaft in which persons are regularly hoisted
or lowered they shall be furnished with an empty cage and be hoisted, and in cases
of emergency, a less number shall be promptly hoisted. Any person or persons
crowding or pushing to get on or off the cages shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor.

SEC. 361. Each workman, when engaged, shall have his attention directed to the

general and special rules by the person employing him.
SEC. 362. Workmen and all other persons are expressly forbidden to commit any

nuisance or throw into, deposit, or leave coals or dirt, stones or other rubbish in the
air way or road so as to interfere with, pollute or hinder the air passing into and
through the mine.

SEC. 363. No one, except a person duly authorized by the mine foreman, shall have
in his possession a key or other instrument for the purpose of unlocking any safety
lamp in any mine where locked safety lamps are used.

SEC. 364. Every abandoned slope, shaft, air hole or drift shall be properly fenced
around or across its entrance.

SEC. 365. No safety lamps shall be intrusted to any person for use in mines until

he has given satisfactory evidence to the mine foreman that he understands the

proper use thereof and danger of tampering with the same.
SEC. 366. No person shall ride upon or against any loaded car or cage in any shaft

or slope in or about any bituminous coal mine; no person other than the trip runner
shall be permitted to ride on empty trips on any slope, incline plane or dilly road,
when the speed of the cars exceeds six miles per hour. The transportation of tools

hi and out of the mine shall be under the direction of the mine foreman.
SEC. 367. No persons other than the drivers or trip runners shall be permitted to

ride on the full cars.

SEC. 368. In mines where coal dust has accumulated to a dangerous extent, care
shall be exercised to prevent said dust from floating in the atmosphere by sprinkling
it with water, or otherwise, as far as practicable.

SEC. 369. In cutting of clay veins, spars or faults in entries, or other narrow work-

ings going into the solid coal in mines where explosive gases are generated in danger-
ous quantities, a bore hole shall be kept not less than three feet in advance of the
face of the work, or in advance of any shot hole drilled for a blast to be fired therein.

SEC. 370. The engineer placed in charge of an engine whereby persons are hoisted
out of or lowered into any mine shall be a sober and competent person and not less

than twenty-one years of age.
SEC. 371. When a workman is about to fire a blast he shall be careful to notify all

persons who might be endangered thereby, and shall give sufficient alarm so that

any person or persons approaching shall be warned of the danger.
SEC. 372. In every shaft or slope where persons are hoisted or lowered by machin-

ery as provided by this act, a topman and eager shall be appointed by the superin-
tendent or mine foreman.

SEC. 373. Whenever a workman shall open a box containing powder or other

explosives, or while in any manner handling the same, he shall first place his lamp
not less than five feet from such explosive and in such a position that the air current

can not convey sparks to it, and he shall not smoke while handling explosives.
SEC. 374. An accumulation of gas in mines shall not be removed by brushing.
SEC. 375. When gas is ignited by blast or otherwise, the person having charge of

the place where the said gas is ignited, shall immediately extinguish it if possible,
and if unable to do so shall immediately notify the mine foreman or his assistant of

the fact. Workmen must see that no gas blowers are left burning upon leaving their

working places.
SEC. 376 All ventilating fans used at mines shall be provided with recording
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instruments, by which the number of revolutions or the effective ventilating pres-
sure of the fan shall be registered, and the registration with its date for each and

every day shall be kept in the office of the mine for future reference for one year
from its date.

SEC. 377. Where the clothing or wearing apparel of the employees becomes wet by
reason of working in wet places in the mines, it shall be the duty of the operator or

superintendent of each mine, at the request in writing of the mine inspector, who
shall make such request upon the petition of any five miners of any one mine in the

district working in the aforesaid wet places, to provide a suitable building which
shall be convenient to the principal entrances of such mine for the use of the persons

employed in wet places therein for the purpose of washing themselves and changing
their clothes when entering the mine and returning therefrom. The said building
shall be maintained in good order and be properly lighted and heated and shall be

provided with facilities for persons to wash. If any person or persons shall neglect
or fail to comply with the provisions of this article, or maliciously injure or destroy
or cause to be injured or destroyed the said building or any part thereof, or any of

the appliances or fittings used for supplying light and heat therein, or doing any act

tending to the injury or destruction thereof, he or they shall be deemed guilty of an
offense against this act.

SEC. 378. In all shafts and slopes where persons, coal or other material are hoisted

by machinery the following code of signals shall be used:

One rap or whistle to hoist coal or other material.

One rap or whistle to stop cage or car when in motion.
Two raps or whistles to lower cage or car.

Three raps or whistles when persons are to be hoisted and for engineer to signal
back ready when persons are to be hoisted, after which persons shall get on the cage
or car, then one rap shall be given to hoist.

Four raps or whistles to turn on steam to the pumps.
But a variation from the above code of signals may be used by permission of the

mine inspector: Provided, That in any such case such changed code shall be printed
and posted.

SEC. 379. No person or persons shall go into any old shaft or abandoned parts of

the mine or into any other place which is not in actual course of working without

permission from the mine foreman, nor shall they travel to and from their work

except by the traveling way assigned for that purpose.
SEC. 380. No steam pipes through which high pressure steam is conveyed for the

purpose of driving pumps or other machinery shall be permitted on traveling or haul-

age ways, unless they are encased in asbestos, or some other suitable nonconducting
material, or are so placed that the radiation of heat into the atmosphere of the mine
will be prevented as far as possible.

SEC. 381. Where a locomotive is used for the purpose of hauling coal out of a

mine, the tunnel or tunnels through which the locomotive passes shall be properly
ventilated and kept free as far as practicable of noxious gases, and a ventilating

apparatus shall be provided by the operator to produce such ventilation when
deemed necessary and practicable to do so by the mine inspector.

SEC. 382. No inexperienced person shall be employed to mine out pillars unless in

company with one or more experienced miners and by their consent.

PENALTIES.

SBC. 383. Any person or persons whomsoever, who shall intentionally or carelessly

injure any shaft, safety lamp, instrument, air course or brattice, or obstruct or throw

open air ways, or take matches for any purpose, or pipes or other smokers' articles

beyond any station inside of which locked safety lamps are used, or injure any part
of the machinery, or open a door in the mine and not close it again immediately, or

open any door which opening is forbidden, or disobey any order given in carrying
out the provisions of this act, or do any other act whatsoever whereby the lives or
the health of persona or the security of the miners or the machinery is endangered,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and may be punished in a manner pro-
vided for in this article.

SEC. 384. The neglect or refusal to perform the duties required to be performed by
any section of this act by the parties therein required to perform them, or the viola-

tion of any of the provisions or requirements hereof, shall be deemed a misdemeanor
and shall, upon conviction thereof in the court of quarter sessions of the county
wherein the misdemeanor was committed, be punishable by a fine not exceeding five

hundred dollars or imprisonment in the county jail for a period not exceeding six

mouths, or both, at the discretion of the court.
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SEC. 385. For any injury to person or property occasioned by any violation of this

act, or any failure to comply with its provisions by any owner, operator or superin-
tendent of any coal mine or colliery, a right of action shall accrue to the party
injured against said owner or operator for any direct damages he may have sustained

thereby, and in case of loss of life by reason of such neglect or failure aforesaid, a
right of action shall accrue to the widow and lineal heirs of the person whose life

shall be lost for like recovery of damages for the injury they shall have sustained.

DEFINITIONS.

SEC. 386. In this act the term " coal mine "
includes the shafts, slopes, adits, drifts

or inclined planes connected with excavations penetrating coal stratum or strata,
which excavations are ventilated by one general air current or divisions thereof,
and connected by one general system of mine railroads over which coal may be
delivered to one or more common points outside the mine, when such is operated by
one operator.

SEC. 387. The term "excavations and workings" includes all the excavated parts
of a mine, those abandoned as well as the places actually being worked, also all

underground workings and shafts, tunnels and other ways and openings, all such
shafts, slopes, tunnels and other openings in the course of being sunk or driven,
together with all roads, appliances, machinery and material connected with the
same below the surface.

SEC. 388. The term "shaft" means a vertical opening through the strata, and
which is or may be used for the purpose of ventilation or drainage, or for hoisting
men or material, or both, in connection with the mining of coal.

SEC. 389. The term "
slope

" means an incline way or opening used for the same
purpose as a shaft.

SEC. 390. The term "
operator" means any firm, corporation or individual oper-

ating any coal mine or part thereof.

SEC. 391. The term "superintendent" means the person who shall have, on
behalf of the operator, immediate supervision of one or more mines.
. SEC. 392. The term "bituminous" coal mine shall include all coal mines in the
State not now included in the anthracite boundaries.

SEC. 393. The provisions of this act shall not apply to any mine employing less

than ten persons in any one period of twenty-four hours.

REVISED MINING LAW OF ILLINOIS.

[Approved April 18, 1899; in force July 1, 1899; Laws of Illinois, 1899, pp. 300-326.]

AN ACT to revise the laws in relation to coal mines and subjects relating thereto, and providing for
the health and safety of persons employed therein.

SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the People of the State of Illinois, represented in the General

Assembly :

MAPS OR PLANS OF MINES.

Maps necessary. (a) That the operator of every coal mine in this State, shall make,
or cause to be made, an accurate map or plan of such mine, drawn to a scale not
smaller than two hundred feet to the inch, and as much larger as practicable, on
which shall appear the name, the state, county and township in which the mine is

located, the designation of the mine, the name of the company or owner, the certifi-

cate of the mining engineer or surveyor as to the accuracy and date of the survey,
the north point and the scale to which the drawing is made.

Surface survey. (b) Every such map or plan shall correctly show the surface

boundary line of the coal-rights pertaining to each mine, and all section or quarter-
section lines or corners within the same; the lines of town lots and streets; the
tracks and side-tracks of all railroads, and the location of all wagon roads, rivers,

streams, ponds, buildings, landmarks and principal objects on the surface.

Underground survey. (c) For the underground workings said maps shall show all

shafts, slopes, tunnels or other openings to the surface or to the workings of a con-

tiguous mine; all excavations, entries, rooms and cross-cuts; the location of the fan

or furnace and the direction of the air currents, the location of pumps, hauling

engines, engine planes, abandoned works, fire walls and standing water; and the

boundary line of any surface outcrop of the seam.
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Map for every seam. (d) A separate and similar map, drawn to the same scale in

all cases-,, shall be made of each and every seam, which, after the passage of this act,

shall be worked in any mine, and the maps of all such seams shall show all shafts,

inclined planes, or other passageways connecting the same.

Separate map for the surface. (e) A separate map shall also be made of the surface

whenever the surface buildings, lines or objects are so numerous as to obscure the
details of the mine workings if drawn upon the same sheet with them, and in such
case the surface map shall be drawn on transparent cloth or paper, so that it can be
laid upon the map of the underground workings, and thus truly indicate the local

relation of lines and objects on the surface to the excavations of the mine.
The dip. (/) Each map shall also show by profile drawing and measurements, in

feet and decimals thereof, the rise and dip of the seam from the bottom of the shaft

in either direction to the face of the workings.
Copiesfor inspectors and recorders. (g) The originals or true copies of all such maps

shall be kept in the office at the mine, and true copies shall also be furnished to the
State Inspector of Mines for the district in which said mine is located, and shall be
filed in the office of the recorder of the county in which the mine is located, within

thirty days after the completion of the same. The maps so delivered to the inspector
shall be the property of the State and shall remain in the custody of said inspector dur-

ing his term of office, and be delivered by him to his successor in office; they shall

be kept at the office of the inspector and be open to the examination of all persons
interested in the same, but such examination shall only be made in the presence of

the inspector, and he shall not permit any copies of the same to be made without the
written consent of the operator or the owner of the property.
Annual surveys. (h) An extension of the last preceding survey of every mine in

active operation shall be made once in every twelve months prior to July 1 of every
year, and the results of said survey, with the date thereof, shall be promptly and

accurately entered upon the original maps and all copies of the same, so as to show
all changes in plan or new work in the mine, and all extensions of the old workings
to the most advanced face or boundary of said workings, which have been made
since the last preceding survey. The said changes and extensions shall be entered

upon the copies of the maps in the hands of the said inspector and recorder, within

thirty days after the last survey is made.
Abandoned mines. (i) When any coal mine is worked out or is about to be aban-

doned or indefinitely closed, the operator of the same shall make or cause to be
made a final survey of all parts of such mine, and the results of the same shall be

duly extended on all maps of the mine and copies thereof, so as to show all excava-
tions and the most advanced workings of the mine, and their exact relation to the

boundary or section lines on the surface.

Special survey. (j) The State Inspector of Mines may order a survey to be made
of the workings of any mine, and the results to be extended on the maps of the same
and the copies thereof, whenever, in his judgment, the safety of the workmen, the

support of the surface, the conservation of the property or the safety of an adjoining
mine requires it.

Penalty for failure. (k) Whenever the operator of any mine shall neglect or refuse,

or, for any cause not satisfactory to the mine inspector, fail, for the period of three

months, to furnish to the said inspector and recorder, the map or plan of such mine
or a copy thereof, or of the extensions thereto, as provided for in this act, the

inspector is hereby authorized to make or cause to be made, an accurate map or plan
of such mine at the expense of the owner thereof, and the cost of the same may be
recovered by law from the said operator in the same manner as other debts by suit
in the name of the inspector and for his use, and a copy of the same shall be filed by
him with said recorder.

THE MAIN SHAFT.

2. Sinking subject to inspection. (a) Any shaft in process of sinking, and any
opening projected for the purpose of mining coal, shall be subject to the inspection
of the State Inspector of Mines for the district in which said shaft or opening is

located.

Passage-way around the bottom. (6) At the bottom of everyshaft and at every caging
place therein, a safe and commodious passage-way must be cut around said landing
place to serve as a traveling way by which men or animals may pass from one side
of the shaft to the other without passing under or on the cage.

Gates at the top. (c) The upper and lower landings at the top of each shaft, and
the opening of each intermediate seam from or to the shaft, shall be kept clear and
free from loose materials, and shall be securely fenced with automatic or other gates,
so as to prevent either men or materials from falling into the shaft.
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General equipment. (d) Every hoisting shaft must be equipped with substantial

cages fitted to guide-rails running from the top to the bottom. Said cages must be
safely constructed; they must be furnished with suitable boiler-iron covers to protect
persons riding thereon from falling objects; they must be equipped with safety
catches. Every cage on which persons are carried must be fitted up with iron bars
or rings in proper place and sufficient number to furnish a secure hand-hold for every
person permitted to ride thereon. At the top-landi ng, cage supports, where necessary,
must be carefully set and adjusted so as to act automatically and securely hold the

cages when at rest.

THE ESCAPEMENT SHAFT.

3. Two places of egress. (a) For every coal mine in this State, whether worked
by shaft, slope or drift, there shall be provided and maintained, in addition to the
hoisting shaft, or other place of delivery, a separate escapement shaft or opening to
the surface, or an underground communicating passage-way between every such mine
and some other contiguous mine, such as shall constitute two distinct and available
means of egress to all persons employed in such coal mine.
The time allowed for completing such escapement shaft or making such connections

with an adjacent mine, as is required by the terms of this act, shall be three months
for shafts 200 feet or less in depth, and six months for shafts less than 500 feet and
more than 200 feet, and nine months for all other mines, slopes or drifts or connec-
tions with adjacent mines. The time to date in all cases from the hoisting of coal
from the main shaft.

Unlawful to employ more than ten men. (b) It shall be unlawful to employ at any
one time more men than in the judgment of the inspector is absolutely necessary, for

speedily completing the connections with the escapement shaft or adjacent mine; and
said number must not exceed ten men at any one time for any purpose in said mine
until such escapement or connection is completed.

Passage-ways to escapement. (c) Such escapement shaft or opening, or communica-
tion with a contiguous mine as aforesaid, shall be constructed in connection with

every seam of coal worked in such mine, and all passage-ways communicating with
the escapement shaft or place of exit, from the main hauling ways to said place of

exit, shall be maintained free of obstruction at least five feet high and five feet wide.
Such passage-ways must be so graded and drained that it will be impossible for water
to accumulate in any depression or dip of the same, in quantities sufficient to obstruct
the free and safe passage of men. At all points where the passage-way to the escape-
ment shaft, or other place of exit, is intersected by other roadways or entries,

conspicuous sign boards shall be placed, indicating the direction it is necessary to

take in order to reach such place of exit.

Instancefrom main shaft. (d) Every escapement shaft shall be separated from the
main shaft by such extent of natural strata as may be agreed upon by the inspector
of the district and the owner of the property, but the distance between the main
shaft and escapement shaft shall not be less than 300 feet without the consent of the

inspector, nor more than 300 feet without the consent of the owner.

Buildings on the surface. (e)
It shall be unlawful to erect any inflammable struc-

ture or building in the space intervening between the main shaft and the escapement
shaft on the surface, or any powder magazine, in such location or manner as to jeop-
ardize the free and safe exit of the men from the mine, by said escapement shaft,
in case of fire in the main shaft buildings.

Stairways or cages. (/) The escapement shaft at every mine shall be equipped with
safe and ready means for the prompt removal of men from the mine in time of dan-

ger, and such means shall be a substantial stairway set at an angle not greater than

forty
-five degrees, which shall be provided with hand-rails and with platforms or

landings at each turn of the stairway.
In any escapement shaft which may, at the time of the passage of this act, be

equipped with a cage for hoisting men, such cage must be suspended between guides
and be so constructed that falling objects can not strike persons being hoisted upon
it. Such cage must also be operated by a steam hoisting engine, which shall be kept
available for use at all times, and the equipment of said hoisting apparatus shall

include a depth indicator, a brake on the drum, a steel or iron cable and safety
catches on the cage.

Obstructions in sliaft. (g) No accumulations of ice, nor obstructions of any kind
shall be permitted in any escapement shaft, nor shall any steam, or heated or vitiated

air be discharged into said shaft; and all surface or other water which flows therein

shall be conducted by rings or otherwise to receptacles for the same, so as to keep
the stairway free from falling water.
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Weekly inspections. (h) All escapement shafts and the passage-ways leading thereto,
or to the works of a contiguous mine, must be carefully examined at least once a
week by the mine manager, or a man specially delegated by him for that purpose,
and the date and findings of such inspection must be duly entered in the record book
in the office at the mine. If obstructions are found, their location and nature must
be stated together with the date at which they are removed.

Communication with adjacent mine. (i) When operators of adjacent mines have,

by agreement, established underground communication between said mines, as an

escapement outlet for the men employed in both, the roadways to the boundary on
either side shall be regularly patrolled and kept clear of every obstruction to travel

by the respective operators, and the intervening door shall remain unlocked and

ready at all times for immediate use.

When such communication has once been established between contiguous mines,
it shall be unlawful for the operator of either mine to close the same without the
consent both of the contiguous operator and of the State Inspector for the district.

Provided, that, when either operator desires to abandon mining operations, the ex-

pense and duty of maintaining such communication shall devolve upon the party
continuing operations and using the same.

THE ENGINE AND BOILER HOUSE.

4. Location. (a) Any building erected after the passage of this act, for the

purpose of housing the hoisting engine or boilers at any shaft, shall be substantially

fire-proof, and no boiler house shall be nearer than sixty feet to the main shaft or

opening or to any building or inflammable structure connecting therewith.
Brake on drum. (6) Every hoisting engine shall be provided with a good and

sufficient brake on the drum, so adjusted that it may be operated by the engineer
without leaving his post at the levers.

Flanges. (c) Flanges shall be attached to the sides of the drum of any engine
used for hoisting men, with a clearance 01 not less than four inches when the whole
rope is wound on the drum.

Cable fastenings. (d) The ends of the hoisting cables shall be well secured on the

drum, and at least two and a half laps of the same shall remain on the drum when
the cage is at rest at the lowest caging place in the shaft.

Indicator. (e) An index dial or indicator, to show at all times the true position of

the cages in the shaft, shall be attached to every hoisting engine for the constant
information and guidance of the engineer.

Signals. (/) The code of signals as provided for in this act, shall be displayed in

conspicuous letters at some point in front of the engineer when standing at his post.

Gauges. (g) Every boiler shall be provided with a steam gauge, except where
two or more boilers are equipped and connected with a steam drum, properly con-
nected with the boilers to indicate the steam pressure, and another steam gauge
shall be attached to the steam pipe in the engine house, the two to be placed in

such positions that both the engineer and fireman can readily see what pressure is

being carried. Such steam gauges shall be kept in good order and adjusted and be
tested as often at least as every six months.

Safety valves. (h) Every boiler or battery of boilers shall be provided with a safety
valve of sufficient area for the escape of steam, and with weights and springs properly
adjusted.

Inspection of boilers. (i) All boilers used in generating steam in and about coal
mines shall be kept in good order, and the operator of every coal mine where steam
boilers are kept in use shall have said boilers thoroughly examined and inspected
by a competent boiler-maker or other qualified person, not an employe of said oper-
ator, as often as once in every six months, and oftener if the inspector shall deem
it necessary, and the result of every such inspection shall be reported on suitable
blanks to said inspector.

THE POWDER HOUSE.

5. All blasting powder and explosive material must be stored in a fire-proof
building on the surface, located at a safe distance from all other buildings.

THE STATE MINING BOARD.

6. Manner and purpose of appointment. (a) For the purpose of securing efficiency
in the mine inspection service, and a high standard of qualification in those who
have the management and operation of coal mines, the State Commissioners of Labor
shall appoint a board of examiners, to be known as the State Mining Board, whose
duty it shall be to make formal inquiry into and pass upon the practical and tecu-
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nical qualifications and personal fitness of men seeking appointments as State

Inspectors of Mines, and of those seeking certificates of competency as mine man-
agers, as hoisting engineers and as mine examiners. This board shall be composed
of five members, two of whom shall be practical coal miners; one an expert mining
engineer, and who shall, when practicable, be also a hoisting engineer, and two shall

be coal operators.
Date and term of appointment. (fc) Their appointment shall date from July 1, 1899,

and they shall serve for a term of two years, or until their successors are appointed
and qualified ; they shall organize by the election of one of their number as presi-

dent, and some suitable person, not a member, as secretary, after which they shall

all be sworn to a faithful performance of their duties.

Supplies furnished by secretary of state. (c) The secretary of state shall assign to the
use of the board suitably furnished rooms in the State House for such meetings as are

held at the capitol, and shall also furnish whatever blanks, blank-books, printing
and stationery the board may require in the discharge of its duties.

Frequency of meetings. (d) The board shall meet at the capitol in regular session

on the second Tuesday in September of the year 1899, and bi-ennially thereafter, for

the examination of candidates for appointment as State Inspectors of Mines. F-- r

the examination of persons seeking certificates of competency as mine managers,
hoisting engineers and mine examiners, the board shall hold meetings at such times
and places within the State as shall, in the judgment of the members, afford the
best facilities to the greatest number of probable candidates. Special meetings may
also be called by the Commissioners of Labor, whenever, for any reason, it may
become necessary to appoint one or more inspectors. Public notice shall be given
through the press or otherwise, announcing the time and place at which examina-
tions are to be held.

Rules ofprocedure. (e) The examinations herein provided for shall be conducted
under such rules, conditions and regulations as the members of the board shall deem
most efficient for carrying into effect the spirit and intent of this act. Such rules,

when formulated, shall be made a part of the permanent record of the board, and
such of them as relate to candidates shall be published for their information and

governance prior to each examination; they shall also be of uniform application to

all candidates.

EXAMINATIONS.

7. For inspectors. (a) Persons coming before the State Mining Board as candi-

dates for appointment as State Inspectors of Mines must produce evidence satisfactory
to the board that they are citizens of this State, at least thirty years of age, that they
have had a practical mining experience of ten years, and that they are men of good
repute and temperate habits; they must also submit to and satisfactorily pass an exam-
ination as to their practical and technical knowledge of mining engineering and min-

ing machinery and appliances, of the proper development and operation of coal mines,
of ventilation in mines, of the nature and properties of mine gases, of the geology of

the coal measures in this State and of the laws of this State relating to coal mines.
Names certified to the governor. (b) At the close of each examination for inspectors

the board shall certify to the Governor the names of all candidates who have received

a rating above the minimum fixed by the rules of the board as properly qualified for

the duties of Inspectors.

Inspectors appointed. (c) From those so named the Governor shall select and

appoint seven State inspectors of mines, that is to say, one inspector for each of the

seven inspection districts provided for in this act, or more, if, in the future, addi-

tional inspection districts shall be created, and their commissions shall be for a term
of two years from October first: Provided, that any one who has satisfactorily passed
two of the State examinations for inspectors, and who has served acceptably as State

Inspector for two full terms, upon making written application to the board setting
forth the facts, shall also be certified to the Governor as a person properly qualified
for appointment. But no man shall be eligible for appointment as a State Inspector
of Mines who has any pecuniary interest in any coal mine, either as owner or employe'.
For mine managers. (d) Persons coming before the board for certificates of com-

petency as mine managers must produce evidence satisfactory to the board that they
are citizens of this State, at least twenty-four years of age, that they have had at least

four years' practical mining experience, and that they are men of good repute and

temperate habits; they must also submit to and satisfactorily pass such an examination
as to their experience in mines and in the management or men, their knowledge of

mine machinery and appliances, the use of surveying and other instruments, the

properties of mine gases, the principles of ventilation and the specific duties and

responsibilities of mine managers, as the board shall see fit to impose.
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For hoisting engineers. (e) Persons seeking certificates of competency as hoisting

engineers must produce evidence satisfactory to the board that they are citizens of

the United States, at least twenty-one years of age, that they have had at least two

years' experience as fireman or engineer of a hoisting plant, and are of good repute
and temperate habits. They must be prepared to submit to and satisfactorily pass
an examination as to their experience in handling hoisting machinery, and as to their

practical and technical knowledge of the construction, cleaning and care of steam

boilers, the care and adjustment of hoisting engines, the management and efficiency
of pumps, ropes and winding apparatus, and their knowledge of the laws of this

State in relation to signals and the hoisting and lowering of men at mines.
For mine examiners. (/) Persons seeking certificates of competency as mine exam-

iners must produce evidence satisfactory to the board that they are citizens of this

State, at least twenty-one years of age, and of good repute and temperate habits.

They must be prepared to submit to and satisfactorily pass an examination as to their

experience in mines generating dangerous gases, their practical and technical knowl-

edge of the nature and properties of fire-damp, the laws of ventilation, the structure

and uses of the safety lamp, and the laws of this State relating to safeguards against
fires from any source in mines.

CERTIFICATES.

8. Issued by the board. (a) The certificates provided for in this act shall be
issued under the signatures and seal of the State Mining Board, to all those who
receive a rating above the minimum fixed by the rules of the board ; such certificates

shall contain the full name, age and place of birth of the recipient, and the length
and nature of his previous service in or about coal mines.

Register to be preserved. (b) The Board shall make and preserve a record of the
names and addresses of sU persons to whom certificates are issued, and at the close

of each examination shall make report of the same to the Commissioners of Labor,
who shall cause a permanent register of all certificated persons to be made and kept
for public inspection in the office of the State Bureau of Labor Statistics in the State

capitol.

Effect of certificates. (c) The certificates provided for in this act shall entitle the
holders thereof to accept and discharge the duties for which they are thereby declared

qualified, at any mine in this State, where their services may be desired.

Foreign certificates. (d) The board may exercise its discretion in issuing certificates

of any class, but not without examination, to persons presenting, with proper cre-

dentials, certificates issued by competent authority in other States.

Unlawful to employ other than certificated mine managers. (e) It shall be unlawful
for the operator of any coal mine to employ, or suffer to serve, as mine manager at

his mine, any person who does not hold a certificate of competency issued by a duly
authorized Board of Examiners of this State: Provided, that whenever any exigency
arises by which it is impossible for any operator to secure the immediate services of

a certificated mine manager, he may place any trustworthy and experienced man,
subject to the approval of the State Inspector of the district, in charge of his mine,
to act as temporary mine manager for a period not exceeding thirty days.

Unlawful to employ other than certificated hoisting engineer. (/) It "shall be unlawful
for the operator of any mine to employ, or suffer to serve, as hoisting engineer for

said mine, any person who does not hold a certificate of competency issued by a

duly authorized Board of Examiners of this State, or permit any other to operate'his
hoisting engine except for the purpose of learning to operate it, and then only in the

presence of the certificated engineer in charge, and when men are not being hoisted
or lowered: Provided, that whenever any exigency arises by which it is impossible
for any operator to secure the immediate services of a certificated hoisting engineer,
he may place any trustworthy and experienced man, subject to the approval of the
State Inspector of the district, in charge of his engines, to act as temporary engineer,
for a period not to exceed thirty days.

Unlawful to employ other than certificated mine examiners. (g) It shall be unlawful
for the operator of any mine to employ, or suffer to serve, as mine examiner, any
person who does not hold a certificate of competency issued by the State Mining
Board: Provided, that any one holding a mine manager's certificate may serve as
mine examiner. Any one holding a certificate as fire boss, on presentation of the
same to the State Mining Board, may have it exchanged for a mine examiner's
certificate.

Cancellation of certificates. (h) The certificate of any mine manager, hoisting
engineer or mine examiner, may be cancelled and revoked by the State Mining
Boajrd whenever it shall be established to the satisfaction of said board that the
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holder thereof has become unworthy of official endorsement, by reason of violations
of the law, intemperate habits, manifest incapacity, abuse of authority, or for other
causes satisfactory to said board : Provided, that any person against whom charges or

complaints are made shall have an opportunity to be heard in his own behalf. And
he shall have thirty days' notice in writing of such charges.

FEES FOR EXAMINATIONS.

9. An applicant for any certificate herein provided for, before being examined,
shall register his name with the secretary of the board, and file with him the creden-
tials required by this act, to-wit: An affidavit as to all matters of fact establishing his

right to receive the examination, and a certificate of good character and temperate
habits signed by at least ten of the citizens who know him best in the place in which
he lives.

Each candidate, before receiving the examination, shall pay to the secretary of

the board the sum of one dollar as an examination fee, and those who pass the exam-
ination for which they are entered, before receiving their certificates, shall also pay
to the secretary the further sum of two dollars each as a certificate fee. All such
fees shall be duly accounted for by the board, and covered into the State treasury at

the close of each fiscal year.

PAY OF THE BOARD.

10. The members of the State Mining board shall receive as compensation for

their services the sum of five dollars each per day, for a term not exceeding one
hundred days in any one year, and whatever sums are necessary to reimburse them
for such traveling expenses as may be incurred in the discharge of their duties.

The salary of the secretary shall be determined by the board, but shall in no case
exceed the sum of one thousand dollars per annum, and he shall be reimbursed for

any amounts expended for actual and necessary traveling expenses in the discharge
of his duties. All such salaries and expenses of the board and of its secretary shall

be paid upon vouchers duly sworn to by each and approved by the president of the
board and by the Governor, and the Auditor of Public Accounts is hereby author-
ized to draw his warrants on the State Treasurer for the amounts thus shown to be

due, payable out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.

INSPECTION DISTRICTS.

11. Boundaries defined. (a) The State shall be divided into seven inspection
districts, as follows:

The first district shall be composed of the counties of Boone, McHenry, Lake,
DeKalb, Kane, DuPage, Cook, LaSalle, Kendall, Grundy, Will, Livingston, and
Kankakee.
The second district shall be composed of the counties of Jo Daviess, Stephenson,

Winnebago, Carroll, Ogle, Whiteside, Lee, Rock Island, Henry, Bureau, Mercer,
Stark, Putnam, Marshall, Peoria, and Woodford.
The third district shall be composed of the counties of Henderson, Warren, Knox,

Hancock, McDpnough, Schuyler, Fulton, Adams, and Brown.
The fourth district shall be composed of the counties of Tazewell, McLean, Ford,

Iroquois, Vermilion, Champaign, Piatt, DeWitt, Macon, Logan, Menard, Mason, and

The fifth district shall be composed of the counties of Pike, Scott, Morgan, Sanga-
mon, Christian, Shelby, Moultrie, Douglas, Coles, Cumberland, Clark, Edgar,
Montgomery, Macoupin, Green, Jersey, and Calhoun.
The sixth district shall be composed of the counties of Monroe, St. Clair, Madison,

Bond, Clinton, Fayette, Marion, Effingham, Clay, Jasper, Richland, Crawford, and
Lawrence.
The seventh district shall be composed of the counties of Washington, Jefferson,

Wayne, Edwards, Wabash, White, Hamilton, Franklin, Perry, Randolph, Jackson,
Williamson, Saline, Gallatin, Hardin, Pope, Johnson, Massac, Union, Alexander,
and Pulaski.

How changes may be made. (b) Provided, that the Commissioners of Labor, may,
from time to time, make such changes in the boundaries of said districts as may, in

their judgment, be required in order to distribute more evenly the labors and expenses
of the several inspectors of mines, but this provision shall not be construed as author-

izing the board to increase the number of districts.
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DUTIES OF INSPECTORS.

12. Bond. (a) Those who receive appointment as State Inspector of Mines must,
before entering upon their duties as such, take an oath of office, as provided for by
the constitution, and enter into a bond to the State in the sum of five thousand

(5,000) dollars, with sureties to be approved by the Governor, conditioned upon the
faithful performance of their duties in every particular, as required by this act; said

bond, with the approval of the Governor endorsed thereon, together with the oath
of office, shall be deposited with the Secretary of State.

Instruments. (b) For the more efficient discharge of the duties herein imposed
upon them, each inspector shall be furnished at the expense of the State with an

anemometer, a safety lamp, and whatever other instruments may be required in

order to carry into effect the provisions of this act.

Examinations of mines. (c) State Inspectors of Mines shall devote their whole time
and attention to the duties of their office, and make personal examination of every
mine within their respective districts, and shall see that every necessary precaution
is taken to insure the health and safety of the workmen employed in such mines,
and that the provisions and requirements of all the mining laws of this State are

faithfully observed and obeyed, and the penalties for the violation of the same
promptly enforced.

Authority to enter. (d) It shall be lawful for State Inspectors to enter, examine
and inspect any and all coal mines and the machinery belonging thereto, at all

reasonable times, by day or by night, but so as not to obstruct or hinder the

necessary workings of such coal mine, and the operator of every such coal mine
is hereby required to furnish all necessary facilities for making such examination
and inspection.

Procedure in case of objection. (e) If any operator shall refuse to permit such

inspection or to furnish the necessary facilities for making such examination and
inspection, the inspector shall file his affidavit, setting forth such refusal, with the

judge of the circuit court in said county in which said mine is situated, either in term
time or vacation, or, in the absence of said judge, with the master in chancery in

said county in which said mine is situated, and obtain an order on such owner, agent
or operator so refusing as aforesaid, commanding him to permit and furnish such

necessary facilities for the inspection of such coal mine, or to be adjudged to stand in

contempt of court and punished accordingly.
Notices to be posted. (/) The State Inspector of Mines shall post up in some con-

spicuous place at the top of each mine visited and inspected by him, a plain statement
of the condition of said mine, showing what in his judgment is necessary for the bet-

ter protection of the lives and health of persons employed in said mine; such state-

ment shall give the date of inspection and be signed by"the inspector. He shall also

post a notice at the landing used by the men, stating what number of men will be

permitted to ride on the cage at one time, and at what rate of speed men may be
hoisted and lowered on the cages. He must observe especially that a pioper code of

signals between the engineer and top man and bottom man is established and con-

spicuously posted for the information of all employes.
Sealer of weights. (g) State Inspectors of Mines are hereby made ex-officio sealers of

weights and measures in their respective districts, and as such are empowered to test

all scales used to weigh coal at coal mines. Upon the written request of any mine
owner or operator, or of ten coal miners employed at any one mine, it shall be his

duty to try and prove any scale or scales at such mine against which complaint is

directed, and if he shall find that they or any of them do not weigh correctly he
shall call the attention of the mine owner or operator to the fact, and direct that said
scale or scales be at once overhauled and readjusted so as to indicate only true and
exact weights, and he shall forbid the further operation of such mine until such
scales are adjusted. In the event that such tests shall conflict with any test made by
any county sealer of weights, or under and by virtue of any municipal ordinance or

regulation, then the test by such mine inspector shall prevail.
Test weights. (h) For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this act each

inspector shall be furnished by the State with a complete set of standard weights
suitable for testing the accuracy of track scales, and of all smaller scales at mines;
said test weights to be paid for on bills of particulars, certified by the Secretary of
State and approved by the Governor. Such test weights shall remain in the custody
of the inspector for use at any point within his district, and for any amounts expended
by him for the storage, transportation or handling of the same, he shall be fully reim-
bursed upon making entry of the proper items in his quarterly expense voucher.

Inspectors
1 annual reports. (?) Each State Inspector of Mines shall, at the close of

the official year, to-wit: after June 30, of every year, prepare aud forward to the
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Secretary of the Bureau of Labor Statistics a formal report of his acts during the year
in the discharge of his duties, with any recommendations as to legislation he may
deem necessary on the subject of mining, and shall collect and tabulate upon blanks
furnished by said Secretary all desired statistics of names and miners within his dis-

trict to accompany said annual report.

Reports to be published. (j) On the receipt of said inspectors' reports the Secretary
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics shall proceed to compile and summarize the same
as a report of said bureau, to be known as the Annual Coal Report, which shall be
duly transmitted to the Governor for the information of the General Assembly and
the public. The printing and binding of said reports shall be provided for by the
Commissioners of State Contracts in like manner and in like number as they provide
for the publication of other official reports to the Governor.
The Secretary of State shall furnish to said inspectors, upon the requisition of the

Secretary of the State Bureau of Labor Statistics, whatever instruments, blanks,
blank books, stationery, printing and supplies may be required by said inspectors in

the discharge of their official duties; said instruments to be paid for on bills of par-
ticulars, certified by the Secretary of State and approved by the Governor.

It shall be the duty of every coal operator and every employer of labor in this

State to afford to the State Commissioners of Labor, or their representatives, every
facility for procuring statistics of the wages and conditions of their employe's for the

purpose of compiling and publishing statistics of labor and of social and industrial

conditions within the State as required by law. Any person who shall hinder or
obstruct the investigation of the agents of the commissioners, or shall neglect or

refuse, for a period of ten days, to furnish the information called for by the schedules
of the commissioners as provided above, shall be adjudged guilty of a misdemeanor
and be subjected to a fine of one hundred dollars.

PAY OF INSPECTORS.

13. Each State Inspector of Mines shall receive as compensation for his services,
the sum of eighteen hundred dollars per annum, and for his traveling expenses the
sum actually expended for that purpose, in the discharge of his official duties, both
to be paid quarterly by the State Treasurer, on warrants of the Auditor of Public

Accounts, from the funds in the treasury not otherwise appropriated; said expense
vouchers shall show the items of expenditures in detail, with sub-vouchers for the
same so far as it is practicable to obtain them. Said voucher shall be sworn to by the

inspector and be approved by the Secretary of the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the
Governor.

REMOVAL OF INSPECTORS.

14. Upon a petition signed by not less than three coal operators, or ten coal

miners, setting forth that any State Inspector of Mines neglects his duties, or that ha
is incompetent, or that he is guilty of malfeasance in office, or guilty of any act tend-

ing to the injury of miners or operators of mines, it will be lawful for the Commis-
sioners of Labor of this State to issue a citation to the said inspector to appear, at not
less than fifteen days' notice on a day fixed, before them, when the said commis-
sioners shall proceed to inquire into and investigate the allegations of the petitioners;
and if the said commissioners find that the said inspector is neglectful of his duty,
or that he is incompetent to perform the duties of said office, or that he is guilty of

malfeasance in office, or guilty of any act tending to the injury of miners or operators
of mines, the said commissioners shall declare the office of inspector of said district

vacant, and a properly qualified person shall be duly appointed, in the manner pro-
vided for in this act, to fill said vacancy.

COUNTY INSPECTORS.

15. The County Board of Supervisors, or of Commissioners in counties not under

township organization, of any county in which coal is produced, upon the written

request of the State Inspector of Mines for the district in which said county is located,
shall appoint a County Inspector of Mines as assistant to such State Inspector; but
no person shall be eligible for appointment as County Inspector who does not hold a

State certificate of competency as mine manager, and the compensation of such County
Inspector shall be fixed by the county board at not less than three dollars per day,
to be paid out of the county treasury.
The State Inspector may authorize any County Inspector in his district to assume

and discharge all the duties and exercise all the powers of a State Inspector in the

county for which he is appointed, in the absence of the State Inspector; but such
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authority must be conferred in writing and the County Inspector must produce the

same as evidence of his powers upon the demand of any person affected by his acts;

and the bond of said State Inspector shall be holden for the faithful performance of

the duties of such assistant inspector.

DUTIES OF MINE MANAGERS AND MINERS.

16. (a) The mine managers shall instruct employes as to their respective duties,
and shall visit and examine the various working places in the mine as often as prac-
ticable. He shall always provide a sufficient supply of props, caps and timber deliv-

ered on the miners' cars at the usual place when demanded, as nearly as possible, in

suitable lengths and dimensions for the securing of the roof by the miners, and it

shall be the duty of the miner to properly prop and secure his place with materials

provided therefor.

Ventilation. (fc) It shall be the duty of the mine manager to see that cross-cuts

are made at proper distances apart to secure the best ventilation at the face of all

working places, and that all stoppings along air-ways are properly and promptly
built. He shall keep careful watch over all ventilating apparatus and the air-currents

in the mine, and in case of accident to fan or machinery by which the currents are
obstructed or stopped, he shall at once order the withdrawal of the men and prohibit
their return until thorough ventilation has been re-established.

Air-currents and outlet passage-ways. (c) He shall measure or cause to be measured
the air-current with an anemometer at least once a week at the inlet and outlet, and
shall keep a record of such measurements for the information of the inspector. Once
a week he shall make a special examination of the roadways leading to the escape-
ment shaft or other opening for the safe exit of men to the surface, and shall make a
record of any obstructions to travel he may encounter therein, together with the
date of their removal.

Handling explosives. (d) He shall give special attention to and instructions con-

cerning the proper storage and handling of explosives in the mine, and concerning
the time and manner of placing and discharging the blasting shots, and it shall be
unlawful for any miner to fire shots except according to the rules of the mine. In

dusty mines he must see that all hauling roads are frequently and thoroughly
sprinkled. He must also see that all dangerous places, above and below, are prop-
erly marked, and that danger signals are displayed wherever they are required.

dare ofropes, cages, etc. (e) The mine manager or superintendent must have special
attention given to the condition of the hoisting ropes; they must be carefully and
frequently scrutinized. Before the men are lowered in the morning the soundness
of the ropes must be tested by hoisting the cages. He must also have the cages,

safety catches, pumps, sumps and stables examined frequently: he must have the
mine examined every morning by the mine examiner before the men are allowed to

go to work, and know that the'top man and bottom man are on duty, and that
sufficient lights are maintained at the top and bottom landings when the men are

being hoisted and lowered.

Early and late duty. (/) The mine manager or his agent shall be at his post at the
mine when the men are lowered into the mine in the morning for work; he shall by
some device keep a record of the number of men lowered either for a day or night
shift, and he or his agent shall remain at night until all the men employed during
the day shall have been hoisted out.

May have assistants. (g) In mines in which the works are so extensive that all the
duties devolving on the mine manager can not be discharged by one man, competent
persons may be designated and appointed as assistants to the mine manager who
shall exercise his functions, under his instructions.

DUTIES OF HOISTING ENGINEERS.

17. Constant attendance. (a) The hoisting engineer at any mine shall be in con-
stant attendance at his engine or boilers at all times when there are workmen under-

ground.
Outsiders excluded. (6) The engineer shall not permit any one to enter or loiter in

the engine room, except those authorized by their position or duties to do so, and he
shall hold no conversation with any officer of the company or other person while
the engine is in motion or while his attention is occupied with the signals. A notice
to this effect shall be posted on the door of the engine house.

Care of engine and toilers. (c) The engineer or some other properly authorized

employe must keep a careful watch over the engine, boilers, pumps, ropes and wind-

ing apparatus. He must see that his boilers are properly supplied with water,
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cleaned and inspected at frequent intervals, and that the steam pressure does not
exceed the limit established by the boiler inspector; he shall frequently try the

safety valves and shall not increase the weights on the same; he shall observe that
the steam and water gauges are always in good order, and if any of the pumps,
valves or gauges become deranged or fail to act he shall promptly report the fact to
the proper authority.

Signals. (d) The engineer must thoroughly understand the established code of

signals, and these must be delivered in the engine room in a clear and unmistakable
manner, and when he has the signal that men are on the cage he must work his

engine only at the rate of speed hereafter specified in this act.

Handling of engine. (e) The engineer shall permit no one to handle or meddle
with any machinery under his charge, nor suffer any one who is not a certified

engineer to operate his engine, except for the purpose of learning to operate it, and
then only in the presence of the engineer in charge, and when men are not on the

cage.

DCTIES OF MINE EXAMINERS.

18. To enter and examine all places. (a) A mine examiner shall be required at all

mines. His duty shall be to visit the mine before the men are permitted to enter it,

and, first, he shall see that the air-current is traveling in its proper course and in

proper quantity. He shall then inspect all places where men are expected to pass
or to work, and observe whether there are any recent falls or obstructions in rooms
or roadways, or accumulations of gas or other unsafe conditions. He shall especially
examine the edges and accessible parts of recent falls and old gobs and air-courses.

As evidence of his examination of all working places, he shall inscribe on the walls
of each, with chalk, the month and the day of the month of his visit.

To post danger notices. (b) When working places are discovered in which accu-
mulations of gas, or recent falls, or any dangerous conditions exist, he shall place a

conspicuous mark thereat as notice to all men to keep out, and at once report his

finding to the mine manager.
No one shall be allowed to remain in any part of the mine through which gas is

being carried into the ventilating current, nor to enter the mine to work therein,

except under the direction of the mine manager, until all conditions shall have been
made safe.

To make daily record. (c) The mine examiner shall make a daily record of the
conditions of the mine, as he has found it, in a book kept for that purpose, which
shall be preserved in the office for the information of the company, the inspector and
all other persons interested, and this record shall be made each morning before the
miners are permitted to descend into the mine.

VENTILATION.

19. Throughout every coal mine there shall be maintained currents of fresh air

sufficient for the health and safety of all men and animals employed therein, and
such ventilation shall be produced by a fan, or some other artificial means.
Amount of air required. (a) The quantity of air required to be kept in circulation

and passing a given point shall be not less than 100 cubic feet per minute for each

person, and not less than 600 cubic feet per minute for each animal in the mine,
measured at the foot of the downcast, and this quantity may be increased at the
discretion of the inspector whenever, in his judgment, unusual conditions make a

stronger current necessary. Said currents shall be forced into every working place
throughout the mine, so that all parts of the same shall be reasonably free from

standing powder smoke and deleterious air of every kind.
Measurements. (b) The measurement of the currents of air shall be taken with an

anemometer at the foot of the downcast, at the foot of the upcast, and at the working
face of each division or split of the air-current. And a record of such measurements
shall be made and preserved in the office, as elsewhere provided for in this act.

Air currents to be split. (c) The main current of air shall be so split, or subdivided,
as to give a separate current of reasonably pure air to every 100 men at work, and
the inspector shall have authority to order separate currents for smaller groups of

men, if, in his judgment, special conditions make it necessary.
Ventilation of stables. (d) The air-current for ventilating the stable shall not pass

into the intake air-current for ventilating the working parts of the mine.

Self-closing
doors. (e) All permanent doors in mines, used in guiding and directing

the ventilating currents, shall be so hung and adjusted as to close automatically.

Trappers. (/) At all principal door-ways, through which cars are hauled, an
attendant shall be employed for the purpose of opening and closing said doors when
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trips of cars are passing to and from the workings. Places for shelter shall be pro-
vided at such door-ways to protect the attendants, from being injured by the cars,

while attending to their duties.

Cross-cuts. (g) Cross-cute shall be made not more than sixty feet apart, and no
room shall be opened in advance of the air current.

Stoppings. (h) When it becomes necessary to close cross-cuts connecting the inlet

and outlet air-courses in mines generating dangerous gases, the stoppings shall be
built in a substantial manner with brick or other suitable building material laid in

mortar or cement, if practicable, but in no case shall they be built of lumber, except
for temporary purposes.

Authority of inspector. (i) Whenever the inspector shall find men working without
sufficient air, he shall at once give the mine manager or operator notice and a
reasonable time in which to restore the current, and upon his or their refusal or

neglect to act promptly, the inspector may order the endangered men out of the
mine.

POWDER AND BLASTING.

20. No blasting powder or other explosives shall be stored in any coal mine, and
no workman shall have at any time more than one twenty-five pound keg of black

powder in the mine, nor more than three pounds of high explosives.
Place and manner of storing. (a) Every person who has powder or other explosives

in a mine, shall keep it or them in a wooden or metallic box or boxes securely locked,
and said boxes shall be kept at least ten feet from the track, and no two powder
boxes shall be kept within fifty feet of each other, nor shall black powder and high
explosives be kept in the same box.
Manner of handling. (b) Whenever a workman is about to open a lx>x or keg con-

taining powder or other explosive, and while handling the same, he shall place and
keep his lamp at least five feet distant from said explosive and in such position that
the air current can not convey sparks to it, and no person shall approach nearer than
five feet to any open box containing powder or other explosive with a lighted lamp,
lighted pipe or other thing containing fire.

Copper took. (c) In the process of charging and tamping a hole no person shall

use any iron or steel pointed needle. The needle used in preparing a blast shall be
made of copper and the tamping bar shall be tipped with at least five inches of

copper. No coal dust nor any material that is inflammable or that may create a

spark shall be used for tamping, and some soft material must always lie placed next
to the cartridge or explosive.

Use of squibs. (d) A miner who is about to explode a blast with a manufactured

squib shall not shorten the match, saturate it with mineral oil nor ignite it except at

the extreme end; he shall see that all persons are out of danger from the probable
effects of such shot, and shall take measures to prevent any one approaching, by
shouting "fire!" immediately before lighting the fuse.

Not more than one shotata time. (e) Not more than one shot shall be ignited at the
same time in any one working place, unless the firing is done by electricity or by
fuses of such length that neither of the shots will explode in less than three minutes
from the time they are lighted. When successive shots are to be fired in any work-
ing place in which the roof is broken or faulty, the smoke must be allowed to clear

away and the roof must be examined and made secure between shots.
Missed shots. (/) No person shall return to a missed shot until five minutes have

elapsed, unless the firing is done by electricity, and then only when the wires are
disconnected from the battery.

Dustij mines. (g) In case the galleries, roadways or entries of any mine are so dry
that the air becomes charged with dust, the operator of such mine must have such

roadways regularly and thoroughly sprayed, sprinkled or cleaned, and it shall be
the duty of the inspector to see that all possible precautions are taken against the
occurrence of explosions which may be occasioned or aggravated by the presence of
dust.

PLACES OF REFUGE.

21. Engine planes. (a) On all single track hauling roads wherever hauling is

done by machinery, and on all gravity or inclined planes in mines, upon which the

persons employed in the mine must travel on foot to and from their work, places of

refuge must be cut in the side wall not leas than three feet in depth and four feet

wide, and not more than twenty yards apart, unless there is a clear space of at least

three feet between the side of the car and the side of the road, which space shall be
deemed sufficient for the safe passage of men.
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On every such road which is more than 100 feet in length a code of signals shall be
established between the hauling engineeer and all points on the road.
A conspicuous light must be carried on the front car of every trip or train of pit

cars moved by machinery, except when such trip is on an incline plane.
Mule roads. (6) On all hauling roads or gangways on which the hauling is done

by draft animals, or gangways whereon men have to pass to a nd from their work
places of refuge must be cut in the side-wall at least two and a half feet deep, and no
more than twenty yards apart; but such places shall not be required in entries from
which rooms are driven at regular intervals not exceeding twenty yards, and
wherever there is a clear space of two and one-half feet between the car and the rib,
such space shall be deemed sufficient for the safe passage of men.

All places of refuge must be kept clear of obstructions, and no material shall be
stored nor be allowed to accumulate therein.

BOYS AND WOMEN.

22. No boy under the age of fourteen years, and no woman or girl of any age
shall be permitted to do any manual labor in or about any mine, and before any boy
oan be permitted to work in any mine he must produce to the mine manager or

operator thereof an affidavit from his parent or guardian or next of kin, sworn and
subscribed to before a justice of the peace or notary public, that he, the said boy, is

fourteen years of age.

SIGNALS.

23. At every mine operated by shaft and by steam power, means must be pro-
vided for communicating distinct and separate signals to and from the bottom man,
the top man and the engineer. The following signals are prescribed for use at

mines where signals are required:
From the Bottom to the Top. One bell shall signify to hoist coal or the empty

cage, and also to stop either when in motion.
Two bells shall signify to lower cage.
Three bells shall signify that men are coming up; when return signal is received

from the engineer, men will get on the cage and the eager shall ring one bell to

start.

Four bells shall signify to hoist slowly, implying danger.
Five bells shall signify accident in the mine and a call for a stretcher.

Six bells shall call for a reversal of the fan.

From the Top to the Bottom. One bell shall signify: All ready, get on cage.
Two bells shall signify: Send away empty cage.

Provided, that the operator of any mine may, with the consent of the inspector,
add to this code of signals in his discretion, for the purpose of increasing its efficiency
or of promoting the safety of the men in said mine, but whatever code may be
established and in use at any mine, must be conspicuously posted at the top and at

the bottom and in the engine room for the information and instruction of all person?
concerned.

WEIGHING AND \VEIGHME>T
.

24. Scales. (a) The operator of every coal mine where miners are paid by the

weight of their output, shall provide at such mine suitable and accurate scales of

standard manufacture for the weighing of such coal, and a correct record shall be

kept of all coal so weighed, and said record shall be open at all reasonable hours to

the inspection of miners and others interested in the product of said mine.

Weirjliman. (!>} The person authorized to weigh the coal and keep the record as

aforesaid shall, before entering upon his duties, make and subscribe to an oath before

some person duly authorized to administer oaths, that he will accurately weigh and

carefully keep a true record of all coal weighed, and such affidavit shall be kept con-

spicuously posted at the place of weighing.
Check-weighman. (c) It shall be permitted to the miners at work in any coal mine

to employ a check-weighman at their option and at their own expense, whose duty
it shall be to balance the scales and see that the coal is properly weighed, and that

a correct account of the same is kept, and for this purpose he shall have access at all

times to the beam box of said scales, and be afforded every facility for verifying the

weights while the weighing is being done. The check-weighman so employed bv
the miners, before entering upon his duties, shall make and subscribe to an oath

before some person duly authorized to administer oaths, that he will faithfully dis-

charge his duties as check-weighman, and such oath shall be kept conspicuously

posted at the place of weighing.

249A 20
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BOUNDARIES.

25. Ten-foot limit. (a) In no case shall the workings of any mine be driven
nearer than ten feet to the boundary line of the coal rights pertaining to said mine,
except for the purpose of establishing an underground communication between

contiguous mines, as provided for elsewhere in this act.

Approaching old works. (b) Whenever the workings of any part of a mine are

approaching old workings, believed to contain dangerous accumulations of water or
of gas, the operator of said mine must conduct the advances with narrow work, and
maintain bore holes at least twenty feet in advance of the face of the work, and such
side holes as may be deemed prudent or necessary.

NOTICE TO INSPECTORS.

26. Immediate notice must be conveyed to the inspector of the proper district

by the operator interested:

First. Whenever an accident occurs whereby any person receives serious or fatal

injury.
Second. Whenever it is intended to sink a shaft, either for hoisting or escapement

purposes, or to open a new mine by any process.
Third. Whenever it is intended to abandon any mine or to reopen any abandoned

mine.
Fourth. Upon the appearance of any large body of fire damp in any mine, whether

accompanied by explosion or not, and" upon the occurrence of any serious fire within
the mine or on the surface.

Fifth. When the workings of any mine are approaching dangerously near any
abandoned mine, believed to contain accumulations of water or of gas.

Sixth. Upon the accidental closing or intended abandonment of any passage-way
to an escapement outlet.

ACCIDENTS.

27. Duty of inspector. (a) Whenever loss of life or serious personal injury shall
occur by reason of any explosion, or of any accident whatsoever, in or connected
with any coal mine, it shall be the duty of the person haying charge of said mine to

report that fact, without delay, to the inspector of the district in which the mine is

located, and the said inspector shall, if he deem necessary from the facts reported,
and in all cases of loss of life, immediately go to the scene of said accident and render

every possible assistance to those in need.
It shall moreover be the duty of every operator of a coal mine to make and

preserve for the information of the inspector, and upon uniform blanks furnished

by said inspector, a record of all injuries sustained by any of his employes in the

pursuance of their regular occupations.
Coroner's inquest. (b) If any person is killed by any explosion, or other accident,

the operator must also notify the coroner of the county, or in his absence or inability
to act, any justice of the peace of said county, for the purpose of holding an inquest
concerning the cause of such death. At such inquest the inspector shall offer such

testimony as he may be possessed of, and may question or cross question any witness

appearing in the case.

Investigation by inspector. (c) The inspector may also make any original or supple-
mental investigation which he may deem necessary, as to the nature and cause of any
accident within his jurisdiction, and shall make a record of the circumstances attend-

ing the same, and of the result of his investigations, for preservation in the files of
his office. To enable him to make such investigation he shall have power to compel
the attendance of witnesses, and to administer oaths or affirmations to them, and the
cost of such investigations shall be paid by the county in which such accident has

occurred, in the same manner as the costs of coroners inquests are paid.

MEN ON CAGES.

28. Top man and bottom man. (a) At every shaft operated by steam power, the
operator must station at the top and at the bottom of such shaft, a competent man
charged with the duty of attending to signals, preserving order, and enforcing the
rules governing the carriage of men on cages. Said top man and bottom man shall
be at their respective posts of duty at least a half hour before the hoisting of coal

begins in the morning, and remain for half an hour after hoisting ceases for the day.
Lights on landings. (b) Whenever the hoisting or lowering of men occurs before

daylight or after dark, or when the landing at which men take or leave the cage is
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at all obscured by steam or otherwise, there must always be maintained at such

landing a light sufficient to show the landing and surrounding objects distinctly.

Likewise, as long as there are men underground in any mine, the operator shall

maintain a good and sufficient light at the bottom of the shaft thereof, so that per-
sons coming to the bottom may clearly discern the cage and objects in the vicinity

Speed of cages and other regulations. (c) Cages on which men. are riding shall not
be lifted nor lowered at a rate of speed greater than six hundred feet per minute,
except with the written consent of the inspector. No person shall carry any tools,
timber or other materials with him on a cage in motion, except for use in repairing
the shaft, and no one shall ride on a cage containing either a loaded or empty
car. No cage having an unstable or self-dumping platform shall be used for the car-

riage of men or materials, unless the same is provided with some convenient device

by which said platform can be securely locked, and unless it is so locked whenever
men or materials are being conveyed thereon. No coal shall be hoisted in any shaft

while men are being lowered therein.

Rights of men to come out. (d) Whenever men who have finished their day's work,
or have been prevented from further work, shall come to the bottom to be hoisted out,
an empty cage shall be given them for that purpose, unless there is an available exit

by slope or by stairway in an escapement shaft, and providing there is no coal at the
bottom ready to be hoisted.

SAFETY LAMPS.

29. Operator must, furnish. () At any mine where the inspector shall find that

fire-damp is being generated so as to require the use of a safety lamp in any part
thereof, the operator of such mine, upon receiving notice from the inspector that one
or more such lamps are necessary to the safety of the men in such mine, shall at

once procure and keep for use such number of safety lamps as may be necessary.
Mine manager must care for. (6) All safety lamps used for examining mines or for

working therein shall be the property of the operator, and shall remain in the

custody of the mine manager, or other competent person, who shall clean, fill, trim,
examine and deliver the same, locked and in a safe condition, to the men, upon their

request, when entering the mine, and shall receive the same from the men at the end
of their shift. But miners shall be responsible for the condition and proper use of

safety lamps when in their possession.

STRETCHERS AND BLANKETS.

30. At every mine where fifty men are employed underground it shall be the

duty of the operator thereof to keep always on hand, and at some readily accessible

place, a properly constructed stretcher, a woolen and waterproof blanket, and a roll

of bandages in good condition and ready for immediate use for binding, covering and

carrying any one who may be injured at the mine. When two hundred or more
men are employed in any mine, two stretchers and two woolen and two waterproof
blankets, with a corresponding supply of bandages, shall be provided and kept on
hand. At mines where fire-damp is generated there shall also be provided and

kept instore, a suitable supply of linseed or olive oil, for use in case men are burned

by an explosion.

CAUTION TO MINERS.

31. It shall be unlawful for any miner, workman or other person knowingly or

carelessly to injure any shaft, safety lamp, instrument, air-course or brattice, or to

obstruct or throw open any air-way, or carry any open lamp or lighted pipe or fire

in any form into any place worked by the light of safety lamps, or within five feet of

any open powder, or to handle or disturb any part of the hoisting machinery, or

open any door regulating an air-current and not close the same, or to enter any part
of the mine against caution, or to use other than copper needles and copper-tipped

tamping bars, or to disobey any order given in pursuance of this act, or to do any
wilful act whereby the lives or health of persons working in mines or the security of

the mine or the machinery thereof is endangered.
32. It shall be the duty of every operator to post, on the engine house and at the

pit top of his mine, in such manner that the employes in the mine can read them,
rules not inconsistent with this act, plainly printed in the English language, which
shall govern all persons working in the mine. And the posting of such notice, as

provided, shall charge all employes of such mine with legal notice of the contents

thereof.
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PENALTIES.

33. Any wilful neglect, refusal or failure to do the things required to be done by
any section^ clause or provision of this act, on the part of the person or persons herein

required to do them, or any violation of any of the provisions or requirements hereof,
or any attempt to obstruct or interfere with any inspector in the discharge of the
duties herein imposed upon him, or any refusal to comply with the instructions of

an inspector given by authority of this act, shall be deemed a misdemeanor punish-
able by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the county
jail fora period not exceeding six months or both, at the discretion of the court:

Provided, that in addition to the above penalties, in case of the failure of any operator
to comply with the provisions of this act in relation to the sinking of escapement
shafts and the ventilation of mines, the State's attorney for the county in which such
failure occurs, or any other attorney, in case of his neglect to act promptly, shall

proceed against such operator by injunction without bond, to restrain him from

continuing to operate such mine until all legal requirements shall have been fully

complied with.

Any inspector who shall discover that any section of this act, or part thereof, is

being neglected or violated, shall order immediate compliance therewith, and in case
of continued failure to comply, shall, through the State's attorney, or any other

attorney, in case of his failure to act promptly, take the necessary legal steps to enforce

compliance therewith through the penalties herein prescribed.
If it becomes necessary, through the refusal or failure of the State's attorney to act,

for any other attorney to appear for the State in any suit involving the enforcement
of any provision of this act, reasonable fees for the services of such attorney shall be
allowed by the board of supervisors, or county commissioners, in and for the county
in which such proceedings are instituted.

For any injury to person or property, occasioned by any wilful violations of this

act, or wilful failure to comply with any of its provisions, a right of action shall

accrue to the party injured for any direct damages sustained thereby; and, in case
of loss of life by reason of such wilful violation or wilful failure as aforesaid, a right
of action shall accrue to the widow of the person so killed, his lineal heirs or adopted
children, or to any other person or persons who were, before such loss of life, depend-
ent for support on the person or persons so killed, for a like recovery of damages
for the injuries sustained by reason of such loss of life or lives, not to exceed the sum
of five thousand dollars.

DEFINITIONS.

34. Mine. (a) In this act the words "mine" and "coal mine," used in their

general sense, are intended to signify any and all parts of the property of a mining
plant, on the surface or underground, which contribute, directly or indirectly, under
one management, to the mining or handling of coal.

Krcfirations or tr<,r!:ii'tr/8. (b) The words "excavations" and "workings" signify
any or all parts of a mine excavated or being excavated, including shafts, tunnels,
entries, rooms and working places, whether abandoned or in use.
8h aft. (c) The term "shaft" means any vertical opening through the strata

which is or may be used for purposes of ventilation or escapement, or for the hoist-

ing or lowering of men and material in connection with the mining of coal.

Slope or drift. (d) The term "slope" or "drift" means any inclined or horizon-
tal way, opening or tunnel to a seam of coal to be used for the same purposes as a
shaft.

Operator. (e) The term "operator" as applied to the party in control of a mine
in this act, signifies the person, firm or body corporate who is the immediate pro-
prietor as owner or lessee of the plant, and, as such, responsible for the condition
and management thereof.

Inspector. (/) The term "inspector" in this act signifies the State Inspector of

Mines, within and for the district to which he is appointed.
Mine manager. (a) The "mine manager" is the person who is charged with the

general direction of the underground work, or both the underground and outside
work of any coal mine, and who is commonly known and designated as

" mine boss,"
or "foreman," or "pit lioss."

Mine examiner. (h) The "mine examiner" is the person charged with the exami-
nation of the condition of the mine before the miners are permitted to enter it, and
who is commonly known, and has been designated in former enactments as the "fire-
boss."

Approved April 18, 1899, in force July 1, 1899.
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